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Abbreviations and conventions 
1 Transcription 
Spoken Burmese is transcribed in this book according to the following conventions. The 
rationale behind the decisions taken in deciding upon this system is that the transcription 
should adhere to IP A conventions without being complicated by too much phonetic detail. 
See Watkins (2000 and 2001) for a more thorough treatment. 
Vowels 
(1) and (2) show how vowels are transcribed in this volume, with an indication of the 
phonetic detail implied. 
(1) Vowels in phonologically open syllables (all low tone). 
Burmese transcription IPA gloss 
Q ni [i] 'red' ; Gro Ie [e] 'wind' c:-
wE: [£] 'buy' 000 
CO? rna [0] 'come' 
c:- rn� [;:J] 'look up' GOO 
0 to [0] 'short' 0( 
«. pu [u] 'hot' 
(2) Vowels in syllables spelt with final stops (realised as glottal stops) or final nasals 
(realised as nasal vowels). 
Burmese transcr gloss IPA Burmese transcr gloss IPA 
c:- ei? 'new' [I?] c:- eiN 'new' D] ::A)C!) OJC c:- 1£7 'hand' [£?] rom c:- hal 'reflect' [a?] c:- haN 'style' [a] 0::>0 0::>, c:- ill? 'release' [Of] jUN 'lacquer' [6] �':' 06; lei? 'sleep' [el?] o c:- ?eiN 'house' [€i] �o �� o c:- kai? 'bite' [aI?] o c:- kaiN 'hold' [err] orm orc 
c:- jau? 'arrive' [ao?] c:- taUN 'mountain' [au] GEOpm GOY.>C 
c:- lou? 'do' [oo?] c:- kouN 'run out' [au] ,,?O or; 
Syllables written with an initial vowel symbol are transcribed with initial glottal stops, to 
make syllabification unambiguous, as in (3): 
XlI 
(3) Initial glottal stop 
Burmese � 
G3<nC 
3d� O� 3d 3d U 3d G, 
Tones 
transcription 
?aUN 
lama 
7a7ei7?ane 
gloss 
'succeed' 
'scar' 
'sleeping habits' 
IPA 
[7a5] 
lama 
7a7ei7?ane 
xiii 
Tones are transcribed as in (4). Note that the diacritics are different from those used in 
John Okell's publications and teaching materials (also shown in (4), for comparison). 
(4) Transcription of Burmese tones 
tone Burmese transcription gloss Okell transcription 
low �1 kha 'shake' kha 
high �1: kha 'be bitter' kha 
creaky � kh� 'fee' kha 
killed 
� khat 'draw off' khaq �O') 
Reduced, 'toneless' vowels are transcribed as in (5): 
(5) Reduced, 'toneless' syllables 
tone Burmese 
reduced C!Y.):� 
Consonants 
transcription 
zabwE 
gloss 
'table' 
Okell transcription 
za-bweh 
(6) shows how consonants are transcribed in this volume, again with an indication of the 
phonetic detail implied by the transcription. 
(6) Transcription of consonants 
Bse transcr gloss IPA Bse transcr gloss IPA 
u1 pa 'include' [p] W fa 'look for' [j] 
00 pha 'patch' [ph] C\)? ia 'come' [I] 
-::::JY.) ba 'what?' [b] GC? ie 'boat' [i] 
� ma 'hard' [m] 3d�9.�9. 7amar�pur� (a town) [J] 
'P l1Ja 'order' [11J� m] \fY.) ka 'block' [k] 01 wa 'cotton' [w] �1 kha 'partridge' [kh] 
� "Ye7 'hide' [M] 9U 'cave' [9] 90:> 
i c:rn ta 'measure' [t] ffia 'lotus' [ffi] 0( thu 'thick' [th] ffihl 'foot' [ffih] 
31 da 'that' [d] � �n£ 'journal' [ct] cw,w 
sa 'writing' [s] 0 lJO 'weep' [lJ] C!Y.) '( 
sha 'hungry' [Sh] � !Je7 'bird' [ljD] � yO:> 
00 za 'lace' [z] � J1a 'right-hand' [r] 
na 'ill' [n] � J.li7 'squeeze' [r.]l] fJ erG> 
fO lJa 'nose' [tjn] 3<n ?a 'gape' [7] 
on ja 'farmland' [j] <.JX) ha 'thing' [h] 
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2 Transliteration 
This book uses the American Library Association and Library of Congress system of 
transliteration for Old Burmese (OB) and Pali, and to transliterate the orthographic form of 
the modem language (Written Burmese; WB). This system, and others, are explained in 
detail in Okell's A guide to the romanization of Burmese. (London: Royal Asiatic Society, 
1971). The main features of the system are set out in (7)-(10) below: 
(7) Transliteration of consonants 
m k <i) kh () g ill gh c 11 
ID C 00 ch @ j CIij jh �/2 fifl/fi 
c t � th � .. d v dh C1lJ 1J.. 
00 t 00 th 3 d Q dh ; n 
() p � ph � b � bh � m 
().) y '1 r C\) l 0 v OJ s 
U? h � � � 
(8) Transliteration of vowels 
a �-1 ci 
0 i 
� r� 
-� 
"L2 u u G- e ai 
� 0' G� 0 G� 
0 ui "L 
(9) Transliteration of medials 
-J -y- G '-r- - -I- e; -v- J -h-co 
Combinations of medials are written in the order y, r, I, v, h. 
ol -yv- E -rh- -vh- -rvh-
(10) Transliteration of other symbols 
-: " rh 
3 Abbreviations 
The following forms of Burmese are referred to in various articles in this volume 
OB Old Burmese: the language of the 11th-13th century inscriptions 
WB written Burmese - the orthographical form of the modem language 
CB colloquial Burmese 
MB modem Burmese = colloquial Burmese 
FB formal Burmese 
xv 
Grammatical forms are glossed consistently throughout all the articles in this volume. This 
editorial decision was taken so that the reader need not learn a fresh set of abbreviations in 
preparation for reading each article. The intention has been to reduce the potential for 
confusion and ambiguity, but I apologise if at times the drive for consistency has had the 
opposite effect. The following is a list of the abbreviations used, with an example of one 
Burmese morpheme which may be glossed using each abbreviation. 
gloss 
APPEL 
ADV 
ADVREDUP 
REALATTR 
IRRAlTR 
OK? 
ATIR 
BEN 
CAUS 
CLF 
COMP 
CONT 
.CR!< 
DISTR 
EMPH 
EXCL 
EXP 
EUPH 
HON 
IMP 
INADV 
IRR 
NEG 
NOM 
REALNOM 
NP 
OBI 
PL 
POL 
Pro 
PURP 
Q-? 
Q-WH 
expanded form 
appellative 
adverbial marker 
adverb formed by reduplication 
attributive form of rea lis verb marker 
attributive clause form of irrealis verb marker 
tag particle seeking agreement 
attributive marker 
benefactive 
causative 
classifier 
compassion 
continuative 
induced creaky tone 
distributive 
emphatic 
exclamation 
experiential 
euphonic 
honorific 
imperative 
inadvertently 
irrealis 
negative 
nominaliser 
nominalised form of realis verb marker 
noun phrase 
object marker 
NP plural marker 
Polite 
pronoun 
purpose 
yes/no-question sentence-final marker 
wh-question sentence-final marker 
Burmese example 
<: ., 'to:> J £ 
2Pswa 
<: <: k' , Go:Y.)C:Go:Y.)C: aUNgaUN 
o? tf 
� mf 
<: , G¥, n;) 
GOY.> 85 
GO: pe 
GCD se 
Y khlJ 
wfa 
G; ne 
<: <: 
aaJ;GOO'? tGang 
Q , 
CD SI 
Uph£ 
0') o:Y.): ta ka 
�: phU 
GOO Ie 
Goo3 t;) 
.,.nf o . � m! 
<: , �o:> m£ 
� ma 
§�: tGh{N 
anta 
cqko 
G06 twe 
01 pa 
o 
'f.PQ 
roJ: lei 
cO 1£ 
xvi 
QUOT 
REAL 
RECIP 
REFL 
REM 
RESULT 
SUB! 
quotation marker 
rea lis modality 
reciprocal 
reflexive 
remote; temporal or spatial remoteness 
resultative 
Subject marker 
SUBJUNCREDUP subjunctive reduplication of verb 
SUBORD subordinate clause marker 
�.lQ 
oo� t£ 
���:��: ?ah:;h{N�hfN 
o?� ko 
� khf 
00:>: thci 
m kg 
§�§� phji?phji? 
�jw� 
Preface 
The papers in this volume constitute an excellent introduction to the burgeoning field of 
Burmese linguistics, covering a wide range of topics in phonology, grammar, discourse 
analysis, lexicography, and stylistics. 
A.D. Green's 'Word, foot and syllable structure in Burmese' treats Burmese segmental 
and prosodic phonology in the framework of constraint-based optimality theory. The 
notion of competing constraints is perhaps useful in describing such unpredictable 
phenomena as the epenthetic insertion of either a nasal or a glottal element in English 
loanwords in order to make them conform to the Burmese syllable canon; or the fact that 
some compounds, but not others, will 'reduce' their first element, often to the status of a 
stressless prefix. Or do the constraints compete with each other to such an extent that one 
must finally admit that the essence of natural language is to be incompletely formalisable? 
The question of 'freedom of word order' is tackled from the viewpoint of prosodic 
phonology in ' Information structure, focus and prosody in Burmese' by 
A. Simpson and J. Watkins. This paper takes an empirical, experimental approach, 
using questionnaires, acoustic analysis and perceptual tests to measure speakers' reactions 
to permutations in word order. They demonstrate that this 'freedom' is only relative, and 
that a host of syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic features govern the speaker's choice of a 
particular order in a certain context. (In this respect the analysis is reminiscent of the 
'competing constraints' of O.T.) The authors show that the focused elements in a Burnlese 
sentence appear typically in preverbal position; they are clearly stressed and do not tolerate 
repositioning within the sentence. Presupposed material, on the other hand, is destressed, 
especially when it occurs between the focus and the verb. 
D. Bradley's 'Reflexives in literary and Spoken Burmese' provides an exhaustive 
analysis of the usage of reflexive constructions, both intra- and inter-dialectally, from both 
the synchronic and diachronic perspectives. The multiplicity of such constructions is 
ascribable to the ' instability and openness of the Burmese pronoun system' ,  which is in 
tum related to the redundancy of pronouns in Burmese discourse. This paper is full of 
interesting titbits, including the observation that there is no evidence of ergativity even in 
the earliest inscriptions (although a number of modern Lolo-Burmese languages, e.g. Ache, 
are thoroughly ergative); the striking appearance of reflexives in proverbs (e.g. 'Only one 
oneself knows his own bellyaches' ); and the complex reflexives that appear as four­
syllable 'elaborate expressions' .  
'Syntactic and morphological markers in Burmese: are they really optional? ' ,  by V.B. 
Kassevich, is a sophisticated meditation on the theoretical nature of optionality. It is 
connected to the old issue of whether East and Southeast Asian languages are really supra 
grammaticam, as the great lexicographer Giles felt Classical Chinese to be, because of its 
relative freedom of word order, the fluidity of its parts of speech, and its lack of obligatory 
xv 11 
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morphology. Southeast Asian languages dislike redundancy (as is evident, e.g., in 
Bradley's  discussion of pronominal usage) .  In Kassevich's felicitous phrase, speakers of 
such languages 'are allowed to adjust the level of redundancy of the text.'  Like the 
Simpson/Watkins paper, Kassevich's study is empirical, based on the results of clever 
experiments devised to test the acceptability of the addition or deletion of grammatical 
markers. It turns out that certain markers are indeed rather obligatory in many contexts, so 
much so that additions are more easily accepted by consultants than deletions; i.e. over­
differentiation is more tolerated than under-differentiation, proving the lakobsonian dictum 
that certain meanings (not necessarily certain morphemes) cannot be dispensed with from 
language. 
K. Okano's  'The verb GO: pe 'give' as a causativiser in colloquial Burmese' describes 
the multiple grammaticalisations of this lexeme, which can function 
as either a pre-head or a post-head versatile verb in both literary and colloquial usage. 
As a post-head auxiliary it carries a benefactive/applicative, destinative, or transitivel 
causative meaning. As a pre-head auxiliary it carries an exclusively causative meaning. 
The relatively recent use of this verb in pre-head position is ascribed to indirect Mon 
influence, perhaps via the Moulmein dialect of Burmese. 
Four papers are devoted to the intricacies of the categories of tense, aspect, and 
modality (TAM) in Burmese. Since the conclusions of the various authors are rather 
divergent, these papers provide a valuable airing of the terminological problems involved 
in this vital grammatical area. Tense, aspect, and modality are categories intimately 
interwoven in verbal semantics, although different languages emphasise them in different 
proportions. In 'Burmese as a modality-prominent language' ,  A. Vittrant uses 
D.N.S. Bhat's  criteria of degree of grammaticalisation, obligatoriness and pervasiveness 
to demonstrate that Burmese is a 'modality-prominent' language. All subtypes of 
modal concepts (clausaVobjective, subjective, and speaker/utterance-oriented) are 
grammaticalised in the language. The pervasiveness of modal distinctions is evidenced by 
the fact that they play a role in complex as well as simple sentences, especially in 
nominalizations and in relative clauses. At first it seems as if U. Giirtner's paper ' Is the 
Myanmar language really tenseless?' challenges Vittrant's assertion that the dominant 
component in Burmese TAM categories is aspect or modality. In particular Giirtner wishes 
to reinterpret the contrast between oou3 t£ and �u3 m£ and their variants, which most 
authors now refer to marking a realis/irrealis distinction, as basically an opposition 
between non-future and future tenses. (This was apparently also the view of Kassevich in 
1990.) Yet she admits that it is 'mainly a matter of approach or terminology whether an 
event is called potential or future, actual or past/present', and it 'seems pointless to contrast 
these complementary capacities which are inherent in the VP final markers' .  After all it is 
a question of relative prominence! In his paper 'Tense in Burmese: a diachronic account', 
R. Yanson returns to the question of realis/irrealis vs. non-future lfuture, basically coming 
down on the side of the former, partly on historical grounds. He demonstrates that in Old 
Burmese inscriptions tense did not exist as a purely temporal category, so that temporal 
semantics in the pre-Pali period could not be expressed by grammatical means. Instead a 
marker e was used to express affirmative statements independent of tense (much like the 
Lahu final particle yo). Yanson also makes some interesting comments about the influence 
of Pali grammar on Old Burmese, e.g. that nominalised fmite verbs were introduced into 
Burmese in order to represent Pali participles. Finally, the paper by F.K. Lehman (a.k.a. 
Chit Hlaing), 'Towards a formal cognitive theory of grammatical aspect and its treatment 
XlX 
in Burmese', is concerned with creating a formal theory to accOlmt for the aspectual 
distinctions made in Burmese. Whatever one's  views on the fruitfulness of such 
endeavours, one can only admire Chit Hlaing's persistent attempts over the years to 
'mainstream' the study of Tibeto-Burman languages by showing how very interesting they 
are, even from a formaVtheoretical point of view. 
A welcome new trend in the study of Burmese (as well as other Southeast Asian 
languages) is the recent emphasis on connected texts or discourse. In her article 
'Topicalisation in Burmese expository discourse' ,  P. Hopple investigates the nature of 
topicalisation in Burmese, focusing on the use of three topic-marking particles (O)� 9i, en 
kg and o? ko) in one particular text. Exploring the nature of the figure/ground distinction in 
Burmese grammar, she concludes that O)� 91 marks a background theme, while en kg and 
o? ko indicate the social status of participants in the discourse, dominant vs. subordinate, 
respectively. Among other functions, the latter two also signal role reversals within an 
embedded narrative discourse or the figure/ground Gestalt. While the selection of 
topic/theme particles might seem random from the point of view of sentence-based 
grammar, a discourse approach motivates the choice of one particle over another. 
In a similar vein, San San Hnin Tun's 'Discourse particles in Burmese' analyzes a 
corpus of eight texts within the framework of discourse analysis, focussing on 
two particles which are affective ( interactional) rather than referential, denotative, or 
cognitive: C\)�: It and GoJ pg. Such particles are a Southeast Asian areal feature, and are 
naturally polysemous and highly context-sensitive. (They are in fact readily borrowable 
into other languages; Lahu also uses PJ7 as an emphatic particle.) Sometimes one can give 
quite a precise meaning to such a particle in a given context, e.g. the interesting use of 
enC\)�: kglt with kinship terms and pronouns in the contexts of 'self-justification, self­
defence, or reproach' .  The author envisions the possibility that the choice of particular 
particles may have an idiosyncratic component (much as English speakers have individual 
preferences with respect to interjections like 'goodness me!' or 'damn it all!') .  I have 
noticed the same phenomenon in Lahu texts. Certain speakers have favourite particles, and 
these are subject to a sort of intra-textual contagion. Once an emotive particle appears in 
the discourse, it tends to occur several times in quick succession, often by both 
interlocutors in a conversation. 
By far the longest article in this volume is T. Ohno's 'The structure of Pagan period 
Burmese' ,  a comprehensive survey of the main features of Pagan period phonology, 
morphology and syntax. Despite the highly variable spelling in the inscriptions, much can 
be figured out about Old Burmese phonology. Especially interesting are the discussions of 
the value of the vowel variously transcribed as 'ill' or 'ui' (or even [i]); and the frequent 
but not entirely consistent marking of tonal distinctions. The rare closed syllable rhymes 
with medial -e- are shown to have been variants of other combinations for the most part 
(although there are grounds for occasionally setting them up at the PLB level). As in Sino­
Tibetan languages in general, the vast majority of noun- and verb-roots were monosyllabic, 
although semantically transparent compounds certainly occurred as well. Four-syllable 
elaborate expressions already existed, via the prefixation of a- to both parts of disyllabic 
verbs. Pronominal prefixes (ria- for lSI person, a- for 3rd person) were used to mark 
possession with kinship terms (as e.g. in modem Chin languages). Classifiers already 
abounded, as did simplex/causative verb phrases, marked by aspiration of the initial 
consonant of the causative member. A panoply of post-nominal and post-verbal particles 
were already in evidence. In short, the overall structure of Pagan-period Burmese was not 
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all that different from that of modem Burmese - a reassuring conclusion! The article is 
richly exemplified, with almost 300 illustrative sentences and an index of grammatical 
forms. 
The agonies and the ecstasies of dictionary-making are vividly evoked in A. Esche's 
'The experience of writing the first German-Myanmar dictionary' .  Although she has 
tormented herself over the years with the question ' Is such a dictionary really necessary?' ,  
she fortunately seems finally to have come to the opinion that i t  was well worth the years 
of effort and expense to produce it. As a member of the tribe of 'harmless drudges' myself 
(as the redoubtable Dr Johnson referred to us lexicographers), I can well sympathize. But 
after all is there any enterprise more noble than compiling a dictionary? Dictionaries of a 
living language can never be complete or totally up-to-date, as languages change before 
our very eyes. Yet this doesn't mean that we should give up, especially now with the 
computer to help us. 
Saw Tun's article, 'Modem Burmese writing: an examination of the status of colloquial 
Burmese' ,  is basically a polemic against introducing lexical items and grammatical 
constructions characteristic of Formal Burmese (FB) into modem Burmese texts. He 
decries the 'muddled mixture of colloquial and literary Burmese' ,  and the 'ambiguity and 
verbosity' of the FB style. There is definitely a political component to this distaste, given 
the present government's fondness for the pretentious weightiness of FB, so that FB is now 
gaining ground in the government-controlled media. This whole issue is highly reminiscent 
of the controversies surrounding the gradual and reluctant replacement of the Chinese 
literary style ()(� wenyan) by the colloquial style (B l!Mihua) in the early 20th century, 
after Sun Yat-sen's  revolution. There is a strikingly close analogy between the recent FB 
introduction of 0(1:l 8um!! as a feminine third-person pronoun, and the creation of such a 
concept by the innovative addition of the 'woman-radical' to make the character�t!Ua 'she' 
from the intrinsically genderless third-person pronoun ft!:lta in Mandarin, in order to imitate 
the high-prestige Western languages with gender distinctions like he/she. 
It is a special pleasure for me to conclude with a few words of tribute to my good friend 
John Okell. John and I got to know each other in the 1 960's, and quickly found that we had 
much in common, especially a sort of obsessive-maniacal compulsion to immerse 
ourselves in a Southeast Asian language. The fascinating similarities and differences 
between Burmese and Lahu have been an endless source of pleasure for us to ponder over 
the years. 
John Okell's mastery of Burmese language and culture is unparalleled among Western 
scholars of his generation. His A Reference Grammar of Colloquial Burmese (1969) 
remains the tillchallenged standard work on the subject. He has educated generations of 
students in all aspects of the field, in the U.K., the U.S. and Thailand. The tapes and other 
teaching materials he has created during his forty years of pedagogy have exerted a 
worldwide influence. 
On the personal level, to know John is to love him, for his intellectual generosity, his 
gentle wit, and his very British modesty. Also, one might add, for his musicianship! It has 
been a cherished feature of our all too infrequent meetings (once, memorably, at Eugenie 
Henderson's home in Hampstead) for John to whip out his flute for some flute and piano 
duets. The growing sophistication of Burmese linguistics evidenced in this volume is due 
in large part to the work of John Okell. His colleagues and students salute him! 
James A. MatisojJ 
Berkeley, July 2005 
Foreword 
This book has been in preparation for a shamefully long time. The idea of inviting 
contributions for an edited book of articles on various aspects of the linguistics of Burma 
was conceived one quiet afternoon at SOAS in early 200 1 ;  little did I know then that the 
book would still be in preparation in 2005 . During the intervening four years I have 
alternated between chivvying authors into submitting their work and apologising for my 
own inaction when, for months on end, other teaching and administration duties at SOAS 
completely eclipsed the Burmese Linguistics Book project. 
One reason why this project took such a long time to finish was the decision, taken early 
on, to ensure consistency of transcription/transliteration and linguistic glossing in the 
Burmese language material across all the articles in the book, to enable the book to be read 
more as a coherent whole. This entailed retyping, retranscribing and reglossing the 
Burmese text of the whole book, because it seems there are as many ways of rendering 
Burmese script in electronic media, of transcribing it, and of describing the language' s  
functional morphemes a s  there are linguists with an interest i n  Burmese. Processing the 
Burmese text has been unbelievably time-consuming, but worthwhile, I think. 
For the Burmese text, I have used the IC Myanmar Bold font - an adaptation by Ian 
Carter of John Okell ' s  original Avalaser font (which I had to use for one or two rare 
symbols found only in inscriptions). Phonetic transcription (or, for Old Burmese material, 
transliteration) and morpheme-by-morpheme glosses are given for all Burmese material, 
except for some of the longer passages in the contributions from Saw Tun and San San 
Hnin Tun. I feel strongly that presenting the Burmese language material without a 
romanised version of some kind would have made the book inaccessible for linguists who 
do not read Burmese script. 
There exists no other collection of articles dedicated to the linguistics of Burmese, 
despite the fact that Burmese is a major language of South East Asia with perhaps forty 
million speakers and many more second-language speakers - more than any other 
language in the Tibeto-Burman language family. No doubt Burma' s  troubled history in 
recent decades has prevented more linguists from approaching the language analytically. 
Recent publications on Burmese have included a good number of descriptive grammars, 
dictionaries and language learning materials, while published linguistic research has been 
restricted to occasional articles and one or two oldish monographs. The contributors to this 
volume make up a significant proportion of the small and scattered community of linguists 
who specialise in Burmese, and I am happy to count among them my teachers, colleagues 
and friends 
Now that the book has fmally come together, I realise how enormously rewarding the 
editing process has been. Many of the contributors are not native speakers of English, and 
in some cases they were nervous about submitting work for publication in English and 
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invited me to rewrite their text as necessary. This, combined with the task of adding 
consistent transliteration, glossing and formatting, gave rein to a rather free editorial hand, 
though not without some trepidation with regard to interfering with other people's work. I 
have aimed to produce a book which adds weight to the individual articles it contains by 
presenting them as a readable collection. In some cases, I have collaborated with the 
authors on substantial rewriting or restructuring of the material they originally submitted; 
in others, I have done no more than necessary for the article to conform to the book's  
transcription, glossing and formatting conventions. 
This book is divided into broadly themed sections which cover a range of sub­
disciplines within linguistics. The contributors were invited to write on research topics of 
their own choosing, such that the volume is a snapshot of current research on Burmese, 
rather than a systematic linguistic survey of the language. While not all the articles are 
theory-neutral, I hope they remain accessible to a broad readership of people interested in 
Burmese with no formal training in linguistics. Conversely, many aspects of Burmese 
covered in the papers in this volume are of obvious interest to a wider constituency of 
linguists, not just those familiar with Burmese. I hope you enjoy it. 
Justin Watkins 
London, June 2005 
Burmese or Myanmar? 
At present, the language described in the chapters of this book can be referred to in English 
as 'Burmese' and 'Myanmar' .  I invite readers to regard both terms as equivalent and 
interchangeable. 
John Okell 
School of Oriental and African Studies 1959-1999. 
Assistant Lecturer in Linguistics 1959, Lecturer in Bunnese 1965, 
Senior Lecturer in Bunnese 1989, reti red 1999. 
Honouring John Okell does not require a book. However, he has had such a profound 
influence on my life that I am bound to acknowledge my gratitude to him in some formal 
way, and dedicating this book to him provides the ideal opportunity. 
We write to each other a lot as it is: my email archives contain well over a thousand 
emails between us spanning eleven years. He first cast his spell on me when I joined the 
beginners ' Bunnese language class at SOAS, continued to keep tabs on me for several 
years after that as joint supervisor of my PhD, and finally sealed my fate when he retired, 
giving me the opportunity to apply for the Burmese job at SOAS which had last been 
vacant more than forty years earlier. Possibly more active in retirement than when 
employed, John is ever on hand to help, entertain, inform, support and guide. We meet 
regularly at SOAS or at Burma-related events in London, and most recently have made a 
point of having a leisurely pow-wow over lunch or dinner to exchange o.:>O?�: (news) and 
�O?�: (gossip) after either of us returns from a visit to Bunna. I ' l l  spare him the 
embarrassment of writing at length. John, I hope you enjoy the articles in this volume, 
which is dedicated to you with fondness and thanks. 
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1 Word, joot, and syll able structure 
in Burmese * 
Antony Dubach Green 
University of Potsdam 
toniogreen@web.de 
1 Introduction 
Prosodic phonology is the branch of linguistics concerned with the representation and 
behaviour of phonological constituents above the segment: syllable, foot, prosodic word, 
phonological phrase, intonational phrase, utterance. These elements, from the syllable to 
the utterance, are known as the Prosodic Hierarchy (Selkirk 1984; Nespor and Vogel 1986). 
Researchers frequently focus on the portion of the prosodic hierarchy between the segment 
and the prosodic word (also called pword, symbolised ro) e.g. Peperkamp ( 1 997), Ewen 
and van der Hulst (200 1 ), and the papers collected in Hall and Kleinhenz ( 1 999). In this 
chapter I address theoretical issues in the prosodic phonology of Burmese, examining the 
structure of the syllable, foot, and prosodic word in Burmese within the constraint-based 
framework of Optimality Theory (prince & Smolensky 1993). 
In the rest of section 1, I give the inventory of Burmese surface phones - vowels, tones, 
and consonants, and provide a brief introduction to Optimality Theory. In section 2, I 
discuss major (= heavy) syllables and show that a violable constraint bans all singly linked 
place features (not just consonantal ones, as in many other languages) from the right edge 
of a syllable in Burmese. I argue that the properties that distinguish major syllables from 
minor (= light) syllables, including presence of tone and toleration of onset clusters, are 
most straightforwardly accounted for with the assumption that all major syllables are feet 
and that all feet consist of exactly one major syllable. In section 3,  I examine minor 
syllables and show that their shape and distribution are attributable to the constraint against 
place features in syllable-fmal position, a markedness constraint against heavy syllables, 
and constraints requiring all feet and prosodic words to be right-aligned. In section 4, I 
first show that all prosodic categories are preferably nonbranching in Burmese and then 
discuss exceptions to the generalization that a pword contains exactly one foot in Burmese, 
arguing that both the pword and the foot are, in some cases, prespecified in the input. 
Section 5 concludes the chapter. 
This chapter is a revised version of a paper in Working Papers of the Cornell Phonetics Laboratory 1 0  
( 1995), 67-96. I should like to thank the following people for their help and advice: Fraser Bennett, F. K. 
L. Chit Illaing, Abby Cohn, Laura Downing, Caroline Fery, Terri Griffith, Daniela Lentge, Maire Ni 
Chiosain, David Parkinson, San San lInin Too, Hubert Truckenbrodt, Siri Tuttle, Ruben van de Vijver, 
Ratree Wayland, Julian Wheatley, Moira Yip, Draga Zec, and an anonymous WPCPL reviewer. 
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1.1 Vowels and tones 
The surface vowels and tones of Burmese are shown in ( 1 ) : 1 
( 1 )  The surface vowels and tones of Burmese 
monophthongs diphthongs tones 
U ei au Low a 
e a ai au High a 
Creaky g 
£ Killed at 
a 
The syllable structure of Burmese' is C(G)V((V)C); the onset consists of a consonant 
optionally followed by a glide; the rhyme consists of either a monophthong alone, a 
monophthong with a consonant, or a diphthong with a consonant. Diphthongs cannot 
occur in open syllables, a fact which will be discussed in more detail in below. Some 
representative words are shown in (2): 2 
(2) Basic syllables of Burmese 
a. CV G� me (term of endearment for wife) 
b. CVC 
(- mEt 'crave' �m 
c. CGV G§ mje 'earth' 
d. CGVC 
(- mjEt 'eye' 'tim 
e. CVVC 
(-
GOOC mauN (term of address for young men) 
f. CGVVC G§:>�: mjauN 'ditch' 
Modem Burmese is generally analyzed as having a four-way tone contrast in major 
syllables, as illustrated by the minimal quadruplet in (3): 
(3) The four tones of Burmese (Okell 1 969:5) 
a. low el kha 'shake' 
b. high el: kha 'be bitter' 
c. creaky e khg 'fee' 
d. killed 
(- khat 'draw off eO? 
In principle, this four-way contrast should be describable with two binary distinctive 
features, but to develop such a theory would be beyond the scope ofthis chapter. 
2 
There is little agreement from one author to another on the designation of the tones. Some authors use 
terms such as low, high, creaky, checked, falling, heavy, glottalized, etc.; others number the tones 1-4. 
Among the authors who use numbers, there is even variation as to which tone is given which number. 
There is also wide variation as to the transcription of Burmese. The names of tones used in this chapter 
conform with the conventions followed elsewhere in this volume. 
All examples in this chapter are from Bemot ( 1963), Okell ( 1969), Esche ( 1976), or Wheatley ( 1987), 
unless otherwise noted, 
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The phonemic contrast traditionally known as 'tone' in Burmese involves not only pitch, 
but also phonation, intensity, duration, and vowel quality. For this reason Bradley ( 1982) 
prefers the term ' register' rather than 'tone',  but I will continue to use the traditional term 
here, though with the understanding that 'tone' refers to all of these properties and not just 
pitch. Detailed phonetic studies of the Burmese tones include Mehnert and Richter ( 1 972-
77, part 3) and Thein Tun ( 1 982). 
In syllables with a nasal rhyme, only three tones are possible. The killed tone is 
excluded from such syllables: 
(4) Three tones in nasal rhymes 
a. low s kha 'undergo' 
b. high 
co khaN 'dry up' s;: 
creaky 
co kh� 'appoint' c .  s;. 
This fact can be explained by assuming that N and ? are both required to stand in coda 
position, but Burmese phonotactics do not allow complex codas. To avoid this conflict, 
one of the consonants must be deleted. Native Burmese vocabulary lacks phonological 
processes which would allow us to determine what the output of a hypothetical input like 
/BN?/ would be, but evidence from loanwords may be brought to bear. In general, final 
obstruents in other languages all become ? in Burmese, for example o:lJILro� tju!r? 'tulip' .  
Foreign words that end in nasal + obstruent clusters usually become nasal rhymes in 
creaky tone in Burmese, for example �9 p�iN 'pint' .  This suggests that in the presence of 
N ,  the glottalization normally associated with killed tone surfaces instead in creaky tone. 
Burmese, like many South East Asian languages, has a distinction between major and 
minor syllables. 3 The exact defInition of major and minor syllables varies from language 
to language, but in general the distinction seems to parallel the distinction between heavy 
and light syllables found in all languages. Following Moraic Theory (Hyman 1 985; 
McCarthy and Prince 1986; Hayes 1 989), we may assume that minor (light) syllables 
contain one unit of weight, called a mora (symbolised �), while major (heavy) syllables 
contain two moras. 4 
In most languages that have the major/minor syllable distinction, including Burmese, a 
word must contain at least one major syllable and may not end with a minor syllable. In 
Burmese, the characteristics of a major syllable are: 
(i) it may contain any vowel except g; 
(ii) it may be an open or closed syllable; 
(iii) it bears tone; 
(iv) it may have a simple (C) or complex (CG) onset. 
All the words in (2) above are examples of major syllables. The characteristics of a minor 
syllable in Burmese are: 
3 The terms 'major syllable' and 'minor syllable' seem to have been used first by Henderson ( 1952) for 
Cambodian and Shorto ( 1960) for Paiaung. 
4 Duanmu (1990) argues that all syllables are heavy in Chinese, which does not have the major/minor 
syllable distinction. 
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(i) it may only contain the vowel �; 
(ii) it is an open syllable; 
(iii) it does not bear tone; 
(iv) it has only a simple (C) onset; 
(v) it is not the final syllable of the word. 
This last restriction (v) entails that a word may not contain only minor syllables. In the 
examples in (5), all non-final syllables are minor and all fmal syllables are major. 
(5) Words containing minor syllables 
<: kha. lou7 'knob' a. �aroo 
b. UG"6 pa.lwe 'flute' <: 9a.jo 'mock' c. :::>')G'P 
d. 
<: ka. l£7 'be frivolous' rororo 
<: <: tha.maJe 'rice-water' e. cx)�c:6).2 
It is also possible for a non-final syllable to be major, for example the first syllable of 
�,:�O� meiN.m�.wu7 'women's clothing' . 
1 .2 Consonants 
The consonants of Burmese are shown in (6): 
(6) The consonants of Burmese 
nasals 
stops/affricates fricatives (N is placeless) 
p t tG k s S 9 
h 
m n Jl lJ ph th tGh kh 7 
(o) 
Sh N 
l1} t;,J. J.l D b d � g z 
The approximants r and '1' are rare; 0 is a voiced allophone of 9. 
approximants 
j 
w 
(r) 
('1') + 
The feature distinguishing the voiced and voiceless sonorants is probably not [voice] 
but [spread glottis] . In other words, the voiceless sonorants are phonologically aspirated. 
Evidence for this comes from a set of about 50 pairs of verbs in which the intransitive or 
passive member of each pair begins with a nonaspirated sound, while the transitive, 
causative, or active member begins with the aspirated correlate (Okell 1969:42, 205ff.). 
Examples are shown in (7); in i-j, S functions as the aspirated equivalent of j .  
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(7) Unaspirated/aspirated verb pairs 
[-s.g.] initial: passive/intransitive [+s.g.] initial: 
active/transitive 
a. §� pja? 'be cut' §� phja? 'cut' 
b. C' CE? 'be cooked' C' ChEf 'cook' �O? CijO? 
c. � kWE 'be split' , khwE 'split' S 
d. C' sou? 'be tom' C' ShOU? 'tear' �oo OX{00 
e. [i� mjou? 'be buried' §L� l1}jou? 'bury' 
f. Gg.: nwe 'be warm' G-*: I}we 'make warm' 
0 'be alight' 0 ' set alight' g. � Jl1 2t J1! 
h. C' lui 'be set free' C' lu? 'set free' 0600 �oo 
i. Gcqr. jg 'be reduced' GCSJ? Sg 'reduce' 
j .  G�. jw� 'be moved' G�. Sw� 'move' 
All consonants except the placeless nasal are allowed in onset position, and an onset 
consonant is obligatory in Burmese. Thus vowel-initial words of English and Pali are 
borrowed into Burmese with initial ?, for example ��<lJ� ?iN<tiN 'engine' ,  3d":>OY.>o.:> 
?akae� 'space, universe' « Pali cikasa). Only placeless consonants are allowed in coda 
position, namely ? and the placeless nasal N (which is realised as nasalization on the 
preceding vowel, with an approximate coronal articulation after monophthongs and an 
approximate velar articulation after diphthongs (Bennett & Lehman 1 994)). 5 Although 
h is placeless, it does not appear in coda position, presumably reflecting the cross­
linguistic tendency to disfavour coda h. 
1.3 Optimality Theory 
Optimality Theory or OT (prince & Smolensky 1 993 ; McCarthy & Prince 1 993b; 
Archangeli & Langendoen 1 997; Kager 1 999; Boersma et al. 2000; McCarthy 2002) is a 
theory of generative grammar built around the concept of the violable constraint. 
According to OT, the grammar of a language consists of a ranked hierarchy of constraints: 
constraints may be violated if violation of one constraint spares a violation of a higher­
ranking constraint. The constraints are held to be universal, i .e. present in the grammar of 
every human language, but their hierarchical ranking differs in every language. 
Constraints are in principle violable, however every language has some constraints that are 
undominated in that language's hierarchy and hence never violated. 
The lexicon of a language is held to consist of a list of inputs which the speaker 
compiles as a learner; each input corresponds to a set of candidate outputs generated by a 
function called Gen. These candidates compete with each other to determine the optimal 
output - the actual surface form pronounced by the speaker. An evaluator function 
(known in the OT literature as EVAL) judges competing candidates against the constraint 
hierarchy. This evaluation is represented graphically by means of a tableau, as shown in 
(8). In this tableau, A, B, and C stand for constraints; they are ranked from left to right, 
5 
See Trigo ( 1 988) for a full discussion of the behavior of placeless nasals (she calls them nasal glides) 
across languages. 
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showing that constraint A outranks B, and B outranks C (in shorthand, A » B » C). The 
candidates are <p, X, and \jJ; violations of each constraint are marked *. A is the highest 
ranking constraint, therefore cp's violation of A is fatal (fatal violations are marked with the 
exclamation point !). X and \jJ do not violate A, however X violates constraint B and thus 
eliminated from consideration. \jJ only violates the lowest ranked constraint C and is 
therefore selected as the optimal candidate, i.e. the actual surface form. The symbol r7 
points to the optimal candidate. Shaded cells indicate that the violation or fulfillment of a 
constraint is irrelevant to the evaluation process: 
(8) 
INPUT A 
<p * ! 
X 
c:r \jI 
B 
* ! 
C 
.0t 
* <w!�;!II. w . ... . . . .•... 
There are three major kinds of constraints: faithfulness constraints, markedness constraints, 
and alignment constraints. Faithfulness constraints govern the relationship between the 
input and the output by requiring identity between the two.6 If any element of the input 
has no correspondent in the output, a constraint of the family MAx (maximization) is 
violated; in effect, MAx constraints prohibit deletion. If any element of the output has no 
correspondent in the input, a constraint of the family DEP (dependency) is violated; in 
effect, DEP constraints prohibit insertion. Finally, if any input-output correspondence pair 
differs in the value of any feature, a constraint of the family IDENT (identity) is violated; in 
effect, IDENT constraints prohibit alteration of segments. 
Markedness constraints make general statements about phonological well-formedness; 
generally, any structure that is marked in comparison to another structure will violate a 
markedness constraint. The relative ranking of markedness constraints and faithfulness 
constraints determines which marked structures will be allowed in a language: a marked 
structure is allowed if the relevant faithfulness constraint outranks the markedness 
constraint prohibiting the structure. 
The third type of constraint encountered in OT are alignment constraints (prince & 
Smolensky 1991; McCarthy & Prince 1993a). These constraints require certain prosodic 
or morphological entities to share an edge with certain other prosodic or morphological 
entities. Alignment constraints generally have the form Align (K, E; A, E') where K and A 
are prosodic or morphological categories and E and E' are edges (left or right). K is 
quantified universally while A is quantified existentially: a prose statement of the 
constraint is: 'For every K there is some A. such that the E edge of K is aligned with the 
E 'edge of A.. ' E and E '  need not be the same (for example the left edge of a suffix may be 
aligned with the right edge of a root), but in practice they are very often the same. Hence 
the shorthand notation Align-L(K, A) ('the left edge of every K is aligned with the left edge 
of some A. ') and Align-R(K, A) ('the right edge of every K is aligned with the right edge of 
some A. ') are often used. 
6 Actually there are other pairs of forms that can stand in a correspondence relationship to each other, not 
just input and output. But in this chapter I consider only input-output correspondences, and use MAx and 
DEP as shorthand for MAx-IO and DEP-IO. See McCarthy and Prince ( 1 995) for more discussion on 
constraints governing correspondence relationships. 
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More details about Optimality Theory will be introduced in the course of this chapter, as 
they become relevant to the discussion of Burmese prosodic phonology. 
2 Major syllables 
A major syllable in Burmese consists of an obligatory onset (any of the consonants in (6)) 
except N) followed by one of the fifty possible rhymes listed in (9): 
(9) The fifty rhymes of major syllables (adapted from Thein Tun 1982) 
NON-NASAL RHYME NASAL RHYME 
Low High Creaky Killed Low High Creaky 
/i/ I 1 i i? IN IN iN 
/u/ U U Y u? UN UN yN 
/a/ a a g a? aN aN gN 
/r-/ £ £ f £7 
/ai/ ail aiN aiN giN 
/ei/ e e � ei? eiN eiN �iN 
/au/ J 6 Q au? aUN aUN giN 
/OU/ 0 0 Q au? OUN OUN QUN 
In this section I explore the nature of major syllables in more detail, focusing in §2. 1  on the 
hypothesis that all major syllables are bimoraic; in §2.2 on the constraint against place 
features at the right edge of the syllable; in §2.3 on the claim that major syllables are 
monosyllabic feet; and in §3. 1 .4 on the relationship between tone and the foot (i.e. the 
major syllable). 
2.1 Bimoraicity 
As alluded to above, a word in Burmese must contain at least one major syllable, which 
may be defined as a syllable whose nucleus is a full vowel - i.e. any monophthong or 
diphthong except d. Examples are given in ( 1 0): 
( 1 0) Major syllables 
a. el kha 'shake' 
b. e khaN 'undergo' 
co kha? 'draw off' c. eO) 
Vowel length is not contrastive in Burmese, but as previously mentioned, we may 
hypothesise that major syllables are all bimoraic, while minor syllables are monomoraic. 
In open major syllables like kha the vowel is presumably bimoraic, while in closed 
syllables like khaN and kha? the vowel and the coda consonant support one mora each, as 
shown in ( 1 1 ) .  (The syllable is symbolised 0-) : 
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( 1 1 )  Structure of major syllables 
a. b. c. 
cr cr cr 
/�"" � 
1 /  
/ l ""� 
1 1 
/ l "" � 
1 1 
kh a kh a N kh a ? 
Mehnert and Richter ( 1 972-77 :  Part 3, 148-1 50) show that the duration of the rhyme of a 
minor syllable varies from 25 to 50 ms, while the duration of the rhyme of a major syllable 
varies from 1 50 to 600 ms. The difference in duration of major and minor syllables can be 
straightforwardly represented as a difference in syllable weight: minor syllables are light or 
monomoraic, and major syllables are heavy or bimoraic.7 The wide variation in range of 
duration within major syllables ( 1 50-600 ms) is due to the fact that tone, rather than 
weight, is the primary determiner of duration in Burmese: Killed tone syllables are very 
short, Creaky tone syllables somewhat longer, Low tone syllables longer still, and High 
tone syllables longest of all (Thein Tun 1 982). 
2.2 Restrictions on place features 
The phonotactic restrictions on the rhymes of major syllables are the following: the 
diphthongs ei ai ou au must be closed by one of the coda consonants ? or N ( 12); the mid 
monophthongs e o ;)  must occur in open syllables ( 1 3); £ may occur in an open syllable or a 
syllable closed by ?, but no syllable may end in £N ( 14). 
( 1 2) Diphthongs only in closed syllables 
0 ("  ?ei? 'sleep' 0 ("  ?eiN 'house' *?ei a. �o �� 
b. o (" shai? 'arrive' 0 ("  thaiN 'sit' *thai CXj?oo CX?c 
(" tGou? ' sew' tGhOUN 'overspread' *tGhou c. eijlO <i!ll 
d. (" tGau? ' stone' <o§:>� tGauN 'cat' *tGau <O"1Poo 
( 13) e o ;)  only in open syllables 
7 
a. <O�: ?e 'be cold' *?ei *?eN 
b. 0 tGh6 'be sweet' *tGhou *tGhON <i!ll 
c. <O� tG� 'fry' *tGhau *tGh�N 
Another possibility, suggested to me by both Abby Cohn and Laura Downing, is that minor syllables are 
nonmoraic. I do not have space in this chapter to compare that hypothesis with the view taken here, 
that minor syllables are monomoraic. 
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( 14) £ in open syllables and before 7 
a. 
b. 
c. 
ewE: 
ewE? 
'connect by thread etc.' 
'be fluent' 
Diphthongs in closed syllables are presumably monomoraic in Burmese, so that a syllable 
like �l6 tGhou7 ' sew' ( 1 2)c has the structure shown in ( 1 5): 
( 1 5) 
/�"\  I 
tGh 0 U 7 
In this section I will show that the ban on diphthongs in open syllables can be linked to an 
independent fact of Burmese phonology, namely that coda consonants are obligatorily 
placeless. 
The Coda Condition (Steriade 1 982; Ito 1 986, 1989; Yip 199 1 )  was devised as a way of 
restricting the occurrence of features in the coda; for example, by prohibiting place 
features. A Coda Condition doing just this was formalised by Ito ( 1 989) as in ( 1 6) :  
( 1 6) Coda Condition 
* 
PLACE 
Burmese patently obeys this constraint, as the only permissible coda consonants, 7 and N, 
are both placeless. Application of the Coda Condition has traditionally been confined to 
consonantal place features, as in Ito's ( 1 989) illustration with Japanese. In this language, 
the only licit coda consonants are the placeless nasal N (e.g. /hON/ 'book'), the fIrst halves 
of geminates (e.g. /kitte/ 'stamp') and homorganic nasal-stop clusters (e.g. /tombo/ 
'dragonfly'). Ito argues that the latter two cases are not violations of the Coda Condition, 
because the place features are licensed by the onset position, and the coda consonants 
merely share the onset consonants' place features. This situation also applies to Burmese; 
coda 7 and N tend to assimilate in place to a following consonant, as illustrated in ( 1 7): 
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( 1 7) Place assimilation 
� � a. 'l.0C'Y6oo 
o � 
alOOOOC 
� � ,,?ooooo 
ja? kw£7 ja[kk]w£7 < 
sei[tt]iN 
lou[sz]a? 
< sei? tiN 
< lou? za? 
'area, quarter' 
'opinion' 
'fictitious story' 
pjau[tik]oUN < pjauN.kouN 'alter completely' 
?apji[nth]w£? < ?apjiN.thw£1 'go outside' 
9a[rdz]ei? < SaN.Dei? 'iron hook' 
As in Japanese, coda place features in Burmese must be licensed by being linked with an 
onset consonant, as illustrated in ( 1 8) :  
( 1 8) Linked coda consonants 
a. 
j 
cr cr 
/� "" � J1 ""� 
1 /  1 1 
a kw £ ? 
'l.t>C'Y603 ja? kw£1 > ja[kk]w£? 
b. 
cr cr / "" 
J
I "" � � � � 
A [lnas] A [�nas] 
pj a u  k o u  
G@:>�:O(t pjauN.koUN > [pjaU[Uk]OUN] 
However, unlike Japanese, Burmese apparently prohibits not only consonant place features 
but also vowel place features from the right edge of a syllable. 1bls extension of the Coda 
Condition to vowel place features can explain the complementary distribution of 
diphthongs and monophthongs seen above. Specifically, if all place specifications are 
barred from the right edge of the syllable, diphthongs can be excluded from open syllables, 
because to allow diphthongs in open syllables is to allow the place features of the second 
element of the diphthong to occur at the syllable'S right edge. Thus a structure like *tai is 
ill-formed for the same reason as *tak, namely that each syllable contains at its right edge a 
segment with place features. 
A question that immediately arises with this analysis is how a syllable like el kha 
' shake' (3)a can be well formed, since it too contains at its right edge a segment [a] that has 
place features. The answer is that major syllables are bimoraic, so that the place features 
under the second mora in ( l l )a are licensed by the first mora, just as the place features 
under the second mora in the first syllable of each of ( 1 8)a and b are licensed by the 
following onset. In OT terms, the constraint banning place features from the right edge of 
a syllable may be named *PLACE]" and stated as in ( 1 9): 8 
8 Ito and Mester ( 1 994, 1 999) define the constraint CODA CONDmON positively as Align-L ([PLACE], cr). A 
similar statement of *PLACE]a is not possible as it would not able to judge between well-formed [tGhou7] 
' sew' and ill-formed *[tGhou] with regard to the place features of u. 
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( 19) * PLACE]" The rightmost mora of a syllable does not dominate Place features. 
* ilL 
I 
PLACE 
According to the Linking Constraint of Hayes ( 1 986), association lines are interpreted 
exhaustively; in this case, that means that *PLACE]a is violated only if the Place features 
are linked exclusively to the final mora of the syllable. The coda consonants of the first 
syllables of Dakkw£7] and [pjaulJkOuN] in ( 1 8) do not violate *PLACE]a because their Place 
features are associated with the following syllable as well. Likewise, the Ul] in [kha] does 
not violate it, because its Place features are associated not only with the final mora, but 
with the fIrst mora as well. 
In Burmese words that have been borrowed from English, a syllable-final obstruent in 
the English source word is generally replaced by 7, e.g. [k£7] 'cap', [kei7] 'cake', [kou7] 
'coat' . If the place features of the coda consonant of each English source are present in the 
input, then the faithfulness constraint MAx(place) (20) is violated in these forms, but 
*PLACE]a is fulfIlled.9 This allows us to deduce the ranking *PLACE]a » MAx(place). The 
tableau in (2 1 )  illustrates this ranking for [kei7] 'cake'. 
(20) Max(place) 
Place features in the input have correspondents in the output. 
(2 1 )  
/keik/ *PLACEL MAX (PLACE) 
keik * ! 
c:r kei? * 
Because of the Linking Constraint, the candidate �1 kha with a bimoraic vowel does not 
violate *PLACE]a: as can be seen in (22) the place features of the a are not linked 
exclusively to the final mora of the syllable, but to the first mora as well. 
(22) kha 'shake' ( 1 0)a. 
(J 
But a diphthong in an open syllable would violate *PLACE]a, as in (23). 
9 
If a learner first hears the word [kei7] from another B lIl1llese speaker, the input posited will be /kei7/, not 
/keik/, but the point is that in the cases where the English word does directly provide the input, the 
grammar of Burmese provides a constraint ranking that produces a grammatical output. 
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(23) 
o 
In this form, the place features of the [i) are uniquely linked to the second mora of the 
syllable, in violation of *PARSE]a. How is this problem solved? Loanwords from English 
that contain lail or lau/ in an open syllable take an epenthetic coda consonant in Burmese, 
as in the examples in (24). 
(24) Loanwords from English with epenthetic consonants after I ai, aul 
a. Gol�31 pauNda 'powder' 
b. 
0 ('  (' shaiNkaloUN 'cyclone' OX? C ('1.) "?,: 
0 ('  zulaiN 'July' c. �,,?C 
d. 
0 ('  0 (' ?aiN1odfN 'iodine' 3fC3f3C: 
0 ('  daraiNba 'driver' e. 3�Co:n 
f. 0 ('  GI daiNjari 'diary' �co:Y.)9. 
(' 0 ('  n£1taiN 'necktie' g. ,('1.)O(c 
h. 
o (' � 
O"?('1.)3 galai1da 'glider' 
i .  
o (' (' tai1phuN 'typhoon' O(('1.)g,: 
It does not appear to be predictable whether the epenthetic coda consonant is N or 1 -
indeed sometimes either is possible - but either way these examples show that the 
faithfulness constraint DEP(SEG) ('a segment in the output has a correspondent in the 
input'), which prohibits epenthesis, is violated in order to avoid a violation of *PLACE]a, as 
shown in (25). to 
(25) 
Idaijari/ *PLACE1a DEP(SEG) I 
dai.ja.ri * ! 
<:ir daiN Ja.ri * 
The diphthongs ei ou au are in complete complementary distribution with the 
monophthongs e o ;)  since the diphthongs occur only in closed syllables and the 
monophthongs only in open syllables. Because *PLACE]a outranks MAx(place), as we 
determined in (2 1 ), an input providing a diphthong with no following consonant, e.g. 
ItGhou/, has as its optimal output a form with a monophthong, e.g. �L tGho 'be sweet'( 13). l l  
1 0  The most commonly fOlUld tone in open syllables in English loanwords is Low, which may be regarded as 
the least marked tone of Burmese and therefore the one that surfaces when the input provides no tone. 
I I  The alternative hypothesis, that input monophthongs e o ;)  have diphthongal output allophones, would 
have grave difficulties motivating diphthongization in closed syllables. 
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(26) ,----_-,--____ .----__ .----__ _ 
/tr:N:JU/ HEADEDPLACE *PLACE]o MAx(PLACE) 
tbha * ! 
* !  
* 
On the other hand, when the diphthong is followed by a (placeless) coda consonant, as in 
�& tbhou7 'sew'( 12)c, the diphthong is no longer in syllable-final position. In this case, 
*PLACE]o will not be violated, and the candidate * [tbho7] fails because it violates 
MAx(place). 
(27) .----__ ---,-___ --,-___ -----, 
*PLACE]o MAx(PLACE) 
* ! 
This explanation will hold for the other monophthong/diphthong pairs seen above in ( 1 2}­
( 1 3): l7e/ vs. l7eiN/ and l7ei7/; /tb?J/ vs. /tbauN/ and /tbau7/. Thus we may conclude that the 
monophthongs e 0 J are output allophones of input ei ou au. Since £ and ai both occur 
before 7 (e.g. oocfS sh£7 'continue' vs. �cfS shai7 'arrive' ( 1 2)b; oocfS t£7 'go up' vs. d?cfS 
tai7 'attack'), they are separate phonemes /£1 and /ail. Elsewhere the two are in 
complementary distribution, as only ai but not £ appears before N and only £ but not ai 
appears in open syllables. 
2.3 MonosyUabic feet 
Following standard definitions of feet (Allen 1 973; Hayes 1 980; Selkirk 1 980b), we may 
assume that heavy (JlJl) syllables are in fact feet; because long vowels, falling diphthongs, 
and vowel + consonant sequences all have more prominence on the first mora than the 
second, these feet may be considered left-headed and therefore trochaiC. 12 The fact that 
the first mora of a heavy syllable licenses Place features while the second mora does not is 
additional evidence for the left-headedness of heavy syllables. Any minor syllables 
preceding a major syllable remain unfooted, as shown in (28) where parentheses indicate 
foot boundaries. 
(28) Monosyllabic feet in Burmese 
a. :n (bt) 'duck' 
b. 
C" 
(paN) 'flower' 0;: 
C" (Q.i7) 'year' c. teD 
d. QY.):� za(bwt) 'table' 
C" C" 
thamaOe) 'rice-water' e. co�c:'l� 
12 See Kager ( 1993) on the internal prominence contour of heavy syllables. 
-
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According to Grouping Harmony (prince 1 990), (LL) is as harmonious a foot as (H); the 
two should be equivalent. But although a Burmese word may consist of a single heavy 
syllable, no Burmese word consists of two light (minor) syllables; * [LL] is not a possible 
word shape, and therefore presumably not a possible foot. This fact may be attributed to 
two undominated constraints aligning each edge of a foot with the edge of the head 
syllable of the foot. 
(29) AuGN-L(f, 6) 
The left edge of each foot is aligned with a foot-head. 
(30) ALIGN-R(f, 6) 
The right edge of each foot is aligned with a foot-head. 
Since only one syllable can be the head of any foot, only monosyllabic feet can obey both 
of these constraints, as illustrated in the tableau in (3 1 ): 
(3 1 )  
Align-L(f, 6) Align-R(f, 6) 
(6 0) * 
(0 6) * 
(6) 
Every pword in Burmese must end in a major syllable, i.e. a foot. This implies that not 
only ALIGN-L(f, 6) and ALIGN-R(f, 6) but also ALIGN-R(w, 1) (32) (McCarthy & Prince 
1 993b, 32) are undominated and inviolable in B urmese. 
(32) ALIGN-R(co, f) 
The right edge of every pword is aligned with the right edge of some foot. 
As the tableau in (33) shows, only pwords of the form [(6)], [0(6)], and [00(6)] (the 
canonical word shapes of Burmese), meet all three constraints. 
(33)  
ALIGN-L(f, 6) ALIGN-R(f, 6) ALIGN-R(w,j) 
[(6)L 
[0(6)L 
[00(6)L 
[(6)oL * 
[(60)L * 
[(06)L * 
[(60)oL * * 
[(06)oL * * 
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In the next section we see how these three alignment constraints interact with other 
constraints to determine the form and distribution of minor syllables. 
3 Minor syllables 
Minor syllables contain only the vowel a in Burmese. They contain neither tone nor coda 
consonants, do not allow complex onsets, and may never appear in the final position of a 
word. As we have seen, major syllables are bimoraic; it is reasonable to suppose that minor 
syllables are monomoraic. This supposition is borne out by the phonetic evidence of Mehnert 
and Richter ( 1972-77), who show that the duration of minor syllables has a range of 25-50 
ms, while the duration ofmajor syllables has a range of 1 50-600 ms. 
Minor syllables often occur as the initial syllable of a bisyllabic monomorphemic word 
like [khalou7] 'knob' .  In this case, the toneless schwa is probably already represented as 
such in the input since the learner is confronted with no alternations that would justify any 
other input. 13 But minor syllables arise also in a kind of compound word that I refer to as a 
'reducing compound.' In a reducing compound, the last syllable of a non-final member of 
the compound is reduced from a major to a minor syllable. Some examples of reducing 
compounds are shown in (34). (The obstruent voicing seen on the final element of some of 
these compounds will not concern us here, as it does not affect prosodic structure.) 
(34) Reducing compounds 
a. § <:' o on�:<l: tGaN + po > tGabo ' floor' + ' insect' > ' bed-bug' 
b. cl:2 Da + 7\J > Da7\J ' fish' + 'egg' > ' fish-spawn' <:' Q.i7 + 19 Q.alg 'two' + 'month' 'two months' c. tG>oo > > 
d. 
<:' ewa + je eaje 'tooth' + 'juice' ' saliva' �:9.� > > <:' <:' thamlN + je thamaje 'rice' + 'water' 'rice-water' e. (X)�c:9.� > > 
f. O(C\Y.):@� kala + pje > kalabje ' Indian' + 'country' > 'India' 
As can be seen from these examples, a number of phonological processes happen under 
reduction: tone is lost; all vowel place features are lost, leaving only placeless a behind; a 
coda consonant is lost (cf. (34» ; and an onset cluster is simplified (cf. (34» . All of these 
processes find a single explanation if we assume that minor syllables are unfooted, an 
assumption that can be attributed to the role of ALIGN-L(f, 6), ALIGN-R(f, 6), and ALL-FT­
R(35). As discussed above, ALIGN-L(f, 6) and ALIGN-R(f, 6) are undominated in Burmese; 
both they and ALL-FT-R crucially outrank PARSE-cr(36). The domination of ALL-FT-R 
cannot be demonstrated with the tableau in (37), although we will see that it can be 
violated. 
(35) AiL-FT-R 
Align-R(f, co): the right edge of every foot is aligned with the right edge of some 
pword. 
13 See Yip ( 1996) on the shape of the input in the absence of alternations. 
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(36) PARSE-O 
Syllables are parsed into feet. 
(37) 
/fja+ 7y/ AuGN-L(f, 6) AUGN-R(f, 6) ALL-FT-R PARSE-O 
[(fja)(7y)L * ! �'b '" 
[(fja.7a)L * ! -::}:, 
[(fja.7y)L * ! 
<:if" [fja(7y)L * 
Each of the four phonological processes found in reducing compounding - loss of tone, 
loss of vowel place features, loss. of the coda nasal, and onset simplification - are 
attributable to the loss of foot status under syllable reduction. In the following section I 
shall analyze each of these processes in turn, beginning with the loss of tone. 
3.1  Loss of tone 
The loss of tone under syllable reduction may be viewed as the interaction between the 
constraints FOOT SALIENCE (FTSAL) and *TONE. FTSAL was defined by Zec ( 1 999) for 
Neo-Stokavian as 'Afoot is associated with High tone,' because in that language only High 
tone is present in the input, while Low tone is the default for syllables not marked with 
High. In Burmese on the other hand, all the tones are apparently present in the input, 14 so 
FTSAL must be stated more generally. 
(38) FT5AL (Zec 1999) 
A foot is associated with tone. 
*TONE can be thought of as a member of the *STRUCTURE family (prince & Smolensky 
1 993, 25;  McCarthy 2002, 47) that imposes general bans on marked structure. 
(39) *TONE 
Tone is not present. 
When FTSAL outranks *TONE, which in turn outranks the faithfulness constraint 
MAx(Tone) ( , Tonal features present in the input are present in the output'), tone is 
realised on all and only footed syllables. Because minor syllables are unfooted, they are 
toneless. This is shown in the tableau in (40). 
14 At least in native words; as mentioned above, the Low tone that appears in English loanwords is perhaps 
not present in the input. 
(40) 
/rjfl+7y/ FT5AL *TONE 
[l]a(7y)L ** ! 
<:iF [lJa(7y)L * 
[lJa(7u)L * ! 
3.2 Loss of vowel place features 
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MAX(TONE) 
if 
* I; 
** 
Under the widespread assumption that a is a placeless vowel, the fact of its occurrence to 
the exclusion of all other vowels in minor syllables in ' Burmese can be attributed to 
*PLACE]o. As defined in ( 1 9), this constraint bans place features not specifically from the 
coda position of the syllable but rather from the right edge of the syllable. In open, 
monomoraic syllables, the nucleus vowel is at the right edge of the syllable and therefore 
subject to *PLACE]o. When a syllable surfaces as a minor syllable, for example in reducing 
compounds, the vowel is reduced to a in compliance with * PLACE] 0 and in violation of 
lower-ranking MAx(place) (20). Major syllables, on the other hand, are bimoraic, so that 
the Place features associated with the last mora are also associated with the first mora, 
avoiding a violation of *PLACE]o. An example comes from the word cl:2 lJa7y 'fish­
spawn' (34), as shown in the tableau in (4 1 ). 
(4 1 )  
/lJa+7y/ *PlACE], MAX(PlACE) 
lJa(7y) * ! 
r:r lJa(7y) * ::>: 
Extending the ban on syllable-final place features so that it applies not only to coda 
consonants but to vowels as well thus accounts simultaneously for the prohibition on 
diphthongs in open syllables and the reduction of all vowels to a in minor syllables. 
3.3 Loss of coda consonants 
It is generally accepted that heavy syllables are more marked than light syllables, so that a 
constraint banning heavy syllables is predicted. This constraint may be named N OREA VY. 
(42) NOHEAVY 
A syllable contains only one mora. 
In fact, of course, most syllables in Burmese are major syllables, and therefore bimoraic. 
But it is a well known fact of prosodic phonology that feet are preferably binary (bimoraic 
or bisyllabic), as expressed by the constraint FOOTBINARITY (FTBIN). 
(43) FTBIN (prince & Smolensky 1993, 47) 
Feet are binary at some level of analysis (�, cr) 
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Provided FTBIN outranks NOHEA VY in Burmese, a syllable may be bimoraic only in order 
that FTBIN not be violated, as illustrated in (44). 
(44) 
jkhaj fTBIN NO HEAVY 
[(kha)L * !  :::;: 
(if" [(khau)L * 
NOHEAVY thus predicts that unfooted syllables must be monomoraic, since FTBIN is not an 
issue. This is the reason why the fIrst syllable in a reducing compound such as (§�:�: 
tGaN+p6 > [tGab6] 'bed-bug' (34) or r�ro l'}i7+1� > [l'}al�] 'two months' (34) loses its coda 
consonant; a bimoraic syllable would induce an extra violation of NOHEAVY, and footing 
the fIrst syllable would violate ALL-FT-R (35). Undominated ALIGN-L(f, 6) and ALIGN-R(f, 
6) prevent the two syllables from forming a (LL) foot. The ranking ALIGN-L(f, 6), ALIGN­
R(f, 6), FTBIN » ALL-FT-R » PARSE-cr, NOHEAVY » MAx(seg) (45) is shown in the tableau 
in (46). The dashed lines in the tableau indicate that the ranking of two constraints with 
respect to each other cannot be determined. Crucially NOHEA VY dominates MAx(seg). 
(45) MAX (seg) 
A segment in the input has a correspondent in the output. (No deletion). 
(46) 
/tGaN+po/ ALIGN-L ALIGN-R 
NOHEAVY 
MAx 
(j, o) (j, o) FTBIN ALL-FT-R PARSE-a (seg) 
[tGa(b6)L * ! * * 
(if"[tGa(bo��)L * * *w :;!i! 
[(tGa�bo�)L * ! * 
[(tGa�ba.JL * ! * \) 
[tGaN(bo�)L * ** ! 
[(tGaN)(bo��)L cr ! � llmgfilil :;1$1" ," w 
ALIGN-L(f, 6), ALIGN-R(f, 6), and FTBIN are all unviolated in Burmese: there are no 
circumstances under which either a (LL) foot or a (L) foot is permissible. 
3.4 Onset simplification 
Major syllables allow onset clusters in Burmese while minor syllables do not. If a major 
syllable with a complex onset becomes minor in a reducing compound, the second 
consonant of the onset is lost, as shown in (47) (Okell 1 969: 1 5) .  
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(47) Onset cluster simplification i n  reducing compounds 
0 ,  'cow' + 'udder' > 'milk' a. g.>:t. nwa + ng > n.:mo 
b. �:EO).2 9wa + je > 9aje 'tooth' + 'juice' > 'saliva' 
To account for this fact I suggest that onset clusters are permitted only in foot-initial 
position in Burmese, and that the first consonant of such clusters is linked directly to the 
foot. Following arguments formalised in Green (2003), I propose that a universally ranked 
subhierarchy on onset clusters includes a string * o[CC » * j[CC, i.e. a cluster at the left 
edge of a syllable is universally more marked than a cluster at the left edge of a foot. 15 In 
Burmese, this ranking is interrupted by MAx(seg), i.e. * o[CC » MAx(seg) » * j[CC, 
allowing cluster simplification at the syllable level but not the foot level. Also low ranked 
is EXHAUSTMTYj (Selkirk 1 995, 443), which militates against domination by feet of 
anything other than syllables. The ranking is exemplified in the tableaux in (5 1 )  and (52). 
(48) *a[CC 
A sequence of two consonants is forbidden in syllable-initial position. 
(49) *jcc 
A sequence of two consonants is forbidden in foot-initial position. 
(50) EXHf 
A foot immediately dominates only syllables. 
(5 1 )  
/nwang/ *JCC MAX(SEG) EXHf *jcc 
.nwa.(ng.) * ! ""':: " iNt - '9W' 
CJr .na.(ng.) * lim! 
In the tableau in (52), the consonant in italics is extrasyllabic, being linked directly to the 
foot. 
(52) 
/nwa/ *JCC MAX(SEG) EXHf *jcc 
Cnwa.) * ! m <it Iwi" A? * M 
Cna.) * ! 
CJr (n .wa.) *" * 
All of the phonological processes that major syllables undergo when they are transformed 
into minor syllables under reducing compounding are thus linked to the loss of foot status. 
Tone is lost, because only feet are required to be associated with tone. A coda consonant 
and all vowel place features are lost, because an unfooted syllable must be light, and place 
15 See Beckman ( 1998:238fI.) for a different analysis of complex syllable margins in prominent positions. 
- --------- -----------
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features are banned from the right edges of syllables. And complex onsets are simplified, 
because only feet tolerate complex onsets. 
3.5 Distribution of minor syllables 
Next, let us examine the constraint interactions that prohibit a from occurring word-finally. 
The constraint HEADEDPLACE (53) is similar in effect to Cohn and McCarthy' s  ( 1998) 
constraint NON-HEAD(a), which prohibits stressed a. It requires the head mora of a foot to 
dominate place features, and ALIGN-R(w, f) (32) requires every pword to be right-aligned 
with a foot. Both constraints are undominated and surface-true in Burmese. So what 
happens if an input ends in /a/? Native words probably never have such inputs, as 
speakers would have no reason to posit them, but evidence from English loanwords shows 
us the strategy: word-final a of English is realised as a in Burmese, as in G�OO koma 
'comma' . The faithfulness constraint violated here, assuming the input /(b)ma/ 16 , is 
DEP(place) (54). 17 
(53) HEADEDPLACE 
The head mora of a foot dominates Place features. 
(54) DEP(place) 
Place features in the output have correspondents in the input. 
(55) 
/(b)ma/ HEADED PLACE ALIGN-R(w,f) DEP(PLACE) 
[(ko)(ma)L * ! 
[(kO)maL * ! n 
<7 [(ko)(ma)L * M> 
4 Polypodic words 
One salient property of Burmese prosodic phonology is that there is a strong preference for 
nonbranching prosodic categories. We have seen that every prosodic category preferably 
contains exactly one of the next lower category. Syllables are monomoraic because of 
NOHEA VY, prohibiting bimoraic syllables, unless higher-ranking FTBIN forces a syllable to 
be bimoraic (cf.(46)). All feet are monosyllabic in Burmese, because ALIGN-L(f, 6) and 
ALIGN-R(f, 6) are undominated. And most pwords contain exactly one foot, because of 
high-ranking ALL-FT-R (cf. (46)). Such words are called ' monopodic',  and examples of 
them are shown in (56): 
16 The reason for the foot structure in the input will become clear in §4.2. 
17 I do not have space here to explore the question why the features of a rather than some other vowel are 
the ones supplied. 
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(56) Monopodic words in Burmese 
a. �: [(ew<i)L 'go' 
b. GOO: [(le)L 'be heavy' 
c. ro [(sa)L 'writing' 
d. 0 ('  [(7eiN)L 'house' 3d� 
(' [eaO�)L 'mock, satirise' e. o-)GGp 
f. (' [kha(lou7)L 'knob' �"?O) (' (' [thamaOe)L 'rice-water' g. CX)�c:9.� 
Nevertheless, there are some words in Burmese that contain more than one foot 
('polypodic words').  These are chiefly compounds (57) or loanwords (57). A very few 
noncompound polypodic words do not appear to be loanwords (57). I shall refer to 
noncompound polypodic words, such as (57), as 'superlong' words. 
(57) Polypodic words in Burmese 
(' b. G�mOOGm 
(' 0 ('  c. 'i;O(c: 
(ne)(thaiN) = (ne) + (thaiN) 
(h;h{,)ka(l£7) 
(mOUN) (d<iiN) 
'reside' = ' stay' + ' sit' 
'chocolate' (English) 
'storm' 
In this section I shall argue that polypodic words are pre-specified for some prosodic 
structure: ompounds like (57) contain pword structure in the input, and superlong words 
like (57) - contain foot structure in the input. 
4.1 Nonreducing compounds 
In section 3 above we saw a type of compounding called reducing compounding. Burmese 
also has nonreducing compounding, in which the elements of the compound undergo no 
phonological changes. 18 Nonreducing compounds are thus quite straightforward: two or 
more words are strung together to form a single word. The individual members of these 
compounds probably retain their original pwords, which are then parsed recursively into a 
single, larger pword, as shown in (58). (See Inkelas ( 1 989) and McCarthy & Prince 
( 1 993b) on the recursiveness of the pword.) Examination of the glosses in the examples 
(especially (58)e, f) reveals that many 'compounds' in Burmese are not compounds in the 
traditional sense at aU, but rather 'concatenation[s] of lexical words and grammatical 
formatives, presumably under a single X-bar category (XD)' (Bennett & Lehman 1 994). 
(58) Nonreducing compounds: w + w > [w wL 
0 ('  0 ('  a. G; + OJ>c > G;Oj>c 
[neL + [thaiNL > [ [neL [thaiNL L 
'stay' + 'sit' > 'reside' 
18 It is not unusual for a language to have more than one type of compound. Mohanan ( 1982, 1986), Aronoff 
and Sridhar ( 1983), Sproat ( 1986), and Inkelas ( 1989) discuss compounds in Kannada and Malayalam, 
where 'subcompounds' and 'co-compounds' have different phonological effects from each other. Unlike 
Kannada and Malayalam, Burmese does not seem to have an obvious semantic distinction between the 
two types of compounds. 
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� � � � 
b. Q6pc: + 00) > Q6pc:oO) 
[jauNL + [w£L > [ [jauNL [w£L L 
' sell' + 'buy' > 'trade' 
c. §03 + oo� > §o3oo� 
[tG£7L + [shlNL > [ [tG£7L [shlNL L 
'fowl' + 'elephant' > 'turkey' 
� � � � d. 3d�� + 3d<ijc: > 3d��3d<ijc: 
[7ajeL + [7atGhiNL > [[7aje]J7atGhiNLL 
'characteristic' + 'quality' > 'qualification' 
o 0 O� o o o� e. <i. + <f. + yC: > <i.<f.yc: 
[pgL + [phgL + [khaiNL > [ [pgL [bgL [khaiNL L 
' send' + 'to' + 'tell' > 'tell him to send it' 
r:::! � 0 � r:::! � 0 � f. �� + at. + QO'Y.)C: > ��at.QO'Y.)c: 
[tGiL + [lgL + [HUNL > [ [tG1L [lgL [HUNL L 
'look' + '-ing' + 'be good' > 'be good to look at' 
C' ..... Q . C' .... Q • g. QO'Y.)m + 0 + 3do.J: + 3dt > QO'Y.)moo.J:t 
[kau7L + [pEL + [7ae{L + [7aQaNL > [ [kau7L [pEL [eiL [QaNL L 
'paddy' + 'peas' + 'fruit' + 'grain' > 'crops' 
h 
0 � � � o  � � � 
. 3f: + 3dC: + 8m + Qo:>?m > 3f:3dc:8mQo:>?m 
[7oL + [7iNL + [khw£7L + [jau7L > [ [7oL [7iNL [khw£7L [jau7L L 
'pot' + 'bowl' + 'cup' + ' ladle' > 'household goods' 
I am not concerned here with certain effects of compounding, such as voicing, as seen in 
(58), or the loss of the prefix [lao] in some forms like (58), but not in others like (58). 
Compound words consisting of more than one pword are well attested: in Igbo (Zsiga 
1 992), Malayalam (Sproat 1986; Inkelas 1989), Sanskrit (Selkirk 1980a), and Turkish and 
Hungarian (Nespor & Vogel 1986), for example, certain compounds contain more than one 
pword. Also in the history of Welsh, as described by Jackson ( 1 953 :367, 436, 5 1 4, 579), 
external sandhi processes are found between the members of a compound, and are distinct 
from internal sandhi processes found within a simple pword. This implies that the 
members of the compound are separate pwords in that language as well. 
Whether a Burmese compound will be of the reducing or nonreducing type cannot be 
determined phonologically. There is no phonological reason why Q;a?� 'reside' (58) 
must be [nethaiN], not * [nathaiN], nor why (34) §�:�: 'bed-bug' must be [tGabo], not 
*[tGciNbo) . Indeed, there seems to be dialectal variation on this point. Okell ( 1 969: 1 5) 
reports co":�2 'toddy juice' to be pronounced as reduced [thaje] in Upper Burma but as 
non-reduced [thaNje] in Lower Burma. Instead, the decision between reducing and non­
reducing compounds must be made already in the lexicon, for example by prespecifying 
pwords in non-reducing compounds. Under this analysis, a non-reducing compound like 
Q;a?� nethaiN is lexically specified as containing two pwords, thus l[ne]Ol+[thaiN]j, while 
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reducing compounds like 6�:�: tGab6 do not contain prosodic pre specification, thus 
ItGaN+p6/. And the word for 'toddy juice' is lexically represented as IthaN+jel in Upper 
Burmese dialects and l[thaNJcD+(je]o/ in Lower Burmese dialects. 
Two constraints relevant for this analysis are MAx(co) (59) and NONREC", (60). 
(59) MAX(W) 
A pword in the input has a correspondent in the output. 
(60) NONREC", (Selkirk 1995 :443) 
No pword dominates a pword. 
In Burmese, MAx(co) dominates NONREC"" which means that a pword may be recursive 
only in order to avoid deleting a prespecified pword. The result is that reducing 
compounds have no recursivity in the output, while nomeducing compounds do have 
recursivity, as shown in the tableaux in (6 1)-(62). 
(6 1 )  ,---_____ -y--__ ---,-__ ----, 
jtGaN+p6j MAx( co) N ONREC", 
* ! 
MAx(co) NONREC", 
* ! 
* %i nlP' 
As for dialectal variation between Upper Burmese and Lower Burmese dialects, this is 
probably due to different lexical specifications in the different dialects rather than to 
different constraint ranking. Okell ( 1969: 1 5 )  says that 'weakening [i.e. reduction in 
compounding] is said to be more common in Upper than in Lower Burma' and gives the 
example of roi:'l� thaje - thaNje ' toddy juice' as an illustration; but to argue that Upper 
Burmese has the ranking NONREC", » MAx(co) would be to predict that Upper Burmese 
never has nomeduced compounds, which is not the case (F.K.L. Chit ffiaing, pers. comm.). 
Burmese freely tolerates compounds with both reducing and nomeducing elements, as 
shown in (63). 
(63) Compounds with both reducing and nomeducing elements 
a. � 03[9C\Y.l: > lu?pala ' is (one) free?' 
lu? + pi + 1.1 'free' + PERF + Q-? 
b. 
(' nemala 'will (one) stay?' G;{:lOOC\Y.l: > 
ne + m£: + 1.1 'stay' + IRR + Q-? 
0 ('  (' meiNmawu? 'women's clothing' c. {:l;:{:loO? > 
meiNmij + wu? 'woman' + 'clothing' 
d. (' 
(' laNmad::> 'main road' 00 {:l: {:l GO?? > 
IaN + mij + tJ 'road' + 'main' + HON 
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In these cases, the inputs presumably contain prespecified pword structure only where 
there is no reduction, thus /[lu7L + pi + [la]j, /pj� + [tiNL + [pau7]j, etc. 
4.2 Noncompound polypodic words 
In addition to compounds, Burmese has a few superlong words, by which I mean 
morphologically simplex (i.e. not compound) polyp odic words. Most but not all of them 
are loanwords. Some examples are shown in (64). 
(64) Superlong words in Burmese 
a. 106:>96 
b. 
C o c  
't,O(C: 
c. <Xnu-t? 
d. �� 
e. 3d?(y)?0) 
f. 0 
o c 
�u'l.�O:>O') 
c 
g. lO�mc\)lOm 
h. 
c c 
�c'1Jc 
(tI;aUN)(tI;a) - -
(moUN) (daiN) 
(tha)pa(na) 
(bou7)(d�) 
(?a)(ka)(e�) 
7apa(rDSaQei?) 
(tI;h;:,)ka(l£7) 
(7iN)QiN) 
'be anxious' 
' storm' 
' enshrine' < Pali tbapami 
'Buddha' < Pali Buddha 
' space, universe' < Pali cikcisa 
, appreciate' < English 
' chocolate' < English 
'engine' < English 
Just as nonreducing compounds are analyzed as having prespecified pwords, these 
superlong words can be analyzed as having prespecified feet: the input of [thapana], for 
example, is l(tha)panaJ. In order to prevent syllable reduction from applying, we need to 
assume that a faithfulness constraint MAx(f) (65) outranks ALL-FT-R, as illustrated in (66). 
(65) MAX(f) 
A foot in the input has a correspondent in the output. 
(66) 
/(tha)pana/ MAX (f) ALL-FT-R MAX(PLACE) 
[thapa(na)L * !  * 
r:r [(tha)pa(na)L 00 
Polypodic words are exceptional in Burmese, and arise only when some prosodic structure 
(pword, foot) is prespecified in the input. Where no prosodic structure is prespecified, 
Burmese constraint ranking ensures that pwords are monopodic, in accordance with the 
more general tendency toward nonbranching prosodic categories in this language. 
5 Conclusions 
In this chapter I have discussed several aspects of the prosodic structure of Burmese and 
have addressed several problems. Both the ban on diphthongs in open syllables and the 
fact that placeless a is the only vowel allowed in light open syllables are explained by 
analyzing Burmese as prohibiting both vocalic and consonantal place features from the 
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right edge of a syllable. The various effects seen in syllable reduction (loss of tone, 
reduction of all vowels to d, loss of coda consonants, and onset simplification) are all 
attributable to the fact that a major syllable is a foot while a minor syllable is unfooted. 
Finally, both pwords and feet can be prespecified in the input, accounting for the contrast 
between monopodic words (including reducing compounds) and polypodic words 
(including nonreducing compounds). 
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1 Introduction 
This chapter considers the interaction of information structure, focus and prosody in 
Burmese. For many years research has been carried out on the potential impact of focus 
structures on word order, and recently an increasing number of works has begun to 
investigate the possible linking of focus with prosody and intonation. Primarily initiated in 
studies of Romance and Germanic languages (e.g. Cinque 1 993, Ladd 1996, Zubizarreta 
1 998 among many others), this latter work is now growing in its coverage of other, non­
European languages, and in the area of eastern Asia there have been recent, interesting 
investigations of prosodic effects on word order in Japanese and also Korean, in Ishihara 
(2002), Deguchi and Kitagawa (2002) and Jun ( 1 996). Such work has complemented a 
growing body of research into the effects of focus in so-called 'free-word order' languages, 
where it is observed that a wide range of word order possibilities seem to be available 
within a single language. For example, in descriptions of languages having a neutral SOV­
type word order such as Japanese, Korean, Turkish and Hindi, it is common to find it noted 
that a di-transitive clause may actually allow for a whole range of word order permutations 
as schematised in ( 1 ). Where the verb-final property of such languages may be less strictly 
imposed, as, for example, in Hindi, it may also be possible for other combinations to occur, 
and for arguments ofthe verb to be optionally positioned following the verb. 
( 1 )  Common word order permutations in 'SOY' 'free word order' languages 
'John gave a book to Mary' 
Sub = subject, DO = direct object, IO = indirect object 
We are grateful to all the Bunnese consultants who have provided the syntactic and perceptual 
judgements, translations and recordings on which this study is based, in particular Pyu Cyn, Khin Mar 
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presented to informants and for valuable intuitions about the results obtained from native speakers. 
Thanks also to Bernard Howard for invaluable assistance in making the recordings. 
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a. Sub 10 DO V 
b. Sub DO 10 V 
c. DO Sub 10 V 
d. DO 10 Sub V 
e. 10 Sub DO V 
f. 10 DO Sub V 
The primary goal of most investigations of this kind of free word order has generally been 
to attempt to discover whether such word order really is free and random, or whether it is 
actually governed and even predicted by the interaction of syntactic, semantic and 
pragmatic factors, and possibly also prosody. In order to account for the complex patterns 
attested, a wide range of different theoretical approaches have been proposed in both 
formal and functionalist frameworks, with particularly significant work carried out by 
Lambrecht ( 1 994), Vallduvi ( 1 992), Givon ( 1 990), Choi ( 1 999), and Neeleman and 
Reinhart ( 1 998) to name just a few. However, in spite of the increased and large amount 
of work carried out on the information-structure and prosodic factors potentially governing 
word order, there are still many central issues that are not well-resolved, and there are clear 
disagreements as to how to best capture the patterns observed. In addition to this, it is also 
not uncommon to find important disagreements about the basic 'facts' which obtain in 
certain of the languages studied, e.g. German, Korean, Japanese. There is consequently a 
pressing need for more careful studies on such matters to be carried out, and for 
information from a wider array of languages to be brought to bear on the general issues of 
word order variation and its relation to information structure and prosody. The aim of the 
current chapter is therefore to see how a study of Burmese may be able to contribute to this 
ongoing debate, and to examine what factors may seem to be responsible for the 
appearance/occurrence of 'free word order' patterns within the language. Burmese being 
typologically similar to Japanese, Korean, Hindi and Turkish in many relevant ways, it is 
hoped that a careful examination of word order permutation in Burmese will not only serve 
towards a better understanding of Burmese itself, but also be of value in more general 
cross-linguistic comparative research into word order variation within SOY languages. 
The structure of the chapter is now as follows. Section 2 first provides a general 
background introduction to the notion of focus and various other factors often taken to 
have effects on word order in different languages. Section 3 then turns to Burmese and 
discusses at some length a wide range of word order patterns investigated in the language, 
together with information on how and why such patterns were investigated and the 
conclusions which seem to be indicated by the data. Following this examination of the 
influence of primarily discourse-related, pragmatic factors on word order patterns, section 
4 presents the second major part of the present study, which was an investigation of the 
prosodic properties of word order variation and the occurrence of stress patterns in focus­
related sentences. Section 5 then concludes the study with a summary of observations on 
the interaction of prosody with information structure and the limits of variation which 
seem to be attested in word order variation in Burmese. 
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2 Factors governing word order variation :  a brief overview 
Before proceeding into the investigation of Burmese proper, it will be useful to note and 
clarify certain commonly assumed notions and ideas relating to the study of focus and 
word order variation. 
One common approach to modeling patterns such as those abstractly schematised in ( 1 )  
is to argue that the different possible word orders which occur in a language result from the 
interaction of various different constraints relating to syntax and pragmatics (and 
sometimes also prosodic weight). Such an approach is highly formalised in work carried 
out within Optimality Theory, as e.g. in Choi ( 1999), and is also present in spirit in a range 
of earlier works such as Bresnan and Kanerva ( 1989), Givan ( 1 990), Herring ( 1 990). The 
central idea in many of these works is that (a) all discourse referentslNoun PhraseslNPs are 
associated with a number of properties (case, grammatical function, semantic role, degree 
of animacy etc), (b) each individual property system dictates its own optimal ordering of 
the elements which are specified with properties of that system, and (c) sometimes the 
particular clustering of properties within NPs in a sentence may give rise to competition 
and conflict between the different property systems, with different languages potentially 
resolving these conflicts in different ways. 
A number of these property systems and their assumed effects on word order can be 
noted here as relevant illustration. First of all, it is widely assumed that information which 
is referentially old or 'given', such as the topic of a sentence, is commonly positioned 
before information that is new, resulting in the linear ordering of elements with old/new 
referential properties as in (2): 
(2) Old/new information status 
given/old > new 
Secondly, there is evidence to indicate that the ordering of NPs in a sentence may be 
regulated by the different grammatical roles they bear, hence cross-linguistically it has 
been observed to be very common for subjects to precede objects in neutral word order 
patterns, and elements with other grammatical roles are quite possibly also positioned 
according to a canonical type of order, as in (3): 
(3) Grammatical relations 
subject > object > oblique > adjunct 
Other hierarchical orderings that have been assumed to cause a linear ordering of elements 
relate to the semantic roles, case relations and degree of animacy borne by NPs in a 
sentence, as represented in (4}-(6). In each case, an element on the higher end of the scale 
is assumed to 'win out' over elements lower in the scale, and in many cases cause a 
parallel linear left-to-right ordering if other factors do not conflict with this: 
(4) Thematic hierarchy ofNPs 
agent > patient > goal.. .  
(5) Case hierarchy 
nominative > accusative > dative . . .  
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(6) Animacy hierarchy 
human 1 st/2nd person > human 3rd person > animate non-human > inanimate 
In an ideal kind of case, an element which is higher than some other element on one 
hierarchical scale will also be higher than the second element on all other scales, hence be 
uniformly more prominent than the second element with regard to all relevant properties. 
For example, it may be found ·th at a subject NP occurs in nominative case, is human and an 
agent and is also old information, and that an object NP has accusative case, is inanimate, 
new information and semantically a patient, as in (7). This is assumed to lead to an 
automatic positioning of the subject NP before the object NP. 
(7) ' John read a book.' 
subject > object 
nominative > accusative 
agent > patient 
old > new 
human > inanimate 
However, there may also be many cases where a conflict arises and the case, animacy and 
other values for two referents may not follow the same hierarchical ordering in all 
instances. Such cases are suggested to potentially result in different kinds of word order 
outputs in different languages, depending on the relative importance a language may give 
to the hierarchies in (2-6). The present investigation pays particular attention to the status 
of referents with regard to the new-old distinction in (2) and observes how this plays a 
clearly important role in the ordering of elements within a sentence in Burmese. 
As in many other investigations into word order variation, we also consider the effects 
thatfocus has on different types of word order. The term 'focus' is commonly used in two 
significantly different senses. The first of these is to refer to new information introduced 
into a sentence against a background of presupposed, old information. This kind of focus 
is often referred to as informationfoeus or completive focus, and can be naturally identified 
by the use of wh question-answer pairs, the element which supplies a value for a wh­
constituent in a question always functioning as a new information focus in the answer, as 
e.g. in (8): 
(8) Q: What did John buy? 
A: I think he bought a book. 
When a new information focus is instantiated by a single constituent such as an object or a 
subj ect (or a verb), this is furthermore referred to as an instance of ' narrow focus', as in (8) 
above. If, however, a new information focus is instantiated by a larger constituent such as 
a VP or even a full sentence as in (9) and ( l0), the term ' broad focus' is used to indicate 
that the extent of the focus is larger than cases of simple narrow focus: 
(9) Q: What did John do? 
A: I think he bought a book. 
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( 1 0) Q: What happened? 
A: John bought a book. 
A second type of focus which is often distinguished, on the grounds that it may have 
different effects on word order, is contrastive focus, and involves the focal contrast of one 
element with another in the discourse context, as e.g. in ( 1 1 ): 
( 1 1 )  It was John who bought a book, not Mary. 
In certain languages (for example Hungarian; Kiss 2002), an NP which has the 
interpretation of being in contrastive focus is forced to occur in a special position in the 
sentence (pre-verbally in Hungarian), whereas NPs that instantiate new information focus 
occur in other kinds of position (post-verbally in Hungarian). In the present study of 
Burmese, we consider both how new information focus patterns (narrow and broad) and 
the effects of contrastive focus. 
Turning now briefly to certain ideas concerning prosody, and how prosodic factors may 
relate to focus and information structure, in many languages it has been observed that a 
clear sentence-final stress intonation coincides with new information focus occurring in 
such a position. This default intonation pattern is referred to as nuclear stress and the 
suggestion is made that nuclear stress highlights as new information focus whatever 
element occurs finally in a sentence, as for example in (8) where 'a book' receives the 
nuclear stress intonation. In certain languages such as Italian, it has also been noted that a 
new information focus must occur in the sentence-final position where nuclear stress falls, 
and that if the use of a neutral word order pattern would cause the new information focus 
to occur elsewhere in the sentence, such a neutral word order must be converted into a non­
neutral pattern so that the element instantiating completive focus does occur fmally in the 
sentence. This is illustrated in ( 1 2) below. Although Italian has a neutral SVO word order 
like English, if the subject NP is the answer to a wh-question ( 1 2)a and instantiates new 
information focus, it must be positioned following the verb as in ( 1 2)b and a pre-verbal 
positioning of the subject as in ( 1 2)c is quite inappropriate: 
( 1 2) a. Chi e arrivato? 
who has arrived 
' Who has arrived?' 
b. E arrivato Gianni. 
has arrived Gianni 
'Gianni has arrived.' 
c.  #Gianni e arrivato. 
Gianni has arrived 
Generally, it is important to note here that the occurrence of focus in a sentence-fmal 
position is frequently attributed to the prosodic reason that nuclear stress naturally falls in 
such a position, and so syntactic structures may need to be built in which a focused 
element occurs in the sentence-final stress position. 
Note that in verb-final languages such as German, it has been argued that the relevant 
sentence-fmal position where nuclear stress highlights a new information focus is actually 
the immediately pre-verbal position, and that the notion ' sentence-final' may actually be 
thought of as 'most deeply embedded' in a syntactic structure (Cinque 1 993). 
It can also be added that certain languages permit exceptions to the automatic 
application of nuclear stress in sentence-final position. In languages such as English, 
sentence-final elements which constitute old-given information may be invisible to the 
application of nuclear stress to a sentence-final element, allowing this nuclear stress to fall 
on a preceding element such as the verb in example ( 1 3). This is commonly referred to as 
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the possibility of de-accenting presupposed material in a sentence, and is a prosodic 
operation which is available in some but certainly not all languages (Ladd 1 996; 
Cruttenden 2003). 
( 1 3) a. I was thinking of giving John a bottle of whisky. 
b. But John doesn't like whisky. 
c.? But John doesn't like whisky. 
Having outlined in brief a few of the relevant concepts and terms that will be referred to 
regularly in the rest of the chapter, we are now in a position to describe the full 
investigation of focus and prosody in Burmese which was carried out. 
3 Focus-related word order variation 
In order to gather information on information structure and prosody in Burmese, it was 
decided to divide the investigation into two main parts. The first major part of the 
investigation, described here in section 3, consisted in a comprehensive examination of 
different types of word order and the interpretations which are possible and natural in such 
orderings. The second part of the investigation, which built on the findings of the first 
part, was a controlled production and perception test which set out to examine the use of 
intonation and stress in focus-related sentences. 
As a starting point for the study, certain fairly uncontroversial and commonly-made 
assumptions about basic word order patterns in Burmese were adopted as background 
hypotheses, and these subsequently appeared to be borne out by the general patterning of 
the data. First of all it was assumed that Burmese has an underlying neutral word order 
which is SOY in transitive sentences, and S-IO-DO-V in di-transitive sentences involving 
verbs of giving. Apart from being the most frequently occurring neutral pattern, there is 
evidence from case-marking that SOY order is basic in Burmese. If the object occurs 
adjacent to the verb, there is no particular pressure for it to be marked with accusative-like 
objective-case, whereas if it precedes the subject in an OSV order, it is commonly marked 
with the case-particle -kou. This provides an explicit indication to a hearer that the 
sentence-initial NP should not be given a default interpretation as a subject and is instead 
an 'out of place' object. 
Secondly, given the observation in a number of works that wh-question words occur 
commonly before the verb in Burmese, we anticipated fmding that focused elements in 
general might regularly appear in pre-verbal position. If this were to be so, it would group 
Burmese with the considerable number of SOY languages described as having a special 
pre-verbal focus position, e.g. Turkish, Hindi, Bengali, German. In certain of these 
languages, such as Hindi and Turkish, there are furthermore claims that a focused element 
must always come immediately before the verb. One of the goals of the investigation of 
Burmese was therefore identified as establishing the extent to which Burmese might 
require its focused elements to occur in immediately pre-verbal position, and also how any 
pre-verbal focus patterning is syntactically derived. 
Because the study was interested in collecting information on both information focus 
and contrastive focus, the kinds of data examined included both wh-questions and 
correction sentences. Wh-questions were used as in other studies of focus to determine 
where the new information corresponding to a wh-question word is normally placed in a 
long answer form, as e.g. in (8). 
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While the most frequent type of answer to a wh-question is  certainly a short answer 
form providing simply a value for the questioned element, long answer forms repeating 
more of the material in an input question are nevertheless quite grammatical and occur 
frequently in certain registers of speech/certain situations. As they are particularly 
revealing with regard to the effect of information status on sentence structuring, they are 
the type of answer-form that was predominantly examined here, as indeed in other studies 
of focus and information structure. 
As Burmese is a language which does not automatically position its wh-question words 
sentence-/clause-initially in questions, unlike languages such as English and German (Le. 
Burmese seems descriptively be a wh in situ language), the study also examined the 
positioning of wh-question words (as foci) relative to other elements in the sentence. 
Correction sentences such as the second part of speaker B's reply in ( 1 4) were used to 
examine where an element most naturally occurs if it is understood to be a focal centre in 
strong contrast with some other element, Le. the patterning of contrastive focus: 
( 14) A: John likes Sue, I hear. 
B: No, you're wrong. Bill likes Sue, (not John). 
contrastive focus: Bill 
( 1 5) Sentence types/data considered in the study 
(a) wh-guestions and their answers 
• used to examine new information focus by: 
(i) the positioning of the answers to wh-questions 
(ii) the positioning of wh-question words themselves 
(b) corrections 
• used to examine the positioning of contrastive focus 
In terms of actual sentence structures, the study examined simple transitive sentences 
composed of a subject, object and verb in both SOy and OSV patterns, di-transitive double 
object constructions with an indirect object present in various combinations with the 
subject and the direct object, and also sentences with 'circumstantial' adverbs expressing 
the time and/or place of an event (e.g. 'yesterday', 'in the market' etc), which tend to occur 
most neutrally either before or after the subject of the sentence, as summarised in ( 1 6) :  
( 1 6) Basic sentence patterns used 
(a) simple transitive sentences: (i) S 0 V 
(ii) 0 S V 
(b) di-transitive 'double object constructions' :  
(i) Sub 10 DO V 
(ii) Sub DO 10 V etc 
(c) sentences with 'circumstantial' adverbs: 
(i) Sub Adv Ob V 
(ii) Sub Ob Adv V etc 
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Concerning the various language informants consulted in the study, during the first part of 
the investigation where informants were quizzed about their intuitions on the 
grammaticality and naturalness of different focus-related sentences (as well as being asked 
to translate various focus sentences), the informants were all native speakers of Burmese 
with a particular sensitivity to language - either teachers of Burmese, or journalists who 
regularly wrote news reports and carried out radio broadcasts in Burmese. These 
informants also had a high level of proficiency in English. In the second part of the 
investigation which focused on the acoustic production and perception experiments, native 
speakers were consulted who did not necessarily have any ability in English or a profession 
related to the production/teaching of Burmese language. With regard to the actual 
collection of information and testing of data for the first part of the study, this was carried 
out in two main ways. Most commonly, informants were presented with a variety of 
constructed data and asked to indicate which forms were grammatical, appropriate in the 
specified context, and most preferred in the specified context. Certain informants were 
also asked to translate sentences from English into Burmese, as a means to further establish 
preferred, natural equivalents to focus structures in English. In the investigation of the 
positioning of new information focus in Burmese, informants were also often given an 
initial input in the form of a wh-question in English, and asked to respond with a long­
answer form in Burmese. Here the use of English had a clear potential advantage over 
using questions in Burmese to elicit new information focus, as it disallowed the possibility 
of informants directly (and blindly) copying the physical shape of an input question in 
Burmese directly into their response form. The use of English in eliciting data and 
judgements in certain contexts and tests however also required careful attention. Given the 
fact that Burmese does not have definite and indefinite articles, particular care was 
necessary to ensure that informants interpreted NPs in English input data in the intended 
way as being either given/old information when preceded by the definite determiner, or 
new information when preceded by the indefinite article. 
( 1 7) Information collection procedures 
(a) Judgements on constructed data: informants were presented with a 
range of possible Forms for focus/wh-question sentences and asked 
to indicate which were considered (i) grammatical, (ii) appropriate 
in the particular context, (iii) most preferred 
(b) Judgements on available interpretations: informants were quizzed 
about the interpretations they felt were available in various different 
word orders. 
(c) Translation: informants were asked to translate English sentences 
into their most natural Burmese equivalents, establishing 
informants' first natural preference. 
In the construction of data to be tested with informants, a number of further variables were 
manipulated. The first of these was the inldefiniteness of the NP referents and given/new 
distinctions. This was done in various ways: (i) by presenting the NP in the test-target 
sentence also in a preceding sentence to ensure that it was interpreted as 
definite/familiar/old information, (ii) by explicit instruction to informants that certain 
determinerless NPs in Burmese data should be interpreted as new in the discourse and 
indefinite/previously unidentified, and (iii) in instances where explicit disambiguation of 
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information was deliberately not provided, informants were asked about their 
interpretations of NPs and whether these could be naturally construed as familiar/old 
information, or whether they were interpreted as new, indefinite/previously unidentified 
information. As anticipated, the inldefiniteness value of NPs turned out to be an important 
factor influencing their placement in the sentence. However it also became necessary to 
distinguish between different kinds of interpretation with indefinite NPs, namely the 
specific vs. non-specific interpretation open to indefinite NPs, and generic/type vs. token 
interpretations. 
A second variable controlled for was the relative animacy of NP referents, specified by 
the values of two parameters: ± human and ± animate. Such animacy values also seemed 
to have a potential influence on the placement of NPs in a sentence, but one which is 
considerably less important than other factors relating to information structure. Finally, a 
third potentially influential factor that was paid attention to in constructing data to be tested 
was the prosodic weight/length of NP referents. In experimental data it was found that the 
prosodic weight of NPs did not seem to have obvious strong effects on the placement of 
NPs, despite the fact that other languages may show regular repositioning of lengthy NPs 
in certain configurations (e.g. Heavy NP Shift in English). This is not to claim that 
prosodic weight effects are fully absent from Burmese. In newspaper-style reporting it is 
common for long clausal objects to be positioned before a short NP subject, resulting in a 
non-canonical OSV word order. However, in the regular spoken style of Burmese 
investigated here, the length of NPs did not seem to have much effect on their positioning, 
and other factors relating to inldefiniteness and specificity seemed to be significantly more 
important. 
During the course of the investigation, for each sentence type and pattern in ( 1 5) and 
( 1 6), and for each information collection procedure type in ( 1 7), the variables noted 
immediately above were manipulated for each grammatical role. Results from 
investigation of the different sentence types in ( 1 5) and ( 1 6) and manipulation of the 
variables were then cross-checked and compared to ensure consistency of judgements 
across construction types and informants. Where any discrepancies were discovered, 
relevant data and patterns were checked again. Careful comparison and consideration of 
the body of data which had been generated then led to the generalisations reported in 
sections 3 . 1-3 .5  below. 
3.1 Object focus in transitive sentences 
The study began by looking at sequences in which the object of the sentence was in focus. 
What was consistently found here was that focused objects and objects which were wh­
question words were placed in the pre-verbal position (which also corresponds to the 
assumed base position of an object in neutral SOY word order in Burmese). Sentences 
( 1 8)-(25) show a range of typical patterns and data, subdivided according to whether the 
object was the reply to a wh-question (new information focus), a contrastive focus in a 
correction sentence, or a wh-question word itself. 
• Objects as new information focus: replies to wh-questions 
• Generalisation: the object occurs in the pre-verbal position/its base-position, 
whether the object is indefinite or defmite: S 0 V 
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( 1 8) Input question: 'What did John buy?' 
Response: HI' DVDd? OuS�1I 
<tUN dividi.go w£.da 
John DVD.OBJ bUy.REALNOM 
'John bought a D VD.' 
( 1 9) Input question: Who does Mary like? 
<.' Q <.' 0 <.' <.' Response: �O)'l HI;O( �G)OOo)lI 
m£rl <tUN.gO n;hi7.t£ 
Mary John.OBJ 10ve.REAL 
'Mary loves John.' 
• Objects as contrastive foci in correction sentences. 
• Generalisation: the object again occurs in the pre-verbal position, whether the 
object is indefinite or definite: S Q V 
(20) 
<.' 
DVD 
<.' 
VCR 
<.' 
HI;m 00)�1 �U(OOO(:11 
<tllN.g� dividi w£.da, visi7a ma.hou7.phu 
John.SUBJ DVD buy.REALNOM, VCR NEG.be.NEG 
'John bought a DVD, not a VCR.' 
(2 1 )  
<.' Q  <.'
( 
<.'
) 0 
<.' <.' <.' 
�O)'lm O)G) 00 0( �G)�I HI; �U(OOO(:11 
m£ri.g� hi7.ko n;hi7.da <tliN ma.hou7.phu 
Mary.SUBJ Bill .OBJ 10ve.REALNoM, John NEG.be.NEG 
'Mary loves Bill, not John. ' 
• Objects as wh-question words 
• Generalisation: the object occurs in the pre-verbal position: S 0 V 
(22) 
(" Ci)  (" .... 
�O)'l -:::rn 00)0)0011 
m£r1 ha w£.oa.lt 
Mary what buy.REAL.Q-WH 
' What did Mary buy?' 
These patterns were confirmed by asking informants whether it would be possible to 
position the object in sentences such as the above before the subject. Informants 
consistently indicated that this was not possible, whether the object was definite or 
indefinite: 
(23) cf (20) ?? DVDm 
<.' <.' 
VCR 
<.' 
HI;m 00)�1 �U(OOO(:11 
dividLgo <tUN.g� w£.da visl7a ma.hou7.phu 
DVD.OBJ John.SUBJ buy.REALNOM VCR NEG.be.NEG 
(24) cf (2 1 )  ?? 
<.'
( 
<.'
) 0 
<.' Q <.' <.' <.' <.' O)G) 00 0( �O)'lm �G)OOo)lI HI; �U(OOO(:11 
hi7.ko m£ri.g� n;hi7.t£ <tUN ma.hou7.phU 
Bill.OBJ Mary.SUBJ 10ve.REAL John NEG.be.NEG 
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(25) cf (22) * C' O  -:::rn Q 00 '1. 
ba m£r1 
what Mary 
C' , 
OOO:::D ro II 
wUla.lt 
buy.REAL.Q-WH 
3.2 Subject focus in transitive sentences 
Having examined the positioning of focused objects in transitive sentences involving 
simply a subject, object and a verb, the study then considered where the subject is 
positioned in similar transitive sentences when it is in focUs as a new information focus, a 
contrastive focus, and as a wh-phrase. The common finding was that focused subjects are, 
like focused objects, regularly and most naturally positioned before the verb, resulting in 
an O�V order. Note that the data in this section observes the patterning when the object 
NP is definite. The combination of subject focus with an object that is indefinite is 
described in section 3.3 .  
• Subjects as new information focus: replies to WH-questions (26) 
• Generalisation: the subject-focus commonly occurs in the pre-verbal position, 
following the object, when the object is definite: 0 � V: 
(26) Input question: Who helped you? 
Response: C' C' 0 oaJ;GO??O( 
tGang.go 
LOBI 
C' 
g);m 
ctUN 
John.SUBJ 
'John helped me.'  
O(�O'Y.)oll1 
kUJli.da.ba 
help.REALNOM.POL 
• Subjects as contrastive foci: in correction sentences (27) 
• Generalisation: the subject again occurs in the pre-verbal position, following a 
definite object: 0 � V: 
(27) 
0 C' 0 C' C' O  C' 
3GY.>3fOO( g);m 0( ro? O'Y.) I Qoo'lm QU(OOO(:11 
dLsa?ou? ko ctUN.g� ju.la.da, m£ri.g� ma.hou? phu 
this. book.OBJ John.SUBJ bring.come.REALNoM, Mary.SUBJ NEG.be.NEG. 
'John brought this book, not Mary. '  
• Subjects as wh-question words (28) 
• Generalisation: the subject occurs in the pre-verbal position, following a definite 
object: 0 � V 
o C' 0 C' 
(28) 3GY.>3fOO( :1)ooOjl m 
dl.sa?ou? ko b£ou.g� 
this.book.OBJ who.SUBJ 
'Who brought this book?' 
, 
O(ro?:::D ro II 
ju.la.oa.lt 
bring.come.REAL.Q-WH 
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The data in ( 1 8)-(28) therefore all indicate that the focus of a sentence is commonly placed 
in pre-verbal position. Such a generalisation applies to both new information focus and 
contrastive focus. 
3.3 Indefinite objects in subject focus sentences 
The study also investigated the distribution of indefinite objects in subject focus sentences. 
Although it is more common for objects to be definite/old information in subject-focus 
sentences, comprising part of the background, presupposed information, there are certain 
contexts in which a subject focus sentence can naturally contain an object which is 
indefinite. The testing of a variety of such sentences/contexts led to results which were 
partly different from those where the object is definite. What was observed was that 
certain indefinite objects were placed in a position preceding the subject (as in subject 
focus sentences where the object is definite), but others were positioned in a position 
following the subject, resulting in an SOY order which reflects the neutral/assumed 
underlying order of elements in Burmese. Concerning the first, O�V ordering, this was 
found to occur in two sets of conditions. The first of these was where an NP functioning as 
an indefinite object in a subject focus sentence had been explicitly referred to in some way 
as a type, or generic member of a group. For example, (30) below was a translation task, 
and informants were asked to translate the English sentence: ' Who picked a history book?' . 
As a background to the target sentence, informants were given a particular context which 
involved schoolchildren picking prizes after answering questions in a classroom quiz, and 
the prizes available were history books, novels, and writing pads. This pre-mention of 
'history books' as a type then resulted in informants commonly producing an O�V order, 
as indicated in (29) below: 
• Subject (wh) focus sentence, indefinite (but pre-mentioned) generic/type object 
• Generalisation: O�V order 
(29) Context given: children in a school are picking prizes from three types of 
objects: history books, novels, writing pads. 
0 ("  (" 0 C' .... 
::>.)'ic:GY.>3f0O( 0:>000( G�:::>.)roll 
eamaiN.sa.?ou? ko b£ou jwe.oa.lt. 
history.book.OBI who choose.REAL.Q-WH 
' Who picked a history book?' -+ 0 � V 
The second condition which resulted in the production of an O�V order was where the 
context given to informants led them to interpret the object as a specific indefinite NP (Le. 
as an NP whose identity is known to either the speaker or some other discourse referent, 
but not the hearer). For example, informants were asked to imagine that they were 
watching a film of a crime scene investigation in which police agents were searching an 
apartment for a letter they believed must have been written and also must have been hidden 
in the apartment. With such a background context, informants were asked to translate the 
target sentence: 'Which policeman is looking for a letter to the general?', and this regularly 
resulted in an O�V order with the specific indefinite NP object positioned before the 
questioned/focal subject, as in (30). 
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• Subject (wh) focus sentence, specific indefinite object 
• Generalisation: O£V order 
• Context given: the investigation of a murder scene at which several policemen 
are carrying out various tasks. 
(30) 
o (" C' Q .... 0 <:" .... .... 
C(ro�L OOOG'l :O?GY.>O( :::noo'lo.n:m WG; onroll 
boctou? shiJe.dpa.go b£j£oa.gi:! ja.ne.daJt. 
general.to.write.ATIR.letter.oBJ which.policeman.sUBJ search.CONT.REALNoM.Q-WH 
'Which policeman is searching for a letter to the general?' � 0 £ V 
When the above two conditions did not hold and indefinite objects were not pre-mentioned 
or inferable as specific, however, it was found that an £OV order resulted, and non-specific 
indefinite objects were positioned following the focusedlwh subject, as in (3 1) .  
• Subject (wh) focus sentence, non-specific indefinite object 
• Generalisation: £OV order 
• Context: a picture presented to informants with various people engaged in 
·different activities. Task: translate the sentence: 'Who is reading a book?' 
c 
(3 1 )  :::nOOot 
b£ou 
who 
c GY.>3fo 
sa?ou? 
book 
c , 
�OOG;o.:>roll 
pha? ne.oa.lt. 
read. CaNT .REAL.Q-WH 
' Who is reading a book?' 
Data such as (3 1 )  therefore indicate that a wh-question word does not have to occur 
immediately before the verb, but can be separated from the verb by a non-specific 
indefinite object NP. Such examples may however also allow for the analysis that the 
object is incorporated into the verb and so forms a complex verbal predicate. If such an 
analysis could be maintained, one might not need to conclude that wh elements may be 
separated from the verb by other syntactic arguments. 
Note that in addition to sentences with wh subjects, similar patterns were found to occur 
in sentences where the subject occurred as a new information focus and as a contrastive 
focus, i.e. an £OV order was found with non-specific indefinite objects, and an O£V order 
with specific or pre-mentioned generic object NPs. 
3.4 Focus patterns in double object/di-transitive constructions 
The positioning of focused elements was also investigated in sentences with both a direct 
object NP and an indirect object NP introduced by a di-transitive verb such as pe 'give' .  
When the focused element was the direct object of the verb, it was found that this occurs 
immediately preceding the verb, as shown in (32)(33) and (35), where the object is 
respectively a wh-phrase, a new information focus, and a contrastive focus. Examples (34) 
and (36) illustrate that it is not possible/is highly unnatural to place the direct object in a 
position preceding the indirect object when the direct object is interpreted as being in 
focus. 
• Direct objects as foci in double object/di-transitive sentences 
• Generalisation: S 10 DO V order, and not: *I?? S DO 10 V 
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(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
<:' <:' 0 o <:' , 
ec�: a3;jjt:or ::nJ Go:armO)ooli 
khamja J.lUNl1}U.gO ba pe.lai? 9a.lt. 
you director.to what give.just.REAL.Q-WH 
'What did you give to the director?' � S 10 DO V. 
<:' <:' <:' 0 <:' <:' o <:' <:' 
oa/;GO'Y.) a3;jjt:or 'icncn�: Go:armcnooll 
tGanJ J.lUNl1}U.gO l1}a?taN pe.lai?.tt 
I director.to report give.just.REAL. 
' I  gave the director the report.'  � S 10 DO V  
<:' <:' <:' <:' <:' 0 
?? oa/;GO'Y.) 'icncn�: a3;jjt:or 
<:' 
tGanJ l1}a?taN J.lUNl1}U.gO 
I report director.to 
<:' 0 "" 0 0 <:'  
o <:' <:' 
Go:armcnooll 
pe.lai? .tt 
give.just.REAL. 
<:' <:' 91; GCY.ijJc:o.n:or �pO?cno GO: O'Y.) I G>?3fo �O(O(O(:II 
ctliN tGauNoa.go vidijo.tei? 
John student.to video.tape 
pe.da, 
give.REAL NOM, 
sa?ou? 
book 
ma.hou? phu 
NEG.be.NEG 
'John gave the student a video tape, not a book.' � S 1O DO V  
<:' 
?? 91; 
ctUN 
John 
" "  0 0 <:'  
«pO?cno 
vidijo.tei? 
video.tape 
<:' 0 
GCY.ijJc:o.n:or 
tGauNoa.go 
studentto 
GO:O'Y.)I 
pe.da, 
give.REAL NOM, 
<:' 
G>?3fo 
sa?ou? 
book 
<:' 
�O(cnO(:1I 
ma.hou? phu 
NEG.be.NEG 
Data where the indirect object is in focus was then tested. Interestingly, it was found here 
that two different orders were commonly indicated as being available. First of all, if the 
direct object is definite/old information, it is possible for an S DO 10 V order to occur, as 
shown in (37)-(39) where the indirect object occurs as a wh-phrase, a new information 
focus, and as a contrastive focus. 
• Indirect objects as foci in double object/di-transitive sentences 
• Possibility I, if the direct object is definite: S DO 10 V 
) 
C" <:' (" 0 <:' 0 0 <:' .... (37 91; 'icncn�:or :::noo�.or Go:armO)ooli 
ctUN l1}a?taN .go b£oy.go pe.lai? 9a.lt. 
John report. OBI who.to give.just.REAL.Q-WH 
'Who did John give the report to?' � Sub DO 10 V 
(38) <:' <:' 0 <:' <:' <:' <:' 0 <:' 0 0 <:' <:' oa/;GGO'Y.)O)O)GCIY.>m 91; 'icncn�:or a3;jjt:or Go:armcnooll 
tGanJ.9i.oa.lau? ctUN l1}a?taN .go J.lUNl1}U.gO pe.lai? .t£. 
I know.REAL.extent John report.OBI director.to give.just.REAL 
'As far as I know, John gave the report to the director.' � Sub DO 10 V 
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(39) �ur�ulO(:1I 91' '1�O?�:O? �06�:I0�:.!it:o? IOmanll 
ma.hou? pa.phu �UN IlJa?taN.go ?atwfNjeIlJu.go pe.d£. 
NEG.be.POL.NEG John report. OBI secretary.to give.just.REALNOM 
'No, that's not right. John gave the report to the secretary [not to the director] .'  
� Sub DO IO V  
Elsewhere, however, it was found that the focused indirect object could occur preceding 
the direct object resulting in a S 10 DO V order. Significantly, this possibility also seems 
to be available whether the direct object is indefinite or defInite and so is not linked to the 
information status ofthe direct object, as in (40), (4 1 )  and (42) . 
• Indirect objects as foci in double object/di-transitive sentences 
• Possibility I I :  S 10 DO V available whether the direct object is definite or 
indefinite 
(40) 
C' C' 0 Q 
IOmo.:>ooll 91' 0') 00 0')10 00: ot> �� 
�llN b£.khaie.go najl pe.oa.lt. 
John which. child. to watch give.REAL.Q-WH. 
'Which of his children did John give a watch to?' 
� Sub IO DO V 
(4 1 )  
C' C' Q  0 Q C' 
91' �oo�ot> �� IOU:O?OO II 
�llN m£ri.go najl pe.d£. 
John Mary.to watch give.REAL. 
'John gave Mary a watch.' � Sub 10 DO V 
(42) �ur�ulOjl:1I 
ma.hou? .pa.phu 
NEG.be.POL.NEG 
'No, that's not right. 
� Sub 10 DO V 
C" C' 0 C" C" 
91' �06C:IO�:.!it:ot> '10?0?�: lOman II 
�UN ?atwfNjeIlJu.go IlJa?taN pe.da. 
J hn 
. NOM o secretary.to report gtve.REAL 
John gave the report to the secretary [not to the director] . '  
The possibility that a focused indirect object can b e  separated from the verb by a direct 
object which is interpreted as definite and referential as in (42) suggests that the DO+V 
sequence here is not a case of simple morphological incorporation of the object with the 
verb, as incorporation is normally restricted to applying only to indefinite nouns. 
Consequently, examples of S 10 DO V orders with definite direct objects are cases where 
the focused NP in a sentence actually does not immediately precede the verb and is 
separated from it by another referential argument NP. 
3.5 Focused adverbs/PPs 
A similar optional ability for an object to occur separating a focused element from the verb 
was found where the focused element was an adverb or a PP (postpositional phrase) 
indicating place, time or reason. Here as in the case of double object constructions with a 
focused indirect object two patterns were actually indicated to be naturally available. 
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Frequently the object of the verb (and all other arguments) precede the focused AdvIPP, so 
that the focused AdvlPP is in fact immediately pre-verbal, as shown in (43): 
• AdverbslPPs as foci in transitive sentences 
• Possibility I: Sub Ob AdvlPP V 
(43) 
<' 
�U(000(:1I 
ma.hou? phu 
NEG.be.NEG. 
Q <' 
� 0 <' <' c:: C\j>0-);: O'6;QJllan �<o;.m 
?uJ�eeiN kllNpjuta man�g� 
UlllaThein computer yesterday 
3<0;. �U(000(:1I 
din� ma.hou? phu 
today NEG.be.NEG 
<' 
o 0:> ani 
w£.da, 
b 
NOM 
uy.REAL , 
'No. U Hla Thein bought a computer yesterday, not today.' 
However, it was also found to be possible for either an indefinite or a definite object to 
follow a focused AdvIPP, as in (44). 
• AdverbslPPs as foci in transitive sentences 
• Possibility II: Sub Ob AdvlPP V 
(44) Question prompt to answer: When did you read the report? 
<' <' <' 
<16J;<oan �<o;.m 'foooo�: 
u;an� man�g� llJa?taN 
I yesterday report 
'I read the report yesterday.' 
3.6 Summary of observed patterns 
<' <' 
(900000:>11 
pha? t£. 
read.REAL. 
Certain global generalisations about the positioning of focus in Burmese can be extracted 
from a comparison of the patterns in 3. 1 -3 .5, and these can be usefully described as 
deviations from the most neutral ordering of elements in a sentence. (45) below represents 
what can be taken to be the neutral, basic word of arguments and circumstantial adverbs in 
Burmese, and is a sequencing which does not automatically result in any special kind of 
topic or focus interpretation of any of the elements present, unlike other kinds of ordering. 
See also Wheatley ( 1 982) and Okell ( 1 969) for reference to canonical word-order patterns 
in Burmese. 
(45) Neutral surface word order in Burmese 
Sub AdvlPP(timelplace) 10 DO V 
When any of the elements Sub, AdvIPP, 10 or DO are the focus of the sentence, the data 
observed in sections 3 . 1-3 .5  indicate that two patterns generally appear to be possible. In 
one common pattern it can be suggested that the focused element remains/occurs in the 
position it would regularly occur in in the neutral template in (45) and any other element 
which would otherwise normally occur between this focused element and the verb (in a 
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neutral ordering of elements) is (re-)positioned to the left of the focus. This results in the 
'pre-verbal ' focus effect, as schematised in (46) (focus underlined), and non-focal material 
which might intervene between the focus and the verb is evacuated from this position so 
that the focus occurs immediately preceding the verb. Described via the metaphor of 
'movement' within a transformational approach, it can be suggested that the neutral 
underlying order of elements in (45) is converted into a different sequencing via the 
leftwards movement of non-focal elements which would otherwise intervene between the 
focus and the verb. 
(46) L ftw d f fi 
. 
1 e ar reposltlomng 0 non- oca matena 
Neutral order Order with focus Analysed as movement 
a. Sub 10 DO V Sub DO 10 V Sub DO 10 00 V 
b. Sub DO V  DO Sub V DO Sub 00 V 
c. Sub AdvlPP DO V Sub DO AdvlPP V Sub DO AdvlPP 00 V 
Investigation indicates that this re-positioning of non-focal material is generally possible 
only when the repositioned material is informationally old in some sense: preferentially 
definite, and specific if indefinite (as in (30» , or pre-mentioned if a non-specific 
generic/type NP (as in (29» . Further data not presented here also indicate that the more 
'affected' the non-focal material is by the action of the verb, and the more it is possible for 
the non-focal material to be a potentially emotive centre/centre of interest, the more natural 
this repositioning becomes. The leftwards repositioning described here can therefore be 
seen as a sub-type of clause-internal topicalisation-although the repositioning does not 
necessarily promote the NP to become a topic, like the leftwards positioning of elements to 
sentence-initial topic position, it is restricted to occurring with elements that are 
referentially given (in a certain sense). 
It should also be noted that the NPs which undergo clause-internal repositioning in 
(46)a-c could alternatively be positioned in sentence/clause-initial position preceding the 
subject, which would result in an increase in prominence of the NP and more of a 
necessary topic-like interpretation. 
A potentially different analysis of the relation of neutral base forms to derived surface 
focus structures might be to suggest that it is the focused element itself which 
moves/undergoes repositioning from its underlying base position to a position to the 
immediate left of the verb, as e.g. in (47), and that all other non-focal elements remain in 
their underlying base positions: 
(47) Sub DO V -* goo DO Sub V 
However, if such an analysis were to be maintained, there would be no explanation of why 
this movement should be restricted to occur only when the non-focal material intervening 
between the focus and the verb is informationally old. If non-focal material is assumed to 
simply remain in its underlying, regular base position, it should clearly be possible for non­
specific indefinite NPs that are informationally new to be 'moved over' by the focus. 
However, the output sequencing in (47) is not possible if the DO is informationally new. 
This restriction is much easier to capture in an analysis which assumes that it is 
informationally old material that moves away from the pre-verbal focus position allowing 
the focused element to occur linearly before the verb. Furthermore, if the DO is assumed 
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to be in its base position in (47) and occur as the complement of the verb forming a 
constituent with the verb, there should be no syntactic position available for the focused 
subject to move to, so such rightwards focus movement can be ruled out on purely 
theoretical grounds as well. 
The second pattern observed in 3. 1-3.5 is for non-focal elements to the right of a 
focused NP/ AdvlPP to remain in their base positions (Le. to remain in the position that 
they would otherwise occur in in the template in (45)). This is most common with direct 
objects when some other element further to the left in the underlying/base order such as the 
subject or an AdvlPP is focused. Such a strategy results in the focused subject/AdvlPP not 
being immediately adjacent to the verb. This second patterning is again consistent with the 
assumption that the focused element itself is not moved/repositioned away from its base 
position. What (arguably) occurs in the second patterning is that the direct object simply 
fails to move away from its underlying, normal pre-verbal position: 
(48) Non-repositioning of non-focal elements which occur to the right of the focus 
in underlyinglbase word order 
Neutral order 
(a) Sub DO V 
Order with focus 
Sub DO V 
(b) Sub AdvlPP DO V Sub AdvlPP DO V 
What does not seem to be found, apparently, therefore, is any obvious, regularised 
repositioning of focal elements themselves (unlike in languages such as Hungarian, where 
contrastively focused and wh elements are clearly always moved to a special pre-verbal 
position from their post-verbal base positions). During the course of the investigation, 
informants were in fact also presented with data in which a focused element was 
deliberately removed from its regular base/underlying position and relocated further to the 
left as schematised in (49). Such data, in which a focused element occurs to the left of 
elements which would normally occur to its right in neutral word order, were regularly 
rejected as unnatural and inappropriate. Examples of such orders are given in (49). The 
symbol # indicates that sequences of this type are ill-formed in the context of the 
underlined element being the focus of the sentence (the answer to a wh-question, or 
contrastive focus in a correction sentence): 
(49) Orders not attested (inappropriate in context/unnatural) 
(a) #Ob Sub V 
(b) #Sub DO 10 V 
(c) #AdvIPP Sub DO V 
(d) #Sub Ob AdvlPP 10 V 
The occurrence of the orders in (46) and (48) but non-occurrence of those in (49) can be 
accounted for most naturally, it would seem, if it is assumed that focused elements do not 
tolerate repositioning within a sentence and simply remain in their underlyinglbase 
position, whereas other, informationally old elements . may be optionally repositioned 
further to the left of the element in focus. The data examined furthermore indicates that 
this generalisation holds equally of both new information focus and contrastive focus. 
Studies of other languages with neutral SOY word order such as Korean and German have 
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indicated that contrastively focused NPs can be repositioned further to the left in the clause 
than their regular base position, hence that orders such as those in (49) are in fact possible 
with contrastive (but not completive) focus. It was therefore partly anticipated that this 
might be possible in Burmese too. However, informants regularly resisted the leftwards 
shifting of contrastively focused NPs, suggesting that Burmese is rather different from 
Korean and German in this respect. 
Finally, it can be noted that the general observation of apparently optional word order 
variation in certain focus sentences (schematised in (46) and (48)) requires some further 
qualification. First of all, concerning frequency and naturalness of occurrence, informants 
tended to make much more spontaneous use of the first ore-positioning' strategy (i.e. the 
forms in (46)) in interview sessions, and the second strategy (schematised in (48)) where 
non-focal elements occurring to the right of the focus are not repositioned to the left was 
often noted to be possible only when informants were specifically quizzed further about 
different potential word orders in focus sentences. This was particularly the case when the 
intervening non-focal material was a definite or specific indefinite object rather than a non­
specific indefinite object. Secondly, there appear to be limits on the way that the second 
strategy can be naturally used. Essentially it was found that a focused element such as a 
subject, adverbiallPP or indirect object can be naturally separated from the verb by one 
element (normally an object), as schematised in (50), but if more material occurs 
separating the focus from the verb, as schematised in (5 1 ), this results in the focus 
sequence being considerably less natural. Note also that the generalisation that one 
constituent can naturally/tolerably intervene between the focus and the verb does not allow 
for sequences such as those in (49) to occur, however, where the focus constituent is 
repositioned leftwards from its neutral base position. The separation of a focused 
constituent from the verb appears to be possible only when this results from the non­
removal of an intervening (non-focal) constituent from its neutrallbase position in the 
template sequence in (45). 
(50) Acceptable occurrence of a single element between the focus and the verb 
(a) Sub DO V 
(b) Sub AdvlPP DO V 
(c) Sub 10 DO V 
(5 1 )  Unnatural occurrence of more than one element between the focus and the verb 
(a) ?? Sub AdvlPP DO V 
(b) ?? Sub 10 DO V 
(c) ??? Sub AdvlPP 10 DO V 
There consequently appears to be a 'tolerance level' regulating how far a focused element 
can be naturally distanced/separated from the pre-verbal position, and when more than one 
element intervenes between the focus and the verb, such forms clearly deteriorate in their 
acceptability. What regularly occurred when the attempt was made to elicit subject focus 
sentences where more than one other element occurred in addition to the verb was that 
informants would either make use of the repositioning strategy so that the subject came to 
be adjacent to the verb, as for example in (52), or they would switch to a rather different 
syntactic construction, a cleft structure, as in (53): 
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(52) Sub 10 DO V � 10 Sub IG DO V 
'=lO(03ul:>'{:1I '=lo5�o? gj,m ®?3f<S 100:0:>0511 
ma.hou7.pa.bu meri.go ctlrn.g� sa?ou? pe.d£ 
NEG.be.POL.NEG Mary.oBI John.SUBJ book give.REAL 
'No, that's not right, John gave Mary althe book.'  [Le. not Bill] 
<: '1 <: 0  0 <: 0 <: '1 (53) '=lO(O:>UI�:1I '=loo61o( ®?3fuO( IOo:anm gj;U III 
ma.hou? pa.bu mer1.go sa?ou? pe.da.g� ctllN.ba 
NEG.be.POL.NEG Mary.OBI book give.REALNoM.SUBJ John.POL 
'No, that's not right, John gave Mary althe book.' [i.e. not Bill] 
Due to such qualifications, and in order to test how the alternations between the two 
strategies might perhaps relate to prosodic factors, a second part of the investigation was 
initiated focusing on intonation and the potential use of stress in focus sentences. This is 
now described in section 4. 
4 Prosody and intonation in focus sentences 
The general aim of the second part of the investigation was to test whether there is any 
prosodic signaling of focus in Burmese, perhaps via the use of stress. Having established 
that there is a strong positional encoding of focus and that focused elements occur either in 
the immediately preverbal position or sometimes separated from the verb by a single 
constituent, we hoped to determine whether this positioning is accompanied by any 
additional prosodic indication of focus. We also wanted to try to establish whether there 
might be sufficient intonational information present with focused elements to even 
disambiguate potentially ambiguous sentences presented out of context. A potential 
complicating factor here is the fact that Burmese is a tone language. It has often been 
assumed that the existence of tone may interfere with, constrain or even block the use of 
stress to highlight elements within a language. In the experimental work reported here, 
lexical items were deliberately selected so that all syllables used in the data have low tone. 
This was done so as to keep such a preliminary investigation to a manageable scale by 
excluding comparisons across tonal categories from the experimental design. Further 
study will therefore be required to investigate the effects of focus on stress patterns across 
all four lexical tones in Burmese. Finally, a related question we hoped to probe in the 
study was whether the pre-verbal positioning of foci in Burmese might possibly be 
attributed to the default location of nuclear stress in such a position, as argued by certain 
authors for verb-final focus structures in other languages such as German and Hindi. 
4.1 Design of the phonetic experiment 
The experiment consisted of two major parts - a production experiment designed to gather 
information on intonational patterns in sentences with focus occurring on different 
constituents, and a perception test, structured so as to establish how well the identity of the 
focus in a sentence can (or cannot) be perceived from intonational patterns alone. The two 
parts of the investigation fed into each other, and recordings made in the production 
experiment were played to those participating in the perception experiment (a different 
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group of native speakers). As the goal of the perception test was to establish how well 
focus could be perceived from the phonetic signal alone, an important aspect of the 
experiment was to make use of sentences which structurally would allow for the possibility 
of different constituents being interpreted as the focus of the sentence (i.e. be potentially 
ambiguous as to what part ofthe sentence corresponds to). In order to allow for this and to 
gather a range of different information, the two sentences in (54) and (55) were used 
extensively in the experiments. 
(54) 0000 .y.>� ou301oou311 
mama naji w£.ba.d£ 
MarMar watch bUY.POL.REAL 
'Mar Mar bought althe watch/watches.' 
(55) 0000 q,or,YJ .y.>� ou301oou3u 
mama jaNgouN.rl}a naji wi:.ba.d£ 
MarMar Yangon. in watch buy.POL.REAL 
'Mar Mar bought althe watch/watches in Yangon.'  
Given the observation from section 3 that a focused element need not always be 
immediately pre-verbal, the sentences (54) and (55) can theoretically serve as the reply to a 
number of questions, in which case the part of the sentence which provides an answer 
value to the question will constitute new information focus. For example, sentence (54) 
can naturally serve as the reply to any of the following questions: 
(56) 
a. What did MarMar buy? narrow object focus 
b. Who bought a watch? narrow subject focus 
c. What did Marmar do? VP focus 
d. What happened? broad S focus 
(54) used to reply to questions of the type in (56) will produce narrow focus on the object 
.y.>� najl 'watch' when responding to an (a)-type question, and narrow focus on the subject 
0000 mama 'MarMar' when responding to the (b). When (c) and (d) type questions are 
asked, (54) will produce new information focus on .y.>�ou3 najl.w£ 'watch. buy , (VP focus) 
for a (c)-type question, and broad sentential focus (consisting in the whole of (54)) for a 
(d)-type input. 
In a similar way, sentence (55) can naturally serve as the answer form to the questions 
in (57): 
(57) 
a. What did MarMar buy? narrow object focus 
b. Where did MarMar buy a watch? narrow adverb focus 
c. What did MarMar do? VP focus 
d. What happened? broad S focus 
Note that because it is felt to be quite unnatural for a focus to be separated from the verb 
by more than one constituent, sentence (55) could not be used as a natural reply to a fifth 
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possible question ' Who bought a watch in Rangoon?'. As the experiment hoped to gather 
information on narrow focus on an AdverblPP preceding a direct object, and also wanted 
to test narrow focus on a subject preceding some other constituent, this resulted in the need 
for two sentences to be used rather than one. (54) critically allows for testing of narrow 
focus on the subject, and (55) for narrow focus on an AdvIPP. Finally, note that both 
sentences (54) and (55) follow the neutral ordering of elements in a sentence (i.e. (45» , 
hence there is no biasing towards any particular order due to the positions that the elements 
occur in. 
In the production/elicitation experiments, four native speakers were recorded 
pronouncing sentences (54) and (55) as if they were the replies to the range of different 
questions in (56) and (57), varying the prosody of (54) and (55) as appropriate and 
necessary. Four speakers were chosen to produce the spoken material, all from Yangon 
and in their twenties or thirties. None reported abnormal speech or hearing, and one of the 
four was an experienced radio broadcaster and newsreader. The varied questions in 
(56)a-d and (57)a-d triggering the pronunciation of (54) and (55) as reply forms were 
asked by an interviewer in Burmese in quasi-random order, and the question and answer­
pairs were recorded in the sound-proofed recording studio at the School of Oriental and 
African Studies in London on digital audio tape (DA T) using an electret condenser 
microphone with a Bruel-Kjrer 2069 preamplifier. Each of the four consultants responded 
a total of three times to each question, yielding (4 x 3 x 4 =) 48 tokens for each experiment. 
Finally, it can be noted that the sentences (54) and (55) used as reply forms were designed 
so that the consonants which occur at constituent boundaries are either sonorants or 
resonants, to keep pitch perturbation effects to a minimum. 
Recordings of the same sentences pronounced with different interpretations in mind 
allowed for a careful acoustic analysis of the potential prosodic manifestation of focus in 
each case, and extensive phonetic information about both narrow and broad focus. In the 
follow-up perception test, the various recordings of the sentences in (54) and (55) were 
presented to native-speaker subjects as described in section 4.3 below. The subjects were 
asked to indicate which of the various interpretations in (56) and (57) the sentences were 
responding to. This test was intended to formally establish whether there was sufficient 
prosodic information in the pronunciation of focus sentences to disambiguate different 
focus structures within a single sequence of words. 
4.2 Results I :  the production experiments 
The recordings of the production experiments detailed below were analysed using Praat 
(version 4.3 . 1 2) speech analysis software, also making use of a time-normalising script by 
Yi Xu (Xu 2005). 
Production experiment 1 
(58) and (59) illustrate pich traces (measured as fundamental frequency in Hz) of four 
versions of sentence (54) spoken by two of the consultants - one male and one female -
in response to the four prompt questions. The duration of the subject, object and verb 
phrase have been normalised for ease of comparison, so the duration of each appears equal 
on the horizontal axis. 
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The representations of pitch change in (58), (59), (63) and (64) show a final rise in pitch 
on the sentence-final verb marker 0003 tE:. This rise is associated with a formal reading 
speech-style, and is not relevant to the focus-related pitch changes under investigation. 
(58) Sample, typical fundamental frequency traces (male speaker) of sentence (54) 'Mar 
Mar bought a watch' . 
1 50 
N ;s. 100 
e .. .. 
- - - - - - - subject focus 
- - • object focus 
-I.€rb phrase focus 
-- broad sentential focus 
.. 
50+-------,------,r------.-------.-------,-------. 
subject 
I:nl:n ¥J� o o3u1 000311 
mama naji wE:.ba.d£ 
object 
normal ised time 
MarMar watch buy.POL.REAL 
I.€rb 
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(59) Sample, typical fO traces (female speaker) of sentence (53) 'Mar Mar bought a watch' 
300 
250 
N � 200 
� 
150 
. . . . . . .  subject focus 
- - ' object focus 
-\I3rb phrase focus 
-- broad sentential focus 
100+-------�-------.------_,--------._------._------_.-
subject 
0000 �� o�()loo�1I 
mama najl wtba.d£ 
object 
normal ised time 
MarMar watch buy.POL.REAL 
Patterns in the data were sought by listening to and scrutinising the sentences, and by using 
the Praat software to reduce the fO traces from all 64 sentences to a mean fO measurement 
for each constituent in each sentence. The mean fO data are displayed in (60) below. Each 
set of three columns represents the mean fO (pitch height) of the three constituents (0000 
mama 'MarMar', �� najl 'watch' and the final verbal cluster) in the twelve sentences 
spoken with each focus type. The bars thus represent the pooled data of all four speakers, 
two male and two female. It is assumed in calculating these means that between-speaker 
variation in the pitch, duration and loudness of the habitual speaking voices of the four 
speakers is constant. 
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(60) mean (n=12) fundamental frequency of each constituent in sentence (54) spoken with 
each of four kinds of focus (i.e. as answers to Burmese equivalents of (56)a-d). 
¥ 
e 
'E Q) .a � c: o u 
fundamental frequency 
1 70 
160 
150 
mean to (Hz) of each constituent in sentences with four kinds of focus 
The intensity and duration measurements of each constituent in each sentence were pooled 
in a similar fashion. The results are displayed in (6 1 )  and (62) below. To allow visual 
comparison of the total utterance length, mean duration is displayed using horizontal bars. 
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(6 1 )  mean (n=12) duration of each constituent in sentence (54) spoken with each of four 
kinds of focus. 
SUBJECT OBJECT VERB 
0000 
mama 
MarMar 
" ¥''l. 
najl 
watch 
sentential focus 
VP focus 
object focus 
subject focus 
0.300 
. -.ern 
g object 
m subject 
005()1000511 
wLba.ci£ 
bUY·POL.REAL 
0.500 
subject focus 
0.510 
0.364 
0.478 
d u ration 
0.700 0.900 1 . 1 00 1 .300 1 . 500 
object focus VP focus sentential focus 
0.564 0.551 0.542 
0.482 0.457 0.395 
0.432 0.408 0.346 
mean duration (s) of each constituent in sentences with four kinds of focus 
1 . 700 
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(62) mean (n= 1 2) relative intensity of each constituent in sentence (54) spoken with each 
of four kinds of focus. 
intensity 
68 
66 
64 
Qj iii 62 :!:!. 
>-;t:: IJ) c: .. � 
.. > :;::; co e 
mean intensity (rei dB) of each constituent in sentences with four kinds of focus 
Observations 
Note that the declination of fundamental frequency and intensity through all of the 
sentences is a universal prosodic template and is not attributable to any focus effects (Le. it 
is natural for speakers to gradually lower their pitch levels and reduce the loudness of their 
speech during the course of a sentence, whether producing a sentence with focus in it or 
not). However, scrutiny of the pooled data and the individual traces like those in (58) 
suggests that focus affects sentence prosody according to the following general patterns of 
deviation from this template: 
fundamental frequency 
- VP vs broad sentential focus: fO generally starts higher and declines more 
rapidly for broad sentential focus than for verb phrase focus 
- object focus: object fO is higher 
- subject focus: object and V fO is lower (deaccented), but subject fO is no higher. 
duration 
- VP vs broad focus: the sentence is shorter with broad sentential focus than with 
VP focus; the subject is very short with broad sentential focus 
- object focus: the subject is shorter, the object is longer 
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subject focus: the subject is longer, the object and the verb are shorter 
( deaccented) 
intensity 
- VP vs broad sentential focus: all constituents are relatively more amplified (i.e. 
sound ' louder')  with broad sentential focus than with VP focus 
- object focus: the subject is slightly attenuated (de-accented), the object is more 
amplified 
- subject focus: the subject is amplified, the object and the verb are attenuated (de­
accented) 
Production experiment 2 
The results of Experiment 2 are presented below in the same order and format as for 
Experiment 1 above. Here, figures (63) and (64) relate to the longer sentence (55). The 
observations derived from the data follow table (67). 
(63) Sample, typical pitch trace (female speaker) of sentence (55) 'Mar Mar bought a 
watch in Yangon. '  NB The final rise is associated with formal reading style, and is 
not related to focus. 
300 - - - - - - - ad\€rbial phrase focus 
- - • object focus 
-\€rb phrase focus 
-- broad sentential focus 
250 , 
N :s 200 
e 
150 
100+------,------.------,------.------.------.------.------� 
subject ad\€rbial I object 
norm a lised time 
�� 'l�or�y.:> ¥J� o trlol OOtrlll 
mama jaNgOUN.l1Ja naJl w£.ba.d£ 
MarMar Yangon.in watch buY.POL.REAL 
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(64) Sample, typical pitch trace (male speaker) of sentence (55) 'Mar Mar bought a 
watch in Yangon. '  NB The final rise is associated with formal reading style, and is 
not related to focus. 
1 50 
N 
. . . . . . .  adverbial phrase focus 
- - • object focus 
- verb phrase focus 
-- broad sentential focus 
� 100 
e 
50+------.------,------.------.------.------,------.------, 
subject adverbial object 
nonnalised time 
� �  �'o('YJ ;'Jq odluloodlll 
mama jaNgOUN.!1Ja naJI w£.ba.d£ 
MarMar Yangon.in watch bUY.POL.REAL 
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(65) mean (n= 1 2) fundamental frequency of each constituent in sentence (55) spoken with 
each of four kinds of focus. 
1 60 
150 
140 
N ;s 1 30 
51 
120 
1 1 0  
1 00  
III subject 
!;I ad\erbial 
• object 
L'!I \erb 
fundamental frequency 
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 
I 
� � � � � � § == 
ad\ertJial focus object focus \erb phrase focus 
151.622 1 53.544 1 54.237 
151.873 1 43.731 143.045 
1 30.453 144.334 1 32.721 
1 1 0.354 1 22.049 1 20.622 
� � � � � � � � � == -
sentential focus 
160.001 
145.536 
1 29.778 
1 1 6.324 
mean fundamental frequency (Hz) of each constituent in sentences with four kinds of focus 
� 
(66) mean (n=1 2) duration of each constituent in sentence (55) spoken with each of four 
kinds of focus. 
duration 
0.300 0.500 0.700 0.900 1 . 1 00  1 .300 1 . 500 1 . 700 1 .900 2.100 2.300 
adlerbial focus object focus \erb phrase focus sentential focus 
L'!I \erb 0.494 0.513 0.514 0.505 
• object 0.359 0.503 0.394 0.371 
e ad\ertJial 0.708 0.596 0.587 0.543 
III subject 0.462 0.414 0.417 0.400 
mean duration (s) of each constituent tn sentences with four kinds of focus 
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(67) mean (n=1 2) relative intensity of each constituent in sentence (55) spoken with each 
of four kinds of focus. 
intensity 
66 
64 
� 62 m � :!!. 60 � � � 'iii � § t: 58 .! .: � � � � ., 56 � � � � .� -; � � 54 � � � � � � § � 
52 � 00 � � � LL � � � � � � 50 
adverbial focus object focus verb phrase focus sentential focus 
o subject 62.603 63.244 63.744 63.753 
C adverbial 60.560 58.382 59.033 59.035 
• object 59.435 61 .492 59.813 58.403 
[J verb 52.694 54.697 53.663 52.489 
mean intensity (rei dB) of each constituent in sentences with four kinds of focus 
Observations 
For the reasons noted earlier, the sentence used in Production experiment 2 cannot be used 
to elicit an acceptable/natural subject focus. We can, however, observe the effects of the 
four types of focus compared in Production experiment 2 on all four constituents in the 
sentence, including the subject. 
Not surprisingly, with four constituents in the sentence instead of three, the patterns 
appear more complex. The universal template of declining fundamental frequency and 
intensity applies here also, but with four constituents to fit into the sentence's intonation 
pitch range instead of three, the relative 'pitch space' of each is smaller and the 
perturbations attributable to focus are thrown into sharper relief. 
fimdamental frequency 
- VP vs sentential focus: no discernible difference in relative pitch of individual 
constituents, but sentential focus starts higher and declines more sharply 
- object focus: the object is raised in pitch, on average slightly higher than the 
preceding adverbial phrase 
- adverbial phrase focus: the adverbial phrase is raised in pitch, on average 
slightly higher than preceding subject; the pitch of the object is slightly lowered 
duration 
- VP vs sentential focus: sentential focus is globally shorter than VP focus. 
- object focus: the object has a longer duration 
- adverbial phrase focus: the adverbial phrase is longer, the object shorter 
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intensity 
Often, intensity and fundamental frequency are correlated in speech, i.e. higher pitch 
sounds are generally also louder, but such a correlation is not observed in Experiment 2. 
- VP vs sentential focus: no clear effect 
- object focus: object (and V) amplified, preceding adverbial phrase attenuated 
- adverbial phrase focus: adverbial phrase amplified 
Generalisations 
VP and sentential focus are not differentiated by prosodic effects on particular constituents. 
Rather, sentential focus is characterised by globally raised pitch with more rapid rate of 
declination through the sentence, by globally increased intensity and by reduced duration -
i.e. a faster speech rate. 
When the object, adjacent to the verb, is in focus, this is signaled by the object 
constituent being higher, longer and louder, and these are taken to be the phonetic 
correlates of stress in this position. There is some evidence from the pooled data that 
stressing the object in this way also results in stressing the verb to some degree as well. 
Alternatively, the same statistical effect could indicate that some speakers are confiating 
the object and verb phrase into one prosodic phrase and jointly stressing this single 
prosodic unit. 
When a constituent in focus is not adjacent to the verb, as is the case with subject focus 
in Experiment 1 and adverbial phrase focus in Experiment 2, then the constituent between 
the focus and the verb, and indeed the verb itself, are de-accented. The phonetic correlates 
of de-accenting are lower pitch, shorter duration and lower intensity. 
Here, constituents positioned to the left of the focus appear to undergo de-accenting to a 
lesser degree than those positioned between the element in focus and the verb phrase. 
4.3 Results I I :  the perception of focus 
Two perceptual experiments were devised to test the extent to which listeners were able to 
recover the intended focus in the speech material elicited for Production Experiments 1 and 
2 above. In essence, subjects were asked to listen to the various recordings of the 
sentences (54) and (55), and to judge which of the questions in (56)a-d and (57)a-d the 
sentences were responding to. These tests were intended to establish whether there is 
sufficient prosodic information in the pronunciation of focus sentences to disambiguate 
different focus structures within a single sequence of words. 
Experimental design 
The experiments were conducted as follows. The subjects selected were nineteen native 
speakers of Burmese, all current or former residents of Yangon, none of whom had formal 
training in linguistics or reported speech or hearing abnormalities. For both experiments, a 
set of sixty-four stimuli was assembled: 
- four speakers; 
- four types of focus (stimuli responding to one of four prompt questions) ; 
- two repetitions produced by each speaker 
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- each sentence presented twice in the experiment 
- 4 x 4 x 2 x 2 = 64 sentences in each set. 
The experiments were conducted using the Praat speech analysis software's 'multiple 
forced choice' facility, which presented the set of stimuli to each subject in quasi­
randomised order, avoiding repetitions of the same stimulus. On hearing each sentence, 
subjects were required to select which of the four questions it was responding to by 
clicking with a mouse on the appropriate place on a computer screen. The judgements 
were made without time pressure, but subjects did not have the option of changing their 
mind. 
Results of the perception tests 
The first thing to note in the results is a relatively high degree of variation between the 
speakers who produced the stimuli used in the perceptual experiment. Chart (68) shows 
the percentage of all sentences which were judged correctly for each of the four speakers 
whose recordings were used in the perceptual experiments. The speakers can be ranked for 
their 'general intelligibility of focus' .  In other words, it was apparently globally easier for 
subjects to perceive intended focus in the speech of certain speakers than for others. This 
suggests that there may be a between-speaker difference in the extent to which Burmese 
uses prosody rather than syntax to convey focus. This variation falls outside any 
significant effect within the experimental design. 
(68) % of tokens perceived correctly by all subjects, ranked by speaker 
Mean = 48.75% 
70 �-------------------------------------
� 60 +--------------------------------------
"" u 
� � 50 
u 
." 
� 40 
'Cij u 8. 30 ., c: '" .l< 20 .9 
'0 
� 1 0  
0 
KA PC ANT KKZM 
speaker 
Conversely, chart (69) shows the percentage of correct judgements made across both 
experiments by each subject, ranked according to decreasingly successful 'performance' . 
A few subjects performed much better than most, and a few much worse, but the 
distribution appears relatively normal. It is perhaps the case that the 'good' subjects learnt 
to discriminate between categories in the test which might not be considered normally 
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perceptible, and that some subjects never really grasped the purpose of the task in hand. 
Again, this variation between subjects has to be taken into account when interpreting the 
results. 
(69) % of tokens perceived correctly by all subjects, ranked by subject 
Mean = 49.34% 
80 
70 
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c.> 
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1 0  
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"'� � VV ",,,, �� �v J:' ./" ",<:) �o, v� "'<:)� ",..J;> <-� .:i-'?" �� V' �� � � 
subject 
Perception Experiment 1 
{} 
The results of Perception Experiment 1 are set out below in (70); the data in (70) is 
expressed in percentages in (7 1 ). 
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(70) Judgements of focus type in sentence (54) categorised by intended focus of stimulus 
in Perception Experiment 1 
Experiment 1 :  expected vs actual responses 
100% 
... 90% 0 s ntential 1 
s ntential 1 
s ntential 0 
'" 
5l 80% c 
0 a. '" e 70% 
s ntential 9 
-.e ItJ phrase �8 -.e t phrase �5 
.: 
" � G> CD  60% - It>  U N G> II c;: c e - 50% '" tl .. U 
• G> 
-.e ItJ phrase 73 
object 40 
-.e1tJ phrase 75 
-g :c  > ::l .- '" 40% bject 14 G> 
e G> 30% a. object 7e 
'" G> a. 
Z. 20% 
! ubject 1�  object 33 
'" ::l U 
.E 10% ubject 4 ubject 4 
ubject 2 
0% 
subject object -.erb phrase sentential 
focus type intended by speaker 
(7 1 )  Perception Experiment 1 intended focus in stimulus 
subject object VP sentential 
focus focus focus focus 
% of tokens (n=256) perceived sentential 1 6% 12% 23% *39% 
as each focus type, rounded to VP focus 1 9% 2 1% *29% 29% 
whole integers (* = correct object 1 6% *55% 30% 13% 
judgement) subject *50% 1 1% 1 8% 1 9% 
Observations 
The results above indicate that the type of focus which was correctly perceived most easily 
from the acoustic signal was object focus: subjects labelled this category correctly in 55% 
of cases, more than twice as often as might have been judged correctly by pure chance. 
When sentences with object focus (i.e. answers to questions eliciting the object as new 
information) were not perceived correctly by subjects, the latter most commonly mistook 
these sentences for sentences with VP focus (i.e answers to questions eliciting both the 
object and the verb as new information). This corroborates the findings made in the 
production experiments that the phonetic correlates of stressing objects as foci are 
observed to a degree on the verb as well, so that the verb often appears to be given 
additional stress in instances of simple object focus. Hearers then seem to rather naturally 
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mistake certain cases of simple object focus for instances of VP focus where both verb and 
object have increased stress. 
The next easiest focus type for subjects to identify correctly was subject focus: 50% of 
sentences with intended subject focus were perceived without error. As with object focus, 
this again indicates that there is often sufficient prosodic information in the production of 
focus sentences for hearers to disambiguate the intended meaning of the sentence without 
additional, contextual clues. ' When instances of subject focus were not correctly identified, 
however, it was found that subjects were likely to hear any of the other focus types with 
roughly equal probability, suggesting that the percept of subject focus is not readily 
confused with - and perhaps not acoustically similar to - other focus types. 
Broad sentential focus was found to be somewhat more difficult for subjects to judge 
correctly: 39% of stimuli produced with intended sentential focus were correctly 
categorised, significantly more than chance. Nearly half the errors made here were 
labelled as VP focus, further evidence of the acoustic similarity between VP and sentential 
focus. 
Finally, subjects found VP focus the hardest to identify correctly, and this was judged 
correctly only slightly more often than might be expected by chance. In addition to this, it 
was found that when mistakes were made, subjects mistook VP focus for any of the other 
categories of focus with more or less equal probability. 
Perception Experiment 2 
(72) Profile of judgements of focus type in sentence (55) categorised by intended focus 
of stimulus in Perception Experiment 2. 
Experiment 2 :  expected vs actual responses 
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The data in (72) are expressed in percentages in (73): 
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(73) Perception Experiment 2 intended focus in stimulus 
adverbial object VP sentential 
focus focus focus focus 
% of tokens (n=256) sentential 8% 7% 22% *36% 
perceived as each focus type, VP focus 9% 13% *29% 40% 
rounded to whole integers (* object 5% *72% 25% 8% 
= correct judgement) adverbial *78% 8% 24% 1 6% 
The results of Perception Experiment 2 corroborate .the findings from Perception 
Experiment 1 ,  and lead to some firm conclusions. In common with Experiment 1 ,  VP 
focus was not readily discernible for subjects. The responses are evenly distributed across 
all four categories. Sentential focus was identified moderately well, and was most often 
mistaken for VP focus. Both adverbial phrase focus and object phrase focus are identified 
with considerable accuracy - 78% and 72%, respectively. As in Experiment 1 ,  object 
focus is slightly more likely to be mistaken for VP focus than either broad or VP focus. 
5 General conclusions 
Having detailed the findings of the individual production and perception experiments, we 
are now in a position to highlight certain broad conclusions resulting from the 
production/perception experiments and the syntactic investigation of word order in focus 
constructions. Quite generally, the results of the production/perception experiments 
confum that stress is most definitely employed in the signaling of new information focus in 
Burmese, and was observed in the production experiment in the form of increased fO 
(higher pitch), increased amplitude (loudness) and longer duration of syllables/words in 
focus. In the perception experiments it was found that the presence of stress on 
constituents in focus is also well perceived by hearers, and most clearly so when there is 
narrow focus on an argument (subject, object) or adverbial. 
If such observations are now combined with the conclusion of the syntactic 
investigation that elements in focus are most naturally positioned in pre-verbal position, as 
in a range of other verb-final languages (e.g. Turkish, Hindi), it can be seen that the stress 
associated with new information focus will characteristically be realised and occur towards 
the end of a sentence, in pre-verbal position. This is an observation which has been made 
for a significant number of languages, both verb-fmal languages and verb-medial 
languages (such as, for example, English), and has often been attributed to the workings of 
a rule of 'nuclear stress' applying in various languages. It is suggested (e.g. Cinque 1993) 
that the syntactically most deeply-embedded position in a sentence is where a regular 
'nuclear stress' is pronounced, and where syntactic constituents occur in such a position, 
they will be naturally highlighted and focalised by the stress which is regularly generated 
there. In such a view, stress is an automatic feature of a sentence's most deeply-embedded 
position, and the requirement that focused elements be highlighted by stress is seen to 
attract such elements to this position. A natural question in the light of what has been 
observed in the course of the present chapter is therefore whether the situating of focal 
elements in pre-verbal position in Burmese should be assumed to be the result of a similar 
nuclear-stress rule operating in Burmese? We believe that this would actually not be an 
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appropriate characterisation for Burmese, and that the relation of focus to intonation and 
stress is rather different in Burmese, as will be suggested below. 
A first reason to be doubtful that a nuclear stress rule is responsible for attracting new 
information foci to pre-verbal position in Burmese is that pre-verbal (nuclear) stress does 
not seem to be obviously present in other sentences in Burmese which are not specifically 
responses to questions asking for new information. In an add-on to the major production 
and perception experiments, informants were asked to read passages of Burmese text in 
which sentences similar to (54) and (55) were embedded, and where the elements present 
in such sentences could naturally be interpreted as constituting new information. 
Measurement of the intonation patterns used in the reading of such texts showed very little 
of the regular application of stress which occurred when the same informants produced 
similar sentences as the responses to direct questions (though informants also did not 
pronounce the sentences in the text with any special, flat, 'reading' intonation). Studies of 
nuclear stress in other languages have observed that the occurrence of sentence-final 
nuclear stress is, by way of contrast, generally automatic and present in all sentence-types, 
and is not restricted just to the answer-forms provided to questions. The apparent absence 
of clear pre-verbal stress patterns in Burmese sentences which are not the answers to 
questions therefore seems to suggest that automatic nuclear stress is not a characteristic 
property of Burmese. Secondly, the syntactic investigation of focus in Burmese showed 
that it is not only new information focus that occurs in the special pre-verbal position, but 
also contrastive and corrective focus, and speakers commonly resist the placement of 
contrastive focus in other non-pre-verbal positions. Nuclear stress is, however, assumed to 
be a rule which regulates only the placement of new information focus in a language, and 
does not enforce the placement of contrastive foci in any similar, sentence-final position. 
Hence whereas new information foci are restricted to the sentence-fmal position of nuclear 
stress in languages such as Italian and German (Zubizarreta 1 998), contrastive foci are free 
to occur stressed in any position within a sentence. In Burmese this is not so, and both new 
information foci and contrastive foci are found to naturally target the same pre-verbal 
position. The fact that elements in contrastive focus are also drawn to the pre-verbal 
position suggests that it is not the occurrence of nuclear stress which marks out this 
position as special, as nuclear stress would only be expected to attract elements 
instantiating new information focus (and not contrastive foci, which would be anticipated 
to occur stressed in other positions within a sentence). 
Consequently, a more accurate characterisation of focus and the occurrence of stress in 
Burmese would seem to be that there is a more primitive notion of sentential prominence 
associated with the pre-verbal position in Burmese (i.e. more primitive than simple 
association with a nuclear stress), and this naturally attracts all elements which have a focal 
role within a sentence, both new information foci and elements in contrastive focus. 
Highlighted thus primarily via a positional strategy, it can be suggested that a secondary 
reflex of focal prominence is the addition of stress to an element located in the pre-verbal 
position. The use of stress on focal elements can therefore be suggested to function as an 
anCillary encoding of sentential prominence, which is more basically communicated by 
structural means 2 , and foci are located in the pre-verbal position not explicitly to acquire 
2 
Prominence can also be encoded via focus-related particles in certain instances. The use of focus 
particles has not been made part of the present study, for simple reasons of space, and is intended to be 
the subject of extensions of the current work. 
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the stress which may be assigned to such a position (as might be assumed under a nuclear 
stress type approach), but to acquire the more basic positional prominence naturally 
associated with sentence-final positioning before the verb. In other words, the occurrence 
of stress on elements in focus can be viewed as a common natural side-effect of such 
elements being made prominent via other (structural) means, and not as a primitive force 
driving focal elements to the pre-verbal position. 
A second general finding of the production experiments discussed in section 4 was the 
occurrence of de-accenting of certain non-focal material in sentences with new information 
focus. Critically this was seen to occur in certain instances where the constituent in focus 
actually did not occur in the canonical pre-verbal focus position. Such a situation was 
noted (in section 3 .3) to occur in the special circumstances where a subj ect or an adverb is 
the element in focus, and the object of the verb is both indefinite and non-specific. Due to 
its non-topic-like informational status, there is a strong resistance to positioning the object 
before a focused subject or adverbial, and it therefore regularly occurs between the focus 
and the verb, resulting in sequences such as (74): 
(74) a. SubjectFOcus Object V 
b. Subject AdverbFOcus Object V 
Because of the unavailability/unnaturalness of positioning a non-specific indefmite object 
before the subject or adverb in a sentence, focus sentences containing non-specific 
indefinite objects are potentially ambiguous, and in principle allow for hearers to assume 
that the focus is either the indefinite object itself, or the subject/adverb which precedes it. 
Because there are no natural alternative ways to arrange the constituents of the sentence, 
the identity of the focus of the sentence can in such cases not be determined from word 
order alone, and it cannot be concluded that the element in immediately pre-verbal position 
is necessarily the intended focus of the sentence. Here, therefore, intonation and stress 
potentially do have important roles to play, and can function to disambiguate the intended 
meaning of a sentence. In the production experiment, two effects of this were noted to 
occur. The first of these was that stress occurred on the element in focus.3 The second 
effect, when the focus did not immediately precede the verb (i.e. cases of subject or 
adverbial focus), was that the intervening indefinite object was observed to undergo de­
accenting and a clear reduction in ill, duration and amplitude. Such prosodic attenuation of 
the object seems to function to make it less ' visible' in pre-verbal position and allow for a 
preceding focus to be perceived as having sentence-fmal prominence, even though not 
immediately adjacent to the verb. Consequently, in certain instances, the dominant 
positional encoding of focus in Burmese can be found to be well assisted by the 
availability of stress and its intonational converse, the de-accenting of sentence 
constituents. 
Finally, it should be remembered and emphasised that the production and perception 
experiments carried out in the present study have restricted themselves to lexical items 
which have exclusively low (level) tone. It will be an important question for future 
research projects to establish whether the results generated here with regard to the 
occurrence and manifestation of stress may carry over in the same or different ways to 
3 Stress occurred in particular on focused adverbs and objects. Focused subjects showed increased 
duration, but no clear increase in pitch, as sentence-initial elements regularly occur with a high level of 
pitch. 
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lexical items with other tones in Burmese. We also feel that it will be instructive to 
compare the type and level of stress present in contrastive and corrective focus with that of 
new information focus, something which we were not able to undertake in this pilot 
exploration of prosody and focus. Hopefully, the present study will serve as a useful base­
line reference for careful future investigations of this type. 
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1 Introduction 
The Burmese reflexive has three alternative forms. The oldest form, which attests from the 
MyazedilRajkumar inscription onwards, and persists in modem literary Burmese, uses �� 
mimi as the reflexive pronoun; for direct objects this is usually followed by the noun rq03 
ko 'body', thus literally meaning 'self's body'.  This reflexive has numerous cognates in 
Loloish languages and ultimately derives from the Tibeto-Burman etymon '�mi 'person' .  
In the second reflexive form the noun �03 ko 'body' is reanalysed a s  the reflexive 
pronoun. The direct object rqo?rq(03)rqOJ kgkoko is the most frequent example of this 
form. This comprises two occurrences of 'body',  the first in possessive form, and the 
second as the object marker which also ultimately derives from 'body' .  As discussed 
below the constituency of this quite frequent form is a point of disagreement among 
Burmese grammarians, with the result that it may be seen spelt in various ways. This 
reflexive also enters into a variety of other constructions, parallel to the �� mimi form. 
The third reflexive form, derived by reanalysis of the second, uses any pronoun twice, 
separated by the noun rq03 ko 'body' or less frequently another body part noun. This is 
primarily used as a direct object form. 
Modem literary Burmese still uses the �� mimi reflexive, but modem spoken Burmese 
11 
. 
h h 
0 co 0 co 0 co k k ' k ' fi h 0 co k' norma y uses eit er t e OfO?OfOJOfOJ g o o  orm or t e pronoun + Of OJ 0 + pronoun 
form. In a reflexive context, the use of one of these reflexives is not obligatory, but if a 
reflexive is not used, the sentence is ambiguous and would normally be interpreted as non­
reflexive. Burmese uses reflexives quite frequently with abstract verbs for mental attitudes 
and states, but considerably less frequently with concrete action verbs. 
Both the �� mimi form and the rqo?rq( 03) rq 03 kgkoko form lack marking of the 
person and number of the subject, and are thus ambiguous if an overt subject is not present 
A previous version of this paper was presented at the Australian Linguistics Society Conference, 
Adelaide 1993 (see Bradley 1995). I would like to thank various speakers of Bunnese including Daw Tin 
Tin Nyunt, U Sein Win and Mo Mo Almg for providing examples. I am also very grateful to various 
colleagues including John Okell, U Thein Tun and Anna J. Allott for comments. The transliteration of 
Burmese inscriptions and the transcription of Burmese follow the conventions used elsewhere in this 
volume. Naturally any errors in data or analysis are my own responsibility. 
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in the context. This may be one motivation for the development of the pronoun + J?03 + 
pronoun form. 
2 Pronouns in Burmese 
For full details of the pronoun system in Burmese and its development from Old Burmese 
to Modem Burmese, see Bradley ( 1 993). During the nine centuries of records of written 
Burmese, there have been very substantial changes including the appeggioration or 
replacement of virtually every pronoun, in some cases more than once. Unlike most other 
function words, these pronouns do not differ between the modem literary High and the 
spoken Low. The usual modem forms are cited in ( 1 )  below. 
( 1 )  Pronominal forms in Modem Burmese 
� � , 
oaJ,QO')'J tGam I (male speaker) 
oaJ;� tGamg I (female speaker) 
cl lJa I (speaking to intimate or inferior) 
9116 tGou1 I (used in rural areas, mainly by male speakers) 
���: khamja you (male speaker) 
�� jlN you (female speaker) 
;� ruN you (speaking to intimate or inferior) 
��: mIN you (speaking to intimate or inferior) 
0( eu he/she (usually human, always animate) 
In Burmese, pronoun forms are fairly infrequent in running discourse; the unmarked 
assumption is that a statement has a first person subject and that a question has a second 
person subject, unless the context shows or implies otherwise. 
Pronouns also have an attributive/possessive form which replaces a final heavy or level 
tone with a creaky tone (CRK), e.g. oaJ.tQro? tGang lCRK 'my (male speaker)' ;  those which 
already end in creaky tone, such as oaJ.t� tGamg ' Ilmy (female speaker)' ,  have the same 
form. The pronoun plural marker was o1c? atuiv' from the earliest inscriptions, regularly 
giving modem 01. pronounced dg. This was originally voiceless tg and can be related to 
the fairly widespread Loloish etymon *daw3 'body' ; cognates are also used as a reflexive 
in some of those languages. In Burmese, the plural marker may be productively added to 
any of the above pronouns, but pronouns without the plural marker do also occur in plural 
contexts. All of these pronouns, with or without plural marker, may occur in the 
'attributive or possessive form pronoun + J?03 ko + pronoun' reflexive construction 
discussed later. The same marker with the formative prefix 3d- 1a- as seen in the 
inscriptional form 3do16. atuiv' was most likely a first person plural exclusive. When the 
prefix was later lost, it retained medial juncture voicing and this is the source of the 
modem first person plural (inclusive or exclusive) 01. dg. There are various restrictions on 
the plural marker in reflexives, as discussed below. 
While the earliest Burmese inscription, the Rajakumar (dated 1 1 1 2 C.E.), provides 
evidence for juncture voicing in noun compounds such as ��l9 man' gri 'king' + 'big' > 
'great king' (lines 1 5-16), in almost all such cases later spellings show the unvoiced forms 
instead. The modem form is now written ��:@3: man' kri" showing the base form of the 
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second element, but is pronounced ��:[9 miN .cti, with medial voicing. Other dialects of 
Burmese show much less medial voicing: some do not voice medial aspirates, others do 
not voice medials at all, except where a Burmese doublet form has been borrowed. In 
standard Burmese this juncture voicing is one of the main markers of unity between the 
noun or verb stem and any following associated components of a compound - suffixes, 
modals and other markers. It is also regular for reduplicated verbs but not reduplicated 
nouns. 2 
Many of the modem Burmese pronoun forms are denominal: this includes the 
reflexives. The literary reflexive appears to be derived from a reduplication of Sino­
Tibetan etymon *mi 'person', while the spoken reflexive is derived from the Sino-Tibetan 
etymon *s-ku 'body' .  Parallels for this semantic development can be found in a number of 
languages of the region, as well as elsewhere. 
It is often difficult to disentangle the literal 'body' and the extended object marker or 
pronominal uses of J?6 kuiv' in early inscriptions, since they are written the same. The 
reanalysis of J?c1i ko as a reflexive appears to have been fairly early. More recently, as in 
many other languages, this reflexive has itself shifted to a nonreflexive pronominal use. 
Thus, in early modem Burmese J?c1i ko alone could also be used as a second person 
pronoun, to which the pronoun plural marker 01. tg could also be added. Judson ( 1 853) 
provides some examples of J?c1i ko used as a second person pronoun by male or female 
intimates to women; Tun Nyein , which is often somewhat archaic for its period, includes 
J?c1i ko in the list of second person pronouns. However, in current spoken Burmese J?c1i 
ko alone is used mainly but not only by male speakers as an informal first person pronoun, 
and not as a second person pronoun, further illustrating the instability and openness of the 
pronoun system in Burmese. With the royal or honorific suffix <0003 t�, J?c1i<ooo3 ko.d� 
'body.HON' could formerly be used as a second person pronoun to address superiors -
monks and others. This is clearly another extension of the 'body' meaning. Its 
replacement by the current 3d��0('P: ?ajlN .phaja 'master.deity' is another example of the 
relatively rapid changes in the Burmese pronoun system. 
Yet another independent development, discussed further below, is the modem spoken 
object/goal/allative noun marker J? ko from the same nominal source; this has been 
differentiated from the nominal/reflexive spelling as noted below. 
3 Case marking in Burmese 
Burmese is a typical SOY language: all case marking is done with suffixed cliticised 
markers. These are phonologically joined to the preceding nominal by various juncture 
phenomena which likewise link the verb and associated modals and other markers. Many 
of these markers are historically derived from grammaticalised nominal, verbal or other 
forms. This case marking is largely optional, and used relatively sparingly in spoken 
language. Probably due to the influence of Pili as the liturgical language of Buddhism, 
written language marks a far greater proportion of cases on NPs, and makes some 
distinctions absent from spoken style. 
2 For example o;ont: kauN 'good', reduplicated o;ont:o;ont: kaUNgaUN 'well', but 3>�o? lako reduplicated 
rr?o? koko 'older brother'. 
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The well-known productive grammatical tone sandhl process links a possessor noun to 
the following possessed noun: the flnal syllable of the pronoun or other noun (if not 
already creaky tone) changes to creaky tone. The most obvious example of this is the 
attributive/possessive pronouns. This process is attested from the earliest inscriptions to 
the present. For example, the 'Myazedi' lines 36 and 37  has c na plus various kinship 
terms, e.g. line 36 c on na sa 'my son', instead of the usual subject pronoun form c1 na 
found elsewhere. More relevantly, on the Gro:G:ij03p lemj£7Q.a 'Four Face' Pagoda 
inscription dated 1 232 (Burmese calendar 594) (Aung Thaw 1 972), lines 1 2, 1 9, 24 and 29 
on stone three, face four, show c1o?6 na kuiv' 'me' (lit. 'my body'), here ambiguous 
between a pronoun plus the noun 'body' and a pronoun plus direct object marker - a 
perfect example of the right environment for a reanalysis! The origin of the o? ko object 
marker from a possessor Noun + possessed 'body' NP is further indicated by the 
productive application of the noun tone creaking process before this noun marker, probably 
of possessive origin. 
The early orthographic indication of the creaky tone is a flnal glottal stop. This and the 
heavy tone written (if at all at that period) with a flnal -r.:h _hi are only very sporadically 
indicated in the earliest inscriptions.3 Alternatively, Indic short vowels (creaky tone) as 
opposed to long vowels (other non-stop fmal tones) may indicate the contrast for the 
vowels a, i and U, 4 but the writing of this vowel-length distinction is also not very 
consistent in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Given also the provisional nature of the 
spelling in most of the earliest Burmese inscriptions, it is difficult to be absolutely certain 
that the grammatical sandhl creaky tone was already regular and productive in the twelfth 
century, but it is quite likely. This grammatical sandhl process can perhaps be derived 
from a fused form of the possessive marker, inscriptional and literary � 7i (modem spoken 
6:Uf). 
A similar alternation can be observed in possessive forms of pronouns in several other 
Burmese-Lolo languages including other dialects of Burmese, other Burmish languages 
such as Hpun, and Loloish languages in each subgroup of Loloish including Southern 
Akha among others, Central Lisu, Jino and others, and Northern Nosu and others. 
As noted above, other noun marker forms also come at the end of the noun phrase, 
which consists maximally of a relative clause or a demonstrative, the head noun or 
compound noun with sufflxes such as plural if any, and a quantifler expression consisting 
of one or more sequences of number plus classifler. Various markers have continued in 
use from the earliest inscriptions to the modem literary style, but most of these have been 
replaced in the modem spoken language. In early inscriptions, objects (direct and indirect) 
could be followed by the marker 3n: a", while some direct objects, especially human ones, 
could be followed by o?6 kuiv' (from 'body') instead. This situation is preserved in the 
distribution of modem literary Burmese 3n: 7ei and o? ko, but with wider distribution and 
greater frequency of o? ko after direct objects. In modem spoken Burmese o? ko has 
3 
4 
This is not too surprising given that many early writers of Burmese would have been Mon speakers, 
whose language was then non-tonal. Bradley ( 1982) suggests that the Burmese tones at that period may 
have included various phonation, duration and vowel quality characteristics which also exist in 
modem Burmese though they are less prominent than the pitch differences. 
Here, the short vowels and the syllables written with a subscript glottal stop are differently transliterated 
following the usual practice outlined in the introduction to this volume; though both presumably 
represented creaky tone. 
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completely replaced 3n: ?<i with both indirect and direct objects, and there is a strong 
constraint restricting the occurrence of J? ko to only one NP in a sentence. 
The process and chronology of the replacement of 3n: ?<i by J? ko in Burmese is a 
fascinating topic which falls beyond the scope of this discussion. Other changes in 
markers are mostly one-for-one replacement of existing markers in spoken Burmese, with 
the Old Burmese forms still retained in literary Burmese. Some of the elaboration of 
markers, for example the subject form in modem written Burmese, can perhaps be 
attributed to the influence of word-by-word calquing of Pali texts. See Okell ( 1 967) for 
details of this so-called Nissaya Burmese. 
What can be noted is that Old Burmese, from its earliest inscriptions, already shows the 
accusative marking on nouns, which is characteristic of Burmese-Lolo languages and 
southeastern Tibeto-Burman in general. There is no evidence of ergativity in Burmese 
from the beginning of the twelfth century, which is rather inconvenient for those who wish 
to postulate ergativity as a Tibeto-Burman characteristic. 
4 Reflexives in Burmese 
The modem reflexive forms are literary �� mimi and spoken J?� ko. More specifically, 
the spoken direct object reflexive is one of either (2) or (3): 
(2) 
0 t' 0 t' 0 t' k k ' k '  OfU?OfooOfoo g o o  
(3) Pro{CRK + J?� ko 'body' (or other body part noun) + Proi 
The formula in (3) represents any pronoun form in its possessive form with creaky tone 
applied on the final syllable (if not already creaky), plus J?� ko 'body', plus the pronoun 
repeated in full. Other body part nouns may also be used in place of J?� ko, as in (9)h 
below. The literary form occurs from the earliest inscriptions; the kgkoko spoken form 
comes in gradually, and is derived from the noun 'body';  the Pro,CRK ko Pro form results 
from reanalysis of the kgkoko form. The spoken forms are unusual in that their 
components do not undergo juncture voicing. 5 
Burmese speakers disagree about the 'correct' spelling of the kgkoko reflexive. Some 
prefer ??u???J?� 'body-CRK.OBJ body', i.e. 'body + object marker + body' ; others prefer 
J?u?J?�J? 'body-CRK.body.OBJ', i.e. 'body's body + object marker' .  Both spellings are 
given in Ba Han ( 1 966). It is said that the government and the Burmese Department at 
Rangoon University prefer the latter. Both are grammatically plausible reflexives: given 
the semantic change 'body' > 'self' , the former suggests 'self + object marker + self' , as 
two separate NPs; the latter implies 'self's body + object marker', as a single NP. 
However, neither is parallel to the 'attributive-possessive pronoun + body part noun + 
pronoun reflexive' construction, which would instead suggest J?�.J?�J?�, 'body's 
body + body', as a two-NP construction. Perhaps the various alternatives have all 
contributed to the modem kgkoko construction; but the lack of juncture voicing suggests 
While reduplicated nominal forms such as kinship terms like n1n1 koko 'older brother' are also not 
subject to juncture voicing, the n1�n105n105 kQkoko reflexive is not synchronically a reduplication, even 
though each of its three components is ultimately derived from the noun 'body', 
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that neither the second nor the third ko is the object marker, as this would normally be 
voiced to go in either of the two environments suggested by the alternative spellings. 
This noun 'body', Old Burmese J?6 kuiY', modem J?03 kuiy' ko and the reflexive 
derived from it contain a false etymology in the modem spelling, adding a [mal 
orthographic 03 y' based on the unrelated but lookalike SanskritlPali form kaya. The word 
'body' may also be expressed using longer, more formal versions which start with J?03 ko 
and continue with a Pili doublet, e.g. J?o3('7Y.)oo ko.kajg or J?o3sf=> ko.khaNda - both 
'body + body' .  These forms may be further extended with a Burmese nominal doublet, e.g. 
J?o3sf=> 3<)G('7Y.)�3<)OO� ko.khaNda. ?akauN?ath£, in which all three components mean 
'body'.  
An earlier grammaticalised form from the same noun was the noun object marker J? ko, 
but this is spelled without the spurious Pali-influenced final 03 y'. In this object marker 
use, it is absent from the earliest inscriptions starting in 1 1 1 2, but starts to appear by 1 147. 
It was at first only with animate patients, but by 1 1 69 was occasionally being used with 
inanimate (noncorporeal) noun direct objects, and by 1 1 82 with complement clauses and in 
an allative sense. It has subsequently, as in the undated but early Lawka Hteikpan 
GC\)')(),)�<So�: 15kg.thei?paN inscriptions (Ba Shin 1962), generalised further to goals in 
ditransitive or causative constructions as well, and in current spoken Burmese covers all 
these functions. 
It is now stylistically unacceptable to have more than one object marker J? ko in a 
clause, and in normal running discourse few of the direct or indirect objects have J? ko 
suffixed to them. Like other such suffixes, it normally voices when the immediately 
preceding syllable does not end in a stop. 
In Burmese, only a noun phrase coreferential with the subject can be reflexive. This can 
be in the same clause, in an embedded clause within the same sentence, or in a following 
conjoined clause or subsequent sentence in the same discourse context where the 
antecedent is clear. As Burmese is a typical verb-final language, most embedded clauses 
precede the subject. Accordingly, the reflexive in an embedded clause often precedes its 
subject antecedent if that antecedent is present. Furthermore, as Burmese is a language 
which does not require overt subject pronouns, the antecedent may be completely 
unexpressed; in such a case the reflexive is ambiguous or generic if the antecedent is not 
clear from the context. Like most verb-final languages, Burmese is most frequently SOY 
but the exact order of noun phrases is pragmatically determined. For the reflexive direct 
object the grammaticalised unitary construction requires what is an O+S order, or for some 
speakers alternatively an O+S preceded or followed by the nonreflexive form of the S.  
Reflexives occur in various case roles; the main one is direct object, with more or less 
fossilised possessive and embedded subject forms. Other case roles, such as indirect object 
and so on, are filled by the possessive form of the reflexive pronoun (J?o? kg 'REFL,CRK,) 
plus a noun form. The Burmese reflexive does not also have a reciprocal meaning: with a 
plural antecedent, the action is distributive, not reciprocal. Unlike the corresponding non­
reflexive pronouns, the J?03 ko reflexive may not add the plural marker, but the literary �� 
mimi may do so, as in (24) below. On the other hand, the extended ko non-reflexive 
pronoun may have been the plural marker. This pluralised usage was attested by the early 
nineteenth century, as indicated by an example in Judson ( 1 853 :203). 
5 Direct object reflexive 
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As noted above, the exact structure of the spoken Burmese direct object reflexive 
pronounced kgkoko is a matter of dispute. The 'standard' analysis suggests that it is a 
single NP comprising a possessive reflexive pronoun O?O? kg, the noun o?oS ko 'body' 
and then the object marker ol ko. But by this analysis the normal juncture processes 
would suggest a form O?O? O?o?o? kg kg.go 'REFL'CRK body-CRK.OBJ' since the pronoun 
should acquire creaky tone before an object marker, and the object marker should become 
voiced. The alternative spelling suggests that it is a sequence of two NPs: the first consists 
of a reflexive pronoun o?oS ko and the direct obj ect marker o? ko and then a second NP 
o?oS ko 'body' or 'REFL'.  By this analysis the normal juncture processes would suggest a 
form o?o?o? o?oS kg.go ko 'REFL·CRK.OBJ REFL (or 'body')' .  Neither analysis correctly 
predicts the actual phonological form, and by either analysis it ought to be possible to 
pause within the form. In fact this reflexive is actually a syntactic unit with distinctive 
phonological and morpho syntactic properties. It lacks the usual and expected juncture 
voicing and attributive creak, and operates as a unit for most speakers, who are not able to 
pause as is normally possible between NPs in Burmese. Thus, as further argued below, it 
is likely that neither modem spelling reflects the original or current structure of the 
reflexive. 
Since kgkoko alone is ambiguous as shown in (4) and does not specify the subject, a 
subject may also be present. On the other hand kgkoko (or literary mimD alone is most 
frequently used for generic reflexives. If there is another pronoun, it normally follows the 
reflexive, as in (2), but a noun may precede or follow, as in (6). Some speakers reject 
sentences like (6)b with the nominal subject following the kgkoko. Literary equivalents 
are similar, but may also have ��o?oS mimi.ko REFL.body, ��o?o?o? mimi.kg.go 
REFL.body·CRK.OBJ with the obj ect marker, or maximally (including the possessive marker 
� ?D ���o?o?o? mim!.?i kg.go REFL.POSS body-cRK.OBJ, all meaning literally ' self's body'.  
In the latter two, the direct obj ect marker o? ko has induced creaky tone in the preceding 
syllable and has itself become subject to juncture voicing, unlike the spoken kgkoko. 
There is also a non-ambiguous alternative reflexive form with any other pronoun in the 
first and third slots, with the first in creaky-fmal (attributive) form. This has object-subject 
rather than the more unmarked subject-obj ect order (see (7) and (8)). It will be argued 
below that the kgkoko form is parallel. 
o C' 0 C' 0 C' 0 C' C' 
(4) O?U?O?ooO?oo �mooooll 
kgkoko jai? t£ 
self hit.REAL 
' Someone hits himself. '  
o C' 0 C' 0 C' C' C' (5) O?U?O?ooO?oo oaJ;Gon 
kgkoko �an� 
self I 
' I  hit myself.' 
o C' C' 
�mooooll 
jai? t£ 
hit.REAL 
(6) a. o C' 0 C' 0 C' mG(\): 
khale 
child 
O?U?O?ooO?oo 
kgkoko 
self 
o C' C' 
O?mooooll 
kai? t£ 
bite.REAL 
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oo�ro: 
self 
'The child bites itself. ' 
o C' C' 
Of 00 00 0) II 
kai7.t£ 
bite.REAL 
The meaning difference between (6)a and (6)b is one of focus. Of course, (5) and (6) 
could also be expressed with the 'Pro·CRK + d?03 ko (or other body part noun) + Pro' 
construction, as in (7) and (8). (7)a is not ambiguous so an extra pronoun is not necessary, 
but some speakers prefer to put one in as in (7)b, always pausing after the reflexive, 
perhaps on the model of sentences like (5). Other speakers reject sentences like (7)b as 
excessively redundant. Some Rangoon speakers will accept sentences like (7)c with the 
extra subject pronoun first, if the additional subject pronoun is to be there at all, but for 
most the preference is for OS order as in (7)b rather than SO order as in (7)c. There are 
also some speakers, especially from Mandalay, who prefer sentences like (7)c to those like 
(7)b: for them the tendency towards OS order in reflexives may be less strong. These 
pronominal reflexives do not occur in literary style. Sentences like (6) with an overt NP 
subject are in any case not ambiguous, so the 'Pro·CRK ko Pro' construction is not necessary 
to disambiguate them. Many speakers reject the SO order possibility in (8)b, but this is not 
as unlikely as the corresponding sentence with pronouns only, (7)c. Similarly, some 
speakers, especially those from Mandalay, may prefer (8)b to (8)a because of a preference 
for SO, just as they prefer (6)a and (7)c. 
C' C' 0 C' C' C' 
(7) a. oaJ;�CP?Ofo)oaJ;�O?? 
tGano.ko.tGano 
lCRK.REFL.I -
o C' C' 
lilooooo)lI 
jai7.t£ 
hit.REAL 
b. ? oaJ��oo?d?03oaJ��0?3 oaJ��0?3 
tGano.ko.tGano tGang 
lCRK REFL.I - I 
c. ?? oaJ��0?3 
tGang 
I 
' I  hit myself.' 
o C' (8) a. O(.OfO)O( oo�ro: 
8u.ko.8u khale 
h� CRK.REFL.he child 
b 0 C' . ? �ooro: O(.OfO)O( 
khale 8u.ko.8u 
C' C' 0 C' C' C' 
oaJ;�CP?OfO)oaJ;�O?? 
tGang.ko.tGang 
lCRK.REFL.I 
o C' C' 
Of 00 (00)11 
kai7.t£ 
bite.REAL 
o C' C' 
Of 00 (00)11 
child h�·CRK.REFL.he 
kai7.t£ 
bite.REAL 
'The child bites itself. ' 
o C' C' 
Iil 0000 0) II 
jai7.t£ 
hit.REAL 
o C' C' 
lilooooo)lI 
jai7.t£ 
hit.REAL 
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This 'Pro·CRK + body part + Pro' construction occurs with any of the core pronouns listed in 
the previous section, with or without a plural marker. The pronominal form in first and 
third slots must be identical apart from the attributive creak on the final syllable of the first, 
therefore sentences like (9)a, (9)b or (9)c6 are grammatical, while sentences like (9)d and 
(9)e are ungrammatical. Those like (9)f and (9)g are not reflexive: the object marker does 
show juncture voicing, and there can be a pause before the second pronoun. Some 
speakers find the reflexive forms with plural marker clumsy, because they can get rather 
long, hence sentences like (9)c with the plurality marked in the verb but not the reflexive 
may be preferred. The most frequent body part noun, not suprisingly, is 0103 ko 'body' 
itself, but others do occur, as in (9)h which is otherwise exactly parallel to (8)a and (8)b. 
(9) 
6 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
o 0 C" 0 o C" C" 
�O(.o?<X>OiO(. O?moo<X>1I 
eudQ.ko.eudQ kai? tE 
they.REFLthey bite.REAL 
'They bite themselves.' 
o 0 C" 0 o C"§ C" 
0i0(.0?<X>�0(. O?m moo<X>1I 
eudQ.ko.eudQ kai? tG�.d£ 
theY·REFLthey bite.pL.REAL 
'They bite themselves.' 
o C" o C"§ C" 
Oi.O?<X>Oi O?m moo<X>1I 
eu.ko.eu kai? tG�.d£ 
h�·CRK.REFL.he bite.pL.REAL 
'They bite themselves.' 
* Oio?.o103Oi 
o C"§ C" 
O?m moo<X>1I 
eudQ.ko.eu kai? tG�.d£ 
they.REFL.he bite.pL.REAL 
* Oio103�o?. 
o C" C" 
O?moo<X>1I 
eu.ko.eudQ kai? d£ 
he.REFL.they bite.REAL 
o 0 0 C" C" 
�0(.0? � O?m 00 <X> II 
eudQ.go eu kai? tG�.d£ 
they.oBJ he bite.REAL 
'He bites them. '  (fronted, topicalised object) 
o 0 0 C" r::::: C" 
g. 0i.0? Oio(. O?me3oo<X>1I 
ey.go eudQ kai7.tG�.d£ 
he·CRK.OBJ they bite.PL.REAL 
'They bite him' (fronted, topicalised object). 
(6b) and (6c) include the verb marker 6 !I.;i! which indicates multiplicity of the action and therefore 
usually a plural subject; (6c) shows that the plurality of the subject may be marked on the verb without 
necessarily being marked on the reflexive or the subject. 
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C 0 C C 
�.C\)OO� or 00 0000 II 
8u.h:7.8u kai7.t£ 
he·CRK.hand.he bite.REAL 
'The child bites its own hand.' 
or 'The child bites himself on the hand. ' 
These sentences are also perfectly natural with a subject noun, before or after the 'Pro·CRK + 
body part + Pro' construction. Some speakers also allow this construction with kinship 
terms used in core or extended pronominal senses, as in ( 1 0). 
( 1 0) 
o C 0 C C 
�G�oroo�G(9 or 00 0000 II 
7aph�.ko.7aphe kai7.t£ 
father·CRK .REFL.father bite.REAL 
'Father (or older man) bites himself.' 
or 'You bite yourself.' (said to father) 
As for the kgkoko construction, literate speakers disagree as to the spelling which should 
be used for these spoken-style reflexives. It is usual to write the 'Pro CRK + ko + Pro' 
reflexive with the noun ci?<.rl ko 'body' rather than the object marker ci? ko in the middle, 
but some people prefer the latter. The former implies the analysis 'possessive Pro + 'body' 
+ object marker ci? ko' ,  parallel to the ci?o?ci?<.rlci? spelling of kgkoko; the latter suggests 
object Pro in attributive form + object marker ci? ko + Subject Pro, parallel to the 
ci?o?ci?ci?<.rl spelling of kgkoko. Neither is in accord with the actual phonological form or 
the unitary nature of this reflexive, within which there is also no possibility of pause. 
The kgkoko and 'Pro·CRK + body part noun + Pro' constructions are parallel and both 
derived from a two-NP object-subject structure. In this the object comprises possessive 
pronoun (reflexive or non-reflexive) + 'body' or other body part NP, and the following 
subject is an identical non-possessive pronoun. As the two are linked there cannot be a 
pause between . them. This overcomes the problems of lack of voicing of the putative 
object marker and lack of creak of the form preceding the putative object marker which 
make both of the spellings of kgkoko dubious. Effectively, it is here suggested that 
etymologically and syntactically it ought to be spelled ci?<.rl.ci?<.rlci?<.rl, with all three 
components derived from 'body'. 
A further possibility for the form with non-reflexive pronouns eliminates the ambiguity 
by having both present, as in ( 1 1 ) which is otherwise identical to (7)a above. In this case 
the object marker voices as would normally be expected, and there is often a pause after 
the object marker. In effect, this is another argument against the analysis of the medial in 
'Pro·CRK + body part noun + Pro' as the object marker and thus for the analysis proposed 
here. 
( 1 1 )  
<." C' 0 C' 0 (" C' 0 C' C' 
"6JtGO??orooor "6JtG� '1)00000011 
tGang.ko.go tGan;) jai7.t£ 
lCRK.body.OBJ 1 hit.REAL 
' 1  hit my (own) body.' (i.e. myself) 
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The literary reflexive also supports this analysis, showing in its direct object form �� mimi 
' self('s)' + o?03 'body' followed optionally, as in (8), by the voiced /go/ form of the 
object marker o? ko. As it is unusual in diglossia - the coexistence of the parallel literary 
and colloquial forms of Burmese - for the syntactic structure as opposed to the forms 
employed to differ too greatly, this parallelism is another argument for the analysis 
proposed here. On the other hand, those literate speakers who write the middle ko in both 
constructions with the object marker o? ko may have reanalysed their two spoken 
reflexives to give the structure 'direct object Pro + object marker o? + subject Pro' ,  but 
they still do not have juncture voicing for the middle ko, reflecting the original structure as 
retained by others. 
The earliest example of a literary reflexive is in the fITst extant dated inscription, the 
Myazedi or Rajkumar (lines 14-16), shown in ( 1 2): 
( 1 2) a?2> 
thuiv' 
that 
C' C' 
Gp@ora'l.a�� 
rcijakumar' mafifi'.sii. 
Rajakumar.named.person 
u03�on 
pay'. mrci.sci 
dear.wife['s] .son 
�� o?2> �03Gon a�(9 <J?�GOO G3n��'l.oy')lI 
mimi kuiv' muy'.so man' gri klafifi'jo okmi -rakci 
selfs body raise.ATTR king. great thanks recall .because 
'Since the son of the beloved wife, who was called Rajakumar, called to mind 
the favours of the king who had nurtured him . '  (Taw Sein 1 9 19:25) 
Note that the reflexive is the direct object in a relative clause, showing that reflexivisation 
for direct objects did continue beyond the clause in which they are subject, even at that 
early stage. Moreover, unlike modem Burmese, the reflexive in the relative clause is 
coreferential with the subject of the main clause, which is not the head of the relative 
clause. See (2 1 b) below for the situation in the modem language. 
As is usually the case when modem spoken and written forms differ, the form of the 
Old Burmese reflexive is the same as the modem literary form, 
The full modem literary direct object reflexive is �� mimi plus, optionally, the 
possessive marker � ?i and then, obligatorily, the noun o?03 ko 'body' ,  optionally 
followed by the object marker at ko in its juncture-voiced form go. Unlike the spoken 
o?o?o?03o?03 kgkoko reflexive, a� mimi may also be pluralised by the addition of o? tg . 
Naturally, this precedes the various markers to give a maximal ��o?�d?o?o? mimi.dg.?i 
kg.go REFL.PL.poss.body.oBJ 'our/your/themselves' 
Unlike the reflexive, the direct object reciprocal is expressed with the reduplicated 
deverbal adverb ��:C�J�: tGhfN.ctfN, as in ( 1 3). Usually, but not obligatorily, the clause also 
contains the verb marker 6 tGfL 'plural/multiple action', as a reciprocal must involve more 
than one actor doing something. This plural marker may also occur in reflexives with 
plural subjects as in (9)b, (9)c and (9)g above. 
o C' C' 0 C' C' ( 1 3) �O(. �c:�c: ,;)("1.)000011 
eudg tGhfN.ctfN jai7.t£ 
they RECIP hit.REAL 
'They hit each other.' 
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As in many other similar cases, the distinction between literary and spoken reflexive forms 
is gradually breaking down; this usually involves literary forms being brought into 
occasional spoken use. Indeed, quite a few expressions with �� mimi are now heard in 
more formal spoken Burmese. Conversely, spoken Burmese forms can also filter into 
informal prose. ( 14) is the first sentence of the short story �gf' TV Sickness published in 
1 982 by �G)C§O Ma Sanda (cited in Allott 1 990). 3 
( 14) 
9 c- c- c- c-
:GOOCGOOCc\)OOO:>� 
U.maUN .mauN.la? .81 
U Mg Mg Lat.SUBJ 
r,:::: c- 0 c-
e3t2�O:>�11 
tGi·mi.ol 
100k.INADV.REAL 
c- ,  c-
,/;co"6c 
l1JaN.dtdwlN 
glass.inside.in 
o c-
O(.O?OJO( 3<lGO:>3<l� 
8u.ko.8u ?a8e.?atGha 
h�·CRK.REFL.he carefully 
' U  Maung Maung Lat had a careful look at himself in the mirror. '  
In  ( 1 4), 0(.d?<-rl0( 8y.ko.8u is spelt as i t  would be by most literate Burmese speakers. 
Despite the presence of a mainly spoken-form reflexive, all the noun and verb markers 
here have their literary forms. 
6 Reflexives in proverbs 
One of the most frequent occurrences of the reflexive other than as a direct object is in 
proverbs. These have the form of ( 1 5) 
( 1 5) d?o? kg 'REFL·CRK, + Noun + d?<-rl ko 'REFL' + Verb 
and can be appear in literary or spoken style by the addition of the appropriate sentence­
final verb markers. The ftrst d?o? kg is a creaked possessive, and the second d?<-rl ko is a 
subject pronominal reflexive form which is no longer productive outside proverbs, but 
survives in a mildly productive capacity in this proverb construction, as well as in some 
adverbials discussed below. Some examples are seen in ( 16)-( 1 8): 
( 1 6) 
( 1 7) 
( 1 8) 
o c- 0 c- 0 
0?0?3d?: O?OJ O?:II 
ko.?a ko k6 
REFL·CRK.strength REFL rely on 
' Rely on one's own strength. '  0 c- c- o c-
O?O?C\)�: O?OJ WII 
ko.laN ko fa REFL·CRK .road REFL seek 
'Find one's own way. ' 0 c- c-
O?O?3<l,,?u 
ko.?alou? 
REFL·CRK. work 
o c- c-
O?OJ ,,?UII 
ko lou? 
REFL do 
' Mind one's  own business.' 
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There are some other proverbs with the cq03 ko used as a subject instead, such as ( 1 9), 
which also shows SVO order. However, these are unusual and much less productive. 
o (' (' (' (' 
( 1 9) OfwOOC �O?C G�"": 
ko.thiN gadiN Swe.naN 
REFL.think bed gold.palace 
'One's bed may be a golden palace if one thinks so. '  
Some other proverbs combine elements in different ways, as  in (20), where the second part 
of the sentence has a particle on 8a 'only' following the subject cq03 ko. 
(20) 
o (' (' 0 (' 0 
OfO?��:'Y;' Of won 0-)11 
ko.wUN.na ko.oa 8i 
REFLoCRK.belly.hurt REFL.only know 
'Only oneself knows one's  own bellyache (problem). '  
Alternatively, (20) could be  derived from the more normal proverbial (2 1 )  from o�:on 
wUN.8a 'belly.pleasant' > 'happy', actually a subject-verb construction, broken up by the 
insertion of the two verbs, <f0 na 'hurt' and 03 8i 'know' . 
(2 1 )  
o (' (' 0 (' 
,,?w��: OfW on II 
ko.wu ko.8a 
'REFL.belly REFL.pleasant' 
'Be happy in oneself 
Apart from these syntactically aberrant proverbial reflexives, it has been argued above that 
the origin of the direct object reflexive, and its current structure in literary and (for most 
speakers) spoken Burmese, is underlyingly from a possessive pronoun plus the noun cq03 
ko 'body' and then an identical pronoun. It will be seen below that a similar structure can 
be postulated for reflexives in the 'cq03 ko + Noun' construction. In both cases a 
reanalysis has become possible as a result of the grammaticalisation of this noun to an 
object marker, homophonous with 'body' but written differently as cq and behaving 
differently by voicing in close juncture with the preceding nominal element which acquires 
an attributive creaky tone on its final syllable if it is not already creaky. 
As noted above, the literary possessive reflexive is �� mimi or, with the literary 
possessive marker, ��� mimi.71 plural ��d? mimi.dg or ��d?� mimi.dg.?i- As these 
already have creaky tone on their final syllables, they can have possessive meaning with or 
without the marker, as seen in the direct object forms which are optionally without the � 
?i. These are used much more productively with NPs than cqo? kg, and may even be 
heard in spoken Burmese as possessive reflexives. The example in (22) is in a complement 
clause: the main clause lacks an overt subject but the context suggests 'we' .  
(22) 0 0  0 (' c: (' (' (' � (' ��orc:19� GO??C:G3<r.)C :GY.):��II 
mimi.taiNpji kaUN.?auN tG6za.mji 
REFLcoPOSS).country good.PURP try.IRR 
'(We) will try to make our (own) country b"etter.' 
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7 Possessor reflexive 
A variety of nouns occur in the construction 'd?o? kg + Noun' .  The most frequent 
examples are the pronominal OY.> ha 'thing' and the nouns OOOY.> phaoa 'behalf and 
3d "6 03 ?atw£7 ' sake'.  Like the proverbial and adverbial usages above, this is effectively a 
reflexive, in this case possessive, and therefore with creaky tone. It is exactly paralleled by 
corresponding non-reflexive forms with other pronouns in possessive form as in (23)b and 
(23)d below. 
(23) 
(" (" 
a. <"16I,GOY.> o (" O(O?ooOY.> 
(" (" (" 3d�O�Oo:>ooll 
b. 
c. 
d. 
tGan� kg.phaoa 
1 REFL·CRK. behalf 
'1 work for myself. '  
(" (" 
� <"161' GOJ?ooOY.> 
eu tGam.phaoa 
He lCRK.behalf 
'He/she works for me.'  
(" (" 
<"16I,GOY.> 
tGanj 
1 
o (" (" 0(0?3d"6(Y) 
kg.?atw£7 
REFL·CRK .sake 
' 1  buy myself a book.' 
(" (" (" 
0( <"161' GOJ?3d"6(Y) 
eu tGang.?atw£? 
he lCRK.sake 
'He/she buys a book for me. '  
?alou? lou? t£ 
work dO.REAL 
(" (" (" 3d�O�Oo:>ooll 
?alou? lou?.t£ 
work dO.REAL 
(" (" (" (" (" 
a>?3foO:>al3fo 0000:>0011 
sa?ou? ta.?ou? w£.ci£ 
book. one. CLF bUY·REAL 
(" (" (" (" (" 
a>?3foO:>al3fo 0000:>0011 
sa?ou?.ta.?ou? w£.ci£ 
book.one. CLF buy.REAL 
An indirect object or other non-core case can only occur with a reflexive in a construction 
like this. There is an elaborate four-syllable oo�ooOY.> phaoiphaoa form of OOOY.> phaoa 
which, unusually for elaborate expressions in Burmese, has the free-form second rather 
than fIrst. 
The literary equivalent of the 'd?03 ko + Noun' constructions is ,�� mimi + Noun', for 
example ��(o?)3d''603 mimi(dg)?atw£7 as in (24). 7 
(24) '"'ilo?o.:>� ��o?.3d''603 3d01Jt: �G3n� 
lu.dg.Oi mimi.dg.?atw£? ?atGo JiJaUN 
7 
person.pL.SUBJ REFL.pL.sake benefIt have.pURP 
' In  order for people to have some benefIt for themselves, . . .  ' 
This is cited in Allott ( 1990) from a Burmese primary school textbook. It is typical of countries with 
diglossia that schools teach only the literary (High) style; this of course makes education in the language 
much more difficult and less useful for nearly half of Burma's population whose first language is another 
language or dialect. 
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8 Subject Intensifier and other Adverbial Reflexives 
Apart from the archaic or proverbial usage of o?� ko alone as a subject pronoun in ( 1 9) 
above, the main reflexive-like form used adverbially after the subject is o?�o?� kodaiN as 
in (25). This also may occur without a subject pronoun as in (26), in which case it is 
ambiguous out of context. Some speakers reject sentences like (25) and (26), requiring a 
subject noun or pronoun to immediately precede o?�o?� kodaiN. 
o eo o eo  eo eo 
(25) 0( O?c..mqc ,,?OO?OOIl 
9u kodaiN lou7.tE. 
he self dO.REAL 
'He( ---she) does( -did) it himself( -herself). 
, 
(26) o?�o?� 
kodaiN 
self 
eo eo 
,,?OO?OOIl 
lou7.tE 
dO.REAL 
'Someone does it himself.' 
The o?�o?� kodaiN form cannot be pluralised by the addition of the pronoun plural 
marker o? dQ. If plurality is to be indicated at all, it must be elsewhere in the sentence, for 
example using the verbal marker 6 tGg as in (27), or plural marking on the subject 
nominal if that is present. (26) and (27) are likely to be interpreted as referring to first 
person '!' I'we', respectively, unless the context shows otherwise. 
(27) o?�o?� ,,?860?�1I 
ko.daiN lou7.tGg.d£ 
self dO.PL(V).REAL 
'Some people do it themselves. ' 
Unlike the object reflexive, which operates as a unit and within which it is not usually 
possible to pause, a pause is normally required between the subject nominal and o?�o?� 
kodaiN. Furthermore, like the other reflexives, in sentences like (23) the initial k- does not 
voice to g-. Both of these phonological facts imply that o?�o?� kodaiN is a separate, 
appositional constituent which immediately follows the subject. It is unusual for the two to 
be separated by any other constituent. 
Like o?o?o?�o?� kQkoko, o?�o?� kodaiN can occur in embedded clauses as, for 
example, in (28)a, but o?�o?� kodaiN must be coreferential with the underlying subject of 
the clause in which it is situated, not necessarily the subject of the main clause. Likewise, 
the sentence (28)b with o?o?o?�o?� kQkoko in a relative clause is also not ambiguous: 
it must be coreferential with the subject of the embedded clause, 'person',  and not the 
subect of the main clause, ' I ' .  This may be related to the fact that only a third person 
nominal can be the head of a relative clause, as noted below, but see also ( 1 2) above which 
indicates that this constraint did not operate in Old Burmese. (28)c also shows that the 
constraint on multiple o? ko object markers in one sentence can extend beyond a single 
clause. 
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(28) o C O C  o C , 0 C C 0 C a. O(ooO{c l\!ooO? 0(0( oaI;GO?? 0)0)0011 
b. 
c .  
kodaiN 
self 
jai7.tf 
hit.REAL ATIR 
Ill.go tban� 
person.OBI 1 
'I know the person who (himself) hits (someone else).' 
o C 0 C 0 C 
0(0:>0(000(00 
kgkoko 
self 
o C , 
l\!ooO? 
jal7.tf 
hit.REAL ATIR 
0 
"(0( 
Ill.go 
person.oBI 
' I  know the person who hits himself.' 
C C 0 o C , 0 oaI;GO??O( l\!ooO? "(O( 
tbang.go jai7.tf Ill.go 
I .OBI hit. REAI!TIR person.OBI 
'I know the person who hits me.' 
C C oaI;GO?? 
tban� 
I 
C C 
oaI;GO?? 
tban� 
I 
9i·dE: 
know.REAL 
0 C 
0)0)0011 
9i.dE: 
know. REAL 
0 C 
0)0)0011 
9i·dE: 
know.REAL 
The literary equivalent of o?�o?� kodaiN is ��o?�o?� mimi.kodaiN, which quite often 
occurs without any pronominal form in the sentence. In effect the reflexive �� mimi is 
functioning as the head subject pronoun here. Again, unlike the spoken reflexive form 
o?� ko, a plural is possible for this literary form: ��o?o?�o?� mimi.dg.kodaiN 
(REFL.pL.self). 
Burmese also uses a number of other adverbial reflexive forms, set out in (29), all 
containing a reflexive subject pronoun. 
(29) Adverbial reflexive forms 
kO.zl 
ko.thll 
ko.du 
REFL.DISTR 
REFL.help 
REFL.Special 
ko.baiN REFL.own 
'each person acting separately' 
'by oneself' 
' alone' 
'one's own', ' under one's own control' 
Most of these reflexive adverbials also have elaborate8 four-syllable alternatives, set out in 
(30): 
(30) Elaborate derivatives of adverbial reflexive forms 
8 
Basic form Elaborate formes) 
kodaiN.koja7 
kodaiN.kojg 
kodaiN.ko� 
ko.zi.ko.zl 
ko.zi.ko.!jg 
gloss 
'oneself, ' in person' 
'each person acting separately 
(for the same purpose)' 
'by oneself, 'on a self-help 
basis' 
o?�O(: ko.du o?�0(:o?�31' ko.du.ko.tbhUN 'alone',  'by one's own efforts' 
1bis term is due to Matisoff ( 1973). It refers to formal ABAC or ABCB reduplications corresponding to 
the usual AB forms. Often the C form is etymologically interesting as it may preserve an otherwise lost 
cognate. 
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Interestingly, there is juncture voicing of most unaspirated and some aspirated voiceless 
stops within these adverbials, unlike the direct object reflexives which do not voice 
internally. 
Instead of an adverbial reflexive, it is occasionally possible to use the direct object 
o?u?o?�o?� kgkoko in subject position with the meaning ' alone',  as in (3 1 )a. Of course 
there are other ways to express this, such as with a subject intensifier as in (3 1 )b or a non­
reflexive quantifier as in (3 1 )c, which are much more frequent and are universally 
acceptable. 
(' 
�:Q'jillll 
8wa.dt 
self gO.REAL 
'Someone goes alone, by himself (�herself).' 
(' 
�:Q'jillll 
8wa.& 
self go.REAL 
'Someone goes himself (�herself), in person. ' 
(' (' (' (' c. Q'ja>Go:nmQ'j�: �:Q'jillll 
ta.jau7.th£ 8wa.& 
one.eLF.only gO.REAL 
'One person goes alone, by himself (�herself).'  
Most speakers reject sentences like (3 1 )a when presented in isolation, but they do occur in 
Burmese discourse. 
9 Reflexive in embedded, conj oined and linked clauses 
Given the flexibility of order of NPs in a Burmese sentence, embedded clauses may be 
preceded by the subject of the main clause. For example, an alternative way of interpreting 
a sentence like (24) above would be to take "(o?o.:>� iu.dg.Oi person.pL.SUBJ' as subject of 
the top clause which continues after the complement, rather than as subject of the 
complement itself. On the other hand some types of embedded clauses, such as relative 
clauses, normally precede their heads, so it is also possible for the antecedent of the 
reflexive in such an embedded clause to follow its coreferential reflexive, as in the 
following examples (32)a-d which show the two alternative spoken forms. As in many 
languages, relative clauses in Burmese are restricted to third person heads, as in (3 1 ). 
(32) 0 (' 0 (' 0 (' 0 (' , a. orO?orillorill ';lmO? "( 
kgkoko jai7.tf iil 
self hit.REAL AITR person 
'The person who hits himself is not good.' 
(' 
�Goy')C:�:1I 
ma.kaUN.bU 
NEG.good.NEG 
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b. o c- o c- , 0(.0(000{ �mO? C\( 
eu.ko.eu jai7.tf lu 
h;·CRK .REFL.he hit.REALAlTR person 
'The person who hits himself is not good.' 
c. * 0 c- 0 c- 0 c-O(O? 0(00 0(00 
kgkoko 
self 
d. *oal'''�o?�oal'''� 
tGam.ko. tGanJ 
lCRKREFL. I 
o c- , 
�mO? 
jai7.tf 
hit.REALAlTR 
o c- , 
�mO? 
jai7.t£ 
hit.REAL A lTR 
c- c-
oal;"oy.> 
tGanJ 
I 
c- c-
oal;"oy.> 
tGanJ 
I 
c-
�"CYnC::>(:1I 
rna.kaliN.bu 
NEG.good.NEG 
c-
�"CYnC:�:1I 
rna.kaliN.bu 
NEG.good.NEG 
c-
�"CYnC:O(:1I 
rna.kaliN.bu 
NEG.good.NEG 
In general the tendency towards zero anaphora in Burmese is very strong, especially within 
the sentence. It is very bad style to repeat pronouns all through a long sentence or 
discourse. Therefore many sentences which might be candidates for reflexivisation in 
other languages have little or no overt pronominalisation in Burmese. The reflexive is a 
highly topical and marked construction, and where semantically motivated it may also 
occur within non-main clauses embedded in a complex sentence, in conjoined clauses of a 
compound sentence, or even in a later sentence in the same discourse. Sentence ( 1 2) above 
shows that this has been the case since the earliest attested Burmese inscriptions. 
Because they are so markedly topical, it is unusual to have more than one reflexive in a 
clause in Burmese. Combinations like those in (33)a-e below are considered to be very 
bad style. Some speakers accept sentences like (33)c which involve two reflexives neither 
of which is o?o?o?�o?� kgkoko or 'Pro·CRK Pro' .  
(33)  a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
* c- c-oal;"oy.> 
tGanJ 
I 
* c- c- 0 c- c- c-
oal; "OO? 0(00 oal; "oy.> 
tGam.ko.tGanJ 
lCRK.REFL.I 
??oal'''� 
tGanJ 
I 
o c- o c-
o(ooo(c 
kodliiN 
self 
o c- o c-
O(OOO(C 
kodliiN 
self 
o c- o c-
O(OOO(C 
kodliiN 
self 
'I myself buy myself a book.' 
* 0 <:' 0 C' 0 C" o c- c-O(O? 0(00 0(00 O(O?3d06m 
kgkoko ko.7atw£7 
self REFL·CRK .sake 
* c- c- 0 c- c- c- o c- c-
oal; "oo?o(oo oal; "oy.> O(O?3d06m 
tGan<J.ko.tGanJ ko.7atw£7 
lCRKREFL.I REFL CRK.sake 
0 c- 0 c- 0 c- o c- c-
O(O?O(oo 0(00 �mooOOIl 
kgkoko jai7.t£ 
self hit.REAL 
o c- c-
�mooOOIl 
jai7.t£ 
hit.REAL 
0 c- c- c- c- c-
0(00 3d 06m a>?3fo 000000011 
ko.7atw£7 sli.7ou7 w£.ci£ 
REFL·CRK.sake book bUY·REAL 
o c- c-
�mooOOIl 
jai7.t£ 
hit.REAL 
o c- c-
�mooOOIl 
jai7.t£ 
hit.REAL 
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This is parallel to a similar surface constraint on the spoken object marker o? ko, which 
normally may only occur on one NP in a clause. However the relevant pronoun or noun 
still may show the creaked form as if it had the following o? ko, so this may be a surface 
deletion. Where two or more such NPs are present, it is usually an animate NP which is 
marked, as in the following sentences. See also (28)c above which shows that the 
constraint may also extend over more than one clause of a sentence. This reflects the 
origin of o? ko from 'body' and the tendency for it to be used in its object marker function 
more frequently with animate objects in early inscriptions. 
(34) 
(' (' (' (' (' 0 (' 
a. °aw;;O'Y.) G>')3fu ooQ)3fu 0(.0( GO:OOu)1I 
tGanJ sa.7ou7 ta.7ou7 elJ·go pe.d£ 
1 book one. CLF heoCRK.oBJ give.REAL 
' I  gave him(-her) a book.' 
b. 
(' (' (' 0 (' (' (' (' �C�: oaI;GO??O( G>') 3f U 00 Q) 3f U 0(. GO:GQ)OOu)1I 
khamja tGang.go sa7ou7.ta7ou7 eu pe.ze.d£ 
you lCRK.OBJ book.one.CLF h�oCRK give.cAus.REAL 
'You make me give him(-her) a book. '  
(' (' (' (' (' (' 0 (' 
c. �C�: oaI;GO?? G>') 3f U 00 Q)3f U 0(.0( GU:GQ)OOu)1I 
khamja tGang sa7ou7.ta7ou7 elJ.go pe.ze.ci£ 
you lCRK book.one.CLF heoCRK.OBJ give.cAus.REAL 
'You make me give him(-her) a book. '  
or 'You make him(-her) give my book. '  
In (34)c oaI,Gcn? tGang lCRK is  ambiguous between a possessive and a causee meaning as  it 
has no object marker. With a pause after it, the former meaning is more natural; without 
pause, the possessive meaning is more naturaL 
The literary reflexive �� mimi also occurs in non-main clauses in the same ways: for 
an example see sentence (22) above. 
1 0  Conclusion 
In summary, the reflexive in Burmese has three forms: the earliest, still used in literary 
style, is �� mimi. As discussed in Bradley ( 1 995), this may have had a reflexive function 
in Burmese-Lolo and ultimately derives from a Tibeto-Burman etymon meaning 'person' . 
This etymon is hardly attested within Burmese-Lolo in its original nominal meaning. 
More recently the noun o?u3 ko 'body', derived from one of the Tibeto-Burman etyma 
for 'body', has grammaticalised in Burmese and become a spoken-style reflexive, and even 
more recently this latter construction has been used analogically to produce a third 
reflexive pattern using any pronoun in place of the ko form and a variety of other body part 
nouns as alternatives to ko. The analogy is confused by the fact that the noun 'body' has 
also become independently and somewhat more opaquely grammaticalised into the object 
marker o? ko/go, and this has affected the spelling of the two spoken reflexives. 
Burmese reflexives of the kgkoko and 'prooCRK ko Pro' forms described here are 
restricted to direct objects coreferential to a subject within the same discourse, but not 
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necessarily within the same clause or sentence. Since zero anaphora for subjects is very 
frequent in connected discourse, the subject may be absent: such sentences are ambiguous 
or generic. In addition, parallel constructions using the same pronominal forms (literary 
�� mimi, spoken O?OO ko) are used with reflexive subject meaning in some adverbials; 
there is also a possessive form, used to express indirect objects and other nominal reflexive 
arguments with a following noun head, such as ooo.n phaoa 'behalf or 3Cl06� 1atw£7 
' sake' for indirect objects. The possessive and subject form reflexives are also combined 
in frozen proverbial expressions. 
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4 Syntactic and morphological markers 
in Burmese: are they really optional? 
Vadim B. Kassevitch 
University of St. Petersburg 
kasevich@vbk.usr.pu.ru 
1 Preliminaries: the problem 
Amongst other things, the languages of South-East Asia are well known for the so-called 
optionality of certain grammatical morphemes (markers), both syntactic and 
morphological. 1 Burmese is no exception. In plain terms, this means that derivational and 
relational morphemes of such languages, to recall Edward Sapir's classification, are used 
or not used (left out, dropped), simply according to the speaker's 'free will ' .  If we were to 
imagine for a moment that in English one were free to choose between alternatives a and b 
in examples( 1 ), (2) and (3), this would be similar to the 'optionality' which, it is claimed, 
characterises languages such as Burmese, Chinese, or Thai. 
( 1  ) a. I want to eat. 
(2) a. He likes me. 
(3) a. Yesterday I walked a lot. 
b. I want eat. 
b. He likes 1 .  
b.Yesterday I walk a lot. 
Accepting optionality as fact, understood in this way, entails extremely serious 
consequences for the theory of grammar applicable to the Asian languages in question, as 
well as for linguistic theory in general. Let us recall Roman Jakobson's famous maxim 
that languages differ not so much by the set of meanings they can express but, rather, by 
the set of meanings they cannot leave unexpressed. In turn, this leads us to think that some 
meanings are obligatory rather than subject of being expressed or unexpressed at the 
speaker' s  'free will'.  It is commonly believed that it is precisely the meanings belonging 
within the domain of grammar that are obligatory. For instance, speaking in English, one 
is not obliged to specify (4)a over (4)b, where the word 'fast' is obviously a lexical item. 
(4) a. John is crazy about driving cars. 
b. John is crazy about driving fast cars. 
However, one is not equally free to drop, say, -s in (5), where the -s is grammatical 
material. 
In this short paper, I have sought to keep bibliographical references to a minimum. For references to 
early contributions (by Hemi Maspero and others) see, for instance, Solntseva 1 963. 
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(5) There are many books on the table. 
Taken the other way round, such reasoning enables a definition of grammatical morphemes 
as distinct from lexical ones, namely that grammatical morphemes are such that their use in 
appropriate contexts is obligatory, and that such morphemes are not subject to deletion or 
suppression unless one grammatical structure is changed for another. 
Certainly the above definition is not sufficiently rigorous (for details see Kassevitch 
1 977, 1 986). But, anyway, some such definition is necessary, for, after ali, a language is 
composed, roughly, of a grammar and the lexicon, and we simply cannot offer any rule or 
constraint in our description of a language without being able to distinguish lexical items 
from grammatical ones. Once agreed upon, this definition would lead us to think that, in 
Southeast Asian languages, there is no grammar at all or, at least, the domain of grammar 
is much more restricted compared to that of modem Indo-European languages. The 
situation is reminiscent of another famous problem, also intimately concerned with the 
scope of grammar in Chinese, Burmese and the like languages, namely that of parts of 
speech. If parts of speech are defined as declensional and conjugational classes 
( categories), neither Chinese nor Burmese discern any parts of speech. 
Let us, however, return to the traditional line of reasoning explained above to see if it is 
really as logically flawless as usually believed. 
To begin with, there seems to be a subtle shift in emphasis when it comes to drawing 
consequences from a possible deletion of items, by all standards describable as 
grammatical morphemes, but suppressible. The Jakobsonian maxim referred to above 
insists on the inadmissibility of ignoring certain meanings rather than on the 
inadmissibility of leaving out certain morphemes. Yet the interdependence of meanings 
and corresponding morphemes is not as strict as it might seem to be. For instance, in (6), 
there are no subject or direct object markers (as distinct from (7), where both are present), 
but the meanings of subjecthood and objecthood are obviously preserved in spite of the 
absent markers. 
(6) 
(7) 
c c c c Gooc:::n G>':>3fu <900000011 
maUNbg sa?ou? pha? t£ 
Maung Ba book read.REAL 
'Maung Ba reads (is reading) a book' .  
c e o C C Gooc:::nm G>':>3fuO( <900000011 
maUNbg.gg sa?ou? ko pha? t£ 
Maung Ba.SUBI book. OBI read.REAL 
'Maung Ba reads (is reading) a book' 
In other words, even if a meaning is obligatory, this does not necessarily presuppose that 
the morpheme associated with that meaning is equally obligatory. The meaning can be 
still there, its manifestation being relegated to the word order, word-class specification or 
even to the context. In our simple examples (6) and (7) above, at least two factors seem to 
be at play to preserve the syntactic meanings in the absence of the syntactic markers. First 
is word order: on which special comment is hardly necessary. Second, the set of 
arguments associated with the verb <90; pha7 'read' must include one with the semantic 
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(thematic) role of Agent and the other one with that of Patient (or Theme, depending on the 
framework adopted). If we further take into account that in transitive constructions (and 
both (6) and (7) are undoubtedly transitive), the Agent is syntactically the Subject, we have 
no option but to admit that 'Maung Ba' has to be interpreted as the grammatical (syntactic) 
Subject, whatever its markers, if any. The same reasoning tells us that 'book' in the same 
examples should be recognised as the grammatical (syntactic) Object, irrespective of the 
lack of any overt markers. 
Yet the problems with optionality are not yet explained away by the analysis attempted 
above. In order to place into a broader theoretical context one of the most important 
aspects of the problem now under scrutiny, one could say that we are faced here with a 
situation where speakers are 'allowed' to adjust the level of redundancy of the text. After 
all, in the Latin phrase in (8) the masculine nominative singular adjectival ending -us is 
also redundant, but speakers of Latin were not 'allowed' to make an utterance such as (8) 
' less redundant' by omitting -us. 
(8) puer robustus currit 
boy strong-[masculinelnominativelsingular] runs 
'The strong boy runs.' 
One more aspect not yet considered in our analysis is concerned with a theoretically 
possible interpretation of such forms as Maung Ba in (6) as unmarked. As is well known, 
unmarked forms are special precisely in that they can be used in place of the marked 
member of the opposition, at least in some contexts. For instance, in the singular-plural 
opposition man - men, the first member is unmarked. In some contexts, we can see that 
the marked form can be replaced by the unmarked one, as in (9) and ( 1 0): 
(9) Unlike animals, men are endowed with the faculty of language. 
( 1 0) Unlike animals, man is endowed with the faculty of language. 
Last but not least, one cannot be absolutely sure that deletion of markers like that in (6) vs. 
(7) can be claimed to produce a perfect equivalent of the original sentence. When taken in 
isolation, many utterances can be manipulated quite freely: nobody would object if, 
instead of ( 1 1), one produced ( 12), if the two sentences are taken outside of any context: 
( 1 1 )  They sing quite welL 
( 1 2) They are singing quite well. 
The factors mentioned above can be summarized as follows: 
(i) the possibility of limiting redundancy as a typological feature of Burmese 
(and other languages) vs. no possibility of limiting redundancy, normally 
typical of Indo-European languages; 
(li) the possibility of designating marker-free words as unmarked in Burmese; 
(iii) context-free analysis of the marker deletion processes vs. context-dependent 
analysis. 
The fIrst two points are mostly theoretical, and we shall return to them later. The third is 
largely empirical, since the question of how important it is for a syntactic or morphological 
marker to rely on context is presumably testable in the course of an experiment, where 
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native speakers of the language can be asked to assess the acceptability of texts 
transformed by the experimenter. 
2 Experimental design and main results 
These were the considerations which gave rise to a set of experiments, where subjects were 
asked to insert missing words or syllables, if any, and, vice versa, to delete words or 
syllables, if the latter are felt unnecessary or even put wrongly. 
The text used in the experiment was a 1 000-syllable excerpt from the novel 
GCO?�t9"(0Y.>: th�lUN !JiN Juoa Prison and Humans and six folk tales, each about 1 ,500 
syllables long, by Ludu U IDa �cx?2:0j> Judy 1ute. The experimental data were collected 
by Katia Manicheva and Esuna Dugarova. In the first experiment, the text was presented 
to the subjects after certain words had been deleted: a sample of the text is shown in ( 1 3 ), 
where the grammatical markers which were deleted are underlined. 
( 13) 
c , , c c §chroGro:ro 
tb£1kaJe.g.s 
chick.SUBJ 
G��OO')cO? o{'l. GCY.Y.)c:3fu�()'Y.)GOO? r::::: c , G�CG;O? 
S�hciu.df 
lead.REAL AlTR 
eujEgauN.1ou1sy.ha.dg 
hero.group. TOPIC. but 
tbauN.ne.df 
cat.live.REAL AlTR 
O C  0 C 1 C C ��m. ��;:GClIC:GC\)'Jro� 
1eiN.go. 
house.to 
J1e.OagaUN .lau1.� 
night.midnight. about. at 
C 0 
CY.ij�G�!!f 
ctabw�.go. 
pestle.OBJ 
o C • 1 ��OOClI:O� 
eiN .daga.we.r:Q1l 
house.door .opening.in 
C G�roGOO? 
jau1.tg 
arrive. when 
c o  GC!Y.)<;:<r.G;� 
§chroGro:ro 
tb£1.kaJe.g.s 
chick.SUBJ 
C �CO?:OOOJIl 
SeUN.bg.neja 
guard.PURP .place 
tbe.tha.d£ 
place.set.REAL 
G�cl.GOO? G'l.�:oo� o�[9: , G8:G;GG>oo�1I mje.gQ.dg' je.16.d£.� WiN.bi khwe.ne.ze.d£ 
snake.OBJ.but water.pot.in enter.SUBORD curl_Up.CONT.CAUS.REAL 
'At about midnight the gang of smart guys led by the chick reached the wild-cat 
house, and the chick placed the pestle to guard the gate to watch the entrance, 
while the snake was made to creep into the water jug and to stay there curled' . 
In another experiment, grammatical markers were introduced into a text in places where 
they had not originally been present. An sample text is shown in ( 1 4), with the 'new' 
marker inserted in the text underlined. 
( 1 4) Oj16\Gcy'y')�:oo��()'Y.) ro�B:cl. oo�:[9: 
eujEgauN.ta.sy.ha ke.bwE.ctLgo. shiN .bi 
hero.one.group.TOPIC dance.event.big.to organise.SUBORD 
'The heroes organised a dance and enjoyed themselves.' 
Cr::::: C Gqpe3000JIl 
pjv.tbe·d£ 
enjoy.pL.REAL 
In the experimental design reported in this paper, we tested the degree of optionality of 
syntactic markers like d? ko, ro ke, ()'Y.) ha, "p n;).a and the like. The subjects were fourteen 
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native speakers of Burmese, aged between 2 5  and 40, all postgraduates of various technical 
universities, who took part in the experiment voluntarily.-
In this paper, I report the data concerning three syntactic markers, namely ('f) k�, <..r.r:> ha 
and o? ko, whose primary function is to identify the subject, topic and object of the 
sentence. 3 
In our experimental texts, 29 instances of ('f) k� were identified and then deleted from 
the test texts presented to our subjects, who were then asked to correct the text. The 
subjects had no way of knowing which places in the text the markers had been removed 
from. The results were as follows: 63 percent of the markers removed were restored by 
the subjects to their original positions, and 33 percent of the 'blanks' - places from where 
('f) k� had been removed - were left unfilled. In the remaining 4 percent of cases, subjects 
inserted some marker other than ('f) k�. 
The conclusion drawn is that the absence or presence of ('f) k� is not as arbitrary as 
might have been expected. In fact, the markers are neither obligatory, nor optional. This 
claim is further substantiated by closer scrutiny of the individual positional and structural 
subtypes of ('f) k�. At least two positional-cum-structural contexts can be singled out where 
our subjects were absolutely unanimous in restoring the marker. These are as follows: 
(a) speaker-indicating ('f) k�, where the NP containing the speaker and the verb or 
speaking or uttering are disconnected by the clause containing the directly 
quoted speech itself, such as the ('f) k� underlined in ( 1 5); 
(b) ' long NP'-marking ('f) k�, underlined in ( 1 6), where a complex NP is made 
' long' due to one or more modifiers, especially relative clauses. 
( 1 5) �3d�1 
di.?akha 
this.time 
6�('f)C;;C\):('f) 
tbc?kale.gg 
chick.SUBJ 
cl6i3dC;;�o? 
lJaJf·?ame.go 
LpOSS.mother.OBJ 
, 0 
('f) "? CI)'J: c;; � <l-
galfza.tbhe.bg 
revenge. wreak.PURP 
o 
�:�"?-
8wa.ma.lg 
go.will.SUBORD 
, <' 0( '1. c;; CYY.) c: c;; <>6 
8uj£gauN.dwe 
hero.PL 
<' 0 <' 0 <'  <' 0 <' "I 0 � <' o,)C ,,?('f)tc'lc "?('f)OI ,,?_ c;;lPOOOOIl 
8lN lai? naiNJiN lai? pa.lg pj5.d£ 
you follow.can.if follow.POL.QUOT say.REAL 
o "I <' 
,,?OIOOOOIl 
lo.ba.d£. 
need.POL.REAL 
'At that the chick said: "I set out to take revenge over the wild cat who 
has murdered my mother, so I need people to take action. If you can follow 
me, just follow'" . 
2 A second experimental design not reported here tested the exchangeability of markers such as �I PI, � jw�, 
�O??tg, enki! and similar, using eight subjects. 
3 I won't go into discussion of the important problems concerning the markers en ki! and <= ha in Burmese. 
Leaving aside relatively 'easy' questions, such as the polyfunctionality of en ki! and its appropriateness in 
both formal and colloquial styles, an adequate interpretation of the markers under study would be crucial 
for categorising Burmese as either a subject-prominent or a topic-prominent language (or as a mixed 
type). 
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0 , , r;: 1 (' 0 (' (' ( 1 6) GIiJ.3f:oo� G8:G;0? GlBmGro:m GO lm�mO::>(x)1I 
jid6.d£.l1Ja khwe.ne.df mwe.gaie.gg pau7.lai7.te 
water.pot.inside.in curl.CONT.REAL AlTR snake.little.suBI strike.just.REAL 
' [At that moment] the snake, which was lying curled up in the water pot, struck 
[the wild cat] . '  
In some other cases, not examined further here, the situation was less clear. The reactions 
of our subjects were less than 1 00 percent unanimous, although still very substantially 
tending towards non-acceptance of the 'blanks' where the m kg had been removed from. 
It should be added that the converse experiment, where potentially possible but 
' missing' markers were artificially introduced, led mostly to the acceptance of the 
sentences transformed in that way. We can generalise the findings with the statement that 
over-differentiation of grammatical (syntactic) functions is more tolerated than an under­
differentiation. 
Another marker tested, as mentioned above, was UY.) ha. There were 22 occurrences of 
this marker in the test texts. Once deleted, the 22 instances of UY.) ha were found to be 
restored by the same set of subjects in 25 percent of cases, while in 39 percent of cases the 
blanks were left unfilled. In 36 percent of cases, the position originally occupied by UY.) ha 
was filled instead with m kg, which shows that the difference between the two is 
sometimes sufficiently blurred to permit a degree of interchangeability. We might could 
be hypothesise that m kg marks the Topic, while UY.) ha indicates the grammatical Subject, 
which would explain the different behaviour of the two, but this is a topic to be discussed 
separately. 
Without giving exact data, it can be said that practically all the features revealed in the 
experiments on m kg were observed with o? ko also, with the obvious exception of the 
speaker-marking function, which does not apply to o? ko. This similarity between m kg 
and o? ko seems natural, since these two markers form the structural core of a transitive 
verb sentence. Leaving aside the difficult question of the difference between m kg and UY.) 
ha, the situation could be reduced to the formula in ( 1 7) which reads, ' in terms of 
structural "strength", m kg and o? ko exhibit equal strength or resistance to being dropped, 
while UY.) ha is less resistant. '  
In other words, optionality can be weighted. In the terms o f  these experiments, optionality 
might be said to range from 0 to 1 00 percent, though we are not yet in a position to 
compute the actual value of optionality even for most typical cases. However, our 
experimental data seem to show that this is generally feasible. The language mechanism is 
no less probabilistic than deterministic, and our case is one more illustration of the above 
point. In the above presentation I have not analysed the data pertaining to the 'agreement 
coefficient' demonstrated by the subjects. Not only do individual entries of the markers 
differ with respect to being restorable or not, individual subjects also tend to display 
different sensitivity to the lack of markers. Leaving aside the 1 00 percent restorable 
entries, each individual entry was restored by three to nine subjects out of the total fourteen. 
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3 Optionality and discourse: mark-drop and pro-drop 
We must admit, at the same time, that the very fact of optionality, however partial it may 
be, and regardless of the factors contraining it, makes Burmese and other languages like 
Chinese or Thai typologically special. 
An obvious parallel that readily comes to mind (although, to the best of my knowledge, 
it has not been explored yet in the relevant literature) is the well known distinction between 
so called pro-drop and non-pro-drop languages. Pro-drop languages tend to omit 
pronominal and other grammatical Subjects, while the non-pro-drop languages do not. 
Compare the Russian H.ro' idu 'CD go', where the pronoun 5I.ja ' I '  is freely dropped, and its 
English equivalent, where the Subject cannot be omitted. If I might venture to coin a new 
term, I would describe Burmese and other languages of the same typological class as mark­
drop or marker-dropping languages. 
An important difference between the pro-drop and the proposed mark-drop typological 
classes lies, of course, in that the former refers to a special behaviour of lexical items, 
while the latter refers to grammatical ones. It could be argued, however, that the items 
typically dropped in pro-drop languages are pronouns, which are the lexical class which 
most closely resembles grammatical markers in terms of both functional and semantic 
features. After all, diachronically, pronouns are often subject to cliticisation, which, in turn, 
may give rise to affixation and other grammatical devices. 
Since it is unconstrained and unbound, optionality does seem to enlarge the set of 
candidate constructions accessible to the speaker as compared with non-mark-drop 
languages, for the latter normally rule out any element of free choice where it comes to 
grammatical structures. 
4 Optionality and redundancy 
Now let us come back to the other theoretical issues briefly delineated at the beginning of 
this paper. 
With regard to the question of whether it is reasonable to claim that Burmese and other 
languages ( 'mark-drop' languages) make it possible for speakers to control the degree of 
redundancy of a text, we have to answer yes, but not without certain reservations. 
At this point, it seems appropriate to introduce one more subset of our experimental data, 
this time concerning two morphological markers <006 twe and 6 tGfl, both plural markers, 
the former for nouns, the latter marking the plurality of the subj ect of verbs. Without 
analysing the data in unnecessary detail, we can state simply that both these markers were 
restored by the subjects in only 25 percent of the total cases where the markers had been 
removed. 
It is clear that in any language, whenever we encounter an utterance like ( 1 8), the plural 
suffix -s is redundant, since the same information about plurality is encoded thrice: once 
lexically, using the word many, and twice grammatically, by the plural suffix -s on the 
noun and the plural form are of the auxiliary verb to be. Yet English speakers are not 
allowed to drop plural suffixes like -s, nor to violate the rules of grammatical agreement by 
using is instead of are. Although redundant, the markers are kept obligatory. 
( 1 8) Many books are quite useless. 
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Could it be said that redundancy control is just another term for optionality, that the two 
terms refer to the same phenomenon seen from slightly different perspectives? A possible 
answer to this question may be found by conceding that these two phenomena, optionality 
and degree of redundancy - and, consequently, the control of redundancy by the speaker 
- overlap rather than coinciding exactly. Redundancy, as it is generally understood, 
presupposes that the information INF is already there, coded at least once by a lexical or 
grammatical item X, and an item Y is used to duplicate the same information INF, 
presumably in order to make the exchange of information flow more reliably, robust and 
resistant to noise, etc. Redundancy, thus, operates within the context of the text and 
language. In contrast, optionality embraces both linguistic devices and paralinguistic 
resources to lower the redundancy level of the text, so long as this does not lead to 
communicative failure. 
In the context of Burmese, what we mean by paralinguistic resources is that default 
knowledge is allowed to be a player in the ' language game' (Wittgenstein 1 953) in that 
within an individual speech act, shared background information, easily deducible 
information, etc., may be equated functionally with information encoded by means of 
linguistic devices. 
Put another way, redundancy involves only linguistic devices, it is more often than not 
obligatory, and it adds information to the text (albeit old information), thus when the level 
of redundancy is high, it increases the density of information flow. Optionality, on the 
other hand, involves all accessible sources of information, it is intrinsically not obligatory, 
and it subtracts information from the text, thus decreasing the density of information flow. 
It is by no means coincidental that mark-drop languages constitute, in effect, a subset of 
pro-drop languages: every mark-drop language is also a pro-drop language, although the 
reverse does not hold true. In fact both phenomena, pro-drop and mark-drop, seem to be 
triggered by broadly similar factors. At least in part, these factors transcend the scope of 
language (and, hence, linguistics) reaching into the domain of culture. It is first of all the 
high level of shared background knowledge which makes it possible for speakers to omit 
items that can be readily and accurately restored by relying on information available both 
within and outside the text. A high level of shared background knowledge and a tendency 
to structure a discourse along the lines of a face-to-face communication are recognised as 
distinctive features of traditional culture societies (see Kassevitch 1 997). In other words, 
formal properties of the Burmese (or Chinese, for that matter) text such as the tendency to 
drop both Subject and Object markers, and Subjects themselves, are culture-dependent 
rather than grammar-dependent. 
5 Optionality and markedness 
Finally, returning to the issue of markedness, let us restate the question: Can we argue that, 
by dropping a marker, the speaker actually substitutes a marked form for its unmarked 
counterpart? To answer this question, we fIrst establish that we are dealing with a binary 
opposition, simply because it is this kind of opposition that gives rise to the marked­
unmarked relationship. I do not think that a NP with a marker and and NP with no marker 
make a real opposition, let alone a binary opposition, the most typical of all kinds of 
grammatical oppositions. Take, for instance, the contrasting phrases in ( 19). This does not 
seem to be a morphological paradigm, which could be organised by a set of oppositions. It 
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looks more like a set of postpositional phrases (PPs), comparable to the English 
translations of these phrases. If this is really the case, the theory of markedness is not 
applicable to interpret the phenomenon of mark-drop. 
( 19) 
0 ("  0 ("  0 ("  0 0 ("  0 ("  
3d� 3d�<.r.r.> 3d�0( 3d�m 3d�'f' 
feiN feiN.ha feiN.go feiN.g� feiN.l1}a 
house house.ToPIc house.to house.from house.in 
'house' 'house (as topic)' 'to the house' 'from the house' ' in the house' 
The situation is slightly different where it comes to the subtype exemplified above by the 
Plurality markers. In this case, it appears that the pair of phrases in (20) display a 'regular' 
morphological opposition and, hence, a 'regular' morphological paradigm. 
(20) 
house house.PL 
'house' 'houses' 
Yet, here too, the situation is not that simple. There are good reasons to argue that bare, 
unaffixed nouns simply lie outside any morphological opposition; such nouns are just 
lexical items which lack any grammatical information pertaining to number. However, 
lacking information about number is not the same a being unmarked for number. The 
former means that the feature [± plural] is not applicable to the noun in question, while the 
latter presupposes that the noun is characterized by both values of this feature, the positive 
value [+plural] and the negative [-plural] or [+singular] . Burmese nouns are simply 
devoid of any information about number. When plural markers co"2 twe or "ij': mja are 
introduced, these are on an equal footing with any other specifier like mcoro: ble ' small' 
or �: t.Gi ' big' ;  � m� ' female'or �: phO 'male' (if applicable), as in (2 1 ). 
(21)  6� 6�co"2 6�"ij': 6��: 6�� 6 
(" 0  mm�: 
tG£f tG£f.twe tG£f.mja tG£f.tGl tG£7.m� tG£7.pho 
chicken chicken.PL chicken.PL chicken. big chicken.female chicken.male 
chicken chickens chickens big chicken hen rooster 
Taking another example, we could argue that, for instance, that in English 'dog' is [± 
feminine], that is to say unmarked for gender, while ' bitch' is [+feminine] , i.e. marked for 
gender. To sum up, the notion of markedness does not seem to present an efficient 
theoretical framework for explaining the phenomena of mark-drop in Burmese. 
6 Conclusions 
Now, let us draw some conclusions - preliminary in that they are subject to being proven 
or rejected by further experimental work on a larger corpus of data. 
The syntactic markers of Burmese (at least m k�, <.r.r.> ha and cq ko ) are not optional in 
the sense that the choice between their absence or presence is not purely stylistic, made 
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according to the speaker's 'free will' .  There are a number of structural parameters that 
constrain or license dropping of the markers. 
On the other hand, the markers are optional in the sense that even in the same structural 
position, there may be more than just one acceptable option to drop the marker or use it. 
Burmese, therefore, can be classified as a 'mark-drop', a category which encompasses also 
Chinese, Thai, and other East and South East Asian languages. 
The proposed mark-drop characterisation is found to be correlated with the pro-drop 
categorisation. Both properties may be partly culturally determined. 
Morphological markers in Burmese (at least 10"6 twe and 6 U;i!) are not optional at all. 
Although the observational adequacy principle would be satisfied, if one states simply that 
morphological markers are used as irregularly as the syntactic ones (in fact, it is not exactly 
the case in terms of probability of occurrence, see above), this does not do full justice to 
the deep structural features of these markers. The contrast between marker-free and 
marker-present nouns does not constitute a formal opposition which would be a regular 
paradigm, since the marker-free noun is simply devoid of any grammatical information, 
except for that implicitly defining its part-of-speech affiliation. Mutatis mutandis the same 
could be repeated with reference to the verb plural marker 6 U;i!. 
The lack of oppositions and paradigms also explains why the principle of markedness 
does not seem to be an appropriate theoretical tool for explaining the phenomena 
traditionally discussed under the label of 'optionality' .  
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5 The verb 'give ' as a causativiser in 
colloquial Burmese ! 
Kenji Okano 1lGI !f  H= 
Tokyo University of Foreign Studies 
okano.kenji@k8.dion.nejp 
1 Introduction 
It is widely known that many lexical verbs are also used as functional words in Burmese. 
Used as functional words, some of these verbs precede the main verb, and some follow. 
A few verbs can both precede and follow the main verb. For example, when preceding the 
main verb, the verb 6� tGi ' look' has an adverbial function meaning something like 
'with discretion, carefully' ; when it follows the head-verb, it means 'try to [verb] ' .  
The verb GO: pe 'give' also has functional usages. Following the head verb, its 
function is benefactive (or applicative), as in ( 1 ), or else it denotes the 'destination of 
action' , as in (2) (the opposite direction, with UK ju 'take' is shown in (3)). It can also have 
a transitive/causative meaning, as in (4). 
) (' (' (' ('/ / 0 (' (' ( 1  oaJ;GOXl c;>c'1P:3dO'6m 3da>0: or (9O?GO:�OOIl 
tGano khlNbja.7atwd/?asci/ go pha? pe.& 
1 you.for/on behalf of/to read.pe. lRR 
'I  will read it for/on behalf of/to you.' 
( )  0
(' & 0 (' 2 �.3dG(9 O?<J?O?oo'P 3dOOOUa>0 
8lJ.7aphe tdka80.l1Ja ?INgalei? sa 
his.father university.in English.language 
'His father teaches English at university. ' 
Q 0 C" & 0 C' (3) O(.O)�: O?<J?O?oo'P 3dOOOUa>0 
8lJ.7aphe tdka80.l1Ja ?INgalei? sa 
(' (' 
O)CGU:O?OOIl 
elN.pe.& 
learn.give.REAL 
(' (' 
o)CO(O?OOIl 
81NJu.d£ 
his.daughter university.in English.language 
'His daughter learns English at university.' 
learn. take. REAL 
I would like to thank to Mr Kato, Associate Professor at Osaka University of Foreign Studies, who 
brought this phenomenon to my attention. I also thank U Khin Aye �:;;>�"3>:, Professor in the Department 
of Myanmar Language and Literature at Yangon University, and other teachers there. While I was 
studying at Yangon University, they always supported me and put up with my endless questioning. 
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(4) 
Kenji Okano 
" 0 c c .  c c 
�G� o.:>�O( ClIu,ooo, OOOGO:OOOOIl 
7ame 8amf.go �apaN.wu7soUN wu7.pe.d£ 
mother daughter.oBl Japan.clothing wear.pe.REAL 
'The mother helps her daughter to put on her Japanese dress.' 
In the examples ( 1 )-(4) in functional use, the verb GO: pe 'give' always follows the head 
verb, having one of the three meanings outlined above. However, I will describe here a 
further usage of GO: pe, preceding the head verb and with 'causative' meaning, as in (5). 
o c c 
(5) 0(.0( GU:OCOOOOIl 
8y.go pe.wIN.di: 
he.OBl pi-enter. REAL 
'He/she was allowed in.' 
There is some evidence that this is a recent phenomenon, reported, to my knowledge, for 
the first time by Kato ( 1 998). I can find no published references to GU: pe which pre-date 
this. Soe ( 1 999) does not list GU: pe as a pre-head versatile causativiser, again suggesting 
that the grammaticalisation of causative GO: pe is recent. I have been told by older 
speakers of Burmese that this construction is not pure Burmese, but despite this, I want to 
describe it for two reasons. Firstly, it seems that many people have already accepted the 
causative GO: pe construction and make habitual use of it - perhaps unconsciously. 
Secondly, it is possible that causative GO: pe is an example of recent grammaticalisation in 
Burmese. In this short article, I will provide various examples of causative GU: pe, and 
consider its syntactic and semantic features. 
2 Predicate structure 
Before proceeding further, I will outline briefly the structure of verbal predicates in 
Burmese. Okell ( 1 969) regards all analysable (complex) verbs as compounds, which he 
classifies as ordinary, pre-verb and auxiliary compounds (Okell 1 969:24-25). Okell ' s  
classification and terminology will be adopted in  this article. According to Okell and 
Allott (200 1 ), causative GO: pe is common pre-verb. As for Okell's definition, pre-verb 
compounds can be paraphrased with complex sentences using the subordinate clause 
marker [9: pi, as in (6) and (7). I will refer to verbs separated from the preceding causative 
GO: pe as main 'head' verbs, without attempting a precise definition of 'head' .  
(6) 
c c c 
OOO?,,?UOOOOIl 
Sh£ 7 .lou 7 .tt 
continue.do.REAL 
'(He) continues to do. '  
(7) oo�[9: 
sh£7.pi 
c c ,,?UOOOOIl 
lou7.tt 
continue.SUBORD do. REAL 
' (He) continues to do. '  
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3 Examples of causative OUI pe 
In this section, I will list some examples of causative GO: pe I have found. First, examples 
from Okell and Allott (200 1 : 120-12 i). 
( 
'1 (' 0 (' 0 (' '1 
8) O?SIO?GroGo:>? GOY.lCGro:O( GO:GOOC:�C'Y)OIc\y'):1I 
takhatale.dg kauNle.go pe.mauN .lai? .pa.la 
sometimes.but bOy.OB) pe.drive.just.poL.Q 
'Why don't you just let the boy drive sometimes?' 
( 
(' (' (' (' 9) o?Q)tQ)ooC'Y) GO:'=l�OGo:>?O(:1I 
( 1 0) 
( 1 1 )  
ta.lJi? .th£7 pe.ma.lou? .tg.bu 
one. year. than pe.NEG .do.anymore.NEG 
' [We] don't allow [them] to work for more than one year.' 
<:' 0 0 <:'  .... GOOCGro:O( '=lGO:O(Ctll 
maUN .le.go ma.pe.kaiN .nf 
younger-brother.obj NEG.pe.hold.NEG/IMP 
. 'Don't let your younger brother touch it.' 
Q 
Oil.oo 
8y.Shi 
s/he.place 
elY.) 
sa.go 
letter.OB) 
(' 0 (' '1 GO:(9o?�C'Y)o I II 
pe.pha? .lai? .pa 
plread.just. POL 
(' (' (' 0.:> O? 0.:> O? '=lG lOp 0(: G.y.> II 
8a?8a? ma.je.bu.n:' 
separately NEG.write.NEG.OK? 
Q 0 3 elY.) 0( on 
di.sa.go.oa 
this.letter.only 
'I won't write separately to her, all right? Would you please just have her read 
this letter? ' 
( 12) 
(' Q Q (' Q)C'Y)0?: '=lGo:�:llc�:1I , s£7.beiN ma.pe.Sl .�lN.bu 
bicycle NEG .pe.ride. want.NEG 
'I don't want to let you ride my bike.' 
The following examples were collected in Yangon from 2000 to 2002. They are described 
further in Okano (2002: 1 39-140). 
( 1 3) oaJtGoo3.d? ��G'=l:(c0) G�:oj:o?� 1I 
tGang.go di.7ime pe.80uN.d£ 
LOB) this.e-mail pe.use.REAL 
'They let me use this e-mail [account] . '  
( 14) '=lux>e;,:troOt:�ood? Go:o�'=l03 oo�O?0311 
mahabaNd\Jl�.paN�N .dt-go pe.wiN .mE thiN.dE 
Maha Bandula.park.inside.to pe.enter..IRR think. REAL 
'I think that [ they] will allow us to go into Maha Bandula Park. ' 
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( 1 5)  <"l.I0'a(XpOO C\n�� G��:n? GO:G06�u311 
( 1 6) 
<tapaN.shaja.gg laJiN khamja.go pe.tw�.m£ 
Japan.teacher.SUBl come.if yoU.OBl pe.meet.IRR 
'If the Japanese teacher comes here, I ' l l  have you meet him. ' 
<:' <:' 0 <:' 0 0 <:'  <:' 
a. O? 00 0000 If>:ooG>GccncO( gooCijl Go:ro:�COOOOIl 
9lJzatg.gg nwa.ta.thaUN .go nw£<to pe.sa.khaiN .de 
Sujata.sUBl cow .one. thousand.OBl licorice pe.eat. order. REAL 
'Sujata provided licorice for a hundred cows. '  
b.  
<:' <:' 0 <:' 0 <:' O? 0000 00 If>:ooG>GccncO( gooCijl GO:ro:OOOOIl 
9lJzatg.gg nwa.ta.thauN .go nw£<to pe.sa.de 
Sujata.suBl cow .one. thousand.obj licorice pe.eat.REAL 
' Sujata provided licorice for a hundred cows . '  
The example ( 1 6)a i s  an utterance which was subsequently corrected to ( 1 6)b. Of course, 
we could produce a forced parsing of ( 1 6a) 'Sujata ordered a hundred cows to give and to 
eat licorice', though of course such an interpretation would be rejected as meaningless in 
any context, and so the only plausible interpretation is that of ( 1 6b). This pair of sentences 
sheds light on the grammaticalisation in progress. 
( 
* 0 <:' 0 0 <:'  <:' 
1 7) ? OOGro:G06O( 3Cl�C GO: <?,,? 00 0000 II 
khale.dwe.go ?ajiN pe.PQ.lai? t£ 
child.pL.OBl before pe.see-off.juSt.REAL 
' [I asked the driver to] drop the children off fIrst. ' 
(e.g. before coming to pick us up.) 
( 1 7) ,  an utterance 1 actually heard, is not acceptable to all Burmese speakers. Although it 
follows the syntactic pattern of causative GO: pe, it is unacceptable possibly because there 
exists a birnorphernic formal register verb GO:�. pe.pQ with the meaning ' send' ,  which is 
applicable to things rather than people. 
Although we may encounter causative GO: pe frequently in spoken Burmese, it is less 
common in written forms of the language. The following examples ( 1 8) and ( 1 9) are taken 
from the novel c'J8'i'�� G>8ro�'=lu3 lJajou7.ll}aN.jiN sa?.l�iN.m£ !fit 's real chilli, then 
it will be hot by Maung Thara GOO�:xY.)�, written in 1 982 in collquial style Burmese. 
( 1 8) n?:D2:00 
ko.bg7u.gg 
KoBaU.SUBl 
o <:' 
�O(;:OOGO?? 
Sl.d6uN .gg.dg 
exist.time.when.but 
o <:' <:' 
300Gro:tG>Go:noo 
di.khale.t;,laJau? 
this.child.two.CLF 
<:' <:' <:' 0  0.:> G>oc 00 00 <t. 
9i?pin.t£f .phQ 
tree.climb.PURP 
C' g o . .... C' (" 
G;G;OJ?OJ? 3dOCOO3Clo.:>:O( ooCijll;.GO'Y.>c GO:'=l�OOO(:1I 
nene9aoa 7apiN .gg. 7a91.go dactu.nf.dauN pe.ma.shu? .phu 
let-alone tree.from. fruit.OBl pole. with. even pe.NEG.pluck.NEG 
'When Ko Ba 00 was alive, he didn't even allow his two children to pick fruit 
from the tree with a pole, let alone climb up it. ' (p.28) 
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( 9) 
� � � � � � 0 • � 1 O(;O(;IOlP'l'lC o.n:tallOUXlmO( IOoy')�:IOonC IOo:�ma>?:O(:n 
kOuNgoUN.pj6.jgjin 9a.lJajau7.ko bOloUN.daUN pe.ma.gaza.bu 
complete.ADyREDuP.tell.must.if son.twO.CLF.OBJ football. even pe.NEG.play.NEG 
'To tell the whole story, he didn't  even allow his two sons to play football . '  (p.29) 
Another example (20) in print is an essay by Kan Chun (1997), also written in colloquial 
style. 
(20) 
... " � .,  0 " 0  ... � 0 0 ., 
m 31OQ:nC:OI:0( o.:>�:O(.� "le3:�:nlO0'6O(OI  
k£  dl.ShaUNba.go 9amijf IU�l.mibg.dwe.go.ba 
so this.article.OBJ daughter.poss adult.parent.pL.OBJ.also 
' So, have your your parents read [my] article as well, girls. ' 
� 0 � ., • 
IOO:(9CY.)�mo 13f:n 
pe.pha7 .lai7 .pa.70UN 
pe.read.just.POL.further 
Causative 100: pe seems to be restricted mainly to spoken Burmese, since I have found only 
a very few examples of it in print, and no examples of it in literary style Burmese, though 
Okell and Allott (2001: 120) do list a formal, literary Burmese entry for causative 100: pe. 
4 Syntactic features of causative GO. pe 
I will now consider the syntactic features of the causative 100: pe construction. An analysis 
of the syntactic features of complex predicates in Burmese must take account of 
constituent order; 
negation; 
the possibility of paraphrasing the predicate by substituting a complex 
sentence using some dependent clause marker; 
ellipsis. 
As mentioned above, causative 100: pe precedes another head verb. This position is 
syntactically highly independent. As with other pre-verbs, normally the negative � rna 
preftxes not to causative 100: pe but to the head verb. Also, causative 100: pe can be 
paraphrased to form a complex sentence by using the dependent marker @: pi (see example 
(7) above). These phenomena are re-examined here. 
In fact, the negative particle � rna sometime precedes both causative 100: pe and the 
head verb. This is noted by Okell and Allott (2001), who provide some examples, (10) and 
(12) above. This construction may, however, not be acceptable for all speakers. It seems 
that speakers from Mon state do not accept sentences negated in this way (more in section 
6 below on the intuition of Burmese speakers from Mon state). 
A paraphrased causative 100: pe construction is usually considered grammatical and 
acceptable. However, they are difftcult to ftnd in spontaneous contexts. I was unable to 
obtain any examples of complex paraphrasings of causative 100: pe despite many attempts 
to elicit them from informants. Again, it seems that speakers from Mon State ftnd such 
constructions completely unacceptable. I conclude that the construction is grammatically 
possible, but not used. 
As for ellipsis, Okell (1969:30) notes that 'questions containing [complex predicates 
containing pre-verbs] are sometimes (but not invariably) answered with the second 
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member only. ' He adds that this feature distinguishes pre-verbs from ordinary compounds. 
However, in one-word answers to questions containing causative GO: pe constructions, it is 
not the pre-verb GO: pe which is ellided, but the other verb. Compare (2 1 )  and (22): 
(2 1 )  c-
c-
rooo,,?oaCO?:1I 
sh£7.lou7.ma.la 
continue. do. l  RR. Q 
' Will you carry on doing [it]?'  
(22) c-Go:,,?oaCO?:1I 
pe.lou7.ma.la 
pldo.lRR.Q 
' Will you allow me to do [it]??  
c- c-
,,?oaooll 
10u7.mf: 
dO.lRR 
'Yes, I wil l . '  
c- c-
*,,?oaooll 
*10u7.mf: 
*dO.lRR 
* ' Yes, I will . '  
?ro03a0311 
7sh£7.mf: 
?continue.lRR 
? 'Yes, I will. '  
c-
Go:aooll 
pe .mf: 
pe.lRR 
' Yes, I will. '  
We can account for this apparent anomaly by noting that the causativiser cannot be ellided 
because it changes valency. In causative constructions, the subject of the embedded clause 
(the subject of V) is assigned the object case marker o? ko and another noun appears as the 
subject of the matrix clause. If GO: pe is omitted, the sentence would become 
ungrammatical because the matrix predicate no longer satisfies its argument structure. 
5 Semantics of causativeGo: pe 
Burmese has, traditionally, two grammatical forms to express causative meaning. These 
are lOG> se and �6: khaiN. These two are, of course, different not only in meaning but also 
in syntactic category. Here we shall consider only their meanings. 
Okano ( 1 994) described the characterictics of GG> se as follows: if the subject NP is 
animate, it does not intentionally obstruct the occurrence of the event expressed by the 
verb; if the subject NP is inanimate, it is the cause of the occurrence of the event expressed 
by V. 
If the subject of the verbal predicate containing lOG> se is animate - typically human - it 
is difficult to say that the event is caused directly or intentionally by the subject. Moreover, 
in modem use lOG> se is not used alone, but rather is usually accompanied by other modal 
auxiliaries such as "ll6 tGhlN 'want',  or 61 jg 'must' .  Okell and Allott (200 1 :  1 20) note that 
[verb ]GG> se is being superseded in colloquial Burmese by GO: pe [verb] and by [verb ]-8�1Si 
khw!N.pjy 'give someone permission to [verb) ' .  Note that both GO: pe [verb] and [verb]-
8�1Si khw!N.pjy typically have human subjects. If the subject is inanimate, then the verbal 
predicate is more transitive rather than causative. 
In the case of [verb]�6: khaiN causatives, the subject intentionally approaches the 
causee to get something done. Here �6: khaiN preserves much of its full lexical meaning 
'order' or 'put to work' - usually by word of mouth. In other words, �6: khaiN is a 
compulsive causative, while lOG> se implies approval. 
There is a further difference between lOG> se and �6: khaiN. When it occurs with realis 
verb sentence marker 0003 tf:, lOG> se entails realisation of the event expressed by the verb, 
while V, while �6: khaiN does not. 
The causative GO: pe construction is more similar in meaning to lOG> se than to �6: khaiN. 
Both [verb] lOG> se and GO: pe [verb] express approval or permission. Basically, both 
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express that the causee - the subject of the main verb - has the desire to do something and 
the causer - the subject of <;>0: pe - gives the causee permission to carry out the action. Of 
course this applies only when both causee and causer are human or animate. Additionally, 
causative <;>0: pe also entails realisation of the event. 
6 Additional implication of goa pe causative 
Sometimes the causative <;>0: pe construction implies its original meaning 'give' .  Consider 
examples ( 1 1 ), ( 1 6) and (20). The predicates in these examples can be interpreted as 'give 
and [verb] ' .  For example, (20) could be translated 'please give your parents this article 
and have them read it. ' In a few cases, the accomplishment of the event denoted by the 
verb presupposes an act of giving. For example, if someone wants to read a book you 
possess, he or she must ask for the book from you before reading it. The temporal order of 
the occurrence of the two events - in this case giving and reading - corresponds to the 
order of <;>0: pe and the main verb in a causative <;>0: pe construction. Is such a 
correspondence inevitable? It may be certain that the implication of giving something in 
causative <;>0: pe construction is caused by the constituent order of the verbal predicate. 
Moreover, when causative <;>0: pe implies actually giving something, the meaning 
will become close to that of a causative ��: khaiN construction. The reason for this is that 
there is a sense that the subject actively approaches the causee to have some action 
accomplished - the compulsive meaning referred to above. 
7 Mon influence? 
The causative <;>0: pe construction may have been influenced by the Burmese spoken in 
Mawlamyine (Moulmein), in Mon State. An expression of this kind is mentioned in the 
Burmese-Japanese Dictionary (Harada and Ohno 1 979:262): <;>0:�03 pe.jai? 'give.hit' is 
glossed as ' to allow to beat; Mawlamyine dialect, the speech of Mon people ' .  One of my 
informants, U Hla Maung, a 66-year-old from Mon State, told me the following when I 
questioned him on this point: 
' In the 1 970s and early 1 980s, many necessities were smuggled over the Thai border 
into Mon state. Mon merchants carried these necessities to Yangon and they opened 
a black market at Seingyun, near today's Mingalar market. This black market was 
very crowded because it was almost the only way to obtain daily necessaries in 
Yangon. '  
I t  is  suggested that Burmese may have borrowed the causative <;>0: pe construction from 
Mawlamyine dialect Burmese, itself influenced by Mon, where the verb (Y) ko 'give ' is a 
productive causativiser. If this situation is true, then this construction may have begun to 
appear in Yangon Burmese during the 1 970s, before the 1 982 stories by Maung Thara 
quoted above. 
Is the Mon causative the source of the Burmese causative <;>0: pe construction? Did the 
Mon construction directly inifluence Burmese? In my opinion, this is unlikely: Burmese 
speakers have associated with Mon speakers for at least a thousand years, which means it 
is difficult to explain why causative <;>0: pe exerted its influence over Burmese only in the 
1 980s. One might speculate that Mon affected the Mawlamyine dialect of Burmese, and 
that it was this, rather than Mon, which influenced Yangon Burmese. 
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8 Conclusion 
The causative 100: pe construction is a recent development in colloquial Burmese. 
Causative 100: pe occurs preceding the main verb in a verb phrase, and is syntactically 
somewhat independent. Unlike other pre-verbs, causative 100: pe cannot be elided in any 
context; this suggests that it is absolutely vital in the construction. Semantically, causative 
100: pe expresses approval, and in this respect it is similar to causative lOG> se which is 
rarely used with human subjects and human causees. Causative IOU: pe sometimes implies 
its lexical meaning 'give' ;  in such cases, the verb 100: pe may be interpreted twice: once 
with the meaning 'giving something to someone' and then again with the meaning 'asking 
him/her to use it' .  When causative 100: pe carries the meaning 'give ' ,  it is no longer 
similar to the causative causative lOG> se. 
It remains difficult to give a full account of the grammatical status and meaning of the 
causative 100: pe construction. Many speakers use this expression unconsciously while 
others do not wholly accept it as grammatical Burmese, a situation which makes it difficult 
to interpret consistently the judgements of informants. Nonetheless, it is worth describing 
this phenomenon to provoke further inquiry into Burmese syntax. 
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1 Introduction 
Whatever happens does so within a framework of space and time. Accordingly, the human 
mind is bound to make use of these dimensions when reporting actions. When expressing 
the contents of our minds language must also reflect somehow the relationship between the 
reporting of the event and the time when the event actually happens. Time is tmderstood 
here to be a directional process which usually is divided into three stages: anterior­
simultaneous-posterior, corresponding to the grammatical terms past-present-future tenses, 
respectively. 
The concept of tense as the grammatical category of the verb that expresses this 
relationship is based predominantly on analyses of Indo-European languages, most of 
which have well defmed systems to denote which time interval the speech is related to. 
Tenselessness, on the other hand, implies that a language does not invoke specific 
grammatical forms for this purpose but prefers lexical or other means. The Myanmar 
language is said to be a language of this kind. Taking a closer look, however, Myanmar 
turns out to be ambiguous with respect to tense (as well as in other respects). Generations 
of students of the Myanmar language have been told that certain particles mark tense, or at 
least a state that corresponds with our understanding of tense. These particles, however, 
tum out to have more than this one grammatical function: they mark the end of the 
predicate and, because of the predicate ' S  position, very often the end of the sentence. 
Moreover, they convey a sense of actuality or non-actuality which can outweigh the 
temporal meaning. This has led to the conclusion that tense is not a category in Myanmar 
grammar, and that the respective particles' basic function is to show realis or irrealis, i.e. 
actual or potential mood (see Allott 1 965:287ff.). 
The aim of this paper is to scrutinise once again the effect of the markers in question in 
order to find out whether they have any bearing upon an interval of time and, if so, which 
attitude towards time they reveal under which circumstances. In this paper morphemes 
with syntactic functions will be called 'markers' ,  and those which refer to aspect, mood etc. 
will be called 'particles' .  I apologise now for the fact that in order to make my point I 
cannot avoid repeating a number of well established facts that have been discussed in depth 
by distinguished researchers into the Myanmar language. 
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I shall start with the truism that if a category 'tense' in Myanmar language is assumed, 
then two tenses are distinguished: a clearly defmed future tense on the one hand, and a 
non-future tense otherwise. 
2 Functions of the sentence-final verb phrase markers v� me (v� mji), 
()')� 1:£ (Oo)� ei,.§ 1i) and 19 pi 
2.1  �m£(If�mjl) 
Sentences ending in �03 mE (�� mji) may refer to an event which has not yet taken place, 
as can be seen in ( 1 )-(3): 
( 1 )  Q (" cl:(J)�: (" 3ro(),)�� ro:�()')11 
di.lEou.m9- lJa.hlN Sa.mE 
this.peasant.female fish. curry eat.IRR 
'This peasant woman will eat fish. '  
(2) 
Q Q (" 0 0 ("  0 (" (" 
3G;� 2:CIj>G<9 oaJ;�o(. ��or OXlro��()')1I 
di.n�.J19- 7llt9-phe tGam9-.dg 7eiN.go la.lE.mE 
tonight U Hla Pe I .PL house.to come.visit. IRR 
'Tonight U Hla Pe will visit our house. '  
This also applies to  markers derived from �03 mE (�� mji), such as the relative clause 
marker �u? mf in (3): 
(3) 
(" r,;: ("  
<9�C �Q)� 
ph9-.giN. phj i7 .8u 
father.be.person 
ro:�[g:Go.:>:�. 
sa.ma.pLoe.lg 
eat.NEG.finish.because 
Gro�G;§O'n1l 
S9-UN .ne.�.da 
wait.CONT.PL.REAL 
0 ("  (" 
o.:>�:�O? 
8eiN.mf 
clear.lRRATTR 
Q 
o.:>�:G06°O 
8amLde.g9-
daughter.pL.SUBJ 
'But as the father had not yet finished his meal, yet the daughters who were to 
clear (the table) kept waiting. '  
In ( 1 )-(3), �03 mE corresponds with future tense. But �03 mE can also occur in sentences 
which do not refer to future time, as in (4)-(7): 
(" (" 0 (" 
(4) � �o.:>oo "O-GOXlOO ��()')II 
(5) 
8u 7a8e? 8oUNz£.lau7 Si.mE 
he age 30.approx exist. IRR 
'He will/must be aged about thirty. '  
(' Q <." 0  C' .... 
O:ULoooGp 3GO'nG06 ()')Q)?OO'P0 
tGou7.shaja di.t6.dwe tawai7l1Ja.bt 
my teacher this.forest.PL one.area.in.EMPH 
' My teacher must be around in these forests. '  
o (" 
�E>J.�()')II 
SiJ9-·mE 
exist.must.IRR 
(6) 
� 0 0 � 
m'lcC'("tJL: 0(.06 c 
kajiN.lumj6.dg.dwiN 
Kayin.race.PL.in 
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� � 06)�J ytQ)oom 
1832-kh\J . .Qi7.th£7 
1 832.cLF.year.than 
GQ)?� 
s5jw� 
eariy.SUBORD 
� � 0 � 
Q)?G'l:;�:U2!-> ooQ)yy �G; 'l��11 
saje.ni.pjiN)1a takh\Jg\J SI.ne.jg.mE 
script. write.method.learning something exist.CONT.must.IRR 
'The Kayin must have had some kind of writing system before 1 832 . '  
(7)  06)00 @�t� 
1800.bj�.lJ.i7 
1 800.cLF.year 
� � � � � 
oooo;:CY.ijc�;.06c 
pa7 .wUN jin.ggN .dwiN 
region.approx.in 
� � O � .  <: �;OO'tCCalll 
mjaNma.naiNlJaN.71 
Myanmar.country.Poss 
,, �  � � 0 � � � r:::::: � 
C'(2:G'l:::>':>� Gro::::>':>;:GCY.ijJ �'l�� �;.,!;:e3:::>':>�11 
lU7uje.Oi \eoaN.et5 SI.jg.mji khgl1}ciN.�.oi 
population.sUB] four.million.exceed exist.may. IRR estimate.pL.REAL 
' It is estimated that the population of Myanmar around 1 800 may have amounted 
.to more than four million.' 
In these sentences �03 mE or �� mji indicate hypothetical events: things that might happen 
or might have happened. All other occurrences of �03 mE or �� mji (including the 
attributive forms �o? mf and �� mjl and the nominalising form 'P l1}a derived from it) can 
be classified as one of these two types. 
The same applies to the marker � 7gN which nowadays is used only in very formalised 
or elevated language, but was common in ancient inscriptions (8)-( 1 1 ) . 
(8) q{03 cl 3C}G'P�OY.) :::>.:>�t>-?002!->� @� 'l3C}�0{ 
iy' na amho"'.ka sabbraiiiiutaiiii�' praiiiija ra.a.m"".sii 
this my merit.TOP omnlSClence wisdom gain.lRR.person 
6 � � o  � � 
3C} G oy.) C (9 Q) Q) ().) G 00 mil co ". , 
akron' phlac'.ciy'" .teh' 
reason be.cAus.EMPH 
' May this my merit cause me to gain omniscience and wisdom. '  
Rajakurnar I ,  Bagan. 1 1 1 3 A.D., lines 34-35 (Department of  Archaeology 1 972:5) 
.... C" C" (" 0  (" <:' C" 
(9) croCY.ij0 ��Go.:n 3C}'l0tLm Gc;rpc gL3C}� 
nalaikyap' maiiii'.so arap'.nhuik' klon' pIu.a.m' 
Ngalekyat named place. in monastery make.IRR 
'I will make a monastery in a place named Ngalekyat. ' 
Inwa, 1 440 A.D., line 3-4 (Aung Thaw 1 972-1 983, vol 5, p 1 0) 
) 
� � r::: � � ( 1 0  G3nm06c G'l:o.:n:3?Go.:n 3C}�Q)3C}qjmmGro:'P 
7au7.twiN je8ci.7gN.05 7aphji7apj£7.ka\e.l1}a 
below write.lRR.A TTR incident.small.SUB] 
'The small incident I will report below . . .  ' (Shwe Hmya 2000:59) 
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( 1 1 )  
� � � 0 � � � 
GOOCGooce3:O? ��O:>2iG;'P"6c 
maUN .mauN .tGLgo miOi.neja.dwiN 
MaungMaungKyi.OBJ which.place.in 
'Where shall I trace Maung Maung Kyi?' 
�G"6�()l�;�:1I 
fa·tw�J�.ba.7�N.ni 
search.meet.must. PO L.  IRR. Q 
(Zeyya 1998:87) 
In sentences (8)-( 1 1 )  � 7�N denotes actions which have not yet taken place but which can 
be identified with the future. Like �03 m£ however, it can express the subjunctive as well, 
depending on the context, as in ( 1 2): 
( 
� � � r,: � 0 0 0 0 � 0 • � 
1 2) �;Q)oo;: G3:nC�cO(O(.��.ro:>: ��. OX?�oo'P �GOO?3?;�:1I 
khlrnna.taN 7auNmjiN.ou.dQ.7aphQ.ga 7a8Q sho.phw£ja Si.d9.7�N.ni 
seven. standard succeed.person.pL.for.EMPH how say.thing exist.still. lRR.Q 
' How could anything be left to say about those who passed the seventh standard?' 
(Maung Wa 1 965 : 1 36) 
2.2 �t£ (o.:I�ffi, .i7D 
There is common agreement that 0003 t£ (formal variants o:>� ei, arii 71) marks events that 
are not related to the future, i.e. general statements as well as events which have happened 
or are ongoing in the present, as in ( 1 3)-( 1 7). The distinction between past or present can 
be specified by time phrases, as necessary. 
( 1 3)  GOO�o)O(: �G0'6:�'!p Gto:0311 
m'auNb�thu magwe.mjQ.!l}a ne.d£ 
( 14) 
( 1 5 )  
( 1 6) 
MaungBaHtoo Magway.town.in live. REAL 
' Maung Ba Htoo lives-lived in Magway. ' 
l8@ro'{' G;�oo0311 
7epjU�.!l}a ne.pu.d£ 
April.month.in sun.hOt.REAL 
'April is hot . '  (general statement) 
� ,  , � � 
C)?;�O?roO'Jro�: G;�ooOOIl 
IUN9fdf.l�.9�.l£ ne.pu.d£ 
last.month.in.also sun.hot.REAL 
'Last month it was hot as well . '  (past time specified by time phrase 
' last month' and choice of nominal marker ' in') .  
�OOG"6O'J 2e3S:crlO'JGro:G"6o? ��6()1000311 
bama.de.g� 70u7.6.!Jd.kale.de.go tGhi7.tG�.ba.d£ 
Bamar.pL.SUBJ ouk-aw.bird.little.pL.OBJ love. PL. POL. REAL 
'The Burmese love the little ouk-aw birds. '  (general statement) 
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( 1 7) � � ..  � � �  .. (O�:(O�:O(;:oo s�:00:,,?;(o3o.:>Y' (OroO(P:00G>2: 
SeSedoUNgg khciNtuouN.de8g.l1Ja sobwa.ta.?u 
long ago.when.in Khamtiloun.area.in Sawbwa.one.CLF 
'Long time ago in Khamtiloun there lived a Sawbwa.'  
(past time specified by the time phrase) 
o � 
�ooo::>u 
Si·dE: 
exist. REAL 
Such is the normal use of 0003 tE. Under certain circumstances, however, it can occur in a 
sentence which refers to an event in the future, as in ( 1 8)-(20): 
( 1 8) (006.(Oo.:>:on(OuJu 
twe.oe.da.b;:, 
me�t.still .REAL OM.EMPH 
'See you later! ' 
( 9) (" C' C' ... � 1 �ot(Oro: (O�m'lc oc�on(Ou. u 
mimdale jau?jiN WiN.gf.da.bg 
Mandalay arrive.if enter. REM. REALNOM• EM PH 
'When you come to Mandalay, must drop in to see us ! '  
� .. 0 o � � � � � (20) O1Jlu 2:(Oro:,,? �roG>on: oooo'lc O1Jlu 00000::> 
thou? ?Ule.lo bo.zaga ta?JiN thou? tagE 
I uncle.like foreign. talk can.if I really 
'When I can speak English like you, I really will be a spy.' 
O �  � � 
G>crc ,,?u 00 o::>u 
sapaiN 10u? tE 
spy do. REAL 
Again we fmd that the marker is fulfilling a twofold task: while as a rule it marks events 
happening at any time except the future, under certain circumstances it can also indicate 
determination with respect to a future action, outweighing tense. 
2.3 BPi 
This marker is classed with �03 mE and 0003 tE because of its syntactic capacity to 
conclude the predicate and the sentence. As regards the time dimension, however, it 
differs from them because its focus is not on an interval of time but on the result at which 
the action or happening denoted by the verb has arrived. It can mark the beginning of this 
arrival, the continuity of the state reached or just the fact of the result itself. This 
explanation tallies with the definition of the 'perfect' tense in an Indo-European context, 
though describing is as such is not generally accepted. Although [g pi indicates some kind 
of completion it should not be identified with perfective aspect as seen in (2 1 )-(25) below. 
As [g pi has no parallel in Indo-European languages, it can be rather difficult to define. 
Many of the scholars who have investigated this intriguing issue have arrived at the same 
conclusion as above, describing [g pi as 'point of realisation' ,  'punctative', 'change of 
state' etc. (See also Pe Maung Tin 1 953 : 1 34, Okell 1 968:2, 383-386; Allott 1 965 :290-29 1 ;  
Wheatley 1 982: 2 1 9-22 1 ). 
(2 1 )  
� 
3d@3 'l[gu O1Jlu 
thou? ?athaN jg.bi 
I idea get.pi 
' I  have (had) an idea ! '  
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) 0 � 0 � 
�� (22 �O�; GliPme" 
7ei7.«N!iN jau7.pi 
sleep. time arrive.pi 
' It 's time to sleep. '  
(23)  cl @,GliPcrlO?? oi:,\crl �[g 
Da pjaNJau7.ta e6UNJ£7 Sl.bi 
I back.arrive.REAL NOM three. days exist.pi 
' I  have already been back for three days. '  
(24) ::y')G�:1iP ��O(�c;oG"6l.YY.) G6)�O(,ol[g1i 
bgdweJa di.7ajU7ashg.dwe.ha khi7kouN.ba.bi 
uncle.APPEL this.view.PL.TOP outdated.poL.pi 
'Uncle, such views are out of date ! '  
(25) 31Gcoocrl� 
da.lau7.sho 
that.extent.if we understand.poL.pi 
'We have understood thus far.' 
In (2 1 )-(25) the action has been realised before or, at the latest, at the moment of speech, 
and one might therefore say, as the Myanmar grammarians do, that [g pi can be considered 
to indicate non-future tense. But there are cases where [g pi can be used where context 
defines the time of the event as future, as in (26)-(27): 
� Q 0 � � � � � � .-c.: � � (26) �ero'P c;oliP� C1P�;o( e;GliPme cocoow ( �Q)�WII ) 
?epjU�.l1'}a shajam� �amani .go pjanJau? ne.bi thiN.& (-phji? m£) 
April .month.in teacher.female Gennany.to back.arrive .PERF think.REAL (-be.lRR) 
'You [ teacher] will be back in Germany in April, [I] suppose. '  
(27) �;crl�'2 0( GliPcrl[g CO�OO�II 
man£7phjaN J1g eu jau7.pi thiN.d£ 
tomorrow. night he arrive.PERF think. REAL 
' I  think [he] he will have arrived tomorrow night. '  
Both sentences can end with ' I  think' ,  indicating that the event i s  taking place in  the mind 
of the speaker, where the outcome is already established. The same applies to situations 
where the coming of a person is announced by the phrase coo[g la.bi 'come.PERF' even if 
the person has not yet set out, or to a situation where the driver of a car might be warned 
not to overtake by saying on:coo[g k,i.la.bi 'car.come.PERF' .  
When I have discussed the phenomenon of [g pi with linguists unfamiliar with the 
Myanmar language, they have suggested that it should be defined as perfective aspect 
instead of perfect tense. The idea is intriguing as [g pi indeed marks some kind of 
accomplishment. However, this is contradicted by the fact that the verb phrase can contain 
the progressive form 10; ne. Perfectivity demands boundedness and change of state, but 
the inclusion of 10; ne implies that the action is ongoing, as in (28)-(30): 
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C\X)(o1' 19 II 
la.ne.bi 
there your. sweetheart come.CONT.PERF 
'There comes your sweetheart walking. '  
(29) �c3:m G�"i'�G'l.:o.Joo:@3: §�G1'()l[g1l 
miN.gg tJtaNje9ama.cti phj i7.ne.ba.bi 
yOU.SUBJ revolutionary. great be.coNT.POL.PERF 
'Now you have become a great revolutionary! ' 
(30) (.x)(�G<y'>? �G�c3��G§m �:� G[pc3:00G1'[g1l 
jakhu.dg pOuNdauN.poUNJla.mje.gg mja.zwa pjauNlt.ne.bi 
now. however Pondaung.Ponnya. area. SUBJ much.ADV change.coNT.PERF 
'Now, however, the Pondaung Ponnya area is changing a lot. ' 
Although inserting the gramrnaticalised �: 9wa 'go' in the verb phrase supports the idea 
of perfectivity by indicating the conclusion of a process, C\Y.) la 'come' on the other hand, 
contradicts it, since it suggests the initial phase of the process, as in (3 1 )-(34): 
(3 1 )  romro�: 
19.9g.lt 
month.SUBJ.also 
O(�al;:G1'[g, 
kOUN .ga.m.ne.bi 
exhaust.time.near.CONT.PERF 
roaro�: O(��:Gro[g1l 
19.9g.lt kOuN.owa.le.bi 
salary. also finish. 'go' .EUPH.PERF 
(" 
roQ)2 
19ziN 
monthly 
(" 
o(1'G1'o:n 
kOUN.ne.� 
exhaust.CONT.HABIT 
'The end of the month is drawing near, and the salary, which gets spent every 
month, is used up and gone. '  
( ) 
0 ("  � 32 �y 0('�1':� Go.J�:tJ" 
akhy 9y.meiN.mg ge.owa.bi 
now his.wife die. 'go' .PERF 
'Now his wife has died [-is dead] . '  
(33)  �:m 
mo.gg 
o (" � �o.J�:C\Y.)tJ" 
po.9£.la.bi 
rain.SUBJ more.pour. 'come' .PERF 
'The rain is pouring more heavily [now] ' 
However, perfectivity is indicated unmistakably if the verb phrase is complemented with 
the gramrnaticalised variant of the verb 19: pi 'finish' - identical in form to 'perfective' 
19 pi except for the tone. Examples are in (34)-(36): 
(34) �y oaJ�G�".@�: ro�OOcS[g:[g1l 
7akhy tGanJ.nf.zaN 1£7tha7.pLbi 
now l.and.Zan marry. 'finish' .PERf 
'Now Zan and I are married.' 
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(35)  �o? §�[g:� 0( ��':cOo? G6p03[g:[gC\Y.):II 
dUo phj i7.pLl1Jg eli ?akhaN.dt.go jau? pi.pUa 
this.like be.fmish.only-if he room.inside.to arrive.' finish' .PERF.Q? 
' Did he enter the room only after it had happened like that? ' 
(36) aaJ'� G[p��onG06 G[p[g:[gll 
tGamg pj5.<tiN.da.dwe pj5.bi.bi 
I say.want.REALNOM.PL say.finish.PERF 
I have said everything I wanted to. '  
Applicable to non-future and future situations alike, [g pi seems to support the idea of 
tenselessness. Yet in most cases the result of the event indicated by [g pi coincides with a 
non-future situation. Occurrences with subsequent situations are reminiscent of future 
perfect tense in Indo-European languages. [g pi mainly refers to the result of the action 
denoted by the verb in the verb phrase it concludes, but it has an additional, secondary 
function which may tentatively be described as aspectual, perhaps in the sense of 
Aktionsart. For a more comprehensive picture, we extend our examination to negation. 
2.4 Negation 
It is an established and incontrovertible fact that a negated verb is not marked for tense, as 
in (37)-(39): 
(37) Ojl �'0(''P G,OJC\Y.):II G,OJC\Y.):II �G'()��:II , 
ma.ne.ba.bu eli jaNgoUN.!1Ja ne.ea.la 
he Yangon. in live.REAL.Q 
' Does he live in Yangon?' [no tense specified] 
NEG.live.POL.NEG 
'No[, he does not] . '  
(38) �ro3f8o? O��c\y'):11 �o�()lO(:1I 
ma.w£.ba.bli 
NEG.buy.POL.NEG 
'No[, I will not] . '  
dLsaou? ko w£.ma.la 
this.book.os] buy.lRR.Q 
' Will [you] buy this book?' 
(39) Ojl G6p03[gC\Y.):1I �G6p03GOJ:ulO(:1I 
eli jau? pUa ma.jau? ee.ba.bu 
he arrive.PERF.Q 
' Has he arrived?' 
NEG.arrive.yet.POL.NEG 
'No[, not yet] . '  
Nevertheless, negated verbs are also not marked for actual or potential mood. Thus 
negated sentences do not seem to provide any clue regarding tense or mood, for which 
lexical means are used, for instance by negating a positive statement by appending a 
negated copula �0(03 mahou? ' is not ' :  
(40) (' Cl)GroCG8:�c: 
salelJgkhwe.miN 
Salay Nga Khway.king 
��� 
mlm!.?l 
self.poss 
o (' 
�"r�G"WOJ 
?alo.?aljau? 
wish. according 
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. "  c c c c �()oo:;;:'i ooc:a� aurooco�1I 
bag?lN.thinaNl1Jg shiN.mji mahou7.tGhe 
Bagan.palace.from step-down.lRR NEG.true.PART 
' King Salay Nga Khway will not abdicate the Bagan throne voluntarily. ' 
However, the use of verb-phrase final markers with negated verbs is not necessarily 
ungrammatical. The shortened nominal ising forms C1Y.) ta and 'P l1Ja are often used with 
negated verbs, thus marking the predicate for tense or mood. As John Okell and Anna 
Allott demonstrate, oou3 tt or au3 mt can follow a negated verb under certain 
circumstances, namely when the fact reported is already known (Okell and Allott 200 1 :96). 
In the formal language we may also fmd (g pi following a negated verb. It is not merely a 
stylistic variant as some scholars assume, but accompanies certain conditions: it can 
underline the finality of the event, equivalent to the construction aVERBcoO??O(: 
mavERBtg.bu 'not VERB any more' (Okell and Allott 200 1 :  1 30), or it indicates that the 
event will not take place, equivalent to the construction VERB a� aur�1I 
vERBmji.ma.hou7 'will not VERB' (Pe Maung Tin 1953 : 1 35). Examples of this 
construction are shown in (4 1 )-(43): 
(4 1 )  <X>y'it �� 
jwa.l}ai7 
c C C o r,;t a<X>2�<X>C\)�: a��11 
jakhy.mu 
now.but 
mill iN nw£.l t maSi.bi 
village.in Ma YinNwe.also NEG. exist. PERF 
[ =a�coO??O(:] 
[ =maSi·dg.bu] 
[ =NEG.exist.anymore.NEG] 
'But now Ma Yin Nwe was also no longer in the village. '  
(42) oa!�<O�� 
tGam.7i 
I .poss 
C r,:: c oa::xY.>13c :OY.>: 
wUN8a.�iN .ga 
happy.NoM.SUB] 
[ • o c C C] =<>X?:tca� auroo II 
[=sh6un.naiN .mji ma.hou7] 
[=end.can.lRR NEG.be] 
• o C'� a<>X?:tc�1I 
ma.sh6UN.naiN.bi 
NEG.end.can.PERF 
' My happiness, however, was endless. ' 
S 'l C  o c C cr,;t (43) g)lcoa lc:�c:OJ� aOJ;811 
?1.gauNbaiN.Oi ma.8gN.bi 
this.head.sUB] NEG.clean.PERF 
'This head is no longer clean.' 
[=aOJ�.coO??O(:] 
[ =ma.8g.dg.bUJ 
[ =NEG.clean.anymore.NEG] 
C �<; cr,;t [ C C 00'1''1.00;: G)'J:� acoC1Y.)� =coC1Y.)a� 
shaja.jahaN saJw� ma.tJ.bi [= tJ.mji 
master. monk eat.SUBORD NEG.suitable.PERF [=suitable.PERF 
' It is not suitable for the monk to eat [the head] . '  
aur� 
ma.hou7] 
NEG.be] 
From the above examples it can be seen that the common feature of au3 mt, oou3 tt and (g 
pi is their basic function to conclude the verb phrase. Besides this, au3 mt and oou3 tt 
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refer to the relationship between the moment of speech and the time interval of the 
reported event. Here the demarcation seems clear: anything subsequent to the moment of 
speech is to be marked by �<.0 m£, and all other events by 00<.0 t£. This is compatible with 
the concept of tense. On the other hand, however, 00<.0 t£ can sometimes be found with 
future events while �<.0 m£ occurs not infrequently in situations where the context-often 
made explicit with time phrases--cannot be described as future tense. With 00<.0 t£ such 
usage appears to be an exception to the rule invoked for reasons of emphasis or style. The 
same applies to [g pi : its usage with coming events expresses imminence or definiteness, 
comparable to the use of the resultative or perfect in other languages. I The case of �<.0 m£, 
however, is different. �<.0 m£ does indeed regularly denote subjunctive mood, such as 
assumptions or other kinds of hypothetical propositions, irrespective of the moment of 
speech. In order to clarify whether this function upsets the assumed classification as a 
tense marker, we must take a closer look at the interaction of verb-phrase final markers 
with other grammatical morphemes within the verb phrase. 
3 Degree of realisation 
One of the main features of the Myanmar language is the insertion of various grammatical 
morphemes between the verb and the verb-phrase final marker, which further qualify the 
proposition by interacting with the latter and with the verb's  lexical meaning. Among 
them there are a few which are specialised in showing the degree to which an event is 
realised or completed as well as how events are interrelated with each other and with time. 
Some of those relevant to this issue are outlined below: 
3.1  GOO? � 
The basic idea of GOO? tg is to convey the definiteness of an event and to give it a sense of 
finality. In detail the effect varies according to the verb-phrase final marker: with 00<.0 t£ 
finality becomes pronounced, as in (44): 
( 
) Q C C' .... 
44 3ooG>yoo�:o 
dLta.khy.dt.bt 
c c Oll't'GO??ooWII 
tbaN.dg.d£ 
this.one.CLF.juSt.oniy remain.t�.REAL 
'Only this one piece was left [at that point] . '  
With negation, GO?? tg confirms that the event has passed and will no  longer happen, a s  in 
(45)-(47): 
(45) 300J;QllGO?? cl &G't'�. �§J;GO??Ojl:1I 
dl.ta.kha.dg IJa khaN.ne.lg ma.phjil.tg.bu 
this.one.time.but I endure.CONT.SUBORD NEG.manage.t�.NEG 
'This time, however, I will definitely not put up with it any more. '  
For example, in  German we might say lch bill schon weg ' I 've gone' instead of Ich gehe gleich ' I ' ll be 
going' in order to confirm the realisation of the planned action. 
tGang.l1Ja 
LTOP 
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'lame.mwe.t£.'lae£1 maJi.dg.ba.bu 
mother.bear.
-
REALATIR. life NEG.exist.tg.POL.NEG 
'My life is no longer the one my mother gave me. '  
. (47) G3IB:'lc.i), aa1,Goo?a? 31G06 G�,=�G;()�".�OO?II 
dJ�fJe tGang.dg.go da.dwe me.ma.ne.ba.nf,dg 
aunt.APPEL Lbut.oB] that.PL ask.NEG.CONT.POL.NEG.tJ 
'Don't ask me any more about it, Auntie ! , 2 
-
Combined with �c.i) mE, GOO? tg reduces the hypothetical character of the statement thus 
marking imminent future ' about to VERB' , as in (48)-(49): 
(48) 
e:- e:-06mGOO?�<'x> 
thw£1.tg.mE 
ship leave.tg.lRR 
'The ship will depart immediately. '  
e:-
o:nL()3dG� 
tGou'l.7ame 
e:­Go.:> GOO?�<'x> 
ee.dg.mE 
there.in my.mother die.tg.lRR 
'My mother is about to die over there ! '  
3.2 2, 76UN 
Similarly 2: 'l6UN, which is confined to non-realised actions, adds definiteness to the 
assertion and neutralises the effect of non-actuality inherent in the verb-phrase fmal marker 
�03 mE. The result is an expression of future proceeding from the present, as in (50)-(52): 
0) 
'l C C' 0 0 <:' C" ...... Q C' 
(5 C I  �<.X>�g.<.x>0(. 3d� O�'P2:,�<.X>1I , l]a m�jiNnw£.dQ 'leiN wIN.7oUN.m£ 
1 MaYinNwe.PL house enter.REM.76UN.lRR 
' 1  will [go on and] pay a visit at Ma Yin Nwe's house' 
) e:- GI  e:- e:- e:- e:- 'lGl e:-(5 1 G<Y.Y.)(9ooG>gmGOY.>m G::::>.Y.>m()12:�<.X>1I 
kJphi.ta.khw£1.lau'l eau'l.lau'l.76uN.mE 
coffee.one.cup.about drink. PO L. 76UN.l RR 
' 1  will [go on and] have another cup of coffee. '  
( ) 
• ') 0 0 (" Q  C' 52 ooel:cq ()OO2:�<.X>1I 
2 
daga.go pei'l.'l6UN.mE 
door.oB] close.76UN.lRR 
' 1  will [go ahead and] close the door. ' 
I agree with Anna Allott ( 1 965:295) that in the case of imperatives, the ancient marker c-.? IQ may have 
merged with "=? t;;? This would explain why the sense of finality cannot always be traced, except in 
negative imperatives. 
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3.3 , k� 
The diverse functions of � khf have made it a favourite object of investigation, discussion, 
and argument. Proceeding from the definitions of Comyn ( 1 944), Kassevich ( 1 976), Allott 
( 1 965) and others, I conclude that it can be aptly described as a 'particle of the other 
dimension in time, space and actuality' - glossed generally in this volume as ' REMOTE ' .  
Which of  these dimensions predominates depends on the grammatical and semantic 
context. In sentences subsequent to the moment of speech (unrealisedlirrealis), besides 
showing definiteness, � khf indicates a spatial relationship implying movement towards the 
speaker with imperatives, as in (53), (54) and (55)a, and towards another person - often 
the addressee-in sentences concluding in �US mE, as in (55)b, (56) and (57). 
(53) o��()l l1 
wlN·gf·ba 
enter.khf·poL 
'Come in ! '  
(54) (' (' '1 (' (' EQ (" '1 QO�� G;-:>mooG>G� lm C\nEOJ.c 3d01] OOO�()111 
(55) 
shajamg naul.ta.khaul laJlN liN.�i W£.9f.ba 
teacher next.one.time come.if blouse buy.khf.POL 
'When you come next time, bring a blouse along for me! '  
a .  QO�QO��: @��()1 11 
sh£lsh£7tGi pjaN .gf.ba 
b (' ('� � (' ,  (' . QOmQOm : 19;��ooll 
sh£7sh£7tGi pjaN.gf.m£ 
definitely retum.khf.POL definitely retum.khf. IRR 
'Be sure to come back! '  ' I  will come back without fail . '  
(56) �;�§� oaJ�G� QO'P.�o? C\n��uSll 
manphjaN tGanJ shajg.shLgo la.gf.m£ 
tomorrow I teacher.vicinity.to come.khf. I RR 
'Tomorrow I will come over and visit you [,teacher] . '  
( ) 
(' (" ..... C' 0 (' ... C" 57  QO� (900�cO?cro3!()o(C\)�: O(��OOIl 
shaja pha1.tGiN.dpaloul.ko.lt jU.9f.m£ 
teacher read.want.REAL ATTR.book.oBJ.also take.khf. I RR 
' I  will also bring along the book you want to read. '  
If, however, the semantics of the verb entail remaining in one place instead of movement, 
the interpretation of � khf changes accordingly, as in (58) and (59): 
(58) oaJ�� �:?? ��G��O CO?:��uSll 
tGanJ ka.go n�iNJ�.l1}a tha.gf.m£ 
(59) 
I car.OBJ house.front.in.EMPH put.khf.lRR 
' I  will leave the car in front of the house. '  
C' ..... 0 (' C" �:�cO?G;�O( �:I oaJ;GOO?mGOO? 
8wa.�iN.df.neja.go 8wa tGanJ.gg.dg 
go.want.REALATTR.place.to go I .sUBJ.but 
'You go wherever you want; I'm going to stay here. '  
" , 3�� , di.l1}a.b£ 
here.in.EMPH 
, (' G;��OOIl 
ne·gf·m£ 
stay.khf. IRR 
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In conditional clauses concluded by 'l� jiN 'if (or sometimes GO?? tg ' since'), far from 
emphasising realness, � kh� intensifies the hypothetical character, as in (60) and (6 1 ): 
(60) �;�§, �:Y:>�'l� cl GOW�: ��:O(:II 
man£7phjaN m6jwa.gf.jiN lJa tGauN ma.ewa.bu 
tomorrow rain.rain. khf.if I school NEG.gO.NEG 
' If  it rains tomorrow, I won't go to school. '  
(' g "I (" (' 0 ('  (' r::::! � (6 1 )  oaJ;�o.Y.> CX>G()lm�'lc 3CI�O<X>c::xY.>:O'n ��II 
tGama.oa thLpau7.khfjiN 7eiN.wdha.da tGa.bi 
I.only lottery.win.REM.if house.buy.REALNoM long. PERF 
' If only I had won in the lottery, I would have bought a house long ago. '  
Together with the verb-phrase fmal marker 0")0.) t£, � khf shows that the respective event 
took place in a different time interval from the moment of speech. As 0")0.) t£ marks 
realised actions this interval can only be past. More often than not, therefore, � khf is 
mistakenly described as a past tense marker. The Myanmar Language Commission 
( 1993b:67) strongly opposes this view: if � khf were a past tense marker, if would be used 
obligatorily for denoting past tense which it is not. Rather, it is applied whenever 
necessary to indicate that an event is over and finished with, in the completed past. Here, 
the effect of � khf can be compared to the pluperfect tense of Indo-European languages, as 
in (62)-(64): 
(62) GOO�:n Gc::xY.>� o:n�[CJt:]o")�1I 
(63) 
(64) 
mauNb� thaUN tG�.9f.[bu.]d£ 
Maung Ba jail fall.REM. [EXP.]REAL 
'Maung Ba had been in jail . '  
(' g GCqp:'{' o:Y.):��: 
khamja.11Ja ea.eam! 
you.at son. daughter 
'Do you have children?' 
o �c\y'):11 
Si.la 
exist.Q? 
0 ,  "I (' "I '  (' (' ��()10")<X>1I 3 IG()� ®®3CIo,sc:m 
Si.gf.ba.d£ dabemf si7.7atw!N.g� 
Go.:>�:ol�11 
ee.owa.ba.bi 
exist.REM.POL.REAL but war.within.PAST die. 'go' .POL.PERF 
'I did have, but they died in the war.' 
(' (' 
oo�� 
(' (' o Ii '  (' 3CI�3CIo,sm or:'lm oaJ;GO'n «'0 :�o.:>�11 
ama.7atw£7 e6UNj£7 sh£7jw� tGan?:! lJ°tGwe.gf.Oi 
mother.for three. day continue.suBORD I cry. REM. REAL 
' I  had wept for mother for three days. '  
Simultaneously, � kf can interleave an indication of time with an indication that the event 
took place somewhere else: compare (65) without � kf with (66) and (67) with � kf: 
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(65) 
(66) 
(67) 
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(" (" 0 (" (" c: .... .... 
�.,O{.,O{ :::1.)0)0(.,:00 G'POO�:::>.:lroli 
jaNgoUN.gO b£.d6uN.gg jau7.Sa.lt 
Yangon.to which.time.PAST arrive.REAL.Q 
'When did you arrive in Yangon?' 
C' C" 0 C" C' c ... ... 
�.,O{.,O{ 0:>0:>0(.,:00 G'POO�:::>.:lroli 
jaNgouN.gO b£.d6uN.gg jau7.khf.oa.lt 
Yangon.to which.time.PAST arrive.REM.REAL.Q 
'When were you [over] in Yangon?' 
c:- GI c:-
G O'Y.) (9 G o.:r.:> 00 � C\Y.):II 
kophl Sau7.ma.la 
coffee drink. lRR.Q 
'Would you like coffee?' 
c:- , ., c:-Go.:r.:>oo�o 10)0:>11 
Sau7.khf.ba.d£ 
drink.khf. POL. REAL 
' I  had some [elsewhere, before I came] . '  
While adding defIniteness to the action and denoting a dimension beyond the event frame, 
s kh£ is related to time. When it combines with �� mE, the sense of realness 
counterbalances the inherent sense of non-actuality so that future tense prevails. If 
combined with O)� t£, � khf places the event as anterior with respect to the time 
dimension. The issue of actuality or non-actuality does not arise in combination with verb­
phrase fInal markers; it occurs only in conditional clauses. 
The verb particle 19 lJiN ' PRIOR' also defInes actions which materialise before another 
event in question, as in (68}-(70): 
(68) 2:1'� �19G"o:>? <">1JL6GO:>? :::>.:lGO')')<">1Jo)�1I 
7UpOUNj1a Si.!JiN.ne.da tGou7.tg Sab5tGg.d£ 
U Ponnya exist.PRlOR.CO T.REALNOM I. but like. REAL 
'But it pleased me that U Ponnya had been [there] before me. '  
(69) � c,)�GC!)')��o? G'P�196�c\y'):1I 
70 khlNs6m£.dg jau7.lJiN.ctg.bUa 
oh Khin SawMay.PL arrive.PRlOR.PL.PERF.Q 
'Oh, Khin Saw May, you've got here before us ! '  
., r;: c:- c:- c:-(70) C I  e"19�0:>11 
Da pjaN.!JiN.m£ 
I return.PRIOR.lRR 
' I'll go home [ahead of you] . '  
One of  the effects of  the grammaticalised form of the verb cx:n: thci 'place' i s  to indicate 
that the action expressed by the preceding verb is completed and established before another 
one, as in (7 1 )  and (72): 
(7 1 )  ag�'P G@:GO:>?I 0?�90)6G06OO ��:cx:n:6�11 
lu7Ja pje.dg bajiN.ta7.te.gg wciiN.thci.cta.bl 
free.place run.EMPH kingoPoss.troop.pL.SUBJ encircle.tha�pL.PERF 
'Run away! The king's troops have encircled us ! '  
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(72) 
(' r,;: (' 'l Q (' (' (' 0 (' (' 
a;oo�; C\Y.>oI2:1 ('6];10o:>? �;: ,(->a:n:,,?ooaooll 
man£7phjaN la.ba.7ouN tGan� phOUN rIJa.th,i.!ai7.mE 
tomorrow come.POL.CONT,. I telephone order.thd.EMPH.juSt.IRR 
'Come again tomorrow: I will have booked the telephone call . '  
To summarise, � khf in combination with 0003 tE implies that the respective event 
occurred before the moment of speech and remains there--corresponding to the past in the 
real-time dimension. However, the effect of f-9 t;liN is confined to the linear sequence of 
actions irrespective of the time interval and a:n: tha has no bearing on the time element of 
the verb, so neither is taken into consideration in the present discussion. 
3.4 ��lai7 
Basically a?� lai7 conveys a sense of actuality to the action concerned denoting 
imminence and determination. It can be combined with all verb-phrase final markers to 
emphasise orders or confirm statements. Generally confined to functive verbs it can occur 
with stative verbs in exclamations such as (73) :  
(73) 
(' 0 (' 
GOXlC:"?OOo:>?lI 
kauN.lai7.ta 
good.lai7.REAL NOM 
, Wonderful! ' 
Accordingly a?� lai7 lends actuality to non-realised actions ending in �03 mE, thus again 
reducing the degree of potentiality, as in (74) and (75). It often appears with 2: 70UN . 
• 1 0 0 C' 0 C' Q  C' (74) 00�1:0( ooo,,?oo2:aooll 
daga.go pei7.lai7.7ouN.mE 
door.OBJ close.lai7.coNT.lRR 
' I  will just close the door first. ' 
(' 0 0 ('  (' (' 0 (' 0 (' (' (75) oaI;aO( 3dtc<Y.ij9OOoo,,? G3d'J"?ooaooll 
tGamfL.go 7anaiNtGiN.d£.lg 7�.lai7.mE 
1.0BJ bully.REAL.QUOT shout.lai7.IRR 
'I will shout that you are bullying me. '  
3.5 oJ pfL 
WIth creaky tone, the 'politeness' particle oJ PfL acquires a sense of definiteness ill 
statements ending with the marker a03 mE, as in (76)-(78): 
(' .... � C' (76) GOOC O.:>fJ a:n:�o. aooll 
maUN ei7sa tha.gf.bfL.mE 
I faith keep.REM.DEFINITE.lRR 
' I  will remain faithful to you ! '  
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( )  
c � r,: C 0 C "I C 
77 GOOCe3: �19;0? G3PG;O.'Q<X>1I 
maUN�l ?apjaN.go I1Jjo.ne.bg.m£ 
brother return.OBJ 100k-forward.cONT.DEFINTTE.IRR 
'I will be waiting for your return.' 
(7 8) 
r,: C C "I C 
C\(G02 �cO?;O.'Q<X>1I 
Iu.de mjlN.goUN.bg.m£ 
people see.aII.DEFINITE.lRR 
'People will all see it! ' 
In questions such as (79)-(8 1 ), however, oJ pg conveys rhetorical doubt or some 
reservation about the feasibility of the action, thus increasing the hypothetical notion: 
(79) §�OJQCO'.):II 
(80) 
phi? .bg.ma.la 
be.DoUBT.lRR.Q 
' Will that really work?' 
c o  
GOO9QO')G02CY.l 
mi!UN .mibg.dwe.gg 
brother'Poss. parents. PL. S UBJ 
0')03 O:>GOY.>O(OJQOOIl 
b£ eab6tu.bg.ma.l£ 
how agree.DOUBT.lRR.Q 
o 
G
,�
O(:,? 
t;).ou.go 
lio? 
phjU.lO 
Phyu.like country.person.OBJ 
'How could your parents accept [your marrying] a country girl like me? ' 
(8 1 )  �@c3Q�03o?C\('lo3o? GCO'.)CY.l@3:� �OJQCO'.):II 
pouNbjlN .ma.tGai? .t£.luJ£lg I6kg.�1.I1Ja Si.bg.ma.la 
tale. EG.like.REAL ATTR.person.QuoT world. big. in exist.DoUBT.lRR.Q 
'Are there people in the world who do not like stories?' 
3.6 �� l�iN 
Found only in verb phrases with the final marker Qo3 m£, a3� I�iN conveys a sense of 
probability from the speaker's point of view. a3� I�iN frequently, though not exclusively, 
implies future time, as in (82)-(84). A fusion of 'euphonic '  Gro Ie and ' irrealis' � ?gN, 
a3� I�iN is glossed elsewhere in this volume as 'EUPH/IRR' . 
( C C C C C � C o c  C 82) O(;CY.lc:G02CY.l ooa>OOOGCO'.)CY.l �y G�CY.lro�Q<X>1I 
tOuNgIN.dwe.gg ta.pa?.lau? tGa.l1Jg jau?.l�iN.m£ 
cargo-barge.pL.suBJ one.week.about elapse. only-if arrive.EUPH/IRR.IRR 
'The cargo barges will probably only arrive in a week's time. '  
( )  <.'" ("� .... 0 ("  <.'" 83 0( 'l;0?;�� G;��:ro�Q<X>1I 
eu jaNgouN.mjg.l1Ja ne.gf.bli.lfiN.m£ 
he Yangon.city.in live.REM.Exp.live.EuPH/IRR.IRR 
' He will have lived in Yangon [at some point] . 
(84) 
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oaJiGoo3 �00��1 �O:>?0:61� �oo? 
tGan� dl.ta.kha ma.8waJIN dou7khg 
I this.one.time NEG.go.if suffering 
' I ' ll get into trouble if ! don't go this time. '  
(' (' 0 ('  (' 
G'P 00 or, c\)��O:>I1 
jau7.koUN.l�iN.mE 
arrive.entirely.EuPH/IRR.IRR 
The effect of c8� l�iN can be achieved by lexical means, i.e. by attaching co�oo03 thlN.dE 
' [I ]  think' to the statement. This is very common, and with the first person is preferred to 
0 ('  1 . C\)� �lN. 
4 Conclusions 
I very much appreciate the approach to the study of Myanmar grammar adopted by Anna 
Allott ( 1 965) in her paper on the verbal syntagma. I believe that the grammar of a 
language is only comprehensible if analysed in its own terms. This kind of approach is for 
me also an essential prerequisite for teaching the language effectively, and so it is the one I 
adopt myself. Simultaneously, however, teaching a language so different from ones own 
requires one to build bridges between familiar linguistic concepts and alien ones. In this 
context, I do not think that defining new terms or categories alone will help to get to the 
heart of a language. 
Rather, it seems necessary to search for universal concepts which straddle both 
languages. Existence in space and time is one such universal concept, which no language 
can avoid referring to, although, admittedly, such reference may be expressed in a variety 
of ways. In German, time can be expressed by lexical means such as perfectivity and 
progressive aspect. Similarly, many languages known to have tense use syntactic means as 
well to express time. In the Myanmar language there are, besides time phrases, other ways 
of expressing time, such as the negation of a sentence ending with �03 mE or conferring 
actuality to such a sentence by attaching a predicate with 0003 tE or some equivalent, as in 
(85): 
( ) 0 (' 0 0 (' (' 85 yCO(_3<>�"6c 
khaiN .dQ.7eiN.dwIN 
Khine.pL.house.in 
(' O ('� 00®�3<>()19: 
ta.J1g.7ei7.pi 
one.night.sleep.SUBORD 
,i:� G¥,crlOO�� 6lCXY.):§9 @i�� §��II 
naN.n nau7.taJ1g jatha.phjiN pjaNmji phji7.1i 
Nan Li next.one.night train. with return.lRR be. REAL 
, After staying one night at Khine' s house, Nan Li is to return home by 
train the night after. ' 
The aim of this paper has been to show that the Myanmar language has developed specific 
syntactic strategies for expressing the position of an event in the time dimension, namely 
verb-phrase final markers in interaction with other verb particles. 
The verb-phrase fmal marker �03 mE clearly defines a predicate as temporally 
posterior, characterising all others as anterior or simultaneous, marked by 0003 tE or (g pi. 
The demarcation line between the two categories is more exact than, for example, in 
German, where present forms are used to refer to the future: ' Ich komme morgen' I come 
tomorrow. In the Myanmar language, such usage is largely ungrammatical. If an 
unsophisticated person, perhaps a child, is shown an isolated sentence such as (86), he/she 
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would substitute �u5 m£ for 0005 t£ because the combination of �u5 m£ with a time 
phrase indicating past does not concur with the ingrained understanding of time intervals. 
It can work only within a context where �u5 m£ is marking an assumption, perhaps by 
adding oo�oou5 thiNd£ ' [I ]  think' to it. 
(86) �(;; .m 0( coo�u5l1 [oo�oou5] 
man�gg eli la.m£ · [thiN.d£] 
yesterday he come.lRR [think. REAL] 
' [I thought] he would come yesterday. '  
The markers �u5 m£ and 0005 t £  reflect a concept of time that corresponds to  the time 
dimension of reality and, therefore, can be assumed to express tense. On the other hand, it 
has been shown that verb-phrase fmal markers also denote mood, as (86) indicates, i .e. �u5 
m£ non-actual (irrealis) mood vs.  enu5 t£ and � pi actual (realis) mood. This is not 
peculiar to the Myanmar language; rather it reflects the natural correlation between future 
tense and non-actual potential mood or between non-future tense and actual mood: only 
events which did happen or are happening or used to happen can be actual; all events after 
the speech moment can only be potential or hypothetical. Both grammatical categories are 
interdependent, and thus 'temporal distinctions may be expressed by morphosyntactic 
categories that have wider modal or aspectual functions' (Chung and Timberlake 
1 985 :206). This in particular refers to the way future tense is often used to express 
assumptions even in a language like German with distinct subjunctive verb paradigm. A 
hypothetical statement like 'Er wird wohl dreissig Jahre alt sein' He will probably be 
around thirty years old is common, but would one refute the existence of tense in German 
because of it? As the Myanmar language has no grammatical device to express 
subjunctive distinctively, it naturally uses for this purpose the very form which expresses 
another kind of potential event, namely future time. Thus it seems to be mainly a matter of 
approach or terminology whether an event is called potential or future, actual or 
past/present. To me it seems pointless to contrast these complementary capacities which 
are inherent in the verb-phrase final markers. 
The following quotation from a history tale by Zawgyi (;;�c] illustrates this point. It 
reports the same event related to different intervals of time or different planes of actuality. 
In (87) the monk defines the conditions under which Maung Shin Nge can become the king. 
His words are orders referring to future time or potential mood. (88) reports what Maung 
Shin Nwe did. By now, the monk's advice has been acted on and become reality; the 
action is no longer future, but present or past - realis mood. In (89), first the results of 
the efforts are reported in the foreground, marked by � pi as perfective, and what follows 
are completed events. 
(87) 
� � 0 � � � � � � � � 0 (;;�T� (;;;-:>mooQ)(;; . �: (;;onmrooo(;;OY.) oo'PG).()'); :OJ� (;;ooc�cco:>o( 
nau7.ta.n� moeau7.la7.e?J shajaJahaN .01 maUNJiN·lJ£.gO kh;)'Jw� 
next.one.day dawn.EuPH. when teacher.monk.NoM MSN.OBJ call.SUBORD 
cJOO()� 
� � � § �  
OJcOJ� �C: (gQ) roOOIl 0:>-
lJg·tabf eiN.01 mfN.phji7 la7tgN 
my.pupil YOU.NOM king.become EUPH/IRR 
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o C' 
or.'P06c 
8QjadwiN 
However 
o 
u�O( 
pjiN)1a.go 
leaming.OBJ 
�:QY.):� o.:>�'l.��11 
tG6zaJw� 8iNJe.mji 
strive.SUBORD leam.must. IRR 
o 
g 
� C' C' . C' C' C' C' o.:>ro�'l.��11 o.:>�:�OOOO'l.��1I �Q)�u)Gon Q)OY.):O( 
8ile.mj£Je.mji 8lkhaN.ta?je.mji n;hi? phw£.o5 
moral.firm.must.JRR tolerate.HABIT.must.rRR love.-able.ATTR 
o C' • C' 
ox?'l.��o( OX?:�Groo.:>�1I 
shoJe.mji.hy sh6uNme.le.oi 
speak.must.IRR.QUOT advise. EUPH.REAL 
zaga.go 
speech.oB1 
'On the next morning the monk summoned Maung Shin Ngeh and admonished 
him: "My disciple, you will be a king. However, you must strive hard for 
knowledge, must have firm morals, must be tolerant, and must speak in a lovely 
way". '  
C' C' C' C' (88) GOOC�ccu)ro�: 
mauN .JlN .1]£.lt 
MSN.OBJ 
C' � C' :nO�� �1I 
bawiN.mamjiN 
heart.mind.NEG.high 
C' 
oo'P'l. (J:) '" : 
shajaJahaN 
teacher. monk 
o • C' 0 C' 
OX?OX?:{;lo.:>��O(c: 
o 
u�O( �:QY.):� o.:>��11 
Shoo sh6uNme.oi.?ataiN pjiN)1a.go 
leaming.OBJ 
n;6zaJw� eiN.?i 
speak. advise. REAL A TTR. according strive.SUBORD learn. REAL 
o'5rod? ��II ����Gon Q)0Y.):d? ��II 
8ile.mj£.?i n;hi? phw£.o5 zaga.go sho'?i 
moral.firm.REAL love.GER.A TTR speech.oBJ speak. REAL 
' Maung Shin Ngeh was not conceited. As the monk had advised him, 
he studied hard, was tolerant, and spoke in a lovely way. ' 
C' C' C' C' C' C' C' 
u�ro�: �[gl (89) oo'P'l.(J:)"':o.:>� GOOC�ccu)� 
shajaJahaN maUN J!N.1] £.JJai? 
teacher.monk MSN.SUBJ 
pjiN)1a.lt 
leaming.also 
sOuN.bi 
complete. PERF 
g C' �r:t C' • r::: C' 0 C' C'r:t o.:>roro�: �el o.:>�:�13C:o(ro�: OOooel 
8ile.lt mj£.bi 8lkhaN.<tiN.go.lt ta? pi 
moral.also firm.PERF tolerate. OM.oBJ.also know. PERF 
C' C' 
�Q)�u)Gon 
tGhi? .phw£.o5 
love. -able.A TTR 
C' C' C' 0 
GOOC�ccu)O( 
mauNJ!N.1]£.go 
MSN.OBJ 
o C' 
Q)OY.):O(ro�: 03Gon��l 
8i. o5.?akha zaga.go 
speech.OB1 say.know.PERF.QUOT know.ATTR.time 
a;z0603GQ)� 
lu.thw£7.se.jw� 
lay-person. leave.cAus.SUBORD 
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3d�OOCl)�O(@3: 0:>�2:cOg 3d6<OCDan111 
7ama7.si7.8u.ctl ta.7il.th�lN.IJai7 7a7.le.7i 
official.military. person. big one.eLF. place.at enroll . EUPH.REAL 
'When the monk realised that Maung Shin Ngeh had become learned, had 
proved firmness of morals, had been tolerant, and had been able to talk in a 
lovely way, he told him to leave the order and entrusted him to the care of a 
high military officer-minister . '  
The concept of tense is further supported by a number of verb particles whose attributes 
qualify them as tense markers. As has been shown above this is particularly true of �03 
mE, for which the ' irrealis' component can be played down in favour of a designation as a 
future tense marker. The main function of a considerable number of grammatical 
morphemes in the predicate is to characterise the event with regard to the degree of 
realisation or modality in various ways, as categorised in (90), and others besides. 
(90) continuity <0; 
c 
ne progressive: vERBing 
�OJ i-ajd continuative: while vERBing 00 Sh£ in the process of vERBing 
� mj£ always VERB 
coo.:>: 8e VERB yet 
limits/sequence �: pI finish vERBing 
co:>: tha VERB permanently 
<OO'Y? tg VERB after all 
� kh� remoteness in space or time 
�: phil experiential: have ever vERBed 
c IJiN VERB previously, in advance t9 
habitualness 
c ta7 VERB habitually 0:>0:> 0 ldi VERB habitually <oc\? � 
<O;<Y.ij ne tb� used to vERBing 
sentiment �r\ fa compassion/sympathy for the subject of the verb 
'lOJ jd VERB considerately 
specific factors 
0 
mi happen to VERB; VERB inadvertently/accidentally � 
This elaborate system of verb particles, for which we often fail to find equivalents when 
translating, suggests that the Myanmar language pays particular attention to aspect and 
mood. Nevertheless, in my opinion, however characteristic of the language this particular 
trait might be, it does not challenge the existence of the grammatical verb category 'tense' .  
Being aware that this contribution may be controversial, I look forward to responses, 
however critical they may be, for the sake of further findings on the nature of the 
fascinating Myanmar language. 
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1 Introduction 
In this paper I am going to discuss the so-called theory of grammatical aspect. This 
discussion was initially motivated by some correspondence between Alice Vittrant and me 
about a paper she presented at the October 2000 Burma Studies Conference at Northern 
illinois University (Vittrant 2000) and subsequent correspondence between Anna Allott 
and me about my remarks on Vittrant's paper. Vittrant's paper was a systematic attempt to 
make sense of a series of non-fmal verbal elements in Burmese including both 'particles' 
and auxiliary verbs. I Vittrant attempted to try and account for these elements using the 
grammatical categories of tense, aspect, and mode, and I would like to try and systematise 
these using a point of view that neither Vittrant nor Allott have employed, namely that of 
formal syntax and logical-cognitive semantics. My purpose in this paper is less to add any 
new treatment of the various Burmese formatives in question, and more to try and put the 
whole matter into a framework of modem formal linguistics, and therefore I shall not 
recapitulate Vittrant's examples. My attempt to restate aspects of Vittrant's treatment and 
make specific proposals concerning some of the formatives has benefitted greatly from 
Mrs Allott's comments (pers. comm. 2000) and her references to Okell and Allott (200 1 )  
and Stewart ( 1 955). This has enabled me to place the formatives within this technical 
framework, thus improving upon previous treatments of these elements. I am especially 
grateful to Mrs Allott for pointing out to me a number of places in my original 
correspondence where my phrasing, if only through infelicitous and misleading renderings 
into English, obscured my point, even, in some cases, mis-stating my claims about some of 
the aspectual particles and auxiliaries. However, I am certain she will still disagree with 
I am omitting from this paper any serious attempt to deal with the fact that, 
although aspect is clearly a fundamental category of the verb phrase as a whole, there is 
no unique syntactic 'slot' to be identified with it. In the final analYSiS, and given the 
current situation of formal, generative syntactic theory, this seems to be of at most 
minor importance. Moreover, this is in fact a morphological matter, or how an abstract 
'functional' syntactic category is realised lexically or 'spelled out'. 
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some of my analysis. In her earlier work on the matter ( 1 965), Allott's motivation was to 
make the various particles and auxiliaries easier for her language students to understand; 
she employed a much more restrictive notion of aspect, based in part, so she has said (pers. 
comm.), on her intimate acquaintance with aspect-marking Slavic languages (Czech and 
Russian). In particular, she did not, and perhaps still does not, think that categories of 
perfect and perfective belong to the notion of aspect, unlike most syntacticians in current 
formal linguistics (see Comrie 1 976, Hopper 1982, or Klein et al. 2000). However, she has 
also noted that when she wrote the 1965 paper, she had not yet read any technical 
linguistics. So first I would like to, at some length, discuss the notions of tense, mode and 
aspect, respectively, and then see how various elements in Burmese might fit into such a 
framework. This will require me to generalise the idea of aspect beyond current formal 
linguistic treatments. 
A Modal-aspectual 'particles' : 
(" tE: rea/is mode finite verb ending row 
(" mE: irrealis mode fmite verb ending. Its default reading is future. �w 
[9 pi marks the perfect aspect and requires no overt modal ending 
(inherent! y realis) 
GOJ: 8e marks the imperfective aspect as ' still' going on (not yet over) 
GOO? tg marker of a ' sharp' transition between aspectual states 
�:(2:) 16uN marker of a 'smooth' transition between aspectual states 
� khf marks very definite, remote perfective aspect 
0 mi 'happen to VERB', 'manage to VERB' ; a qualification of the perfect � 
aspect, but, unlike [g pi PERF, requires a modal ending 
B Aspectual auxiliaries: 
[9: pi 'to finish' � in grammaticalised form indicates perfectivity, commonly 
used before [q pi PERF 
G; ne 'to remain'� grammaticalised as imperfective; continuative, 
progressive marker 
o (" iai1 'to follow' � in grammaticalised form can indicate an immediate �ro 
realisation of an intended state; glossed in this volume as 'just' .  
c:xx>: thci 'to place' � in grammaticalised form indicates definitive, permanent, 
lasting enactment; applicative 
�: 8wci 'to go' � used in grammaticalised form with manner of motion main 
verbs to indicate motion away from a starting point; with other verbs to 
indicate states 'departing' from what is normative. 
an ia 'to come' � used in grammaticalised form with manner of motion verbs 
to indicate proceeding towards the present state; with other verbs to 
indicate movement towards or arrival at a normative condition 
A comment here with regard to GOJ: 8e and GOO? tg: morphologically they seem to fall 
within the scope of negation, as in ( 1 ): 
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( 1 )  ��1O'l�1O:::D:0(: 
ma.VERB.ee.bu 
NEG.VERB.yet.NEG 
'not yet VERBing' 
��1O'l�100??0(: 
ma.VERB.tg.bu 
NEG.VERB.any _ more.NEG 
'not VERBing any longer' 
However, syntactically and semantically the aspectual particles take wide scope over 
negation, since the actual meanings are 'still not VERBing' and 'at last not VERBing' . We 
must conclude that the usual formal semantic treatment of negation as taking wide scope 
over a whole predication or proposition, as in the logical formulation 'NOT p, for any 
proposition p', is incorrect, and that, for Burmese certainly, NEG+VERB is to be understood 
as a present, or current state, the absence or contrary (not the logical contradictory) of the 
state meant by VERB alone, rather than a denial of the affirmation of the state. 
2 Tense, mode and aspect 
English and many other European languages are tense-marking languages: aspect is less 
systematically or obligatorily marked in the verb phrase than tense. However, many 
languages mark a verb phrase for aspect rather than tense. Aspect concerns the very 
fundamentals of the idea of an event (see Tenny & Pustejovsky 1 999; Pustejovsky 1 99 1 ;  
Chit IDaing 2000) as figured in an utterance or sentence. It i s  easy to see that a verb, and 
hence the sentence, is always about some event - real or imaginary, which we can equally 
call a State of Affairs, or simply state. A verb can be about a process, happening, or a non­
dynamical state, for example 'John came,' 'This is a book,' 'Nothing is happening. ' Aspect 
indicates what is marked about the way an event is understood with regard to its 
conceptual definition or 'boundary' conditions (see Klein et al. 2000). What 'boundary' 
means here is simple. Time is continuous so how does a given portion of what goes on in 
the flow of time become a conceptually specifiable event? As an initial and somewhat 
stark approximation, it is connected with the cognitive construal of the flow of happening 
in time: that an event or state is understood to come into being, and also - sooner or later 
- come to an end. Events are conceptual objects and these are mapped onto the real time 
line. But, as I shall demonstrate, such boundaries cannot be identified with literal points in 
time. 
We can understand aspect in terms of what have been called ' state diagrams' . A state 
diagram shows the various ways an event is related to its boundaries. Obviously, aspect 
has a lot to do with grammatical-lexical-semantic time or tense, rather than the 'real' time 
line. Real time is, after all, smoothly continuous with no designated partitions at all (the 
mathematician's expression for this is 'everywhere dense'); past, present, and future do not 
exist in time except as relative to events. 'Now' is j ust the topological neighbourhood of a 
given event or state of affairs, namely the event of speaking of some discourse, or the state 
of the speaker of the said utterance. Save for such a construal, the beginning and end of an 
event, in particular, are not defined literally as points in real time and it is this construal 
which enables aspect to be mapped onto the real time line. To use a silly but perfectly 
adequate example, even the moment when the first nerve impulse is sent that allows you to 
start taking a step is too coarse grained to be truly equivalent to a dimensionless point! 
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However, aspect cannot be sensibly discussed without also talking about mode or 
modality. Let me begin with the latter. An event which has not yet transpired is conceived 
of as not yet 'realised' ,  so it is said to be modally irrealis. What we commonly call 
'future' is actually irrealis. In many languages there is a close relationship between the 
future form of a verb and the forms marking subjunctive or hypothetical construals of an 
event, for example in English 'will' and 'would' ; 'shall' and 'should', and so on. 
Aspectually, the future is what we can call 'inchoative' - the state of some event, possibly 
imagined, which is either about to take place, on the point of taking place, or just barely 
starting to take place; or else which is simply non-perfect, by which we mean it is, in some 
sense, not (yet) happening, and possibly, in the case of 'contrary-to-fact' utterances such as 
'If it were the case that .. .' or 'It may be the case that.. . ' ,  not ever going to happen. But 
notice that we can lie, tell an imaginary tale, or simply be in error, and still relate 
something as being 'so' . Of course from an objective point of view it remains 'unreal' ,  but 
cognitively it is modally rea/is within the framework of the discourse in so far as we ask 
our hearers to accept or maybe just imagine it as an actualised event. But if we claim in a 
discourse that such and such a proposed event has not yet happened, or will not (yet) 
happen, it is modally irrealis. For now, this is sufficient discussion of mode and I will 
return to aspect. 
Basic aspect category may be defmed roughly as an aspectual distinction that is always 
marked in aspect marking, even if other, finer distinctions are not made in a given 
language. The perfect aspect is concerned with the state in which an event has at least 
begun to be realised, and is modally realis. This aspect is what we mean when we use the 
so-called 'perfect tense' in English. For instance, if I say ' I  have seen such and such,' I 
indicate that I have at least begun to notice it, and though in English, as a tense-marking 
language, this is commonly construed as past, it is not necessarily so, I may be still 
noticing whatever it is. In order to grasp this, 'hear' may be a better example than 'see' ;  
another example i s  if ! say 'I've understood you,' notice that it does not mean I no longer 
do so. The discursive literature on such matters tends to comment that it is a kind of past 
that remains 'relevant' to the present, but this is unhelpfully vague. In fact what is 
significant here is that it is unspecificed whether or not the state or event mentioned is 
completed. 
In an aspect-marking language, such as Thai, if I say about someone )J1LL�n rna l££w 
' (He) has come,' it does not mean that he has got here, but only that he is, at least, already 
known to have started on his way. In Thai LLal l££w means 'to finish' and signifies that 
one has, as it were, fmished with the inchoative state, fmished, let us say, waiting for the 
event to start to be realis modally. In Burmese, the same goes for �:[9 9wa.bi 'gO.PERF' .  
Even i n  English, i f  I say 'He has gone t o  London.',  he may not necessarily have fmished 
the going, but he is at least en route to a destination. Burmese provides good illustration of 
this, if I say about my friend ro?[9 la.bi 'come.PERF',  he may well not be here at all, but 
perhaps I can see him in the distance on his way. 
Another basic aspect category is the imperfective, which has to do with an event that 
has clearly not only begun but is also explicitly not yet over. 'He is going' is imperfective 
in English. In language teaching, we sometimes refer here to the 'progressive', and 
obviously, if something is ' in progress' it certainly has not finished, nor can it have not yet 
begun. 
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Finally the perfective aspect, which marks an event as completed. In English, the past 
tense is in fact aspectually perfective. If I tell you that yesterday 'He went to Chicago,' 
you understand that his going is an event that is no longer to be considered on-going: either 
he may be supposed to have reached the Windy City, or else the journey may have been 
aborted. If I want to say that the event may still be in progress, in English I am better off 
saying that 'Yesterday he left for Chicago.' In Thai, at least for many, but not all, 
speakers, 1uLLal pay l££w 'to have finished with having brought into being the event of 
going' ,  at the very least signifies that the event is irrelevant to what is going on 'now', to 
the current 'state of affairs' .  It is not construed as being in the topological neighbourhood 
of 'now'. In Burmese the matter is more subtle, since we can distinguish rather nicely, 
though not absolutely, between culminative and non-culminative perfective aspect i.e . .  
between perfectives that do not necessarily imply that an act with a goal has reached that 
goal and those that strongly imply such a conclusion. 
Really, the only major distinction between tense and mode-and-aspect marking 
languages is that in the latter we do not explicitly categorise the verbal phrase as either past 
or present, both being rea lis mode and at least perfect aspect. Thus, if in Burmese we say 
�:OJ03 ewa.d£ 'gO.REAL', it can mean in English either 'he goes' or 'he went' .  If ! want 
to indicate it is past (or 'preterite', as we might say in school grammar), I need to make it 
either aspectually perfective: �:�OJ03 ewa.9f.d£ 'gO.REM.REAL' ,  or at least specify 
the past adverbially with 'yesterday' or 'formerly' etc., rather than marking the verbal 
expression itself with � khf, which refers to remoteness, or 'other times and places' as 
Comyn ( 1 944) put it, echoing Stewart ( 1936; see also Stewart 1 955 : 39). But two or three 
further remarks are in order. It is frequently said about Burmese and other similar 
languages that they do not systematically mark the verb for tense. Though accurate, it is 
not quite that inasmuch as perfective aspect is necessarily past in time. As I pointed out 
above, even a tense-marking language like English has a perfect aspect which is no more 
exactly or uniquely either past or present than it would be in Burmese; it is simply rea/is, 
which from a logical-semantic standpoint subsumes both of those tenses: it is a 
combination of realis mode and perfective aspect. This is not just a trivial observation: on 
independent grounds already mentioned above, tense cannot be plausibly taken as a basic 
category of an event because it is a consequence of the mapping of aspectually defined 
events onto the time line. 
Secondly, it is always possible to embed events inside other events, and so, 
unsurprisingly, aspectual states can be grammatically embedded within other aspectual 
states. To say 'By the time I came he had (already) gone,' is to indicate that the event of 
his going was aspectually perfect whilst mine was inchoative. My third point follows from 
these considerations: the absence of a 'real' boundary between 'now' and 'then'.  The real 
time line has an infinite number of points between any two designated moments, and it is 
accordingly senseless to define the point onto which the supposed boundary might fall. 
This is so regardless of whether 'then' is past or future. The future may then be defined as 
those states of affairs ordered after the present state of affairs is to be considered over and 
done with (aspectually perfective). Similarly, the past is that portion or ' neighbourhood' 
of the time line such that the current state of affairs is still aspectually inchoative whilst 
some other state of affairs is at least aspectually perfect. All this can be graphically 
represented using very simple 'state diagrams', such as Figure 1 .  
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Figure 1 :  A simplified representation of the state-space of mode and aspect. 
rea lis 
In this diagram the line ab is the �eal time line. Line x marks the point at which we 
consider a given event or state of affairs to go from irrealis mode to rea lis mode. The 
arrow of the left hand curve serves to indicate the event being aspectually perfect. Line y 
marks the point at which the event may be considered over and done with, as indicated by 
the directionality of the right hand curve. It is only necessary to observe that once an event 
has happened, i.e. once it has become modally realis, it can never be undone - it can never 
'not have happened' , and so the past and present are alike modally realis. This is of course 
a direct reflection of the irreversibility of the unidirectionality of the physicists' 'arrow of 
time' .  'Now' (the 'present')  can only be defined as the indefinite neighbourhood of any 
point (by default, the mid-point) on ab, lying between its intersection with x and y just in 
case the event represented is that of the present utterance itself. More accurately, 'now' 
lies between the neighbourhood of the midpoints of the left and right hand curves, 
respectively, between when the event could be considered inchoative and when it could be 
considered perfective and hence no longer relevant to some event ordered after the event of 
the utterance. 
Note the relation between the aspectual event-space and the space of modal 
distinctions: irrealis mode is everything to the left of vertical line x, with the inchoative 
being a limiting case transitional to realis. Irrealis implies the distinctions mentioned 
elsewhere, between, let us say, 'future' ,  conditional contrary-to-fact, hypothetical­
subjunctive, and so on. The resulting total event-space has to be orthogonal to the plane 
a-x, making the entire space three-dimensional .  Then the region of this three-dimensional 
space that would lie behind the plane xy-b would, of course, be the part of this conceptual 
event-space having to do with such matters as imaginary events, namely so-called 
'possible worlds' semantics (see Wilson and Keil 1 999: index under 'possible worlds 
semantics'). These are concerned with realis mode fictions, lies, and so on, and though 
grammatically rea lis, are not subject to truth-functional or extensional tests of meaning. 
The dotted lines tentatively indicate this latter consideration. Anna Allott has pointed out 
(pers. comm.) that informally we view time as proceeding towards the right, into the future. 
One might plausibly suppose that since the future is clearly irrealis and the past by 
definition cannot be made not to have been, therefore everything to the left is necessarily 
realis. Bear in mind, however, that I am talking about event-spaces. Once we go into the 
temporal 'future' ,  simply forward from the present 'moment',  any given event that has 
once happened cannot ever be otherwise; whilst there is, inevitably, a time before an event 
has begun, when it can be said to be 'going to happen' and is accordingly irrealis. This is 
the best available demonstration of the difference between real time and event-spaces. 
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3 Extensions of Mode and Aspect Theory 
Though the foregoing construction is a useful initial approximation, the final analysis will 
ultimately require more dimensions than the two of the simple diagram above. One basic 
reason for this i s  that aspectual or conceptual events (the kinds of events designated by 
propositions) in realis mode apply both in the real world - where truth-functional tests 
apply, and also in an imagined world - where extensional truth-functional tests clearly 
cannot apply. If I say 'The cat sat on the mat,' then it is true, if and only if, there is 
empirical evidence of a given cat actually reclining on a certain sort of mat at some point t, 
in space and real time, and in realis mode. Yet I can tell an imaginary story containing that 
same proposition and still mentioning 'past' - the perfective aspect referred to as 'past 
tense' which has to do with an event being over and done with, but where extensional 
truth-tests are inapplicable. This is why the representation requires modelling in more than 
two dimensions: we have to imagine that even perfect, imperfective, and perfective events 
(ones that in tense languages are present and past), though rea lis in imaginative and 
hypothetical discourse, are, in some unclear sense, irrealis relative to the space of events 
not construed as imaginary. Therefore I have initially represented the space of modality as 
a sort of L-shaped plane orthogonal to that of the aspectual state space. Even this is still 
problematic, hence my continued work to perfect the representation. 
The problem (which modal logic and possible world semantics are built to try and 
handle) is that is necessary to embed parts of these spaces in themselves. This is because in 
'real-world-and-time' (where truth functionality/extensional reference applies) irrealis 
mode is neatly defined as the left hand side of the state space, i.e. left of the line over 
which, to the right, we define perfect aspect. However, is it not the case that in the 'realm 
of imaginaries' (as I call it in Lehman n.d. the 'post-inchoative' portion of the state-space 
'plane' in effect embeds realis within irrealis? How can such a claim be proved? Let us 
examine a possible extension of my graphic representation: 
Figure 2: An elaborated state-space diagram for both real and imaginary states. 
\ c \ 
irrealis 
plane abcd is the pure 
rea lis plane 
This illustration is not entirely satisfactory. Firstly, there are two cuboids: the larger is the 
three-dimensional space of what is conceptually imagined material - pure intensionality 
- labelled ' irrealis' .  The smaller, interior cuboid, embedded within the larger one, is 
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state-space, onto which aspect is defined. These cuboids must be co-extensive left and 
right. Within the interior cuboid is a third cuboid defined by planes projecting back from 
the vertical lines whose bases are c and d, respectively. The plane abcd, defined by the 
front of the interior cuboid, is the plane containing 'pure' rea/is - the region where 
Extensionality or Truth Evaluation (Truth-conditional semantics) uniquely applies, just to 
the right of the vertical line with base c. In all other regions of the embedded state-space 
cuboid, rea/is is embedded within irrealis. In either part though, one proceeds, left to right, 
from 'pure' irrealis to realis; and then proceeds towards the right, crossing over the plane 
defined by a projection from the vertical line with base y, to perfective. 
This can be slightly simplified by imagining, the outer being 'possible world space' (in 
the sense of 'possible world semantics'), and the inner being defmed only by the 
imperfective region of state-space. Then one defines the domain of realis event-states as 
everything to the right of the left end of the embedded cuboid (over which the left curved 
arrow goes), and it still remains the case that the front plane of the whole construction is 
the region for Truth Valuation, within which plane we define the region of pure rea lis to 
the right of the left-hand side of the interior cuboid (the plane extending back from the line 
ab). This leaves us with the leftmost portion of the front face of the construction as a 
region of what I may call 'potential (inchoate) Truth Valuation' .  Behind this front face, to 
say that all the rea/is is properly contained within irrealis, is to say that everything is 
imaginary, whilst preserving the idea that a distinction exists between realis and irrealis 
statements and notions: even in imaginary, contrary-to-fact discourse one uses present and 
past tense; perfect, imperfective or perfective aspect, and so on. So, to a great degree, it 
turns out to be correct to defme irrealis as the domain of all statements not subject to Truth 
Valuation semantics and to define realis as the domain of all statements at least imagined 
as having been realised, whether or not this imagined realisation can be tested by Truth 
Valuation. 
4 Burmese verbal adjuncts and the foregoing theory of mode-and-aspect 
I will now begin to analyse the Burmese means for expressing aspectual distinctions 
semantically and continue with commentary specific to Vittrant's  paper. I start with the 
auxiliary verb a?� lai?, glossed as 'just' elsewhere in this volume. If this is really 
aspectual instead of merely an auxiliary of a verbal compound, then it is certainly not 
perfective, but rather some sort of 'perfect' .  That is, it appears to always mean that the 
action of the main verb is or was (depending upon the temporal adverb) undertaken 
precipitately - 'at once' or even, 'all of a sudden' ,  as in Vittrant's  (2000) analysis. This is 
especially notable when this verb occurs before 'future' �u3 mE, as in (2) where the strict 
implication seems initially to be that my going will immediately follow the moment of the 
statement, and the verb a?� lai? in this usage retains its lexical meaning of 'follow' . 
0 (" (" 
(2) �:,,?(Y.)�U) 
8w,Uai? mE 
go. 'follow' .IRR 
' I'll go at once. '  
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However, this is a complete and adequate statement as it is, as Allott (pers. comm.) has 
reminded me. The reason for this is that we are dealing with event structure rather than the 
time line, and so the translation 'at once' can be badly misleading. In fact, the intended 
meaning is that one will definitely or definitively go; it is not merely a plan or hope, but 
rather an intended action to 'follow' (literally) through on the intention! Okell and Allott 
(200 1 :2 1 4) write on c\?� lai7: 
'(a) to V away, out, thoroughly, decisively; to just V, to V ... simply, minimizing the time 
and effort involved in the action . . . .  ' (my italics) 
Incidentally, 1 claim that c\?� lai? is not itself an aspect marker at all (see Note 1 ), though 
it certainly has semantic implications for the function of grammatical aspect, it is an error 
to confuse grammatical aspect with its merely semantic parallels. In any event, the 
semantic force of c\?� lai? is inchoative, or more accurately 'inchoative-perfect' for it 
indicates that an event begins, began, or will begin, precipitately, without regard to its 
ending or not. Thus, future usage is one of figurative overstatement: (2) is said to give the 
impression that my going will follow so rapidly that, for all intents and purposes, by the 
time you can notice, 1 shall already have gone! 
Similarly, consider the auxiliary [9: pf ' finish'. Of course, [9: pf is used aspectually as a 
perfective auxiliary. This function follows from its lexical meaning 'finish' ,  but it is, as 
nearly as you please, grammaticalised in its perfective function. When followed by the 
perfect aspectual particle [9 pi, its force is mainly perfective: as in (3) which may literally 
translate as ' 1  have finished going,' and therefore signifies that it is all over and done with, 
hence ' 1  went.' 
(3) �:[9:[9 
8wcl.bf.bi 
go. 'finish' .PERF 
'1 went.' 
Otherwise, if [9: pf 'finish' stands alone in VP-final position as an auxiliary, it marks only 
a participial-subordinate clause, [9: pf 'finish' alone being a participial form like any bare 
verb root. This is how it comes to serve as a subordinating conjunctive marker in (4), 
which in English and French etc. would be a co-ordinate clause conjunction. 
(4) 0(�:[9: cl�cS�:o:>o311 
8u.8wcl.bf IJa.7ei7.8wa.d£ 
he.go.PERF I .sleep.go.REAL 
'After he'd  left, 1 went to bed.' 
It is interesting to note that when [9: pf is used perfectively, the state of being finished with 
any action or event is such that, the perfect and perfective collapse together: to start to have 
finished is, tout court, to be done with whatever it is. 
cxn: tha 'put' is another interesting case. Again, it preserves its lexical meaning 'to 
put',  so that (5), from Vittrant (2000), can be translated as '1 took a bath' in English, 
though literally it says '1 took (instead of 'put') a bathing' or '1 took and bathed myself. '  
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o � 
Gtil.�l:an:cnoo 
je.k;h6.tha.d£ 
water .bathe.RESULT .REAL 
'I took a bath: 
More colloquially, where the clear implication seems to be that if I 'take' an action, then 
the action has to be 'whole' and hence, as Vittrant indicates, complete. This does not, as 
Allott has pointed out to me, entail that I am clean now. Stated in the terminology of 
aspectual categories, grammaticalised an: tha is not necessarily resultative, although to the 
extent that an: tha is at least semantically, if not morphologically, perfective, it is also 
resultative: if I 'put' something somewhere, that is then where it is, however, I would 
suggest this has to do more with this verb in its non-grammatic ali sed, non-auxiliary usage. 
This is also true for English: there is a similar distinction between ' I  took a bath' and ' I  
bathed.' Semantically aspectual use of the auxiliary an :  tha is, then, what i s  commonly 
called 'applicative,' meaning it indicates an application of a whole action, of a given sort, 
in a given instance (see Chit Illaing in press on Lai Chin). 
Let me now consider (6), another example from Vittrant (2000), which indicates that 
the girl is decidedly beautiful; it is not that she has suddenly become beautiful, but rather 
that the very instant one sees her one recognises her beauty. More literally, perhaps, she 
immediately falls into the category of being beautiful. 
o � � 
(6) ararmcnoo 
tg.lai7.t£ 
pretty Just.REAL 
'She is pretty: 
What may seem confusing is that adjectives of quality, such as GOY.>�: kauN 'good' 
collapse perfect and perfective together, for if you are 'no longer not yet good', say, then 
you are as good as it gets, such qualities being essentially binary: the state of goodness is 
accomplished as soon as it starts. This is complicated: clearly, there are degrees of 
goodness; this is clear from the fact that adjectives of quality have comparative and 
superlative forms. But these are measures of goodness or badness, and not degrees to 
which we may question whether the quality is present at all. One falls into the category of 
being tall as soon as one is any taller than someone or something else. Shortness, however, 
is a lesser degree of 'height ' .  The lower limit of height is exactly identical with the lower 
limit of shortness, namely, null height (zero). Similarly, one may be less good or more bad 
than someone or something else, but again the limits of these typically polar adjectival 
qualities overlap. 
Consider (7), another example from Vittrant (2000): 
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(' 
( a) OJ> CXX>: 00 ().) 
ihg.tha.ci£ 
pretty.result.real 
' She is pretty.' 
This is hardly distinguishable from (6), save that in the latter the beauty is, as it were, 
immediately obvious, whereas the former emphasises the possible fact that it is 'proper' or 
'prototypical' beauty. She 'takes proper place' (CXX>: tha) in the category of being beautiful: 
the category naturally applies to her. 
I shan't say much here about the auxiliaries �: ewa 'go' and CI.Y.> la 'come'. As an 
auxiliary �: ewa indicates that the event or state is, as it were, 'proceeding towards' 
perfectivity, or towards being culminative - reaching its limit. It is therefore, in some 
sense, inchoative. But then we need to distinguish inchoativity at both ends of the state­
space of events and states, something never even imagined by Comrie ( 1 976). A state or 
event can be 'about to' start' or 'about to' complete itself. I am much indebted to Vittrant 
(pers. comm.) for making me see this so clearly. For instance (7), another example from 
Vittrant (2000), tells us that one Cho Cho has already 'gone on' to knowing how to talk our 
language: 
(b) GIPOO03�:OO�1I 
pj6.da7.ewa.d£ 
speak.can.'go' . REAL 
'She can speak (our language now): 
It is not definitely stated how near to linguistic competence Cho Cho has come: she is 
simply at least on the way, and no longer possessed of no ability at all. But in (9), from 
Vittrant (2000), we find that Win Win has reached the point of competence, for she has 
literally 'come to' that state: 
(c) GIP 00 03 CI.Y.>(g1l 
pj6.da7.la.bi 
s peak.can.' come' .PERF 
' She has learned to speak now/already.' 
If something such as being sleekly fat is thought of as a good thing, then it is hard (though 
not in fact impossible) to say (9) in good Burmese, because that would imply 'going away' 
from some limit, a departure from a norm or ideal. Still, note that this is only a cancellable 
pragmatic implicature and not a strict implication (see Gazdar 1976). So, in addition to the 
resultative-inchoative distinction between CI.Y.> la 'come' and �: ewa 'go' as auxiliaries, 
there is additionally at least a pragmatic implicature that in this function CI.Y.> la 'come' 
supposes 'arrival ' at some goal state, whilst �: ewa 'go' supposes 'departure' from a 
norm or ideal. Note, however, that this is not strict implication. Of course one can say 
( 1 0) and this will commonly imply that this instance of fatness is not a good thing-maybe 
the speaker thinks being fat is unhealthy, or maybe the person referred to is just too fat for 
his/her own good. 
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(d) O�:(gll 
wi!.owa.bi 
fat.'go' .PERF 
'You've become fat.' 
The paradigmatic example would of course be ( 1 1 ), a standard way of commenting on a 
death. 
. 
(e) GO)�:(g1i 
8e.owa.bi 
die.'go'.PERF 
'She has died.' 
It is always a bad thing to confuse pragmatics with grammar. Pragmatic constraints are 
about what it makes sense to say under certain assumptions about the world; that is not 
what grammatical constraints do. 
This reminds me to remark on the relation between the use of these two auxiliaries in 
the above contexts and their use after verbs of specific manner of motion, such as 0603 
thwd 'leave' or o� WiN 'enter'or ro�:G�o3 laNJau? 'walk.' The two uses as auxiliaries 
of generalised movement verbs of directionality ro:> la and �: 8wa are very closely 
connected. So in principle, using ro:> la 'come' and �: 8wa 'go' as auxiliaries is often no 
different from using them after manner-of-motion verbs.
2 
Comparing ( 1 2)a and ( 1 2)b, the first indicates leaving from 'here' to 'there'- 'went out',  
while the second indicates leaving, from 'there' to 'here' - 'came out' .  It would be quite 
wrong to treat the use of these auxiliaries after verbs like GEP(Y.)� pj6.da? say. can 'know 
how to speak'or 0 Wi! 'fat' in any way differently from their use after manner-of-motion 
verbs like 0603 thwd 'leave'or o� WiN 'enter'or ro�:G�o3 laNSau? 'walk' .  
co co 
(f) a. O6°O�:(Y.)oo co co b. O6°oro:>(Y.)oo 
thw£7.8wa.d£ 
leave.go.REAL 
'He went out.' 
thw£?.la.d£ 
leave.come.REAL 
'He came out.' 
Therefore, we cannot think of ro:> la 'come' and �: 8wa 'go' as grammaticalised 
aspectual markers, even though their semantics have aspect-like interpretative 
consequences. But this is no different from English, where we do not mark grammatical 
aspect morphosyntactically. We can say, 'He got fat,' which certainly means what we 
mean in Burmese by saying ( 1 3), namely that he defmitely reached the state of being 
physically ftlled out. 
2 See Talmy ( 1987) for similar phenomena in such romance languages as French and Spanish, using 
generalised verbs of directional motion, with participials to indicate the manner of the movement (e.g. 
'go slowly walking' as against English 'walk slowly'). 
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(g) Oro::>[gll 
w�.la.bi 
fat.'come'.PERF 
' He got fat.' 
Next, � kh� 'REMOTE' .  There is no doubt that � kh� is the true morpho syntactic perfective 
aspectual marker in Burmese. Its semantic perfectivity is much more definitive than that 
indicated by the use of 19: pi 'finish' as an auxiliary (see above). After all, if an event is 
'over and done with' we cannot demand to know 'how remote' in either time or space it 
needs to be in order to be described correctly using this particle. I can say ( 1 4) with 
complete correctness, as long as I wish it to be understood that the circumstances of the 
offering are quite over and have nothing to do with my present state of affairs. Using � khf 
is even better in ( 1 5), where the place of the nat offering is distinct from where I am now 
as I talk to you. 
(h) 
(i) 
Q (" 'l C' 0 C" .... (" 
3�,m CI 'OO"{ OOC�OOo)lI 
dLman£? lJa na? ko tiN.9f.d£ 
this.morning I nat.to offer.REM.REAL 
'This morning I made an offering to the nat spirits' 
GIl (" 0 ("  (' 'l <." 0 <." ..... <." 
3�,m ��m��:6lc CI 'OO"{ OOC�OOo)lI 
ill.man£? n�iN.9�.ma.ewa.9iN lJa na? ko tiN.9f.d£ 
this.morning home.from.NEG.go.before I nat.to offer.REM.REAL 
'This morning I made an offering to the nat spirits before leaving home.' 
It is easy to show that � khf does not absolutely require remoteness in time or place, 
though it was Comyn ( 1 944), following Stewart ( 1 936), who glossed this particle with the 
epithet 'other times, other places' .3 So, for instance, in ( 1 6) � khf is indeed a definitive­
perfective, but the pragmatics of its use (and here I refer neither to its meaning nor the 
grammatical rule for its use - those are its syntactic selectional-subcategorisational 
requirements) is such that the more remote you make it seem in time and space/place, the 
better it is. The translation of ( 1 6) implies " I ' ll go and fetch it at once - so directly or 
defInitively that, for all intents and purposes, you can imagine it is indeed all done with 
even now!)'  
3 It occurs to me that one may properly explain the distinction between the two ways of marking 
perfective aspect (with �I� pLbl and with � khf.) as follows: The first is properly culminative as well 
as merely perfective, the second not particularly so. Thus, if I say """6" "�1� thamiN.sa.bLbl 
rice.eat.finish.PERF 'I've eaten' it generally means not that I simply finished the action of eating but that 
I ate the meal up or ate as much as I could or wanted, whereas with ""'�(T.)u'l sa.9f.& eat.REM.REAL 'I ate' 
the event is all done with but I may not have reached the goal of finishing my meal. Of course, this 
distinction tends to collapse when the main verb does not necessarily have a culminative state, as with 
the compound verb �'1Plthw£7.ewa leave. go 'go away'. 
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G) 0 <:" <:' 06->:o("?ro<?�U) 
8waJu.lai1.khf.mt 
go.take.just.REM.IRR 
'I 'll go and fetch it at once.' 
These are also the conditions that make it so very useful in conveying in Burmese what 
might be said in English by using the pluperfect: 'When I had finished doing that, I [then] 
did something else,' as in the two Burmese sentences in ( 1 6) :  
(k) 
a. �� �,,?8�o?c3 @,,?8��: �806->:�1I 
?tdi ?alou??akaiN pjy.loU? khf.bi ?ei? 8wa.bl 
that work do.rem.subord sleep.go.PERF 
'I  only went to bed after I had completed that other task.' 
b. �J? ��1 (cl) @,,?8�OJu311 
?tho ?akha (lja) pjylou? khf.dE: 
that time (I) dO.REM.REAL 
'At that time (in the past) I had (already) done (it) . '  
One further remark: the distinction between fully grammaticalised ways of marking 
semantic aspect and marking it with what are still auxiliary verbs that keep their root 
meaning as an independent verb, is that with the latter, there is the option of placing 
negative �- ma- immediately before the auxiliary. Thus ( 1 8) a. and b. are both 
grammatical. 
0) 
<:' 
a. o;?ro�06->:�: 
thw£? m£.8wa.bu 
leave.NEG.go.NEG 
'She did not leave.' 
b. �O;?�O6->:�: 
m£.thw£1.8wa.bti 
NEG .leave.go.NEG 
' She did not leave.' 
Note however that here we fmd distinct evidence for how far �: pi is from full 
grammaticalisation: in order to say something like 'I didn't eat' or ' I  didn't finish eating' 
we seem to have no option other than to treat �: pi as the main verb and then modify it 
with the aspect marker that indicates imperfectivity, i.e. GO:>: 8e 'yet, still ' ,  as in ( 1 9)a, but 
( 1 9)b and ( 1 9)c are ungrammatical. 
(m) 
a. �:��::�:�: 
sa.m£.bd5e.bu 
eat.NEG.finish.yetNEG 
'I didn't fmish eating. '  
b .  *�ro:�:�:, 
m£.sa. bl.bu 
NEG .eat.finish.NEG 
* 
c. *�ro:�:�o;>:�: 
m£.sa. b1 .8e.bu 
NEG. eat.finish. yet.NEG 
* 
Though of course as any student of Burmese knows, the answer to the question (20)a is 
simply (20)b. 
(n) 
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a. co��:an:I9:I9C\Y.): 
thamiN .sa.bLbl.la 
rice. eat. finish.PERF .Q-? 
'Have you eaten?' 
b. ' (an:)I9:19 
(sa).bLbi 
( eat) .finish.PERF 
' I  have [eaten] . '  
This shows that while 19: pI effectively remains a verb when used for semantic (and non­
definitive) perfectivity, its negation, which by definition entails imperfectivity, uses a 
genuinely grammatical aspect particle c;;::>.:>: 8e. In this last regard, note that c;;::>.:>: 8e marks 
imperfectivity especially strongly. It effectively makes the claim that one has 'not yet' 
done with the event. Ordinary, weaker imperfectivity is of course marked by an auxiliary 
verb, c;;<t ne 'dwell, remain'.  Thus while (2 1 )a ' He still goes' (i.e. 'he's not done with his 
going' )  does not tell us if the going is done with, (2 1 )b ' He is going.' can be said without 
any implicature of the latter question; and, of course (2 1 )c literally and distinctively 
indicates that ' (he) still remains going. ' 
(0) 
� 
a. OJ:>:Go.:>:ooU) 
8wa.oe.ci£ 
go.yet.REAL 
'He still goes. '  
� 
b. �:c;;<to?w 
8wa.ne.d£ 
go.CONT.REAL 
' He is going. '  
� c. �;G�Go;:�oo 
8wa.ne.oe.d£ 
gO.CONT.yet.REAL 
'He is still going.' 
'He still remains going.' 
One thing that complicates the way mode-aspect relates to real time, and the way aspectual 
particles relate to one another, is the fact that one can readily embed aspects within aspects, 
modes within modes, and so on. This, I think, is well understood. A perfective can be in 
irrealis mode, as in (22), though given such evidence, it would be easy to make the error of 
supposing that � kh� were not in itself perfective. 
(P) o (" .... C' O?m��w 
lai7.khf.m£ 
follow.REM.IRR 
'He still goes . '  
There is no more problem in this than there is in the pluperfect or its equivalent in Burmese, 
as in ( 1 7)a above: 'I only went to be after I had completed that other task' .  
Finally, let me say a word or two about aspectual c;;o?? tg, which, in some sense, 
complements imperfective c;;::>.:>: 8e (mentioned above, and see also Okell 1 979). As we 
know, this particle indicates what ought to be called definite and, perhaps, ultimately 
inevitable, change of state, in the sense of the state diagram Figure 2 above; 'abrupt' only 
in the non-temporal sense that the change finally occurs after a possibly long period of 
expectancy. In this regard, it is useful to compare it to �: (2:) 76UN 'further', which 
indicates gradual or smooth transition of transition. Thus (23)a means 'to go finally, no 
longer waiting for the act of going to start or become rea lis, ' whilst (23)b means 'to go on 
or to proceed to go - not to hesitate in an action already inchoate. ' 
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(q) 
a. �:(OOO? 
8wa.dg 
go. ' after_all' 
'Off you go then' 
b. �:3f': 
8wa.7oUN 
go. 'further' 
'Go on then.' 
Therefore, we will say that these two are 'second order' aspectuals: they modify other, 
'first order' ,  markers of aspects such as perfect or perfective that indicate the basic three 
«(00): 8e, (ooo? tg and �: 70UN) 'second order' particles qualify the states or transitions as 
to 'manner' . But of course this is complicated because a change of mode is also involved. 
(24)a indicates that an event which is currently irrealis will ultimately and definitively 
change to rea lis, whilst (24)b involves a modal change which is less sharp: what is now 
realis was until just a moment ago only 'waiting to occur,' that is to say irrealis. 
(r) 
� a. �:(OOO?�o:> 
8wa.dg.mE: 
go.after _ all.IRR 
'I'll just go then.' 
. � b. �;3f:raU) , 8wa.7ouN.m£ 
go.further.REAL 
' I'll go ahead and go.' 
But both (ooo? tg and �: 70UN can also directly modify other aspectuals, as said above, as 
in (25), from Okell ( 1 969: II, 444): 
(s) �: W:>(OOO?@ 
mo jwa.dg.bi 
rain rain.after _all.PERF 
' It's finally begun to rain. '  
This certainly signifies that a change of state has taken place, from waiting for rain to start 
to a situation where rain has begun to fall. Two crucial observations here account for what 
would otherwise be an anomaly. Firstly, state-changes in the intended sense invariably and 
inevitably also involve a change of mode. Secondly, it is no accident that aspectual @ pi 
stands in verb-final position without any further modal ending: if there is a state-change 
from irrealis, then it is wholly redundant to mark the resulting state as realis. But at the 
other end of the state-space diagram, so to speak, we do need further marking with irrealis 
oo� tE:, since, after all, the change from imperfectivity to perfectivity involves no change 
of modality. We can repeat here that an event which is over and done with, owing to the 
irreversibility of real time, is irreversibly realis. Compare (26)a and (26)b: 
(t) 
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a. �:wl9 
m6Jwa.bi 
rain.rain.PERF 
' It has rained' 
(and the rain may or may not be over) 
b 0 " c-. 'i:��oooo 
m6.jwa.g£.d£ 
rain.rain.REM.REAL 
' It rained' 
(and that is true, once and for all, 
forever) 
Having said something about QO?? t;2, I feel obliged to mention another aspectual marker, 
� mi and also to say something more about Q:::D: 8e. Since Q:::D: 8e is more commonly 
treated as aspectual than is � mi, let me deal with the former first. Q:::D: 8e is extremely 
interesting because there is a strong relationship between its peculiar function relating to 
the scope of negation on the one hand, and its complementarity with QO?? t;2, on the other, 
a relationship noted some years ago by Okell ( 1 979). That is, Q:::D: 8e really means that the 
event is 'not yet perfective' and so it is a second-order imperfective, again inchoative in the 
direction of perfectivity. This explains the complementarity to QO?? t;2 because a 
defInitive change of state cancels out the implication of Q:::D: 8e. If, for instance it has 
fmally (QO?? t;2) begun to rain, then, a fortiori, it is cannot still (Q:::D: 8e) be 'waiting to 
rain'. At the same time, the scope of the negation is neatly accounted for: (26) does not 
mean 'not still going' but rather 'still not going' .  The overt negation cancels out the 
implicit negation of Q:::D: 8e so that the underlying meaning is close to 'not "not-yet 
fInished" going.' 
(u) ��:Q:::D:O(: 
ma.8wa.oe.bu 
NEG.go.yet.NEG 
In a similar vein, the particle � mb signifying an 'accidental' or ' inadvertent' (INADv) 
change of state is another second-order aspect marker, thus comparable to QO?? t;2. There 
is an interesting complementarity between the two particles. As we know, the sequence 
VERB-QO??oo<rl VERB-t;2.d£ is questionable, and for some people ungrammatical. 4 
However, there must be a way to express the sense that 'VERB is now/fInally the case,' 
without at the same time indicating anything but realis mode, and without indicating of 
any aspect other than imperfectivity resulting from a perfect-aspectual transition. Sure 
enough, there is a way, namely (27): 'Ah! I am going/was going,' which might commonly 
be glossed as 'happen(ed) to go. ' 
(v) o c-�:�oooo 
8wa.mi·d£ 
gO.INADV.REAL 
'Ah! I am going/was going. ' 
It may be correct to describe � mi as a 'weak' equivalent of QO?? t;2, in that it indicates 
defmitive change of state with the implication that the change may have been accidental 
4 Expressions such as [x minutes] "1I;c.,"?o:>03 tGaN.dg.& remain. after_all. REAL ' [x minutes] now (finally, 
at last) remain' are for some speakers awkward; they would say "1I;c.'"?[9 tGaN.dg.bi remain.after_all.PERF. 
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(hence the gloss 'happen(ed) to . .  . ' ) .  A summary of the sense conveyed by � mi and GOO? 
tg is this: a state is arrived at by some other-than-inevitable means, happily, but not as it 
might have been. In the case of GOO? tg, the sense of near-inevitability is at least nearer 
what is understood. Also, certainly in such expressions the result is conceptually 
imperfective, because the progression towards it is not necessarily more than started. This 
distinction between � mi and GOO? tg, located on the left side of the state diagram (Figure 
2), is perhaps the reflex of a distinction which no analyst has yet dealt with, namely the 
distinction between perfective (over and done with) and culminative (final achievement of 
an entailed result). This treatment of � mi and GOO? tg owes a great deal to my 
correspondence with Anna Allott. Consider (29), the examples she has suggested: 
(w) 
c o  
a. 'frora 
IlJa7.mi 
recognise.INADv 
'happened to recognise' 
o .b .  �:ra 
8wa.mi 
go.inadv 
'happened to go' 
c 0 
c. <9ra:ra 
phaN.mi 
catch.INADV 
'managed to catch/arrest' 
As in Okell and Allott (200 1 : 1 53), Allott (pers. comm.) assigns two different glosses to � 
mi, simply treating the two as homomorphs: 'manage to' in (29)a and 'happen to' in (29)b 
and c. These cases again involve a state of affairs which is somewhat accidental, not 
necessarily guaranteed or to be expected. It seems therefore that having two, 
independently glossed formatives can't be correct. I suspect, but cannot claim forcefully, 
that the difference lies in the semantics of the verbs to which � mi is affixed. One can 
hardly be said to catch or arrest someone without having had an intention or plan to 
achieve this result by means of various possible courses of action. The same applies to 
'recognise' in its apparently intended sense of having tried to recall who or what someone 
or something is (hence 'manage to . . .  ') .  But as for 'going' in (29)b, the intention to go may 
or may not have been present beforehand; if one does find oneself going, either it is indeed 
quite inadvertent ( 'happen to . . .  ' )  or else one may have intended it without knowing that it 
would turn out to be possible in current circumstances, and in any case the result of 
actually 'going' is its own result and not the result, intended or otherwise, of any other 
independently definable course of action. 
5 Conclusion 
I think I have said enough to indicate, by examining a number (though hardly all) of the 
most interesting indicators of semantic aspectual distinctions for Burmese verbal 
expression, both morphosyntactic aspectual affixes and verbal auxiliaries, how in this 
language, aspect in general can, indeed should, be accounted for by a proper formal theory 
of semantic-syntactic aspect-and-mode. And with that, I rest my demonstration: 
19,:G�()l�CI)II 
pl.dg.ba.ze 
finish.after all.POL.CAUS 
'The end' 
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1 Introduction 
It is currently accepted that the grammatical categories tense, aspect and modality are 
related to each other. See Chung and Timberlake ( 1 985) :  'Tense, aspect and mood are all 
categories that further specify or characterise the basic predication, which can be referred 
as the event. However, languages generally do not attribute the same importance to each 
of them: one category is usually prominent. Payne ( 1 997) write that: 'Some languages 
pay more attention to tense (e.g., English), others to aspect (e.g., Austronesian and African 
generally), others to mode (Eskimo), and still others to location and direction (many 
American, Australian, Papuan languages). ' According to Bhat ( 1 999: 9 1 ,  95), this 
prominence in a given language can be evaluated on the basis of three criteria (at least), 
namely degree of grammaticalisation, obligatoriness and pervasiveness. 
Using Bhat's  criteria and Bybee's theoretical framework on modality reviewed in light 
of my analysis of Burmese data, I intend to show that modality is the prominent category 
in Burmese, that is to say, according to Bhat's typology, that Burmese is a 'mood­
prominent (or modality-prominent) language' .  The terms mood (mode) and modality are 
often used interchangeably, though some linguists make distinctions among these terms. 
According to Bybee et al. ( 1 994) or Palmer ( 1 986), who refers to other linguists such as 
Lyons or Jespersen, 'mood' refers traditionally to a category expressed in verbal 
morphology as a grammatical or syntactic category, whereas 'modality' is considered as a 
notional one. Given that I refer here to the notion rather than the category, I will avoid the 
term 'mood' and use 'modality' .  
This article will deal with modality in standard Burmese spoken in Yangon. I n  section 
2, I will give a brief definition of what I subsume under the term 'modality' .  My analysis 
of this category will be based on Bybee ( 1 994: 1 78ff.), De Haan ( 1 997:4-9) and Palmer 
( 1 986: 14-33), with some modification suggested by Burmese data. Then, in section 3 I 
will review the different morphemes occurring in Burmese verbal phrases to show that 
modality is highly grammaticalised. (In this paper I concentrate on modality expressions 
in the verb phrase; Vittrant (2004) shows that modality is grammaticalised elsewhere 
besides the verb phrase, for example in evidential sentence markers. )  In section 4, I will 
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analyse the small class of obligatory verbal morphemes and come to the conclusion that 
they convey mainly modality. Then, in the section 5, using Bhat 's  third criterion of 
pervasiveness, I will explore other parts of the grammar to show that modality is involved 
not only in what are usually called non-finite clauses or complement clauses, but also in 
relative clauses and nominalisation. 
2 Definition of modality 
A defmition often proposed is that modality is the grammaticalisation of speakers' 
attitudes or opinions (see Chung and Timberlake ( 1 985), Bybee et al. ( 1 994)). But 
according to recent cross-linguistic studies on the subject such as Palmer ( 1 986:20-2 1 ,  5 1 ), 
modality covers a larger range of notions, and it is useful to distinguish different types of 
modality (see Bybee et al. 1 994:2); also Payne ( 1 997), Bhat ( 1 999) and De Haan ( 1 997). 
According to these authors and my analysis of Burmese, I will divide modality into three 
types that I have called, for the time being: 
1 .  Clausal (or objective) modality; 
11 .  Subjective modality; 
111.  Speech modality. 
2.1 Clausal modality 
The first type, clausal modality, deals with external constraints or internal conditions, 
compelling or enabling an agent to do the action expressed in the predicate. The modality 
expressed here is internal to the clause: it concerns the agent of the clause and has nothing 
to do with the speaker's opinion or will .  Clausal modality is also referred to as agent­
oriented modality by Bybee et al. ( 1 994:44), and as non-subjective or dynamic modality by 
Palmer ( 1 986: 1 02). It deals with semantic notions such as obligation, necessity, ability, 
and desire. In Burmese, morphemes such as t� naiN 'can' and �� h;hlN 'want' are of this 
type, as in ( 1 ). 1  
( 1 )  C' C' GCYnC:GCYnC 
kciuNgciUN 
gOOd.ADy2 
pha7.naiN.& 
read.be_able.REA 
L 
' [He] is able to read well . '  
2.2 Subjective modality 
The second type, subjective modality, refers to the relationship between the speaker and 
his or her utterance. Subjective modality may be divided into three sub-categories: 
epistemic modality, evidentials and what we have called, according to our Burmese data, 
appreciative modality. I agree with De Haan's ( 1 997) statement that 'epistemic modality 
in terms of the speaker's opinion or attitude leads to a very broad domain' .  For this 
The transcription of Burmese in this paper follows the conventions adopted throughout the volume. 
Earlier drafts of this article followed Bemot's ( 1 980) phonological transcription. 
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reason, I reserve the use of this term for 'those categories that indicate the degree of 
commitment by the speaker to what he says' and propose two other sub-categories for 
evidentiality and what De Haan calls 'notions as the expression of satisfaction or 
dissatisfaction with the event or situation described' .  
Epistemic modality indicates the speaker's opinion or judgment regarding the actuality 
of an event, or to quote Bybee 'the extent to which the speaker is committed to the truth of 
the proposition.' (Bybee, 1985: 1 79) It covers, amongst other things, the semantic notions 
of actuality (real is vs. irrealis; see section 1 .4) and probability. In Burmese, for instance, 
this last notion can be expressed by the morpheme 03� l�iN 'OPTATIVE' in (2) 
( ) 
c:- '1 0 c:- c:-2 ,,?OO() Iro��OJIl 
10u? pa.l�iN.m£ 
work.POL.OPT.fRR 
' (They) may work. ' 
Evidentials may indicate the source of the information used by the speaker to claim that an 
event has occurred, or to quote Bhat 'the kind of evidence that is available for the speaker 
to form a judgment. '  (Bybee et al. 1 994:63) I have not found any specific morpheme 
which represents this category in the Burmese verbal phrase - which is the phrase I 
concentrated on in this article - although some quotatives or 'hearsay' morphemes can be 
used as sentence markers, and one verb-final morpheme conveys often, as a secondary 
value, an 'action witnessed' value (see @ pi in (23)). 
The sentence marker o? t£ is used for reported speech as in (3)a but may indicate also 
that an event is known by hearsay, as in (3)b. 
o 0 (" 0  <:" .... (3) a. 0(0(. ,,?m<l.GU:�OJO?II 
8u.dQ lai? PQ.pe.m£.df 
he.PL accompany.send_off.BEN.lRR. 'hearsay' 
' [She] said that they would accompany [me] . '  
. (" (" (" ..... 
b. 3dG�:"tP:3n:,,?: oa/ooO(; Gro Gcy'>?OOOJO?II 
?amwe.mjei.?eiloUN U;U? koUN.le.dg.d£.df 
hair.PL.all drop_off.aII.EuPH.aftecaII .REAL. 'hearsay' 
' [  Apparently - I heard that] all his hair fell out after that. ' 
Finally, appreciative modality expresses a speaker's feelings about what is happening. It 
includes evaluative statements such as approval, moral judgments such as indignation, 
feelings such as compassion, all about the event reported by the proposition. In Burmese, 
the verbal morpheme W fa 'COMPASSION' is an example of this category. It expresses the 
compassion of the speaker towards the agent of the event reported as shown in example 
(4). 
(4) Oil ::y'>�(�)(yy'):G()Tm 03�oqj@: GOJ�:WOOc..011 
8u ba?sakei.M.gg l�iN.u;g.bf 8e.oweiJa.d£ 
he bus.on.from roll.fall.ABS die. 'go' .COMP.REAL 
'After falling off the bus, he died [poor man ! ] '  
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2.3 Speech modality 
The relation between the speaker and his addressee, or the speaker's  will or wish to 
interact with the addressee is dealt with in the last type: speech modality. This type is 
related to the speaker-oriented category in Bybee's  description of modality, and to 
subcategories of deontic modality (directive category, imperative) found in Palmer 
( 1 986:96-97). In the first sub-category of speech modality, we will include notions such as 
assertion (supply of information), interrogation (asking for information) and injunction 
(asking for action); illocutionary acts will be treated as a second sub-category. The 
definitions of modality in section 1 .2 are summarised in (5). 
(5) Categories of modality. 
(i) Clausal Modality 
Internal to the event 
1 Agent-orientated modality Objective modality 
- ability, desire, obligation 
External to the event 
2a Epistemic modality 
- Truth commitment: real is vs irrealis 
(ii) Subjective modality - Degrees of probability: certainty / doubt 
Relation between speaker 2b Evidential modality 
and utterance, - Source of the information 
2c Appreciative modality 
- Evaluation based on speaker's feelings; moral 
judgment of the event 
3a Sentence Modality 
(iii) Speech Modality - Assertion: supply of information 
Relation between speaker - Interrogation: asking for information 
and hearer - Injunction: asking for action; wish, permit, order 
3b Illocutionary Acts 
3 First criterion: modality as the most grammaticalised category 
Having presented the theoretical background for this study, I move now to illustrate my 
claim that Burmese is a modality-prominent language. According to Bhat, different 
criteria may reveal the prominence of tense, aspect or modality in a particular language. 
His first criterion is the degree of grammaticalisation of these notions. Before looking at 
the Burmese verb phrase and its components, we must remember that Burmese has no 
grammatical category for person, and that marking plurality is largely optional both in verb 
and noun phrases. 
Burmese is a 'zero-pronominalisation' language which allows sentences with no NP 
when arguments of the predicate can be inferred from the context (e.g. first and second 
person in a dialogue). Unlike 'pro-drop' languages such as Italian and Spanish, where the 
omission of pronouns may be replaced by a rich verb-agreement system which defines the 
subject, in Burmese there is no obligatory verbal agreement of person (though optional 
agreement of number is possible). 
Marking plurality of an NP is not optional in the following contexts: a plural marker 
must appear whevener the NP is specified/determined/referenced (as opposed to not 
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referenced or not isolated). For instance, a noun or NP appearing with a relative clause or 
with the demonstrative � ill has to be specified for plurality. Moreover, a plurality marker 
must also appear on the NP whenever the verbal marker § tG!! appears in the sentence. 
3.1 General structure of the Burmese verbal pbrase 
Verbal components are of two kinds: optional and obligatory. Obligatorily present are the 
main verb and the final verbal particle, and auxiliaries and/or verb particles may also 
additionally be present. (Although referred to here as 'verb particles', at least one of these 
particles can occur in nominative sentences, for instance, the politeness marker u1 pa; 
Bernot ( 1 980) uses the term 'predicative' particles for them.) This formula may be 
represented as follows, with brackets indicating the elements which are not necessarily 
present: 
(VERB PARTICLE and/or AUX) MAIN VERB (PART and/or AUX) F INAL VERB PARTICLE 
Now, we will look at the 3 notions, tense, aspect and modality 'that characterise the basic 
predication' (Chung and Timberlake 1 985 :202) and the various components of the 
Burmese verb phrase which I assume to convey mostly aspect and modality. Indeed, it is 
generally admitted among Burmese specialists that tense is not a relevant category for the 
analysis of the verbal phrase (see Allott 1 965:288-89; Bernot 1 980:57-58). This claim is 
exemplified in examples (6)a and b. 
(6) a. c;;,.o?�: 9.'<">1' �:OO�II 
n�daiN jaNgouN 8wa.ci£ 
day. every Rangoon gO.REAL 
' [I ]  go to Rangoon every day. '  
b c- c- c-. �c;;,.0') 9.,<">1, �:OOO:>II 
man�g!! jaNgouN 8wa.ci£ 
yesterday Rangoon go. REAL 
'Yesterday, [I] went to Rangoon. ' 
3.2 Verbal morphemes and grammaticalisation 
Reviewing previous studies on the Burmese verbal phrase (AHott ( 1 965) and Bernot 
( 1 980)), I have found around fifty morphemes which may occur as auxiliaries or verb 
particles in the verb phrase, that is to say morphemes that can appear in the following 
structure 'VERB + particle + FVP' or 'particle + VERB + FVP' .  (FVP - Final Verbal 
Particles - are morphemes which are necessarily present in a verbal sentence, illustrated in 
section 1 .4 below.) 
I exclude from my set of auxiliaries and verb particles verbal modifiers such as t: no 
which are used only in certain syntactic structures. AHott and OkeH (200 1 )  list of 70 
verbal modifiers, analysed with regard to their syntactic behaviour and the register of 
language (colloquial or formal Burmese) with which they are associated. For instance, 
they include in their list the morpheme �: no (OkeH and AHott 200 1 : 1 08, �: 2) which 
appears doubled or followed by a comitative marker (19 rJiN or §9 phjiN), but never 
between a verb and a fmal verbal particle. 
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Some of these morphemes are grammatica1ised verbs which can also occur 
independently as main verbs. For instance, in (7)a the verb �: 9wei 'go' retains its full 
lexical meaning whereas in (7)b it has been grammaticalised. Similarly, the morpheme 
G;ne ' live' has its lexical meaning in (8)a but has a grammatical function in (8)b. 
(7) a .  GG{J: ¥" 
II 
ze.l1ja 9aj£1.9i 9weiJeiUN.d£ 
market.in mango go.sell.REAL 
' (He) went (and) sold mangoes at the market. ' 
b "  0 . ;�:,,? 
ni.owei.lg 
red.RESUL T.becaus 
e 
<n?: 
car 
'Yesterday, [I] went to Rangoon. '  
( 8 )  a .  -:no'S¥" 
b£l1ja 
where 
G;OJOOII 
ne.oa.l£ 
live.REAL.Q-
WH 
'Where do [you] live?' 
c b. �:G,
;O:OOIl 
sa.ne.d£ 
eat.CO T.REAL 
' [He] is eating. ' 
c c 9.°000011 
ja? t£ 
stop. 
Some other elements have been grammaticalised to a greater degree, such that their lexical 
forms are obsolete or unrecoverable. Some of them may be identified diachronically as 
verbal in origin but they do not appear as main verbs any more. For instance the affixes 
�c tGhlN 'want' or 9 WIJN 'dare' were used as main verbs in classical Burmese, but in the 
modem language they are bound forms which cannot appear except in conjunction with 
another main verb. Another feature used to distinguish these bound elements from 
grammaticalised verbs (or auxiliaries) is negatibility, which is one of the universal criteria 
used for distinguishing verbs from verbal particles (see Matisoff 1 99 1  :392). The former 
cannot be independently negated whereas the latter can be preceded by the negation 
morpheme � rna. Note that there is a phonetic distinction between free and bound verbal 
morphemes too. The bound type is subject to the voicing rule, such that the initial 
consonant, if unvoiced, may become voiced if the preceding syllable does not end in a 
glottal stop (i.e. carries any tone other than killed} 
Grammaticalised verbs 
Bemot gives a list of 33 auxiliary verbs, which she divides into two sets depending on 
whether they occur after the main verb (26 verbs) (Bemot 1980:287-88) or before it 
(7 verbs) (Bemot 1980:354). These pre-verbal auxilaries, called 'pre-verbs' by other 
authors (for example Allott and Okell (200 1 )), are part of an open class of morphemes 
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which have begun a process of grammaticalisation or lexicalisation. It is difficult therefore 
to include them in our evaluation of the most grammaticalised category. Bernot's 
definition of auxiliary is based on the two following criteria, optionality and existence of 
an homophonous verb with related semantic content (Bernot 1 980:28 1-288). I propose to 
add to this list some other morphemes, according to Allott ( 1 965 :303-306). I do not take 
into account AHott and Okell (200 1 )  when reviewing the list of verbal auxilaries, becuase 
this work appeared only after the main draft of this article was written. 
I have excluded the verb CD s� 'begin' from my list, as it seems to me that the uses of this 
verb described by Bernot ( 1 980:360-3 6 1 )  are cases of verb juxtaposition. The inceptive 
aspect of CD s� is lexical and not due to grammaticalisation. This may be corroborated by 
applying the negation test to determine the degree of grammaticalisation: (9)a is possible 
while (9)b is ungrammatical: 
(9) a. (' CD�,,?OJ 0(:11 
s�.ma.lou7 .phu 
start. NEG. work.NEG 
' [He] does not start to 
work. '  
b .  *�CD,,?�O �:II 
ma.s�.lou7.phu 
NEG.start.work.NEG 
*, [He] does not start to 
work. '  
The main meaning of each auxiliary is given in ( 1 0), and the grammatical category it 
belongs to, according to my analysis. To verify my hypothesis, I tried to classify all these 
morphemes, auxiliaries plus verbal particles in ( 1 0) and ( 1 1 )  below. I decided not to deal 
with multi-valued morphemes in this paper, although I have noticed that some of them 
convey different values depending on the context. Moreover, the analysis I give for the 
aspectual values can be considered only preliminary. I will use labels such as progressive, 
perfective, perfect, durative, inceptive, completive, iterative that are not controversial and 
for which a definition is commonly accepted. I will use Payne's  ( 1 997:238ff.) defmitions 
of these terms. I will also use certain labels in a broad sense (such as 'boundaries' which 
will be used here an a generic term for either 'cessative', 'continuative' and 'prospective' 
aspects, given that these aspects refer to limitation, closure, or the boundaries of an event. 
Some of these notions of aspect are described by Payne ( 1 997:239-4 1 )  as follows: 
' In perfective aspect the situation is viewed in its entirety, independent of tense. [ ... ] 
In imperfective aspect the situation is viewed from ' inside' ,  as an ongoing process. 
Habitual and progressive aspects are subtypes of imperfective. [ . . .  ] Completive aspect 
expresses the completion of an event. Similarly, inceptive aspect expresses the 
starting point of an event. [ . . .  ] Continuative or progressive aspect implies an ongoing, 
dynamic process. [ . . .  ] Iterative aspect is where a punctual event takes place several 
times in succession. ' 
See Comrie ( 1 976:64), Chung and Timberlake ( 1 985 : 2 1 3-40) and Cinque ( 1 999:94-1 00) 
for further description of cited aspects. Arriving at a comprehensive definition of aspect in 
Burmese is beyond the scope of the present paper, and so just the basic value of each 
morpheme is given, in ( 1 0), ( 1 1 )  and ( 1 2) below. The defmitions for each morpheme 
appearing in Bernot ( 1 980) are based on her original descriptions. For those morphemes 
not on her list, I have used Allott's descriptions. Rare morphemes, or those used 
exclusively in the written language, are shaded. The categorisation of modality in the right 
hand column follows the schema in (5), thus: 
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Modality 1 = clausal modality; 
Modality 2a = epistemic modality; 
Modality 2b = evidentiality; 
Modality 2c = appreciative modality. 
( 1 0) Auxiliary verbs in Burmese: Post-verbal Auxiliaries 
2 
Burmese meaning as main VERB, as A UXILIARY; category 
description according to Bernot 1 980 
10, VERB : to stay, to dwell Aspect: progressive; 
ne AUX: continuing action, progressive event durative 
'se refire au cours meme du proces ou a sa 
repetition ' 
(\Xl VERB: to come Aspect: progressive; 
la AUX: inceptive, progression of the event inceptive 
'devenir d'un etat, ou progression dans l'action ' 
0 � 
VERB: to follow Aspect: completive orCD 
lai? AUX: pursuing the action to its logical conclusion 
'poursuite du procesjusqu 'a son terme logique '  
§� VERB: to be, to become, to happen, to occur Modality 1 
phji? AUX: to manage to V, to consider doing V, ablility 
to V 
'aspect effectif du proces: accompli ' 2 
[9: VERB: to finish Aspect: perfective 
pi AUX: completion of the action 
'accomplissement du proces ' 
�: VERB: to go Aspect: perfece 
8wa AUX: resultative, terminative, perfect 
'irremediable, decisif, accompli et instantane '  
ax>: VERB: to put Aspect: perfect 
tha AUX: completed action for which a present result 
is implied 
'implique que Ie proces a un resultat ' 
� 
VERB: to throw (away), to pull Aspect: completive <JQ) 
pji? AUX: event completed 
'proces exhaustif ou suppressij' 
or VERB: to be beautiful Modality 2c 
t� AUX: (stative verbs only) superlative 
'superlatif (avec verbe d'etat)' 
� 
VERB: to be enough Modality 2c, 2a 10 (\Xl CD 
lau? AUX: information on the quantity of the event 
(enough), probability 
'equivalence, suffisance (formules usuelles) , 
Bemot describes this auxiliary as conveying an aspectual value. She does not comment on the modality 
that it conveys today in spoken Burmese, although Allott ( 1 965) describes the 'manage to' meaning of 
this morpheme. 
' Perfect' is defined as an aspect which 'normally describes a currently relevant state brought about by the 
situation (normally an event) expressed by the verb.'  (Payne, 1 997:239). 
� 
Gonc: 
HUN 
0 
� 
mi 
� 
j!;! 
O �  
etC 
naiN 
� 
0000 
ta7 
6� 
lbi 
, 
� 
j€: 
GG> 
se 
O �  
yC: 
khaiN 
� 
CD�: 
SaN 
GU: 
pe 
G 
kh€: 
� 
CY?; 
kOUN 
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VERB: to be good Modality 2c 
AUX: good quality of the event 
'exfJ!"ime la bonne qua lite, la legitimite du proces ' 
VERB: to grab, to catch, to bump into Modality 1 (non-
AUX: unexpected event, non-volitional volition) 
'aspect inopine du proces ' 
VERB: to get, to obtain Modality 1 
AUX: possibility, obligation (external) 
'possibilite, obli�ation (due aux circonstances) ' 
VERB: to dominate, to surpass Modality 1 
A UX: possibility, ability (can, to be able) 
'pouvoir ' 
VERB: to know Modality 1 
AUX: natural or learned ability, habitual 
'avoir l'habitude, sa voir 
, 
VERB: to look (at) ?Modality 1 or aspect4 
AUX: to try to V, 
'aspect experimental du proces (essayer de) 
, 
VERB: to be brave, daring, bold Modality 2c 
AUX: to dare to V, not to be afraid to V 
'oser ' 
VERB: to ask for, to order Modality 3 
A UX: allowed action, wished action 
'proces permis, souhaite ou cause (permissi!) 
, 
VERB: to cause to V Modality 3 or Voice? 
AUX: factitive 
,[aire(aire ((actiti!) 
, 
VERB: to test, to put to the test Modality 3 
AUX : attempt to realise V 
'tentative pour realiser Ie proces (injonctif) , 
VERB: to give Benefactive 
AUX: action for the benefit of a recipient 
'proces enfaveur d'un tiers (bene(actif) ' 
VERB: to be hard, solid, robust Modality 2c 
AUX: to have difficulties to V 
'exprime la difficulte ' 
VERB: to be used, finished, not available anymore Aspect: completive 
AUX: complete action, totally completed action 
' (lit.) caractere extreme, total du proces ' 
4 
Morphemes expressing that the State of Affairs (SoAs) is attempted but not fmished may belong to 
modality or to aspect depending on the authors we [(,fer to (See Bybee and aJ. ( 1 994) for instance). 
However althought Burmese morpheme §� tGi do convey the attempt idea, it does not give any 
information on the finiteness of the SoAs. 
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0 verb: to desire, to miss Modality 1 C\? 
10 aux: need , desire 
'auxiliaire du besoin, du desir (rare) ' 
� 
VERB: to be easy Modality 2c �(X) 
lw£ AUX: to be easy, to have an aptitude to V 
'exprime fa {acilite (rare) , 
011 VERB: to fall, to happen Aspect: iterative 
tGg AUX: regular occurrences of an event (usually 
follows (,1;<\\ ne) 
'(formufe) aux. d'occurrence reguliere (rare) '  
( 1 1 )  Auxiliary verbs i n  Burmese: Bernot's second set of  auxiliaries 
6 
ood5 sh£7 VERB: to join, to be continuous, to combine 
AUX: gerund, continuing to V 
'gerondi{ ou 'en continuant, en poursuivant " 
006 tha? VERB: to add 
AUX: V again 
o , <? po 
056 Sei? 
§� pjaN 
'de nouveau ', 'unefois de plus ' 
VERB: to be more, to be superior 
AUX: superiority comparison 
'comparatij de superiorite ' 
VERB: to spread 
AUX: to V from a distance 
'prolonge Ie proces dans f 'espace ' 
VERB: to compress, to stuff ) 
AUX: very V, so V 
'proces porte a un haut degre, exces ' 
VERB: to return 
AUX: V back; V again 6 
'proces en sens inverse ou different ' 
Aspect: continuative 
Aspect: iterative 
Modality 2c 
Spatial 
Modality 2c 
Aspect: iterative 
Bemot ( 1 980:358) notes that the lexical meaning of this verb is quite far from that of its grammaticalised 
form, but she gives examples of sentences where ,,3,s 8ei? behaves syntactically in the same way as a main 
verb (subordinated with �I pi or "07? tg) but keeps the grammaticalised meaning. She suggests that the 
main verb ,,3,s 8ei? with this meaning is obsolete: it may be developing into a verbal particle rather than an 
auxil iary. 
§, pjaN can precede or follow the main verb, with a slight difference in meaning. See Okell and Allott 
(200 I :  1 34- 1 35)  for examples. 
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( 1 2) Auxiliary verbs in Bunnese: morphemes added by the author to Bernot's list7 
'lcrl j£7 VERB: to be bold, swift or decisive Modality (2c) 
AUX: to show a lack of consideration, to dare 
appreciation critique par/ois indignee du locuteur 
o.Y.> Oa VERB: to be pleasant, peaceful, to exceed, to excel Modality ( 1 )  or 
AUX: to be feasible, to V easily, to denote faisability or (2c) 
possibility 
C' 
VERB: to be proper, to be appropriate Modality (2c) 3dU 
7a7 AUX: to be suitable, right to, should (formal Bunnese) 
�: 7a VERB: to be vacant, free Modality (2c) 
AUX: to have the heart to V, be callous enough to V (formal 
Burmese) 
o C' 
VERB: to be worth, to deserve Modality (2c) cx;>m 
thai7 AUX: to fit in, deserving of 
In my analysis, 22 of the morphemes in these lists convey modality, 12 convey aspect, and 
3 convey other values (benefactive, spatial, voice?). 
Verb particles 
The bound-form category of verbal morphemes includes six of the kind which are 
necessarily present in a verb phrase and nineteen which can occur non-obligatorily. After 
illustrating the use of the non-obligatory verb particles with examples, I will give a brief 
analysis of the value conveyed by each optional affix. The six (sentence)-final verb 
particles (FVP), one of which is obligatorily present in any verb phrase, are discussed in 
section 1 .4. 
In ( 1 3), there are two non-obligatory particles between the main verb and the final verb 
particle (FVP), and one each in ( 14) and ( 1 5). 
( 1 3 )  
( 14) 
c: C' c: C' 0 �;oot920( 
mjaNma.pji.go 
Burma.country.to 
, [They] ( �we etc) 
Bunna. ' 
C' 
Ol':COcy'>?�roll 
Owa.dg.m£ 
go. after_all. IRR 
' [ I] am leaving'-'I  
departing) 
C' r::::: C' co�m<l:�(Y.)roll 
jau7.phu.<t�.d£ 
arrive. EXP .PL.REAL 
have already been to 
will go (then) ' (Said when 
The first tenn is originally classified as a verbal particle and not as an auxiliary by Bemot ( 1 980:2 1 2-
267). The others come from Allott ( 1 965). I found five tenns in her list which are not included in Bemot 
( 1 980). Some are rarely used these days or only found in written Burmese. 
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( 1 5) 
<:' <:' 
�:','6;:�u)1I 
sa.lUN.d£ 
eat.excede.REAL 
' [He] eat(s) too much! '  
( 1 6) lists the non-obligatory verb particles with their basic values according to Bernot 
( 1 980), and the functional category to which I have assigned them, as in ( 1 0). 
( 1 6) Non-obligatory verb markers. 
8 
Burmese meaning category 
description according to Bernot 1980 
0 <:'  probability of the event co,,! 
'proces tres probable ou Ie locuteur n 'est pas Modality 2a l�iN 
acteur , 
<:' to desire, to wish, to feel like �c Modality 1 h;hlN 'desirer, avoir envie de ' 
9 to dare speaker 's judgement on the event Modality 2c WUN 'oserjugement du locuteur sur Ie proces ' 
Goy? Imminent and unavoidable event Aspect : prospective 
tJ 'proces imminent, inevitable ' (at boundariesl 
<:' to be in excess quality or state �,: Modality 2c lUN 'denote l'exces dans la qualite ou !'etat ' 
Fa compassion of the speaker Modality 2c 'marque affective, far;on de voir du locuteur ' 
01 politeness Modality 2c 
pa 'attitude polie du locuteur ' 
fl: experiential marker; completed event Aspect phu 'proces cons tate, experimente anteriorite-accompli ' 
boundary of the event; event occurred before or 
Go.:>: after time of utterance Aspect 
ee 'demarcation: situation anterieure-posterieure au (at boundaries) 
discours ' 
� change of state Aspect kh£ 'differentiation: tournant, transition, mouvement ' 
�:/2: new stage of an action; repeated event 
'point de depart, nouvelle etape, repetition du Aspect: iterative l6UN 
proces ' 
On 'boundaries' or ' l imitation' see Chung et al. ( 1 985:2 1 3, 2 1 7): 
'A basic concept in aspect can be described in terms such as boundedness, limitation, 
holicity, completion and the like. [ . . .  ] closure means simply that an event comes to an end 
and before some temporal point or within the confines of some temporal point. [ ... ] Applied 
to states, closure implies a complete change of state, specifically inception rather than 
cessation. ' 
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<: remnants of the event denoted by the previous V 'lCD still relevant Aspect: perfect ji? 
'designe Ie proces comme residue! ' 
§ plurality argument present or understandable Plural tGa 'pluralite actant present ou induit ' 
0 adversative marker speaker's opinion � adversative Ie proces se produit en depit de quelque Modality (2c) tGhi 
'chose, insistance du locuteur ' 
<: event marked by the morpheme occurs before 
t9 another event. Aspect: iterative 
lJiN 
'implique tine precedence ' 
a? invitation to V; injunction Modality (2b) ? 
'it 'rare; litt. invite insistante en once injonctif' 
«>0 certainty of the event 
, '/itt. formule figee : proces comme 'indubitable, Modality (2a or b) pe 
notoire ' 
«>00 realised and completed event (formal Burmese) Aspect: perfective Ie 'litt. marque de proces effectif' 
C9 imminent event, 'nearly V' Aspect 
Iu '(rare) imminence du proces ' (at boundaries) 
In my analysis of these nineteen markers, nine convey modality, nine convey aspect, and 
the remaining one is the plural marker §tGg. 
Discussion of verbal affixes 
Bhat's first criterion (Bhat, 1 999:95-96) states that prominent categories should be the 
most grarnmaticalised. I take Burmese to be a modality prominent language, with the 
implication that: 
(a) verbal morphemes should mainly convey modality, 
(b) verbal particles should grammaticalise modality more than the other 
affixes (i.e. auxiliaries) and should provide, in proportion, more modal 
morphemes, given that they are more grammaticalised. 
As predicted by Bhat' s  first criterion (grammaticalisation), the majority of the affixes 
reviewed convey modality. Indeed, thirty-one non-obligatory affixes and at least five of 
the 'obligatory' affixes (discussed in section 1 .4) convey mainly modality, while only 
twenty-one convey aspect. The negative morpheme � . . .  �: rna . . . bu used in declarative 
sentence may not be considered as part of modality. However the morpheme used for 
negative imperative � . . .  ,. rna . . .  nf conveys ' speech modality' .  
( 1 7) shows the functional distribution of verbal affixes: 
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( 1 7) Grammaticalisation of modality and aspect 
non-obligatory verbal morphemes obligatory verbal 
verbal auxiliaries total morphemes 
particles 
modality 9 22 3 1  5 
aspect 9 1 2  2 1  
other 1 3 4 1 
With regard to the criterion of degree of grammaticalisation, verbal particles - which are 
the most grammaticalised affixes - should provide a greater number of affixes expressing 
modality to verify the Bhat criterion. Taking into account the totality of verbal particles 
(i.e. obligatory and non-obligatory particles), modality is grammaticalised to a greater 
extent than aspect - but notice that taking into account only non-obligatory verbal 
particles, the two categories are both equally grammaticalised and provide the same 
number of affixes. ( 1 8) shows the variation in degree of grammaticalisation of verbal 
affixes. 
( 1 8) Degrees of grammaticalisation 
auxiliaries verbal particles (bound morphemes) 
non-obligatory obligatory total 
modality 9 22 5 36 
aspect 9 1 2  2 1  
4 The prominence of a category revealed b y  the criterion of 
obligatoriness 
A well-formed verbal phrase in Burmese consists minimally of, at least, one main verb 
plus a (sentence)-final verb particle (FVP), as in ( 1 9). Unlike Allott and Okell (200 1 )  who 
list 40 sentence markers, we distinguish verbal fmal particles from the large group of 
markers that can occur at the end of a sentence take. This distinction is based on syntactic 
and distributional criteria. 
( 1 9) 
c c <9 OJ OJ 00 II 
pha7.t£ 
read. REA 
L 
' [I] read. '  
Burmese has six main (sentence)-final verb particles (FVP). They are mutually exclusive, 
which is not the case for the non-obligatory markers reviewed above (see, for example, 
( 1 3 )). At least one of them must be present for a verb phrase to be well-formed. Two of 
them are negative and a zero morpheme occurs in this slot as well, that is to say the 
absence of a final verbal particle stands for the imperative. As noticed by other authors 
(Bemot 1 980: 1 37-140; Wheatley 1 982:226-27), it does exist other FVPs. Some of them 
have undergone a narrowing of function, and are related to one of the six main ones. For 
instance, the particle o? kf is related to the FVP conveying statement. The other FVPs that 
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are not listed here, are either frozen expressions such as ulc\3� paJ�iN or ula:n paJa, or 
either complex expressions containing reduced forms of the main FVPs, as o.:>o?(o?)u 
eaJo.(lo.)bt. 
Of course Burmese also has nominal sentences where no verb or copula is required, 
such as existential predication as in ( 1 2), where no main verb or copula is required and 
therefore no (sentence)-fmal verb particle (FVP) either. In such sentences the final noun 
phrase serves as the predicate. It can be either followed by the polite particle 6p ja or not as 
shown in (20). 
(20) a. 0( 006p ul II b. oo6pull1 c. 006p1l 
eu shaja.ba shaja.ba shaja 
he teacher. POL teacher. POL teacher 
'He is a ' [He] 1S a ' [He] 1S a 
teacher. ' teacher. ' teacher. ' 
The six final verbal particles (FVP) are illustrated by the following examples. FVP 
occuring in assertive sentences are given in (2 1 ): (2 1 )a, b and c contain affirmative FVPs, 
while (2 1 )d contains a negative one. (22)a shows the markedness of the absence of any 
final verbal particle, and (22)b is an example of a negative imperative. 
(2 1 )  a. co a:nOO()')1I 
la.ci£ 
come.REAL 
' [He] comes (� came). ' 
b. a:n@1I 
la.bi 
come.PERF 
' [He] has come' ;  ' Here [he] is ! '  
co c. a:n�()')11 
la.m£ 
come.lRR 
' [He] will come. '  ' [He] would come' (if. . . ) 
d. �a:n�:11 
maJa.bu 
NEG.come.NEG 
' [He] does�did�will not come.'  
(22) a. a:n 
la 
come.[0 IMP] 
'Come ! '  
b .  a:n 
maJa.nf 
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NEG.come.[0 
LMP] .NEG 
' Do not come ! '  
The values of the final verb particles (FVP) are summarised i n  (23). 
(23) Final verb particles and their allomorphs 
particles and function 
allomorphs 
0003 ti: Modality 2a ' realis' + 3a 'assertive' 
c::r.YJ ta Modality 2a 'realis' 9 
0.:> aa Modality 2a 'realis' + 3a ' interrogative' 
�o3 ti: Modality 2a ' irrealis' + 3a 'assertive' 
y:> l1Ja Modality 2a 'irrealis' 
� ma Modality 2a ' irrealis' + 3a ' interrogative' 
[9 pi Modality 2a 'realis' + change evident at the time of the 
utterance 
[secondary value: Modality 2b (evidential: seeing, hearing)] 
� . . . ::r,jl: mabu Negation (neutralisation of Modality 2a) 
� . . .  ,_rna . . .  nf Negation + injunction 
� . . .  (::n) rna . . .  bt (Negation + exclamation) 
- 0  Zero-morpheme stands for injunction (Mod ( 1 »  
Notice here that Burmese data point to a relationship between negation and modality. The 
link between tense-aspect-modality and negation has been already noted by Bybee 
( 1 985 : 1 79), Hartzler ( 1 994:52-53), Payne ( 1 997:283-293), Palmer ( 1 995:454-47 1 )  and 
Forest ( 1 993: 1 30--1 33), as has the interaction between negation and modality by De Haan 
( 1 997: 1 29- 1 39). The Burmese data seem to corroborate these relationships in suggesting 
that negation can be analysed as a kind of modality, but this hypothesis remains to be 
confirmed or invalidated by substantial further work on Burmese and other data. The 
negative verbal particle is in complementary distribution with the other particles which all 
convey different kinds of modality: subjective modality (epistemic and evidential 
modalities) and speech modality. All these morphemes seem to belong to the same slot. 
The analysis of the final verb particles (FVP) summarised in (23 ) shows that epistemic 
modality and speech modality are the main notions expressed by the 'obligatory' verbal 
markers, e.g. FVP, in Burmese. Returning now to the criteria of obligatoriness, we will 
see that modality is undoubtedly the more obligatory category in Burmese. 
9 
10 
Bernot ( 1 985: 1 63 )  called these morphemes 'modal markers of exclamatory speech ' .  They are used in 
expressive discourse, but they also occur in nominalised and completive clauses and sometimes replace 0> 
Sa in interrogative clauses. 
This negative form can be found in ·exclamatory speech.' Bemot ( 1 980: 1 64) notes that this form does 
not appear very often in her data; this is true for my data also. 
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5 The pervasiveness of modality as a category in Burmese 
5.1 Nominalising clauses 
I will present episternic modality as an example of the pervasiveness of modality in 
Burmese. Indeed, the fundamental distinction in Burmese between realis and irrealis 
appears in nominalised clauses also (see also Vittrant (2002» . 
Various nominalising processes are found in Burmese. 0{ 8u 'he/she' forms an agentive 
noun phrase, while 3d 7a is a prefix used to derive nouns from verbs. There are other ways 
of creating noun phrases with particular syntactic properties. F or the purposes of the 
present paper, the most interesting nominalising processes are those conveying episternic 
modality. They are placed at the end of the clause, as are most nominalisers, and have the 
same form as the FVPs that convey only realislirrealis modality and not ASSERTIVE 
modality (see (23» . (24) contains two occurrences of the realis morpheme OY:) ta used as 
nominaliser of the verbs 'to settle' and 'to fall '  respectively. The two sentences presented 
in (25) illustrate the process used to focus on a temporal phrase, that is to say the 
nominalisation of the clause and the use of episternic markers as norninalisers . 
(24) 
(25) 
O �  � � � 
� �1Oet:YJC <Y.ij OY:)(Y) 1Oet:YJ C <Y.ij0Y:) CX)(Y) 
o 
�oxr:O(:c\y'):1I 
7eiNdauN thg.da.gg thauN tha.da.d£7 
marriage fall .REALNoM.SUBJ prison fall .REALNoM.than 
ma.sh6.bu.lci 
NEG.bad.NEG.Q-? 
'Isn't getting married worse than going to jail?' 
�@ � 
0('. 
� � � a. �;(Y) �; oaJ;IOOY:) 1O"6�OOIl 
man£7phjaN 8u.ns: than;:' tw�.m£ 
tomorrow he.with I meet.lRR 
' I  will meet with him tomorrow. '  
b. 0('. 
� � 
�;�@.tul oaJ;IOOY:) 1O"6� 
8u.ns: than;:' tw�·rIJa mam:7phjaN.ba 
he.with I meeURR tomorrow 
' I  will meet with him tomorrow. '  
lit: ' My [future] meeting with him, i t  i s  tomorrow. '  
I n  the following examples (26)a-b and (27)b, the episternic markers OY:) ta and "P rIJa are 
required to norninalize the clause used as the verb's complement. Therefore they can be 
viewed as complementisers, which leads us to say that the realis-irrealis distinction is also 
relevant for some dependent or 'non-finite' clauses. 
o � Q � (26) a. �:�;u Q>:'l.OY:) �Oo)(Y)o.:Y.)O(:1I 
Juphana7 sLjg.da ma.8£78a.bu 
shoes wear.must. REALNOM NEG.comfortable.NEG 
'Having to wear shoes is not comfortable' 
'To have to wear shoes is not pleasant. ' 
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b 0 C' " C' . �:<9;O a>:�� �OJmO:X>�:1I 
Juphana? sfJ�.l1}a ma.e£7ea.bu 
shoes wear.must. lRRNOM NEG.comfortable.NEG 
' It will (�would) not be pleasant to have to wear shoes.' 
(27) a. 3dG<9 o:x>:J? 0003J? GIP@OO�II 
?aphe ea.go za? ko pj5.pj�.d£ 
father son.OBJ Jataka.OBJ say.show.REAL 
'A father tell J ataka stories to his son. '  
o C' O  � � � C' C' b. 3dG<9 O:X>:O( 00000( GlP�OY.) �mOOu)1I 
?aphe ea.go za? ko pj5.pj�.da tGai?.t£ 
father son.OBJ Jataka.OBJ say.show.REALNoM like. REAL 
' [I ]  like it when (�that) a father tells Jataka stories to his son. ' 
5.2 Relative clauses 
Similarly, in relative clauses, we find the same epistemic (realis vs. irrealis) distinction 
expressed by the relativizer itself, as in (28)a-b and (29)a-b. 
(28) a. �:�: §�o} "l 
b. 
momo mjiN.df ill 
Momo see.REALAITR person 
'the person who(m) Momo saw' 
0 0 0 'f:'f:0( 
momQ.go 
Momo 
'the person 
Momo.' 
� C' ,  �c� 
mjiN.mf 
see. IRRATTR 
who will 
C'( 
ill 
person 
(�would) see 
(29) a. oaJ'G� sn:o}3dGg 6���1I 
tGan;:, tJa.df.?akhwe tGi.m£ 
I borrow. REALAITR. tape watch. IRR 
' I  will watch the video that I rented. ' 
b C' C' . oaJ; Goy') 
momQ.go 
Momo 
sn:�3dGg 
mjlN.mf 
see. IRRAITR 
' I  will watch the video 
rent. ' 
c C' C' 
C3��u)1I 
ill 
person 
that I am going to 
As shown by previous examples, Burmese uses, as relativisers, the markers that merge 
epistemic modality (2a) and assertive modality (3a) (see (23)) with a slight phonological 
difference. The relativizers are marked with grammatical tone to indicate subordination. 
Note that this grammatical tone is also found in possessive structures to mark a human 
possessor, and in some verkomplement structures to mark a human argument, as 
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described by Allott ( 1 967: 1 59- 1 6 1 ). The grammatical use of the creaky tone has also be 
noted by Okell ( 1 969: 1 8) and Bernot ( 1 980:26). 
6 Conclusion 
The use of Bhat's fIrst criterion (grammaticalisation) to reveal the prominence of a 
category in a specifIc language was relevant to my claim. Taking into account the all the 
verb markers of Burmese, Bhat's fIrst criterion points to the prominence of modality in 
Burmese. Bhat's  second criterion (obJigatoriness) also confIrms the prominence of 
modality as the most obligatory category in Burmese. Thirdly, modality is pervasive in 
Burmese, being involved in nominalisation process and in relative (and complement) 
clauses. 
The use of Bhat's criteria leads to a classifIcation of languages into three ' idealized' 
types according to the prominence that each language gives to one or the other of the three 
major verbal categories, i .e. tense, aspect and modality, althought the author agrees with 
Bhat (Bhat 1 999: 1 03)  that ' it is quite possible for some languages to remain outside of this 
classifIcation either because they give equal prominence to two or more of these 
categories, or because they select some other verbal category, such as location or 
viewpoint as the most prominent category. ' 
Thus Dravidian languages, Indo-European languages such as English or German, and 
Uralic languages such as Finnish, for all of which which the grammatical category of 
Tense is the most grammaticalized and/or pervasive and/or obligatory, could be classifIed 
as tense-prominent languages (Bhat 1999: 1 05-1 20). English, for instance, shows in its 
verbal inflectional system a basic distinction between past and present (non-past), and 
aspect and modality distinctions are not grammaticalized to the extent to which tense 
distinctions are grammaticalised. 
Hmong, Sanskrit, Supyire and Korornfe (two languages of the Gur sub-branch of Niger­
Congo languages) on the other hand are good candidates to illustrate the aspect-prominent 
type of language, as they give prominence to the grammatical category of aspect. 
A re-examination of some North-Iroquoian languages and some Mayan languages 
such as Q'eqchi, leads to consider them as modality-prominent languages, since they make 
a basic modal distinction rather than a temporal one (Bhat 1 999: 1 32-1 33). 
Coming back to Burmese, then, my claims about this language were informed by 
applying Bhat's criteria to reveal the most prominent category. Taking into account all the 
verbal affIxes, Bhat's fust criterion (grammaticalisation) points to the prominence of 
modality in Burmese. His second criterion (obligatoriness) also confIrms the prominence 
of modality as the most obligatory category in Burmese, (i.e. we fmd that three out of the 
four obligatory morphemes in Burmese express modality). Additionally, modality is 
pervasive in Burmese, involved in the nominalization process and in relative (and 
complement) clauses. The application of Bhat's criteria leads us to conclude that modality 
is indeed the prominent category in Burmese, although aspect is important. 
This study also illustrates that the Burmese data that I have collected could support the 
idea of negation as a kind of modality. 
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1 Topic and Information Status 
1 . 1  Topic- Comment Propensity in Burmese 
Many Asian language families - Sino-Tibetan, Japanese, Austronesian, Tai-Kadai and 
Mon-Khmer - have often been regarded as topic-prominent languages which emphasise 
information structure, rather than SUbject-prominent languages such as English and other 
European languages which emphasise morphosyntactic structure. Topic-prominence often 
takes the sentence form of Topic-Comment rather than Subject-Predicate. What 
distinguishes Topic-Comment structure is that topic is rarely agentive or strongly 
transitive, in the sense of force dynamics (Talmy 1 985). 
Burmese tends to be only weakly transitive, as Matisoff ( 1 976) noted for Lahu and 
some other Tibeto-Burman languages. The semantics of transitivity have been understood 
from a whole-scene viewpoint, with explicit mention of the source and/or goal as key 
elements within that viewpoint (DeLancey 1 982). Rather than being highly causative, or 
requiring mention of the source of an action, Burmese sentences and discourses tend to be 
more focused on the result end of the transitivity spectrum. Though not morphologically 
ergative, Burmese tends to be semantically absolutive. Many verbs can be used transitively 
or intransitively, being based more upon the cognitive viewpoint of the speaker than upon 
the grammatical requirements of a dichotomous transitivity system. The Topic-Comment 
structure of Burmese is also related to the speaker's cognitive point of view with focus on 
the result end of the action stream. It appears that the preferred orientation of the language 
is to take a viewpoint that leaves out the agent/causer and by inferring that role 
semantically it can have stronger pragmatic force when an explicit mention is made. Topic 
prominence then follows from a generalised propensity to not mention the agent and to 
focus on the resulting state of affairs. 
1 .2 Various definitions related to the notion of topic 
The notion of topic and the use of the word in recent linguistic literature has been fraught 
with confusion. Part of this confusion has been terminological. Part of it has related to 
scope differences in topicalisation. Part of it has related to the notion of topic as a 
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grammatical role within the sentence, similar to that of the notion of ' subject ' .  Another part 
of the confusion has been the role of sentence constituent ordering and the weight allotted 
to that important feature of topicalisation. The informational status and introduction 
process of referents is another aspect to the notion of topic, particularly new versus old 
information. Another part of the confusion has been the scope of topicalisation - either a 
more local sense of topic within the sentence, or a much wider sense of topicalisation 
spanning larger textual units or even the discourse itself. 
A binary distinction has been observed between at least two types of status of referents 
in a text. The difference between referents in the text who are 'on stage' ,  and those being 
brought 'onto the stage' is recognised under various terminological sets such as: OldlNew, 
KnownlNew, GivenlNew (Halliday 1 967), Activated/Previously activated (Chafe, 1 987), 
and Presupposition/Focus (Lambrecht 1 996, 2000). A yet more complex analysis of the 
initial binary distinction was made by Prince ( 1 98 1 )  who categorised the speaker's  
assumptions of the hearer' s  familiarity into three types of information with various 
subtypes - New (Brand-new (anchored and non-anchored), Unused), Inferable (Non­
containing Inferable, Containing Inferable), and Evoked (Textually Evoked, Situationally 
Evoked). Such finely tuned pragmatics, while helpful in classifying speaker assumptions, 
is linear and fails to account for the hierarchical structure of textual information across 
spans of text, which are themselves embedded within other texts and assumption spans. 
Givon ( 1 983) proposed a system for tracking discourse referents across the textual span 
of clauses in which the same referents tend to be evoked repeatedly. The quantifiable 
measurement for continuous topics (old information or presupposed reference) and for 
discontinuous topics (new information) lends an empirical basis to the confusion. This 
notion of topicality refers more to discourse theme and of profiling information across a 
span of text. Highly continuous referents are assumed to be more topical. Yet continuity 
tracking fails to net salient topics in languages such as those in Southeast Asia where 
indirectness, understatement, and the absence of overt mention may be used to indicate a 
topic. Strategic points in a text may therefore appear non-topical regarding referents, 
particularly where metaphor or analogy is used, yet be pragmatically effective for an 
audience's awareness of the topic. 
Figure-Ground organisation is the most probable cognitive basis for the binary 
distinction that linguists have sensed in examining the notion of Topic-Comment or 
presupposed-focused nature of information structuring. Figure-Ground relations account 
for the asymmetry felt to exist between two points of information in a sentence. Usually 
one is topic and the other comment. One is more focal or salient while the other more 
background and less prominent. One is more mobile or active in relation to the other as 
field of reference or target of action. The asymmetrical relation between the two (or more) 
constituents is probably psychological and cognitively hard-wired. Talmy characterises the 
Figure-Ground relationship in language as follows: 
The Figure is a moving or conceptually movable entity whose path, site, or 
orientation is conceived as a variable, the particular value of which is the relevant 
issue. The Ground is a referenced entity, one that has a stationary setting relative to 
a reference frame, with respect to which the Figure's path, site or orientation is 
characterised. (Talmy 2000:3 1 2) 
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Talmy's  insights into cognitive semantics are based principally on the dynamics of motion. 
Thus for him, and most other linguists using Figure-Ground relations to describe the 
asymmetrical relations of the sentence, Figure (F) is topical, the most salient, and is 
typically correlated with the semantic agent, the mover, or causer, and thus with 
grammatical subject. Ground (G) is a reference entity possessing known properties that 
characterise the Figure. This schema, following Talmy (2000), can be applied as in ( 1 )  to 
the underlying event stmcture: 
( 1 )  a. Bill (F) is behind the garage (G). 
b. She (F) resembles him (G). 
c. Her going home (F) was after stopping at the store (G). 
While this schema works well for the underlying cognitive semantics of highly transitive 
sentences with motion verbs and complex spatial relations of objects, it can be observed 
that for reduced transitivity the situation flips and the Figure shifts to the 'right' toward the 
new information, toward the grammatical object. Figure changes position to become what 
the sentence says, the comment, not the reference anchor of the continuing topic. Focus is 
upon the rightmost element, which gains in saliency and topicality. 
The shift of the gestalt Figure-Ground with reduced transitivity begins to look more 
like the binary stmcture of Presupposed (P)/F ocus (F 0) of Lambrecht ( 1 996), illustrated in 
(2): 
(2) a. Q: Who saw the mechanic? 
A: The mechanic (P) was seen by the principal (F 0) 
b. Q: When is Mac leaving? 
A: Mac (P) is leaving tomorrow (Fo). 
The effect of providing the context to the response above gives the status of 'activated' 
information to the Presupposed elements. When elements become known, old, or given 
information in this context, they also become Ground, the known, the given, the referenced 
entity, in the sense of Talmy above. 
1 .3 Burmese postpositions involved in topicalisation 
Burmese postposition particles mark the grammatical relations of the argument nominals 
of the verb and parse various levels of pragmatic information within the Burmese sentence 
and text. Some of these particles have been identified as marking topic and others as 
marking subject, with some marking both in the Burmese sentence (Okell and Allott 
200 1 ). ' 
Particles that have been described as topic-marking in Formal Burmese (FB) and 
Colloquial Burmese (CB) are set out in include: 
Okell and Allott (200 I )  make an enonnous contribution to the grammatical study of Bunnese. The 
analysis here is indebted to, and builds on, their insights. 
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(3) Topic-marking particles in Burmese described in Okell and Allott (200 1 )  
ro kg 
ro kg 
'it mu 
CB and FB; marks the noun as subject of the sentence, usually for 
emphasis or contrast, or to distinguish the agent from the patient (the 
latter often marked by o? ko or 3'n: 7a) often indicates the speaker 
when reporting speech. In FB some writers use ry ng to serve the same 
function (Okell and Allott 200 1 : 1 ); 
CB and FB; marks a phrase as topic of discourse, whether subject or not 
(Okell and Allott 200 1 :2); 
FB; marks a phrase with the sense of 'however' or 'but' ,  highlighting 
the subject or topic of a sentence (Okell and Allott 200 1 :5); 
FB (sometimes CB); marks a noun as the subject of a sentence, when 
the subject is a personal agent or an inanimate noun standing for a 
personal agent. In this usage it is equivalent to FB ro kg, but in CB ro 
kg has more contrastive force (Okell and Allott 200 1 :  1 65); 
FB (sometimes CB); marks a phrase, and indicates topic of sentence, 
usually the subject (Okell and Allott 2000: 1 7 1 ); 
FB; marks a phrase as slightly contrastive with some other phrase 
(Okell and Allott, 200 1 : 1 54); 
CB; norninalises a verb and marks it as the topic of the sentence (Okell 
and Allott 200 1 :74). 
FB; marks the noun as subject or topic of sentence in Formal Burmese 
only according to Okell and Allott (200 1 :245); 
These various particles are well illustrated in Okell and Allott (200 1 ), but what is far from 
clear is why they are used and how they function in specific contexts, and what kind of 
information the notion of topicalisation encompasses in Burmese. By examining whole 
texts the extensive linguistic context by which such notions relating to information such as 
'given',  'new', 'recoverable' ,  etc. can be shown to be an intrinsic part of the function of the 
particles. Discourse analysis also lays out the hierarchical structural units by which textual 
information is organised. Particles have been found to signal information function on 
multiple levels of clause, sentence, paragraph, section, and the discourse macrostructure as 
a whole. Many particles which were previously inexplicable have been found to function in 
tightly organised and beautiful ways through discourse analysis (Longacre 1996; Longacre 
and Woods 1976-77; Person 2000). 
Assuming the notion of topic applies to both sentence and discourse levels, and 
assuming topic is both informational and grammatical, the present study examines the role 
of topic as it relates to three particles o.:>� 6i, ro kg and o? ko as observed in one particular 
text. By restricting the analysis to one text, it is possible to examine more fully the inter­
relationships and dependencies across higher level structures .  In this article, the basis for 
generalisation in defining the function of particles is restricted in scope to specific texts or 
text types and structural contexts, but what is gained thereby is greater explanatory power 
in examining why a particular particle is used in a particular linguistic situation. 
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1 .4 Types of information relating to topic prominence in Burmese 
There are three distinctions important with regard to the notion of topic in Burmese. The 
first of these is information status, namely the classification of information as 'new' or 
'old' . This distinction is what some analysts have referred to as a cognitive operation 
analogous to the reader opening a new file for new information, or for old or already 
known information noting whether the file which already exists for this information is 
open and active, or is open but not active (not in immediate awareness). A more 
contemporary computer analogy might be one where old information is likened to an open 
file or window. If the file or window is visible from the desktop, it may require only a mild 
reference in the text (zero or pronominal). On the other hand, if it is buried or actually 
closed, somewhat more effort is require to retrieved and bring that file (information) into 
focal view. 
Information status has to do with the amount of cognitive effort required to activate 
information. This effort is mapped iconically to grammatical constructions that serve to 
stimulate those cognitive operations. It is assumed that a more overt grammatical apparatus 
is required for old information that is specific but stored away and inactive. 
Burmese follows the universal tendency of languages to place old information before 
new information. Typically in Burmese, new information occupies a position immediately 
preceding the verb phrase, that is rightmost in the string of phrases which precede the 
sentence-fmal verb phrase. In a written discourse, what is new and what is old information 
is normally recoverable from the immediately preceding text. In spoken discourse, what is 
old is more often recoverable from the social and speech context. While this generalisation 
is a function of the difference between written text and oral discourse, it is nonetheless a 
tendency of text to map greater referential detail due to the presumed loss of information 
from the social and physical situation of a speech event. The unstated knowledge implied 
by the writer to the reader can evoke a satisfaction, humour or deeper relevance which 
brings a peculiar joy in reading creative writing. However, the same implicatory function 
can leave second-language readers of Burmese perplexed. While much that is implied 
comes from a shared experience of the world and the expectations of cultural norms, the 
relation of sentence arguments and adjuncts in Burmese is marked by postpositions, most 
of which have multiple functions which are often generalised. Understanding the functions 
of these particles opens up the world of Burmese grammar, particularly for the second­
language learner. While the number of particles treated here is small, it is hoped that this 
study might pave the way for future discourse studies, particularly concerning topic. 
The following example from the National Day text (see section 2. 1 .2) illustrates the 
change in informational status across two sentences. In (4) National Day is new 
information; in (5), two sentences later in the text, it has become old information. 
(4) National Day as new information (Sentence 1 )  
OOt,"oxnc'tt:roOJ:?03 (00) 6l.03,"'.:A)� 3d�Jt:on:,",. §�ol:A)�1I 
tazauNmoUN.lg.zou7 sh£J£7.n�.ol 7amjooa.n� phj i7.pa.Oi 
Tazaungmon.month.end 1 0.CLF.day.TOP national. day be.POL.REAL 
The tenth day of the waning moon of the month of Tazaungmon is National DaY[NEw], 
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(5) National Day as old information (Sentence 3)  
o O �  � r::: � 
��L:o.:n:G;.�CX)�:�'1Cf)��a> 
amj6oa.n�.7atheiN7all}a7.7aphji7 
national.day.commemoration.as 
� ... � Guy')GlP��:r9 
h6pj6.bw£.mja.l}!N 
talk.event.pL.and 
§�ISi���:o? !Siaro01J�:o601o.J�1I 
pj�.bw£.pjaiN.pw£.mja.go pj1Jlou7.tGfNp�.��.ba.d£ 
show.event.compete.event.pL.OBJ do.celebrate.pL.POL.REAL 
'To commemorate National DaY[oLDj, there are celebrations of lectures, exhibitions 
and competitions. '  
The second type of distinction necessary for topicalisation in Burmese is information 
focus. There are two types of information focus, the first is positional and the second is 
grammatical role. 
Positional information relates to the linear, sentence-initial position or slot of the 
principal arguments of the verb. Sentence initial devices such as temporal or locative 
linkage are excluded in information focus, since these devices relate to textual cohesion 
and background rather than focus. The following example demonstrates these positions, 
labeled Position 1 ,  Position 2, Position 3, in the sentence. The head of the Burmese 
sentence is not at the beginning but at the end, on the right rather than the left. Thus the 
numbered positions begin right, next to the verb, and proceed leftwards. Burmese, as head­
final, is characteristically left-branching and is felt by Burmese speakers to 'face' toward 
the fmal verb. Greater Informational Focus is given to the elements placed in Position 1 .  
(6) Informational focus (Sentence 6) 
Situational � � � � 
:>BJo��ra>06c 
1920.bj�.l}i7.twiN 
1 920.CLF.year.in 
Position 3 
& 0 � 0 
�()roo��:9.m 
7iNgalei7 .7as6j�.g� 
English.govt.SUBJ 
Position 1 Final Verb � � � Q � � 
g9 C\j> a> 9.; �a>Fo.J�" 
phwiN.h7J� SIZIN.ch 
open.PuRP plan.REAL 
Position 2 � � 0 � 0 9.; 0(; Cf)CJ?0? ro"{ 
j�lNgouN.t£7kaeo.go 
Yangon.university.OBJ 
' In 1 920 the English government made arrangements to open Rangoon University. '  
Grammatical role i s  also a parameter o f  Informational Focus in the Burmese sentence. 
Information Focus tends to follow the animacy/empathy hierarchy (Silverstein 1 976; Kuno 
1 976) and directly correlates with semantic and grammatical roles within the sentence. 
While the three parameters of animacy-empathy, semantic role and grammatical role are 
interrelated and have each been organised in an implicational hierarchy, and although the 
semantic role is more salient in Burmese, the choice is made here to focus on the 
grammatical in order to build on Relational Grammar's insights regarding promotion and 
demotion of grammatical roles in the sentence. 
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(7) Hierarchy of animacy in relation to grammatical and semantic roles2 
animacy-empathy hierarchy human > animal > instrument > . . .  
semantic role agent > patient > benefactor > purpose/reason > result 
grammatical role3 subject > object > indirect object > obliques > genitives . . .  
Due to the fact that unmarked word order in Burmese is SOY, natural or default 
prominence is accorded to sentence arguments with the grammatical role of subject. The 
problem of determining exactly what constitutes subjecthood in Burmese lies beyond the 
scope of this paper, but for present purposes, subject will be defined as the specified agent 
(or unmentioned agent in 'passive' constructions), the overt leftmost, non-oblique and non­
object argument in a sentence. The casual observer may notice that subject is a default role 
in relation to other more overtly marked grammatical roles. 
If an argument of the verb in Burmese is promoted or demoted from its principal 
grammatical role, e.g. a subject demoted to an oblique role as it does in the English passive 
construction (8), it is also thereby raised or lowered in focal prominence by grammatical 
promotion or demotion. Because agents are often unmentioned, default prominence tends 
to fall on the patient. Demoted agents in oblique roles such as Possessor may be mentioned 
for pragmatic purposes as we see in (9). 
(8) Demotion in English. 
Active: The man hit the cat. 
Passive: The cat was hit [by the man] - OBLIQUE DEMOTION 
(9) Promotion and demotion in Burmese (Sentence 4) 
Position 4: Patient 
§'OOt6co.:>� 
mj3.Nma.naiNDaN.ol 
Burma. country. TOP 
Position 3: Time 
" " 
O""�-ytQ)06c 
1885 ·glJ·IJi?·twiN 
1 885 .cLF.year.in 
Position 2: Oblique agent 
E 0 <:'  0 � 
�oro()O(.arli 
?iNgalei? tg.?i 
English. PL. poss 
Position 1 :  Instrument Final verb 
" " .  0 
romG3<r.lm�O')0o.r. 
1£7 .?au? .khaN .baw�.og 
hand. under.suffer.life. to 
" , 1 " O1JG'Pm�()lo.:>�1I 
tG�.j au? .khf.ba.Oi 
fall.arrive. REM .POL. REAL 
' In 1 885 Burma fell under a life of subjugation to British rule. ' 
In (9) the Patient, ' the country of Burma' is promoted to the grammatical pivot or in 
Relational Grammar terms, to number one. The Patient becomes subject-like and is 
moderately prominent because of the demotion of the agent to an oblique position. We 
shall see in subsequent sections fthis example also illustrates another type of focus in the 
unfolding detail of how topical focus is used in this sample Burmese text. 
2 The convention of using > to indicate ' is above' in the hierarchy indicates ' Human is above Animal, both 
of which are above Instrument' and so forth for each hierarchy. 
The Noun Phrase Accessibility Hierarchy (Keenan & Comrie 1 977). 
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The relative weight of focus or prominence in any one Burmese sentence is  a matter of 
the operation of three parameters. In (9), the relative focal prominence of the arguments is 
as follows: 
(a) informational focus: the new information ' suffered subjugation' in Position 1 
is most salient and is in informational focus; 
(b) positional focus: Position 1 is in focus; 
(c) the grammatical role of Patient in Position 4 is focal, with no higher role 
present. 
1 .5 Summary of informational devices 
In summary, the three dimensions of focus in Burmese operate with regard to 
Informational Status (new and old) and two types of Information Focus, namely positional 
role and grammatical role. These are illustrated in ( 1 0) with the asterisk representing the 
position with the highest salience in each dimension. 
( 1 0) Summary of Informational Devices 
Position 3 Position 2 Position 1 Final Verb 
Information Status Old information New information * 
Informational Focus 
positional Low focus High focus * 
grammatical role Subject * > Object > . . .  Oblique > 
In ( 1 0), Position 3 refers to the leftmost position of arguments of a sentence, even though 
an individual sentence may have up to 7 or 8 Positions. For instance, in (8) the number of 
surface positions to the left of the final verb is increased by a demoted actant, the 
embedded nominalised clause �A�t;o?Qn') rocrlG:P)crl� 7iNgalei7.tQ.7i J£7.7au7.khaN 
' suffering under the hands of the British', modifying 0)0 baw� ' life ' .  
The value of distinguishing different types of focus helps us to understand how i t  is  
that several postpositions in Burmese are described as  'topic-marking' but signal different 
types of informational prominence. The schema in ( 1 0) also validates the natural, intuitive 
sense of prominence of different sentential arguments, in the complex structures of 
Expository texts. 
1 .6 Figure-Ground configurations and information devices 
The Figure-Ground relations, discussed in 1 .2, relate to a whole perceptual configuration, 
or a gestalt. These relations map onto the informational device schema in two interesting 
ways - as a highly transitive gestalt ( 1 1 )  or as a high absolutive gestalt ( 1 2).  The notion of 
transitivity as information structure is consistent with discourse approaches to transitivity 
(Hopper and Thompson 1 980). 
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(i) 'Highly transitive' sentence gestalt 
In the first type of Figure-Ground configuration, old information is seen as topic. The 
Figure-as-topic in this type of sentence has a role similar to discourse theme as a 
continuing topic. The Ground is new, additive information which is always changing 
across the discourse span. Due to the steadiness of the topic, the Figure information is 
assigned textual prominence because it is repeated. It is the pragmatic presupposition 
whereas the Ground is the domain of the pragmatic assertation (Lambrecht, 2000). The 
Ground is the focus domain, which is more salient. In this configuration, Figure is not focal 
on a local level, but rather at a textual level. This is the typical form found with transitive, 
narrative sentences in Burmese and is represented in ( 1 1 ). 
( 1 1 )  Highly transitive sentence gestalt 
Figure Ground 
topic (of discourse) focus 
old information new information 
theme rheme 
(ii) Absolutive sentence gestalt 
The second type of informational gestalt is where old information is regarded as the 
Ground: the basis, the known, the background, the drone instrument. Against this, the 
Figure is a focally figured block of new information which appears as an item of interest. 
In this conceptualisation, new information, the Figure, is more salient. This reverse 
configuration is represented in ( 1 2). 
( 1 2) Absolutive sentence gestalt 
Gr d oun 
known 
old information 
steady reference frame 
anchor 
F· 19ure 
salient 
new information 
variable 
focus 
Lambert (2000) describes these two similar configurations in terms of presuppositional 
characteristics. He labels the first gestalt in ( 1 1 ), 'Argument Focus' .  This configuration is 
considered marked because it introduces a new argument to a given predicate. The second 
gestalt, ( 1 2), he labels 'Predicate Focus' .  This is regarded as the norm in Subject-Predicate 
or Topic-Comment constructions where it is the predicate which adds a new assertion to a 
given argument. For English examples of these two configurations see ( 1 )a and b for the 
former and (2)a and (2)b for the latter type. Note that English order tends to differ from 
Burmese order. 
( 1 3 )  summarises the weight of focus (indicated by one or two asterisks) relative to the 
position of the Ground and the Figure in an unmarked Burmese sentence. 
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( 1 3 )  Position and relative focus in an unmarked Burmese sentence. 
Position 3 Position 2 Position 1 Predicate I Ground * I Figure ** 
Returning to the previous example (9) above, we find a more transitive sentence in which 
the source of the action is marked by an overtly expressed agent and with an overt mention 
of the patient, allowing the reader to view the whole conceptual scene of trans-action 
(DeLancey 1 982). With regard to Figure-Ground relations, we review the information 
device weighting from ( 1 0), and find that highly transitive sentences shift the weight back 
to Figure. The four factors of information status and two information focus types together 
with Figure-Ground produces and evenly balanced Highly Transitive sentence 
configuration, as in ( 1 4). 
( 1 4) Position and relative focus in a Highly Transitive sentence gestalt. 
Position 3 Position 2 Position 1 Predicate 
I Figure ** I Ground ** 
The notion of topic in discourse is related to the sense of local focus within the sentence, to 
information structure (both status and focus) and to the wider notion of focus or figure to 
the background gestalt of the discourse. 
How these notions are played out in Burmese relates to the larger chunks of discourse, 
which may be equivalent to the naive concept of the orthographic paragraph. Here we shall 
refer to them as 'discourse units ' .  
2 T h e  National Day text - a n  example o f  Expository Discourse 
In general we can identifY texts as belonging to one of four types of discourse: Expository, 
Narrative, Procedural and Hortatory. The function of an Expository text is explanation and 
persuasion, in contrast to a Narrative text, which sets out to tell a story. Narrative texts are 
typically agent-orientated and are rich in chronological linkage. A third contrasting 
discourse type is the Procedural genre. Procedural texts explain how something is done; 
they, too, make use of chronological linkage but are activity-orientated rather than agent­
orientated. Furthermore, the three discourse types typically prefer different types of clause, 
sentence, paragraph and discourse structures within the macro-structure of each genre. 
Hortatory text is persuasion not of the truth of something but for the reader to personal 
action. Hortatory text is typically imperative in mood, not agent-oriented, with logical 
linkage. 
The National Day text comes from the Third Standard Burmese Primer (Myanmar 
Government Education 1 994) and has been found to be an example of a well-crafted 
Expository text in literary Burmese. Expository text is typically characterised by more 
logical, non-chronological linkage, although narrative elements are often found embedded 
within it. It is topic-orientated rather than agent-orientated. The full text is presented 
below. 
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2.1 The National Day Text glossed sentence by sentence 
(Myanmar Government Education Department ( 1 994)) 
Sentence 1 
O':+ .. oo:>�'t':C\)�� (00) 'l�«>;.o,)� 3d�L:o.n:«>;. §�()lo,)�11 
tazaUNm6uN.l�.zou7 sh£J£? n�.OI 7amj6oa.n� phji7.pa.oi 
Tazaungmon.month.end 1 0.CLF.day.TOP national.day be.POL.REAL 
The tenth day of the waning moon of the month of Tazaungmon is National Day. 
Sentence 2 
o (' 
cx[>«>;.<=>"6c 
� ('  0 (, .  (' . s: 
�;�,cccno;:�:� 
o (' 
3d�L:o.n:«>;.3de�:3d.y.>:'tP: 
tho.n�.dwiN 
that. day. in 
mjaNma.naiNlJaN.ta.wUN.l6uN.lJai7 
Myanmar.country.one.cLF.all.in 
amj6oa.n�.7akhaN7ana.mja 
national.day.ceremony.PL 
<"Y.ij�:u§()lo,)�11 
tG{Np�.�.ba.oi 
hold.POL.REAL 
'On that day National Day ceremonies are celebrated all over Burma. '  
Sentence 3 
o 0 ('  (' 1::: (' 
3d�L:o.n:«>;.3dCO�:3d'lcn3d�a> 
amj6oa.n�.7atheiN7aIT}a7.7aphji7 
national. day. commemoration. as 
� ,  (' «>lJY.)«>lP�'tP:t<;? 
h6pj5.bw£.mja·lJiN 
talk.event.pL.and 
@�ISi��'tP:n? 1Si�6<"Y.ij�:u§()lo,)�1I 
pj�.bw£.pjaiN.pw£.mja.go pjylou7.tG{Np�.�.ba.d£ 
show.event.compete.event.pL.OBJ dO.celebrate.PL.POL.REAL 
'To commemorate National Day, there are celebrations of lectures, exhibitions and 
competitions. ' 
Sentence 4 
§'�t�co,)� 
mj aNma.naiNlJaN.OI 
Burma.country.TOP 
(' (' 
06)6)�-�ta><=>"6c 
1885 .gY.IJi7 .twiN 
1 885 .CLF.year.in 
c\)�«>3d?�GO?O�. <"Y.ij«>6p��()lo,)�11 
1£? 7au7.khaN.baw�.oQ tG�Jau7.khf.ba.oI 
& 0 ('  0 c: 
3doc\)()O(.QJlJ 
7INgalei7.tQ.1i 
English.pL.POSS 
subordination.life. to fall .  arrive. REM . POL.REAL 
' In 1 885 Burma fell under the subjugation of British rule . '  
Sentence 5 
cx?3d4j''1a>@ 
tho.latGeiN .IT}�.s�J w� 
this.time.from.start.SUBORD 
o 
3d�:'lm 
7as6j�.g� 
government.SUBJ 
� ('  0 0 
�;�O(.O( 
mj aNma.dQ.go 
Myanmar.pL.OBJ 
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o 0 0 0 <:'  C" C" .... 'l C' 
3C)�L:�L:<9tO�Lo�0)�O'��1I 
lam j om j o. philJei? . tGhou ?tGhLgf. ba.Oi 
variously.repress.restrict.REM.POL.REAL 
'From that time onwards the English government oppressed and restricted the 
Burmese in many ways. ' 
Sentence 6 
Situational Position 3 Position 2 c: c c c & 0 C 0 c e o C 0 
o(3J°t3�tG)"6c 
1920.bj�.r;U? tWIN 
1 920.CLF.year.in 
3C)oro03C)O?:'l. m 
?INgalei? .?asoj�.g� 
English. govt. S UBJ 
'l.; "!;OO<J?O?ro,,! 
jaNgouN.t£7kaSo.go 
Yangon. university .OBJ 
Position 1 Final Verb 
C C C " c  C 
�9,,?G)'l.; G)G)2��1I 
phwiN.H?jaN SIZIN.Oi 
open.puRP plan. REAL 
' In 1 920 the English government made arrangements to open Rangoon University. '  
Sentence 7 
university.regulation.OBJ .also enact.REAL 
'The University Act was also established. ' 
Sentence 8 
g)�20G33C)'l. 
?l.?1Jbade.?aj� 
this.regulation.under 
o C C 0 o c  
oo<J?O?roo� �cC\{�O(c: 
t£7kaSo.pjINpa 
university.learning 
SIN .lo.otl.daiN 
learn. want. person. every 
C r:::::: C 
�ceP:89 
O C  r,:: c 
a'l.tc��9 
Sln.�a.gwiN ma.j�.naiN.oa.phjiN 
learn. learn. permission NEG. get. can. REAL. because 
§"OOOO"lJt:on:�:m aG01J;66G�1I 
mjaNma.ta.mjooa.loUN .g� ma.�ena? .tG�.�e 
Myanmar.one.national.all.sUBJ EG.satisfied.pL.NEG 
'According to this act, not all who wished to study were permitted to do so. 
Therefore all the Burmese people were displeased. ' 
Sentence 9 
o r:::::: C 
0?GeP9 
thQ.�UN 
this. because 
0 <:"  C" � oo�O-?C\) GC'Y.ijJc::xY.): :'=tP:O) 
t£7kaSo.tGauN.oa.�f.mja.g� 
university.school.member.big.PL.SUBJ 
2:GQXY.)
c3� 
7ushaUNJw� 
lead.SUBORD 
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o (' (" r::::: (' OJ()O?G'f>m�e3OJ211 
oabei7 .l1Jau7 .kht:.<t�.oi 
almsbowl.overtum.REM.PL.REAL 
'For that reason the university student leaders led a strike. '  
Sentence 1 0  
(' (' 0 (' (' 0 (' (' (' (' (' (' 0 9.�rq�0?<J?0-?c\)G01Pc:o.Y.>:�:OJ()OJOJ2 ��oo�oo�9.()9.()O-? 
j �lNgOUN .t£ 7ka8o.<tauN .oa.mja.oabei7.81 
Yangon. university.school.member strike. TOP 
7an£nUaja7ja7.8g 
area. various. place. various. to 
�t.�:!9: �&;G01P�:�:mC\)�: OJ8�G'f>�§()lOJ�1I 
pj�lJ�N .owa.bf n£.<tauN .mja.g�.lE oabei7l1Jau7 .tG�.ba.Oi 
spread.sUBORD area.school.pL.SUBJ.also strike.pL.POL.REAL 
'The Rangoon University Students' strike spread out to various districts and wards, 
and as a result even district schoolchildren went on strike. ' 
Sentence 1 1  
o 0 (' (' 0 (' 0 (' ('r::::: '1 (' �'=ijL:o.Y.>:Gm?C\)()t9 �'=ijL:o.Y.>:G01Pc:�:rq 0?2GCO'JCe3()IOJ211 
7amjo.oa.k61ei7.lJ!N 7amjooa.tGauN .mja.go tithauN .<t�.ba.oi 
national.college.and national. school. PL.OBJ establish.PL.POL.REAL 
'They established a people's college and people's schools. ' 
Sentence 1 2  
o (' r::::: (' CX?G01Pc:�:Gep9 
tho.tGauN .mja.<t�uN 
this.school.pL.because_of 
0 0 0  r::::: • � '1 (' <?'if:ep:�.6t:c\y')()IOJ211 
o 0 (' (' (' �'=ijL:o.Y.>:Q)O?QJO?�:C\)2: 
7amjooa.sei7da7.mja.lE 
national.spirit.pL.also 
pomo.no<ta.phIJNphjo.la.ba.Oi 
more.awaken.evelop. come.POL.REAL 
' Because of those schools, a sense of nationalism was further sparked and evolved.' 
Sentence l 3  
o (" C' C' 'l (" �'=ijL:o.Y.>:croG()GC\?C\Y.)�C\)2: �9c\)�:c\y')()IOJ211 
7amj ooa.sape.l�la.l1JIJ.lE pW!NlaN .la.ba.Oi 
national.literature .study.NoM.also flourish.come.POL.REAL 
'The study of national literature also flourished. ' 
Sentence 14  
cX?��t�Q)� 
thO. 7atGeiN .l1J�.s�Jw� 
this.time.from.start.SUBORD 
(' (' �r;: ' oo�.01Jcoo3'l9��: 
Sh�N<tiN .shaNd�.pj�bwE.mj a 
oppose. wish.show.event.pL 
� C' 0 0 C' ��oo�'=ijL:o.Y.>:0?OJ2 
mjaNma.7amjooa.dg.Oi 
Myanmar.national.pL.TOP 
(' r;: (' �oom��O? (" ooc,*m? 
& 0 (" 0 0 �()C\)()�'\':9.rq 
?iNgalei? .7asoj�.go 
England.govemment.OBI 
7ash£7mapja7 
continuously 
shinlJwE.ga 
participate. while 
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<: <: 0 <: O , C '1 <: "6ooroUG'l.:o( GO??C:��e3UIOJ�1I 
lu?la?Je.go taUNsho.9f.�.ba.0i 
independent.NoM.oBJ demand.REM.PL.POL.REAL 
'From that time on the Burmese demanded independence and held continuous protest 
demonstrations against the English government. ' 
Sentence 1 5  
° C <: <: <: 0 ,s 0?Gep9 "6ooroUG'l.:�a> �'tIl:on:G,\,.ml>(� 
thg.�UN lu?la?je.?asg ?amj6oa.n�.gg.huJw� 
that.because independent.NOM.start national.day.sUBJ.QUOT.SUBORD 
'That is why we say, "Independence began with National Day.'" 
Sentence 1 6  
�6ulOJ�1I 
sho.�g.ba.Oi 
say.pL.POL.REAL 
� <: 0 • r:l'\' In 00 'til: on: "?: 3<r.>: o <: 0 <: <: oo�EBG3<r.>� 
t£? tGWg.?aUN 
rise.PURP 
• <: 
mjaNma.ta.mj6oa.l6uN.?a 
Myanmar.one.national.all. to 
'til: <tl a> a> 00 00 00 
mj6.nh? sei?da? 
race.love.spirit 
o 0 o ,s <: <: 'c '1 <: O?G,\,.O( �'tIl:on:G,\,.U(� OJOO�OO�e3UIOJ�1I 
tho.n�.go ?amj6oa.n�.huJw� 8a?l1Ja? .khf.�g.ba.ol 
"1.GroJGU:Gon 
tguNshJ.pe.05 
arouse.BEN.A TTR 
that.day.oBJ national.day.QuoT.SUBORD designate.REM.pL.POL.REAL 
'That day, which caused a spirit of patriotism to be aroused in the entire Burmese 
nation, has been designated as National Day.'  
Sentence 1 7  
�l:<tl��� t:§:Ga>�Gon ��Jt:on:G,\,.o? �G�OJ�ulll 
mj6.tGhi? sei? n6�.ze.gf.o6 ?amj6oa.n�.go ma.m�.81N.ba 
race.love.mind awaken.CAUS.REM.A TTR national.day.oBJ NEG.forget.should.POL 
'We should not ,forget National Day, which sparked our patriotism. ' 
Sentence 1 8  
o 0 �'tIl:on:G,\,.O( 
?amj6oa.n�.go 
national.day.oBJ 
<: <: <: 
t a> a> 2 CY.ij C:<Joy') 
lJi? slN .tGINpg.ga 
year.every.celebrate.suBoRD 
o <: 0 <: <: 'til: <tla> a> 00 00 00 
mj6.tGhi? sei?da? 
race.love.spirit 
cx::>?oa>2��OJtG3<r.>� S:u�:'l.�� §�ulOJ�1I 
thawazlNjlN8aN.?aUN tG6baN.jg.mjl phji? pa.Oi 
always.pure.puRP strive.must. IRR be.POL.REAL 
'We should strive to keep this spirit of patriotism forever alive by celebrating National 
Day each year. ' 
2.2 Discourse units of the text 
The discourse's macro-structure consists of a hierarchy of summaries, which at the top­
most level is the global summary of the text. Each level of the hierarchy consists of 
summary units which also function as logical stages in the pragmatic strategy of 
l 
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communication. The discourse structure of the National Day text follows the typical 
discourse units proposed as universal for Expository text described by Longacre ( 1 996:36) 
with a problem-solution-evaluation structure proposed by Hoey ( 1 983).  The peak structure 
is set out in detail in ( 1 5 )  below. 
( 1 5) Peak Structure of National Day Text 
Peak Structure stces Surface features National 
structure 
Aperture: Defmition 1 -3 Introduction via Presentational Sentence. Aperture 
Plural, polite, slow 
Pre-Peak: Problem- 4-9 unmarked plural, polite changed, negative Exposition 
Causes mood 
Pre-Peak: Problem- 1 0- 1 3  increasing compl ication of S structure, Developing 
Results mixed with l ighter S conflict 
Peak (Thematic 1 4- 1 5  density o f  props/participants, verbs of Climax 
Peak):  Solution saying, complexity of structure, speed up 
information, peak S, quote 
Post Peak: 1 6  slow down information, equational clause, Final 
Evaluation repeat quote structure of 1 5  resolution 
1 7  no plural, imperative mood 
Finis: Admonition 1 8  no plural, irrealis mood embedded in Conclusion 
(Didactic Peak) existence clause 
Each discourse unit within the macrostructure is marked by boundary features and displays 
internal lexical cohesion. Tail-head linkage structurally binds some sentences together as, 
for example, between sentences 14 and 1 5  where the last noun ' independence' in 1 4  begins 
sentence 1 5 . Structural parallelism is another form commonly used in Burmese to 
rhetorically underline a key point and bind a unit together, while also serving to slow down 
the text. In the Aperture of the discourse such a parallelism is found between sentence 2 
and 3 .  Here the discourse topic o f  'national day' i s  repeated with amplification by 
deverbal nouns in the same semantic domain - 'ceremony' and 'commemoration' .  Such a 
slowing down of the textual information is a common technique when introducing the 
discourse theme and may be typical of Burmese expository text. A full study of the types 
and functions within this discourse must be left for another paper as space will not allow 
details of these and other structures. 
Each discourse unit also has a role or function in the text. Each role is in turn manifest 
by further structure. For instance, after the Definition of the discourse theme of 'national 
day' in sentences 0-3, we find a Problem unit having an internal structural role of Cause, 
sentence 4-9, and Result, sentences 1 0- 1 3 .  This is followed by a Solution unit, sentences 
1 4- 15 ,  and then an Evaluation, sentences 1 6- 1 8. 
The macro-structure of the whole text is illustrated in Figure 1 .  It features two 
discourse peaks: a thematic peak and a didactic peak, as seen in the far right columns. The 
thematic peak relates to the discourse theme and some type of resolution concerning that 
theme. The didactic peak relates to the teaching function of the text. This expository text 
has the Problem-Solution form followed by an Evaluation, a pattern typical of Expository 
, - ."--'1 '- -, -,-,--' ti�lor:�Day Te�tP;scours��_ Se�tions! paraglrap!l�lo i o_� ___ �'''.---
OI$COUI'$, e , Role of 'I t:mbodded Dlscou,.;;e ! TJ"lr/laS i Transitivity Sec1IO(J$ Seer/on Senft/rice Peak 
Type & �iscourse Discourse Macro : ! j Begimlng Structure -
Structure Unit I structure : i ! S'mieffce Thematic 1 ! I ! and 1 ! I 1 Parilaraoh 
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Structure. 
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Each discourse unit has its own structure and boundaries. For instance, the Cause unit is a 
unit with these boundaries is the fact that it is an embedded narrative discourse, with the 
typical features of narrative genre - chronological linkage, is actor-focused, demonstrates 
motion or active verbs, has an inciting moment and a climax of the action. This section 
lacks the consistent polite particle, which is found in every sentence in the rest of the text, 
indicating the narrative discourse units of Inciting Moment, Developing Conflict, and 
Climax are each not statements to someone requiring pragmatic politeness, but about 
something. Transitivity was also found to be increased in this unit, as discussed below in 
section 2.2.2. 
2.2 The textual role of topic in the National Day text 
2.2.1 Use of NP marker Oo)� 9i within discourse units 
What follows is a survey of the four instances in the National Day text, set out in ( 1 6), 
where :::>.:)� ei appears as a NP marker rather than as a sentence-final verb marker. 
( 1 6) :::>.:)� 91 as NP marker correlated with discourse units 
Sent Role in Sentence Role in Text Corresponding discourse 
unit 
1 Old (known) Introduction of Theme: Definition 
Information Text Theme, serves (sentences 1-3) 
as Ground 
4 Old (previously Introduction of Pre-Peak Arguments: 
introduced -Sent 2) paragraph theme Problem Causes 
Information (sentences 4-9) 
1 0  Old (previously Introduction of Pre-Peak Arguments: 
introduced - Sent Section Problem Results 
6,8,9) Information (sentences 1 0-13)  
1 4  Old (previously Re-establish the Peak: Solution 
introduced) discourse theme as (sentences 1 4- 15 )  
Ground 
NP marker :::>.:)� 91 marks the beginning sentence of each of four discourse units of the text, 
and as such is distributed to coincide with the major divisions of the peak structure. We 
can interpret the function of NP marker :::>.:)� 91 as an initial topic marker identifying the 
old information that establishes the Ground of that discouse unit. The content marked by 
topicaliser :::>.:)� 91 then serves as the anchor or the reference point upon which the rest of 
the new information is built within that particular discourse unit. 
At the sentence level, the function of NP marker :::>.:)� 91 in the National Day text is to 
establish information assumed by the writer as known to the reader. This type of 
information is designated old, or established, information. 
Burmese tends to follow the universal that old information precedes new information. 
Sentence 1 presents the topic of the whole discourse - National Day - as the second 
element - new information -a fier the first element, the month and date, which has been 
marked with :::>.:)� 91. The purpose is to mark out the information which the author assumes 
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to be resident in the general cultural knowledge of the readership. The same assumption 
does not follow for the second element. The second element is new information: this is 
what is salient in Sentence 1 .  
To reverse the linear sequence of the information in this equational sentence would 
violate the rules of information structure. Despite being an equational clause, it cannot be 
reordered in Burmese, as it could in English, to read 'National Day is the 1 0th tenth day of 
the waning moon of Tazaungmon.' To do so in Burmese would alter the Topic-Comment 
structure and change the assumptions about what information is known to the reader, i .e. it 
would assume that the reader knows what National Day is. This is not the task in hand here: 
the purpose of this text's discourse is to explain what National Day is and why it should be 
honored and celebrated. 
At the sentence level NP marker o.:>� 8i establishes the Ground of the sentence, while 
at the text level, the function of NP marker o.:>� 9i is to establish the Ground at the broader 
discourse level, upon which the general development and processing of focused 
information takes place through a discourse unit, in which a series of new informational 
chunks may be introduced and developed via a series of sentences or paragraphs. The 
known entity or quality of the Ground serves to establish the context within which newly 
introduced information should be interpreted, following the Absolutive Ground-Figure 
gestalt (see ( 1 2)). Thus a single NP marker may perform two functions simultaneously, at 
different textual levels. ( 1 7) lists the Ground themes flagged with NP marker o.:>� 9i which 
serve to introduce Figure topics, in the Absolutive gestalt. 
( 1 7) Content of Ground and Figure units in the discourse 
Sentence Discourse unit Ground (theme) Figure (focus) 
1 Theme Month and date (9) National Day 
4 Problem: Causes Burma (9) English subjugation 
1 0  Problem: Results University student strike (9) District school children 
1 4  Solution Burmese People (9) Independence 
The process of establishing the Ground is like opening a general topic file which will be 
relevant to that section of the text. Within each discourse unit, after the first NP marked 
with o.:>� 8i new focal Figures are introduced. The Figures which are most immediate 
within each discourse unit are listed as a column in ( 1 7). 
In each discourse unit, the Ground-Figure framework of textual information progresses 
along the Expository macrostructural sequence. One of the textual functions of the NP 
marker o.:>� 8i is  to establish a new textual Ground: an informational unit within that 
macrostructure. 
2.2.2 Use of Marker ('Y,) q within Discourse Units 
Another postposition commonly described as a 'topic marker' is en k�. ( 1 8) lists the 
sentences in the National Day text where en k� is used explicitly to mark either the agent or 
the Figure in the Transitive gestalt ( 1 1 ). The first four occurrences of en k� are in the 
discourse unit Problem 'Causes'. This unit, which comprises sentences 4-9, is in fact an 
embedded Narrative discourse. Each of the NPs subject marked with en k� functions as a 
semantic agent. These sentences are high in transitivity, particularly sentences 5 and 6 
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which contain overtly marked agent and patient arguments. The marking of these agent­
patient pairs with 00 ki! (agent) and cY? ko (patient) raises transitivity and heightens drama. 
The prominence of the embedded Narrative is created by informational focus based on 
grammatical role, as described in Table 1 ,  Hierarchy of Animacy in Relation to 
Grammatical and Semantic Roles. The grammatical role of agent as subject is expected in 
narrative genre, but it is not necessary to specify the agent after first mention, provided the 
agent continues in that semantic role. 
The semantic agent in sentences 5 and 6 of the embedded narrative is ' the English 
governrnent' .  Following the introduction of this participant in an oblique possessor 
semantic role in sentence 4, it is striking that it is made explicit as agent in both sentences 
5 and 6, rather than being indicated by pronominal or reduced reference. Furthermore, it is 
not technically necessary for the agent to be marked explicitly with 00 ki!, given that the 
semantic patient is marked by cY? ko. Repetition of the same NP in full and marking it 00 ki! 
in the following sentence is exceptional. The norm would be for explicit mention to fade 
into some oblique role or into zero anaphora (as happens in sentence 7). The repetition has 
the force of rhetorically marking 'the English governrnent' as the source of force, the 
aggressor. As a textual device, this grammatical use of 00 ki! iconically mirrors an 
interpretation of the real-life, non-textual context. The drama of this tension is heightened 
by the increased transitivity caused by overtly marking the animate patient or victim (the 
Burmese people) with 00 ki!. The effect of the heightened transitivity is to shift the 
Ground-Figure information gestalt from the Absolutive configuration (Ground-Figure) of 
sentence 4 to a Highly Transitive configuration (Figure-Ground). 
( 1 8) Distribution of 00 ki! in relation to peak segments 
stce Position in Peak structure Agent (00 ki!) Patient (d? ko) 
5 Pre-Peak: Problem-Causes British govt Burmese people 
6 Pre-Peak: Problem - Causes British government University 
8 Pre-Peak: Problem - Causes Burmese people (zero) 
9 Pre-Peak: Problem - Causes University student leaders (strike) [unmarked] 
1 0  Pre-Peak: Problem - Results District school children (strike) [unmarked] 
1 5  Peak: Solution National Day Beginning of independence 
The strengthened transitivity iconically imitates the polarisation of political forces (agent­
patient as oppressor-oppressed). The discourse participant in the 00 ki! role is in a position 
of power, while the cY? ko role identifies the semantic undergoers and links together those 
parties opposed to the British: the Burmese people (S8), university student leaders (S9) and 
district school children (S 1 0). 
In sentence 8, the power relations of the entity marked with 00 ki! change. Here the 
context is a power struggle in which the winner - 'the Burmese people' - becomes the 
overtly marked sentential agent. However 00 ki! marks not only semantic agent, but also 
semantic experiencer, the one affected by his own agency, as with the verb 'displeased' .  A 
range of semantic roles may be marked with 00 ki!: agent, experiencer, instrument, source. 
Finally to map the categories of informational status on the analysis of 00 ki! we notice 
that in sentence 8 'the Burmese people' is marked by all three informational devices: 
information status and both types of informational focus. In terms of relative weight (see 
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( 1 0)), the agent in sentence 8 has maximum weight by being agent and being promoted 
rightward to the focus position next to the predicate. 
In sentences 8, 9 and 1 0, there is a build-up of agents marked with en kg denoting 
parties on the 'Burmese' side of the struggle introduced in sentence 6. Sentence 8 has ' the 
Burmese people' , sentence 9 has 'the university student leaders ' and sentence l 0  ' the 
district school children' . The agents in these three sentences, each marked with en 
kg, intensify from the general to the specific, conveying a sense that power on the Burmese 
side is strengthening. Marking with en kg reinforces agency and power, and also signals 
solidarity between the agents thus marked. Interestingly, there is no overt patient paired 
with these 'Burmese' agents. The effect of this is to reduce tension and reduce transitivity. 
The absence of an overt patient reduces the degree to which an agent's  power is sensed as 
oppressiOn. 
The last sentence in which en kg is found is sentence 1 5, which marks the end of the 
ascent to the discourse Peak. Sentence 1 6  begins a new discourse unit: the Post-Peak phase 
of Evaluation. The phrase 'National Day' in sentence 5, which is marked with en kg is 
inanimate, unlike the earlier phrases marked with en kg. However, it is all the more 
weighty for returning to the theme of the whole discourse - National Day. 
Where en kg marks an inanimate object, it lacks the typical features of transitivity­
kinesis, volitionality, punctuality, agency, affectedness, or individuation (Hopper and 
Thompson 1 980) and thus is interpreted as non-transitive. With an inanimate noun, en kg is 
interpreted not as source of power or volitionality, but as temporal or spatial source with a 
reading in English as 'from' .  In sentence 1 5 , these typical en kg functions do not make 
sense except to reinforce the semantics of the temporal nominal 'the beginning of 
independence' .  More significantly for discourse linguistics, en kg in sentence 1 5  functions 
at the discourse Peak to mark the resumption of the discourse topic 'National Day' .  It is 
therefore functioning here mark the summit of the Peak. 
2.2.3 Discourse function of kui ko in relation to topic 
The patient-marker d? ko is involved in the marking of topic in two ways, both of which 
are indirect in this text. The first function of d? ko is to show positional information focus 
as the normal occupant of Position 1 (see ( 1 0)). In the last three sentences of the text, d? ko 
marks the return of the textual theme ' the day',  or specifically, 'National Day' .  The 
repeated pattern of d? ko with the same lexical content or referent reinforces the whole 
discourse topic in the Post-Peak unit of Evaluation. 
The fmal section of the discourse is actually an embedded Hortatory discourse and 
demonstrates a pragmatic shift from explaining to preaching. An admonition or moral 
when tagged onto the end of an expository text often serves as its conclusion or Post Peak. 
Burmese typically signals pragmatic functions toward the end of a linguistic unit -the end 
of the sentence, paragraph or discourse (Hopple, 2003). A secondary discourse Didactic 
Peak functioning independently from the Thematic Peak (see Figure 1 )  arises at the end of 
the discourse. Many languages use varying strategies for similar didactic functions, so 
plotting a separate peak has been found to be useful to understand particle usage. The Post­
Peak Admonition has prominence by its final position, and contrasts with the preceding 
text by employing a different grammatical mood -negative imperative and irrealis. The 
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infonnation structure here is Ground-Figure, the Absolutive Gestalt, and is manifest by a 
series of overtly o? ko-marked nominals. 
A binary view of infonnation structure has been presented here. When the complement 
of o? ko, that is o? ko is used to indicate an argument as Figure, then o? ko, plays a 
background role by strengthening distinctness of the opposite side of the gestalt. 
Depending on which gestalt one uses, Transitive or Absolutive Sentence Gestalt (see ( 1 2)), 
o? ko has a systemic role in topicality. 
3 Conclusion and future research 
The topicalising and thematic functions of postpositional particles :D� 81, m kg and o? ko 
in the l iterary style Bunnese text 'National Day' have been ' examined in the context of 
discourse analysis. These particles were found to function beyond the sentence as 
discourse stage markers of argument structure: :D� 81 marks the background theme of 
discourse units, while m kg and o? ko mark, respectively, dominant versus subordinate 
social status of participants, and signal role reversals within an embedded narrative 
discourse. They also signal a shifts in the Figure-Ground gestalt from Absolutive to 
Highly Transitive. At the discourse Peak m kg was found to highlight discourse topic and 
in the Post-peak of an embedded Hortatory discourse o? ko-marked background discourse 
topic. 
A sentence perspective of Bunnese grammar makes particle selection of sentential 
topic and theme appear random. Discourse considerations demonstrate a motivated, 
cognitively perceptive, and hopefully language-learner accessible role of what has been 
labeled topic in Bunnese. 
Future research of discourse-based topicalisation in Bunnese utilising the present 
discoveries and hypotheses is to be encouraged, particularly by native speakers of Bunnese. 
Analysis based on a single text (as is the case in this study) is valid in text linguistics, but 
ample studies are required to firmly ground particle functions across textual genre. Studies 
may be undertaken of a particular particle in a specific genre, or a genre as a whole. The 
great gulf between Fonnal and Colloquial Bunnese is most obviously seen in the use of 
particles. Further research is needed to compare the functions of particles, in particular the 
role of OJ? ha and m kg in Colloquial Bunnese as opposed to OJ? ha, :D� 81 and m kg in 
Fonnal Bunnese. 
The current study is a first contribution to text-linguistic studies of Bunnese particles. 
It is the beginning of what should be a productive and enlightening linguistic adventure. 
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1 Introduction 
. 'The grammar of Burmese is almost entirely a matter of the correct use of particles.' 
Stewart ( 1 955) 
It is generally known that in learning Burmese, or in the endeavours of speakers of 
Burmese to acquire a better understanding of the way the Burmese language functions, one 
of the greatest difficulties seems to be the heavy use of lexical items such as en k�, GOO Ie, 
GO] paw, GJ.&; j£, usually referred to as particles. While their grammatical functions have 
been extensively described in recent reference grammars, such as Okell and Allott's (200 1 )  
Dictionary of grammatical forms and the Manuel de Birman Vol. 2 :  Grammaire Birmane 
(Bernot et al . 200 1 ), discourse studies on spoken Burmese are still very rare. Although the 
situation-dependent nature of these particles has been taken into account in the current 
literature, there is still a need for a more systematic description of Burmese discourse 
structures through the use of these particles. This study therefore is born of my intention to 
identify discourse functions that are typically associated with a set of particles in Burmese, 
as a step toward a systematic account of Burmese discourse structures. 
Using a corpus-based approach, within the framework of discourse analysis, this study 
examines two particles oo�: It and GO] pg in natural spoken and written Burmese data. 
My objective is to demonstrate that these particles serve important discourse functions that 
have not been included in reference grammars; that their semantic values are context­
dependent; and, in addition to their being typically associated with the spoken style of 
Burmese, I that their use may also be genre-specific. The corpora include eight texts from 
different genres of spoken Burmese, namely 
( 1 )  dialogues in fiction; 
(2) pre-scripted speech in radio plays; 
(3) personal narratives, and 
By texts in spoken style, I mean narratives or dialogues, whether they are delivered in a spoken or 
written medium. This study focuses on spoken style only and excludes expository prose style written 
texts. 
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(4) personal interviews. 
2 Particles in Burmese 
Burmese particles are bound or semi-bound morphemes which are attached 
postpositionally to lexical units such as nouns and verbs, or larger syntactical units such as 
clauses or utterances. Some particles are obligatory for indicating grammatical relations 
between words, clauses or utterances, and therefore often receive grammatical labels such 
as subject marker, verb attribute marker, sentence-final particle, and so on. Hopple (2003 ) 
observes that 'particles have been classified according to their distribution within 
grammatical constructions, and there is a wide spectrum of particle function between 
highly semantic to wholly grammatical ' .  While it is true that Burmese particles 'carry 
almost all the grammatical information contained in a sentence' (Okell & Allott 200 1 ), a 
large number of particles seem non-obligatory 2 as they do not have any particular 
syntactical function, and they do not affect the propositional or conceptual meaning of 
utterances. Yet, these particles are neither semantically dispensable nor redundant in the 
discourse, as they convey important information regarding the speaker's attitude towards 
the message itself, the speech act itself, the speaker's interlocutor or the potential audience. 
A close examination of these particles in language-in-use reveals that Burmese particles 
have both syntactical and discourse functions: they often serve an affective function rather 
than a referential, denotative or cognitive function alone in a discourse, and their 
interpretation is usually interactionally accomplished. Particles are typically polysemic, 
and many of the particles do not have one to one equivalent in English, as their semantic 
values are often highly context-dependent. 
For example, the context-dependent nature of particles can be illustrated with sentences 
that have been made up using the particle en kg, which is one of the most studied particles 
in Burmese linguistics. As can be seen in the examples below en kg is equivalent to 
English 'from' in ( 1 ); it is a subject marker, noun marker or marker of agent as it identifies 
the subject noun or agent of the sentence in (2); and it is a topic marker in (3), where it 
identifies the topic of the whole discourse, rather than the subject noun in one sentence 
alone. 
( 1 )  2:3f03� 3dAro,en §,C\X)[9u 
7u70u7kh£ 7iNgalaN.gg pjaN.la.bi3 
Mr Okell England.from return.come.perf 
'Mr Okell is (now) back from England.' 
( )  � C:- ... E O C:- 0 '1 2 t::3fO'J�en 3dorou "l�L:U1II 
2 
7U7ou7kht,gg 7iNgalei7.lumj6.bg 
Mr Okell .sUBJ English.race.POL 
'Mr Okell is English.' 
It is debatable whether some of the particles are syntactically obligatory or not, but this issue is beyond the 
scope of this study. 
3 The transcription of Burmese follows the conventions used elsewhere in this volume. 
L-_______________________________________________________________________________ -----
(3) 2:3f�em 
?U?OU?kh£.g� 
Mr Okell.sUBJ 
! 0 ('  0 '"I 
�oC\)() "i"tJLWIIi 
?iNgalei? .llimj6.bg 
English.race.poL 
! 0 (' 0 0 (' o (' (' 
�oC\)()C\("tJL:<>l?IO()�O? ��,,?IOcn?C:IOcn?C: 
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� (' (' 10 !pO:> 0:> 0:> ().) II 
?iNgalei? .llimj 6.sho.bemf 
English.race.say.although 
bama.lo.kaUN .gauN 
Burma.fashion.good.ADyREDup 
pj5.da? t£ 
speak. can. REAL 
��@�y.>C\)�: �§B: IOt<i:;:n�1I 
bama.pj1.l1}.a.l£ ?alI;a�i ne.bu.d£ 
Burma.country.in.also long time live.Exp.REAL 
'Mr Okell is English. Although he is English, he can speak Burmese well. 
(He) has also lived in Burma for a long time. ' 
These examples suggest that in order to make an accurate interpretation of the semantic 
value of particles, we need to go beyond the sentence level, and study their functions at a 
discourse level. This study attempts to demonstrate that, besides the syntactic functions 
described in reference grammars, some particles may serve important discourse functions, 
and therefore may be categorised as discourse markers. 
3 Discourse markers 
Discourse is 'language which has been produced as the result of an act of communication' ,  
and i t  refers to 'larger units of language such as  paragraphs, conversations, and interviews' 
(Richards et al. 1 993). Discourse marker is a general term that refers to lexical items used 
in discourse such as English well, but, oh, y 'know, like, German doch, halt, ja, eben; 
French done, alors, eh bien, bon; Turkish yani, i te, ey, ya (Ozbek 1 995) or Norwegian vel, 
vissti, nok, da (Jucker 1 993). The concept is a fuzzy one, as there is no consensus on the 
choice of term: discourse markers are also known as 'discourse particles' (Schourup 
1 985), 'discourse connectives' (Blakemore 1 988), 'pragmatic markers ' (Fraser 1 996), 
' interactional particles' (Maynard 1 993), or 'particles of rapport' (Uyeno 1 97 1 )  in the 
existing literature on discourse studies. However, this diversity of terminology simply 
reflects the wide range of linguistic approaches adopted by different researchers to describe 
lexical items that serve various kinds of discourse functions, and therefore the choice of 
label is only a definitional issue that does not affect the content of the present study. The 
term 'discourse marker' (henceforth DM) is chosen here, suggesting a broad category 
which subsumes many discourse functions, including 'discourse connectors, intimacy 
signals, topic-switchers, hesitation markers, fillers, and attitude markers, hedging devices ' ,  
and so  on (Jucker & Ziv 1 998). 
Particles in Burmese may be considered discourse markers because they share common 
features of discourse markers that have often been discussed in the current literature. 
Among them, I will cite a few that may be applicable to my description of Burmese 
particles as discourse. Discourse markers are syntactically detachable (Schiffrin 200 1 ), yet 
their distribution is not random, and they are not freely interchangeable (Wierzbicka 1 986). 
Discourse markers cannot be studied in the absence of context, as they pertain primarily to 
language-in-use, rather than to language structure (Wierzbicka 1 986), and their more 
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specific interpretation is negotiated by the context (Fraser 1 990). Discourse markers 
convey procedural meaning rather than conceptual or propositional meaning: they do not 
affect determination of truth conditionality, nor do they contribute to propositional content 
(Fraser 1 990; lucker 1 993; Ochs 1 973). Discourse markers have an affective or emotive 
(rather than a referential or denotative) function (Jucker 1 993; Maynard 1 993). 
4 The data corpus 
The corpus for this study, profiled in (4), consists of some 20,000 syllables4 of natural 
spoken Burmese, which is drawn from eight texts in four different genres. All the spoken 
data were collected randomly over the last few years, were recorded by various individuals. 
The data in written form are drawn from various publications. Further descriptions of the 
data are listed in Appendix A. 
This is a small corpus, so it is not possible to report findings in conclusive detail. 
Prosodic features are excluded from the transcription and analysis. In general, the analysis 
suggests that certain discourse features are associated with the use of particles ro�: It and 
GoJ pg in different types of discourse. This finding may improve our understanding of 
discourse-marking particles of spoken Burmese in general . The objective of this study is 
simply to identify possible discourse features of the particles, as suggested by actual data, 
that may extend beyond their description in existing grammars. The analysis of the data is 
both quantitative as well as qualitative. 
(4) The text corpus 
text genre syllables 
2,432 
4 
C 0 C C 
O?� - Ojl?=>morO?O':lm 
Thu Kha - His Side is my Side C( C ) c: c o o c ... C 2 tt9.� 3dC:O - ��OjlCl(CC?or orw;?=,0Ojl 
Nu Nu Yiy ( Innwa) - You 're Just Like the 
People 
3 aQ)f' - :).):).)� 
Ma Sanda - The Cycle of Rebirth 0 <:'  ('� e 4 G(gG(g3daGcx:Y.)cD(GOJ?aw 
Daddy 's getting married C: C  c r,:: c o o  
5 ��06c:eQ)oror 
Home-grown Ko Ko 
6 Two friends - one recounting a feature film to 
the other 
7 Four family members - recounting the plot of 
written, fictional 
dialogue 
written, fictional 
dialogue 
written, fictional 
dialogue 
scripted, spoken radio­
play dialogue 
scripted, spoken radio­
play dialogue 
spoken narrative 
spoken narrative 
827 
1 ,76 1 
1 ,855 
2,7 1 1 
4,435 
4,480 
It is difficult to apply the notion of 'word' to Burmese, which uses a syllabic script in which 'word' 
divisions are largely optional and a matter of personal preference. I am therefore quantifying the texts in 
the Burmese corpus by 'syllable-count' rather than 'word-count'. While corpus-analysis in many other 
languages has been commonly done through the use of computerised concordancing tools, since it was 
impossible to use these tools on Burmese text (because of the syllable-division problem), syllables were 
counted by hand and the particles to be examined were isolated manually. 
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a film to a visitor 
8 Two people - one asking for opinions about a personal interview 
radio station 
Total 
4.1 ro�:lt 
2,369 
20,870 
The particle ro�: It has been variously described as a suffix meaning 'also, as well, too, 
in addition' (MLC 1 993, Okell and Allott 200 1 ). It is also used to link parallel noun 
phrases with the meaning 'not only . . .  but also' or 'both . . .  and' as in (5)-(7): 
(5) Q)o:m,"[pro�:,"oy'>�:1 ro'"9.:ro�:,"oy.>�: 
(6) 
saga.pj6.lt.kauN saJe.lt.kauN 
speech. talk. also. good script. write. also. good 
' (He's) not only good at speaking but also at writing. ' (MLC 1 993) 
" � � � � � � � � � � � OY.><.9ro�: mO:>O:>I rom<.9m9.�ro�: mO:>O:>I1 
kaphUt tbai?.tc laph£?je.lt tbai? tc 
coffee. also like.REAL tea.also like.REAL 
'r like both tea and coffee. ' 
� � � � (7) 9.,O(,�ro�: �9.�:1 ��,"ro:�ro�: �9.�:1I 
jaNgoUN.l1Ja.lt maJ�.bU, maNdale.l1Ja.lt maJ�.bu 
Yangon.in.also NEG.get.NEG, Mandalay.in.also NEG.get.NEG 
'We couldn't get any either in Yangon or in Mandalay. '  
(Okell and Allott, 200 1 )  
Okell and Allott's (200 1 )  Dictionary includes a separate entry for ro�: I t  preceded by the 
noun-marking particle m k�, glossing the whole mro�: k�.lt as 'as for' .  While mro�: 
kg.lt emphasises the topic of the sentence, the ro�: It component can sometimes retain 
the meaning 'also' as in (8), where ��: tbhciN is the verbal adjective 'be cold. ' 
( ) 
� � � c: O �  � 
8 uo:>o,:CY.ijc �IL'"06�c:,",o:>o:>, 
pa?wuN<tiN mju.dwe.shaiN .ne.d£', 
surroundings mist.pL.hang.CoNT.REAL, 
' It  was misty, and cold as well . '  
� � 
��:mro�: 
tbhaN .g�.lt 
cold.kg./t 
� � 
��:O:>O:>I1 
tbhaN.& 
cold. REAL 
With these meanings, mro�: k�.lt occurs very frequently in the corpus, shown in (9). A 
close examination of the data indicates that mro�: k�.lt also occurs with a discourse­
marking function, when marking pronouns or kinship terms used as pronouns. 
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(9) Occurrence of 00002: kg.lt in the corpus 
text No of occurrences as DM syllables No of DM per 1 000 syllables 
1 1 3  5 2432 2.06 
2 4 0 827 0.00 
3 9 3 1 76 1  1 .70 
4 20 4 '  1 855 2. 1 6  
5 28 9 27 1 1  3.32 
6 1 3  0 4435 0.00 
7 1 20 0 4480 0.00 
8 29 1 2369 0.42 
When 00002: kg.lt occurs in this collocation, it is usually in response to the utterance in 
the previous turn. The speaker seems to be expressing some kind of self-justification, self­
defence or reproach, as illustrated and contextualised in examples ( l 0}-( 1 2) .  More 
examples from the data may be found in Appendix B. 
( 1 0) 
� � 0 � � ., � ,  3dG�OOoo�: GtP�ooE>J.c G31��:U1 
?ame .gg.lt pj6.lai?JiN d6.�i.bt 
mother.kg.li say.just.if anger.only.EMPH 
'Oh Mother, you're always angry when you speak! '  
Text 1 :  son to mother in defense to her reproach that he has given 
too much priority to his own wife and her family. 
( ) � � Q � �� � 0 � �� � 0 1 1  mc G�G�OOoo�: 33do-)OO3d�O:>e3:G�OO'j 3d�Gcx:nCDt�O:>�." 
hiN phephe.gg.lt di.?ae£7?ajw£'�iJau? ng ?eiNdaUN .pjy.m£.lg 
oh! daddy. kg. li this.age.big.arrive.only-when marriage.do.IRR.QuoT 
'Oh, Daddy, so you're only getting married at this old age?' 
Text 4: 
'
daughter to father who has just announced that he is going to get 
married in order to be better looked after. 
( 
� � 0 0 � o � ., 1 2) 06O:>OOoo�:trYJ G�'t:cq co�f'?OOG().l1 
ew£.gg.lt.ha memo.go thf .lai? pg 
Thweh.kg.li.ToP May Moe.Os] insertjust.EMPH 
' [F or goodness' sake,] Thweh, just send May Moe (in your place). '  
(From Text 5 :  Khin Hnaung i s  telling Thweh, reproachfully, and i n  an attempt 
to protect her, that Thweh does not need to accompany her boss, a male foreigner, 
to a dinner, but instead could very well send another employee, May Moe.) 
As can be seen from the frequency of discourse-marking 00002: kg.lt in (9) and the 
contexts described in ( 1 0)-( 1 2), 00002: kg.lt occurs with the discourse meaning of 'self­
justification', ' self-defence' or 'reproach', with a higher frequency in dialogues between 
close friends or family members than in narratives and in personal interviews, perhaps 
because conflicts are not typically a part of narratives and interviews, where the motivation 
for speech is straightforwardly to impart or exchange information. The interlocutor may 
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interrupt when there is a need for information to be checked, or, at times, simply to 
establish good listenership. 
The conclusion to be drawn from these data is that the use of OX\)�: kg.lt with this 
particular discourse meaning may be genre-specific. Among the five texts of fiction 
(namely Texts 1 -5), of which three are in written mode and two in spoken mode, variation 
in the frequency suggests that the use of 0)C\)�: kg.lt with this discourse function is 
context-dependent. Where there is no apparent reason for conflict between the two 
interlocutors, (e.g. in Text 2, which consists mainly of narrative with very little dialogue), 
this discourse function is not required. Furthermore, Text 3 has the fewest tokens of 
0)C\)�: kg.lt with this discourse function because the dialogues in this text consist mainly 
of the giving and seeking of information or suggestions, except for the part where the 
husband and the wife enter into a disagreement as in ( 1 3) .  Here, the wife reproaches her 
husband for suggesting that they should start consuming the Nescoffee (a Burmese brand 
of instant coffee) that they have just received as a gift; she is inclined to think that they 
should offer such a precious item as a gift to the doctor who is taking care of her mother, 
instead of drinking it for their own pleasure. Her reproach is provoked by her husband's  
lack of understanding and inability to foresee advantages they could gain from such an 
opportunity. 
( ) 
0 0  c c , 
1 3  0(0(0)C\)�: Go)GOO?oy')UI 
koko.kg.lt kh£7.t;).t£ 
KoKo.kg.lt diffic�lt.aftecall.REALNoM .EMPH 
' [For goodness' sake], Ko Ko, now you're being difficult . '  (Text 3 )  
Texts 1 ,  4 and 5, all with relatively frequent use of  discourse-marking O)C\)�: kg.lt, 
consist of reproaches by individuals, and the subsequent defensive utterances of those 
being reproached. For example, in Text 1 a daughter and son respond to their mother's 
reproach for each of them giving favours to their in-laws, and a husband reproaches his 
wife for practising double standards with their son and daughter. In Text 4, a father and 
his siblings either justify their own actions or blame each other for not taking care of their 
aging father. In Text 5, a girl reproaches her friend for not being modern enough in her 
clothing and behaviour. 
I have demonstrated the discourse function 'self-justification' , ' self-defence' or 
'reproach' associated with the use of O)C\)�: kg.lt. There are other discourse meanings of 
C\)�: It alone (without 0) kg) in different collocations. For example, while O)C\)�: kg.lt 
is not typically used in narratives for the discourse function in question, the high frequency 
of C\)�: It tokens in Text 7 suggests that this may be a prominent feature of spoken 
narrative. Notably, within the total of 1 20 tokens, C\)�: It occurs consistently in the 
patterns in ( 1 4) :  
( 1 4) 
or 
In these structures, C\)�: It serves as a discourse connector ' and when verb happened . . .  ' ,  
picking up the material from the last element in the narrative to introduce the next element, 
as in ( 1 5) and ( 1 6): 
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( 1 5) G[pro�: G[pG6p 
pj6.lt pj6J6 
say. also say. as-for 
'And as [she] said it. . . '  
( 1 6) G�ro�: G�6��6p 
mg.lt mg.tGiJ6 
look-up.also look-up.look.as-for 
'And when [he] looked up . .  . '  
The selection of this structure over other common structures to express 'as/when VERB ' 
such as VERB o?�611 tf.7akha, or VERB Gc:JY? tg may be determined by specific motives 
within the discourse to solicit more involvement from the listener, or by a wish to 
dramatise the story. On the other hand, it may be simply idiosyncratic. These questions 
may perhaps be answered by investigating larger corpora. 
4.2 go) pg 
The 'emphatic' particle GO] pg is one of the most commonly used particles in spoken 
Burmese, and it appears with high frequency in all genres represented in the corpus, as 
shown in (9). GO] pg is described in reference grammars as a 'particle suffixed to a verb as 
emphasis' (MLC 1 994) and as a 'sentence-fmal phrase particle' with the meanings 'of 
course, by all means, naturally, obviously; presumably, no doubt, I suppose; you know, 
let's  say, I mean' (Okell & Allott 200 1 :  1 22). Given the high frequency of GO] pg tokens in 
the data, it is not possible to list all its occurrences. Here in ( 1 7) some quantitative 
information about the data is provided; only selective examples drawn from the data will 
be included in the analysis. 
( 1 7) Occurrence of GO] pg in the corpus 
text No. of occurrences syllables No. per 1 000 syllables 
I 8 2,432 3 .29 
2 I 827 1 .2 1  
3 4 1 ,76 1 2.27 
4 7 1 ,855 3 .77 
5 1 8  2,7 1 1 6.64 
6 69 4,435 1 5 .56 
7 1 05 4,480 23 .44 
8 56 2,369 23.64 
The data reveal some important discourse features associated with the use of particle GO] 
pg in spoken discourse, discussed below. 
When GO] pg is used in utterance-final position, typically followed in narratives in this 
corpus by one of the two discourse-marking 'concessive' particles G� nv or Gro Ie, the 
speaker seems either to be checking the listener's comprehension, or soliciting the 
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interlocutor's  involvement in the narrative process. As examples ( 1 8)-(2 1 )  demonstrate, 
GoJ P9 may be translated into English as 'you know',  ' so, naturally' , ' let's say',  etc., 
depending on the context. 
( 1 8) 31G'P�:0Y.) �:H.J(�O(:GOJGroll 
da.jaUN .da ma.hou? .phu.b9.le 
that.sell.REAL NOM EG.be.NEG.pg.OK? 
'He was, like, I'm not selling them, you know?' 
(From Text 6: Lwin Moe, the male protagonist, wanted to buy sugar-cane sticks, 
but was told that they were being distributed free of charge.) 
( 19) �31,. "6��:mro�: o�:oy')3d?:'lGOJG�1I 
7tdanf iwiNmo.gg.lt wUN8a.7ajg.bg.no 
thereupon LwinMoe.SUBJ.also pleased.encouraged.pg.oK? 
' So then Lwin Moe was, like, really delighted, you know.' 
(From Text 6: Lwin Moe has been told that he can eat as many oranges as he 
likes, when caught picking them from a plantation. )  
(20) ���39 §�og-:>:O'Y)GOJG�II 
?£7sidiN phj i?8wa.da.pg.no 
accident take place.REALNOM.EMPH.OK? 
' So [let's say] there was an accident, right?' 
(From Text 7: The narrator is making an assumption about a protagonist 
who was injured, but doesn't remember/understand exactly what happened.) 
(2 1 )  mC\}ro:GCijo? O:>G:n:>�Jt:'�OJIl 
kalfza.h;he.df 8ab5.mjo.nf·bg 
revenge. wreak. REAL ATTR intenttype. with.EMPH 
'It was done as a way of getting even, you know. '  
(From Text 7: The male protagonist has tried to seduce the sister of his former 
fiancee's  husband, after the fiancee dissolved her engagement with him.) 
The context-dependent use of GoJ pg and its collocational distribution in the discourse, 
suggests that there may be other discourse meanings associated with different collocations 
with GoJ pg. For example, it might be possible to distinguish between the meanings and 
discourse functions of GoJG� pg.no and GoJGro pg.le. Using corpus analysis, we can try 
to determine if each collocation is likely to occur in certain types of contexts, or at certain 
points of discourse. This is an unexplored area of investigation for future research in 
Burmese discourse studies. 
The particle GoJ pg also appears with a high frequency in Text 8, the personal interview. 
It occurs either in utterance-final position, or after short phrases such as romu3a? tag£lg 
'really', or co-occurs with words used when the speaker is hesitating, such as u? ho 'that ' ,  
�a? 7tlo ' like that' ,  or  U?2� hO .7ou7sa ' that thing' .  Naturally, people often express 
opinions during personal interviews, and GoJ pg seems to have the effect of toning down 
claims or assumptions so as not to appear too assertive, as in (22). In (23), the interviewer 
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is trying not to appear too imposing in soliciting the interviewee's  opinions, displaying the 
modesty that is considered polite in Burmese culture. 
( )  
(' (' 0 
22 oaJ;GO'Y.>"i. 
tGanodg 
our 
0 <." ·  ..... tcc'.l. 
naiNlJaNJf 
country.poSs 
(' (' 0 'I tc:or2,,?6J.O'Y.>GO.l 
r;).aiNjlN .lQjg.da.bg 
compare.can.REALNOM.EMPH 
3dG; 3dcxn:G06'. 
?ane?tha.dwe.nf 
situation.PL. with 
o , 
<Y?2�;. 
hO.?ou?sa.nf 
that.thing.with 
'That bears comparison with the situation in our country you know.'  
(Text 8)  
(23) 
0 (' (' 0 � 3d0(.3d 0600 00 oooooo,,?Go. 
?ako.?atw£7 tag£lg.bg 
brother.for really.p� 
@ (' 0 (' G oo6J.�ooOX?6J.c . ,  . ' h ' " PPJg.m£.s OJIN 
say.mUSt.lRR.say.if 
(' :nooc..:rn 
b£.ha 
which. thing 
' So for you, if you really had to say, what would you talk about?' 
G!P�ro 
pj5.ma.lt 
say.lRR.Q 
0 3d0(1I 
?ako 
brother 
(From Text 8: interviewer trying to solicit the opinions of the interviewee - addressed 
as 'brother' - in a radio program.) 
As discussed above, GoJ pg typically occurs in phrases where the speaker is hesitating. (24) 
is list of phrases in the corpus containing GoJ pg as a hesitation marker, filler, or hedging 
device. 
(24) common phrases collocating with GoJ pg. 
JlGoJ ho.bg 
�GoJ di.bg 
�o?GoJ ?£.lo.bg 
3d����t:GoJ ?tdi.pouNzaN.mjo.bg 
�O?��"llL:GoJ ?£lo.pouNZaN.mjo.bg 
����"llL:G06GoJ ?tdl.poUNzaN.mjo.twe.bg 
�31"llL:G06GoJ ?tda.mjo.dwe. bg 
oooo&>o?GoJ tag£lg.bg 
Jl2�GoJ hO.?ou?sa.bg 
Jl2�G06GoJ hO.?ou?sa.dwe.bg 
Jlc..:rnGoJ hO.ha.bg 
3d<6:?LO�GoJ ?a?thou?pa?ti.bg 
0 ('  0 'I kh" b ��,?cO(G0.l mgmg alN. 9 
that 
this 
like that 
in this way 
in that kind of way 
in these sorts of ways 
in those kinds of ways 
really, in actual fact 
so, after all 
so, after all, well, erm 
so, well, erm 
a biography indeed 
Ma Ma Khine indeed 
In addition, the varying frequency of GoJ pg tokens in the diferent genres of texts set out in 
( 1 7) suggests that the use of GoJ pg is genre-specific. It occurs with a higher frequency in 
Texts 6-8, which comprise unplanned, spontaneous speech such as personal interviews and 
narratives. While dialogues in fiction or in scripted speech usually imitate naturally­
occurring dialogues, they may still lack some of the features of spontaneous speech such as 
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hedging devices. This may explain why GuJ pg is absent or less frequent in such texts. It 
should be noted, moreover, that GuJ pg may also be topic-sensitive: in Texts 1-5 the 
participants are reproaching each other, defending themselves, or exchanging information 
and consequently, there is not much need or room for modesty and consideration for others, 
another reason for the absence or lower frequency of GuJ pg. 
The conclusion is that in spoken discourse GuJ pg is likely to have one of the following 
discourse functions: checking comprehension, soliciting involvement from the interlocutor, 
or toning down the presentation of an opinion or interpretation. In addition the use of GuJ 
pg may be genre-specific and topic-sensitive. 
5 Conclusion 
Adopting a corpus-based approach within the framework of discourse analysis, I have 
examined the discourse features of two particles, ro�: 1£ and GuJ pg, in spoken and written 
colloquial Burmese. The collocation mro�: kg.l£ after nouns or pronouns may express 
self-justification, self-defence or reproach by the speaker. The use of mro�: kg.l£ seems 
to be specifically characteristic of dialogues in the corpus which involve conflict and 
disagreement between close friends or family members. The particle GuJ pg, on the other 
hand, may be used as a hedging device when a speaker is trying to tone down claims and 
interpretations to maintain modesty and humbleness, qualities highly valued in Burmese 
culture. The use of these particles in the present corpus is found to be context-dependent, 
topic-sensitive, and genre-specific. 
With this study, I have sought to demonstrate that certain particles can express 
discourse meanings in Burmese, and therefore also be classified as discourse markers. 
Their discourse functions, however, are often overlooked when they are described in 
reference grammars. There is certainly a need for further study of discourse in Burmese. 
Appendix A: Brief description of the content of the texts in the corpus 
Text 1. 
Author: ThukhaO?6> eykhg 
Title: His Side is my Side O(?=>�o?u?::n� eybd.kgb£7 
Text type: written, fictional dialogue 
Protagonists: nagging mother, daughter, son, a rather submissive father. 
Three sets of dialogues and a few short narratives. 
Dialogue between mother and daughter: mother is telling her how she should look after her 
own family instead of her in-laws, and preaching that wife has a right to all the 
husband's earnings. 
Dialogue between Mother and Son: mother is yelling at him because he ' s  giving too much 
priorities to his in-laws. 
Brief dialogue between Father and Mother: he points out the double-standard she's 
practising, and gets yelled at. 
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Text 2. 
Author: Nu Nu Yi ( Innwa) tt'l.�(��:o) nynyji. fNWe 
Title: You 're Just Like the People @�O("{cxro? o?oS,?=>80( pjiou!udy.go ko.nf.tha?tu 
Text type: written, fictional dialogue 
Protagonists: a vendor of medicines and buyer who is also a medical doctor, both female, 
at the market 
Very few brief dialogues: buyer asking for information about the medicine, and a large part 
of narrative mostly reflecting the thoughts of the vendor as she observes and admires 
the buyer but fmally gets disillusioned. 
Text 3. �G>f=> - oSo.:>Eip [fiction in written medium] 
Author: Ma Sanda �G>80 rna saNda .. -
Title: The Cycle of Rebirth oSo.:>Eip eaNoaja 
Text type: written, fictional dialogue 
Protagonists: four different families. 
Five brief but very similar scenes, each with dialogue between husband and wife, or 
parents and children, and a monologue, mainly about a jar of Nescafe as a gift - where 
they get it from and who they will give it to. Protagonists mostly agree with each 
other's plans, except for the last one in which husband unsuccessfully expresses his 
desire to drink Nescafe. Contains a few brief narratives. 
Text 4. 
Title: Daddy 's getting married 10<910<9 ��Gco:>�[SiGOO?�oS phephe ?eiNdaUN.pjy.dg.m£ 
Text type: scripted, spoken radio-play dialogue 
Protagonists: again father, young daughter living with him, older daughter and son, both 
married and previously living apart, but now have moved in with him. 
Three dialogues and a few brief narratives. 
Dialogue between father and young daughter: casual conversation about daily routines, 
father's plan to have the son move in so that he won't be left alone 
Dialogue between older daughter and father: she informs him of the need to move in with 
him because of the high rent. 
Dialogue between Father and all three children: Father announces his plan to remarry in 
order to be better looked after; children start objecting, justifying their unintentional 
lack of attention and blaming each other as the cause of the father's ridiculous plan. 
Then everything changes at the end for a happy ending. 
Text 5. 
Title: Home-grown Ko Ko @�06�:§�o?o? pjidwfNbji? koko 
Text type: scripted, spoken radio-play dialogue 
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Protagonists: two young women friends Thweh (T) and Khin Hnaung (KHn), and KHn's  
mother. 
Synopsis: T is modem and KHn is old-fashioned. T gets KHn a job at the company where 
she is working. T is frustrated with KHn's style of clothing and behaviour and 
criticizes her. KHn worries about T's audacious behaviour, and expresses her concerns. 
They get into a dispute, stop talking to each other, but their differences are reconciled 
in the end. 
Different sets of dialogue between T and KHn; a brief dialogue between T and KHn's 
mother. 
Dialogues between T and KHn mainly revolving on the subject of T's passion for 
everything foreign-made and KHn's naive fashion sense and social skills. 
Dialogue between T and KHn's  mother at the beginning: general greeting, and casual 
conversation. 
Text 6. 
Text type: spoken narrative 
Synopsis: A recounting the plot of a film to B. A rich man who hates money and luxury 
meets a girl. He finds out she's  rich and wants to have a fancy wedding, so he runs 
away. He is assaulted and put on a bus. He fmds himself waking up in a bus in the 
countryside. He meets a girl and her family who look after him. He falls in love with 
this new life. Then the fiancee shows up, begging him to return to the city. The new 
girl is broken-hearted. But a happy ending ensues as usual. 
Text 7. 
Text type: spoken narrative 
Synopsis: A recounting the plot of a film to B in the presence of two other people. Girl 
and Boy meet. Both have a passion for music, but since girl ' s  parents do not approve 
her passion for music nor for Boy, they decide to elope. Boy gets into a motorcycle 
accident and the whole plan is ruined. Girl leaves for the city, meets Boy 2, and they 
get married. Boy 2 has a sister, who has a passion for music. Sister meets Boy. Girl 
fmds out, tries to stop Boy from taking revenge on her by using Boy 2 's  sister, but in 
vain. Boy and Sister get married, but Boy gets drunk often, singing a song about a 
broken heart. Sister finds out, gets into a fight, goes to hospital. Then everybody 
meets, things are resolved, happy ending. 
Text 8. 
Text type: personal interview on confidential material . 
Synopsis: A interviews B soliciting B's  opinions regarding a radio station. Both A and B 
are male native speakers of Burmese. 
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Appendix B 
Sentences from the corpus contammg discourse-marking ro�: it with the possible 
function of ' self-justification' ,  ' self-defence' ,  or 'reproach' .  
Note: I n  utterances marked [?], the discourse function o f  C\)�: i t  i s  probable but uncertain. 
Text 1. 
C' r,: C"  0 (' Q <:" <:' .... 
1 .  GaGamro�: ��CI>O? mOJo.:>:mOJo.:>OJGa:G;�onc\)1I 
So, mother, why do you have to keep pestering me with difficult questions? 
r:::::.(' (' (' 0 (' 2. Ge:p GaGamro�: 6lmO?monil 
Oh mother, you're so difficult! 
o C' 0 C" .... 0 C" (' � 
3 .  3f� GaGamro�: aC\nO?m;JI C\nO?m�c OO�II 
Oh mother, don't  you come [as well] !  If you come there 'll  be too many. 
r:::::.(' (' 0 0 (' (' 0 (' , 4. Ge:p �Gamro�: �GaO(.O( oaJ;Gon�G�:O?mon:U1I 
Oh mother, but I did pay attention to [what] you [said]. 
(' r:-: 0 (' (' '1 (" 
5. �Gamro�: GlPO?m�c G31<ij�:U1I 
If you say anything, you just get all angry. 
(' .... (" <.'" (' <." C' (" .... (' (" 6. U(OJon::no.:>U?1 aamro�:1 �q;mGc\):OJc 6lC61C�;.;.0(;:mG� aon:O?uaY.> '1 � (' 'b ('  (' 0 G�:U IGro rocO?uaY.> aon:on OX?c�aooOX?II 
Yes of course. Even just now when Khin Khin Nyunt was here it was a case of 
keeping quiet about the wife's earnings, and the wife taking care of the husband' s  
earrungs. 
Text 3. 
o 0 C" C" .... 
1 .  O(O(mro�: 6lmG�onUIl 
[Now] you're being difficult, Ko Ko. 
(' I;> ('I;> (' (' (' 0 (' (' I;> (' , [?] 2. U?c 3GC">?':><.9�;�roc:G06mC\)�: C\nO?m�c 3..y.>:y.> GUG;on<ij�:U1I . 
Hmm. As soon as these coffee powder jars get here they're dirty all over. 
o 0 (' (' (' ('  (' I;>  0 (' � 
3 .  0(0("6 cmro�: ; mCl>GC">?':><.9OX?on ..y.>a�ont?3:onll 
Oh Ko Ko Lwin, it's just that Nescoffee has a well-known name. 
Text 4. 
o Q (' (' 0 0 0 .... ..... 
1 .  3f o.:>a:mC\)�:06°011 �O(.ooon �0(.3f:8aY.>:onull 
Oh you [my daughter] ! They all live [and eat] separately. 
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� � " � �� � 0 � �� � 0 2. (J)C G<9G<9mro�: 3�o.:>m��().)8:G'Pm't ��GC'O:)CDi.�().),,?JI 
Hmm, so[, Daddy,] now you've reached this advanced age you;re planning 
to get married. 
Q <:' 0 <:'  0 <:'  .... 
3 .  ��Gro:mro�: o.:>OG;,COX>OIl 
And you [little sister] really don't seem to care. 
4 
" � � � O �  O �  [?] . o.:>�:mro�: �,,?o�:'lGOJ? Di.�<ij;'t o.:>O�'lOX>II . 
And[, you,] since you've been working, you just haven't had the time to look after 
[him). 
5 � � 0 � � � , " r::: � o� , [?] . oaJ;GOX>O(. roc�UY.>:tG>GUY.>m'l.cI>:�:G'l: �G13�G;ro�: G<9G<9 o.:>e:o:Y.>:oll . 
Dad, you know all about our [my wife and my] financial situation. 
Text 5. 
� � � � � 1� 1 .  G�O?oo;OO;Gro:ro�: OO?OI�:(J)1I 
Ca:n't you just wear something fashionable? 
� � � � " � � 
2. (J)C:I �cGPc:mro�: roG)') 3GC\Y.)m�"W:8:Go:C'O:):0X>1I 
Hey, Khin Hnaung, you've got that big salary coming in now . 
• � � o � . � , � � , � � � o  3 .  ooocmro�:OOJI O?<ij;,,?: <Y.ijG>oo�:8:; .o:Y.>:G'l0'6c:8:<ij�,,?1I 
And your hair: all the time it's just in a big ponytail tied with an elastic band. 
� � o � . o �  � � o �  
4. �CGPc:'P <?moo�O?mro�: G3nm,,?mOX>II 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
Oh Khin Hnaung, your handbag's  all wrong! 
� � 0 0  � 0 � 1 06().)mro�:OOJ' G�'t:O? co��mG0.l1I 
Thweh, why don't you just tell May Moe to go instead of you? 
� � � � � � � 1 06().)mro�:OOJ' ooO?�'t �ro�Go.:>:1 ,,?oG>�:O 100J1l 
Thweh, you just don't get it, do you? Just pull yourself together! 
o <:' C" (" <:" (" .... 0 'l 3f �cGPc:mro�:1 E\!0�CG"6CO'P,,?G0.l1I 
Oh Khin Hnaung, it was just like [they do it] in those movies. 
� � � 0 0  ,,� � ,,� �  � � � � c.: � , G�:Grol �cGf'9c:mro�: O?O?m 3e�'PG�:1 3e�'P 8:ec:e: GOJ?��G>c\y')'lO? o � � C:::){:Y.) CIjl "Hl: G> G> G> G> Groll 
Yes, Khin Hnaung, [as you know, after all] Ko Ko was born in this country and grew 
up here, so he's turned out to be a real, genuine Burmese guy. 
o 0 C' .... 0 <:" . 0 0 C" (" C' O?O?mro�: �o.:>c\y.): �G�:;J O?<ij;,,?:o? O(m"6;:G;'lO?()')1I 
Don't even try to ask how thick Ko Ko is! He needs constant pushing! 
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1 1  Writing Modern Burmese: 
an examin ation of the status 
of colloqui al Burmese 
U Saw Tun 2:GGY.)<l6�: 
Northern illinois University 
stun@niu.edu 
On Writers' Day, held on 28 November 1 965 and sponsored by the Upper Burma Writers' 
Association 3dco03�ootbcGY.)GGPoo'P3d:::>.:)b:, Maung Tha Noe GoobOY.>t: (Tha Noe 1 966) 
submitted a monumental paper, Modern Burmese Writing �ooGY.) 3dG6l:3dOY.>::::>':)� 6\§o.x><fJ 
on behalf of the Prose Commission alOY.>:G@ GOY.>��b in which he suggested that people 
begin writing in Modem - or colloqual - Burmese, language spoken by the people, to 
narrow the gap between the written and spoken languages (Upper Burmese Writers' 
Association [hereafter UBWA] 1 966:86). 
Now, nearly forty years later, the use of colloquial Burmese has become noticeably 
more popular, although not necessarily as a direct result of Maung Tha Noe's paper. The 
popularity of colloquial Burmese is not limited to prose, the major target of the 
Commission, but has spread into poetry as well. Nevertheless, the art of writing in Modem 
Burmese (MB), overshadowed by the older written language, has still not achieved the 
high status or regard it well deserves for its clarity and effectiveness. In this paper I will 
point out some remedies for the mishandling of Modem Burmese by mixing it with Formal 
Burmese (FB). 
For those readers with insufficient background knowledge of the movement in 1 965, 
this paper provides a brief account of the literary scene of the time, some statements from 
the paper by the Commission and its advocates, as well as the voices of readers. I will then 
give examples of some common writing styles found in current Burmese periodicals and 
news media, with recommended solutions. 
1 The Paper Modern Burmese writing 
At the time of the submission of the paper Modern Burmese writing, colloquial Burmese 
had already appeared in literary writing. The Prose Commission of the Upper Burma 
Writers' Association expressed their displeasure with the pace of the transition away from 
writing in literary style language as one reason for calling for change in Modem Burmese 
writing, which they thought should be based on the actual language the people of that time 
used. The Commission gave a brief account of the history of Burmese writing from the 
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Bagan period <i0Gech ( 1 1 1 0- 1 300 CE) to 1 965, claiming that Burmese writing had 
diverged into two systems, colloquial and literary, since 1 300 when people began to adorn 
their writing with literary usages even though the practice of the Bagan period was to write 
in the colloquial Burmese of that time. This also led to the divergence of the colloquial 
and literary styles in the Nyaunyan period G����:Gech ( 1 599-1 754) with the evidence 
from the eingyin e��: poems and the stories of Y athawuddhana �o:>o"l. Scholars credit 
the favorable reception of U Ponnya's 2:<i� literary works in the Konbaun period 
O(':G:rr.>�Gech ( 1754-1 885) to his cleverness in using the language of the people of his 
time. P. Moe Nin ��:;�: ( 1 883-1940) and Theikpan Maung Wa 03�G��o ( 1 899- 1 942) 
made efforts to avoid the ornamentation of language in their works. The Commission 
pointed out that some writers were still reluctant to write in the language spoken by the 
people, although at the same time some had shown certain progress by using literary but 
simple Burmese. 
The Prose Commission suggested that literary Burmese should be replaced by Modem 
Burmese, pointing out the problems of using the literary language. Because of the wide 
differences between colloquial and literary writing, the Commission made the following 
points (UBWA 1 966): 
1 .  Students who finished the second grade, as reported by the Educational 
Research Bureau, were unable to read Burmese after not having reading 
for a certain period of time (UB WA 1 966:62); 
2. Young students face the difficulties of learning a foreign or ancient 
language besides studying the writing system of their own language 
(UBWA 1 966:70, 7 1 ); 
3 .  People i n  the countryside had trouble understanding the educational 
literature distributed to them (UBWA 1 966:74-77). 
The Commission hoped that people would derive maximum enjoyment from literature 
which was written in Modem Burmese. Later, the Commission began to advocate Modem 
Burmese, drawing a distinction between that and conversational spoken Burmese as 
actually uttered, including hesitations, groping for words, and words in incorrect order. 
The proposed Modem Burmese would entail systematic spelling and grammar, and would 
be divisible into three levels: 
1 .  Formal Burmese, the style of language prepared before presenting to a 
public audience; 
2.  Standard Burmese, the style spoken b y  and comprehensible t o  most people; 
3 .  Daily conversational Burmese. 
The Prose Commission advocated the use of Formal and Standard Burmese. 
2 Advocates of the Paper 
Although the Prose Commission made their statements clear, the matter became 
complicated when two influential individuals, Dr Than Tun G31crl�o:>,:cg,: and U 
Kyaw Yin 2:G9P��' added their views. Dr Than Tun, then Professor of the Department 
of History at Mandalay University, presented a paper Early Burmese in support of the 
proposal made by the Commission. Based on his theory that the people of the Bagan 
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period wrote as they spoke, he asserted that the spelling and syntax of that time were 
explicit and simple (UBWA 1 966:47). Dr Than Tun concluded his paper advising, 
'Burmese, without worry, should be written effectively just as it is pronounced.' U Kyaw 
Yin, Rector of Mandalay University at the time, expressed his delight as the keynote 
speaker of the conference when hearing that 'people are going to write [the language] as it 
is pronounced without paying attention to spelling.' (UBWA 1 966: 1 70). Dr Than Tun and 
U Kyaw Yin clearly misinterpreted the Prose Commission's paper as a suggestion to write 
the language as it is spoken. 
3 Against Modern Burmese 
This misinterpretation of the paper continued to spread and sparked a furious debate which 
did not die down until 1 970. Those who disagreed with the paper offered the following 
reasons (UBWA 1 966): 
• The entire nation has already accepted the present writing practices 
(UBWA 1 966: 1 96, 255); 
• The quality of Burmese prose will decline with the increase in literary work 
by unskilled writers (UBWA 1 966: 1 9 1 ,  1 92); 
• The splendour of Burmese - the richness of vocabulary, explicitness and 
compactness of aesthetic literature - will disappear if a literary work were 
written in spoken Burmese (UBWA 1 966: 1 89, 1 9 1 ,  1 97); 
• Orthographic problems could arise due to the nature of the Burmese 
language (UBWA 1 966:224). 
These were the linguistic reasons related to the issue - some participants in the argument 
suggested that an effort should be made to help village people become literate (UBWA 
1 966: 1 84), and some argued that a conceptual and political revolution were more 
important to a literary movement (UBWA 1 966:200). I will not address these issues here 
because they are not linguistic matters. 
The most reasonable of the four arguments above is the assertion that the current 
literary style was comprehensible to and accepted by the whole nation. Thein Aung, who 
gave his views after reading the Commission's  paper thoroughly, said that even Burmese 
people who had never learned basic writing did not have a problem understanding written 
Burmese when someone read it to them (UBWA 1 966:258). What he said is absolutely 
right. However, although the current orthography is perfectly intelligible, we should still 
encourage the development of an easier, improved writing system to promote better 
communication between readers and writers. 
Anxieties about the decline in quality of Burmese literature from the loss of verbal 
ornamentation are as unfounded as are worries about the rise of orthographic problems 
associated with the introduction of Modem Burmese. The colloquial Burmese every 
speaker uses does not lack flavour in comparison to the formal Burmese which people do 
not read or write in daily lives; in fact, it is even richer. The people of Hladaw village in 
Upper Burma are one example, described by Aung Naing ( 1 982). Although most of the 
villagers could not read or write, they adorned their daily language with fantastic similes 
and metaphors. If we take writing as a tool for communication, then any undue concern 
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over decorative language is misplaced. Everyday language is clearer because readers and 
writers are already familiar with it. 
Likewise some writers expressed their concerns about the orthographic problems that 
might arise if they wrote in Modem Burmese. Yan Aung ( 1968), a well-known veteran 
writer, mocked the movement saying that his mother, who was not properly trained in 
writing, made spelling mistakes in the spoken language she wrote in letters. Tet Toe, who 
is knowledgeable in both Burmese and English literature, also criticized Modem Burmese 
writing, branding it ' Spoken language writing.'  (Tha Noe 1 972:204). Thein Pe Myint, a 
respectable journalist, wrote against the use of Modem Burmese in an articles in the 
h 0 (' (' Th newspaper Bola laun �c\)(y')GCO':>c ( a Noe 1 972:204). 
Such mockery and criticism resulted from some zealous advocates overstating the 
subject, and from some irresponsible critics not reading the paper thoroughly. As noted 
above, Dr Than Tun and U Kyaw Yin misinterpreted the Prose Commission's paper as a 
suggestion to write as spoken. Maung Swan Yi GOO���:q�, a well-known poet and 
literary critic, started his essay of support as if the paper had suggested that one should 
'write like we talk' (UBWA 1 966:202), a phrase he uses repeatedly throughout his essay. 
Finally, the original proposal to 'use Modem Burmese' was replaced with the phrase ' spell 
according to pronunciation' and 'write it the way it's  spoken.' Thein Aung ( 1 966:37) 
misinterpreted the paper as being centred on the suggestion to 'write it the way it's  
spoken. ' No wonder the paper caused anxiety over the future of Burmese literature among 
readers who never cared to read the paper exhaustively. Yan Aung, Tet Toe and Thein Pe 
Myint are just a few examples of this kind of reader. Because of these critics, Maung Tha 
Noe, instrumental in submitting the paper, became unnecessarily preoccupied with 
defending his proposal, saying that he never meant for people to write exactly as they 
spoke. Besides not reading the paper thoroughly, the critics' level of linguistic expertise 
was a source of unnecessary problems. Establishing a great name in Burmese literature 
does not automatically bring with it a full awareness of the mechanics of the language. No 
critic of the movement proved himself to be a qualified linguist. 
4 The current status of Modern Burmese 
Despite such negative reactions, writing in Modem Burmese started gaining a stronger 
foothold in various media after 1 965, although it is hard to say whether this was the 
outcome of the paper or part ofthe language's  natural course of development. 
Weekly journals, distributed throughout the country, have been one area of increased 
writing in Modem Burmese (see Appendix 1 ) :  more pages are written in Modem Burmese 
today than in periodicals published prior to 1 965 (see Appendix 2). Since I am focusing on 
prose in Modem Burmese, I will not address Modem Burmese in poetry here, although 
there too its use is apparently gaining in popularity. Modem Burmese is more fashionable 
than ever in Burma's information media - newspapers and broadcasting stations. 
Although newspaper reports are still in literary Burmese, most freelance writers use 
Modem Burmese in their articles. News reports on Myanmar Television are all in Modem 
Burmese, while the Myanmar Broadcasting Service still uses literary Burmese for news 
reports. The broadcasting services outside Burma, such as the BBC, RF A and VOA, all 
use Modem Burmese. 
Nevertheless, the language of many sources of information in Burmese is not yet pure 
Modem Burmese, but continues to be mixed with literary style. Here are some examples 
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from written reports in some weekly journals. The lillderlined phrases and grammatical 
particles in ( I H5) would never be heard in normal spoken Burmese. 
( 1 )  � eo • eo �;6?coO??,,?: co�co�oo 
[NP] 
[Golden Age of Myanmar football] 
eo eo eo eo ;�:ro�:3C>oaU)oau)� 
[NP]-m,i<i 
[various methods]-PL 
o eo 
eo r:::: eo Q)2:GY.>:e3� 
[vp]-ja.dwiN 
[think ]-NOM.in 
eo 
GY.>CO'l :O(o?� 
[NP]-1i 
Q)ro:>:<?c:� CX6m co () C\Y.)CO o::Y.> 
[NP]-rw 
[writer ]-PL.GEN [ conversation] 
[VP]-M 
[emerge ]-ATTR 
eo 0 eo� 0 eo r::: eo c.: eo .,  eo 3C>�m"tP:or ooct9,,?m'l�c:o::Y.>�Q)()IOOu)1I 
[NP]-ko [VP]-ckfN oil phji7 pa & 
. [facts]-OBJ [present]-NoM.only.be.POL.REAL 
' I  simply present the points that emerged from the writers' conversation to help 
in considering the various strategies to get back to the golden age of Myanmar 
football. '  
Nanetkhin Journal ;;crl��:'lP;o3 Yangon: Alillgtha Press, 17 May 2000, p.2. 
eo eo 0 (2) O(?,,()�co"1Pc:o::Y.>:�:i?<?? Q O  � , o 0 3 ,,?GY.>CO ()COlJY.)coLP�'=ijL:� 
[NP] -m,i<i.zw.a.gh [NP]-Q.g 
[students ]-many .ADV.OBJ [literary rallies like this]-to 
C' C' C' 1 C' oomcoEOpm;o:coc::x:nCCOQ)()IOOu)1I 
[vp]-ze.ba.& 
[attendllisten] -CA US .POL.REAL 
' He asked many of his students to attend literary rallies like this one. '  
Pyi Myanma Gyane @�§"�'lP;03 Yangon: Nanthazin Press, 
1 6  November 2000, p . 13 .  
& o eo  (3) o.:>coO??m�oo;m 
[NP] 
[the ship's  captain] 
& eo eo eo o.:>coO??�OOco�c:� 
[VP]-ziN 
[steering the ship]-while 
rocrloon�§�co<Y6�COo::Y.> 
[VP]-M 
[could be seen to L and R]-ATTR 
co��:o.:>� 3C>coQO?crl3C>2� ��:@�:u 1000311 
[VP]-d! [NP]-mj.a-90 [VP] 
[appear]- REALAITR [building]-PL.OBJ [explained] 
'The ship's  captain explained about the buildings to be seen on the left and right 
banks of the river while steering the ship. '  Shwe Amyutei Monthly, Yangon: 
Zabutalu Press, May 200 1 ,  p. 1 16 .  
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co C' C' " Q co .  0 co (4) �:ogOG�C(9�:ro:13c:�'l.io(ro�: y�ly:>GOO? 
[NP] 
(5) 
[VP]-n;;J..Y..go.l£ 
[be possessed and rendered mad]-NoM.oBJ.also 
o'�ol'l.GQ)1I 
[VP] 
[honest]-ADv [let admit] 
° 6J: o.:Y.): � 
[vp]-zwa 
[now however] 
'Now let me admit honestly how [1] was crazily possessed.'  Shway Amyutei 
Monthly G�3dGiGO:>, Yangon: Zabutalu Press, February, 200 1 ,  p. l l ! .  
co Q.£. O'Y.lO;G01J�1 
[VP]-�{N 
[fulfil duty]-NOM 
0Q'£ . ' ����;. 
[vp]-.chlN.nf 
[loyall-NOM 
O , ,�� co CO O C'Q C' o�'P:O(����Goo:>c�mtc�c:G�oy') 
[VP]-dIDLdw.e..hll 
[can carry out duty consistently]-NoM.PL.TOP 
" 0 co 0 co C' C' co @;:O(c:Y:>�'l.�O?3d'l.�3d�c:Go.? �O(O:>c\y'):11 
[NP] [VP] 
[qualities every wife should have] [isn't it?] 
'Is it not the case that fulfilling her responsibilities, being loyal and consistently 
carrying out her duties are the qualities that every wife should have?' Myanatmaung 
Monthly §:>:;�G'=:Y.>�, Yangon: Nyeingyanyei Sapei, July 200 1 ,  p.83. 
Literary Burmese still dominates not only written information but also audio and 
audiovisual reports. (6) consists of a single sentence: it is an extract from a broadcast by 
the Myanmar Television Service on 1 8  December 2000. The numbered, underlined words 
in Literary Burmese are glossed in the table below the passage. 
a,c 
b 
d, i 
e,g 
f, k, 1 
hj,m 
n,q 
0 
r 
s 
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[NP]-� 
[VP]-"=?I�� 
[VP]-'i�: 
[P (' (' hr ] -c\)�:GOY.>c: 
[NP]-"tP: 
[VPJ-f��: 
c\)�:GOY.>�:o? 
[NP .f(' (' ]- �c:,9 
[VP]-OY.> 
[NP]-r(9� 
[NP]-fiJi! [NP]-SUBJ 
[VP]-i-aj £7 Si [VP]-while 
[VP]-n:H�·mja [VP]-NOM.PL 
[phr]-lagauN [phr]-whether 
[NP]-mja [NP]-PL 
[VP]-�fN [VP]-NOM 
lagaUN.dQ aforementioned.PL 
[VP]-�fN .l'}iN [VP]-NOM.INSTR 
[vp]-ka [VP]-while 
[NP]-phjiN [NP]-by means of 
The Ministry of Information's reluctance to use Modem Burmese in written and audio­
visual reports can be attributed to the tendency of governmental organisations in general to 
use formal language. Foreign broadcasting stations, however, although active users of 
Modem Burmese, also have the same problem of unnecessarily mixing literary Burmese in 
their ' Modem Burmese in their reports. (7)-( 1 1 )  are some examples from the BBC 
Burmese Service evening broadcast of 2 January 2002, with suggested Modem Burmese 
(MB) equivalents. 
(7) BBC 
ME 
Changes: 
(8) BBC 
ME 
Changes: 
(9) BBC 
MB 
Changes: 
( 10) BBC 
ME 
Changes: 
o 0 ('  2G�U�G�:�c'=W: 
0 ('  2G�UooG�:�c� 
' shops in Europe' 
'in' in the phrase ' [NP] in (place] ' translated with 00 k� instead of �Si; 
noun made plural with G"6 twe instead of '=W: mja . 
• � 
(' (' , (,  (' 0 ('  0 ,  1 (' O? GEOpOOC:D:ijUi? "iJCOO:OOG�OOY' O1JQ:o.:>fJ ��UIOO<X>1I 
• (' (' (' (' �,�. (' 0 (" 1 (' O? G'l.:OOC:OOC:'BJU'BJU � O1JQ:o.:>fJ��UIOO<X> 
'The oath was taken with security strictly imposed. ' 
adverbs formed by reduplication rather than -� -swa suffix; subordinate 
clause formed with [VERB]-@: pf; monosyllabic verbs preferred over 
disyllabic. 
(' 0 0 (' (' Q 0 ('  Q (' G�ooG>�.oo<J?o.;>C\)� �<1Jcoo:¥>:�c� c\)�c\y')G'l.: 3dG>3dG>2 (' 6' 6 (' (' Q 0 ('  Q (' G�ooG><f.oo<J?�C\)oo �<1Jcoo:¥>:�c� c\)�c\y')G'l.: 3dG>3dG>2 
'Oxford University Argentinian studies programme.' 
location marked with 00 k� instead of 'Y l1}� 
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( 1 1 ) BBC 
MB 
Changes: 
C' C'� Q Q Q � C' 0 C' Q C' 0 C' � G;i C' .,  C' 
OO�3� .:t):t)([)'j �;oo<?c:3d([)3d([)2G06<"y? fJ:OOCG; ooCfY.) 2([)OIO')OOli � � Q Q Q  � C' O C'  Q C' 0 C' ., 
00;3; .:t):t)([)oo �;oo<?C:3d([)3d([)2G06<"y? fJ:OOCG; OOCfY.)OIIl 
'You are listening to the programmes of the BBC Burmese section in 
London.' 
Avoidance of the wordy practice of nominalising verbs with CfY.) ta and 
re-verbalising them with �� phji7 
Examples ( 1 2}-( 1 6) are from the morning programme broadcast by the Burmese service of 
Voice of America (VOA) on the same day, 2 January 2002: 
( 1 2) 
( 1 3) 
( 14) 
( 1 5) 
( 1 6) 
VOA 
MB 
Changes: 
VOA 
ME 
Changes: 
Broadcast 
MB 
Changes: 
Broadcast 
MB 
Changes: 
Broadcast 
Mod Bse 
([)O')�[Si,,?<SG;1S ��o 10')t011 
([),,?<SG;Oll9 
, . . .  has started to do . . .  ' 
disyllabic verb ([)OO� SgtiN 'start' replaced with monosyllabic ([) sg; 
redundant copula ��oloot0 phji7.pa.d£ removed . 
.... Cit (" C' ... (" 0 0 0  0 0 
3d3 'O�t([)y'J.o.:>�c:<"y? ��"?"? 
3d([)�:3dGo:<"y? CY.ijc:001�oo 
, . . .  because one wanted to know news about these two groups . . . ' 
[VERB]-c\? 10 'want' replaced with [VERB]-�� tGiN 
C' 0 C' G;i C' ., C' 3d([)�:3dGo:1 CY.ij�:oy? 2�OIO')OOIl 
3d([)�:3dGo:<"y? CY.ijc:001�OOIl 
'A meeting will be held.' 
As in ( 1 2), the redundant copula ��oloot0 phji7.pa.dt is removed 
�G 'Ptf:G;i�oo � (ooo�){�:oo 
�G 'Pi;: C\( (ooo�) 2:00 
, 10 1 4  people, or 96% . . .  ' 
As in ( 1 2), the redundant copula ��oloot0 phji7.pa.d£ is removed ­
here it is in a redundant relative clause. 
o� 0 ' r.:::: 0 C' 0 ' r::::: " C' 
<'>19:�:W:O?3dGt33dG;<"y? 06;:<?�80IO')OO 6 0 ., C' 
<?�:Ol':o 10')00 
'the situation became worse' 
Changes: As ( 1 3). 
The evening programme in Burmese from Radio Free Asia (RFA) on 2 January 2002 
contained the following: 
( 1 7) RFA 
MB 
Changes: 
o@ 0 ' §  0 C' 0 ,§ ., C' 
�?:01:j?:i?:O')3dG Y;>3dG,or 06':�(;) pu 10000 o ., C' 
�01:j?:�:O I 0')00 
'it shifted to a worse situation' ---+ MB 'it became worse' 
wordy language simplified; 
monosyllabic verbs preferred over disyllabic 
( 1 8) RFA 
ME 
Changes: 
( 19) RFA 
MB 
Changes: 
(20) RFA 
MB 
Changes: 
(2 1 )  RFA 
ME 
Changes: 
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C C' 0 ('  <:' 0  .... 
m9,ci"2o.:>;:A:>� (O;CX?c"1lm�O? -
c � , m9,ci"2o.:>� O? -
' . . .  where the Karen refugees lived. ' 
noun made plural with (006 twe instead of "tP: mja; 
monosyllabic verb (0; ne ' live' preferred over complex verb string 
(O;cx?c01J03� ne.thaiN Jaj £1 Ji 
verb slimmed down from bisyllabic to monosyllabic 
(OfJ03i03(Jo)� cr.u (OfJ03�03 (Jo)(oOO'Jm cr.u 
'there were about 20 followers' 
[NOUN]- (O"1P� tG�.rl}j� 'approximately' replaced with Modem Burmese 
form [NOUN]- (oOO'J03 lau? 
c c c c� 1 c ::D<9 0.:>00 c: 00 G>9, o� (000 000'.):0 1(00) 
c c c 0 c APo.:>ooc: ooG>9,om �o (00)11 
c c c 1 1 c APo.:> 00 C: 00 G>9, 0 'P 0 I 0 I 00 0) II 
'reported by AP news agency' 
Two simplified alternatives given, avoiding the non-colloquial noun 
marker '1 l'l}� 
G) 0 (;'; c C ::D��::D1�:�;ro� (O;'Po�OO'.):(09,: ::D��::DO(O( §;(O;'P�OO'.):<l. 
'In order to resettle the twin brother and sister. . .  ' 
Two simplified alternatives given, avoiding non-colloquial language 
such as noun marker 3d?: ?a 
5 Formal language 
Writers and broadcasters are still stumbling out from under the shadow of literary style in 
their attempts to use Modem Burmese. One of the many reasons for such hesitation is 
their tendency to use formal language. Maung Tha Noe, the individual instrumental in 
submitting and defending the Commission's paper, himself exhibits literary-language 
habits in his recent works. The underlined words he uses in (22) are never found in 
Modem Burmese unless the writer is trying to be formal. 
(22) 
The sentence in (22) above could be rewritten in pure Modem Burmese as (23), making the 
substitutions and stylistic changes described in (24) and (25). 
2 1 0  
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
USaw Tun 
FB 
O'Y.) ka 'while [VERB) ' 
0 jrui 'acquire·' 1iJ.� <.' �m taj£7 'while [VERB) ' 
FB 
Er <.' [NOUN]-3d (9G) <oua;?,: 
[NOUN]-1aphj i1 pethuN 
'emerge as [NOUN) ' 
� 
� 
� MB 
� 19: pi SUBORD 
jg 'acquire' � @: � pi SUBORD 
MB 
[NOUN] §�C\X) 
[NOUN]-phj i11a 
. 'became [NOUN) ' 
Although Modem Burmese is acceptable for its clarity, succinctness and effectiveness in 
comparison to formal Burmese, many writers and broadcasters still use the latter: a 
muddled mixture of colloquial and literary Burmese. 
Although writing in Modem Burmese is now found in contexts where only formal 
literary Burmese might once have been appropriate, the new language still retains some of 
the undesirable features of literary Burmese, such as ambiguity and verbosity. 
One example is the use of the grammatical particle 'i ng in Formal Burmese. 
While m kg is used both as a subject marker and to mean 'from' in the spoken language, 
in the literary language 'i ng is used only as the latter, and is not used instead of 
m kg as a subject marker. Yet, during the 1 970s, out of an over-eagerness to show 
respect to authorities, followers of the Burmese Socialist Programme Party r,: <.' 0 <.' <.' <.' <.' .,  Q d I b' kin u:ffi ·th th �,�0X?�ooroG)ro�:G)2u,0') starte to rep ace su �ect-mar g s x m gg W1 e 
literary equivalent of the homonymous postposition m gg 'from' in, for instance, phrases 
like (26), introducing the chairman in at official meetings, as if the established subject­
marking suffix (1) kg to the chairman of the meeting would be insulting, and only a overtly 
literary suffix such as 'i 11Jg would be appropriate. Here, 'i 11Jg does not sound right even 
though it may conform to the perceived preferences of the authorities for its supposed 
literary weightiness. 
(26) � 0 <.' <.' r,: "  <.' 2<J?�e3:'i �'.8,:<OtPu I<OOO?�OOIl 1ou1kathg.c4L11Jg m�iNguN.pj;).ba.dg.m£ 
chairman. big. ?SUBJ address. say .poL.henceforth.IRR 
'The Chairman is about to make an address.' 
?? ' It is requested that an address be made to the Chairman.' 
The misuse of the literary suffix 3d?: 18. for colloquial object-marking suffix o? ko is 
another example of the problem of unnecessary formality in Burmese. In the belief that 
3d?: 18. sounds more polite, it is common to see 3d?: 18. used wrongly in place of o? ko, as 
in (27). In fact, the postposition 3d?: 18. is not used in spoken Burmese at all. Thus (27) 
may be said with the intended meaning of 'The Chairman is requested to make an address. '  
In fact, this can also be parsed as meaning ' It is requested that an address be given to the 
Chairman.' There would be no such potential ambiguity if speakers referred to the speech 
they might themselves produce. 
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(27) � 0 co co r,: r::::: 1 co cor::::: 1 co 2<J?�e3:3n: �;.8;:Ge:>ep:GO:U I'l.; O;ep:UIOJ� 7ou7kathg.�f.7a m�iNguN.pj6tGa.pe.baJ�lN paNtGa.ba.oi 
chairman. big.to address.say .BEN .POL.PURP request.POL.REAL 
'The Chairman is requested to make an address.' 
?? ' It is requested that an address be made to the Chairman.' 
An alternative rendition in Modem Burmese would be (28). 
(28) 
0 co co r,: r::::: 0 � 0 cor::::: 1 co �;.8;:Ge:>ep:GO:<f. 2<J?�e3:or O��:O,I�u) m�iNguN.pj6tGa.pe.bQ 7ou7kathi:!.�l.g6 paNtGa.ba.d£ 
address.say.BEN.PURP chairman.big.to request.POL.REAL 
'The Chairman is requested to make an address.' 
Other problems arise in the use of lexical items. Wordiness results from the unnecessary 
use of doubled verb agglomerations like G'Perl� jau7Ji 'arrive.exist'or �:G'Perl 
8wa.jau7 'go.arrive' ,  where the single verbs G'Perl jau7 'arrive'and �: 8wa 'go' are 
entirely sufficient for the purpose. The use of the pronoun O(� 8umg for 'she' instead of 
the third-person pronoun 0( 8u which does not specify gender is unnatural and awkward. 
The use of Ol� 8umg presumably arose from the misconception that it was more polite and 
appropriate to have a specifically feminine pronoun in Burmese to translate the English 
pronoun 'she' in the literary translations and English lessons during the colonial period. 
Further examples of literary habits creeping into colloquial Burmese involve the use of 
the copula §� phji7. Formal sentences like (29) can be written or said more simply in 
Modem Burmese as (30). 
co co (29) oaJ;GO?? OO'P §�olO')�1I 
tGano shaja phj i7.pa.d£ 
I teacher be.POL.REAL 
' I  am a teacher.' 
co co 1 (30) oaJ;GO?? OO'P011I 
tGano shaja.ba 
I teacher .POL 
' I  am a teacher.' 
This use of the copula §� phji7, which does not exist in modem spoken Burmese, occurs 
also in the structure in (3 1 ), where it detracts from the conciseness of the spoken language 
equivalent in (32). 
co co 
(3 1 )  oaJ;GO?? �:'P 
tGano 8wa.11Ja 
I gO.IRRNOM 
' I  will go.' 
§�olO')�1I 
phji7.pa.d£ 
be.POL.REAL 
2 1 2  USaw Tun 
(32) oaJ"G� �:ol��11 
tGano ewa.ba.m£ 
I go.POL.IRR 
' I  will go.'  
See Appendix 2 for more examples of formal or literary Burmese grammatical and lexical 
items found in broadcasts, along with their equivalents in Modem Burmese. 
6 Conclusion 
Aware of the Burmese writers who are talented both in the use of spoken and literary 
Burmese, I have no intention of advocating the sole use of Modem Burmese. The late 
Ludu U IDa C'(0?2:0j>, who led the Upper Burma Writers Association, and his wife Daw 
Ama G3T�oo are good examples. Readers recognise their works as great: the earlier 
works in literary Burmese, and the later ones in colloquial style. Similarly, writers like 
Aung Thinn G3d,:)(3:::>.)�: and Nay Win Myint G'O�:§9, to mention just a few, are brilliant 
in both styles. 
However, I do recommend that formal Burmese, which is currently gaining ground in 
communication media, should be replaced with Modem Burmese in order to enhance the 
effectiveness of written Burmese for the benefit of Burmese writers and readers. 
Broadcasters need never be bothered again by the choice of formal literary words they 
believe to be appealing to their readers and listeners; they can become their own teachers 
and use the language they currently use in speech without worrying that it might be 
inappropriate. Some individuals may enjoy mixing literary Burmese into their 
conversational language, saying the phrases in (33) instead of their equivalents in (34). 
(33) � � � 3 Go.Y.)(\)�: , g 0 @ [g �3�G 00 O::::>.)OY.)C\) 
da.ool£ ?£dUo.pj6.bLoa.kal� 
that.however that.like.say .fmish.REAL. time 
'However . . .  
, 
'having spoken like this . . .  ' 
(34) 31Go�o? , g 0 @ [g �3�G 00 O:GO?? 
da.bemf ?£dl.lo.pj6.bLdg 
that.however that.like.say .fmish. when 
'However . . .  , 'having spoken like this . . .  ' 
Listeners and readers may accept the forms in (33) as idiolects. Writers and broadcasters 
must pay particular attention, however, to arranging their daily language in an acceptable 
order. Modem Burmese is in many ways simpler and more user-friendly than formal or 
literary Burmese, yet the use of formal Burmese with the literary features it retains, is 
annoying for readers and listeners because of its wordiness and vagueness. The use of a 
standardised form of Modem Burmese, as outlined in this study, will help the users come 
closer to their target audience for its conciseness and clarity. 
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Appendix 1 
(35) Approximate proportion of Modem Burmese in some magazines in 1 962-1 965 
magazine name date total pages 
pages of 
Modern Burmese 
Q�:Qo:ncrl 9weoau7 Feb 1 962 270 1 8  - correspondence 
��O S\illlawa Feb 1 964 256 7 - story-telling 
r�od3 mjawadi Nov 1 965 250 3 - a letter 
QQCY.Y.)q r)wetaji Nov 1 965 250 3 - a letter 
(36) Approximate proportion of Modem Burmese in some journals in 200 1 
journal name date total paf!es paf!es in ME % 
. (' (' (' ;;OOGc::x>ooc: 17 M 200 1 naNn£7khfN.9adfN ay 1 4  
2 7  Jun 200 1 1 6  
2 9  Jun 200 1 1 4  
8 57% 
6 37% 
8 57% 
(37) Approximate proportion of Modem Burmese in some magazines in 2000 and 200 1 
maf!azine date total paf!es paf!es in ME % 
�Ql1)� mane9i Feb 2000 200 75 37% 
Q� dana Nov 200 1 1 68 79 47% 
QQCY.Y.)q r)wetaji Nov 200 1 1 60 2 1  13% 
Q§l3Cl�QOO Swe7amiute Feb 200 1 1 88 1 28 68% 
r�:��Q�� mjana?mauN Jul 200 1 1 84 1 05 57% 
Appendix 2 
Examples of Formal Burmese (FB) replaced with Modem Burmese (ME) 
(38) subject marker [NOUN]� I1Jg -+ [NOUN]OO kg 
FB ME 
. . .  � 3CloS�9Q;uloou311 -+ . . .  00 3CloS�9Q;uloou311 
. . .  l1Jg 7a9aN·1wiN.ba.ci£ -+ . . . kg 7aeaN·1wiN.ba.ci£ 
. . .  frOm/*SUBJ sound. broadcast.POL.REAL -+ . . .  from/SUBJ sound. broadcast.POL.REAL 
' Broadcasting from . . .  ' , [This is] . . .  broadcasting.' 
-+ � I1Jg is never used as a subject marker in spoken Burmese; it should be replaced with 
subject marker 00 kg 
(39) verb nominaliser [VERB]� I1JY -+ [VERB]CY.Y.) ta 
FB ME 
0 <:" ..... 0 
3CltCGJ,��o{ 
7anaiN J g·9f·l1Jy.go 
victory.get.REM.NOM.OBJ 
'honouring the victory' 
('� 0 ('  0 <2C1)D{ -+ 3CltCGJ, CY.Y.)O{ 
gOUNpjy -+ ?anaiN.jg.da.go 
honour -+ victory.get.REM.REALNoM.OBJ 
'honouring the victory' 
<2a6[Si 
gOUNpjy 
honour 
2 1 4  USaw Tun 
- Although � l1JY occurs used in the spoken language as a derivational morphological 
suffix to generate nouns from verbs (eg (03CrJ�§� laUNmjlN 'succeed' - (03CrJ�§'� 
laUNmjIN.!1JY ' success'), it is not used in syntactic constructions requiring a nominalised 
verb phrase, where a nominalising verb marker (eg realis 00':) ta) is found. 
(40) [VERB] �,,?6 - [VERB] 
FB MB o c;, c;, c;, 0 c;, c;, ,,?m(O'P� ,,?OOO()') II - ,,?m(O'Poo()')1I 
iai?j5.l1Jy.lou?.ti: - iai?j5.& 
follow.NOM.do.REAL - follow. REAL 
'complies' 'complies' 
- [VERB]�,,?6- can simply be replaced with [VERB]- on its own. 
(4 1 )  Avoidance of [VERB]§�: tGhfN - [VERB]-OO':) ta 
a. FB MB 
c;, c;, c;, ' r::: c;, c;, c;, c;, 3dOID3deOO E>].olD13c:o·Y.) - 3dOID3deOO E>].0OO':) 
?apji??akha?Ja?s£'�fN.ha - ?apji??akha?Ja? da 
shooting.cease.NoM.TOP _ shooting.cease.REALNoM 
'the end of the shooting' 'the end of the shooting' 
b. FB 
c;, c c;, 0r::: c;, 3d(01D?93de3°�:cx::Y.>:�13c: 
?as{!UN?atGa? mja.thaJi.�fN 
escort.PL.place.be.NoM 
ME 
o C c;, ��(OO:>:(Oe3'-'c: 
maJi·oe.�auN 
NEG.exist.yet.QuOT 
3d(01D?93d66(00'6 �cx::Y.>:(oO:>:o?3d(o§�: 
?as{!UN?atGa? .dwe ma.tha.oe.tf. ?a�auN 
escort.PL NEG.place.yet.REALAlTR.QUOT 
' It is said that the escorts are not yet in place.' 
c. FB MB 
olo�§�: ��olOjl:1I - �olo�olOjl:1I 
(O@:>�:O 1 OOc.rl1l -
pj5.owa.ba.d£ -
say. 'go' .POL.REAL -
(O@:>�:O 1 OOc.rl1l 
pj5.owa.ba.d£ 
say. 'go' .POL.REAL 
pawlN .�fN .maJi.ba.bu 
include.NoM.NEG.exist.POL.NEG 
'there is no inclusion of . . .  ' 
- ma.pawIN.ba.bu 
- NEG.include. POL.NEG 
, . .  .is not included. ' 
Both the meanings of C;�: lagaUN in (42) and (43) can be replaced by a spoken Burmese 
equivalent. 
(42) C;�: iagauN - �� ?tdl 'that; the aforementioned';  
[PHRASE]-ro�:(O()'::Y.)�: iagauN - [PHRASE]-(O'P j5 'both . . .  and' 
FB 
c;, c;, c;, ° c;c:lD?3fo c;c:O(.m 
lagauN.sa?ou? iagauN.dg.g{! 
that. book that.pL.SUBJ 
'that book' 'the aforementioned [people/things] 
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MB 
, GI  (' 
3d3 aY.>3fU 
.... Q 0 C' / ' (' 0 
3d3<?gLoo 3d�?dG>�:O(.m 
?tdLsa?ou? 
that.book 
'that book' 
?tdi.pou?go(?aphw�?asf).dQ.giJ 
that.person/organisation.PL.sUBI 
'the aforementioned [people/things] ' 
(43) [PHRASE]-OO�:GOY.>�: lagaUN -+ [PHRASE]-GEip j5 'either . . .  or . . .  ' 
FB 
(' 0 (' (' o (' (' 
G01Pc:OY.>:GD6O?oo�:GOY.>c:1 ooEipGD6O?oo�:GOY.>c: -+ 
tGauNoa.dwe.go.lagauN, 
student.PL.OBI . either , 
shaja.dwe.go.lagaUN -+ 
teacher .PL. OBI. either -+ 
ME 
(' 0 (' 0 (' 
G01Pc:OY.>:GD6O?oo�:GEipI ooEipGD6O?oo�:GEip 
tGaUNoa.dwe.goJ5, shaja.dwe.goJ5 
student.PL. OBI . either , teacher .PL. OBI . either 
'whether [they be] students or teachers [or whoever] ' 
FB 
<:' C' C' (' C' (" C' (" 
CJ)G>OO3dD6c:GOY.>Gc: rG>OO3dD6c:GOY.>Gc: 
ta.liJ. ?atwiN .o':'.lagauN lJa.liJ. ?atwiN .o�.lagauN 
one.month.within.either two.month.within.either -+ 
MB (' (' 17.: ('17.: ('  
CJ)G>OO3dD6C: �G>�G>I 
(' (' 17.: (' 17.: ('  
rG>OO3dD6c: �G>�G> 
ta.liJ. 7atwiN .phj i7phj i7, 
one.month. within.be.sUBJUNCREDUP, 
'be it within one month or two' 
lJa.liJ.7atwiN. phji7phj i? 
one.month. within. be.sUBJUNCREDUP 
(44) [NOUN]c6thaN -+ [NOUN]� shi. c6 thaN is unusual in spoken Burmese. 
FB MB 
('� (' .  ('� (' GI o;8:�Lu(X) -+ o;8:�LuOO 
wUN<ti<tou?.thaN -+ wUN<ti<tou? shi 
Prime Minister.vicinity -+ Prime Minister.vicinity 
(45) GG> se -> ��: khaiN. Causative GG> se never appears in normal spoken Burmese except 
when expressing wishes such as ro:>GG>��CJ)03 la.ze.<tiN.& come.CAUS.want.REAL ' I 'd  
like you to come. '  
a. FB MB 
(' 0 ('  (' 
G�:GG>CJ)o)lI -+ G�:yC:CJ)o)lI 
me.ze.& -+ me.khaiN.& 
ask.CAuS.REAL -+ ask.CAUS.REAL 
' [He] had [someone] ask.' 
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b. FE ME 
c c c c c c 3n:ooro:,,?0'lc CY.ij':�GG)OOOOIl 
7agaza.jiN .tGaNma.ze.de 
--+ 3n:ooro:,,?0'lc 
--+ 7agazaJiN .tGaNma.d£ 
exercise.if.healthy.CAUS.REAL --+ exercise.if.healthy.REAL 
'Exercise makes you healthy.' 
c. FE ME 
o c  c § c o o c 
O��G0'6o( �GG)oooo --+ G'=l:yC:OOOOIl 
pjlou.dwe.go.8i·ze.d£ --+ me.khaiN.d£ 
people.pL.OB] .know .CAUS.REAL --+ ask.CAUS.REAL 
'Let the people know.' 
(46) 3C>0'6�: 7atwlN --+ oo('P) th£(llJa). In spoken Burmese, the location noun 3C>0'6� 7atwlN 
'within' is used only in time phrases. 
FE ME 
§'���C3C>0'6�: --+ §,���coo('P) 
mjaNma.naiNlJaN.7atwlN --+ mjaNma.naiNlJaN.d£'llJa 
Myanmar.country.within --+ Myanmar.country.within.LOC 
' in(side) Burma/Myanmar' 
(47) '=l [VERB] � ma [VERB] llJI --+ � [VERB] .. � ma [VERB] khiN (except in the set phrase �<T.ij� 
ma.tGg.llJI 'before long' which is well established) 
FE ME � c o c .  Q � c o c .  
�,�tCC '=l�:'=l --+ �,�tCC 
mjaNma.naiNlJaN.ma.8wa.llJI --+ mj�ma.naiNlJaN .ma.8wa.g iN 
Myanmar. country .NEG.go. before --+ Myanmar . country .NEG.gO. before 
'before going to Burma/Myanmar' 
(48) [VERB] � swa --+ [VERB] .ADVREDUP adverb formation 
FE ME 
c c c 
G()'Y.)c:� --+ G()'Y.)C:G()'Y.)C: 
kciuN.zwa --+ kauN.gaun 
good.ADV --+ good.ADVREDUP 
'announcing the news' 
(49) [VERB] "1l�� taj£7Ji --+ [VERB]G' ne 
FE ME 
c 0 c::: c o  1 c �ooc:"tP:O( G��"1l00�OIOOOO 
8adlN .mja.go.tGeJlHaj£7 Ji.ba.d£ 
news.PL.OB] .announce.CONT .POL.REAL 
'announcing the news' 
c 0 c::: 1 c --+ �ooc:G0'6o( G��G'OIOOOO 
--+ 8adlN .twe.go.tGeJla.ne.ba.d£ 
--+ news.PL.OB] .announce.CONT .POL.REAL 
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(50) [VERB] 'l'� j�iNJi - [VERB]t� naiN 
a. FB -r:::. " C" C" C" ���ro3d,�:cOO3d06c:ry.> � C" , r,:: C" C" 0 1 C" GlPC:ro��: �Q)'l' �()I(y')OOIl -
pjauNlt11}y.mja.phji? JaNJi.ba.dt -ma.tGa.11}i.1g.7antlj£. ?atwfN .11}a 
NEG .long. before.month.little. within. in change.NoM.pL. be.PURP .exist.POL.REAL -
MB r:::. C" o c"  C" � C" , r,:: C" 0 C" 1 C" ���cro<?c:3d06C:ry.> 3dGlPc:3droG06 �Q)tC() I (y')OOIl 
ma.tGa.giN .lg. ?apaiN. ?atwfN ?apjauN?alt.dwe. phj i? .naiN .ba.dt 
NEG.long.before.month.part.within change.PL.be.exist.can.REAL 
'There may be changes within a month.' 
(5 1 )  [NOUN]-�'. khgN - [NOUN]-GCO':)(� lau? 
a. FB MB C" 1 C" C" 1 C" GO'1PC:o.n:C I:'P�'. - GO'1PC:o.n:CI:'P�'. 
tGauNoa.ljaJa.ggN - tGauNoa.lja.ja.lau? 
student.five.hundred.approximately - student.five.hundred.approximately 
'approximately five hundred students' 
Replacing formal lexical items which do not occur in spoken Burmese with MB 
equivalents, as in (52): 
(52) FB MB 
oo� jakhy _ 3d� ?akhy C" • , OO�'G'. JamaNn� - �G'� man�gg 
O(� 8umg - 0( 8u 
'now' 
'yesterday' 
'she' 
Bisyllabic verbs where the second verb is unnecessary can be replaced by monosyllabic 
verbs, or the semantically redundant material from complex verb phrases can be removed 
altogether to reduce wordiness, as in (53)-(56): 
(53) FB - ME 
(54) 
G'P�� jau?Ji 
�:G'P� 8waJau? 
- G'P� jau? 
- �: 8waor G'P� jau? 
' arrive' 
'go' 
FB - MB C" G�@ccy'):U 1 (Y.)t011 C" o � C" 0:> (y.) c: ry.> - 0:> (y.) c: ry.> � () (y.) oo II 
8adfn.11}a ph�.pjg.tha.ba.d£ - 8adfn.11}a sho.ba.d£ 
news.in reveal. show. set.POL.REAL - news.in say.POL.REAL 
, . .  .it is reported in the news. '  
(55) FB - MB 
[VERB]ry.> §�()1(Y.)t011 - [VERB]-()l�t011 
[VERB].11}a phji? pa.d£ - [VERB]-pa.m£ 
[VERB].IRRNOM is.POL.REAL _ [VERB]-POL.IRR 
' will [VERB]' 
_ the construction [VERB]-ry.> §�()1(Y.)t0 [VERB]-11}a phji? pa.d£ is unsusual in 
Modem Burmese. 
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(56) FB 
[PHRASE]G��: 
[PHRASE]-.tGauN 
[PHRASE]-.fact 
GIP�:�:G��: 
pj6.cM.owa.cMuN 
say.inform.go.fact 
o "I C' 0.) 'lUI 00 00 II ----t 
elJg.ba.d£ ----t 
know.get.POL.REAL ----t 
(57) 
(58) 
(59) 
ME 
[PHRASE]-G��: GIP�:ulo.)o?lI 
[PHRASE]-.tGauN pj6.owa.ba.oa.df 
[PHRASE]-.fact say.go.POL.REAL.EUPH 
' It is saidlknown that [PHRASE] . . .  ' 
----t It is more concise to avoid multiple constructions using G§�: tGauN 
FB 
C' 0 o:>ooc:'tP:or 
eadlN.mja.go 
neWS.PL.OBJ 
ME 
C' 0 0.) 00 c: G02 or 
eadiN .dwe.go 
G6�"1J� o � C' �u 000011 ----t 
tGe]laJajd Sl.ba.d£ ----t 
announce.cont exist ----t 
G6�G;uloo0311 
tGe]la.ne.ba.d£ 
news.pL.OBJ announce.CONT .POL.REAL 
'The news is being announced.' 
----t the construction VERB-"1J� � VERB-tajd Sl- is never used in Modem Burmese 
FB 
�o:n2:o.n:'tP:�GU T 
latGlN.oa.mja'?ap;) 
prisoner.pL.on 
C' C' ,  T OOOOOOC���GU 
H.tIN .9f.n,m'?ap;) 
save.REM.NOM.on 
C' "I C' GO(9;�:U IOOOOIl 
wephaN .owa.ba.d£ 
criticise.go.POL.REAL ----t 
ME 
C' 0 �o:n2:o.n:'tP:or 
latGlN .oa.mja.go 
prisoner .PL.OBJ 
C' "I C' GO(9;�:UlOOOOIl 
(" c- ... ..... (" C" 0 ooooooc�on;. uooo.)ooC\f. 
k£.tIN.9f.da.nf pale£l.lg 
save.REM.REAL NOM. with conceming.sUBORD 
wephaN .owa.ba.d£ 
criticise.go.poL.REAL 
'The rescue of the prisoners was criticised.' 
----t the construction VERB-� �GUTVERB-l1Jy.?ap;) is never used in Modem Burmese 
FB 
ulo�§�: ��ulO'(:1I ----t 
pawIN.�lN maJl.ba.bu ----t 
include.NOM NEG.exist.NEG ----t 
ME 
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(,}()lo�()lO(:1I 
ma.pawlN .ba.bu 
NEG.include.POL.NEG 
, . . .  does not include.' 
-+ the construction VERB-§�: (,}� VERB-tGh{N maSl is never used in Modem Burmese 
(60) FB 
(6 1 )  
GlP�:ro�G"6 
pjaUNl£.l1}y.dwe 
change(v. ).NOM.PL 
MB 
r,: � C � O � 1 � �GtPc:�G"6 eCD;C()IO?OOIl 
7apjauN7al£.dwe phji7.naiN.ba.dE 
change(n.). PL be.can.POL.REAL 
'there may be changes' 
. -+ the construction VERB-§�'l' � VERB-phji7JaNSl is never used in Modem 
"Burmese 
FB 
oo � � �C\J?:�C\J? �;cgoo 
7ala7ala phji7.jaN 
potential exist.can.GERUND 
MB 
�C\J?:�C\J? (,}§�()111 
7ala7ala ma.mjiN.ba 
prospect NEG.see.POL 
'no prospects are envisioned' 
(,}�()111 -+ 
ma·Sl·ba -+ 
NEG.exist.POL -+ 
-+ unnecessary wordiness can be avoided in Modem Burmese 
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1 Introduction 
The problem of tense in Burmese has been discussed more than once, but no consensus has 
yet been reached on the interpretation of the role of two opposing sets of verbal markers, 
namely variants of the marker �&) mE: on the one hand, and the set of variants of the 
marker en&) tE: on the other. I Some, e.g. Allott ( 1 965), treat �&) mE: as a marker of 
unrealised (irrealis) action and en&) tE: as that of realised (realis) action, while Kassevitch 
( 1 990) treats �&) mE: as a future tense marker and en&) tE: as a non-future or past/present 
tense marker. 
In brief, Allott's arguments are as follows: the marker �&) mE: , which, in Allott's 
analysis, is the colloquial variant of formal Burmese �� mji, denotes intentions, estimates, 
future events and assumptions: in other words anything which is not realised. On the 
contrary, the marker en&) tE: is the colloquial variant of formal O-)� el and denotes a 
realised event or state (Allott 1 965 :289). This approach to the two markers is restated in 
the grammar dictionary published by Okell and Allott (200 1 ). 
Kassevitch, on the other hand, argues that the semantics of intentions, estimates, 
assumptions is present in the future tense of any language. Defining �&) mE: as expressing 
unrealised - irrealis - action renders it indistinguishable from negation, which is an 
exclusively verbal category in Burmese, and yet one which describes semantically irrealis 
action. It appears also that future time is semantically explicit in the overwhelming 
majority of utterances containing �&) mE:. He argues that the two opposed forms, namely 
VERB �&) mE: and VERB-en&) tE: should therefore be treated as expressing future tense and 
non-future (past/present) tense, respectively (Kassevitch 1 990:40-43). 
Bunnese examples in this paper are given in phonetic transcription in the introduction. Thereafter, when 
the discussion turns to Old Bunnese, in transliteration, with phonetic transcription of written modem 
Bunnese equivalents where relevant. Grammatical fonns under discussion are transliterated rather than 
glossed in sections where they are under discussion. In transliteration, tones are marked in Old Bunnese 
as they are in Burmese today, except in direct quotations from inscriptions. I have argued (Yanson 
2002: 1 63 )  that the sequence -: should be transl iterated iu and not ui, which is the ALA-LC convention 
adopted elsewhere in this volume. The sources of quotations from inscriptions are given in the 
references. 
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However convincing the Kassevitch's arguments may seem, it is difficult to avoid the 
feeling that the semantic content of the Burmese markers �03 m£ and 0003 t£ are 
essentially different from tense markers in other languages with established tense 
categories. Two factors prevent us from accepting Kassevitch's analysis: firstly the 
merging of two tenses - past and present - in one of the markers, and secondly the 
applicability of both markers far beyond the semantic scope of tense. 
Consider also the following example. The experiential verb marker <l: (-0(:) phu is 
used in conjunction with the sentence-final markers �03 m£ and 0003 t£. Okell and AHott 
(200 1 : 1 35 )  describe the meaning of this particle as 'to have VERB-ed before, have 
experience of VERB-ing, have ever vERB-ed' (Okell and Allott 200 1 :  1 35). In fact, this 
marker is one of few over which most dictionaries and grammars agree in defining its 
meaning. This marker can combine with both �03 m£ and 0003 t£. The co-occurrence of 
<l: phu with 0003 t£ - here truncated to :::>.) oa before the question particle C\Y.): lei - is quite 
ordinary, as in ( 1 ). 
� e- 0 e-( 1 )  c:;,ool9�or G'POO<l::::>.)C\Y.):1I 
bama.pjl.go jau7.phu.oa.lei 
Burma.country.to arrive.ExP.REAL.QU 
' Has [he] ever been to Burma?' 
However, the question in (2) can be answered with (2), where <l: phu occurs with the 
marker �03 m£: 
(2) G'P�<l:�o3l1 
jau7.phu.m£ 
arrive.EXP.lRR 
' He probably has. '  
In (2) the marker �03 m£ cannot indicate that the action has not been realised: if it were 
interpreted thus, with two particles attached to the verb would be contradicting one another, 
with mutually exclusive semantic implications. It would be similarly anomalous to 
interpret �03 m£ in (2) as expressing future tense, since this would assign future tense to an 
action which has already been completed in the past. 
It is not the purpose of this article to define the role of the 0003 t£ and �03 m£, but rather 
to trace their origins and thereby to document the development of the grammatical 
expression of temporal semantics from the earliest attested stages of written Burmese. 
The common verbal marker �� l�iN (EUPHlIRR), is used almost exclusively in 
conjunction with �03 m£ and other future tense / irrealis markers. Its meaning is defined 
by Okell and Allott (200 1 :220-- 1 )  as: 'probably will VERB, possibly will VERB, will no 
doubt VERB, will VERB imminently. ' It is worth noting that Judson offers no defmition of 
this marker, mentioning only that it is a verbal affix (Judson 1 953 :9 1 0). The definition 
given in the Myanmar Language Commission's Burmese dictionary (MLC 1 99 1 ,  vol. 4:  
1 24) is :  'marker showing that something is going to happen in the time to come' .  This 
definition is rather evasive and does not distinguish the meaning of �� l�iN from the 
future tense marker which it usually precedes. The Russian-Burmese dictionary describes 
�� l�iN as a verbal marker used with verbs in future tense, expressing the personal 
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attitude of the speaker (Minina and Kyaw Zaw 1 976:5 1 2). What is meant by 'personal 
attitude' becomes clear in (3), taken from the grammatical appendix to the dictionary 
(Kassevitch 1 974:753): 
0 ('  (' 
(3) O)l C\Y.)ro��<X>1I 
eu la.l�iN.m£: 
he come.EupH/IRR.lRR 
' [ I  think] he will come' 
I stumbled across a problematic usage of a3� l�iN many years ago in Burma. Burmese 
translators were translating into Burmese (via English) a Russian text along the lines of 'by 
next year, steel production will amount to [ . . .  ], oil production will total [ ... J' and so on. 
The future tense was consistently translated by the Burmese using a3��03 l�iN .m£:. 
Although the translators could not explain to me the role of a3� l�iN in this case, they 
resolutely denied any possibility that it admitted even the slightest degree of uncertainty. 
Even this is not enough to give a clear impression of the function of the marker a3� l�iN. 
By turning to diachronic data, the picture becomes clearer. Various dictionaries mention 
that a3� l�iN is a lexicalised conflation of euphonic particle Gro Ie and the archaic 
future/irrealis marker � ?gN. Since a3� l�iN itself is almost always followed by a 
future/irrealis marker, the sequence vERB-a3��03 VERB-l�iN.m£: would appear to contain, 
underlyingly, two future/irrealis markers. However, the marker � ?gN was originally a 
Pali optative suffix. In light of this, the combination vERB-a3��03 vERB-l�iN.m£: does not 
seem so unusual any more. The Pali optative is usually defmed as expressing desire, its 
meaning corresponding approximately to the English ' let it be that VERB; let it VERB' and 
so on. 
(4) O)l 
eu 
(' c\y')�<X>1I 
la.m£: 
he come.IRR 
'He will come' 
The simple utterance (4) might be a response to a question. It has a laconic tone, and does 
not indicate the attitude of the speaker to the event in prospect, which is uncommon in 
Burmese speech patterns. Inserting a3� l�iN into the utterance, as in (3) softens the 
unpleasant fact of the absence of the person who will come, and may be translated: 'He 
will come (and I want him to come). '  The use of  a3� l�iN in  the Soviet Russian 
translations about steel production above incorporates some personal attitude with regard 
to the action, with the effect of adding ' .. .let it come to be so'. It becomes clear now why 
a3� l�iN is rare with first person subjects: this is an observation made by Okell and Allott 
(200 1 :220). Speaking of oneself with additional emotional content might be impolite. 
Besides expressing desire, the optative voice in Pali often imparts a degree of 
imperative, especially when used by seniors or persons of authority. A phrase using the 
Pali optative like ' May the monastery be built' clearly has different meaning depending on 
the originator of the utterance.  Spoken by an ordinary man, it might mean 'I would like 
the monastery to be built' while spoken by a king it would carry the force of an order 
' Build the monastery! '  The breadth of meaning of the Pali optative echoes the many other 
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usages of 03� l�iN in Burmese. For instance, parents shouting at a child climbing too high 
in a tree might say (5): clearly they do not want the child to fall, but are speaking in their 
capacity as the child's seniors whose words should be taken seriously. 
(5) 
C o c  C 
G3nm CT.ijro';lWIl 
7au7 tGg.l�iN .mE 
down fall .EUPHlIRR.lRR 
'You' ll fall down. '  
The problem of how to define 03� l�iN and its role in the morphology of Burmese remains, 
but it cannot be denied that the diachronic data shed some light on the semantics of 03� 
l�iN. The analysis above accounts for the function of 03� l�iN within the construction 
o c  C 1 . ' VERB-ro';law VERB- �lN .m£. 
2 Tense markers in Old Burmese 
I proceed now to the main topic of the article: tense in Burmese in a diachronic 
perspective. Old Burmese is attested in the Pagan inscriptions of the twelfth-thirteenth 
centuries. During this period several phonological and grammatical changes took place in 
the language, and the language of the twelfth century can be distinguished from that of the 
thirteenth. In phonology, for instance, a contrast between the vowels e and 0 emerged in 
the thirteenth century, but no such contrast is attested in the inscriptions of the twelfth 
century. In syntax, the marker �� sanfi' first appeared as a verbal marker in the texts 
dating from the thirteenth century. This marker is the most common past/present tense 
marker, pronounced 8i in modem formal Burmese. 
The tense markers in (6) are attested in twelfth-century inscriptions, and are still 
preserved in modem formal Burmese. 
(6) DB Irsl WB 
� / C8� e* / ea' 71 
C satanna, 9ad{ o.:oo�: 
3? am' 7gN 
In modem formal Burmese, � ?i  is a near-synonym of �� 91. It is perhaps associated 
with a slightly higher register, and is preferred particularly in Nissaya-style texts. The 
marker �oo�: 9ad{ is archaic and strongly emphatic, expressing past/present tense. In 
the modem language, � 7gN is used only to express future tense in Nissaya-style texts. 
In inscriptions, � e':· functions in most cases in the same manner as � 71 in modem 
formal Burmese, but it is sometimes found in contexts where in modem Burmese the 
future tense marker would be used: consider the data in O. 
C '1 o c  C C C 
(7) G¥,C �C')I G:l:n C � W "6c ro�GOY.>CII 
non' akhci so na mliy' tvan' lann' kant. 
future time A lTR I grandchild among also 
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'1 C O C  C C C C "  C C I  OX? ().)  C �lO "6 C  OO�IOO'Y.)C <tJmoo � 3d  0('i0'Y.) 
ria chuy' ria mlyiuv' tvari' lafin'kori' phyak'chi ea' hii mu ka 
I relative I relative among also destroy e* say if 
' If in future my grandchildren or my relatives wil l  destroy . . .  ' 
(Aung Thaw 1 972: 1 1 6) 
In (7), the verb <tJ�� phyak'chi 'destroy' is followed by the past/present tense marker �� 
ea'. According to the rules of modem Burmese, however, if future time in the sentence is  
expressed lexically, the predicate must take a future/irrealis tense marker such as �03 mf:. 
Analysis shows that constructions as in (7) were used when future time was semantically 
overt in the sentences, but where the action was non-desiderative, for instance in utterances 
such as 'the world will be destroyed,' ' . . .  wil l  infringe my donation,' ' . . .  will not care about 
my donation' and the like. 
The inscriptions also contain examples of the marker �� ea' affixed to nouns and 
adverbs in sentence final position, as in (8) and (9). In contrast � ?i is exclusively a verbal 
marker in modem Burmese usage. 
(8) c. �CX?03 ��I000 C � �� 
ria mi thuy' hlyari' te nga mi ea' 
my aunt EMPH.EUPH my mother e'� 
' (It was) my mother's  younger sister (who was) my mother' 
(9) �� 1000 O.Y.> 1000 O.Y.> t� � �� 
im' te sa Ie sa niuri' eva ea' 
house EMPH pleasant also pleasant able ADV e'� 
'As for the house, (I have made it) as pleasant as possible' (Ei Maung 1 958: 1 77) 
(8) and (9) are important for determining the semantics of the marker � e*. I shall refer to 
them again, after first describing two other Old Burmese markers which have been 
described as tense markers. 
The marker o.:>oo�: satafifial (also spelled 0.:>1000: sate") seems to have been used in the 
same way as � e*. The construction VERB-o.:>OO�: satafifid' (or VERB-o.:>lOoo: sate") 
seems to be equivalent to the construction VERB-C31'l e*, and appears in similar contexts. 
Consider ( 1 0) and ( 1 1 ), from the same inscription as (8) and (9): 
( ) • '1 0 e e o c C o c  C 1 0  9.00¥,0! U I 100.Y.>3n ':H:l()')�"1I0IOO.Y.>orO �CD,,?O�3d 
ratana.surh. pa.so. a ma. miy'. ma.lyaw'.so. kiuv' phlac. liuv'. ea' 
jewe1.3 .cLF.ATTR.OBJ NEG.forget. EG.ignore.ATTR.OBJ be.want.REAL 
'(I) want to be the one who does not forget the three Jewels' (Ei Maung 1 958:  1 3 )  
) C C '1 o c  ( 1 1 o.:>�e?OO?2!'CP3dg CD C I9.,,?Oo.:>100011 
sabbafifiuta. fifiary'.aphlac' ria.ra. liuv'.sate 
omniscience. wisdom. state I .  get. want. REAL 
'(I) want to achieve the state of Omniscience' (Ei Maung 1 958 : 1 3) 
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No doubt the markers � e,e and �coO'J: sate" could be transposed in ( 1 0) and ( 1 1 ). There 
are numerous contexts in the inscriptions where the two markers appear to be completely 
synonymous: the emphasis indicated by �O'J�: 9adf in modem formal Burmese can 
often not be traced in Old Burmese. In modern Burmese, �O'J�: 9adf is analysed as a 
reduced or weakened form �� 9i combined with the emphatic particle O'J�: tf (Okell and 
Allott 200 1 : 88), but no such analysis is possible in Old Burmese: during the twelfth 
century, when �O'J�: satafifi�' was already common, the marker �� safifi' did not yet 
exist. In fact, �O'J�: satafifi"' is a combination of Pali third person pronoun � sa and an 
emphatic particle O'J� tafifia!, associated with nouns, just as its variants coonO'J�: 
sotafifia! and O(O'J�: siitafifiD' are combinations with the Pali third person singular 
pronouns coon so and � sa, equivalent to the modem Burmese third person pronoun 0( sU. 
These combinations in Old Burmese reflect Pali fmite participles in sentences with no 
copula. While there are no participles in Burmese, in Pali they are common, used as main 
predicates in finite clauses and in independent sentences. The Pali sentence ( 1 2) is an 
illustration of Warder's ( 1 999:57) statement that 'Since nouns include participles, we quite 
often find a participle in its verbal function (equivalent to a finite verb) ' (Warder 1 999:57). 
( 1 2) aham . . .  tassa yafifiassa yajeta 
I that.GEN sacrifice.GEN perform. PARTICIPLE 
' I  was the performer of that sacrifice. '  
In Burmese, the verb-pronoun construction VERB-O( sii, corresponds to the Pali participle 
with the meaning 'the one who VERB-S' or 'the VERB-ing one' .  Unlike Pali participles, 
which can function both as attributes to noun phrases and as the predicates of fmite main 
clauses, the Burmese construction VERB-O( sii cannot and could not be a noun phrase 
attribute, such that constructions of the type *VERB-O( sii + NP, corresponding to English 
phrases such as 'crying child', 'running man' and the like, were and are ungrammatical. 
Such constructions are common in Pali, however. 
Burmese used the construction VERB-coon so, where coon so is a Pali word (the 
equivalent of Burmese 0( sii) governed by the rules of Pali grammar. It was used in 
contexts where Pali would have the construction 'participle + NP' (see Yanson 2002 for 
more details). Using a foreign word in the place of native 0( sii apparently enabled 
Burmese to overcome the constraints restricting the use of the native VERB-O( sii 
construction. Originally, this new construction was inconsistent, and the 'participle + NP' 
construction appeared in three variants ( 1 3): 
( 1 3) VERB-coon so + NP 
VERB-� sa + NP 
V ERB-O( sii + NP 
It is clear that by analogy with the other two variants, the VERB-O( sii + NP construction 
started to appear in alternation with the other two. 
Initially, the constructions VERB + coon so / � sa / 0( sii were used to represent Pali 
participles in both attributive and predicative functions but in the course of time these two 
functions diverged, the construction VERB-coon so representing participles in attributive 
function and VERB-� sa representing participles in finite function. The construction 
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VERB-O( sU was gradually eliminated from the set of three in ( 1 3 ), apparently having 
become ungrammatical. 
Essentially, the construction VERB-o.:> sa is a nominalised verb, and therefore the 
sentence containing it requires a copula. Burmese started to use the emphatic particle 
oo�/GOO tafifi'/te instead of VERB-o.:> sa: this is how the combination o.:>oo�: satafifi'" 
came into existence. As shown in examples ( 1 4)-( 1 6), the morpheme oo�/GOO tafifi'/te 
did not have a clear emphatic meaning, and this fact supports the assumption that it 
functioned like copula and not with its original function of nominal emphatic particle. 
Analysis shows that sentences in inscriptions consisting solely of NPs are always 
followed by oo�/GOO tafifi'/te, as demonstrated by the following examples ( 1 4)-( 1 6) :  
) 
� ro 
( 1 4  � � Go..n aY.)U Gc;rpc 0.:>00 m o�l 
i mhya so kd. klan' sanghi ka vatthu 
100011 
teo 
this much A TTR TOP monastery Sangha from property te 
'All this [is] the property of the sangha' (Aung Thaw 1 972:252) 
( )  � � � 0 � �  100011 1 5  �C)il. aY.) G>C Go..n CijG> Go..n � 00 Go..n 2V' _ fCfc 
alhiL kci.. can' so khyac' so mlat' so Ulcca nhan' nhan' teo 
donation TOP clean ATTR beloved ATTR noble ATTR things only 
'As for the donation, [it is] only clean, beloved and noble things' 
(Aung Thaw 1 972 :266) 
( 1 6) Gc;rp� o.:>� v:? Go..n 2� 100011 
klan' sac' kla so ucca teo 
monastery new cost A TTR things te 
' (These are) things spent for the new monastery.' (Ei Maung 1 958 :  1 8) 
te 
Modem Burmese grammar allows sentences consisting solely of NPs with no copula. It 
may therefore seem unconvincing to argue that in Old Burmese the marker oo�/GOO 
tafifi'/te was used as a copula. ( 1 7) is grammatical in modem Burmese, but in fact such 
sentences will normally end with an additional particle, such as polite ul pa or emphatic u 
pht, as in ( 1 8)a and b. 
� 
( 1 7) � G<Y.ijJC:o..n:1I 
eu tGauN.oa 
he schoo1.son 
'He is a student.' 
( 1 8) (a) Ojl G��:�,wll1 
eu tGaUN.oa.ba 
he school.son.POL 
'He is a student. ' 
(b) 
� , 0( G<Y.ijJC:o..nWIl 
eu tGauN.oa.bt 
he schoo1.son.EMPH 
'He is a student.' 
In modem Burmese, emphatic marker u pht may be thought of as a colloquial euivalent for 
formal oo�: t{, but u pht does not necessarily convey emphasis in fmal position in 
sentences consisting of NPs. The morpheme ul pa has very broad meaning, both as a 
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grammaticalised verbal particle indicating politeness and as a main verb, meaning 'be 
included'. Both have a range of grammaticalised functions, and occupy more than a page 
in Okell and Allott's dictionary (200 1 : 1 1 3-1 1 5) .  Any vestige of the lexical content of 01 
pa in ( 1 8)a might perhaps be glossed as 'be present' . 
In ( 1 9), 01 pa can no longer be used after the NP if it is followed by the copula §� phji?: 
( 1 9) *0( GOW�:OJ'J:01 §�0?�1I 
*eu tGauN.oa.ba phji? t£ 
he school.son.POL be.REAL 
A sentence consisting of NP + 0 ph£ with an additional copula is grammatical, but then 0 
ph£ clearly imparts emphasis or carries the meaning 'only',  as in (20), which could be 
translated 'He is just a student (and not yet a teacher)
, 
or 'He is indeed a student (and not 
employed). ' 
(20) 0( GOW�:OJ'J:o §�0?�1I 
eu tGauN.oa.b£ phji? t£ 
he school.son.POL be. REAL 
'He is just a student. '  
The ungrammaticality of 01 pa i n  ( 1 9) suggests that 01 pa and the copula are mutually 
exclusive, and that they have a similar grammatical function. 
This excursion into the modem language sheds light on our understanding of Old 
Burmese O?�: ta fifin , in the combination o.:>O?�: satafifint : we may infer that in Old 
Burmese sentences consisting of a string of NPs were ungrammatical if not followed by a 
copula. In contrast, such sentences were common in Pali, and Old Burmese O?�: tafifin, 
appears to match the Pali pattern. On the one hand, sentences ending with O?�: tafifin, 
contain no copula, which corresponds with Pali practice, but on the other hand, there is 
something in the end of the sentence which can be associated with a copula, which concurs 
with the rules of Old Burmese grammar. The sense of emphasis or confirmation conveyed 
by O?�: tafifiQ' is semantically close to that of a true copula. It may be worth noting that 
is O?�: ,tafifint is shorter and simpler to carve on stone than the full-blown copula � �C8� phZac' ea which it replaces. 
Now it becomes clear that C8� ea' and o.:>O?�: tafifint, which seem to belong to one 
paradigm, in fact have completely different functions: the first as a grammatical marker 
and the second as a pronoun with a surrogate copula. Accordingly, the verbal syntagma (' 0 (' (' hla Z '  , (' , from example ( 1 0) � G>,,?OC83d P c' ruv'ea 'want to be' has the structure VERB-C83d ea , 
but the syntagma from example ( 1 1 )  'l.�bo.:>O?� ra Ziuv' satafifi' 'want to get' is just an 
NP with the internal structure VERB+NP 'the one who VERBS' .  
� am' 
Let us proceed to the marker � am'. It is not easy to trace the semantics of this marker. In 
some cases � am' seems to express a straightforward future tense, as in (2 1 )  and (22): 
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(2 1 )  3d0)� Ejl� QI� U( 't0X> 
asak' rhaiiii' ea' hii muka 
c1 �l CXY.) 3d 0) G 0011 
life long e* say if 
' If !  live long I will do (it) . '  
na plu za am sate. 
I do come am' sate 
lit. : ' If life is long, I am the one who will do it. ' (Aung Thaw 1 972:64) 
(22) §p .y.>  3d� , Go.:>'.) u�O)03 000x> trya na amID. so parisat' taka 2 
law listen am' A TTR audience all 
'All the audience that will listen to the prayer' (Aung Thaw 1 972: 1 53 )  
But often � am' carries a clearly desiderative semantic load and its meaning i s  very close 
to the Pali optative. Consider (23) and (24): 
( )  
� 0 0  r::: � � 
23 <tim Go.:>'.) O)i OX> 3doa> 1500 CXY.) 3d� Go.:>'.) GOOI [ . . .  ] 
phyak' so sii ka Avici ilray' za amID.' so te, [ . . .  ] 
destroy ATTR person TOP Avici hell come am' ATTR EUPH 
' Let the one who destroys (my donation) go to the hell Avici' 
lit . :  ' . . .  be the one who will go to hell .. .' (Aung Thaw 1 972:44) 
( ) 
� 1 � � O �  O �  0 � 24 OJWo)� c��o)c oro 3dorg �oo 
� 3d�1I 
30> ,  
bhar;uja.saiiii' na plaiiii"" san' kiuv' atiuwlD.' miy' amID.. 
treasurer (name) 081 we ask am' 
'Let us ask the treasurer. . .  ' (Aung Thaw 1 972: 1 58) 
� am' in (23) and (24) could be glossed simply as future tense: 'The one who destroys will 
go to Avici' and 'We shall ask the treasurer' .  What convinces me that it is correct to 
interpret � am' here as conveying modality is not only the context, but also the fact that � 
am' constructions often alternate with causal constructions. Consider examples (25)-(28): 
(25) g)1uS [SuS B 6) ul 3d? <YtI� �uS o)GOOII 
iy' ilray' kri 8 pa a krak' ciy' sate. 
this hell big 8 CLF in boil CAUS sate 
' May (he) be boiled in eight big hells' (Aung Thaw 1 972: 1 42) 
(26) 3d'l.6 \' ul o.:>'.)O).y.> oo� 3?1I 
arap' 3 pa sasana taiiii' am'. 
place 3 CLF Sasana stable am' 
' May the Sasana be stable in three places. '  (Pg, 1 34) 
( ) r::: � 0 0  � � � 0 � r::::: � � � � o  � � 27 15 00 3dO a> 00 OX> 3d com II 3doocor0OX>G�m3dcooo"1Jc �a>a>ooor;o)GOOIi 
2 
ilray'.aviciy'.kci..athak'. ayan'. tiuv'.kci..ok:athay'. lyan' phlac'.ciy'.kun'.sate. 
hel1.Avici.TOP.above those.pL.TOP.below.inside.in be.cAus.all.sate 
' Let the hell Avici be above and they below. ' (Aung Thaw 1 972:44) 
In transliterations of inscriptions, subscript :JO ( ;;), the orthographic ancestor of �=,,;O?§� (-;), is 
transcribed as elsewhere in this volume, e.g. :JO� am .. ·. 
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(28) 
� O �  O �  � , 3dOOC O?O ,,?O Goy') �o:> Goy') OX? ern �"6 � 3? Goy') "'" 
ayan' tiuv' Zuiv' so mlat' so chu ka malvai ra am' so 
those PL want ATTR noble ATTR reward TOP surely get am' so 
'Let them receive the noble reward they want. '  (Ei Maung 1 958: 1 44) 
The causative marker �� ciy' and the marker � am' never co-occur and, as can be seen 
from (25)-(28), they occupy the same position in sentences. When reading inscriptions 
there is a strong feeling that the causative �� ciy' and the marker � am' are 
interchangeable. These observations might suggest that the marker � am' is derived from 
the Pali optative inflectional suffix -am. Besides its semantics, the spelling using anusvara 
(..:. m) is further evidence of this, since this symbol is typically used for Pali loans in 
Burmese. Another convincing indication of the optative flavour of � am' is its function in 
the Dhammathat, as in (29): 
(29) 3d6� 0{ o.:>� �o:>�: �. G�C\J�: 10., ul �II 
akran' su safifi' mhitanQl r*' so' lafifiQ' ne pei. am'. 
some person SUB] rely SUBORD either live pei. am' 
' Suppose someone lives either relying (on patrons) . . .  
� 0 �. � � ul o:>�:� Goy')C\J�: 10., 3d II 
tafifiQ'khiu r*t so' lafifiQ' ne pei. am'. 
lodge SUBORD either live pei. am' 
. . .  or lodges (somewhere) . . .  
0 0 � , 
CX? 0{ O? o.:>� Go.:> � 3?1I 
thiu su tiu' safifi' se khai' am'. 
that person PL SUB] die REM am' 
. . .  and then these persons die. '  (U Kyaw Dun 1 950:37) 
In (28) the marker � am' clearly has the meaning ' let it be that . . .  ' ,  which is very close to 
the meaning of Pali optative. We may recategorise � am' as a marker of modality instead 
of tense. Consequently, the marker � e'� cannot be treated as a tense marker either, since 
it is not opposed semantically or positionally to any other marker with temporal semantics 
except � am'. The unexpected occurrence of � e'� with sentences consisting only of NPs 
and its occurrence in adverbial constructions, as demonstrated earlier, would justifY 
categorising � e'� in the same way as � am'. 
The marker � e '� could, according to its semantics, be treated as a marker of narrative 
sentences, in a three-way opposition between narratives, interrogatives and imperatives. 
But this opposition breaks down because � e'� can combine with interrogative marker 
GC\X) lo. In fact, � e'� always precedes GC\X) lo in interrogative sentences, and so cannot 
form part of the same paradigm. � e'� cannot therefore be defined as a narrative sentence 
marker. 
We may reasonably admit that in the Old Burmese dedicatory inscriptions, tense did not 
exist as a purely temporal category. There was instead a modal-temporal system 
expressed by the opposition between � e* and � amQ which developed as part of the 
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language of dedications and which therefore functioned within a restricted domain of the 
language. The ambiguous occurences of ®) e* with NPs and adverbs should in this case be 
treated as anomalous mistakes. 
As mentioned above, the inscriptions of the thirteenth century are distinguished by the 
introduction of the finite verb marker O.)� safiTi'. At the same time, a homonymous 
subject marker O.)� safifi' came into use. Both markers started to be used with the 
functions of O.)� el in the modem language (28). Modem formal Burmese O.)� el was 
described above as a past/present or realis verbal marker. It is the most common such 
marker, used with main predicates of independent sentences as in (28)a, to end embedded 
sentences as in (30)b and to introduce attributive clauses in compound sentences as in 
(30)c. 
(30) 
co 
b. 
co 0 
cl 03�1I a. 0( �:O')�II 0( �:0.)�0? 
eli ewa.cli eli ewa.Ol.go l]a e1.1i 
he go. REAL he gO.REAL.OBJ I know. REAL 
'He went. '  ' I  know that he went. '  
co 0 o co  0 
cl 03�1I .c .  0( �:0.)�0? ��O? 
eli ewa.Oi 7eiN.go l]a e1.1i 
he gO.REM·CRK gO.REAL.OBJ I know. REAL 
'I know the house that he went to' 
In modem formal Burmese, the marker � 1i. unlike o.)� 8l, is used only in predicates of 
independent sentences. When used with the predicate of an embedded sentence, o.)� el 
allows the sentence to function as a complex NP which may take nominal case-marking 
suffixes as in (30)b. o.)� 8l is also the most common subject marker in modem formal 
Burmese. 
In the modem languages, there is also a morpheme o.)� e£ which appears in 
compoundsd of the type OUN-o.)� e£ meaning: 'a specialist in NOUN' ,  'a person in charge 
of NOUN' as in (3 1 ). 
(3 1 )  :nWO.)� 
baNdg.o£ 
treasure 'specialist' 
'treasurer' 
co co 
co�c:O.)� 
thamIN.o£ 
rice 'specialist' 
'cook' 
co co 
or;:O.)� 
ph6uN.O£ 
glory 'specialist' 
'the respected one' 
A similar lexeme O.)� safifi' appeared in similar compounds. It also occurred as an 
freestanding noun �O.)� asafifi', with various meanings, as illustrated in (32)-(34). 
(32) �O.)� rr:n � 0(@3 
asafifi' kci. rvci. siikri 
asafifi' EMPH village person.big 
'the ?witness [was a] village headman . . .  .' 
(University Textbook 1 979:7) 
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(33) � �O)� otGo:Y.)O) �c ;c'l 0)100011 
(34) 
i asafifi' sum yak' Zhyan' nan' ra sate 
this asafifi' three.CLF in entrust sate 
' . . .  (have) entrusted to these three ?officials. ' 
(University Textbook 1 979:2 1 )  
clro� (' GI 0 ('  (' . 0 ('  �O)� c�o(o J Go:Y.)O)<l2o(o 
na Zafifi' asafifi' ni akiuv' 2 yak' cum kiuv' 
Lalso asafifi' brothers 2.CLF.both.to 
'I also gave clothes to the ?specialist brothers . '  
(University Textbook 1 979:2 1 )  
(' (' 003GO�1I �oooro� 
avat' Zafifi' vat' pe e* 
clothes.also wear.give.e* 
In some cases, the lexeme (� )O)� (a)safifi' has a meaning something like ' living being,' 
'person' ,  as in (35) and (36): 
(35) 1 
(' (' (' 0 (' (' 0)<&01� �Go.:nGro �G�OO�OO �'loo�oo 
sattawa.phZac'.sa.Ze amvey' may' ariy' may' 
creature.be.ATTR.EUPH fur.without skin. without 
' If (it) is a living being let it be without fur and skin.' 
(Aung Thaw 1 972: 1 40) 
(' (' O)� ��G�OO 
safifi' phZac' sey' 
creature be.CAuS 
1 1 (' • (' (' 0 (' (36) OO')PCIOltC oroe.?lGo.nO)� � �,,?Oo)GOOII 
tarya.na pa nhan' paZafifijum.sa.safifi' phZac'.Ziuv'.sate. 
law.five.CLF.with full.ATTR.being be.want.sate 
'(I) want to be the person imbued with the Five Noble Truths. '  
(Aung Thaw 1 972: 1 42) 
In many cases O)� safifi' appears in the same contexts as the third person pronoun 0( su 
'he, she ' ,  in the constructions of the type 'the one who VERBS' ,  as in (36). In modern 
Burmese, we would find only 0( eu in this context. In Old Burmese, the referent of the 
pronoun 0( su is restricted to persons, and not simply to animate nouns like (�)O)� 
(a)safifi'. If in (35) the inscriber had used 0( su rather than O)� safifi', the implication 
would have been that only humans were being referred to. In contrast, O)� 
safifi' embraces all living things including animals, as denoted by the term 0)0001 sattava. 
Given the broad semantic scope of O)� safifi', it is not surprising that it a;tarted to be 
used with verbs to represent Pali participles as an alternative to Burmese 0( su and Pali 0) 
sa. 
The modern Burmese construction VERB-O)� el is the finite form of the verb with a 
realis marker expressing past/present tense. Originally, this was simply a nominalised NP. 
(37) may thus be analysed differently in Old Burmese and in the modern language. The 
Old Burmese reading (37)a has a tenseless topic-comment structure 'I the going one,' 
while the same sentence may be analysed differently in modern formal Burmese (37)b as 
having a subject-predicate structure: 'I go/went' . 
(37) a. OB cl �:O-)� 
ria sva"safifi' 
I go. OM 
' I, the going one.'  
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b. FB cl �:O-)� 
lJa 9wa.cll 
I go.REAL 
'I go.' - ' I  went. ' 
Old Burmese utterances ending in ::A)� safifi' can function like NPs, which utterances 
ending with � e* cannot, and this supports our conclusion that the modem formal Burmese 
realis verb marker O-)� ei is derived from (�)O-)� (a)safifi'. 
Two more points remain to be clarified in the context of O-)� safifi'. Firstly, it seems 
uncontroversial that in Old Burmese the Pali loan ::A) sa in the construction VERB-O-) sa 
alternated with Burmese ::A)� safifi'. One might go on to predict that the construction 
VERB-O-)� -safifi' would be followed by the emphatic particle oo�: tafifiQ', mirroring the 
situation with the construction VERB-::A)oo�: satafifiQ" but in fact, VERB-O-)� -safifi' is 
never followed by oo�: tafifiQ'. 
Secondly, it remains to be explained why ::A)� safifi' started to be used with agents and 
gradually became the subject marker. The answer may have to do with formal agreement 
between agent and action. In Burmese, agent and action do not have to agree, while in Pali 
agent and action must agree in person and number. In modem formal Burmese, there is a 
possessive noun marker � ?i which is identical in form to the verb marker � ?i. Unlike 
the two homonymous markers O-)� ei which we have shown to be historically related, the 
two markers � ?i seem not to be related in any way. In Old Burmese, the use of the two 
an) e* markers suggests some sort of agreement between agent and action, as in (38), where 
the the first marker � e* is used within the NP 'Maung Ba's house' and the second with 
the verb, which enables us to analyse the use of � e* as a formal expression of 
concordance between agent and action. 
(38) G6?c3:J.)� 
o c:- c:- �II �'ol ttl OJ G; 
mori'bha.e'� Un' phyak' ne e'�. 
Maung Ba.POSS house destroyed.cONT REAL 
' Maung Ba destroyed his (own) house. '  
Taking into consideration the propensity o f  Old Burmese to rrumlc the grammatical 
patterns of Pali, we may speculate that the lexeme ::A)� safifi' was first used to mark 
agreement of an agent with its action. It is also possible this was not the only reason why 
the function of O-)� safifi' came to be extended: a further explanation may lie in the 
features of the Burmese equivalents of Pali participles. We are already familiar with thge 
three forms, VERB-GO-)? so, VERB-::A) sa and VERB-::A)� safifi', all of which were Old 
Burmese constructions of the type 'the one who VERBS' , 'he who VERBS, ' all associating an 
action with a person. If Pali is to be mimicked, then if an action is marked to associate it 
with a person, then the agent would be marked in the same way. 
It is interesting that the modern Burmese morpheme <.JY.) ha, unlike ::A)� 9i, cannot 
appear immediately after the verb. Rather, it follows the verb's tense markers, such as the 
colloquial marker 0005 tE. Instead of *VERB-<.JY.) ha we find the construction VERB-en? ta, 
a conflation of 0005 tE and <.JY.) ha. By 'undoing' this conflation, we may say that the 
construction VERB-en? ta is underlyingly equivalent to *vERB-0005<.JY.) tE ha. I suggest 
that if <.JY.) ha were used with an action in the same way as O-)� 9i, the action would 
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become depersonified, disassociated from its agent, since the morpheme (J.Y.) h?t denotes 
'thing' . Somehow Burmese did not associate the agent with a personal referent and we 
find subject marker (J.Y.) hci. immediately after the subject. 
In modem formal Burmese VERB-�� 8i construction is functionally parallel to active 
Pali participles, which show agreement with associated agents. Burmese uses �� 8i with 
agents to indicate the relationship between the agent and the action. Used in this way, the 
function of �� 8i is similar to agreement. However, (J.Y.) h?t is not used to form participle­
like constructions in this way, because we know that in an earlier form of the language 
participles in Burmese were marked as actions involving persons, and so a word for 'thing' 
could not replace �� 81. In the colloquial language, therefore, (J.Y.) h?t is found where 
�� 8i can be used in the formal language, without any participle-forming function: it i s  
simply reflecting the pattern of the formal language. 
Let us now return to the characteristics of the 'new' construction VERB-�� safifi' in 
Old Burmese. Unlike the construction VERB-� sa, the new construction could not be 
followed by emphatic particle oo�: tafifial. But if our speculation about the grammatical 
features of the construction VERB-� sa, and the role of particle oo�: tafifi'" following it, 
are correct, we expect the construction VERB-�� safifi' also to be followed by oo�: 
tafifi"'. In fact, VERB-�� safifi' is never followed by oo�: tafifi"'. The explanation may 
be as follows: VERB-� e* cannot be followed by oo�: tafifi"', because oo�: tafifi'" is a 
nominal particle, and the construction VERB-� e* is purely verbal and has no nominal 
features. We have supposed that the two functions of �� safifi' resembled two functions 
of � e'�: agreement between agent and action. 
The 'new' Old Burmese construction VERB-�� safifi' behaved in two ways. On the 
one hand, it was used like the construction VERB-� e'\ but on the other - being a 
nominalised verb equivalent to the construction VERB-:A) sa'� - it had to permit the 
particle oo�: tafifi'" after itself. The first behaviour appeared to dominate, and this is why 
in modem formal Burmese � 1i and �� 8i have become synonymous in that both are 
analysed as purely functional and syntactically equivalent. 
Now we can make some final conclusions regarding tense in Old Burmese. Of the four 
markers which are treated as tense markers in the modem language and which also appear 
in Old Burmese, only two, namely � e'� and � am', are analysable as true tense markers, 
expressing temporal semantics. The other two, namely �oo�: satafifia, and �� 
safifi' are lexical and as such uninvolved in expressing tense. 
Furthermore, since there is plenty of evidence that the marker � am' is a Pali loan, it 
seems that at the time when Old Burmese was first written (by scribes who were 
apparently familiar with Pali), the only grammatical marker analysable as a tense marker 
was � e*. But if � e* was a tense marker, there must have been at least one additional 
tense marker to contrast with it, but none besides � am' can be found in the inscriptions. 
So we surmise that when Burmese was first written, there may have been some other 
'original ' marker in existence which was in opposition to � e '�, but which was not used in 
the inscriptions for stylistic reasons. The semantics of the Pali optative suffix � am' 
perfectly matched the style of the formal dedicatory inscriptions since it enabled the 
expression of both future and desiderative semantics and therefore would have been a 
natural choice over the putative 'original' marker, which may have been retained in 
ordinary speech and reappeared when the inscriptions became less canonical. 
Unfortunately, there are no traces of existence of such a marker. The marker �� mji, the 
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main future tense marker in modern formal Burmese from which all other future tense 
markers originate (see below), is definitely a later development. Therefore the most 
plausible conclusion concerning the grammatical expression of tense in the 'pre-Pali 
period' of Burmese might be as follows: temporal semantics could not be expressed by 
grammatical means at that time. The marker cs\l e" was used to express affirmative 
statements independent of tense. This characteristic of �') e" is confirmed by its 
appearance in sentences where future time is expressed lexically, as in (7) and also in 
sentences consisting only of NPs or with adverbial constructions, as in (8) and (9). 
This assessment of the situation in Old Burmese becomes more plausible if we take into 
account the situation in present-day Arakanese, a major dialect of Burmese, in the context 
of the discussion further below of the Burmese future tense marker. The general 
conclusion is that in Old Burmese two grammars functioned alongside one another. One 
was restricted stylistically to dedications, and used a Pal i-Burmese modal-temporal 
system with an opposition between cs\l e* and � am'. In ordinary speech, however, 
temporal semantics could be expressed only lexically. 
The next stage in the development of the category of tense in Burmese was the 
introduction into the texts of the marker �� mann', the main future tense marker in 
modern formal Burmese. It is first met in the texts of the sixteenth century, where its 
function appears to be no different from that in modern formal Burmese. Examples (39) 
and (40) are from a sixteenth-century text: 
( 9)
O C  c o c c o c " c  C r:;: c � c 
3 't0�c 't0IOO??cO?o <;)1OO'n "i.'i �allOO-nlOepC 
miuv'nhan' miuv'kon' siuv' khi- to mii. [mann'J phrac'.so kron' . . .  
Mohnyin.Mogaun.to march. HON.lRR be.because 
' Because [he] will march to Mohnyin and Mogaun . . .  ' 
) C C (40 IOfJC3dfJOO? 
non'anagat:' 
future 
C C e e o c  C C\nroO?�� �CC8()')'l.@ 0(0 0:; 
la. lat:'.mann' man'.ekaraj: tiuv'. [sann'J 
come.EUPH.1RR King.Ekaraja.pL.SUBJ 
., C" 0 ("  Q (' .... 0 Q C' C" C I O-nOJfJIOO'nO(O <;)()C OJO?O? <;)()ClOalWIOO-nn 
na scisanci.. to.kiuv' khipan'.sakai'siu khi pan'.sey'.so. 
I sasana.HON.OBJ support.like support.CAUS.ATIR 
'Let the Kings who come in the future support sasanii in the way I do. '  
(Archaeological Survey o f  Burma 1 955 :22) 
The marker �� mann' probably appeared somewhere in the fifteenth century, and was 
influenced by the form of the marker OJ� sann'. �� mann' OJ� and sanfi.' form a pair 
with phonetic and functional similarities. They share a common rhyme and tone, nominal 
syntactical markers may be suffixed to both, and, unlike other markers, both may affixed to 
the main predicate of independent sentences, to predicates of embedded sentences and to 
predicates of attributive clauses (in the latter case with induced creaky tone: OJ� sann" 
and �� mann"). 
However, the origin of the marker �� manfi.' is unclear. Its origins may lie in the Old 
Burmese noun suffix � mai' 'without NOUN, NOUN-less ' .  Conceiving of the future as 
something lacking or non-existent, as opposed to the past and present, which are existing 
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or actually experienced, is a plausible pathway for the grarnmaticalisation of � mai' as a 
future tense marker. There is nothing else in Burmese texts to suggest that origin of the 
marker �2 mann' is anything other than � mai'. 
As promised, I will now turn to Arakanese, in which future tense and intention are 
indicated with the same marker. Briefly stated, the facts in Arakanese are as follows: the 
marker �. phiu' regularly corresponds to the Burmese marker �2 mann' (�� may'), as in 
(4 1 ). 
. 
(4 1 )  Burmese 
c c 
c\y')�OJ QU:�OJ 
1a.m£ pe.m£ 
come.IRR give.lRR 
' Will come. '  ' Will give.' 
Arakanese 
0 0 
C\Y.)�. QO:�. 
1a.bQ pe.bQ 
come.lRR give.lRR 
'.Will come. '  'Will give. '  
The marker �. phQ is  also used both in Burmese and in Arakanese to form constructions 
denoting purpose, as in (42): 
c c o  0 C 
(42) 00", oOJ�. Qg ,,?O?OJII 
ShaN w£.bQ Dwe 10.& 
rice buy.puRP money need. REAL 
' In order to buy rice, money is needed. ' 
In Arakanese there is a marker 'l.� re which corresponds to the markers 0)2 8i and O?� 
t£ modem formal and colloquial Burmese. The situation in Arakanese is rather ambiguous, 
allowing two different interpretations. On the one hand, we can treat the markers 'l.� re 
and �. phQ as realis-irrealis markers analogous to colloquial Burmese O?� t£ and �� m£. 
Such an analysis forces us to posit two homonymous morphemes �. phQ in Arakanese with 
separate functions but identical form, one an irrealis/future marker and one a marker of 
purpose. On the other hand, however, can we be sure that there are utterances in 
Arakanese where a main predicate with the marker �. phQ cannot be analysed other than as 
future time, thereby justifying an analysis with two homonyms? Can we prove that not all 
Arakanese constructions with �. phQ are necessarily purpose clauses? The idea of the 
future as something to strive for seems quite logical, so it may be that Arakanese happens 
not to distinguish between the semantics of future and of purpose. If so, the marker 'l.� 1'£, 
the equivalent of the Burmese realis marker, should be treated as indicative of affirmative 
action and therefore distinct from the interrogative, imperative and negative sentence 
markers. The situation in Arakanese requires further research, but it certainly contributes 
to a clearer understanding of the possibilities for grarnmaticalisation in the development of 
tense categories. It is also relevant to the present discussion, because it allows us to 
speculate that the common ancestor of Burmese and Arakanese did not make use of tense 
categories, and that tense categories developed independently in the two languages, 
following different, though equally logical, conceptions of 'future' .  
If the above hypothesis about the origin of the marker �2 mji is  accepted, i t  now 
remains for us to account for the different written and phonological form of its colloquial 
equivalent �� m£. The reasons for the difference lie in the evolution of the common 
Burmese rhyme written -2 -ann', pronounced in the modem language as [i] , [e] or [£] . 
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Words in -� -anii' in modern fonnal Bunnese are almost always pronounced with [i], 
even though the rhyme of the same word in colloquial Burmese may be read [e]. The 
readings of this rhyme may be ranked, with [i] in fonnal, high register and [e] in colloquial, 
low register, probably because the phonological inventory of early Pagan-period Burmese 
contained only one front vowel [i] ; the vowels [e] and [e] appeared later (see Yanson 1 990 
for details). We may argue that because of this, the vowel [i] retained stylistic 'seniority' 
over the later vowels, and continued to be associated with fonnal register. Otherwise, the 
progression of the sound change [i] > [e] in words spelt with -� -anfi' led to the respelling 
of many words, which is why many words in the modern language exist in two fonns: one 
spelt -� -ann' , pronounced [i] and used in the fonnal language and another spelt -05 
ay' or ::' ai, pronounced [e] and used in the colloquial language, as in (43) :  
(43 )  Colloquial and fonnal equivalents of the rhyme -� -ann' 
Formal Burmese Colloquial Burmese 
ro�: lanna, [Il] ro lai (or ro�: Zanna,) 
��� amann' [7amji] .y.>�� ncimann' 
pron 
it 
naNm£ 
gloss 
'also' 
'name' 
These processes help us to understand how the lexeme I} mai' metamorphosed into �� 
mann'. In fonnal Bunnese I} mai' could not have retained its original fonn because it 
would obligatorily have been read as [mf] rather than with the [i] vowel preferred in high 
register language. Furthennore, the counterpart of the new marker was already spelt o.:>� 
sann', so it is not surprising that I} mai' was respelt by analogy as �� mann' and 
pronounced [mji) .  
The change o f  the tone o f  the original lexeme does not seem to pose a problem. The 
modern markers o.:>� ei and �� mji function in two tones: when used as sentence-final 
verb markers they have low tone (44)a, but as the verb markers of attributive relative 
clauses they acquire creaky tone, as in (44)b. 
(44) Induced creaky tone in attributive clause verb markers 
a. 0( �:o.:>� b. 
eu ewa.Ol 
he go.REAL 
'He went. '  
<:' 0 <:'  
0( �:o.:>�3a� 
eu ewa.oi.7eiN 
he gO.RE�L ATTR.house 
'The house he went to. ' 
Since tones were not marked in the Pagan inscriptions, and were marked only rarely in the 
texts of subsequent periods, it is impossible to detect when the marker o.:>� sann' first 
started to function in different tones. We might speculate that tonal alternations were used 
from the time the original lexeme o.:>� sann' was first grammaticalised as a verb marker. 
But since the orthographical conventions of the time did not require tones to be marked, a 
change of tone would not have prevented the new marker �� mann' from assuming a role 
analogous to that of o.:>� sann'. 
We can say that the grammatical system for expressing temporal semantics in Burmese 
had evolved by the beginning of the sixteenth century. There is no textual evidence to 
suggest that the function of the markers o.:>� sann' and �� mann' in the sixteenth century 
was any different from in the modern fonnal language. Since the colloquial language was 
not represented in written fonn until the first short novels of the twentieth century, it is 
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impossible to say when the colloquial variants of OJ� sann' and a� mann' first appeared. 
However, it is possible to trace how they developed. 
Colloquial Burmese has four markers with time-related function: two realis markers 
0003 t£ C1YJ ta and two irrealis markers ao3 m£ "p l1Ja, forming two pairs with shared 
phonological and distributional properties. The pair 0003 t£ and ao3 m£ are sentence-final 
verb markers and (with induced creaky tone) attributive clause verbal markers; the markers 
C1YJ ta and "p l1Ja are used both with predicates of nominalised embedded clauses and as 
sentence-final verb markers. Clearly, 0003 t£ and ao3 m£ are products of the vowel 
hierarchy discussed above: they are the respelled counterparts of of OJ� 8i and a� mji, 
pronounced at the time of respelling with the vowel [£] . Additionally, the irrealis markers 
0003 t£ and C1YJ ta were respelt with a different initial from OJ� sann'. The Old Burmese 
consonant OJ s has changed in the modem language to an interdental fricative [8], often 
realised as an affricated dental stop [ t8 ] .  Although the new consonant is phonologically 
opposed to [t], their phonetic similarity doubtless accounts for their occasional merging, 
such that in texts sometimes we sometimes find oo� tann' in place of OJ� sann', as in 
(45) and (46): 
(45) "�"(91�"cn3 CI:XfJ �"cn3� ro� oo� 
rhve phon' to thak' cLto mit. lat' tann' 
gold ferry.HoN on float.HON EUPH tann' 
' [The king] went by golden ferry' 
(Archaeological Survey of Burma 1 955:2 1 )  
(46) Q)��c& "roolt��06 �"cn3� ro� oo� 
cae' ankci. Ie pci. nhan' akva khi to mit. lat' tann' 
war.strength four.CLF.with.together march.HON EUPH tann' 
, . . .  marched together with four kinds of military forces' 
(Archaeological Survey of Burma 1 955 :2 1 )  
A similar relationship obtains in the modem language between the formal Burmese 
demonstrative OJ� 8i 'this' and its colloquial counterpart � cli. We can conclude that the 
marker 0003 tay' is indeed derived from the marker OJ� sann' (47). 
(4 7) OJ� 8�
, 
> 000} t� 
a� mJI > aU) m£ 
It was mentioned above that the markers C1YJ ta and "p l1Ja evolved as in (48), from the 
combinations of the tense markers and the subject marker in the colloquial language. 
(48) 0003 t£ + a:n ha > on ta 
ao3 m£ + a:n ha > "p l1Ja 
This etymology is stated in various sources, but the mechanism of the process needs 
explanation. When the tense markers in Burmese are followed by some other marker, for 
example an interrogative particle, they are used in reduced, or weakened, form, written 
using the initial consonant of the marker with the rhyme removed, as in (49). 
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(49) Reduction/weakening of tense marker in colloquial Burmese: ao3 m£ > a rna 
<:' 
a. 0{ �:aooll 
9u 9wcl.m£ 
he gO.lRR 
'He will go. '  
b. 0{ �:ac\y'):11 
9u 9wcl.maJa 
he gO.lRR.Q-? 
' Will he go?' 
Accordingly, when the marker ao3 m£ is followed by subject marker (JX) ha, the 
combination can become a(JX) maha. Burmese is a monosyllabic language, and its 
grammatical markers are typically monosyllabic, so the reduction of a(JX) maha to r,p rlJa 
is natural. 
The marker a:n ta comes about by a similar process: the realis marker 0003 t£ 
combined with (JX) ha and was written OO(JX) tahei and was reduced phonologically to 
OO(JX) taM. In the modem language the appears in the form a:n tei, pronounced with an 
unaspirated initial consonant [t]. Significantly, however, following a glottal stop the 
marker is pronounced with an aspirated initial, as [th], as if written OX> thei (Okell and 
Allott 200 1 :74). In all other cases, following a vowel, the initial 00 t is subj ect to 
assimilatory voicing and the marker is pronounced 31 [da]. Assimilatory voicing in 
Burmese changes both unaspirated and aspirated voiceless stops into voiced consonants -
there are no voiced aspirates in Burmese - and therefore [da] may be the result of both 
a:n tei and OX> thei under the influence of assimilatory voicing. It is not therefore 
anomalous to posit that the underlying marker is in fact OX> thei rather than a:n tei. While 
it remains unclear why is conventionally written a:n tei, Okell and Allott (200 1 :74) note 
that it is sometimes spelt OX> thei. 
Now some final remarks concerning tense marking in Burmese. The salient 
characteristic of the tense markers is that they are bi-functional. On the one hand, they 
may nominalise the clause to whose verb they are attached, causing that clause to function 
as an NP, such that nominal markers may follow the tense markers. On the other hand, the 
markers have obvious temporal semantics: O)� 91 and a� mjl are opposed not in their 
nominal ising function - in which they are alike - but in their contrasing temporal 
semantics. 
While the origin of the marker a� mji is not certain, the provenance of O)� 91 is as 
clearer. O)� 9i was originally an ordinary NP with no temporal semantic implications. It 
subsequently gramrnaticalised into a tense marker while retaining its nominalising function. 
In light of this, we might expect the nominalising function of the tense markers to fade and 
their tense-marking properties to assume prominence. In fact, Burmese seems to 
demonstrate the opposite tendency: the nominalising function is preserved. 
It was mentioned that the formal Burmese markers O)� 91 and a� mjl have both 
nominal ising and tense-marking functions, while the colloquial markers which developed 
from them have distributed functions: markers 0003 t£ and ao3 m£ cannot be used with 
embedded sentences, but can appear in attributive clauses with induced creaky tone, while 
a:n ta and r,p rlJa are not used in attributive clauses. This distribution may be accounted 
for as follows: 0003 t£ and ao3 m£ certainly originated earlier than a:n ta and 'f rlJa, being 
merely colloquial respellings of the formal Burmese markers O)� 91 and a� mji. The 
association of the colloquial markers with their formal counterparts has loosened, as their 
written forms - especially that of 0003 t£, where even the initial consonant differs from its 
literary counterpart-showed their divergence from their origins, and they would probably 
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have been destined to become pure tense markers with no nominalising function. It was at 
this stage that the noun (JY.) ha 'thing' (or subject marker (JY.) ha) was added to the markers 
reinforcing their nominal ising function. Judging from the description of the function of 
c:rn ta and y::> ll}a in Okell and Allott (200 1 :74-75, 1 7 1 -2), the nominal ising functions of 
these two markers are more prominent than their other functions. 
Lastly, it remains to be emphasised that the root of the ambiguity of the Bunnese tense 
markers lies in interference from Pali. We remember that norninalised finite verbs were 
introduced into the language to represent Pali participles, and the authority and desirability 
of the Pali style remains current even today. The influence of Pali may have hampered the 
narrowing of the tense markers' function to purely temporal markers. 
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1 3  The structure of P ag an period 
Burmese 
OHNO Tom *'ff! 
Emeritus Professor, Osaka University of Foreign Studies 
1 Introduction 
The earliest attested forms of the Burmese language are the inscriptions of the Pagan 
period. The Pagan dynasty is thought to have been founded by King Anawrahta 
�G;-3I>J.<:O:) in 1 044CE, though the Burmese chronicles such as the U Kala Chronicle 
2:�C\Y.): �UJ?�@o��: 7Ukala mahajazawIN�{ and the Glass Palace Chronicle 'i';':�@o� l1JaNnaNjazawlN mention that Anawratha was the forty-second king of the 
Pagan dynasty. No reliable source is available however to ascertain who the forty-one 
kings prior to Anawrahta were. King Anawratha's name - in the form Aniruddha - is 
the earliest name found in contemporary records like votive tablets of Pagan period. 
The Burmese inscriptions were collected together by King Bodawpaya o?:G�O(�: 
b6dJphaj a in the second half of the eighteenth century for the purpose of the settlement of 
his revenue. The successive kings of Burma depended mainly upon land revenue as their 
source of wealth. However, for a thousand years, from the Pagan period until the 
Konbaung O(':G::n?� k6uNbaUN period, land in Burma had been divided into two 
categories, ecclesiastical and secular. The former category comprised lands which had 
been donated by successive kings and their families, nobles and wealthy people as 
testimony to their faith in Buddhism, and belonged to Buddhist temples, forming part of 
their assets. Such land was exempt from royal taxation, and was scattered here and there 
throughout the country. It was necessary for the later kings of Burma to try to distinguish 
the ecclesiastical land from the secular land. King Bodawpaya carried out this difficult 
task in the later half of the eighteenth century. 
Charles Duroiselle, Director of the Archaeological Survey, reported that in total 
approximately three thousand Burmese inscriptions had been found in Burma. Ninety 
percent of these are in Burmese, and the rest are in Sanskrit, Pali, Tamil and Mon. Emil 
Forchhammer, Professor of Pali at Rangoon College, collected inscriptions throughout the 
country by producing on paper rubbings of as much of the inscriptions as was on stone 
which was exposed and above ground. Taw Sein Ko, successor to Forchhammer, 
transliterated them into modem Burmese script and published them as Epigraphia 
Birmanica in four volumes, three of which are in two parts, including some English 
translations with notes and comments. Volume one of Epigraphia Birmanica is cited here 
as Taw Sein Ko and Duroiselle ( 1 9 1 9) .  U Tun Nyein ( 1 899) translated 1 7 1  inscriptions 
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produced by Forchhammer into English, and published them as Inscriptions of Pagan, 
Pinya and Ava: translation, with notes. U Pe Maung Tin and Gordon H. Luce ( 1934- 1956) 
arranged the paper rubbings of the inscriptions in chronological order and published them 
under the title Inscriptions of Burma, in five portfolio editions containing about six 
hundred inscriptions. Another series of transliterations of Old Burmese Inscriptions has 
recently been carried out and published by the Archaeological Department of the Ministry 
of Culture (Aung Thaw 1 972�1983). The five volumes in this series contain 225, 145, 227, 
1 52 and 95 inscriptions, respectively. King Bodawpaya ordered the original inscriptions to 
be copied onto 7 19 stones, which are preserved in the precinct of the Mahamuni Pagoda 
�(JY.)�'0('P: in Mandalay, and still in situ. Paper rubbings of forty-two Inscriptions 
within the walls of the Mahamuni in Mandalay were published with transliterations into 
modem Burmese script by the Yangon University History Department ( 1989). 
The present study is concerned , with the general structure of Burmese in the Pagan 
period, rather than with providing an exhaustive account of the language of this period. 
The focus is on phonology, syntax and morphology, all analysed mainly by deciphering 
Burmese inscriptions dating from the Pagan period. Except in a very few cases, the 
material on which the analysis is based is taken from U Pe Maung Tin and Professor 
Luce's Inscriptions of Burma ( 1934-1956). 
Abbreviations (abbreviations referring to grammatical forms are listed at the end of the 
paper) : 
OB Old Burmese, Pagan period Burmese 
WB Written Burmese, modem Burmese spelling 
trsl transliteration 
pron pronunciation in modem Burmese 
NB Examples from Pe Maung Tin and Luce ( 1 934-1 956) are cited as Inscr. , followed by 
Portfolio number in Roman numerals 1- Il- . . .  and inscription plate number Arabic 
numerals 1 ,2 . . . . , 
Inscription sources (also included in main bibliography) 
Aung Thaw, U 2:G3n�Gd (ed.), 1 972-1983, G�:G(JY.)�:S'OOG"1P�G)'J�: [Old 
Burmese Inscriptions], vols 1-5 .  Rangoon: G�:G(JY.)c:otGO?o.:>;2:�;' 
002G01j=�o,B:�; Archaeology Department, Ministry of Union Culture, 
Government of the Union of Burma. 
Duroiselle, Charles, 1 92 1 , A List of Inscriptions found in Burma. Archaeological Survey 
of Burma. Rangoon: Government Printing. 
Forchhammer, Emil, and Taw Sein Ko, 1982, Inscriptions of Pagan, Pinya and Ava 
Rangoon: Government Printing. 
Forchhammer, Emil, and Taw Sein Ko, 1 897, The Inscriptions copiedfrom the stones 
collected by King Bodawpaya and placed near the Arakan Pagoda, Mandalay, 
2 vols. 
Forchhammer, Emil, and Taw Sein Ko, 1900-1903, Inscriptions collected in Upper Burma, 
2 vols. Rangoon: Government Printing. 
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Pe Maung Tin and Gordon H. Luce, 1 934-1956, Inscriptions of Burma. Rangoon: 
Government Printing. 
Pe Maung Tin and Gordon H. Luce, 1 928, Selections from the Inscriptions of Pagan. 
Rangoon: Government Printing. 
Taw Sein Ko and Charles Duroiselle (ed.), 1 9 1 3, Original inscriptions collected by King 
Bodawpaya in Upper Burma and now placed near the Patodawgyi pagoda, 
Amarapura. Rangoon : Government Printing. 
Yangon University History Department, 1989, 'db;Gco: 'd()y')'i' ooo?�:3dD'6�:� 
G�03C1Y.)"tP: [Inscriptions within the walls of the Mahamuni in Mandalay], vol. l .  :D��:??GOO:D;CIY.)a>2 (<;) [Historical Research Series No 4] . Yangon: oo<J?o?c0"tP: �tuo?03 [University Printers] . 
2 Phonology 
It is impossible to know exactly what Pagan period Burmese sounded like, because no 
phonetic material is available. It is, however, possible to reconstruct the phonology of the 
B urmese on the basis of the orthography found in the inscriptions and loan words from Pall 
and Sanskrit. It is important to point out at this stage that spelling in the inscriptions was 
highly variable. This will become immediately obvious from looking at the examples in 
this paper. Accommodating alternative spellings forms an important part of task of 
deciphering inscriptions. 
Pali and Sanskrit loans 
Burmese inscriptions of the Pagan period contain large numbers of loan words, almost all 
from Pall and Sanskrit. Some examples are given in ( 1 ). 
( 1 ) OB Loans from Pall and Sanskrit 
OB trans lit. Pali translation 
(yy:)'d kcima kcima karma 
Goloo'd gotama gatama Gatama 
a>§0Q? cakravalci cakkavcila universe 
c catrlmahciraj' catumahcircijika Catumaharajika a> 0( 'd()y')9. a> 
o c  jambudip' jambiidipa Jambudipa ��L3U 
g:>u¥' �hcipanci �hapanci enshrining 
o c  tcivatin'sci tcivatirhsa Tavatimsa 0Y.>000;::x>? 
0 0  C C tirit'chan' tiracchcina animal 009.0000; 
0 tussitci tusita Tusita Ofo:>.Joy.> 
C devadat' devadatta Devadatta 1030300 
; lOrd? nama nama, nama homage, veneration 
¥,ol ncigci nciga mythical serpent demon 
0 C niy'rapan' Skt nirvciT).a nirvana ;�; 
0 C c nibban' Pall nibbcina nirvana � ;w9.u; 
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0 0 nimcinarati nimmcinarati Nimmanarati ;�;Ii).oo 0 0 paranimatasvati paranimmitavasavatti Paranimmitavasavatti 01i).;�000l?00 0 parikkharci parikkhcira items used by monks oli).�� 
011i).� pcirami pcirami perfection 0 � pitakat' pitaka pitaka 0000000 0 basundari vasundhara bearer of wealth t>O{tli). 
Cj?�1 buddhci buddha Buddha 
§a,p brahmci brahmci superior being O �  mahin'ta mahinda Mahinda �<..n;oo 
().Y.)� ycimci ycimci Yama 
li).oo� ratanci ratana jewel 
Ii).<..n� rahanta arahanta monk 
�o rupa rupa appearance 
<Oooo� vetanci vedanci feeling Q � sariradhattciv' sariradhcitu relic o.:>Ii).Ii).G�O 
o.:no.:>� scisanci scisanci teaching 
0.:>��1 sat'dvci sattva, satta living being � sabbafifiusafificirJ' sabbafifiutci-ficiTJ-a omniscience o.:>��L 0.:>�C8) 
o.:>�§:> samutrci samudra, samudda ocean � antarciy' antarciya danger ���().) o 0 � abhisik' abhiseka anointing, consecration �::no.:>oo 0 0  0 arimittiya - ariya metteya - Maitreya �Ii).��().) � 0 � ariyyamettafifi- arimetteya �Ii).01J<O��� � o � � mit'tafifi' �oooo� 
��o arupa arupa formless 
�O(� asiirci asura cowardly 
2010.:>(1)') upcisakci upcisaka lay devotee 
Consonants 
The Pali and Sanskrit loans in Burmese are generally very close in form to the original Pali 
or Sanskrit words. The next step is to reconstruct from this evidence the values of the 
consonants in the orthography of the inscriptions (00 = k, � = m, a> = C, 00 = t, <..n = h, Ii). = r, 
o = v etc) to produce a table of Pagan period Burmese initial consonants and their values 
for writing Pali and Sanskrit words as in (2). 
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(2) Initial consonants 
m k � kh 0 g m gh C n 
G> c 00 ch (3t j Gil jh � fi 
00 t 00 th 3 d Q dh ., n 
u p � ph � b 0) bh � m 
00 y '1 r C\) 0 v 0.:> S 
()') h � 
It is safe to assume that the Burmese of the Pagan period contained contrasting pairs of 
voiceless aspirated and unaspirated velar, dental and labial stops, and palatal affricates, as 
in (3). 
(3) OB trsl gloss WB trsl pron 
0 1:  kuiv' self o I: kuiy' ko 0(0 0(00 I: khan' spread I: khanal khfN �c �c: 
ap ca eat ap: ca" sa 
� chu reward � chu Sh� I: ton' request I: tonal taUN Gernc Gernc: I: than' thousand I: than' thaUN G<XnC G<XnC 
I: pay' bean , pai p£ uoo u 
I: phathuy' uncle bhathve" badwe �O?oo o)GC'8: 
Judging from the loan words derived from Pali and Sanskrit, there was also a contrast 
between voiced and voiceless velar, dental and labial stops and palatal affricates, as in (4). 
(4) OB trsl gloss 
(Y)?� kama sensual desire 
Goloo� gotama Gotama 
G>60fP cakravala Cakravala 
0 1:  jambudip' Jambudipa (3t�L3U 
0 1:  tavatin'sa Tavatimsa ern 0 00., o.:Y.> 
3100(Y)? dayakci supporter 
ul'l� parami principal virtues 
Cj?�1 buddha Buddha 
It is uncertain however whether there was any distinction between voiced aspirated and 
voiced unaspirated stops: (o-m (3t-Gil 3-Q �-O) g-gh j-jh d-dh b-bh). The five letters 
��VC8J t th cf. cf.h 1J- were used to represent the 'cerebral' or 'retroflex' sounds of Pali and 
Sanskrit. There seems, however, to have been no distinction between cerebral and dental 
sounds in the Burmese of the Pagan period, since the same word may be found written 
using counterpart letters from both series, as in (5). 
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(5)  DB trsl gloss 
enshrine �u� � cx::no� thcipanci � thcipanci 
u�m� � 80::>m� pitakat' � pitakat' Buddhist scripture 
Consonant clusters 
In Pagan period Burmese, a syllable or word could combine with any vowel, any single 
consonant, or with a certain number of consonant clusters. The permitted consonant 
clusters can be divided into four groups. The first comprises velars or labials followed by 
liquids written in their subscript forms: G -r- and c;;, -l-. Some examples are given in (4). 
(6) DB trsl gloss WB trsl pron 
���l krafifi'fifiui revere ���l krafifi 'fifiui tbi]1o 
kram plot, plan kram tbaN 
c klvay' water buffalo , kyvai' tbw£ 
f;" � �o:> khriy' leg khre tbhi stu3� khruy'ma daughter-in-law G�:� khyve"ma tbhwemg c khlvat' liberate c khyvat' tbhu? � 0::> 0::> 
(g� prafifi' country prafifi' pji ° l� plua' make pru pjy ""'
c phlac' be phrac' phj i? (g el)  "'" 
(g Il phlll white phrU phju �� mrak' grass mrak' mj£7 � o:>  mliy' soil mre mje "'" 
The second group comprises velars or labial consonants followed by the semivowel J y, the 
subscript form of the initial consonant letter 0:> y, as seen in the examples in (246). 
(7) DB trsl gloss WB trsl pron 
c kyon' slave c kyvan' tbUN GOW, oaI, 
c kyak' be cooked c kyak' tb£7 CY.(Jm CY.(Jm 
c pyak' be destroyed c pyak' pj£7 c.nm c.nm 
CW phyci tip �CW: aphyci" phja 
'W myci many 'W: myci" mja 
Velar/labial + liquid clusters in Pagan Burmese correspond sometimes to velar/labial + 
semivowel cluster spellings in the modem language as in (246). Note that velar + 
semivowel cluster spellings are not pronounced as such in the modem language. 
(8) DB > WB 
c c �u > CY.(Jo 
c c c 
CJ?O:> oaI, > GCY.(J:oaI' 
c 
CJ?�� > GCY.(J:�: 
<:' c 
Gg:pm >Gowm 
c <:' 
G� m  > �m 
trsl gloss WBpron 
klyap' > kyap' tical tba? 
kliy'kyvan' > kye" kyvan' slave tbUN 
klafifi)u > kye''ju'' gratitude tbezu 
klok' > kyok' stone tbau? 
mlek' > myak' eye mj£7 
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The third group comprises any initial consonant, with the exception of the consonant 0 v, 
combined with semivowel 0 -v-, as shown in the examples in (9). 
(9) DB trsl gloss WB trsl pron 
� klvafifi' feed kyve" tGwe <J1� Goal: thvak' go out � thvak' thw£? agm agm 
� nvei cow �: nvei" nwa 
� pvan' attain Buddhahood � pvan� pWiN �c �� 
� lvat' be free � lvat' lu? C)?OO C)?OO 
In the fourth and last group, clusters consist of nasals or liquids + U') h, the subscript U')a?: 
hgtho of modem Burmese. Examples are shown in ( 10). 
( 1 0) DB trsl gloss WB trsl pron 
� nhak' bird � nhak' 1:)£7 �m �m 
t� nhui awaken t: nhui" 1)0 
nhac' � nhac' I)i? .fG> year fG> 
� mhat' mark � mhat' ITJa? 'Yoo 'Yoo 
� rhay' front rhe' S� �U) G�. 
� rhuy' gold rhve Swe �U) G� 
')it lhii donate ')it lhii ru 
� lhyok' address � lhyok' Sau? G�m G�m 
Vowels 
The vowels of Pagan Burmese were represented by the letters and symbols shown in ( 1 1 ). 
( 1 1 ) 
� a 3d �  3d3d 0 o � 
3d �  3d3d 
� u 3f � 3f3d 
� e �3d � G3d 
� � £ 3du)3d 
� 
:J G3d?3d 0 O �  
0 3f � 3fO 
a - aa' 
. °a' l - l 
U - ua' 
e 
ay"" 
0 a' 
ui - uiv' 
The letter � e was interchangeable with the equivalent symbol G3d e. The actual sound of 
� e seems to have been different from that of G e / e/ in modem Burmese, because words 
with the vowel / e/ in modem Burmese are the descendants of words which in Pagan 
period Burmese were always represented using the combination of two vowel symbols, -o u3 -iy', as in the examples in ( 1 2). 
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( 1 2) DB > WB trsl gloss pron 
o � niy' > ne live ne 10; > 10; uo:> > IOU: piy' > pe" give pe 
0303 > GO:> siy' > se die ge 
0303 > GOO: liy' > le" four Ie 
The spelling �03 -iy' seems to have been a diphthong, prounounced differently from -03 -
ay' and "L03 -uy'. Words spelt with -03 -ay' in the Pagan period are all pronounced with 
the vowel -e in modem Burmese, while Old Burmese words in � -uy' have become -we 
in the modem language as in ( 13) .  
( 1 3 )  DB > WB trsl gloss pron 
[i03� > G3J:� khruy'ma > khyve"ma daughter-in-law tbhwem� 
yo3 > 109: khuy' > khve" dog khwe 
mo3o?6 > o?o? kay'suiv' > kai'sui' like, as k�oQ 
u103 >0 pei.y' > pai legume pt 
�03 > � may' > mai' without mf 
�03 > G�: muy' > mve" feed mwe 
�03 > G� rhuy' > rhve gold Swe 
The method of writing the contrasting pairs of long and short vowels in Pali and Sanskrit 
seem to have been used to write a tonal contrast in Burmese. In Burmese, the symbols 
denoting Pali long vowels ( -0 � n: ei. i Ii) seem to have denoted low tone, as in the words in 
( 1 4). 
( 14) DB trsl gloss WB trsl pron 
c1 riei. I c1 riei. I]a 
� nei. sick � nei. na 
9P ryei. hundred � rei. ja " rii younger brother " fii ]11 c � 
0( til nephew 0( til tu 
0( yU take � yU ju 
The spelling G3d? a was probably pronounced hi. This is suggested by its appearance in 
Pali loans containing the vowel a such as Go100� gatama 'Gotama' and 3"dtGOOoo� 
anumatanei. 'rejoicing together' It may, however, have been pronounced as a diphthong 
/au/ since words containing the vowel 10-0 -0 /'J/ in modem Burmese were in almost all 
cases derived from spellings in -6 -av' in Pagan period Burmese, like the words in ( 1 5). 
( 1 5) Pagan period words in -6 -av' 
DB > WB trsl 
016 > GOl T khav' > kha 
o:YJ6 > Go:YJ 
<." <." <." c: (000»; > 10 o:YJ 0»; 
tn6 > G<.T.r.> 
� � 
W@o >WGOO 
tei.v' > to 
tav'lhan' > talhan' 
hav' > ha 
pIijav' > pIija 
gloss 
call 
forest 
revolt 
preach 
make devotional offering 
pran 
kh� 
t5 
t�taN 
h6 
puz� 
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Similarly the sound spelled with the symbols -oS _aye may have been pronounced as a 
diphthong lail, as in the words in ( 1 6). 
( 1 6) OB words in -oS _aye 
OB > WB trsl 
aoS > e khay' > khai 
cloS > coS nay' > nay' 
C\Y)oS > rooS lay > lay' 
gloss 
hard 
small 
paddy field 
pron 
kh£ 
D£ 
1£ 
The reflexes of Pagan period Burmese words written with -0oS ay' are pronounced in 
Modem Burmese as low tone 1£/ in the modem language (as C\Y)oS lay' > rooS lay' in ( 1 5) 
above), while those with short -oS _aye have high tone reflexes spelt with -' -ai, 
pronounced /£/ in modem Burmese (as aoS khay' > e khai in ( 1 6) above). 
The combination loS -uy' is thought to have been another diphthong luil, as in the 
words in ( 1 7) .  
( 1 7) OB words in � -uy' 
OB > WB trsl 
khuy' > khvai 
khruy'ma > khyve"ma 
muy' > mve" 
mruy' > myve 
gloss 
dog 
daughter-in-law 
rear, bear 
snake 
pron 
khwe 
tGhweme 
mwe 
mwe 
Our attention now turns to the combination � ui, pronouned /0/ in modem Burmese. 
Taken separately, � i represents an Iii sound front vowel and l u a back vowel lui, but 
what other sounds can these two symbols in combination have represented? The evidence 
is ambiguous. They appeared in variant forms, namely �� _ia', c;;�� -d' and �� _uia', as 
in the words in ( 1 8) .  
( 1 8) OB words in -oS _aye 
OB > WB o (' 0 
c;;m3d > 3d 0( o (' 0 
c;;o.:>3d > or. o (' 0 (' 0 
3d0?3d � 3dC;;0?3d > 3d0(. o (' 0 
3dC;;(93d > 3d�. (' 0 ('  (' 0 
�IDc;;mo > 3dIDO( 
trsl gloss pron 
kd' > akui to ke 
set > sui' like 8g 
atia' - ateia' > atui' they ?atg 
apheia' > aphui' for ?aphg 
ec'keiv' > ec'kui older brother lake 
This may suggest that � ui was a vowel in Pagan period Burmese which had no close 
equivalent in the Indian languages to which the script' s  fundamental design was more 
suited. It is worth noting that towards the end of the Pagan period, this vowel was 
systematically written with a final consonant -6 -v' attached, as in ( 1 8). One possibility is 
that �ui was pronounced as a diphthong /ou/, as in ( 1 9). 
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( 19) OE trsl gloss WE trsl pron 
o c;,  kuiv' body o c;, kuiy' ko �o oro:> 
khuiv' steal 0 khui" kho �o �: 
o c;,  chuiv' 0 chui sho �� say � �o tuiv' short � tui to "to muiv' sky "t: mui" mo 
o c;,  luiv' desire 0 lui 10 ,,?O "? 
Tones 
Burmese of the Pagan period is thought to have been tonal, as is modem Burmese. Tones 
are sometimes represented during the earlier stage of the Pagan period by the addition of 
• C' I C' , (' partIcular symbols: -3d _a corresponds to modem Burmese creaky tone. -0 -v and -00 -
h' correspond frequently, but not consistently, to low and high tones, respectively, as in the 
examples in (20). The symbol -� _a' often appears in subscript form under the letter which 
precedes it, instead of appearing to the right of the final consonant letter. 
(20) 
c;, a' -3d -
c;, , -0 -v 
-th -h' 
OE 
c;, 
CD 3d 
o c;, 00 3d 
c;, 
t3d 
c;, 
£L3d 
c;, 
3d(93d 
o c;, 
3d�3d 
c;, c;, 
�0:>3d § c;, 0 c;, c;, 
GCO:>O:>3d 
o c;, c;, 
003dQOY.)C 
o c;,  
<X? ° 
c;, 
GO 
o c;,  
,,?O 
o c;,  
<?<X?0 
0 c;, 
O:>�oo 
c;, 0:>00 
0 c;, 
�o:>oo 
c;, 
g.oo 
g)�th 
trsl 
saa' 
hia' 
nu a' 
plyua' 
aphaa' 
amia' 
may"" 
khran'siy"" 
chia'ton' 
thuiv' 
khav' 
luiv' 
puthuiv' 
samih' 
sah' 
miyah' 
nvah' 
ih' 
gloss WE trsl pron 
'begin' CD sa s� 
'be' 0 rhi Si � 
' soft, tender' t nu ny 
'act' lSi pm pjy 
'father' 3d (9 apha 7aph� 
'mother' 0 ami 7ami 3d� 
'deficient' � mai' mf 
' lion' §Qo? khran'se' tGiNO� 
'pray' c;, chutonD' shytaUN o-qQOY.)c: 
'that' 0 thui tho <X? 
'call' QGT kha kho 
'desire' 0 lui 10 "? 
'hollow stupa' 0 puthui" patho <?<X?: 
'daughter' Q sami" eam{ O:>�: 
'son' o.Y.>: sci" ea 
'wife' �()..)'): mayci" maja 
'bull' �: nvci" nwa 
'this' g)� i 7i 
Modem low tone words often appear in Pagan period Burmese with long vowels in open 
syllables and short vowels in closed syllables, as in the words in (2 1 ), though by no means 
consistently, as the exceptions in ( 1 5) and ( 1 9) show. 
l 
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(2 1 )  O B  low tone words 
OB trsl gloss WB trsl pron 
0( kI1 'cave shrine' � gil gu 
cl nei ' 1 '  cl nei lJa 
" ni 'younger brother' " iii ]11 c � 
O? cum 'full' O? cum SOllN 
C' ton' 'mountain' C' ton' taUN coo?:>c coo?:>c 
fJ nei 'ill' fJ nei na 
o C' siy' 'die' Se o-)().) coO-) se 
C' lci.y' 'paddy field' C' leiy' 1£ C\Y.)().) C\Y.)().) 
The practice of representing creaky tone with -� _a' written either to the right of or 
underneath the final consonant disappeared during the latter half of the Pagan period, as is 
seen from the spellings in (22). 
(22) Early Pagan period -� -a' spelt without -� -a' in the late Pagan period. 
early OB trsl gloss later OB trsl gloss 
o C' amr"'" 'mother' 0 nami 'my mother' 3d�3d C� 
C' aphaa' 'father' napha 'my father' 3d<93d C<9 
C' saa' 'begin' 'get' Q)3d 9. ra 
C' C' chua' ton' 'pray' la 'moon' O>:? 3d coO?:> C ro 
It seems that the final consonant -d5 _hi had a function similar to the visarga -: _" in 
modem Burmese (eg OB �d5 krih' > WB �: kri" 'big';  OB g.d5 nvah' > WB �: nvei" 
'bull') .  However, words in high tone were not systematically discriminated from low tone 
words, particularly in the latter half of the Pagan period, as illustrated in (23). 
(23) Tone ambiguity in late Pagan period words 
OB trsl > 1. WB low tone > 2. WB high tone 
cl nei cl nei ' 1 '  cl: nei" 'fish' 
CIY.> cei 
fJ 
C' 
nei 
(3d)coGpc (a)ron' 
coro le 
CIY.> cei 'writing' 
fJ nei 'ill' 
3dcoGp� aron' 'colour' 
coro le 'wind' 
Syllable-final consonants 
CIY.>: cei" 'eat' 
fJ: nei" 'ear' 
(3d)coGp�: (a)ronm 'sell' 
coro: le" 'four' 
In Pagan period Burmese, a closed syllable rhyme could consist of various combinations of 
vowels with a final velar, palatal, dental or labial consonant, which was marked with the 
symbol 3d0-)03 asat'. All the combinations observed in Pagan period Burmese are found in 
modem Burmese, in addition to several more besides, as in (24); cells in the table without 
asterisks indicate combinations which did not appear in Pagan period Burmese. 
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)4) Permitted closed syllable rhymes in Pagan period Burmese 
OB trsl - a  U ' - u Q- e QJ) O � ui - -v-- l  
m k' * * * * * 
c ft' * * * * * 
CI) c' * * 
� nn' * * 
00 t' * * * * * 
� n' * * * * * * 
u p' * 
* * 
� (.:) m' (-mJ * * * 
u) y' * * * * 
0 v' * * 
Examples of words with closed syllable rhymes in Pagan period Burmese are given in (25). 
(2 5) 
OB trsl 
�m nhak' 
< sak' ,,=en 
< k' < yak' en "unen 
tOO nlruik' 
� tlwak' 
< lan' cooc 
< n' ,,;=e 
nan' 
c 
OO.07� tan'ttim' 
<>;Ie tvan' 
< tae' en., 
< e' .:; nhae' ., 
0;>:; yhae' 
� nn' 'P;0 riiM' IUlrP hrafin' 
< sat' �en 
o < sap it' < t' 
�oen en co�� lasut' 
<\1� lvat' 
en4 kan' 
< n ' a.� min"" , 
�4 plrun' 
< 0 <  khap'sim' QOo.)Q 
< p' 
< 0 <  mvat'sip' 0 lIen�o 
,,?6 lup' 
< m' 
.. kham .. 
(.:) ( -m) gji� im' 
o? sum 
< ehiiy' =00 
< y' o < It'' 00 cooo 
vel; muy' 
gloss 
'bird' 
'drink' 
eLF for people 
'in' 
'go out' 
'husband' 
'banyan' 
'brick wall '  
'inside' 
'one' 
'two' ; 
'eight' 
' l iquid' 
' long' 
'kill' 
'almsbowl' 
'waning moon' 
'be free' 
'tank' 
'decree' ;  
'glory' 
'aU' 
'hungry' 
'do' 
'receive' 
'house' 
'three' 
'ten' 
'four' 
'feed' 
WB 
�m 
< ,,=en 
< .. unen 
tOO 
o;?m 
< roc: 
,,;=e 
ooo?e, 
<>;Ie, 
< en., 
+:; 
,,:; 
'1;0 
"rP 
< �en 
o < �oen 
co�� 
C'iI� 
en4 
�4. 
"1'4' 
< 0 <  90:l.)W: 
< 0 <  lIen�o 
,,?6 
.. 
0 <  � .. 
O?' 
< 0000 
"CO, 
"\I' 
trsl pron 
nhak' i]c? 
sak' 8au? 
yak' jau7 
nlruik' nai? 
tlwak' thwt:? 
lann. liN 
nan' JlaUN 
tamtumn. tflNdmN 
tvanQ' twiN 
tae' ti? 
nhae' ni? 
rhae' fi? 
rafin' Je 
rhafin' fe 
sat' 8a? 
sapit' 8abei? 
lasut' lazou? 
lvat' lu? 
kan' kaN 
minn meiN 
blrunQ• phOUN 
khap'simQ• kha?8eiN 
mvat'sip' mu?8ei? 
lup' lou? 
kham khaN 
im' ?eiN 
sum" 80UN 
ehay' ShE 
It'' Ie 
mve" mwe 
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Attention is drawn to the combinations of vowel 10- -e with final consonants, which do not 
appear in modem Burmese. These spellings appear to have been variants of other 
combinations, as in (26): 
(26) Variant forms with 10 -<:' , e -
DB 
<:' <:' 
IOtG> � tG> 
<:' <:' 
IO�m � �m 
<:' <:' 
IO,?C � �C 
<:' <:' 
IOro� � ro� 
<:' 
IOOOO? � IO�G> � �G> 
<:' <:' 
18G> � 3dG> 
trsl 
nhec' - nhac' 
mlek' - myak' 
Then' - Thyan' 
lenn' - lann' 
het' - rhec' - rhac' 
ec' - act 
gloss WB trsl pron 
'two' <:' nhac' lJi? tG> 
'eye' <:' myak' mj£? �m 
EMPHATIC <:' Ihyan'" iajiN �C: 
'also' <:' lannQ ' 1£ ro�: 
'eight' <:' rhac' Si? �G> 
'older brother' <:' 0 ac'kui ?ako 3dG>0( 
The combinations 100003 -at' and 1000, -on' were variants of 003 -vat' and 0' -van', 
respectively, as in (27): 
(27) Variation of 100003 -at' - oo3 -vat' and 1000, -on' � 0' -van' 
DB Irsl gloss WB trsl pron 
IOOW' � oaI' kyon' - kyvan' 'slave' oaI'<:, kyvan' tGUN 
IOopo3 � �o3 Ihot' - Thvat' 'release' �O? Ihvat' ill? 
<:' <:' " <:' ,  e '  
IOOY.>; � oa; son - svan 'pour out' oa; svan UN 
3dlOCXY.>o3 � 3dCX603 athot' - athvat' 'pinnacle' 3dCX603 athvat' ?athu? 
Lastly, in some rhymes, l -u and 10-0 -0 were interchangeable during the earlier part of the 
Pagan period, as in (28). 
(28) Variation of l u - 10-0 a 
DB 
<:' <:' 10 00 3d � () L3d 
C\> <:' C\> 
IO"POO � W' 
<:' <:' 
IOC\Y.l; � og; 
<:' 
3dlO'f>3d � 3d� 
trsl 
pIoa' - pIua' 
roh' � rva 
lon' - Ivan' 
amhoa' - amhu 
gloss 
'make' 
'village' 
'past' 
'deed' 
3 Sentence types and sentence syntax 
WB trsl pron 
lSi pm pjlJ 
W' rva jwa 
<:' Ivan' lLlN og; 
3d� amhu ?all}\J 
This section looks at the formation of sentences in Pagan period Burmese. Single 
sentences were either simple, consisting of a single clause, or complex, consisting of a 
subordinate clause and a main clause. Four sentence types can be identified: affirmative, 
negative, imperative and interrogative, each treated separately below. 
Topic-complement sentences 
Sentences with a topic and a complement may be referred to as equational sentences. In 
such sentences, both the topic and the complement consisted of a noun phrase, as in (29)-
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(3 1 ). Needless to say, the topic was not obligatorily present in Pagan period Burmese: it 
was often omitted. 
(29) topic complement topic complement , � , OOOJOOU')oy.) GooGt QY.)GOJI \l� Uoy.) �'1PQY.)GOJII 
lai-tachay'.lai thera.cci. te, 3S.pai-lai aryci.cci. te 
field.ten.TOP monk.eat.REAL 35 .  'peh' .TOP holy.eat.REAL 
'Ten peh of fields is to provide for the senior monk, and 35  for the other monks.' 
(lnscr. 1-383a) 
(30) topic !\ � O �  � � � 2J1 U')ooU')G<.>.:Y.>mG:xY.>O'6J' O)�oy.) 
iy'. liy:yok'.so.kyvan:sann:kci 
this.four .CLF .ATTR.slave.SUBJ .TOP 
complement � �(9O'6J'1I 
apha.kyvan'. 
father. slave 
'These four slaves are father's slaves.' (lnscr. II-204a) 
(3 1 )  topic complement !\ � � Q r::: � Q � � o  � 2J1<?WO'6J,<ijmooG:xY.>o.tml lPU')�oG)U')'G)G)U')O(GOJIl 
iy'.purhci.kyvan'.phyak'chi.so.siLka, nrciy'.avaciy'. nac'.ciy:sil. te. 
this.Buddha.slave.destroy .ATTR.person. TOP hell.Avici.sink.CAUS.REAL.EMPH 
'Whoever destroys the Pagoda slave will be drowned in the infernal realm of Avici. '  
(lnscr. 1-22) 
Sentences with a verbal predicate 
The sentences (32)-(40) consist of noun phrases in combination with a verbal predicate. 
(32) topic predicate (subject + verb) � � � � G(!I��OJoy') �O)mGooe3:��1I 
jeyyapvat'.kci asak'. Ie. kri".ea' 
Zeyyaput.ToP age.also.big.REAL 
'Zeyyaput is old.' (lnscr. 1-90) 
(33) subject predicate (object + verb) � 0 � � � � <: O)mGtG) �7Jy 2G)��c �U')GO'Y.>cOJm®1II 
sakaraj:S72.khu ucinci.man' rhuy: ton'. tak:e'� 
Sakkaraja.572.CLF Uzana.king gold.mountain.ascend.REAL 
'King Uzana ascended the throne in Sakkaraja year 572. '  (lnscr. 1-90) 
(34) subject predicate � G O �  O �  � E • � � O)mGtG) 0By �O(oo)Cilc�cmmO( qjO'Y.>o���1I 
sakaraj'. 609.khu atuiv'.sakhifl'.man'.kankasil pyaril. tciv' mil.ea' 
Sakkaraja.609.CLF our.lord.king.Kingathu die.HON.REAL 
'Lord King Kingathu passed away in Sakkaraja year 609. ' (lnscr. II- 143) 
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(35) subject object verb 
(36) 
1 0 <:' 0 <:' 0 <:' C lm? ;6J.�;orCSlc ,,?O�Go?lI 
nci.kci. niraban'.1ruUhyan' Zuiv'.sate 
LSUBJ nirvana.OBJ.EMPH want.REAL 
' I  desire nirvana. '  (lnscr. ill-232) 
topic 
g)�03c1C)i{�m? 
iy'. nci. lhu.sa. kci. 
this.Ldonate.REAL.TOP 
verb 
C)i{�Go?lI 
lhil.sa. te 
donate.REAL 
indirect object 
«W§p�t.&6J.o?¥K).?O lGO-n3d"J 
purhci.tryci..sanghci.ratanci.suTh.pci.so.ci. 
Buddha.Dhamma.Sangha.jewel.three.cLF.ATTR.to 
'My donation was for the three gems: Buddha, Dhamma and Sangha.' (lnscr. II - 143) 
In (36) the topic g)�03clC)i{�m? iy'. nci.. lhu.sa.kci. is a nominalised verb phrase 'that which 
I donated. ' 
(37) subject indirect object verb 
<:' <:' <:' � 0 <:' 0 <:' <:' <:' 
G>���c ��cmox).(oro oWOY.)0'iiGO-nroWIl 
cafifi'su.man' sakhan'.kankasu.1ruiv' piy'. tci.v' mu.so. lay' 
Sithu.king 10rd.Kinggathu.to give.HoN.ATTR.paddy 
' (The paddy which . . .  ) King Sithu granted to Lord Kingathu.' (lnscr. II- 143a) 
(38) 
<:' 
�m6J.G>�\,o� 
sakarac:531.khu 
Sakaraja.53 1 .cLF 
verb 
0 <:'  <:' <: �;0?0'ii®11I 
min: tav' mu.e'� 
decree.HON.REAL 
indirect object 
C' C' C" 0 <'"  0 <::' 
��c�c�;O?coro 
sakhan '. man 1chun 'tuin '.1ruiv' 
10rd.Mingondain.to 
subject 
�6@3 
man'.kri 
king.big 
g)�O?� 
i..suia' 
this.way 
'In the year of Sakaraja 53 1 ,  the King gave orders to Lord Mingondain thus.' 
(lnscr. II- 143a) 
(39) topic (indirect object) subject verb 
0 <:'  <:' 0 <:'  0 <:'  <:' 0 <:, .  <:' 
3dO?0<16l;or0m? 3d0?0<16l;<9 OWO?Ql3d1l 
atuiv1cyvan '.1ruiv'. kci. atuiv'. kyvan '. pha piy: tuTh.ea' 
me.tO.TOP my.father give.again.REAL 
'My father gave it to me in turn.' (lnscr. II - 1 7  4) 
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(40) direct object indirect object subject predicate 
OO�t��".6l" 'loofJo.?olGo:>?o?6 cl "fILQ)Go:>?lI 
lay'.nhanfC..kyvan' ratanci.surh.pci..so.kuiv' nci. Ihii. kha.so 
field.and.slave gems.three.CLF.AITR.to I donate.PAST.REAL 
'I dedicated the paddy fields and slaves to the Three Gems.' (Inscr. II- 1 64) 
Negative sentences 
Verbs were negated by prefixing the negative particle � ma, as in sentences (4 1 )-(53). 
The sentence-final negative verb particle 0(: bU." bU/phU of modem colloquial Burmese is 
found neither in Pagan period Burmese, nor in modem formal Burmese (WB). 
(4 1 )  cl 0 cl . (' (' 0 o:>?GOO �lJ)l 'iwQ)'Joo;Go:>?O(GOO �lJ)lI 
nci. sa. Ie ma.h� nci. muy'sci. tan'.so.su.. le ma.hi 
I son. also NEG.have I raise.ought.AITR.person.also NEG.have 
' I  have no son and no one else to raise. '  (Inscr. I-5 1) 
(42) (' �� (' (' �; �OJm �1jl�GG>1I 
phun' ma.kri asak' ma.rhafifi:ce 
glory NEG.big life NEG.long.cAus 
'May glory be not great, may life be not long.' (Inscr. 1-88) 
o (' (' (' � ('  (' 0  (' (' (43) ;WG£>pCOOG£>pc ��CGo:>?g G>G>W��II 
niy'.ron'. Ia.ron' ma. mran'.so.phIac'.ciy'. ea' 
sun.light.moon.light NEG.see.AITR.be.CAUS.REAL 
'May he be visible neither by sun light nor moonlight. '  (Inscr. 1- 1 04) 
( (' (' (' (' � (' (' (' 0  (' 44) Q)'J�ccqjm�c �Q)'J'lOOOOGo:>?e3G>;�c g G>G>WOJGOOII 
cci.ra.khIyan'.lyak: Ihyan' ma.cci. tat'.so.trican'. lhyan' phIac'.ciy'.sate 
eat.get.want.while.EMPH NEG.eat.able.ATTR.animal.EMPH be.CAUS.REAL 
'May he be an animal that is unable to eat even if he wants to eat.' (Inscr. IV-389) 
"I (' 0 (' 0 (' (' .  (45) ClOY.> �oxrw��Lo �lJ)W��GOOIl 
nci.. kci. achuy'amyluiv' ma. hiyfC.·svarh. te 
I.TOP relatives NEG.have.capable.REAL 
' I  am unable to have any family.' (Inscr. II- 1 12) 
(' 0 (' � 0 (' (46) Q)'JOJc,,?mOY.> �19OJwlI 
(47) 
cci.san:tuik'.kci. ma.pri.siy' 
writing.leam.building. TOP NEG .finish.yet 
'The building for teaching the Scriptures is not finished yet.' (Inscr. III-27 1 )  
(' (' (' 
ooGOY.>moo��c �Q)'J�II 
ta.yok'. tafifi'. Zhyan' ma.cci..phu. 
one.cLF.only.EMPH NEG.eat.EXP 
'(1) have not eaten alone.' (Ins cr. II- 193) 
(48) 
(49) 
o <' 0 <' 
2�UJO:>UJO:> 
ucccL hiy'. hiy' 
property .have.sUBJUNCREDUP 
cl 
<' 0 <'  
��CD,,?OJl 
nci ma.phlac'. luiv' 
NEG. be. want I 
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o <' 0 <'  
�<J 0:> "? ° G o.:Y.> 
mao piy'. luiv'.so 
NEG.give.want.ATTR 
<' 0 <'  <' 0 
o;O(°tCD,,?Gro 
van'tuiv'. nhac'. lui. le 
uncharitable.enj oy.also 
' I  do not want to be a man who does not donate and who is stingy, even though 
he may own much property. '  (Inser. ill -249) 
0 <'  
��; 
amin' 
order 
o 
�UJ3<Y.)JI 
ma.hi.ci 
NEG.have.EMPH 
'There is no time to waste issuing an order. '  (Inser. 1-79b) 
(50) �o:n �U(� 1ic.0� GOOJI 
miyci mao hut' khluy'ma te 
wife NEG.true daughter-in-law REAL 
' She is not the wife, but the daughter-in-law. ' (Aung Thaw 1 972-1983, vol. i, p.24) 
0 <'  c:. 0 <'  0 <'  0 <' ( 5 1 )  �'t'c�@tCGo.:Y.> �O(c�o.:>Go.:Y.> G<g:'CJI 
(52) 
ma. puin 'khrcL nuin '.so atuin '. ma.si.so klan' 
NEG.divide.can.ATTR measure.NEG.knoW.ATTR monastery 
'The monastery beyond measure which could not be divided' (Inser. ill-243) 
q OO,¥,o?<J 1 Go.:Y.>i c.0('Y)? 
ratanci.sum. pcLso. mliy'. kci 
gems.three.cLF.ATTR.earth.ToP 
<' 0  <' 
�OCCDO:>JI 
ma. van'.ciy'. 
NEG.enter.CAUS 
'1 0  <' 0 <' 
CJ,&O:>O?O 
nci.mluiy'.suiv' 
my.earth.to 
oo§�oooot�� 
cham. khrafifi '. ta. tan '. lhyan 
hair .strand. l .CLF .EMPH 
'Never let the religious land be confused with my own land, even if it be only 
by the size of a strand of hair.' (Inser. ill -296) 
(53) g)1c.0�o.:>06Jt('Y)? r:::::� <' '1 0 <'  0 <'  <lWe3JJo.:>C�IO(OO{OGc\) 
phurhcL tryci.san'khci. tuiv'. kuiv'. le 
Buddha.Law.Sangha.pL.to.also 
�<1il.1 
ma. lhil, 
NEG.donate, 
iy'. mhyasa. kyvan '. kci 
this.much.slave. TOP 
C' c:- 0 <:'  0 <:"  0 <:.'  0 (" 
roco.:Y.>�OX?O:>��L 0O(0O{0Gro �<J O:>Go.:Y.> 
lan '. sci. achuy'amlyuiv'. tuiv'. kuiv'.le mao piy'.so 
husband.son.relatives.pL.to.also NEG.give.REAL 
' I  donate these slaves to none of Buddha, Law or Sangha; nor do I give them 
o my husband, son or relatives. '  (Inser. II-20 I a) 
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Orders and exhortations 
Imperative and exhortative sentences in Pagan period Burmese contained either a verb 
phrase without any sentence-final particle (such as OJGO:> sate or �� ea), or a verb phrase 
with one of the causative or imperative verb markers shown in (54). 
(54) OB imperative markers 
DB trsl gloss WB trsl pron e.g. 
(omission of sentence-final verb particle) 
Gro/c8<1> le-liy' IMP Gro le 
GOO?�-ro6 loa'-lav' IMP GOO? lo' 
<.' 
roc o <.' 
1D0) 
Questions 
lan' 
ciy' 
IMP 
CAUS GID ce 
Ie 
19 
se 
(260) 
(26 1 )  
(266)(267)(268) 
e.g. (270)(274)(275)(284)(285)(286) 
Yes-no questions in Pagan period Burmese used the sentence-final interrogative particle 
GOO? lo, while Gt nhe was used in WH-questions, with one of the WH-question words set 
out in (55) and found in the examples following it. 
(55) WH-question words 
DB trsl gloss WB trsl 
<.' aphay' 'what/which?' <.' abhay' 3d (9 0) 3d 0') 0) 0 <.'  asuiv' 'how?' 0 <.'  asui' 3d�O 3d�O 
3d 0:> ati 'what/where?' 3d 0:> ati 
<.' 6 <.' 3d(9o)G cr.nc aphay1cron' 'why?' <.' 6 <.' 3dO')o)G cr.ns; abhay1cron" 
• GOO? lo (Stc�) � Q?: yes-no question particle [=WB OO?: la" la] 
( 6) 0 <.' <.' 0 <.'  <.' 5 �;3d�mGo:r.> �CGoo?1I 
min"". luik'.so man: lo 
decree.just.ATIR king.order.Q-? 
'Was it the King who issued the order?' (Inser. I-78b) 
(57) t�t�o.?t�Bcr.n �§P�OJGoo?lI 
nhac'.nhac'.sum.nhac1crui.kci ma. krci.p hiL. sa. lo. 
two.year.three.year.before.ToP NEG.hear.EXP.REAL.Q-? 
pron 
'{abc 
'{aoQ 
'{at! 
'{abc�UN 
'Have (you) not heard this already in the past two or three years?' (Inser. II- 168) 
<:." <:'� C' 0 ("  <:." <:." 0 <:." c: (58) 1D���C�OJ�cr.n �oGCY.Y.>mOJ�cr.n �GOO?O? G�O:>0'it18l111 
cafifi'siL.man'.kri.safifi:kci muiv'. tok'.safifi1ai mUo.hu me. tav' miL.e'� 
Sithu.king.big.NOM.TOP sky.shine.NoM.TOP fire.Q-? QUOT ask.HON.REAL 
'King Sithu asked: Is that luminous matter a fire?' (Forchhammer 1 892: 145) 
e.g. 
(59) 
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0 ('  (' 0 (' 0 (' 
ClCX?oco; GC\Y.) � �co; GC\Y.) �0)�0y'>1 
puthuiv'. than: lo budd hi. than '. 10 miy'. rakci 
stupa.toddy palm.Q-? Buddha.toddy palm.Q-? ask. since 
'Since he asked whether the toddy palm belonged to the stupa or to Buddha .. . '  
(Aung Thaw 1 972-1983, vol. i, p.24) 
• Gt nhe (Sto-) � Q-WH: WH-question particle [=WB ;�: nannQ'ni] 
(60) 3<lo?6 cl eO��Gt" 
asuiv' nci kham. vam: am. nhe. 
how I endure.dare.IRR.Q-WH 
'How shall I endure (it)?' (Inser. 1-79a) 
0 ('  (6 1 )  3<I�O (' r:: (' O:>OJ13CGt" 
sat'. khran '. nhe. 
(62) 
asuiv' 
how kill.NOM.Q-WH 
'By what manner of execution?' (Inser. 11-68) 
('0 (' (' 0 (' (' • 
. �tC()o)Go.:>? � Q)61'i0Y.> 3<I�03<l�3<lGt" 
ma.nhan'.piy'.so phlac'.kha.mukci asuiv"".mu..am.nhe. 
NEG.prior.give.ATTR be.REAL.if how.act.IRR.Q-WH 
' If (he) fails to return it, what shall (we) do?' (Inser. 1-79b) 
6 ) (' 0  (' (' r;:::: (' ( 3  3<I(90)�;3<I e3C 0:> G til 
aphay'. min on' on '.sa. nhe. 
what.decree succeed.REAL.Q-WH 
' With what decree did you succeed (in the case)?' (Inser. 1-78b) 
C' co C' C' (64) oap;J0O:>OY.> 3<I(90)��Go.:>? oap;Gt" 
kyvcin '.20. sa. kci ap hay'. mann '.so kyvcin '. nhe. 
slave.20.ATTR.TOP what.name.ATTR slave.Q-WH 
'What are the names of these twenty slaves?' (Inser. I-38b) 
0 <:'  0 <:'  C' (65) yOQ)Go.:>?�O(oOY.> 3<1(90)0( 
khuiv'. ca.so.sii. tuiv'. kci aphay'. hii 
steal.eat.ATTR. person.PL. TOP what. say 
'How will those who steal to eat survive?' 
0 ('  (' " (66) CX?ooap;OY.> 3<1 OJ G til 
thuiv'.kyvcin'.kci atLnhe. 
that.slave.TOP where.Q-WH 
'Where are the slaves?' (Inser. I-5 1 )  
o (67) 3<l0J'j 
ati.mha 
C\Y.) 0:> G til 
lci..sa. nhe. 
where.from come.REAL.Q-WH 
• 0 (' 
6lro�Gt" 
kham.lim: nhe. 
endure.oPT.Q-WH 
(Inser. 11- 1 68) 
'Where did (he) come from?' (Inser. 1-95a) 
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<: "I " 0 <: <: (68) 3d�()�()IU(OJm'J 3dooO(03dGt" 
arap'.3.pci..hil.sa.kci. atituivta'.nhe. 
region.3.cLF.say.AITR.TOP where.pL.Q-WH 
' Where are the so-called Three Regions?' (Inser. I I- 1 43 a) 
(69) 3do.?6'l'J<rl 3dC)1�� �oo��Gt" 
asuiv'.mil.ruy' akhci..rhafifi: phlac: tat'. am. nhe. 
how.act.SUBORD time.long. be.can.IRR.Q-WH 
'In what way can it last for a long time?' (Inser. IV,392) 
Exclamations 
Exclamations were expressed in Pagan period Burmese with a sentence-final particle 
00m'J takci., as in sentences (70}-(73). 
(70) §gj�� <rl3d�8m'J � ��00m'Jl>( 
o. i. mliy'.arap '. kci. mlat'.sva. taka. hu 
oh! .  this.land.region. TOP noble.very .EXCL.QUOT 
' [The king] uttered: "How glorious this land is! '" 
0 <:  <: <: 
OX{0OO ° 'l'J OJ II 
chuiv: tav' mil.ruy: 
say.HON.SUBORD 
(Inser. 1-79b) 
(7 1 )  §gj�<rl��§3m'J ��§�.g �@3'J<rl ox?6Go.Y.> �l>(�00m'J1l 
o.iy'.man'.kri.kci. mimi.prafifici..phlan' chuiv'.so ma.hut'. taka. 
ohLthis.king.big.TOP REFL.knowledge.with say.AITR NEG.true.EXCL 
'Alas, the king's  speech was not made from his own knowledge! '  (Inser. II-68) 
"I !i <: 0 <:  <: 0 <: (72) c lm gjIOJO?03d ��OJ�O(m'Jl>( 
nci..ka iy'.suivta' ma.riy'.phil. tukci..hu 
0 <:  <: <: 
�;3dQl3d1l 
minta'.en'. 
I .TOP this.way NEG.write.EXP.ExCL.QUOT 
'(He) said: "I have never written in such a way! '" 
<: 0 <: (73) 3da?; �a:ooooom'J1l 
anvan' ma.chit'. taka. 
sprout NEG.pick.EXCL. 
'Do not pick sprouts! '  (Inser. ill-27 1 )  
Conditional assumptions 
decree.REAL 
(Inser. I-78b) 
Conditional assumptions contain a subordinate clause followed by a main clause which is 
an assumed or desired consequence of the subordinate clause. The assumption is expressed 
using either of the particles � am or 'iim'J milkci. attached to the verb of the subordinate 
clause. 
(74) r::::: <: <: 3dGc�ooo 
akran'.sil. tav' 
that. person.HON 
<: • <: 0 <: 
o.Y.>�<..n; <?arnGUY.>mUY.>�OJ� 
sci.. rahan '. pumry.ci..yok'yci.. miy'ma 
being.monk.Brahmin.man.woman 
" <: • 
c)()C�3d1 
khipan '.ra. am, 
exalt.can.IRR 
(75) 
o <:' 0 <:'  CX?O-? oooOY)O(0GOO 
thui.su. tav'.scituiv'. le 
that. person.HoN. person. also 
o <:' <:' 
EOJ,CI)WO?, 0:> GOO II 
ra.ciy: kun'.sate. 
get.cAus.all.REAL 
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'1 <:' <:' C ltCroOO{ 
na. nhan'. thap'til 
Lwith.equally 
0 <:'  0 <:'  
3d'R3d<J?loO?o 
alhii.. akluiv'. kuiv' 
donation. benefit. OBI 
' If any people, whether it a monk, Brahmin, man or woman, tend it, may 
they all receive merit in equal measure to the merit of my donation.' 
(Inser. II- 1 26b) 
g)�05� 
0 <:'  <:' 
c�,�m 
<:' "  
<tim CI) 'i (YY.) 
iy'.sii. 
this.person 
na. min'. lhyak' 
Ldecree.despite 
phyak'chi. mukci 
destroy.if 
C' (' C' co 0 C' 
Cl(3d.g Cl)O(GOY)m �CI)<.9' �.g Cl)EOJ,CI)WGoy)GOOII 
lii..aphlac'.hii..so.ka rhac'.phan' ma.phlac:ra.ciy'.so. te. 
person.existence.say .ATTR. TOP eight.times NEG.BE.can.CAUS.REAL.EMPH 
' If this man destroys (this) despite my warning, may he not be (reincarnated as) 
a human being eight times.' (Inser. I I- 1 34b) 
� <:' 0  <:' <:' 0 <:' (76) g)lw,wGo.nGW?mW?�w� <:' " <tImooGoy) 03§�� 
0 <:' <:' 
3dEOJ,W3dEOJ,� 
ariy'aram' 
protection 
(77) 
iy'.niy'.so.yok'yci.miy<ma 
here.live.ATIR.man. woman 
0 <:'  
�U?CI)�'ii(yy')1 
ma.yu. cim '. mii.kci 
NEG.take.cAUs/IRR.try.if 
r:: (' C' 0 C' C' 
15wO:>CCI)�O?,Goy)GOOII 
phyak'chi.so 
destroY·ATTR 
C 1 o:>g�oo (yy.) 
na.sakin'. takci 
my.lord.all 
nray.san'.cim'.kun'.so. te. 
hell.befall.CAUS/IRR.all.ATIR.REAL 
si.mran'.r* 
know.see.SUBORD 
g)�05�Goy)(yy') 
iy'. mhya.so. kci 
this.extent.ATTR. TOP 
' If on the other hand those men and women who live here, observing acts of 
destruction, should not take action [or: should not cause action to be taken], 
may they all, my numerous lords, be cast into hell. '  (Inser. I-28a) 
3d OX?053d ° 10-?E3�ooo 1 
achuy'avci. suo kri. suo tapci 
relatives. person. big. person. other 
<:' " 
<tim 00 G ooo('i(yy.) 
phyak'chi. teo hii.. mukci 
destroy .EMPH.say.if 
o <:' 
3<nO Cl)W(yy.) 
civaciy'. kci 
Avici.TOP 
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(" (" 0 (" ("  h::: (" 3dCOOO3doocO(03dOY.>3de3oo 
athak'.ayan'.tuivtll'.kci.aok' 
above.he.PL.TOP. beneath 
(" 0  (" 
"1l00G>OOO?GOOIl 
kyak'.ciy'.sute. 
boil.CAUS.REAL 
' If relatives, leaders or strangers destroy (this), may Avici be above and 
they below, and may they boil there. '  (Inser. 1-28b) 
(78) G.y.>�3del 
non'.akhci. 
later. time 
(" (" (" (" 
cOY)c� ooooG>ro�GOY.>CI 
na. sci. na. mlay'. tac'. lafifi: kon � 
my.son.my.granchild.one.also.good 
'1 (" 0 ("  (" (" (" C loxrW� L oooG>ro�GOY.>c 
nci.chuy'rnluiv'. tac'. lafifi'.kon' 
my.relative.one.also.good 
(" " <: (" (" � (" (" 0  (" <t]OOOOarll3dU('tOY.> 3d<l'�e3 3do.)oo��G>OOo.)GOOIl 
phyak'chi.e*.hii..mukci. aphun:ma.kri asak'.ma.rhafifi'.ciy'.sate. 
destroy.REAL.QuOT.if glory.NEG.big life.NEG.long.cAus.REAL 
' In  future, if my son, my grandson or a relative destroy (this), may he never be 
glorious, nor endowed with long life.' (Inser. 1-44a) 
(" 0  � (" '1 (" 0 ("  • (79) O1JC30Y)lP'tOOGOO OI'lOY.> 3d� GOO'JCtC3d1l 
syan'.disaprci.muk'. te pci.mukci. amu chon'. nuin:am. 
Shin _ Dithapramok.EMPH include.if matter perform.can.IRR 
' If Shin Dithapramok goes along, he will be able to carry out the matter. '  
(Inser. III-27 1 )  
Complex sentences 
Subordinate clauses Pagan period Burmese sentences made use of one the subordinating 
conjunctions suffixed to the verb ofthe subordinate clause, as in the examples in (80}-(95). 
• �� roy' (V-) � SUBORD: subordinate clause marker; V and / V and therefore [=WB 
� r'� jw�] 
(80) cl�O?� 't�6j!� @3�b�1I 
nci..mithuy' muy'.roy' kri.ea'. 
I .  aunt raise.SUBORD grow up.REAL 
' I  grew up raised by my aunt.' (Ins er. I I  - 1 8 1  ) 
(8 1 )  O?�� 3d'6j!� 03����Gooll 
suy'.khai an'. roy' siy'.cimta'. te. 
blood.clot vomit.SUBORD die.CAUS/IRR.REAL 
'May he vomit clots of blood and die.' (Inser. 11- 144) 
(82) C'1�o(" "0(" t;'\,,!; ("� !i (" <: : 1 1  "' �........ �Ce3 g)13d� tCarllll 
nci..kuiv' khav'.roy' man'. kri i.amhu nhan'.e':'. 
I.OBJ call.SUBORD king.big this.affair entrust.REAL 
'The King summoned me and entrusted me with this affair.' (Inser. III-271 )  
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) 
0 (' 0  (' (' '1 ('  (' r.:::: (' (' (83 �o�u.n OJ'JtG>Gu.nm �Gu ,c9Gu.nm C?�C)it'i)oo� 
kuiv'.miya sa.nhac'.yok' apon:4.yok' puhra. lhu.ruylll' 
REFL.wife son.two.CLF tota1.4.cLF Buddha.donate.SUBORD 
(' 0 (' � (' 
Gcg:>mro 'lOOQfl �II 
klok'.ca riy'.ea'. 
stone.writing write.REAL 
' (I) made this inscription after four of us, including my wife and two sons, 
made an offering to the Buddha' (Inser. I-6) 
8 )  
(' ('� (' (' (' (' (' (' c:: ( 4  ��c�ce3Gro G'lG>cooo 06t�OO �tGOOOO¥,�OOOO�QflIIi 
asyan'.man'.krUe re.can: tav' svan'.rhuy' anumotancikhav'. tav' mu.e*. 
noble.king.big.also water.clean.HON pour.SUBORD rejoicing.call.HoN.REAL 
'His majesty the King poured the holy water and celebrated his religious deed. ' 
(Inser. I-24) 
• :ilGOJ'Jsn am.so.nM (V�) - PURP: in order that it will V [=WB 3?GOJ'Jsn 
am'.so.nha 7i!N05�a] 
(85) 'lG?pGOJ'J 
ra.khaisvciso 
get.difficult.very.ATIR 
'1.00 ¥'o.? ul 
ratana.surh. pa 
jewels.three.cLF 
coo:il G OJ'Jy 1 
tha.amsonha 
place.PURPOSE 
(' (' 0 (' 0 ('  (' (' c:: (' OOC?pGOJ'J 2°O�OOGOJ'J ootO?COtCY.ijCGro £ lQflI 00 II 
tan'. svci so ut'.atiso tan'tuin:van1<yan'. le plu.e'''"y' 
splendid.very.ATTR brick.full.ATTR wall. surrounding. also make.REAL 
' (1) constructed a splendid brick wall for the purpose of preserving the Three Gems, 
which had been obtained with difficulty.'  (Ins cr. I-69) 
• �6GOJ'Jsn luiv'.so.nha (V�) - PURP: in order that it might V [=WB �GOJ'Jsn 
lui so. nha lo05�a] 
(' 0 (' r,:: (' (' (' 0 (' 1 (' 
(86) O)cO)�OX?olPoo't Oi?mG�0m�OGOJ'Jy OjNW £lQl��1 
san 'sarcichuiv'nray: mha thvak'. mlok'. luiv'sonha kil. purha plu. ea • 
Samsara.suffering.from leave.release.pURP cave.Buddha make.REAL 
' (I) constructed a cave-temple so that I will be freed from the cycle of rebirth and 
suffering.' (Inser. II- 1 38) 
0 (' (' • Ill' ' h - (V )  • G>��GOJ'Jsn cun .so.n a � - PURP: 
��GOJ'Jsn cim �.so. nha S�iNo5�a] 
(87) 'l00¥'o.?ulGOJ'Jdl6 
ratana.sum. pa.so. kuiv' 
jewels.three.CLF.A TIR. to 
u�29ul 
paccafifi'.4.pa 
property.4.cLF 
in order that it may cause to V [=WB 
0 ('  0 ('  (' '1 ��0'lG>��GOJ'Jy I 
aluiv'. ra. cim Ill'sonha 
necessity. get.PURPOSE 
C)lGOJ'J 
lhu.so 
donate.ATTR 
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oaJ,<;1 0003 oGG 
kyvan '.4, lay'. 166. 
slave A, field. 1 66 
'Four slaves and 1 66 paddy fields which (I) dedicated to the Three Gems for the 
purpose of usage of the Four Necessities.' (Inser. 1lI-3 1 6) 
(88) 
("0 (" '1 0 <: (" (" (" 0  (" '1 ' <:  G<gJCtmEiJ.���()lo.:>O(®1 ()Q)GQ)� Q)Q)�Goy'>yl oo')jt®1II 
(89) 
klon'. nhuik'.rattanci..3.pci..sa.tuLe'� pac'cefi.phlac'.cim'.sonhci. laUhu.e*. 
monastery.in.jewels.3 .CLF .ATIR.PL.GEN property .be.PURP field.donate.REAL. 
' [I] dedicated fields so that they would become the property of the Three Gems in 
the monastery.'  (Inser. 1-24) 
(" (" 0 
o.:>c�O)oo� 
san'put'.cha.mi 
food _ offering.oil.lamp 
� (" 0 ("  '1 �19O)Q)�GOY.>y I 
mao pratt. cim 'sonhci. 
NEG.run short.PURP 
0 ("  C" C" Q Q 0 (" ..... C" ..... 
3f��;o.:>co.:>� GQ)O)oro ')jtGOY.>OOC1n Q)OOCOO�OIl 
uim'mvan'san'.sami cedi.kuiv' lhu.so. laLkci. calan'. laL50. 
Ohn Mun Thin.daughter stupa.to donate.ATTR.field.TOP Salin.field.50 
'The land which Ohn Mun Thin's daughter donated to the stupa, so that it would 
not run out of food and lamps, is 50 pai in Salin.' (Inser. 1- 12) 
. 
• GOY.>G�� so.kron' (V�) ---+ because V [=WB GOY.>G�� so.kron� e5tG�UN] 
(90) 0 ("  ("� (" 0 ("  ;()�;192oro 
nip'bban'.pranfi'.kuiv' 
Nirvana. country .OBJ 
o (" (" r::::: (" ,,?ogJCGOY.>GepCI 
Zuiv'. khlan '.sokron � 
desire. want. because 
(" 
3d')���2GOY.> 
(" <: (" 
m;®loo 
• (" 0 
�?tm 2�LGOY.> 
ci.manci..mann'.so 
Amana.name.ATIR 
kan'.e'�Y' 
pond.GEN 
(" 0 ("  (" <: (" o);O(CGOO2?£ L®'�II 
tan'tuin'. lenn'.pZu.e*a' 
wall.also.make.REAL 
avhamnhuk' uttLpZu.so 
whole.in brick.make.ATIR 
'(I) constructed the brick walls around a pond named Amana because (I) 
want to attain the state of Nirvana.'  (Inser. 1- 1 2) 
(" r.::! (" 0 ("  0 ("  (" r::::: (" (" (" (9 1 )  o.:>��L�2GOY.> ���g Q)oro ,,?OGOY.>O:>GepC�C8�1 
sabbanu. mann '.so puhrci.. aphlac'. kuiv' Zuiv'.soh 1cron"". ea� 
omniscience.name.ATIR Buddha.existence.OBJ want.because.REAL 
o.:>mEiJ.���Gy 
sakarac'. 556. khu 
Sakkaraja.556.CLF 
C" co C" C' C" O);GOO?c'i;OOoo, J'Plm 
tan 'chon 'mun '. la.chan '.2. rci.yk' 
Tazaungmon.month.wax.2.cLF 
r::::: 0 (" (" GOY.>ep;OO�3d') 
sokrci..niy"".ci. 
Friday.day.on 
�cxy')U.y.>lOo.Y.>§all 
kll. tho.pano..so. hrav'. 
cave.enshrine relic. when 
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'when [1] enshrined a relic of the Buddha in the cave-shrine on Friday, the 
2nd waxing day of Tazaungmon in Sakkaraja year 556, since I wanted to 
become an onmiscient Buddha. ' (lnser. I- l Oa) 
• 'l0'Y.) rako. (V�) ---+ sincelbecause V [=WB 'l0'Y.): rako." j�ga] 
(92) 
(93) 
O C'  C' O C'  C' C' C' O C'  O C'Q C' O C'  �O? 0,) U <>X? 015 00 10 o.Y.> 0( ° �"? OJ?, C '1. O'Y.) ���oy'>o,)6)CrC3d 
purhci. maho.. sakhan '. nhana' 
Buddha.great.lord.and 
mvat'sip'.chuiv'nray'.so. kuiv' 
hungry. unhappy .ATTR.OBJ 
ma. Zuiv'khlan: rakci 
NEG.want.since 
s C' C' g)loolO<JPc 
iy'.klon' 
this.monastery 
o C' E , 00 lOo.Y.> 0,) tD') 3d') 
niy'. so. sangho.. 0. 
live.A TTR.monkhood.to 
C)i!, lOo.Y.>O'Y.) 
lhiL.so.kci 
donate.ATTR.TOP 
C' "I C' CDC\)OO3dU 100 JOOOIl 
calay'.apo.y'.2000 
Salay.pay.2000 
'(1) dedicated 2000 pay of Salay land to the Lord Buddha and to the monks who live 
in this monastery, in order to avoid the agony of hunger.' (lnser. I- lOa) 
Q O C'  
�vnQQ�6p@'7�o(o 
maho.dhi. dhamma. ro.ja.guru. kuiv' 
Mahadhi.Dhamma.Raja.Guru.to 
C' 
�6E3.y.>10316'W 
man '. kri. no.don'myo. 
king. big.N adaungmya 
o C' 
ClOo.Y.> 
nai.so 
young. since 
CD':) 0,) C '1. O'Y.) I 
C' C' � 
�cJg CDt9 �vnCOIO<JPC��3d') 
cci. san'. rako. 
writing.leam.since 
man:phlac'.pri maho.thi. kron '. purho.. 0. 
Mahadhi.monastery.Buddha.to king. become.SUBORD 
C'� C' �Ce3.y.>IOcxy')C'W 
man. kri. nci. thon '. myo. 
king. big.Nadaungmya 
C' , C)i!, 10 o.Y.> � CD o.Y.> C\) 00 ° II 
lhil.so. mac 'sci. lai. 1 00 
donate.ATTR.Myit-tha.field. l OO 
'Since King Nadaunmya had learned as a pupil with Mahadhi Dhammaraja 
Guru when he was young, he, after his ascending to the throne, dedicated 
100 paddy fields at Myittha to the Buddha in Mahadhi monastery.' (lnser. I-63a) 
(94) � 
kll 
19'10'Y.) 
pri.rako. 
finish. since 
C' 0 C' "Ie::: C' 
<l�IOC\)0CO(O C lePQ!l3d1l 
phurho..lon '. kuiv' no.. kro.. ea'. 
Buddha.future. to Lreport.REAL 
(95) 
cave 
'When (the construction of) the cave-temple was finished, I reported it to the 
Buddha-to-be (the king). '  (lnser. II- 1 8 l )  
O C'  1 O C'  O C'  cl o C' C' 3d<l0 c ,,?OCD ll1'l0'Y.) 3d<l0 UOOQ!l3d1l 
aphuiv' nci. Zuiv'.ca hil.rakci aphuiv' nO. piy:ea'. 
value Lwant.EXCL say.because value I give.REAL 
'Since [he] said "I want money!" I paid it.' (lnser. I-79a) 
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• "1J� lyak' (V�) � while V-ing [=WB "1J� lyak' taj£7] 
(96) (' (' 1 (' (' (' (' (' (' ro�c"1Jm �rol C iool GOY.)m�c"1Jm �GOY.)ml coon 
cci.. khyan'. lyak'. ma.cd., ncit� sok'.khyan'. lyak' ma.sok� nat'. 
eat.want.while NEG. eat, starve, drink.want.while NEG. drink, thirst. 
'Though they want to eat, they starve; though they want to drink, they thirst.' 
(lnser. II-202) 
(' (' (' (' .  (' 0 (' r,:: (' (' 0 0 ('  
(97) � ooGOY.)<J?��tC g ��"1Jm �o15(),)�'foo�:::m,?on 
mlat:so.klafifi'cu.nhan' plafifi'curh.lyak' chuiv'ilray'.amhat'.ma.si luiv: 
noble.ATIR.benefit.with full.while suffering.significance.NEG.know.want 
'Being full of holy benefit, they are not aware of suffering.' (lnser. ill-235) 
Nominalised clauses 
Embedded clauses within complex sentences are frequently nominalised, as in (98)-( 1 00). 
In these sentences, the nominalised clause functions either as the topic (98)-(99) or as the 
grammatical object ( 1 00) of the sentence. 
(' 1 (' (' (' (98) G<Jl->c"?ILGoy')OY.> �G() IC GOWtOY.> �GOY.lm 
klon'. lhu.so.kci apon' kyon' 5.yok' 
monastery.donate.ATTR.TOP total slave.NOM 5 .CLF 
'His donation to the monastery amounted to five slaves.' (lnser. 1-6) 
[topic: 'that which he donated'] 
(9 0 (' (' 0 (' (' ( )  S (' (' 9) ()tiloo�ooGoy')OY.> :::O�C�lJ':nGCX)til - g)1(),)6)GOY.lm O(W 
parit:rvat:so.kci sakhin'.mahcither' ( . . .  J iy'.8.yok' huttci 
prayer.recite.ATTR.TOP 10rd.MahaThera ( . . .  ) this.8.CLF true.EXCL 
'It is true that those who recited the paritta were eight persons including Maha 
Thera.' (lnser. 1-1 0) 
[topic: 'those who recited the paritta' ]  
( 00) (' 0 (' 0 (' r,:: (' 0 (' 0 (' (' 1 �oo:::o()�o15()')Goy')O(o �,,?o� ctilOY.> 
mvat'sip '. chuiv 'ftray'. so. kuiv' chan 'khran '. rakci 
starve. suffer.ATTR. OBJ NEG.desire.since 
'Since I do not desire starving and suffering .. . '  
[object: '(my) starving and suffering . .  . ' ]  
Relative clauses 
Relative clauses preceded the noun, ending with the attributive clause marker Goy') so, still 
found in modem formal Burmese. The relative clauses are underlined in sentences ( 1 0 1 )­
( 108). In sentences ( 105)-( 108), the intensifier ?r> evci is added to the verb in the 
attributive relative clause. 
( 1 0 1 )  
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o (' 0 ('  (' (' (' 
OY.>� 0) GOOO::G('fY)aY.)GOY.> CO�ClDCII ... 
sa: mliy'. teiv"". kci ca. so thaman 'han' 
son.grandson.pL.ToP.eat.ATIR rice.curry 
'Rice and curry which sons and grandsons [will] eat. '  (Inser. 1-5) 
( 1 02) cl.\UGOY.> Ojl cl.\UGOY.> C?9.U'X> 
( 103) 
na'.plu.so kil na'.plu.so puraha 
I.make.ATIR cave I .make.ATTR Buddha 
'The cave-temple and Buddha that 1 constructed.' (Inser. 1-2 1 )  
1 (' (' (' 2Ge ICOOCGOY.>OO't�1 
ukhon'.chan'.so. tan'chci., 
head.adorn.ATTR.ornaments 
o (' (' (' 
orO) OOCGOY.>OO't�1 
kuiv'.chan'.so. tan'chaJ 
body.adorn.ATIR.ornaments 
� (' (' (' eO) OOCGOY.>oo't � 
khriy'. chan'. so. tan'cha 
leg.adorn.ATTR.ornaments 
(' (' (' 
C\)iROOCGOY.>oo't�1 
lafifi'.chan'.so. tan'chci., 
neck.adorn.A TTR.ornaments 
1 (' (' el OOCGOY.>OO't�1 
khci chan'.so. tan'chci., 
waist.adorn.ATTR.ornaments 
'Ornaments to adorn the head, neck, body, waist and leg.' (Inser. ill-274) 
(' 0 ('r;:: (' 0 (' (' or;:: (' 0 (' or;:: (' ( 1 04) � G>O)�o15o)l 3fo�cO)�15o)l 0)0)0)�150) 
phlac: sa. chuiv'nray' uiv'man'.sa. chuinray' siy'.sa.chuiv'nray' 
exist.ATTR.suffering aged.ATTR.suffering die.ATTR.suffering 
'Suffering in birth, suffering in growing old, suffering in death. '  (Inser. 11-2 16) 
( 1 05) �ei?GOY.> 9.oofJo.?ul 
( 1 06) 
( 1 07) 
( 1 08) 
ra.khai.cva.so ratana.sum.pa 
obtain. difficult. very.A TTR j ewel.three. eLF 
'The Three Gems which are very difficult to obtain.' (Ins cr. 1-69) 
(' (' 00 coo 0) i?GOY.>Ojl 
tan'tay'.cva.so. kil 
splendid.very.ATTR.cave 
'A cave temple which is most splendid.' (Inser. 11- 1 94) 
(' 
OY.>u:r.:>i?GOY.>GCl,Pc 
saya.cvciso.klon' 
pleasant.very.ATTR.monastery 
'A very pleasant monastery. '  (Inser. 11- 1 94) 
(' (' (' 
ooCOOO)i?G0Y.>2°O 
tan'tay'.cvciso.ut' 
splendid.very.ATTR.brick 
'Very splendid brick' (Inser. ill-247) 
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Such clauses could also appear as the final main predicate of a sentence, as in ( 1 09) and 
( 1 1 0), containing stative verbs in which the attributive clause marker lOon so was 
equivalent to the sentence-final verb marker QJ� ea'. 
( 1 09) �¥>�lOonl 
ana. mya.so, 
disease.manY·ATTR 
IOlOonn 
niivai.so 
leprous.mangy.ATTR 
OO�I5031000?¥>�lOonl 
chan 'way: vetana. kri. so, 
poor .pain.big.ATTR 
(' 
0(; 06 10 on 
lrun'. kva.so 
back.hunched.ATTR 
' [He will be] riddled with disease, poor and greatly suffering, hunchbacked 
and mangy with leprosy. '  (Inser. 1 - 12) 
( 1 1 0) (' 
(' (' 
�:::Dm��QJ�n 
asak:rhafifi'.ea' 
life.long.REAL 
'Life is long.' (Inser. 1-38a) 
4 Word classes and phrase syntax 
This section looks at the characteristics of nouns, verbs, adjectives and the function of 
various noun and verb particles. 
Nouns 
The great majority of nouns and verbs in Pagan period Burmese were monosyllabic, as in 
( 1 1 1 ): 
( 1 1 1 ) Monosyllabic nouns and verbs 
OB trsl gloss WB trsl pron 
(' khyac' love (' khyac' tGhi? �G> �G> (' chan' elephant (' chan' shiN cx:nc OOC 
GO thi finial on stupa GO thi" thf 00 00: 
0( tii dig 0(: tii til 
(' tak' ascend (' tak' t£7 O?m O?m (' than' toddy palm (' than' thaN oot �;: �r� nhec' year rG> nhac' Q-i? 
��(' niy' live �t ne ne 
�;� min"" command �;. min" m�iN 
C\Y.) la proceed C\Y.) la ia 
(' sat' kill (' sat' ea? :::DO? :::DO? 
0 ('  im' house 0 ('  im' ?eiN �� �� 
--- ---------------------------------, 
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Most bisyllabic or polysyllabic words in the inscriptions can be analysed as 
polymorphemic compounds, with the first and second components both carrying 
independent meanings, as in ( 1 12): 
( 1 1 2) Bimorphemic compounds in Pagan period Burmese 
DB trsl 
khyamsci �o.:>? O C'  sukhuiv' otyO C' phathuy' (9�00 
myak'nhci "tim¥-> 
Oo.:>? varhsci 
gloss 
rich « cool + pleasant) 
thief « person + steal) 
uncle « father + little) 
face « eye + nose) 
happy « belly + pleasant) 
WB C' 
��:o.:>? 0 
oty: 
0')1006: C' 
"tim¥-> C' 
O�:o.:>? 
trsl pron 
khyam'''sci tI;haNea 
sukhuf' eakh6 
bhathve" badwe 
myak'nhci mj£7l}a 
vamD'sci wliNea 
Complex noun phrases could be formed from nouns with postpositioned adjectives, as in 
( 1 13)  a. and b. C' C' C' 
b. oo�ro�coo ( 1 13)  a. ro.,u.,§3 
lan'pan'.kri 
tray.big 
chafifi.'lafifi: nay' 
'big tray' 
pagoda bell. small 
'small pagoda bell' 
Noun-noun compounds, as in ( 1 1 4), the first noun modifies the second noun. Examples of 
object-verb compounds are shown in ( 1 1 5), and of subject-verb compounds in ( 1 16). 
( 1 14) noun-noun compounds 
DB trsl gloss 
1001P�C!Y.) kyok'.sci stone. writing 
«uSci; nuy'. thi silver.umbrella 
oo��uS chan'.cvay' elephant.tusk 
�uSci; rhvuy: thi gold. umbrella 
translation 
> inscription 
> silver hti 
> ivory 
> golden hti 
�0(@3 rvci.su.kri village.person.big > village chief 
( 1 1 5) 
DB trsl gloss translation 
oo�a3., chan'. thin' elephant.keep 
t6�� nuiv'.cuic' milk. suckle 
> elephant keeper 
> suckling 
( 1 1 6) 
DB trsl gloss translation C' C' kok'. lyan' paddy.fast > fast-maturing paddy 10 OY.>m cqjc 
8uS� krvay'.phlfl. copper. white > white copper 
IOOY.>C m klon'. kri monastery. big > large monastery 
[5�coo way'. nay' hell.little > little hell C' myci.nay' wife. small > concubine IcijJcoo 
O(� C' su.kri person. big > chief 0( 00 sil.krvay' person.rich > rich person C' ,  su..chan'rai > O(oocq person.poor poor person 
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Noun formation 
Derivational morphology in Pagan period Burmese included the formation of nouns from 
verbs using the prefix 3C> a, as in ( 1 1 7). Examples of nouns derived from bisyllabic verbs 
are given in ( 1 1 8). 
( 1 1 7) noun -+ verb derivation by 3C> a prefixation 
OB trsl gloss 
o C'  o C'  kin > akin' curse (v.) > curse (n.) 00, > 3C>OO, 
C' C' kyan' > akyan' practise > behaviour <11]c > 3C><11]c 
C' C' lvat' > alvat' set free > liberation C)?0? > 3C>C)?0? 
G> > 3C>G> sa > asa begin > beginning 
C' ... C' ... chanyai > achanyai be poor > poverty ooc'l > 3C>ooc'l 
� > 3C>� nei. > anei. be ill > disease 
C' C' 
� G> > 3C>� G> <8 C' C' = phlac' > aphlac' be, become > being, state o C' C' min"" > amin"" order (v.) > instruction �;3C> > 3C>�;3C> 
'i > 3C>C)ii lhii > alhii donate > donation 
C' 0 C' 
U?3C> > 3C>U?3C> 
o C' o C' 
:::D 00 > 3C>:::D 00 
hr-a' > ahio' live > life 
siy' > asiy' die > death 
The prefix 3C> a is added to both parts of the following disyllabic verbs, as in ( 1 1 8): 
( 1 1 8) 
OB 
C\Y.)+C\Y.) > 3C>C\Y.) 3C> C\Y.) 
" C' " C' 
c�O? > 3C>C3C>a?O? 
" " '1 G>H > 3C>G>3C>H I 
C' C' C' C' 
221°O� > 3C>2213C>OO� 
O?CO?OO > 3C>O?C3C>O?OO 
o C'  C' o C'  C' 
cflCCOOO > 3C>cflC3C>COOO 6 C' C' o � C' 
cflUG>OO > 3C>tU3C>G>oo i:> C' C' 0 C' C' 
uoooo� > 3C>Uoo3C>(y)� 
C' ''  C' ''  
1°OG> > 3C>1°03C>G> 
:::D§� > 3C>:::D3C>§� 
trsl 
lei. + lei. > alei.alei. 
niiifivat' > aniaiiiivat' 
cipvei. > aciapvei. 
iihan'chay' > aiihan'achay< 
tin'tay'> a tin 'a tay' 
nuifl.'tak' > anuifl.'atak' 
nhip'cak' > anhip'acak' 
piy'kam' > apiy'akam' 
pyak'si > apyak'asi 
simran' > asiamran' 
gloss 
go + come > movement 
conform > in conformity with 
prosper > progress 
hurt, injure > oppression 
be fitting > appropriateness 
splendid > splendour 
persecute > persecution 
hand over, transfer > giving 
destroy > destruction 
know by seeing > eye-witness 
In ( 1 1 7)-( 1 1 8) the prefix 3C> a has the function of forming a verbal noun from a verb. 
It seems that in kinship terms the prefix 3C> a may have had the function of third-person 
pronominal prefix. Words illustrating this, and the first-person prefix was C na, are given 
in ( 1 1 9). 
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( 1 1 9) Pronominal prefixation 
Q mipha parents �(9 o C' C' amtaphaa' hislher parents ����(9� 0 nammapha my parents C�C(9 0 ami hislher mother �� 0 nami my mother C� 
o?m?B� talaikrima mother of a layman 
C' aphaa' hislher father �(9� 
C(9 napha my father 
O C'  sakhin' lord OJ�C 
O C'  asakhin' hislher lord �OJ�C 
O C'  nasakhin' my lord COJ�C 0 mipurha consort �9jP 
��<?W amipurhd his consort 
o.n sa son 
�o.n asa hislher son 
co.n nasa my son 0 miya wife �UY.) 0 amiya hislher wife ��UY.) 0 namiya hislher wife C�UY.) 
Q nima younger sister C� 
Q anima his younger sister �c� 0 C' Q samih' - sami daughter OJ�U? - o.:>� 
Q asami hislher daughter �OJ� 
C' O C'  chuymluiv' family OX?ooc\\L0 O C'  achuy'amluiv' hislher family �ox?���Lo 
cOX?oocJ&Lo nachuy'namluiv' my family 
Pronouns 
Certain pronouns developed from nouns with pronominal prefixes. These pronouns were 
also found in conjunction with kinship nouns, as in ( 1 20) 
( 1 20) Pronouns 
atuiv' 
atuiv'sakhin' 
atuiv1cvyan' 
atuiv'kyvan 'pha 
atuiv'kyvan 'phakri 
atuiv"''kvyan 'Zan' 
natuiv1cvyan' 
atuivmuivmliy' 
atuivman mliy' 
they (later 'we',  and see ( 1 26)) 
their lord 
their slave ( later '!')  
my father 
my uncle 
my husband 
our slave (later '!')  
our sky and land 
land of our king 
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Further examples of pronominal prefixation are found in ( 1 2 1 )-( 1 22). 
( 1 2 1 )  
o C' 0 C' C' O C'  O C'  C' Q�@3 9,o:>�o:> GUOJQGOY.> �OJGC <.9 G>GOY.> C\> 
riy'mliy' khap 'sim 'so asakhin' phlac'so man'kri 
water.land al1.ATTR [its]lord be.ATTR king. great 
'Great king who reigns as lord over the water and the earth. '  Inscr. II- 1 94 
( 1 22) 9,00;-:> �Gul��<.9b �OJG� � �COGOY.> QC@3 
ratana apon'apav' asakhin' phlac'thaso man' 
jewel companion [its]lord be.EUPH.ATTR king.great 
'King, Lord of treasure and of retinue. '  Inscr. III-247 
The prefix � a seems to have been optional in §03 - �§03 ok' - aok' 'bottom', the 
opposite of �coo3 athak' 'top' .  Analogously, G� 003 - GlPo3 mlok' - myok' 'north' 
was freely interchangeable with Q C\> �§03 - §�§03 mlac'ok' ­
myac'ok' 'downstream/downriver' .  However, Gan� ton' 'south' was also the word for 
'mountain' .  It is tempting to speculate that these words for 'north' and ' south' reflected 
the geographical environment from which the early Burmans migrated towards the 
Irrawaddy river basin. The 'river' which forms the first component of 'north' clearly 
cannot refer to the Irrawaddy, since that river flows not from Gan� ton' 'mountain/south' 
to Q �§03 mlac'ok' 'downstream/north' ,  but from north to south, so the river in question 
must be some other river. The forms � �§03 - §�§03 mlac'ok' - myac'ok' are found 
denoting 'north' in Pe Maung Tin and G. H. Luce's Inscriptions of Burma Porfolios I-IV, 
plates 1 23,  1 74, 1 77b, 224, 244, 250, 380 and 474. 
Two suffixes yielded nouns from verbs: §� khran' (> WB §�: khranm t;hfN) and � 
mhu, as in ( 1 23) and ( 124): 
( 1 23) 
OB noun Irsl gloss C'§ C' kyan'khran' practice < <T.lJc GC C' C'§ <:."  tan 'tay'khran' fitness < mcmo:> GC 22'OO�� fifihan 'chaikhran' oppression < 
OJ�§c sat1<hran' execution < 
( 1 24) Gon�� kon'mhu act of merit < �b� khuiv'mhu theft < �b 
OB verb Irsl gloss C' kyan' practise <T.lJc C' C' tan'tay' be fitting mcmo:> C' , fifihan'chai 22,00 oppress C' OJ 00 sat' 
kon' good 
khuiv' steal 
kill 
C' Gonc: 
o �: 
Pagan period Burmese made use of the pronouns in ( 1 25), which could be made plural by 
adding the suffix d?b� tuiv"" or d?b tuiv', as in ( 1 26), as in modem Burmese. 
( 1 25)  cl C' C' �G9P' �oaJ' O C'  C' C' �O(o�oaJ' O C'  C' c�ooaJ' 
OJC C' 'C 
na I 
akyon '-akyvan' I (polite, lit. 'your slave' )  
atuiv""kyvan' I 
natuiv'kyvan' I 
san' you 
nan' you 
( 1 26) 1 0 (' c O(o 
(' 0 ('  
OJcO(o 
(' 0 ('  
�cO(o 
0 ('  
0(0(0 
(' 0 ('  
�oocO(o 
khyan' 
su 
ayan' 
natuiv' 
san'tuiv' 
we 
you 
khyan'tuiv' they 
sutuiv' they 
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he 
he 
he (polite, lit. 'that one') 
ayan'tuiv' they (polite) 
The same plural suffIx o?b tuiv' was applied to nouns referring to human beings, as in 
( 1 27). 
( ) 
'1 (' (' 0 (' 0 ('  0 ('  (' 
1 27 CI G<JPc06c ;OOGo.:Y.> OJQ)cO(o� 
na klon'tvan' niy'so sakhan'tuiv4l< 
my monastery.in live.ATTR 10rd.PL 
'The senior monks living in my monastery.' (Inser. III-275) 
o (' (' (' 0 ('  C (' 0 (' 
( 1 28) �OCDoom�com �oocO(o 23m O1.]CDOOOJGOOIl 
avaciy'kaathak' ayan'tuiv' ok' kyasiy'sate 
Aviei.of.above he.PL beneath fall.CAUS.REAL 
' May they fall so that they are beneath and A vici is above' (Inser. I- I I )  
(' 0 • (' 0 (' 0 (' 
( 1 29) OJcO( otGOO?moooo �¥,U(OGCD 00 OJ 00 U( 
san: tui surh.yok'. liy' ana.yii.pa.ce lasiy' hu 
YOU.PL three.CLF.also rest.take.POL.CAUS still QUOT order.REAL 
'He ordered the three of them to rest.' (Inser. II- 1 39) 
The same plural suffix o?b tuiv' is also found with the inanimate nouns in ( 1 30): 
( 1 30) mliy'tuiv' 
ton'tuiv' 
nuy'tan 'chon 'tuiv' 
Demonstrative Pronouns 
lands 
mountains 
silver appendages 
Pagan period Burmese used the demonstrative pronouns in ( 1 3 1 ). Examples of these in 
combination with nouns are given in ( 1 32) and ( 1 33). 
( 1 3 1 )  OB Irsl gloss 
thuiv' that 
this 
WB 
o 
<X? 
g)� 
Irsl 
thui 
i 
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( 1 32) 
( 133) 
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OB 
ill1� 
n <: <: ill <X>G�C 
n <: 0  
<: ill <x>tm �1�o?a 
�� 
�oO( <: <: 
��og� 
O?oO?o 
ill1�0jl 
iy'.ill 
this.person 
trsl 
iy' 
iy1don' 
iy'nhuik' 
iy'suiv' 
thuiv' 
thuiv'kll 
thuiv'tvan' 
thuiv'suiv' 
<: O?Gunm 
sum yok' 
three.eLF 
' These three people. ' 
Verbs 
gloss 
this 
this monastery 
here 
in this way 
that 
that cave 
there 
in that way 
(a) Transitive and intransitive verbs 
WB trsl 
ill1 iy' ill1Gow�: iy1don' ill1� i'n�-�1O? iy'sui' 
� thuiv' 
�<t <: thuiv'kll thuiv'tvan' �ogc 
O?O? thuiv'suiv' 
Pagan period Burmese had transitive-intransitive verb pairs distinguished by aspirated and 
unaspirated initial consonants, as in modem Burmese. Examples are shown in ( 1 34). 
( 1 34) Transitive-intransitive verb pairs 
intransitive trsl gloss transitive trsl gloss 
CY.ij kla fall qj khya drop <: kyak' be cooked <: khyak' cook CY.ijm qjm 
, kvai be broken � khvai break 'Y6 
<: klvat' be liberated <: khlvat' emancipate <Ji,OO £.000 
<: lvat be free <: lhvat set free "600 �oo 
(b) Verb reduplication 
Verb reduplication was used to express excessiveness or continuation of an action, as in 
( 1 35}-( 1 38). This was sometimes written using the numeral J 2 'two'.  
( 1 35) @3. 12PGOY.> 3d�� 
kri.2.SVcLSO amat' 
big.REDUP.very.ATTR nobleman 
'A nobleman of exceedingly high rank' (Inser. 1-69) 
( 1 36) 
e r:;:: e C' C' C' 
3do(<lKGOY.> O:>OOL3C3d".) G6pmort QJ3d1l 
a thii thii. so sat'.khran'.ci rok'.kun'.ea' 
special.REDUP.ATTR kill.NOM.to arrive.all .REAL 
'They were all killed by diverse methods of execution.' (Inser. II- 1 68) 
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( ) 
� � � � o  � 137 CijonGOO �mGYJm cocJ G�mQ)ooll 
( 1 38) 
khyarhsci. le myak'mhok' than'.2 yok'.ciy' 
wealthy.also now clearly.REDUP arrive.CAUS 
'May wealth now definitely come to pass.' (Inser. ill-250) 
� 0 � o  � & 
Grtpc ; 00; OOGon o.:>ux> 
klon' niy'. niy'.so sangha 
monastery live.REDUP.ATTR monkhood 
'Monks who are living in the monastery. ' (Inser. II- 1 32a) 
Adverbs 
Adverbs in the inscriptions were formed in one of three ways. The first is with the 
adverbial suffix � eva seen above in attributive relative clauses forms adverbs which 
modify verbs, as in the underlined phrases in ( 1 39) and ( 140). Adverbial phrases formed 
from verbs are the second type of adverb, such as those underlined in sentences ( 14 1 )­
( 147). A third type of adverbs are derived from nouns, such as the underlined phrase in 
sentence ( 148). 
( 1 39) 
� � o � o � � 
3Clo.:>m � ;oo'lQ)ooe3CI1i 
asak' rhafifi:eva niy:ra.ciy'.ea' 
life 10ng.ADv live.can.CAUS.REAL 
'May [he] enjoy a long life.' (Inser. 1-82b) 
( 140) §u3�i? clg LGon 
nci.plu.so 
Lmake.ATTR 
� 0 � 
GO'Y.lC�O(o cx301Gon 
thipci.so 
violate.ATTR 
mray'mram.eva 
steadfast.ADv 
� .. 
qjmooGonO(O'Y.lII 
phyak'chi.so.sii.. ka 
destroy .ATTR.person. TOP 
kon'mhu.kuiv' 
act of merit. OBI 
'The person who encroaches and destroys my meritorious deeds, carried out 
steadfastly. ' (Inser. II- 1 53a) 
( 1 4 1 )  
0 � � 0 � � � 1 0  � � 
�oooo���o.:>ec ,g Q)o.:>�oeltm �iloo 
mit'tafifi. phurha.sakhin' phlac'.sarhav'. khci. nhuik' makhvyat' 
Maitreya.Buddha.Lord be.when.time.in without fail 
� � � ��CGonGe:pc 
phu.khalyan'.so. kron' 
worship. want. because 
'Because I wish to pay obeisance to Maitreya without fail when he appears 
in this world.' (Inser. ill-293) 
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( 1 42) '" Q <.t]ro 00 0:> 0(C7':n 
phyak'chi.sa.sil.lai 
destroy.ATIR.person.ToP 
'" "' 0  '" 
c'lw;CI>CI>WO:>QOOIi 
way'. nac'.ciy'.sate 
hell.drown.CAUS.REAL 
", .  . '" 
�w����ro�c 
mliy'purhlurh. mhya. maka. lhyan' 
soil.EMPH.not only.EMPH 
'innumerably, incalculably' 
° '" '" 
3dOCl>W3dCOW 
avaciy'. athay' 
A vici.inside 
'May those who destroy [this] be drowned endlessly in the hell of Avici. '  
(lnser. ill-290) 
( 1 43) g)1uS9Qun�o:>C7':n 
iy'.4.yok'.salai 
thisA.CLF.TOP 
'" '" '" 
O(C\)Q<g:>crC3d 
, kula. klon '. nhan ca 
brick.monastery . and 
0 '"  0 '"  
<?wo:>ecO(o 
purhci..sakhin'. kuiv' 
Buddha.Lord.to 
akhci. mlan '. mlay' 
always 
'" "' 0 '"  '" "I ��'lCl>CI>�3dQo.:nTIC\j>ILO:>QOOIi 
klvafiii'rac'.cim ca'sanci.. lhiLsate 
feed.PURP .donate.REAL 
'These four persons whom 1 dedicated are to serve Buddha and the monastery 
always. '  (lnser. 11- 1 97). 
'" "I <:' 0 '"  0 '"  '" ° ", .  ( 1 44) "il;ooo:>�o le()o:>�o:>O(o3d 
Ii'" '" '" '" 
3d C�WO:><.9 C3d N I ; 
z:>; �o.:n3d? 
liL nat'.sattavci.. khap'sim '.sa. tuiv"" 
human.nat.creature.all.REAL.pL 
akrvan'may'.saphlan'" 
exception. without.ADV 
nibbcin'.khyarh.ci 
nirvana.wealth.to 
'" '" 
Q�roQCI>CSlCQOOIi 
rak'. ce. lhyan 'teo 
arrive.CAUS.EMPH.REAL 
' I  pray that all human beings, nats and living creatures, without exception, may 
reach the happy state of nirvana.' (lnser. 1-69) 
( 1 45) c1QcutZ:>,3d? 
nci. le. nibbcin '. ci 
I .also.nirvana.to 
<:' <:' '" 
ooSloo��w�c 
makhvyat'ma. lvay'. lhyan' 
without fail.EMPH 
• "I '" "I '" 9.00��()IQo.:n3d? 3dO(;cIC\j>ILQl3d1l 
ratanci..surh.pci..ci akun'.nci.. lhiL.ea'. 
gems.three.cLF .to all.l.donate.REAL 
<:' <:' 
Q�ro.g c'lC7':n 
rak'. khlan '. ra. kci 
arrive. want. since 
' [I donated all my property] to the Three Gems because 1 also wish to 
reach Nirvana without fail.' (lnser. 1-90) 
'" '" '" ° '" '" 
( 146) OOOO��OQc\) 3dOOC3dOOW 9.WQl3d1l 
jcit: 550. le atan'atay' riy'ea'. 
jataka.550.also fittingly write.REAL 
'I also painted 550 jataka stories properly.' (lnser. 11- 1 94) 
[-] 
[ . . .  ] 
[ . . .  ] 
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( 147) W��o?6� 3'dtc33'doo� 3'd8'(o0??��1I 
rvci.sukrL tuivll1' anuin'.athak' akhvan'. ton'.e'�. 
village.headman.PL forcibly tax.request.REAL 
'The village headmen forcibly demanded tax.'  (Inscr. II- 1 96) 
o ('� (' 0 ('  (' (' (' (' 0  0 ('  (' Q O ('  ( 1 48) � w8(OO??coroc)()C 't;J�(Y) J <-{J(Y)lI>oro <-{J(y)1I>1I>�0:>(o001i 
mliy'.krLton'. tuiv'.khapan' mun'.2. nnak'.2 pyak'ci.suiv' pyak'cLsim'.sate. 
land.big.mountain.pL.all flour.2.crush.2 destroy. as destroy.cAUS.REAL 
'May they be detroyed just as earth and mountains are crushed to fine particles. '  
(Inser. 1-63a) 
Numerals 
All the numerals of modem Burmese are found in the inscriptions, as in ( 149). 
(149) Numerals in OB 
DB trsl gloss WB trsl 
(' tact (' tact 0011> one 0011> (' (' nhac' two (' nhac' tll> -(Otll> til> 
or sUTh three or: suTh" 
o (' liy' four liyQ' row <oro: 
cl nei' five cl: neiQ' 
(O�� khrok' six (O�� wok' 
(' khunhac' (' khunhac' ytll> seven y;1I> (' / (' / (' yhac'-rhec' -het' eight (' rhac' OJ>1I> (o�1I> (00::>00 �II> 
0 ('  lruiv' nine 0 lrui" oro or: (' chay' ten (' chay' row row 
9P ryei' hundred 'P yei' (' than' thousand (' than' (Oo:::r.>c (Oo:::r.>c (' son' 1 0,000 (' sana, (o:J.nC (o:J.nC: 
0 ('  sin' 1 00,000 0 ('  sinal 0:>; 0:>;: 
Classifiers 
Numerals were used in conjunction with classifiers, the most common of which are listed 
in the examples in ( 1 50): 
( 1 50) Classifiers 
DB trsl 
kan'. l .kan' 
rhvuy'. 65. klyap' 
ftuy'.5. klyap' 
pyatci. 92. klyap' 
gloss (with translation ifunclear) 
lake. l .lake 
gold.65 .ticals 
silver.5 .ticals 
mercury.92.tical 
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<?WO� 
O Q  0 <'  
OO�O(C�� 
<' <' 1 ar.lO::>CG<JPCCI� 
<' 
<J1U)�� 
�7� o <' 
�<?m9� 
<' <' <' 
roCO;J�O 
<' <' <' 
G'PC;CB�O 
<' <' 
8m\>�o 
<' 
'lP�ec 
<' <' Q  
OOCOOG>G> 
§�O� 
<' Q 
"TU)7G> 
<?W9QX{ 
<' <' 
o::>cm;\>QX{ 
<' <' • 
8m8c�Q( 
�IL\>QX{ 
<' <' 0::>; "1IC0Q( 
<' <' 
ar.l6).06>GOO?C 
G>ol\>9°O� 
<' <' <' 
3dOOO<t]C JCO� 
0 <'  <' 
<?�09�CO� 
<' <' • <' 
3dCOmo::>me\>co� 
� <' <' .  <' 3de3mo::>meoco� 
3d6).8�ol 
6).oo'P�ol 
<' <' 
roU)�OU) 
0 <'  <' <' 
,moec\>OU) 
purha.. l. khu 
chimituiit'.S. khu 
ccisan 'klon '. na.. khu 
klvay'.S.khu 
nva.. 7.khu 
nvcipuik'.4. khu 
lan'pan'.2.khlap' 
non'nan'.9.khlap' 
khvak'.3.khlap' 
rha..surh.khan' 
chan: tac'.ci 
mran'. l .ci 
luy'. 7.ci 
purha..4.chiL 
sankan'.3.chii 
khvak'khvan : sum. chii 
khyii.3.chii 
san'lyan'. l.chii 
ccirap:8.chon' 
capa..34.tan' 
avat'phyan'.2. thafif!, 
puchuiv'.4S. thafifi' 
athak'sak'kham.3. thafifi' 
aok'sak'kham. l . thafifi' 
arap'.sum.pci 
ratana..surh.pci 
nikciy'. na.. pci 
niy'.sum. pahuia' 
lay'.S.pay' 
pluiv'khan'.3.pay' 
sirak'.9.pan' 
fifion'. nhac'.pcin' 
siy'phuiv'sciphuiv'. S. pisci 
chan '.sum. prafifi' 
Buddha. 1 .thing 
oil.lamp.pole.5 .things 
school.five.things 
buffalo.five.things 
cow.7.things 
bullock.4.things 
tray.2.flat things 
bel1.2.flat things 
cup.3.flat things 
farmland. three. areas 
elephant.one.ride 
horse. 1 .ride 
cart.7 .ride 
statue.4.holy objects 
robe.3 .holy objects 
cymbal.three.holy objects 
bell.3 .holy objects 
palanquin. I .holy object 
shelter.8.houses 
rice.34.bushels 
tunic.2.garments 
waistcloth.45 .garments 
upper garment.3.garments 
lower garment. I .garment 
region. three. abstract objects 
jewel.three.abstract objects 
'the Three Gems' 
nikaya.five.sacred objects 
'five sections of the Sutta Pitaka' 
day.three.drumstrokes 
'three drumstrokes of daytime' 
paddy.5.pay 
plant.plot.3 .pay 
'three pay of planting land' 
mango.9.plants 
banyan.two.plants 
liquor .value.meat. value. 5 . viss 
'five viss of liquor and meat ' 
rice.three.pyi 
'three pyi of husked rice' 
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<"760?0Y.) 
<:' <:' 
oaJ"P76>GOY.)m 
<:'� <:' <:' <:' 
o)c mU;alc�GOY.)m 
O(C\Y.)�GGGoy')� 
<:' 
<?W�GOY.)m 
<:'� <:' �QOO m�GOY.)m 
<:' 
�ooOj>; 
<:' • 
GO)y;al,,? 
GI 
GalooJ"? 
kvaTh.suTh.ya betel. three.quids 
kyvan'. 1 78.yak' slave. 1 78.persons 
san'kripan'can:5.yak' priest.5 .persons 
kulci..366.yak' Indian.366.persons 
purha.5.yak' statue. 5 .persons 
'five Buddha statues' 
amat'kri.3.yak' minister.3 . persons 
nva. ta.yhan' bull.one.pair 
sekhu. nhac: luTh liquor.two.round things (bottles) 
cen. 2. luTh stupa.2.round things 
Interestingly, one classifier which is not found anywhere in the inscriptions is the classifier 
GC"I'n� kan' used for animals in modem Burmese. Instead of GC"I'n� kan' we find y khu 
for counting animals, as in <J?ou5oy klvay'. l.khu 'buffalo.one.thing' �Oy nvci.. l.khu 
'cow.one.thing' .  Animals used for transport, however, were counted with � ci 'ride' ,  thus 
oo�oo�� chan'. tac'.ci 'elephant.one.ride' and §�o� mran'. l.ci 'horse.one.ride' .  
Another point worthy of note is that in the inscriptions monks and holy beings are 
counted with Goy')� yok', which counts lay humans in modem Burmese, and not with the 
classifier ul pa (= WB ul: pa") which is used for holy beings in modem Burmese, thus OB 
U�al�t�Goy')� pan'can: nhac'.yak' 'priests.two.people' .  
Similarly, in the inscriptions holy objects are counted , as in ( 1 5 1 ), with y khu, which 
counts ordinary secular objects in modem Burmese, rather than with 0Ijl chii (= mod Bur 00 
chii), the modem Burmese classifier for holy objects. 
( 1 5 1 )  
<:' <:' 
�UJ<?WOy yUJ<?WOy 
rhuy'.purhii. l .khu nuy'.purha. l.khu 
gold.Buddha. l .thing silver .Buddha. l .thing 
'one golden Buddha image and one silver Buddha image'. 
Noun markers: postpositions and case-marking particles 
A range of post-positional particles and noun markers, many with a case-marking function, 
which express the relation of nouns to other words in the sentence. 
• C"I'n ka (PHRASE�) - TOP/SUBJ: topic/subject marker [=WB C"I'n: ka" kei] 
• J?6 kuiv' (N�) - OBI: object/ accusative marker [=WB J? kui ko] 
• J?6 kuiv' (N�) - to N: indirect object / dative marker [=WB J? kui ko] 
• 3d? a (N�) - to N: indirect object ! dative marker [=WB 3d?: a" 7ei] 
• � �� phlan4l'(N�) _ with N: instrumental marker [=WB §9 phran" phjiN] 
• t�� nhan"" (N�) - with N: instrumental marker [=WB f9 nhan" lJiN] 
• If mha (N�) - from N: source / ablative marker [=WB If mha l1Jg] 
• Ql� ea' (N�) - GEN: from N: genitive / possessive marker [=WB � e'� 7i] 
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• o.?b� suiv«1' (N�) -t to N: direction to or towards [=WB o.?sui' oQ] 
· t� nhuik' (N�) -t in N: location [=WB g n* Qai7] 
• 06� tvan' (N�) -t in N: location [=WB 06� tvan' twIN] 
• 3n ci (N�) -t in N: location [no WB equivalent] 
• �� Zyhan' (N�) -t in N: location [no WB equivalent] 
• ro� thak' (N�) -t more than N: comparative marker [=WB ro� thak' th£7] 
• Goo--<\)� Ze�Zafifi also (N�) -t also, and, both . . .  and [=WB ro--<\)�: Zai�lafifi" It] 
• an kci (PHRASE�) -t TOP/SUBJ: topic/subject marker [=WB an: kci" ka] 
( 1 52) 
<." 0 <." <:' 0 <." 
oocan OJ 0:> C83C>1 �an U?C83C>1I 
Zan: kci siy: ea� my a. kci hi. ea'. 
husband.SUBJ die.REAL, wife.SUBJ live.REAL. 
'The husband has passed away [but] the wife is living. '  (lnser. 1-79a) 
S <:' '1 <:' 0 <:' 0 <:, .  ( 1 53) g)lo:>clan 3C>Q{O:>3C>�LO �U?3C>�GOOII 
iy'. na. kci achuy'amZuiv' ma. hia . cvarh. teo 
thiS.I.SUBJ relations NEG.exist.can.REAL. 
'I have no family with me.'  (lnser. II- 1 12) 
• o?b kuiv' (N�) -t OBJ: object/ accusative marker [=WB o? kui ko] 
( 1 54) 
Q Q  0 <."  e OJ ��0Y.)0(0 GOO "?ILC83C> I 
sami. m iya. kuiv'. Ze. Zhii. ea� 
daughter. wife.OBJ .also.donate.REAL 
Q� 0 <:'  <:' OJ�e3O(OGoo"?ILC83C>1 
sami. kri. kuiv'. Ze. lhii.ea� 
daughter. big.OBJ .also.donate.REAL 
o '1 <:' <:' 0 <:'  <:' OJ�C IO:>GI:r.>C�O(OGOO "?ILC83C> 
sami.nciy'.mon'ma.kuiv'.le Zhii.ea' 
daughter.young.attendant.female.oBJ.also donate. REAL 
' I donated my daughter, my wife, my older daughter, and my younger daughter. '  
(lnser. 1-6) 
'1 0 <:' 0 <:'  0 ( 1 55) c '''?ILGo.:Y.>� 0:>0(0 3C>�EiJ.OJGOO 
nci.lhii.so.mZiy'. kuiv' acuira.sate 
I.donate.ATTR.land.oBJ possess.REAL 
' [He] possesses the land that I dedicated.' (lnser. 1-3 1 )  
( 6 
0 C'� C' <:' C' 0 <:'  <:' 0 <:'  1 5 ) OJQ)o cQ)OGo.:Y.> OJ���;»�Q{O(o�c ,,?OOJGOOII 
si. cap'. mran '.cap'.so sabbafifiafifian'. purha.chu. kuiv: Zyvan' Zuiv '. sa. teo 
know.all.see.all.ATTR onmiscience.Buddha.reward.OBJ.EMPH desire.REAL.EUPH 
'I desire the Buddha's reward of omniscience by which I will understand all 
matters. '  (lnser. II- 140) 
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• J?a kuiv' (N-) ---+ to: indirect object / dative marker [=WB J? kui ko] 
( 1 57) 1 (' (' 0 (' 0 (' 0 (' 0 (' (' CI£ ��CO(O �eC'=l(J'Y.)mox>()O(o � OOQ6pCCI)Y.>EiJ.OY.> 
fuiplafifi'san '. tuiv' sakhin'. mahci. kassapa. kuiv' mliy'. ron '. lhci. ram 
NgaPyiThin.PL Lord.Maha.Kassapa.to land.sell.since 
'Nga Pyi Thin and other sold their land to Lord Maha Kassapa. ' 
• 3d? a (N-) ---+ to: indirect object / dative marker [=WB 3d?: a" 7ei] 
( 1 58) !i (' 1 (' (' 2Jlooc � L Qo.:>?o:>?OQ<JPc 
iy'. nci.plu.so. tav'.klon' 
this.I.make.ATTR.forest.monastery 
(' 1 (' 3do(tCI"?IL�3d1l 
akun '. nci. lhii. ea'. 
all.I.donate.REAL. 
�w§�t.&,EiJ.O').y:>o.?() 1 Qo.:>?3d? 
purhci. trci.sanghci. ratana.surh. pci.so. a 
Buddha.law.monkhood.jewel. three.CLF .ATTR. to 
'This forest monastery I have erected to the Three Gems: the Buddha, the Law and 
the monkhood.' (Inser. 1-90) 
( 1 59) 3dOj(O(Qo.:>?�03§�3d? Q6p03O(t��1I 
athiithiLso.sat:khran:a rok:kun'.ea'. 
special.ATTR.execution.to arrive.all.REAL 
'They were all killed by diverse means of execution.' (Inser. II - 168) 
• � �� phlan"" (N-) ---+ with N: instrumental marker [=WB §� phran" phjiN] 
( 160) 
( 1 6 1 )  
(' (' (' (' (' (' 0 ('  (' (' (' (' (' 
�ooO')tQOO?cC(ooO')tQOO?cO(o� C3d 
,
C(ooo'i)OO3d
, rhuy'. tan'chon'.nuy'. tan'ehon'. tuiv'.phlan"' piijav'.ruy"' 
gold.omament.silver.lamps.PL.with worship.SUBORD 
'Making devotional offering with golden and silver lamps.' (Inser. 1-73) 
(' (' 0  (' (' r::::: 0 (' (' 
�O')�'ijma>oo� C ��EiJ.a>oo�3d 
khyat'.sa.myak'ciy:phlan' rhu.kra.ciy'.ea' 
love.ATTR.eye.with look.pL.CAUS.REAL 
'May they look on with loving eyes.' (Inser. II-2 1 6) 
• t�� nhan"" (N-) ---+ with N: instrumental marker [=WB t� nhan" lJiN] 
0 0  (' (' ( 162) '=l'=l3d�mtcc::>(Qo.:>?l 
mimi..asak: nhan'. tiLso, 
self.life. with.same.ATTR 
0 0  (' (' 
'=l'=l�O')�Qo.:>?c\)CI 
<:' 0  C' C' C" (" 
'ijma>oo'ijmoottcc::>(Qo.:>? 
myak'ciy'. myak'chan '. nhan '. til. so 
eye.eyeball.with.same.ATTR 
mimi..khyat'.cvci.so. lan� 
self.love.very.ATTR.husband 
'My husband whom I love, who to me is [as precious] as my life, as precious 
as my eyes.' (Inser. II- 145) 
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(' 1::: (' (' (' � (' (' . (' (' 
( 1 63) COC��GOY.> �a>�fc� lS��CI2GOY.>'l.u:>;��a> 
than'rhci.cvci.so phrac'fifici. nhanfa' prafififa'cum.so.rahan'.aphlac' 
visible.very .ATTR wisdom. with ful1.ATTR.arahan. being 
' With the status of an arahan endowed with conspicuous wisdom.' (Inser. II- 14S) 
• 'Y mha (N-) -t from N: ·source / ablative marker [=WB 'Y mha I1Jg] 
( 1 64) cl<9'Y C\nGOY.>'Y6It 
nci..pha.mha lci.so.kyvan' 
my.father.from come.ATTR.slave 
'Slaves inherited from my father' (Inser. II- I SO) 
o (' (' 0 ('  ( 1 65) roO:>'=ijmp'Y C\nC\nGOY.>��o.:>ac 
liy:myak'nhci.mha lci.lci.so.purhci.sakhin' 
four. directions. from come.ATTR.Buddha.Lord 
'Buddhist priests who came from the four points of the compass. '  (Inser. ill-249) 
• �� ea' (N-) -t GEN: from N: genitive / possessive marker [=WB � e* 1i] 
(' (' 0 ('  (' (' (' 0 (' • � ( 1 66) C\{�o:>a>�(J� ;oo��a>�(J� aa>lSGOY.> 
lii..ey'.cafifi5im' nat'. ea'. cafifi5im , khamca.pri.so 
human.GEN.luxury nat.GEN.luxury enjoy.finish.REAL 
'After enjoying the luxurious life of humans and nats . '  (Inser. 1-69) 
0 ('  (' 0 ('  0 ('  . 0  (' (' ( 1 67) o.:>ac����;��O(o auo:>ooooGOY.>O( 
sakhin'.ea'.amin'ahii.kuiv' kham.piy'. tat'.so.sii 
Lord.GEN .command.OBI receive. give. usually.A TTR.person 
'One who is accustomed to receiving Royal Orders. '  (Inser. II- 143a) 
• o?a� suiv.n' (N-) -t to N: direction to or towards [=WB o?sui' oQ] 
( 68) 
0 (' ('� (' 0 (' (' (' 0 (' (' r::::. (' (' 1 ;O:>'l.�;lS�O!0� GGpma>o:>�cGOY.>G�C� 
niy'rabban: prafifi:suivlll' rok'.ciy'. khlyaftsokron fa' 
Nirvana.land.to arrive.CAUS. want. because 
'because I want them to reach Nirvana. '  (Inser. II- 194) 
o (' � ,f (' (' 0 ('  (' 
( 1 69) � O:> L0o.:>�� a>0!0 GGpmGa>o.:>Goon 
mliy'. kri. mluiv'.sa.aphlac'.suiv' rok'.ce.sate. 
earth.big.swallow.ATTR.state.to arrive.CAuS.REAL 
'May they be swallowed up into the earth.' (lnser. II- 1 94) 
• t03 nhuik' (N-) -t in N: location [=WB g n'� lJai?] 
( (' 0 ('  (' (' 0  (' (' (' (' 1 70) � OO�GOY.>��o.:>ac�� 3nt<90tm �o.:>m����n 
mlat'. cvci.so. purhci..sakhan '. ea' ci.nuphav'. nhuik' asak: rhafifi: ea'. 
exalt.ADV.ATTR.Buddha.Lord.GEN power.in life.long.REAL 
'He enjoyed long life under the influence of the power of the exalted Buddha.' (Inser. 1- 1 8) 
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<:" <:" 0 <:" <:"0 <:" <:" <:" ( 1 7 1 ) O(�;C\)g�?�u(;O)�t()') 06OO��11 
lruchun'. la.plafifi'. buddhahu.niyfa'. nhuik' lvhat'.ea'. 
Kason.moon.full. Wednesday. day .on release.REAL 
' [I] liberated [the slaves] on the full-moon Wednesday of the month of Kason.' 
(lnscr. II- 138) 
• 06� tvan' (N�) ---+ in N: location [=WB 06� tvan' twiN] 
( <:" <:" �o <:" 1 72) "l06c �;�e3c!)0)1I 
lii. tvan' phun'.ma.kri.ciy: 
human.in glory.NEG.big.CAUS 
'May he not be glorious in the human world' (lnscr. II- 144) 
S <:" <:" � <:" <:" 0 <:" 0  <:" ( 1 73) g)1()')� C;Gc.xY.)(),)GOJ?OY.> e:f>06; OJ?c.xY.)06c �O) UO) 0) GOO 
ih:suA.yok'.so. kci. trci..kvan:sci.yci.. tvan' miy'.piy'.sate 
this.person.4.cLF.ATIR.TOP Taya Kun Thaya.in ask.BEN.REAL 
' [The Judge] inquired about these four people in the Taya Kun Thaya court.' 
(lnscr. II- 143) 
• 3Cn ci. (N�) ---+ in N: location [no WB equivalent] 
( S <:" '1 0 <:"  1 74) g)IO)c''iiGOJ?�C\j>ILo(o 
iy'. nci..mu.so.alhu.lruiv' 
this.I.do.ATIR.donation.OBI 
0 <:"  <:" <:" "  
�tC �CX)()')qj()') OOGOJ?�OY.> 
anuin 'athak: phyak'chi. so. su. kci. 
by force.destroy.ATIR.person.ToP 
g)1u3§:>u38:6"lulGOJ?3Cn O1I��u3O(io)Goo 
iy'. nrci.y'.kri".B.pci..so.ci. kyak'.ciy'.lrun'.sate 
this.hell.big.8.CLF.ATIR.in cook.cAuS.all.REAL 
'May those who destroy my donation with force all be boiled in the 
Eight Tiers of Hell.' (lnscr. II- 143) 
• �� lyhan' (N�) ---+ in N: location [no WB equivalent] 
o <:" <:" r:;:: <:" <:" <:" 0  <:" ( 1 75) �oC!)O)�CX)O)l5O)�c O1I(),)c!)o)o)Goo 
avaciy'. athay'. nray'. lyhan' kyak'.ciy'.sate 
Avici.inside.hell.in cook.CAUS.REAL 
'May [he] be boiled the hell of Avici.' (lnscr. 1-68) 
r- 0 C' C' C' 0 ("  <:' C" 
( 1 76) O)�;O)�c oo;orcoo��� 
sakrci.. niy'. lyhan' tan'tu in '. tafifi '. ea' 
Friday.day.on wall.ereCt.REAL 
'This wall was built on Friday.' (lnscr. 1 -105a) 
[-] 
[-J 
[-] 
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• ooch thak' (N�) � more than N: comparative marker [=WB ooch thak' th£7] 
( 1 77) 
( 1 78) 
e e e .  C\f.g G>m Cl(oo(YY.)oom � oo(oOY.>�OY.> 
lil. phlac'. ka lil. taka. thak' mlat:so. khyam.sci 
human.be.if person.all.more-than excellent.ATIR.happiness 
' If I be human, [may I have] happiness more excellent than other humans. '  
(Inser. II- 1 8 1 )  
o e  e o e o e e E') O  e e e 
�"t0oaJ; "to; 0) (OOY.>oom(YY.) :::O� I ; o)(oOY.>� 00C3�1I 
atuiv'kyvan 'tuiv'. niy'.so. thak'. kci sankhci. niy'.so. mlat'.ea'. 
we.live.NOM.more-than.SUBJ monkhood.live.NOM.honourable.REAL 
'The place the sangha live in is more exalted than the place we live in.' (Inser. 1-6) 
• (Oro-ro� le�lafifi also (N�) � also, and, both . . .  and [=WB ro-ro�: lai�lafifi" It] 
e " e e e e e e ( 1 79) �o)OO(Oro(oOO':lCC3�1 �O)o;roC(OroglC3�1I 
rhuy'. thi. le. chon'. ea: rhuy:pan'lan'. le.plu.ea'. 
gold.umbrella.also.hold.REAL, gold.throne.also.make.REAL 
' [1] brought a both golden umbrella and made a golden throne.' (Inser. 1-6) 
e 
( 1 80) g::>(OroC\j>llC3�1 
nvci.le. lhiL. ea: 
o e e 
0000 (OroC\j>llC3�1I 
chit'. le. lhiL. ea'. 
ox.also.donate.REAL, goat.also.donate.REAL 
' [1] donated both an ox and a goat.' (Inser. III-235) 
( 8 )  
e e e <: 1 1 m;(OroooG>y�Ojl®11I 
kan'. le. tac'.khua.tii..e'�. 
pond.also.one.cLF .dig.REAL. 
' [1] also dug a pond.' (Inser. III-303) 
5 Sentence-final verb particles 
Sentence-final verbs in affirmative sentences in the Pagan inscriptions could be marked 
with a range of particles showing tense and aspect, shown in the examples sentences that 
follow. While assigning glosses to C3� ea and � am is relatively straightforward, glossing 
(oOY.> so, (Ooy'>(OOO sate and :::0(000 sate when they occur as sentence-final verbal markers is 
more problematic. As mentioned above, attributive clause marker (Ooy'> so could be used 
to complete finite sentence-final verb clauses, which were identical in form to relative 
clauses. It could be reduced in form to :::0 sa, and was frequently combined with the 
euphonic particle (000 teo The grammaticalisation and diachronic development of these 
markers is discussed further by Yanson (this volume). 
• :::0(000 sate (V�) � REAL.EUPH: realis and euphonic marker V-s, V-ed [=WB :::0002: 
satafifim 8adf] . 
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( 1 82) g)�u3�ro 0-)�a?6 axo-)�OOIl 
iy: 1£ sangha. kuiv' lhu.sate 
this.also monkhood.to donate.REAL.EUPH 
'I donated that also to the monkhood.' (Inser. II- 162) 
( 1 83) C'
 " C' C' 1 C' C' 0 C' <tJroOO6J.Q)�OY.) O((YY.) 3doU)90 I �c CT.ijroQ)U)O-)�oo 
phyak'chi.rac'.so su..kci apay'.4.pci. lhyan' kyak'. ciy'. sate 
destroy.remain.ATTR people.ToP punishment.4.CLF.in cook.CAUS.REAL.EUPH 
'May they who destroy be cooked in the Four States of Rell.' (Inser. 1-99) 
• �OY.) so (V�) � REALIS: V-s, V-ed [=WB O-)� sann' ei] - see (40), ( 1 09), ( 1 10) 
• �OY.)�OO sote (V�) � REAL.EUPH: realis and euphonic marker V-s, V-ed [=WB 
O-)oo�: satannQl eadi] . 
� C' C' O  C'� C' 0 C' C' 0 C' ( 1 84) �rot3d6J.U)e3� (),)u)3d'P C\X)Q)U)�oy')�OOIl 
. myak'. nua'.riy'.krann' hiy"".rci lci.ciy'.sote 
grass.tender.water.clear exist.place gO.CAUS.REAL.EUPH 
'May they go to where there is tender grass and clear water.' (Inser. III-26 1 a) 
• ro03� lat'am (V�) � EUPHlIRR: euphonic + future/irrealis [=WB ro<6? lattam' la?t�N] 
( 1 85) C\X)ro03��OY.)<?� 
( 1 86) 
lci.lat'am.so.purhci 
come.EUPHlIRR.ATTR.Buddha 
'The Buddha who will appear.' (Inser. 1-68) 
C' (' • C" C" 0 C" 
�¥,cC\X)roOO3d�oy') �C6)OO-)� 
non'. la. lat'am.so. man'.khap'sim' 
future. come. IRR.A TTR king.all 
'All the kings who will come in the future.' (Inser. 1-2 1 )  
• � am (V�) � IRR: irrealis marker; will/would V [=WB � am' ?�N] 
o C'  0 C' 1 0 C' 0 C'  • ( 1 87) O-)6)C£l�OY.)ooorooo CI�OO�03d 
sakhin: plu.so. pitakat' nci.rhay1<huiv: am 
Lord.make.ATTR.pitaka Lpay obeisance.IRR 
'I shall pay obeisance to the pitaka that the Lord created.' (Inser. 1-98) 
( s C' 1 C' 0 C' 1 88) gW.l.)CI":?ll�OY.)roU)O?o C' " <tJroooO( u(0-)3I(YY.) 
hu.samhya. kci 
call.all .TOP 
iy'. na. hlfl..so. lay'. kuiv' 
this.Ldonate.ATTR.field.OBJ 
phyak'chi.su 
derstroy. person 
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Q O  <.'Q <.' <.' �oG>U)15U)�c c\y')��Gcnll 
aviciy'. nray'. lhyan' lii. am. sa. te 
Avici.hell.to gO.IRR.ATTR.EMPH 
' Whoever destroys the field 1 have donated shall go to the hell of A vici. '  
(Inser. II- 1 32a) 
( 1 89) �'lcS�ol on�.y.> cn�� 
arap'.3.pci scisanci tafifc.am 
place.3.cLF teaching establish.IRR 
' [1] shall establish the teaching of the Buddha at three locations.' (Inser. II- 1 47) 
<.'Q r;: <.' 1 <.' 0  <.' • ( 1 90) �c3onlP'imGcn OI'itOXl ��Gcxy')CtC�1I 
( 1 9 1 )  
shyan '. disciprcimuk'. te pci. milkci amhu.ehon'. nuin '.am 
Shin Disapramok.EMPH include.if task.carry out.can.IRR 
' If you assign Shin Disapramok, he will carry out the task successfully.' 
(Inser. III-27 1 )  
<.' 
���ec 
o <.' <.' Q 
"U)'l�.,�'it�1 
r::::: <.' 0 <.'  
�ep�cO(o 
<.' <.' 
eOEilU) I 
purhci.sakhan' 
Buddha.lord 
niy'raban � ma. mil. m� 
nirvana.NEG.act. before 
sakrciman � kuiv 
Thagyamin.oBJ 
khav'ruy� 
call.sUBORD 
0 <.' 0 <.'  <.' 0  <.' 
�"yO� .,tml 
sin'khuiv'.klvan'.nhuik� 
Sri Lanka.island.in 
<.' <.' • 
on�.y.>cn�'lG>�1 
scisanci. taiiii�rae'.am, 
doctrine. build.remain.IRR, 
O Q  <.'� �'lQ��m�c onl 0 <.'  �(J).,cnGco'l 
siridhammasuka. man '. kri.sci, 
Sri Dhamma Asoka.king.son 
mahin'ta. thera 
Mahinda.monk 
<.' <.' <.' 
"CGroc�'lG>O( 
nan � can 'rna. rae'. hu 
you.guard.remain.QuOT 
<.' ,  
tC e'lOXl II 
nhan '. khai. rakci. 
entrust.REM. because 
'Before his entering the state of nirvana, the holy Buddha summoned Thagyamin 
and commanded him, saying that the monk Mahinda, the son of King Sri Dhamma, 
would remain and propagate the doctrine in Sri Lanka. Entrusting him with the 
task, he said "You must take care of it" .. .' (Inser. III-250) 
• QJ� ea' (V-) ---+ REALIS: V-S, V-ed [=WB � e�· 1i] 
) 
<.' <.' 0 <.' <.' 
( 1 92 G�C<;OC �mQJ�1I 
iiiion'Apan' cuik'.ea' 
banyanA.CLF plant.REAL 
'I planted four banyan trees.' (Inser. 1- 105) 
( 193) 
( 1 94) 
( 1 95 )  
� � � 
ro:::DCG<JPC�y £ Le3d, ccisan'.kZon'.5.khu plu.ea 
study.school.5.CLF plant.REAL 
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'I built five schools [for Buddhist study] . '  (Inser. III-254b) 
� � � 
G<JProro 'looe3d 
kZok'cci. riy'.ea' 
stone. writing write.REAL 
' I  wrote an inscription.' (Inser. 1-6) 
0 0  � � � � � � 
2C!)¥>�ce3 UJ�OOGonc 00 roe 3d 
ucinci..man'.kri haruy'. ton' tak'.ea' 
Uzana.king.big gold.mountain ascend.REAL 
'King Uzana ascended the throne. ' (Ins cr. 1-36) 
6 Other verb particles 
Below, more examples from the inscriptions illustrate grammatical forms associated with 
verbs presented in this paper. Further example sentences and a list of ail the grammatical 
forms discussed in this paper are given at the end. 
• omission of sentence-final verb particle --+ indicates an order; imperative [= WB] 
( 1 96) GOJ':)03u� [9�GO.Y.>OJ':) O�II 
kok'.pay' pri.pi.so.kci. van' 
paddy.beans finish.PERF .ATTR. TOP enter 
'Go in after the harvest is finished.' (Inser. III-27 1 )  
s � 0 � 0 � 0 � 0 � o  � ( 1 97) g)1��GOO?roGO.Y.>O(o 3dc!)OO3dc!)OO �OOUOOII 
i.su.3.yok'.so.kuiv' acit'aciy' miy'.piy' 
this.person.3 .CLF.ATTR.OBJ detail ask.BEN 
'Make inquiries for me in detail about these three people. '  (Ins cr. 1-74) 
· 0(' kun' (V-) --+ all V, each V [=WB 0(' kun' kOUN] 
( 1 98) 
� � r::::: � o � � � 
�cO.Y.>3d�OO:::DG���ooor°:::D�c\)� 
man 'sci.. amat'.satthe.sukrvay'. tuiv'.safiii. '. Zann' 
prince.minister.rich 
person.person. wealthy .PL.NOM.also 
'1 � '1 � � 
3dtG�on�;c� IOU 100;e3d1l 
anumetana. khav'. kun '. ea'. 
rejoicing.call.ail.REAL 
'Princes, ministers and wealthy people ail celebrated the glory [of my donation] . '  
(Inser. I-3 1 )  
� O �  r::::: � � � � o  � � (199) 3doocor0OJ':) e3ro3dcoooC9.]c g c!)c!)OOO(;:::DGOOIl 
ayan'tuiv'.kci. ok:athay'. Zyhan' phZac'.ciy'.kun'.sate. 
they.ToP beneath.inside.in be.CAUS.eventuaily.REAL 
'May they end up beneath [and heil above] . '  (Aung Thaw 1 972-1 983, vol. i, p.44) 
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rR <:' <:' 0  <:' <:' 
(200) "(t9�CSJc � G>G><X>O?,P')GOOII 
w.prittci. lyvan' phlac'.ciy'. kun'.sate. 
human.ghoul.EMPH be.cAus.eventually.REAL 
'May they turn into human ghouls.' (Aung Thaw 1972-1983, vol. i, p.44) 
• 6 kra (V-) ---+ PL: plural; V has plural subject [=WB 6 kra tG�] 
O ) 1 <:' <:' <:'r:::::� (2 1 �GOICoar;\>O 't<X>�t9Goy')GOOIl 
apon'.kyvcin'.30 muy�kra.priso. te 
total.slave.30 keep.pL.PERF .ATIR.EUPH 
'They look after a total of thirty slaves. '  (Inser. 1-77) 
• 01 - 011 - 0It0 kha - khci - khay' (V-) ---+ REM: remote past, remote place [=WB � 
khai' kh�] 
(202) 
(203) 
(204) 
(205) 
(206) 
(207) 
<:' 0 <:' 1 Gcg:>mG>?�<X>OIIGoy')lI 
klok'.cci.riy'. khci.so 
stone. writing.write.REM.A TIR 
' [I] wrote an inscription.' (Inser. 1-2 1 )  
0<:'  <:' <:' <:' "  <:'Q <:' <:' �O(o�aa!; �mG>QX.)c15<X>OI�� 
atuivfll'kvyan' pyak'ci.chan'nray'.kha.ea' 
1 ruined.poor .REM.REAL 
'I was bankrupted and became poor. ' (Inser. 1-79a) 
!\ <:' <:' 1 0 <:'  1 <:' g)1aa!;JG<X>?mOY.)()'.)'.) Clo.:>OIC CIC\j>llOlG�1I 
i.kvyan'.2.yok�sci.kci nci.sakhan' nci.lhu.kha.ea' 
this.slave.2.CLF.only.TOP my.lord I .donate.REM.REAL 
' I  donated these two slaves to my Lord. ' (Inser. IV-378a) 
<:' <:' 0 <:'  0 <:'  <:' ,." <:' <:' �'t<X>2°OG>?0(0O?o �;OI�<X> �OI�G�II 
amuy'ut'cci.tuiv'.kuiv' cvan�kha.r'Y svci.kha.svci.ea' 
parents.possessions.pL.OBJ abandon.REM.SUBORD gO.REM.gO.REAL 
'My parents abandoned their legacy and passed away. ' (Inser. ill-272) 
o <:' <:' 0 <:'  0 <:' <:' 
OY.)� <X>�G> O?o o <X> 01 <X> 
sci. mliy'. khyac� kuiv' piy� khay' 
son.grandson.love.oBJ give.REM 
'Give your beloved son and grandson.' (Inser. IV-38 1 )  
���Goy')�OO¥,o.?O 1 
ra.khai.cvci.so.ratanci.sum.pci 
obtain.difficult.very.ATIR.jewel.three.cLF 
'The Three Gems which are very hard to obtain.' (Inser. 1-69) 
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• � � khlan' (V�) -+ desire, want to V [=WB Cij� khyan' tGhiN] 
(208) 
� � � � ffi � � 0 � CI)� cooo� CC\:ijOOlOon ,,(19<JPCSlc g Cl)CI)Qo)IOOOIl 
4 1 6a) 
sa. khlan '. vat'. khlan'. lyak'.so lll.prittci.. lyhan' phlac'.cim'.sate. 
eat.want. wear. want. while.ATTR human.ghoul.EMPH be.cAUS/IRR.REAL 
'May they be human ghouls who perpetually want to eat and drink.' (Inser. IV-
(209) • 
r::: � � � 0 � � 0 � 0 � � � 
O)O)'P15ooooagoo'P g Cl)lOon.,oo�U., OX?oro�o� Co)�1I 
sari1sarci. fLray'.ka. lvat'.rci phlac'.so.niy'rapan' chu.kuiv'. luiv'.khlan'.saiifl' 
samsara.hell.from.release.place be.ATTR.nirvana reward.OBJ.want.want.REAL 
' [I] desire the reward of nirvana, which is the state of release from the cycle of 
rebirth. '  (Inser. IV-4 13) 
• �03 ciy' (V�) -+ CAUS: cause to V; may V happen; causative/exhortative marker often 
used in orders and commands [=WB lOCI) ce se] 
(2 1 0) g)�03I503@36)ul� CY.ijcrl�03orto)lOooll 
(2 1 1 ) 
iy'.fLray'.kri.B.pci..ci kyak'.ciy'.kun'.sate. 
tbis.hell.big.8.CLF.in cook.cAus.all.REAL 
'May they all be boiled in the Eight Tiers of Rell . '  (Inser. I-5 1 )  
. � � 
CSlOO 0006 00 C\:ijoo O1IOCI)O) 100011 
lyvan '. ta. larh. thvak'. lyak' kharh. ce. sate. 
tongue.one.lan. protrude. while suffer .CAUS .REAL 
' May [they] suffer [the punishment of] their tongues protruding one Zan (six feet).'  
(Inser. 1-69) 
(212) aaJt7�IOOY.>crlO)o:n [-] g)�«W9Q(lOon d?6 �cS���03 
(2 1 3) 
(2 14) 
kyvan '. 73.yok'.sakci [-] i. purhci.4. chu.so. kuiv' lup'. klvaiiii'.ciy' 
slave.73.CLF.ATTR.TOP [-] this.Buddha.4.CLF.ATTR.OBI make.feed.CAUS 
'May 73 slaves take care of these four Buddhas.' (Inser. II- 130) 
s O �  � � o  � 
g)1«W901(IOonoro �U��CI)OOU( C)jto) 10 0011 
i.purhci.4.chu.so.kuiv' lup1dvaiiii'.ciy'.hu lM.sate 
tbis.pagoda.4.cLF.ATTR.OBJ look after.CAUS.QUOT donate. REAL 
'(I) donated (servants) to look after these four pagodas.' (Inser. II- 1 30) 
o � � � 0 � O �  
uoooooo �ooo(06c OOOOOCl)OOU( Q.,�o:nll 
pitakat' rhuy'.kii.. tvan' thci.. la.siy'.hu min'.rakci 
Pitaka gold.cave-temple.in place.EUPH.cAUS.QUOT decree.because 
'(The King) issued a decree to preserve the Buddhist scriptures in the golden 
cave-temple.' (Inser. 1-98) 
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o (' or::::. (' 0 (' 0 (' (' (' 0  (' (2 1 5) :::AiP� WI o.:>�� wO(oOY.> 3dg; �/oCJY.)CalWII 
syci.su. mliy� sikrafifi'mliy'. kuiv'. kci akhvan' ma. ton'.ciy'. 
Shathu.land, Thikyi.land.OBJ.TOP tax NEG.request.cAuS 
'Do not levy tax on the lands owned by Shathu and Thikyi. '  (lnser. II-96) 
o (' (' 0 ('17: (' (' 0  (' (2 1 6) ;�; ��/Oo.:>':> �o.:>w19� OCalWo.:>/oOOIl 
(2 1 7) 
(2 1 8) 
(2 1 9) 
nibban'.mafifi'.so ma.siy'.prafifi van'. ciy'. sate. 
Nirvana.named.ATIR NEG.die.country enter.CAUS.REAL 
'May they be able to enter the immortal world called Nirvana. '  (lnser. II-202) 
(' Q '"I (' 0 ('  0 '"I c�l/Oo.:>':> /OOY.>c�O(o CX)U I/oo.:>':> 
nci.plu.so kon'mhu.kuiv' thipci.so 
Ldo.ATIR good deed.oBJ .violate.ATIR 
<tJoo 00/0 OY.> 
phyak'chi.so 
destroy.ATIR 
�OY.> 
sii..kci 
person.ToP 
o (, r::::Jit (' (' 0 (' OOQ (' - 0 (' � W�OO3dCX)OO 3dW cO(oOY.> 3dOal15weal W 0.:>/00011 
mliy'.kri.ka.athak' ayan'tuiv'.kci avici. nray'. kham. ciy: sate. 
earth. big.SUB.above they. TOP A vicLhell.suffer .CAUS.REAL 
' May they suffer underground in the hell of Avici if they trespass upon and 
destroy my meritorious deeds. '  (lnser. II- 1 53a) 
(' (' (' (' 0 (' 0  (' 
<t\oo/Oo.:>':>� <t\OO/o 0.:>':> o.:>':>tC 3d 0600CalWII 
khyat'.so.myci khyat'.so.sci.nhan"" kvi.kvan'.ciy' 
love.ATIR.wife love.ATIR.son.with divide.separate.CAUs 
'May he be separated from his beloved wife and beloved son.' (lnser. II-1 53a) 
o (' '"I 0 ('  
uwe 1/00.:>':>0(0 
piy'. khci.so. kuiv' 
give.REM.ATIR.OBJ 
(' 
<tJoo/Oo.:>':>oo 
phyak'.so. ka 
destroy.A TIR. TOP 
(' (' (' 
o.:>':>,g al/OOO :pJ�w�w/Oo.:>':>o.:>':> 
sci.phlac'. le cimvay'.may'.so.sci 
animal. be.also fur .without.ATIR.animal 
�a;�03o.:>':>/OOOIl cl,g a;/Ooo :pJ�03�03/OOY.>cl ,g a;�0311 
phlac:ciy:sci. te. nci.phlac'. le ci.kriy'.may'.so. nci phlac'.ciy' 
be.CAUS.animal.REAL. fish.be.also scales.without.ATTR.fish be.CAUS 
' Whoever would destroy my donation, may he be without fur if an animal and 
without scales if a fish.' (Aung Thaw 1972-1983 : vol. ii, p.46) 
• q, cam (V�) � enjoy V-ing 
(220) '"I (' (' 0 (' (' C l3dorll/OOY.>c��3d3dCJ?l0o.:>� 
nci.alhii..kon'mhu.eQ'.akluiv'.safifi' 
my.donation.merit.GEN.benefit.NoM 
. 0  (' '1 al alW 0.:> /0 00 II 
ra. cam. ciy'. sate 
obtain.enjoy.cAUS.REAL 
'"I • 0 (' (' (' (' C I 'lal/O 0.:>':> 3dCJ?lOtcCX)uOj?�c 
nci.ra. cam. so. akluiv'. nhan'. thap'tii.lyvan' 
Lobtain.enjoY.A TIR. benefit. with.equal.EMPH 
'May [they] enjoy benefits comparable to those I enjoyed from my meritorious 
act of donation. '  (lnser. 1 - 144) 
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• �cvarh (V-) -+ can V [? = WB ��: cvamQ' SWaN] 
(22 1 )  1 (' 0 (' 0 (' (' . Cloy') 3dC>.C?W3d�LO �OJW3d�I00011 
na. kii achuy'amTuiv' ma. hiytO.'.cvarh. teo 
LTOP relatives NEG.exist.can.REAL 
' I  have no possibility of having any family. ' (Inser. II - 1 1 1 ) 
(' 0 ('  0 ('  I::::: ('1::::: 0 (' (' (222) CX)c<f0�<f0 �1O�Ce3�W��I00011 
(223) 
(224) 
(225) 
than'.phuiv:0'va.phuiv' ma.kron'kra.ciy'.cvam'. te. 
fuel.price.tongue.price NEG.worry.cAus.can.REAL 
'They have no need to worry about the price of fuel or food. ' (Inser. III-275) 
g)�03<?WoaJ,o?6 ��6()1�lOool1 
iy'.purha.kyvan:kuiv' ma.cuiv'.pa.cvarh. te. 
this.Buddha.slave.OBJ NEG.own.POL.can.REAL 
' [They] will be unable to own this pagoda slave.' (Inser. 11- 1 82a) 
o (' (' 0 (' (' 1 0 (' .  Coy')l C� WI CC>.C?WO(Ooy.) �OC()I�W�I00011 
na.sci, na.mliy� na.chuiv'.tuiv'. kii ma.van'.pci.cvarh. te. 
my.son, my. grandson, my relative.pL.TOP NEG.enter.POL.CAUS.can.REAL 
'May none of my sons, grandsons or relatives be permitted to enter. '  (Inser. 11- 1 32a) 
(' (' 0 (' .  
<fW3d� �� �lOro ���W�I00011 
phurha. aphlac'phlac: le ma. phil.cvarh. te 
Buddha.state.be.also NEG.worship.cAus.can.REAL 
'Buddha after Buddha, may he be unable to worship them.' (Inser. 1- 1 0 1 )  
• oodJ tat' (V-) -+ can V; usually V-s [=WB oodJ tat' tal] 
(226) g)�03'loofJ\>()1100Y.)o?6 ,,?[)��OOdJlOoy')O( 
iy'.ratana. 3. pa.so. kuiv' Tup'. klvafifi '. tat'.so.sil 
this.jewel.3 .CLF .ATTR.OBJ do.feed.can.ATTR.person 
'He who can take care of the Three Gems. '  (Inser. I I-1 43a) 
(' 0 (' (' (' (' (' (' fR (227) O(oo�CX(O(022tOOWOOOOlOoy')l �CI6000000:::D�<6P" 
sil. tathil. kuiv'. fifihan'.chay'. tat: so, ma. lvat'. tat'.sa.pritta. 
person.other.OBJ .torture.can.ATTR, NEG.release.can.A TTR.ghoul 
'A ghoul who (habitually) tortures others and cannot be released. ' (Inser. 11-2 16) 
• IOcn3 'il to' mil (V-) -+ HON: honorific construction; lit: ' [honoured-V] do-' [=WB IOcn3 
Iii to' mil t?> mu] 
( 8) ('� 
(' 1 (' I:::::� (' 1 (' 22 �Ce3lOroro:>oo?0'i()U;Jw 8JlOrofJoo?0'il() I�3d 
man'. kri. le. lci. tciv' mu. pci. ruy' tyrci.le. na. tciv' miL pa. ea' 
king.big.also.come.HoN.POL.SUBORD doctrine.also.listen.HON.POL.REAL 
'The King came and listened to the doctrine. '  (Inser. IV-390) 
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r;: C' C' C' C' 0 C' C' � o C' C' C' 
(229) 19��G¥,m(9mC\f�CJ?tm �c�;(),)O')0'itQl�1I 
pranfi'. anok'. phak'. lhannkla. nhuik' man '. krL niy'. tav' mil.ea'. 
Pyay. west.lllegya.in king. big.live.HoN.REAL 
'The King resides in lllegya, west of Pyay.' (lnser. ill-27 1)  
o C' 0 C' C' a - C' C' 
(230) �O(oo:>�c�cm<Y.>'.)O( <1JO')'J0'itQl�1I 
atuiv'.sakhin'. man '. kanklisil pyam. tciv' mil. ea'. 
our .lord.king.Kingathu die.HON .REAL 
' Our Lord, King Kingathu, has passed away.'  (lnser. II- 143a) 
• 0'), tan' (V�) ---+ suitable to V, ought to V [=WB 0'), tan' t�lN] 
(23 1 )  
(232) 
1 C' C' 0 c 1'i().)roO');Go.n�Gro�U:>1I 
nci.muy.cci. tan'.so.sil. le.ma.hi. 
Lcare for.ought.ATIR.person.also.NEG.exist 
'There is no-one I should take care of.' (lnser. I-5 1 )  
o C' C' C' C' 
GJ.().)�06;O');ur6J()')1I 
ruy'. ma.svan '. tan'. hu.ruy'. 
water.NEG.pour .0ught.QUOT .SUBORD 
' [He said] that [one] should not pour water. '  (lnser. ill-264) 
• o? tum (V�) ---+ 'V again' [=WB o? tum tOUN] 
(233) 
o C'  C' • C' 
�;O')'J0'itO(QI�1I 
min'. tciv' mil. tum.ea'. 
order .HON.again.REAL 
' [The King] again issued an order.' (lnser. 1-3) 
C' 0 C' • C' C' .  C' 
(234) O');O(cgLO(QI�' �O')�O(QI�II 
tan 'tu iii. '. plu. ea' kil. tann '. tum. ea'. 
wall.make.REITER.REAL, cave. build.again.REAL. 
' [He] both made the wall and constructed cave temple as well . '  (lnser. 1- 17)  
C' 0 C' • C' C' C' C' 
(235) ro().)� ().)ot'lPl 2().);0')� C\fILO')'J0'itO(�QI�1I 
lay'. mliy'.sum. ryci, uyan '. tao khu lhil. tciv' mil. tum '.ea'. 
field.land.three.hundred, garden.one.eLF donate.HON.also.REAL 
' [The King] again donated three hundred pay of fields and a garden.' (lnser. ill -235) 
• co tha (V�) ---+ EUPH: euphonic; used in expressions of wonder and admiration [=WB 
co tha] 
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C'C C' " C' C' (236) �CXKJoo;�o)OOGo.n O-:>'l'looOOO'Y.)OI 
athii.2. chan1cray'. tha.so sariratat'. tav' 
special.REDUP. wonderful.EUPH.ATIR relic.HON 
'Especially wonderful relics [of the Buddha] . '  (lnser. N-390) 
C' o C'  C' C' C' 
(237) O(ooox>e�O(0"6O)Gp g o)OOGo.n�CII 
sii. talaiea'.kuiv'kvay'ra phlac'. tha.so.man'. 
people.all.GEN.revere.NOM be.EUPH.ATIR.king 
'The King who is revered by all the people.' (lnser. 1lI-247) 
(238) Gun03<Y.ijJooox>oo03 � ��OOGo.n §��@3 1 
yok'kya. taka. thak' mlat'. eva. tha.so tra. man. kr� 
man.all.more-than noble.very.EUPH.ATIR doctrine.king.big 
'The King of the doctrine who is more noble that all other men.' (lnser. N-398) 
C' 0 C'  rn C' C' O  C' C' 
(239) �<J1 ootCGo.n�19W�c g 0)0)0)0(;0-:>100011 
ma.klvat'.num'.so. lii.pritta. lyhan' phlac'.ciy'.kun'.sate. 
NEG.liberate.can.ATIR.human.ghoul.EMPH be.CAUS.all.REAL 
' May [they] all be human ghouls who cannot be set free. ' (lnser. 1-64) 
• ulpa (V�) - POL: polite [=WB ul pa pal 
s C' 0 C' C' 0 1C 1 (240) g)lo)�Go.nO(O(o�ox> O-:>UlepUIO-:>Gooll 
iy'.myha.so.sii. tuiv"".ka si.pa.kra.pa.sa. te. 
this.extent.ATTR.person.PL.TOP know.POL.hear.POL.REAL.EUPH 
'All these people knew and looked on [as witnesses] . '  (lnser. II- 1 30) 
• �-«phii�pii (V�) - EXP: experiential; has (ever) V-ed [=WB �: phii" phU] 
(241)  O)'lcSGc\)c�'W»�� 
carap'. le. plu. phii. e * 
shelter .also.make.Exp .REAL 
'I have also built a resthouse. '  (lnser. N-372) 
(242) �Gc\) GOO?�(»�� 
thi. le chon'.kha.pii.e'� 
finial. also hold.REM.EXP .REAL 
' [I] have also placed a stupa fInial.' (lnser. N -372) 
(243) �'lonGc\) o?�� £l�(»�� 
purha.le sum. khua' plua. kha. phii.e'� 
Buddha.also three.CLF make.REM.EXP.REAL 
' [I] have also made three Buddha images. ' (Archaeological l972 1- 1 9) 
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"I S � O �  � 0 � O �  � � (244) C ICYn g)lw�03d �'l.w�ooCYnO( �;3dQl3d 
fui.kii iy'.suiv"" ma.riy'.phiL. takci..hu min"" .ea' 
LTOP this.way NEG.write.EXP.ExCL.QUOT state.REAL 
' [He] stated that he had never written thus.' (Inser. I-78b) 
• 8d; piy' (V-) � EUPH: euphonic [=WB GO pe pel 
(245) 
O �  � o  � � orCG�mOWQl3d1l 
tuin�chok'.piy'.ea'. 
pillar. build.EUPH.REAL 
' [He] built a stone pillar.' (Forchhammer 1 892:282) 
O �  � � � 0 � � � o  � � (246) 3d<f0«wonOOOGOO'Jc OWEi)W OWOWQl3d1l 
aphuiv'. nuy'. tci.v'. tao thon' piy'. ruy' vay'. piy� ea'. 
value.silver.HON.one.thousand give.sUBORD buy.EUPH.REAL 
' [He] bought it for a price of one thousand in silver.' (Forchhammer 1 892:28 1 )  
(247) oocS6)pGo.n��o?6Gro cloocS8d;Ql�1I 
chap'.ryci..so.khyiftft'.kuiv'. le nci..chap'.piy'.ea'. 
repay.should.ATTR.debt.OBJ.also Lrepay.EUPH.REAL 
' [1] also repaid the debt which l owed. '  (Inser. I-79a) 
( � � 0 � 0 � � 0 �r::: � � 0 � � 248) �;ooQ)oO:>�Go.nO(o o:>cO:>Eip�olSw� mwow9Jml 
lU. nat'.khap'sim'.so.kuiv' san'sarci..chuiv'nray'.mha kay�piy�lyak� 
human. nat. all.ATTR.OBJ samsara. suffering.from rescue.EUPH. while 
' [He] relieves all the humans and nats from the suffering of the cycle of rebirth ... ' 
(Inser. I-79a) 
• !9pri (V-) � PERF: perfective aspect; completed verb action [=WB !9pri pi] 
(249) tiJon6�!9Ql�1I 
pyarh. tci.v' mil. pri. ea'. 
(250) 
die.HON.PERF .REAL. 
' [The King] has passed away.'  (Inser. II- 143a) 
� �� OO;G�ce3CYn 
tan'chon'.kri.kci. 
shrine.big.TOP 
!9� 
pri.pi 
finish.PERF 
C'>'(OO�!9Go.nGro <fW£ lQl�1I 
kU.taftft'.pri.so. le phurhci..plu.ea'. 
cave.construct.finish.when.also Buddha.make.real 
' When I had completed the temple I made a Buddha image' (Inser. 1- 1 7) 
• � bhi (V-) � EMPH: emphatic [= WB g phi phi] 
(25 1 )  
0 ('  (' 0 ('  0 0 (' (' 1lCXj>0ooorqo arILo)OOOOQJ3d1l 
puthuiv'. tav� kuiv' Zhu. bhi liy� ea'. 
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stupa.HON.OBI donate.EMPH.EUPH.REAL 
' [1] also donated a pagoda.' (Ins cr. II - 1 63) 
• 'lra (V-) - compulsion, opportunity; must V, can V [=WB 'lra j�] 
(252) l53do?G���03 o03'lGOY.>� 031 
flri.alurh.ron'.ruy' vay'.ra.so.mliy� 
younger brother.all.sell.SUBORD buy.can.ATTR.land 
'The land which I was able to buy, having sold everything to my brother.' 
(lnser. III-229) 
( 
0 <:'  (' 0 (" . 0  (" C' 253) Q,000'iiuoo'lO'Y.) 1lm,oo'lQJ3d1l 
min'. tav' mu.piy'.raka. pukarh.niy�ra.ea'. 
order.HON.give.since Pagan.live.can.REAL 
'Since [the King] had sanctioned it, he was permitted to reside in Pagan.' 
(lnser. III-234) 
• 'l� rae' (V�) - remain and V [=WB 'l� rae' ji7] 
(254) g)103c1arILGOY.>ooO'Y.) OY.>O)¥>�ooo�� oo�'l���o)GOO 
iy'.fui. Zhu.so. laika sCisanci5000.lyhan' tafifi'.rae'.eim'.sate 
this.I.donate.ATTR.field.TOP siisanii.5000.EMPH establish.remain.CAUS/IRR.REAL 
'May the field which I donated cause the teachings of the Buddha to be preserved 
for five thousand years.' (Inser. 1-90) 
s (' 0 ('  (' 0 (' (' (255) g)IOO�GOY.>O(O(03d 'lOO'lO>GOY.>II 
iy'. myha.so.su. tuivta' riy'. rae�so. 
this.extent.ATTR.person.PL write.remain.ATTR 
'This number of them left their writings. '  (lnser. 1-4) 
• 'lP rya (V�) - ought to V; must V [=WB � ra ja; see Okell and Allott (200 1 : 1 82 '� 
6') ] 
(256) 
(' (' 0 (' 0)00 rq�oo Qoooo'lPGOY.> 3d¥>�oo 
sama ku.ruy' ma. tat'.ryciso. ana.phuiy' 
physician cure.SUBORD NEG.can.can.ATTR disease. danger 
, A disease which physicians cannot cure. '  (lnser. II - 144) 
0 (."  (" <:' 0 <." 
(257) O(cO'Y.)oo,Q,rq Q�Lu'lPli 
tuin'k.citan'man'.kui ma.khyup'.ryci 
country.envoy.OBJ NEG. detain. should 
'The envoy sent from another country should not be detained.' (lnser. III-27 1 )  
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• c\3uS liy' (V-) - EUPH: euphonic [=WB GOO le Ie] 
(258) 
(259) 
C' C' 0 C' C' 
�O)o(0'6Ccxy)OOo)�3d1l 
rhuy'. leU. tvan '. thelliy'. ea'. 
gold.cave.in. place.EUPH.REAL 
' (He) placed it in a golden cave-shrine. '  (lnser. 1-98) 
� C' !; C' ,,<; 1 0 C' C' 0 C'  C' �c'lg)laC\Y.)� c la"3dooo)�3d1l 
mran'mil. Un '. lei. r* nel min ta'. liy'. ea'. 
Myinmu.house.come.sUBORD me.order.EUPH.REAL 
' [He] came to my house in Myinmu and gave me orders. '  (Inser. I-78b) 
• GOO - c\3uS le - liy' (V-) with no sentence-final verb marker - IMP: imperative 
marker [=WB GOO le Ie] 
(260) C' C' 0 C' 0 C' GOY.>ooUo)GOO �OOOOo)lI 
kak'.pay'. le cuik'. liy' 
paddy. beans. also grow.IMP 
'Plant rice and other things.' (Inser. III-27 1 )  
• Gc\y')� - oo6 laa'-lav'(V-) - IMP: imperative marker [=WB Gcxy? la' 19] 
6 
C' C' C' ...s (2 1 )  <J?�ac �ooooo <..1(�1I 
klacvelman' cat'. lav' hil.r'� 
Kyaswa.king divide.IMP say.SUBORD 
'King Kyaswa said: ' Divide (it), and .. .' (Inser. III-23 1 )  
• c\?6 luiv' (V-) - want to  V [=WB c\? lui 10] 
(262) 
(263) 
o C' C' O C'  ., 0)'1. C)., ox?'1.,,?O�GOOII 
niy'raban '. chu. ra. lu iv: sate. 
nirvana.reward.obtain. want.REAL 
' [I] want to obtain the reward of nirvana.' (Inser. IT - 1 30) 
O C'� C' C' t' C' O C'  
OX?0tSO)Go.Y.)3d.g �OO� a.g �,,?Oll 
chuiv'Tiray'.sa.aphlac'. lafifi' ma.phlac'. luiv'. 
poverty.ATTR.state.also NEG.be.want 
' [I] do not desire to be in a state of poverty. '  (lnser. IT- 130) 
(264) c1'lGo.Y.)3dcJ?t600 clc\?6�0X? g ��c\?�GOOIl 
na.mil.sa.akluiv'.ka nelluiv'.sa.ehu plafiii'. lui.sate. 
Ldo.ATTR.benefit.TOP Lwant.ATTR.reward fulfil.want.REAL 
'Concerning the benefit of my donation, I want the reward I long for to be 
fulfilled.' (Inser. I- 1 82a) 
• c\?� luik' (V-) - 'just V', 'V thoroughly, decisively' [=WB c\?� luik' lai?] 
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c c c c e e o c C C C C C C c e o  C C 
(265) �OOOOctGQCY.)C«OOOOctGQCY.)CO?03d.g C3Cl �GOOOEi)OO3Cl C023Cl,,?me3Cl 
rhuy'. tan'chon'. nuy'. tan'chon: tuivta'.phlanta' pujciv'.ruyta' thafifita'. luik'.ea' 
gold.ornament.silver.ornament.pL. with devote.SUBORD insert.just.REAL 
' I  worshipped with gold and silver ornaments, and enshrined them.' (Inser. II-80) 
• cu� lan' (V�) --+ IMP: imperative marker [=WB cu9 lan" liN] 
o c  r:::: o c  c o  C C 
(266) 3Cl�C3Cle:>O?C G QCY.)m 000 cuc II 
apuin 'akhrci. tuin' chok: piy'. lan '. 
boundary.pillar build.BEN.IMP 
'Erect a boundary pillar.' (Inser. ill-296) 
O C  o c  o c  C C • (267) ��c O?o 3Cl,,?09.CUCU( C\j>ILGOO':)�O?9.o:Y.) 
sakhin'. tuiv' aluiv'.ra. Zan:hu ZhiL. to' miL. tum.rakci 
Lord.PL desire.obtain.IMP.QuOT donate.HON.again.because 
'Because the King again made offerings, saying "Masters, take what you need . . .  '" 
(Inser. II-203) 
&'l C o c  C C 
(268) ��Icx::QCUCU( �ctOO':)0'iie3Cl1l 
sankhci. thci. lan'.hu min: tciv' miL.ea'. 
monkhood.place.order.QuOT order .HON.REAL 
' [The King] gave orders, saying "Place the monks here.'" (Inser. 1V-40 1 )  
• �u3 Zvay' (V�) --+ easy to V [=WB �u3 lvay' lwt] 
(269) 
C C C GGpc9.00�OOGoy'>lI 
ron'ray'. lvay'.so. 
contented. easy .ATTR 
' [It is] easy to be contented.' (Inser. II-2 1 6) 
• CSl� Zyhan' (PHRASE�) --+ EMPH: emphatic [=WB CSl� lyhan' tajiN] 
o (" . (" C' 
(270) ct�ctCijOY.>3n GGpmGG>CSlcGooll 
nibban'. khyamsci.ci rok'.ce. lyhan'. teo 
nirvana.happiness.to arrive.CAuS.EMPH.REAL 
'May [they] reach the happy state of nirvana. ' (Inser. II- 1 62) 
0 ('  co 0 C' (" C' C' 
(27 1 )  O?cGQCY.)mocuooU(GOY.> cxtooOO':)09.CSlC�GOOIl 
tuin'.chok'.paZiy'.hiL.so thuy'tciv:ra. lyhan'.sate. 
pillar.erect.command.QuoT.ATTR royal order.obtain.EMPH.REAL 
' [1] received a royal order to erect a pillar.' (Inser. ill-268) 
• o�� vamta' (V�) --+ dare to V [=WB 9 vam" WYN] 
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o C" C"r,::: C" 0 C" • C" C" • (272) 3dO(0aal;t5OO3dOCl)OO Ci)O�3d3dGo.nll 
a tuiv 1cyvan '. flray'. avaciy' kham. vam "". am. so. 
Lhell.A vici suffer .dare.IRR.ATTR. 
' I  will dare to suffer the hell of A vici.'  (Inser. III -23 1 b) 
• o.n sa (V�) � be feasible to V [=WB o.n sa ea] 
o c.- c.- c.- c.-(273) <9,,?OJoot;)oo �CI6000000o.nll 
philu. sat'. ruy' ma. lvat: tat'.sa 
ogre.kill.sUBORD NEG.release.can.feasible 
' [He] was killed by an ogre and cannot possibly be liberated.' 
(pe Maung Tin 1 928:7) 
• 03t0 siy' (V�) � yet/still V [=WB GOJ: se" eel 
(274) 
(275) 
(276) 
o c.-� c.-r,:: c.- [ ] c.- o  c.- 0 c.-� OOe33dcooot5oo - C11lenCl)OOOJOOOJGOOIl 
mliy'.kri.athay'. flray' [-J kyak'.ciy'.siy'.sa. te 
earth.big.inside.hell [-] COOkCAUS.still .REAL.EUPH 
'May he still be boiled in the hell inside the earth.' (Inser. II-202) 
o c.- c.- c.- 0 c.- 0 c.- 0 c.-3dO(0aal;roc 'reno.n ; OO'l.CI)ooroOJOO 
a tuiv1cyvan'. lan' pukam.sa niy:ra.ciy'. la.siy' 
my.husband Pagan. only live.can.CAUS.EXCL.still 
'My husband was allowed to live only in Pagan.' (Inser. III -234) 
1 0 c.- o c.-C I �CD':)'l.OJ 000( �; Ci)'l. onl 
na.ma.ca.ra.siy'.hu min'.kha.raka 
LNEG.eat.can.still.QUOT order.REM.because 
'Since [the King] stated "I have not yet eaten" . . .  ' (Inser. III -268) 
• OJ��san"" (V�) � should V, ought to V [=WB OJ9san" eiN] 
s c.- c.- 0 c.- c.- o c.- 0 c.- c.- c.- c.- c.- c.-
(277) g)IOOaa1;O(03dO?o Q;oooOJ3d �OjlOJC3dO(t;)OO3d1 
iy'. kyvan: tuiv"". kuiv' dhanapatiy"" ma. yii.san "". hu.ruy"'� 
this.slave.pL.OBJ Dhanapati NEG.take.should.QUOT.SUBORD 
'Saying that Dhanapati should not take these slaves . . .  ' (Inser. 1-77) 
• 3n: a (V�) � be free to V [=WB 3n: a" 7a] 
0 <"  0 o C'  <:' (278) 3d�;�u)3d?0( �;C83d1l 
amin'.ma.hia.hu min'.ea'. 
order.NEG.issue.EXCL.QUOT state.REAL 
' [The King] said that he did not issue an order.' (Inser. 1-79b) 
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• 2 u (V-) - V further, more; go on and V [=WB 2: u" 'lu] 
9 ., c ,  o c o c � . (27 ) Cion Gonmu C£mrooo t: '3d1l 
nci..kd kok'pai cuik'. liy'.uai.arh. 
I .TOP crops plant.EUPH.yet.IRR 
'I will plant crops and paddy henceforth. '  (Inser. 11- 1 68) 
(280) 90 "?IL2�1I 
4.pai lhU.uai.arh. 
four.pai donate.yet.IRR 
' [I] will donate four pay [of land] henceforth. ' (Inser. V-59 1 b) 
• 3d� apt (V-) - ought to V [=WB 3d� apt 'la'l] 
c c c c 
(28 1 )  ¥,GCX>?c'.)oo ¥,3dU�3d1l 
nci.thon'.my' nci..ap'.ea'. 
listen.SUBORD obey.should.REAL 
(282) 
7 
(283) 
. ' [You] ought to listen and obey. '  (Inser. 11- 1 68) 
o C" C' C' 0 C' C' �OO3dU�3d<..>( a>OO�3d 
miy'.ap'.ea'.hu ciy'.ea' 
ask.should.REAL.QUOT send.REAL 
' [He] enquired, saying that he ought to send [a messenger] . '  (Inser. 11- 168) 
Additional examples 
o C'  C' � 0 ("  C' o C'  
3dot'0oaJtc.98on 3dot'°oaJtc.9rqo 
atuiv'kyvan'.phakri.kci. atuiv'kyvan'.pha.kuiv' 
my.uncle.sUBJ my.father.to 
'My uncle gave [it] to my father. ' (Inser. 11- 1 74) 
o c c UOO�3d1l 
piy'.ea'. 
give.REAL. 
c 0 0  c c e o C 
(284) O?a>9.a>Go.:>?�on 3doa>OO3dOOOO�C <J?a>OOOJGO?II 
Zucarac'.so.sU.kci. aviciy'.athay'. lhyan' kla.ciy'.sate. 
plunder.ATTR.person.SUBJ A vicLinside.in fall.CAUS.REAL 
'May the person who plunders fall into the hell of Avici. '  (Inser. 11- 1 74) 
C o c  o c  C o c  0 C C (285) Gonc�rqo 'iiO?OGo.:>?OJon Gonc�rqo 'ii9.a>OO�3d1l 
kon'mhu.kuiv' mu.Zuiv'.so.sa.kci. kon'mhu.kuiv' mu.ra.ciy'.ea'. 
act of merit.OBJ do.want.ATTR.NOM.TOP act of merit.OBJ do.can.CAUS.REAL 
'May those who wish to perform acts of merit be able to do so. ' (Inser. 11-2 16) 
!\ o c  C c o  C 
(286) g)1�W9�Go.:>?rqo O?u��a>oot..q "?ILOJGO?II 
i. purhci..4. chu. so. kuiv' Zup'klvafifi'.ciy'. hu lhU.sate. 
this.BuddhaA.CLF.ATTR.OBJ care for.cAuS.PURP donate.REAL 
' I  made this donation so that they may look after these four Buddha statues. '  
(Inser. II- DO) 
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C' C' C' O C'  0 C' C' C' C' C' 
(287) 3'd(y)��OO3'dGo.n(Y)G)pO(o CX)(Y)C\); C\)(Y)'.)003'd 
atann '. may<a'.so. taryci. kuiv' thit'lan'. lat'. ruy<a'. 
(288) 
(289) 
stability .lack.ATTR.law. OBJ terrify .EUPH.SUBORD 
'He is terrified with the doctrine to the effect that nothing is stable.' (Inser. 1- 1 43) 
0 0  C' C' C' 0 C' C' O  C' C'..s ��c\)c;(y)�c\x)Go.n�cO(OGc\) � (Y)tO� .g CD� 
mimi.lan'nat'rvalci.so.man'. kuiv'. le mlat'nuiv'.cva phlac'.r*. 
self.husband.heaven.go.ATTR.king.oBJ.also revere.ADV be.SUBORD 
'In reverance for my husband the king who passed away . . .' (Inser. 1- 143)  
O C'  O C'  C' 6 O C'  C' C' 0 C' C' 3'dO{oo,)�c�cmOY.>�O(o <?�Gc\x)c<J?��c ooo(Y)0'iiGo.n 
atuiv'.sakhin '.man '. kinkci.sil. kuiv' purhci. lon '. klacva. man' piy: tav' mil.so 
stability .lack.ATTR.law.OBJ Buddha.future.KyaSwa.king give.HoN.REAL 
'The future Buddha, King Kyaswa, gave [it] to my Lord, Kingathu. '  (Inser. 1- 1 43) 
(290) 3'd�� C\X)Go.noaJ'JG 
ami.mha za.so.kyvan'.26 
mother .from come.ATTR.slave.26 
'Twenty-six slaves inherited from my mother' (Inser. II-2 1 2) 
o C' C' C' 0 C'C: C' C' 0 C' 1 (29 1 )  3'd�<?�QY.)oo,)� o,)cOJ'P�olPoo� G�0m,,?OGo.ny 1 
amipurhci.cav'.sann' san'sara.chuiv'nray'.mha mlok'. luiv'.sonha 
Queen.Saw.NoM samsara.suffering.from free.want.since 
'Since Queen Saw wants to be free from the cycle of rebirth.' (Inser. II - 1 38) 
C' C' 0 C' C' • 
(292) (y)CD<.9; � 00 G'PCopo{9,OY.>I 
tac 'p han' mliy' ron'. lhci. turh.rakci, 
again land sell.come.again.because 
'Since he again came and sold land . . . '  (Inser. II - 1 62) 
(293) �G(y)���Go.n<l'P .g �c\)�Go.n�l .g �o� �OJG(y)1I 
(294) 
(295) 
mitenn '. mann'.so. phura phlac: lac. so. kha phlac'. pci. khlan '.sate. 
Maitreya.name.ATTR.Buddha be.?EUPH.ATTR.time be.include.want.REAL 
' [1] want to be alive when the Buddha Maitreya reaches enlightenment.' 
(Inser. IV-40 1 )  
1 S C'O  C' C' C' 0 C' C' C' C 12J1�tmC\X)C\)(Y)'.)00 �;3'dap�3'd1l 
na. im'.nhuik'. lci. lat:ruy' minlZl'.lhci.ea'. 
my.house.in.come.EUPH.sUBORD order .come.REAL 
' [He] came to my house and gave orders. '  (Inser. 1-74) 
<." C' 0 <."  0 <." <." C' (" C" 3'd(y)��OOGo.n(Y)G)pO(o CX)(Y)C\); 3'dC\)(Y)'.) 001 
atann'. may'. so. tarya. kuiv' thit'lan <a'. lat'. ruy� 
stability. without.ATTR.nature.OBJ fear.EUPH.SUBORD 
'Being terrified by the instability of nature . .  . '  (Inser. II- 143a) 
8 Conclusion 
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It seems reasonable to assert that the general structure of Burmese in the Pagan period was 
not fundamentally different from that of contemporary Burmese. Apart the difficulty of 
deciphering the script, it is not difficult to access the content of Burmese inscriptions. 
They provide us a great deal of material concerning the phonology and grammar of 
Burmese at that time. 
Phonologically, it is argued that Pagan period Burmese contrasted voiceless unaspirated 
and voiceless aspirated series of obstruents: labial, dental, and velar stops and palatal 
affricates. Judging from the orthography, it is apparent that Pagan period Burmese had a 
series of consonant clusters comprising velar and labial stops combined with liquids: 6 kr, § khr, § pr, § phr, § mr and c;[J kl, & khZ, �pZ, � phZ, � ml. The vowels were a i U e 0; 
the diphthongs seem to have been ai and ui. It is uncertain what the sound the spelling �<..0 
Or represented. It is generally agreed that three tones were distinguished. 
Affirmative sentences were composed of four types: subject-complement, subject­
predicate, subject-object-predicate and object-subject-predicate. Negative sentences 
were formed by prefixing a negative particle � ma to the Verb. Imperative sentences 
contained a verb with no particle attached. Several particles could however be suffixed to 
verbs: cot nhe in interrogative sentences with question words, and COa:Y.> ZO in interrogative 
sentences expecting the answer yes or no. Besides these, verbs were modified by a number 
of other verb particles. Pagan period Burmese made use of postpositions, some with case­
marking functions. 
9 Index of grammatical forms 
ki> � (n).) cl 
rr:n kii (N� ) -4 TOP/SUBJ: topic / subject / nominative [=WB rr:n: kii" ka] . (29)(30)(32) 
(35) (36) (39) (45) (46)(52)(53)(57)(58)(64) (65)(66)(68) (70)(7 1 )(76)(77)(89)(92)(98) 
(99)( 10 1 )  ( 1 40)( 142)( 143)( 1 52)( 1 53)( 1 73)( 1 74)( 1 78)( 1 83)( 1 88)(1 96) ( 199)(204)(2 1 5) 
(2 1 7)(22 1 )(224)(240)(244)(250)(254)(279)(283)(284)(285) 
or, lam' (V� ) -4 all V, each V [=WB or, lam' kOUN]. 
(74)(76)( 136)( 1 59)( 1 74)( 1 98)( 1 99)(200)(2 10)(239)(249) 
016 kuiv' (N� ) -4 OBI: object / accusative [=WB 01 kui ko] . 
(74)(82)(90)(9 1 )(92)( 1 00)( 1 40)( 1 54)( 1 55)( 1 56)( 1 67)( 1 74)( 1 88)( 1 9 1 )( 1 97)(20 5)(206) 
(209)(2 12)(2 13)(2 1 5)(2 1 7)(2 1 9)(223)(226)(227)(24 7)(248)(25 1 )(295)(277)(285)(286) 
(287)(288)(289) 
016 kuiv' (N� ) -4 dative: 'to' [=WB 01 kui ko]. 
(37)(38)(39)(40)( 53)(87)(89)(93)(94)( 143)( 1 57)( 1 82)(283) 6 kra (V�) -4 PL: plural; V has plural subject [=WB 6 kra tG�] . ( 1 6 1 )(20 1 )  
�/ �1I �<..0 kha/khci/khay' (V�) -4 REM: remote; V action is remote in space or time 
[=WB � khai' khf]. ( 1 9 1)(202)(203)(204)(205)(206)(2 1 9)(242)(243)(276) 
S khai (V�) -4 difficult to V [=WB s khai kh£]. (85)( 105)(207) 
� � khZan' (V�) -4 desire, want to V [=WB <{J� khyan' tGhiN]. (44)(90)(92)( 100)( 14 1 )  
( 1 45)( 168)(208)(209)(293) 
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� eaTh (V- ) ---+ enjoy Ving [=WB G>�: cam' " SaN]. See (220) 
��� eim fC.' (V - ) ---+ CAUS/IRR: conflation of causative lOG> ee se + irrealis � aTh 'will cause 
to V' [=WB �� eim" s�iNl. e.g. (76)(8 1 )(208)(254) 
���IO�sn eim41'.so.nha (V- ) ---+ PURP: in order that it may cause to V [=WB 
���IO�sn eim41'.so.nha S�iN.06.tja] . e.g. (87)(88)(89)( 143) 
�03 eiy' (V-) ---+ CAUS: cause to V; may V happen; causative/exhortative marker often 
used in orders and commands [=WB lOG> ee se]. e.g. 
(3 1 )(42)(43)(44)(52)(7 4)(77)(78)( 1 28)( 1 29)( 137)( 1 39)( 142)( 144)( 148)( 1 6 1  )( 168)( 169) 
( 1 72)( 1 74)( 1 75)( 1 83)( 1 84)( 199)(200)(2 10)(2 1 1 )(2 1 2)(2 1 3)(2 14)(2 1 5)(2 1 6)(2 1 7)(2 1 8) 
(2 1 9)(220 )(222)(224 )(225)(239)(270 )(27 4 )(275)(284)(285)(286) 
� eva (V- ) ---+ ADV: adverb-forming suffIx; V-Iy [=WB � eva swa]. e.g. 
( 1 39)( 140)( 1 70)(288) 
� eva (V- ) ---+ intensifIer: very V [=WB � eva swa] . (70)(85)( 105) ( 106) 
( 107)( 1 08)( 1 3  5)( 1 62)( 163)(207)(23 8) 
� cvaTh (V-) ---+ can V [? = WB ��: evam"' SWaN]. (22 1 )(222)(223)(224) 
P:; co 3 Q ;1 
00m? taka (PHRASE -) ---+ EXCL: exclamation [=WB 00m?: taka" taga] (70)(7 1 )(72)(73) 
oo� tav' (N-) ---+ HON: honorifIc; 'honoured N' [=WB IO� to' t� ] .  
(74)(84)(236)(246)(25 1 ) 
oo� 'it tav' mil (V-) ---+ HON: honorifIc construction; lit: 'perform an honoured V' [=WB 
IO� 'i to' mil t� mu] . 
(34)(37)(38)(58)(70)(84)(228)(229)(230)(233)(235)(249)(253)(267)(268)(289) 
1000 te (SENfENCE - ) ---+ EUPH: euphonic [=WB oo�: tann' tf ] .  
( 1 44)( 1 56)( 1 82)( 1 84)(240)(274) 
ooch tat' (V-) ---+ can V; usually V-s [=WB ooch tat' tal] . 
(44)(69)( 167)(226)(227)(236)(256)(273) 
00" tan' (V-) ---+ suitable to V, ought to V [=WB 00" tan' taN]. (4 1 )(23 1 )(232) 
o?� tuiv' (N-) ---+ PL: noun plural marker [=WB o?tui' t9]. 
(53)(65)(68)(77)(88)( 1 0 1 )( 1 27)( 128)( 129)( 144)( 1 47)( 148)( 1 57)( 1 60)( 1 98)(205)(224) 
(240)(255)(265)(267)(277) 
o? tuTh (V-) ---+ V again [=WB o? tuTh tOUN]. (39)(233)(234)(235)(267)(292) 
"6� tvan' (N- ) ---+ locative: 'in'  [=WB "6� tvan' twiN]. ( 1 27)( 1 72)( 1 73)(2 14)(258) 
co tha (V-) ---+ EUPH: euphonic; used in expressions of wonder and admiration [=WB co 
tha th�]. ( 122)(236)(237)(238) 
coOS thak' (N- ) ---+ more-than: used in comparative constructions [=WB coOS thak' thE?] . 
( 1 77)( 1 78)(238) 
eX?� thuiv' (-N) ---+ that N [=WB eX? thui thO]. (66)(74)( 1 32) 
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t6 nui.il' (V�) ---* can V [=WB t6 nuin' naiN]. e.g. (5 1 )(79)( 190)(239) 
Qr nhe (Stce� ) ---* Q-WH: WH-question particle [=WB ,�: nhe ] .  
(60)(6 1 )(62)(63)(64)(65)( 66)( 67)( 68)( 69) 
icrl nhuik' (N� ) ---* locative: 'in' [=WB i03/§ nhuik'/n* ] .  
(88)( 14 1 )( 1 70)( 1 7 1 )( 1 9 1 )(229)(294) 
r6� nhanfC.' (N� ) ---* instrumental : 'with'; 'and' [=WB r9 nhan" ] .  (40)(74)(92)(97) 
( 143)( 162)( 163)(2 1 8)(220) 
01 pa (V�) ---* POL: polite [=WB 01 pa pa]. ( 129)(223)(224)(228)(240) 
8� piy' (V�) ---* EUPH: euphonic [=WB QO pe pH (245)(246)(247)(248) 
8� piy' (V�) ---* BEN: benefactive; V for somebody [=WB QO pe pH 
(245)(246)(246)(247)(248) 
[g pri (V�) ---* SUBORD: subordinate clause marker; V and . . .  ; V and therefore . . .  [=WB � 
pri" pl] . (93) 
� �� pri�pi (V�) ---* PERF: perfective aspect; completed verb action [=WB � pri pi]. 
( 1 96)(20 1 )(249)(250) 
�')lphii�pii (V�) ---* EXP: experiential; has (ever) V-ed [=WB �: phii" phu] . 
(47)(57)(72)(24 1 )(242)(243)(244) 
g 6� phlanfC.' (N� ) ---* instrumental: 'with' [=WB §9 phran' 'phJiN] .  
(71  )( 144)( 1 60)( 1 6 1 )(265) 
03 bhi (V�) ---* EMPH: emphatic [= WB g phi phil (25 1 )  
� ma (�V ) ---* NEG: negative verb marker [=WB � ma rna]. 
(4 1 )(42)(43)(44)(45)(46)(47)(48)(49)(50)(5 1 )(52)( 53)(57)(62)(71  )(72)(73)(75)(76)(78) 
(90)(92)(96)(97)( 100)( 1 53)( 1 72)( 19 1  )(2 1 5)(2 16)(22 1 )(222)(223)(224)(225)(227)(23 1 )  
(232)(239)(244)(256)(257)(263 )(2 73 )(2 7 6)(2 77)(2 78) 
ry mha (N� ) ---* source / ablative 'from' [=WB ry mha 11J1;!]. 
(86)( 1 64)( 1 65)(248)(290)(29 1)  
'tC'YY.) muka (PHRASE� ) ---* 'if' [=  WB 'ilC'YY.): miika" muka]. (62)(75)(76)(77)(78)(79)( 1 90) 
9.ra (V�) ---* compulsion, opportunity; must V, can V, get to V [=WB 9.ra j1;!]. e.g. 
(74)( 1 39)(252)(253)(275)(285) 
9.C'YY.) raka (V� ) ---* since/because V [=WB 9.C'YY.): rakaj1;!ga] . 
(59)(92)(92)(93)(94)(95)( 1 00)( 145)( 1 57)( 1 9 1  )(2 14)(253)(267)(276)(292) 
9.� rae' (V�) ---* remain and V [=WB 9.� rae' j il] . e.g. (254)(255) 
����������� ruy'�ruyfC.'�r':-�r*y' (V� ) ---* SUBORD: subordinate clause marker; V 
and . . .  / V and therefore . . .  [=WB � r" jW�] ] . (69)(70)(76)(80)(8 1 )  
(82)(83)(84)( 1 60)( 1 9 1  )(205)(228)(232)(246)(252)(256)(259)(26 1 )(265)(273)(277)(28 1 )  
(287)(288)(294)(295) 
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'lP ryei (V-) ---+ ought to V; must V [=WB � rei ja; see Okell and Allott (200 1 : 1 82 '� 6')] .  
e.g. (256)(257) 
GOO I OO2 le I lafifi (N- ) ---+ also [=WB oo�1 lafifi" It]. e.g. ( 1 79)-( 1 80) 
GOO -0303 le - liy' (V-) with no verb-final sentence marker ---+ IMP: imperative marker 
[=WB GOO le Ie] . e.g. (260) 
GC\Y.) lo (Stce- ) ---+ Q-?: yes-no question particle [=WB GOO? lo 15] . e.g. (56)-(59) 
Gc\y')� - oo6 loa'-lav'(V-) ---+ IMP: imperative marker [=WB GOO? lo' 19] . e.g. (26 1 )  
c\?03 luik' (V-) ---+ 'just V', ' V  thoroughly, decisively' [=WB c\?03 luik' lai?], e.g. (265) 
oo� lan' (V-) ---+ IMP: imperative marker [=WB oo� lan" liN] (266)(267)(268) 
oo03 lat' (V-) ---+ EUPH: euphonic [=WB 0003 lat' la?]. (294)(295)(287) 
oo03� lat'am (V-) ---+ EUPHlIRR: euphonic + futurelirrealis [=WB oo�.zattam' la?t�N] .  
e.g. ( 1 85)( 1 86) 
0303 liy' (V-) ---+ EUPH: euphonic [=WB GOO le Ie] . e.g. (25 1 )(258)(259)(279) 
c\?6 luiv' (V-) ---+ want to V [=WB c\? lui 10], e.g. (262)(263)(264) 
c\?6Go.:>??J luiv'.so.nhei (V- ) ---+ PURP: purpose; in order that it might V [=WB 
c\?Go.:>??J lui.so.nhei 10.M.rja]. e.g. (86) 
a:n03 lyak' (V- ) ---+ while V-ing [=WB a:n03 lyak' iaj£?] . e.g. 
C)?o3 lvay' (V-) ---+ easy to V [=WB C)?o3 lvay' lw£] . e.g. (269) 
�� lhyan' (N-) ---+ locative: 'in' [no WB equivalent] . e.g. ( 1 75)-( 1 76) 
�� lyhan' (PHRASE-) ---+ EMPH: emphatic [=WB ��: lyhan" tajiN], e.g. (270),(27 1 )  
oo� lan' (V- ) ---+ order, imperative [=WB oo� lan" liN]. e.g. (266)(267)(268) 
o�� vam"" (V-) ---+ dare to V [=WB 9vam� W]JN] , e.g. (272) 
o.:>GOO sate (V-) ---+ REAL.EUPH: realis and euphonic marker V-s, V-ed [=WB 0.:>002: 
satafifi'" Sadi] . 
o.:>? sei (V-) ---+ be feasible to V [=WB o.:>? sei Sa] 
o.:>�� san"" (V-) ---+ should V, ought to V [=WB o.:>� san� SiN] 
0303 siy' (V-) ---+ yet/still V [=WB Go.:>: se" Se] 
Go.:>? so (V-) ---+ REALIS: V-s, V-ed [=WB 0.:>2 safifi' 81] - see (40), ( 1 09), ( 1 1 0) 
Go.:>?GOO sote (V-) ---+ REAL.EUPH: realis and euphonic marker V-s, V-ed [=WB 0.:>002: 
satafifi�' Sadfj. 
o?6� suiv"" (N-) ---+ like, as ifN [=WB o?sui' og] 
o?6� suivfll' (N-) ---+ to, towards N [=WB o?sui' og] 
or hu (PHRASE-) ---+ QUOT: quotation marker [=WB or hu hy] 
3d? ei  (V-) ---+ be free to V [=WB 3d?: ei" ?ei] 
� am (V-) ---+ IRR: irrealis marker; willIwould V [=WB � am' ?�N] 
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on sa (V- ) - be feasible to V [=WB on sa ea] . e.g. (273) 
Gon so (V- ) - ATTR: attributive clause marker [=WB Gon so e6] .  e.g. 
GonG§:>� so.kron' (V- ) - because V [=WB GonG§:>� so.kron' e6�guN] . e.g. (90), 
(9 1 )  
o.:>�� san"" (V- ) - should V,  ought to  V [=WB o.:>�� san"" eiN] . e.g. (277) 
0303 siy' (V- ) - yet/still V [=WB 0303 siy' eel . e.g. (274)(275)(276) 
o.?�� suiv"" (N- ) - direction: 'to' [=WB o.?�� suiv"" eQ] . e.g. ( 168)-( 169) 
3d':) a (N- ) - locative: 'in' [no WB alternative] .  e.g. ( 1 74) 
3d':) a (N- ) - dative: 'to' [=WB 3d':): a" 7ei]. e.g. ( 1 58)-( 1 59) 
3d':) a (V- ) - be free to V [=WB 3d':): a" 7ei] . e.g. (278) 
2 il (V-) - V further, more; go on and V [=WB 2: il" 70UN). e.g. (279)(280) 
� arh (V- ) - IRR: irrealis marker; will/would V [=WB � am 7gN]. See 
( 1 87)( 1 82)( 1 90)(203)(203)(205)( 1 89) 
�Gony.> am. so. nha (V - ) - PURP: in order that it will V [=WB �Gony.> am. so. nha 
7gN.06.i]a]. e.g. (85) 
3dcS ap" (V-) - ought to V [=WB 3dcS ape 7a7). e.g. (28 1 )(282) 
Ql� ea' (N- ) - possessive/genitive [=WB Ql� ea' 7U. e.g. ( 166)( 167) 
Ql� ea' (V-) _ REAL: realis marker V-s, V-ed [=WB � e'c 71]. e.g. ( 1 92)( 1 93)( 1 94)( 1 95) 
g)�03--g]� iy'-i (-N) - this [=WB g)� i 7i] . 
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1 4  The experience of writing the first 
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RHD 
Skr 
umg 
Abbreviations 
Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst 'translate' ? 
English-Myanmar Dictionary 
Femininum 'feminine' 
gehaben 'elevated style' 
German-Myanmar Dictionary 
haben 'have' 
Italian word 
vorwiegend geschrieben 'written language' 
Maskulinum 'masculine' 
Myanmar-English Dictionary 
oder 'or' 
Piili 
Plural 
Singular 
sein 'be' 
Random House College Dictionary 
Sanskrit 
umgangssprachlich 'colloquial' 
1 Introduction 
Writing the first German-Myanmar Dictionary (GMD) has been an arduous enterprise. 
My thanks still go to the late Professor Schubert of Leipzig, who originally advised me to 
write a Dictionary in which the target language was my mother tongue. I followed his 
recommendation, and that Dictionary was published in 1 976. Some years later I started 
with the GMD. The Myanmar language has changed greatly since the beginning of the 
20th century, particularly since 1948: over the years, different ideologies come into being . 
This change in themes has resulted in a change of words: the vocabulary has developed 
In this article, I use the term 'Myanmar' for the name of the country, its people and their language. 
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rapidly and modem Myanmar literature is rather different from older literature. However I 
decided to limit the Dictionary to only words from modem Myanmar and did not include 
words that I have collected while translating 19th century literature. Despite this, some 
words still used in the 20th century have had to be marked as veraltet 'obsolete' or 
veraltend 'obsolescent' .  
Despite my continuous efforts, to this day I am tormented with one principal question: 
Is a German-Myanmar Dictionary really necessary, and has it been worth investing so 
many years' of time and such an amount of money? 
Academic interest in the Myanmar language in Europe is restricted to a few scholars 
with small groups of students around them, working in universities in Berlin, London, 
Paris and St. Petersburg. The European economy has a limited interest in Myanmar and 
the tourism industry is content with practical glossaries or phrase books. At universities in 
the Union of Myanmar - with the exception of the Myanmar language departments 
§,oocro�¥,�: mj�lNNmazath�m�mja themselves - many subjects, if not all, are taught in 
English. Years ago I was asked by a German speaker whether it would not be better for 
the Myanmar authorities to introduce English as an second official language for the Union 
of Myanmar. I offered him two main counter-arguments. Firstly, the introduction of 
English as an official language would not only separate the people from their literary 
heritage but also from their cultural heritage as a whole. Secondly, if writers, the 
intelligentsia, economists, and officials were to converse and correspond in English, the 
remaining majority of the people would be excluded, simply by virtue of speaking in their 
mother tongue. It would be a divide and rule policy within their own population. I don't 
know whether I was successful in convincing him but I maintain my opinion. 
Many sources have acted to spur on my determination, particularly the repeated 
questions from German students and friends as to whether, after more than fifteen years of 
work, the Dictionary was finished yet. Thanks are also due to the grants of German 
organizations like the DAAD (Deutscher Akademischer Austausch Dienst - the German 
Academic Exchange Service) for Myanmar students and lecturers to study or carry out 
research at a German host university within their program. Finally, I was also persuaded to 
continue simply by the urge not to give up after so many years of work and the pleasure I 
had in the work itself: finding lexicographical equivalents and compiling the Dictionary. 
2 Help from other dictionaries 
Where could I turn for help? Good, reliable, German bilingual dictionaries were beyond 
the scale of the task in hand. Whilst sources like Duden - the best monolingual German 
Dictionary - were important reference books for the GMD, their comprehensiveness 
gained from long traditions of Dictionary-making meant that there could be no question of 
the GMD being comparable with them. A Dictionary of that scale would have required 
extensive linguistic preparatory work. So it was necessary instead to consult reference 
books which included the Myanmar language in some capacity or other, and to plague 
Myanmar scholars and friends with endless questions. 
The modem-day Burmese lexicographer is perfectly aware of the tremendous 
achievement of Adoniram Judson in producing his Burmese-English Dictionary (Judson 
1 85 3), especially given the conditions of his day. However, as all those familiar with it 
will know, it is now outdated and useful only for special research. The Student 's English­
Burmese Dictionary by U Tun Nyein ( 1 959), The University English-Burmese Dictionary 
by U Ba Han ( 1 95 1 )  and The Universal English-Burmese Dictionary by U Tun Aung Lin 
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( 1 960) were all compiled with a high degree of expertise and can be regarded as a major 
advances in Myanmar lexicography. They were, however, mainly written for native 
speakers of Myanmar language. Moreover, U Ba Han especially, offers long English 
phrases without translation into Myanmar, thus making the practical use of his dictionary 
time-consuming and therefore difficult. This criticism can not be made of the English­
Burmese Dictionary by Saya Tet Toe ( 1 975), who included translated examples and 
avoided superfluous explanations. 
The establishment of the Burmese Language Commission, now the Myanmar Language 
Commission - hereafter MLC - by the U Ne Win government on 1 5  September 1971  
was an important step forward in lexicography. The MLC's Myanmar Dictionary 
§�OO3d�Q')� (MLC 1 99 1 )  and their Myanmar-English Dictionary (MLC 1 993) -
hereafter MED - were the main sources for compiling the GMD, both because they used 
orthography which could be regarded as standardised, and because both books had been 
compiled by a group of scholars, rather than individuals with preferences for particular 
orthographic conventions. The advantages of the MED are several. Firstly, the examples 
given in Myanmar are short and precise, though not translated, placing foreign users at a 
disadvantage. Secondly, the pronunciation is given for each entry. Thirdly, space is saved 
by omitting particles which do not need to be included next to verbs and adjectives in a 
Dictionary: the MED has headwords consisting of single verbal morphemes like �: 9wa 
'go', rather than verb+suffix �:o.J� 9wa.el 'gO.REALIS ' ,  or coon6: kaUN 'good' rather 
than Gon6:coOY.:> kauN.9S 'goOd.ATIR' . 
The binary nomenclature provided for most of the botanical and zoological names in the 
MED is to be appreciated, although in practice it sometimes no longer corresponds with 
current research usage. In any case the information about genus and species is certainly 
more useful than the explanations found in other dictionaries, where cocker, cocker spaniel 
is described as co�:O')§!L: [khwe.ta.mj6 'dog.one.kind'] 'a kind of dog' (Tet Toe 1 975:  338) 
and merle as Tm'�O')&!L: [!Jd.m:7.ta.mj6 'bird.black.one.kind']  'a kind of black bird' 
(Tet Toe 1 975 :  1 1 88). One can, of course, argue that an explanation such as that given in 
the MED for <tJ2 [phj�lN] 'kind of edible plant with bulbous root' (MLC 1 993:305) is better 
than nothing, but in my opinion one should clearly distinguish description and 
circumlocution from lexical equivalents, even though the boundary between the two is not 
always easy to draw. 
Help for the GMD was also available from The modern simplified English-Myanmar 
Dictionary for students and schools by Soe Thwe ( 1994), the French-Burmese Dictionary 
written by Denise Bernot ( 1978-92), the Russian-Burmese Dictionary (Novikov and 
Kolobkov 1 966) and the Burmese-Russian Dictionary (Minina and Kyaw Zaw 1 976). As I 
cannot read Chinese or Japanese I did not consult the dictionaries compiled for those 
languages. For specialised dictionaries, I had at my disposal the two-volume English­
Myanmar Word Bank with technical terms organised by subject (Sarpay Beikman 1 963) 
and the eight fascicles of a specialised technical Dictionary Vocabularies by Subject 
(Ministry of Education 197 1-1974), organised alphabetically by topic. However, times 
change quickly. In the thirty-odd years since the latter was published, some terms have 
fallen out of use, and many new terms have come into use. Therefore these books cannot 
be relied on without supplementary evidence. More recent publications were a great help, 
for example The English-Burmese Dictionary of Western Medicine by Kaung Nyunt 
( 1 992), with its equivalents, explanations, and pictures, and San Lwin's (2003) Dictionary 
of Military Terms, which offers translated examples aimed in particular users writing in 
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Myanmar language. Further compilation of specialised dictionaries like these is the task of 
the universities in Myanmar, and this is, to the best of my knowledge, already underway 
for some subjects. 
The most recently published general Dictionary is the English-Myanmar Dictionary 
(EMD) (San Lwin 200 1 ). It offers approximately 22,000 headwords, 1 ,500 compounds, 
and 1 1 ,000 idioms, on 1 ,622 pages bound in one unwieldy and heavy volume. This 
Dictionary also contains many English examples without translation, ostensibly to help 
users who are learners of English, though obviously this reduces its value for other users. 
It does offer a number of useful modem words which do not appear in earlier dictionaries, 
and supports the user with helpful illustrations. Even so, there is a question of whether 
Myanmar learners of English really need so many untranslated examples. I do not think 
that this practice has been successful elsewhere. It is worth noting that in the EMD, unlike 
the MED, unnecessary particles are attached to the Myanmar equivalents of verbs and 
adjectives. 
3 Equivalents 
Even in bilingual dictionaries of European languages we do not always find true 
equivalents of source language words in target language translations. In cultures where the 
environmental fundamentals of plants, animals, climate, etc. are so different from those in 
Europe, the problem of equivalency is even more complex. In this respect I was 
confronted with two main problems. The first was the fine gradation from circumlocution 
to equivalency in the case of unfamiliar Myanmar words; the second was finding 
equivalents for those foreign words which might refer to concepts unknown to the 
Dictionary user. As one is able to trace the meaning of nearly every morpheme in 
Myanmar language, the string of morphemes selected to translate a particular new word, 
for instance a compound noun, may vary considerably between individual speakers and 
writers, and the sequence of syllables may vary. Only after a certain time and often 
through appearance in newspapers, radio, and television may the new word become 
established as an accepted sequence of morphemes. 
I offer here one of many possible examples, the word Machtpolitik 'power politics ' .  Tet 
Toe ( 1975:  1 505) whose Dictionary contains a considerable number of political words, 
provides the periphrastic translation in ( 1 ), while the Universal English-Burmese 
Dictionary (Tun Aung Lin 1960:777) gives the translation in (2). 
( 1 )  
(2) 
o eo .  eo eo tCC�c:�c: 
naiNuaN .�fN�fN 
country .RECIP 
o eo .  eo eo tcc,,?uc;: 
naiNlJaN .lou?UaN 
country. proj ect 
eo ffi eo eo 3dc3<r.>:61ccqjm 
?IN?a.pjaiN Jaj£7 
strength.compete.sUBORD 
o 3dG'l.:<iXj?GOY.> 
?aje.sho.85 
affair.say.ATIR 
? 'national affairs where nations compete with one another for strength' 
o C" Q 0 (" .  mg>couo:>:tCc"tP: 
kaba.thei?8f.naiNuaN .mja 
world.top-level.country.PL 
" eo " 0 002: ?-9002: 0(. 
ta.?u·lJi.ta.?u.dQ 
one.CLF.with.one.CLF 
eo ffi eo 3dC3<r.>:D(CGOY.> 
?IN?a.pjaiN.85 
strength.compete.A TIR 
0 <:' . tCCG'l: 
naiNlJwje 
politics 
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'the politics where advanced nations compete with one another for power' 
Neither Tun Nyein ( 1959) nor Soe Thwe's Modern Simplified English-Myanmar 
Dictionary include the phrase 'power politics'. In the EMD, the editors insert the 
Myanmar phrase t�CG'l:3nCD? naiNlJaNje.?ana 'politics.power' under the headword 
power (San Lwin 200 1 : 1 057). We might deduce from this that power in the sense of 
Machtpolitik should not be ��3n: 71N7a ' strength/power' ,  but 3nCD? 7ana 'power' in the 
English sense of 'to take, seize, or lose power' or 'to come to power' . Similarly the 
Myanmar-Russian dicationary gives for t�CG'l:3nCD? the phrase fIOJll1THQeCKaH BJlaCTb 
'political power' (Minina and Kyaw Zaw 1 976: 673). Basing my decision on the above 
information, I decided that 3nCD?t.�CG'l: ?ana.naiNlJaNje 'politics.power' was a suitable 
equivalent for Machtpolitik in the GMD. 
A number of problems arose from headwords with a narrow, specific meaning. For 
instance, for the Myanmar equivalent of the German word Autobahn I chose not to adopt 
the UK English term 'motorway' or the US English 'freeway' - neither of which would 
be likely to be understood in Germany - opting instead to write the German word 
Autobahn in Myanmar script as in (3), adding the explanation in (4): 
<:' 0 <:' <:' � 
(3) G3nroO(O'),:ro�:�G: 
7au7tobaN JaN .m!a.<t{ 
'Autobahn.road.main.big' 
adding the explanation 
r::: <:' <:" <:' <:' <:' r;: <:' <:' <:' (4) �OJro�:� GOOGO":r.)0Y.>2 ��'Gooc:ro�: 
phja71aN.mf mvtvjln 7amjaN .maUNJaN 
crossroad. without motor. vehicle fast.drive.road 
'high speed motorway without crossroads' 
Rendering Autobahn in Myanmar in this way is similar to the inclusion in the monolingual 
English Random House College Dictionary of coffee klatsch, coffee klatch and kaffee 
klatsch, listed as variants of the German word Kaffeeklatsch (Stein 1 984:2 16). 
F or word specific to particular cultures, anticipating that the Dictionary user who has 
not spent much time in the culture of the source language may have some difficulty, I 
provide a transcription of the word in the source language followed by an explanation in 
brackets in the relevant languages. Thus the Myanmar word GOll�:Gol� gaUNbauN appears 
in the GMD under the German headword Gaungbaung, followed by the German 
explanation 'Kopfbedeckung fUr Manner der Bamaren und der Mon bei besonderen 
Gelegenheiten' [headcovering worn at special occasions by Bamar and Mon men], and the 
headword Polka is rendered in Myanmar as GO lro<Y.Y.> p51aka with the addition explanation, 
hi · 
. 
M 
0 0 0  <:' 0 <:' 0 
, kind f fi lk d fr t s time ill yanmar: O?OJ:�:OY.>:'O)'i 'J:6p�mooQ)"tlL: a 0 0 ance om 
Bohemia.' Of course, if the reader has never seen people dancing a polka, they cannot 
understand the concept in depth. For such explanations, sometimes I had to resort to 
ooJj4iL: tamj6 'a  kind of . . . ' .  
' 
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In some cases I decided only to give a circumlocution in Myanmar, marked out with a 
star, for instance Weif3niiherin * �06�:G�o03�L6"t60( 'underwear seamstress' or 
Sektkiihler * ��8., <?C\)�:<061e��61"�: 'container for immersing champagne bottles in 
ice' .  Terms for delicacies like Kaffeefahrt or Nugat were, however, simply dropped. A 
Dictionary is, after all, neither a specialist lexicon nor a cookery book, and the 
circumlocution would be too long-winded and still barely comprehensible for the 
respective users. 
Some years ago I was criticised by some German scholars for the insertion of Myanmar 
words as headwords. I was told that words like Gaungbaung [<o�l�:<o()l� gauNbaUN], 
Khauswe [<o�l03� khau7shw£ 'Shan noodles'], or Zayat [@616 zaja7 'shelter']  should not be 
headwords in a German-Myanmar Dictionary. I replied by inquiring why in the Duden 
(Deutsches Universal Worterbuch A-Z 'A-Z German Universal Dictionary' ), which 
contains, according to the foreword - 'den Wortschatz der deutschen Gegenwartssprache' 
('vocabulary of the present-day German language'), we can find many non-German head 
words, for example Iglu (Inuit), Kolchose (Russian) or Haiku (Japanese). 
Cultural differences often prevent bilingual dictionaries for Myanmar and European 
languages from providing exact lexical equivalents. Should I have translated <o�l�:<o()l�: 
gaUNbauN, the headwear worn by Bamar and Mon men on special occasions, as turban? 
Or should I have left out the word o?03G�� (tai7khaN 'a taikkhan house, with a brickwork 
or masonry structure downstairs and a wooden structure upstairs)? Architects from three 
European countries were unable to give accurate equivalents in their own language for a 
building of this kind. My own experience of Myanmar words combined with data from 
Myanmar newspapers and periodicals published in the English language enabled me to 
select a number of headwords to treat in this way. 
Allow me to present an important example illustrating the difficulty of equivalency: 
m<oOY.>�: kaN.kauN 'be lucky' is a common phrase in Myanmar. In the Myanmar-English 
Dictionary m kaN is translated as 'one's deed, word or thought which predetermines one's 
future' (MLC 1 993:  12), but the meaning of m kaN in kaN.kaUN 'be lucky' is simply 'luck' 
- Gliick in German. Translating from English, Saya U Tet Toe and Saya U Soe Thwe 
translate the word 'fate' with m§� kaN.Cama (Tet Toe 1975 :675; Soe Thwe 1 994:455), 
in keeping with the MLC translation of cD kaN. However, m§� k8.N.Cama is a Pali­
Sanskrit hybrid which can never mean 'fate' .  This word m§� kaN.Cama is dominated 
by Buddhist philosophy, whereas the term 'fate' ,  derived from the Latin word fatum, 
means something that is predetermined and must be accepted. It is not necessary to 
elaborate here on the difference between fatalism and Buddhism. We find a second sense 
of m kaN defined in the MED (MLC 1 993 : 1 2) given as 'luck, fortune, lot' .  'Luck' in 
German is Gliick, a word which also has two meanings. The first is Gliicksfall ' a  case of 
luck' and secondly is Gliicksgefiihl 'a feeling of luck' .  I translated the first meaning as 
m<oOY.>�:§�: kaN.kauN.DIN 'luck.good.NOM' - an instance of good luck - even though 
this is rarely used in speech, and the second one as <oqp��<061: pj�SwlnJe ' happy.affair' .  I 
am still unable to offer a better solution but I don't like to sacrifice the term m§� 
kaN.Cama to the word 'fate' and its misleading implications. 
4 Transcription and pronunciation 
As in the Burmese-German Dictionary (Esche 1 976), I followed the phonemic 
transcription developed by Eberhardt Richter (as set out in Richter and Than Zaw 
1969: 1 1- 1 5). With the help of some speakers from Myanmar and a sonograph, my 
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colleague Richter transcribed the aspirated sounds Q) 00 00 (J as kh sh th ph, respectively. 
Zargara ( 1978) transcribes in the same way, except for S which he transcribes as hs. In the 
MED, however, the same consonants are transcribed thus: K as kh but S T P as hs ht hp. 
The motivation for this reversal is easily understood/grasped: since people using a 
Dictionary like this have at least some knowledge of English, they might pronounce sh, th 
and ph as U e fl, as in the English words 'she', 'thorn' and 'phase' . In my opinion, 
however, such a consideration is unnecessary and such transcription should be avoided. 
The determining factor should surely be the scholarly analysis, namely that the 
transcription should follow the actual phonemic or phonetic pronunciation consistently. 
In the GMD the vowel of the stressed syllable of the German headwords is underlined 
(H�bel, kl�mmern). Only in difficult cases, especially for foreign words used in German, 
is the pronunciation added, for instance Lobby ['bbi] .  In giving Myanmar equivalents, 
users are alerted to the pronunciation of words only when it is not predictable from the 
Myanmar spelling, as in O?Q)l: 'door' , which is spelt t�lNkha but in fact pronounced daga, 
with voicing throughout and the first syllable reduced. 
I find it hard to understand two conventions in the transcription system of the MED. 
Firstly the underlined � used to represent the reduced vowel a, known in German as the 
Tonschatten or 'tone shadow' .  The second is the pronunciation of proper names from 
languages other than English, of which there are a considerable number in Myanmar. The 
examples in (5) from the MED with their respective transcriptions illustrate my point: 
(5) a. 
b. 
c. 
Wt�W(J); Im�ainm�kan/ . . .  for manaiNmakhaN 'abundantly' (p.332); 
W:lJW':> Im�th�ma/ ... for ma8ama 'evil' (p.333); 
33i.l�pwe./ . .  . ' 7aphwf 'organisation' (p.557). 
Underlining to add emphasis to a particular item in writing is an internationally adopted 
convention, and in many dictionaries, it is used to indicate which syllable or vowel is to be 
stressed. However, the MED uses underlining to indicate the unstressed vowel - a 
convention I find counter-intuitive. In the GMD this problem was settled by using a 
symbol '9 ' for the reduced vowel lal in the transcription, so that the examples in (5) above 
are transcribed in the GMD as Im9naiIJm9kaJ]/, Im9th9mal, and 19hpwe'l. The diacritics ' 
and ' are used for the for the 'creaky' and 'high' tones, for instance, as in (6): 
(6) Zaum ... ooBi:cn.,OO? /ka"gyoud9za/ [kgcMdaza 'bridle'] 
Another issue is the transcription and pronunciation of non-English foreign words, in 
particular geographical names. It is understandable that foreign geographical names are 
adapted to the phonology of the speaker's mother tongue. The English pronounce Berlin 
1b3: 'hn! in an English way, just as Germans might say London in a German way nmdan!. 
In Myanmar language Berlin becomes :1Y.)ro� baliN because with a Myanmar accent it is 
hard to pronounce the German sequence lbeR! or to pronoun a syllable-final In!. 
However, it is incomprehensible to me why English rules of pronunciation are still 
applied to the spelling of geographical and proper names of countries whose national 
language is not English. Of course, this tendency may be partially explained by the 
historical influence of English on Myanmar through British colonisation. But this 
historical experience should become increasingly weaker, a process one can already see. I 
read for instance that the spelling of the French capital Paris has changed from u'l.� ptri? 
to olq parI. Nonetheless I still baulk when I see Ukraine rendered in Myanmar as the 
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English-sounding O(m�, jukdreiN. I prefer 3(mGp�¥, ?Ukarajina which more closely 
reflects the Ukrainian spelling YKpalHa /,ukra'jina/. In some cases I attempted to promote 
this change: I have spelt German proper names ending in . . .  burg with . . .  �A /bu?/ (or 
/bug/) and those ending in . . .  berg as . . . -:ndSA /ba?/ (or /bag/). Thus Brandenburg 
becomes -:n'l'3t:�A baraNd{Nbu? and Wiirttemberg C(3t-:ndSA wudiNba? In my 
opinion the rendition of geographical and proper names should be as close as possible to 
the pronunciation those names have in their original language, as exemplified by the case 
of Paris. Adaptation to phonological constraints of the language into which the name is 
being rendered means we have to 'Myanmarise' names if necessary. 
5 Grammatical information and sense indicators 
F or an inflected language like German, it is essential to provide grammatical information 
about nouns and verbs. For nouns I thought the most space-saving way would be to add 
gender notation following the noun: m, f and n for masculine, feminine and neuter, 
respectively. Following this is a number which refers to a table where the user can find 
how to decline this noun, following the patterns described in the dictionaries of Verlag 
Enzyklopiidie, Leipzig. Lastly, if the noun is used only in singular (Sg) or plural (Pl), this 
is also indicated. The examples for 'sea', 'flour' and 'crow's feet' in (7) illustrate this: 
(7) a. Meer n 20 Geogr otrooS (i  Gelbe �, i Rote �, i Schwarze �, i Tote �, 
i WeiBe �) 
b. Mehl n 20 Sg �'.(i Erbs�M-, i Reis�M, i Roggen�M, i Weizen�M) 
c. Kriihenfii6e PI (umg for Runzeln in den Augenwinkeln) "tJ�GCO')9"6'; 
(umgfi r schlechte, krakelige Schrift) G6:>t§�Gp 
For verbs, it is important to know whether the compound past tense is formed with haben 
'to have' or sein 'to be' . Since all transitive verbs <vt>, reflexive verbs and most 
intransitive verbs <Vi> take haben, I marked with the abbreviation <sn> only those 
intransitive verbs which take sein. Some examples illustrate this notation: (8)a and b and 
(9)a take haben; (9)b takes sein; (8)c takes either haben or sein. 
(8) WEAK VERBS 
a. schmi!cken vt ��: (ich habe geschmlickt) [ll}UN 'decorate'] 
b. z!ttern vi 0(' (ich habe gezittert) [tOUN 'tremble, shake'] 
c. p£ndeln vi <hb, sn> (bin- und herschwingen) 03�:el (es hat, es ist 
gependelt) [jeiNkha 'swing'] 
(9) STRONG OR IRREGULAR VERBS 
a. w£rben vt < 16a> (Mitglieder u. a.) Q)�:� (ich habe geworben) [S{jOUN 'enlist'] 
b. laufen vi <9/sn> �: (ich bin gelaufen) [9wci 'go'] 
To prefixed verbs I added 'a' to verbs in which the prefix may be separated from the stem 
and 'b' and 'c' when it is not, as in ( 1 0): 
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( 1 0) PREFIXED VERBS 
a. durchtrennen vt <a> � (ich trenne durch, ich habe durchgetrennt) 
[khw£ 'split'] 
b. durchtrennen vt <c> � (ich durchtrenne, ich habe durchtrennt) 
[khw£ 'split'] 
c. erhalten vt <3b> (bewahren) a3':03�: [GGY.>9G�03] (ich erhalte, ich habe 
erhalten) [theiN8eiN.SeUNSau? 'conserve'] 
A number added in brackets <31b>, refers again to another table that shows how the verb is 
conjugated. The user will fmd under number 3 only a - ie - a , enabling them to conjugate 
the word erhalten in the forms: ich erhalte, ich erhielt, ich habe erhalten. It is noted that 
examples like erhalten are exceptional in containing the bracketed German translations. 
Productive users of the Dictionary are disadvantaged if Dictionary makers fail to 
provide exact sense indicators and context-sensitive information. There must be some 
brief information about the semantic field (Fachgebietsangabe) to which a word belongs, 
for instance Mus for music, Geogr for geography, Ling for linguistics and so on. Very 
often supporting words (Stiitzworter) were added to show the different meaning of a word, 
as with the KriihenfiifJe above. 
6 Orthography 
As the Myanmar Language Commission has largely standardised Myanmar orthography, I 
kept strictly to the orthography given in the MED. So, for instance, I write O')��l: rather 
than O')�l: for tamj6 'one kind' ; 00: rather than <91: for pha 'frog' and linch rather than 
G1ch �\9. cia? [ic\)G�Gt(Y), �tG-rC\)C Of course, the non-standard spellings may still be 
encountered, but the standardised orthography is largely accepted both in the press and in 
other publications. 
However, the writing of Myanmar geographical names in Roman letters remains 
problematic. Geographical names were not included in the MED, and so had to be 
collected from other sources. Given the lack of official romanised forms, it is unsurprising 
that one can fmd various spellings in publications. For example, C8E>pO� appears as 
Ayeyarwady or Ayeyawady; ��:Gro: as Innlay, Inlay or Inle; §� as Pyay or Pyi. I 
included a number of such names in the Dictionary, but sometimes doubted which spelling 
I should follow. 
7 Stylistic Register 
Generally dictionaries translating between European languages and Myanmar provide little 
information relating to stylistic register. In my first dictionary I provided only limited 
information: lit for written style, umg for colloquial style, and vulg for vulgar words. In 
the GMD I have again included some indication of register, though rather reluctantly. 
After all some Myanmar authors, especially in Upper Myanmar, write their stories in 
colloquial style; newspapers and journals sometimes contain a mixture of styles; and 
spoken language may contain phrases normally found only in written language. One might 
doubt whether it is posssible to give useful information regarding style. 
In spite of these misgivings I did include information indicating register, based on my 
experience, though not without initially qualifying this in the Explanatory Notes as being 
no more than suggestions. In most cases I added the same indications of written style (lit), 
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colloquial style (umg) and vulgarity (vulg). Within lexical entries, I placed words used in 
both speaking and writing first, followed by colloquial words and then written/literary 
words at the end of the group, as in ( 1 1 ) :  
( 1 1 )  a .  
b.  
c .  
d.  
Ausfliichte gebr!!!.chen Gm�0Y.)�,,?8 umg [ketikati.lou7 ' quibble'] 
fr,!!gen vt G�:I G�:§t: geh [me, memjaN 'ask'] 
l,!!chen vi 'l�1 'lu3GIn lit [ji,jim6 ' laugh']  
stydienhalber Adv GC\?ro?�?d06crl umg, GC\?ro?'lt3d06crl lit, 
8 Etymology 
Before the Myanmar language was established in written form, the Mon language was 
widely used in Bagan, and the Indo-European languages Sanskrit and Pali also enjoyed 
high esteem. Monk-scholars and members of the high society at court acquired Sanskrit 
and Pali along with Buddhist teaching and used these languages as a model for own work 
by connecting Pili and Sanskrit terms with words in their mother tongue. As a 
predominantly Buddhist country, Pali words are often found in Myanmar today, not only in 
Buddhist contexts like GO>oo¥, <P: cetana> [sedana 'goodwill'] but also in every-day 
usage like Ql�� <P: dhatu> [da7.shi 'petrol' ] .  As German users may not be familiar with 
Pili and Sanskrit, particular attention was paid to the decoding of Pali and Sanskrit words. 
In Myanmar texts these items can often stand alone, written in their original form only 
with Myanmar letters, for example m�CD? <P: karu�a >. However there have also been 
changes, sometimes following established rules, or sometimes not. Very often, words have 
changed not only in form but in meaning, are may be difficult to recognise. The word 
3d':>C\(: 7alli now means 'potato' .  This word has its roots in Pili and Sanskrit as cilit, where 
it does not mean 'potato' but rather Amorphophallus paeoniifolius, a tuber. These Pali or 
Sanskrit words are sometimes combined with Myanmar words, or with other Pali and 
Sanskrit words, or with English words or terms coming from Hindi, Mon and other 
languages. The problem for my Dictionary was considering how to provide proper 
etymological information without being excessive, a challenge evident in the compounds 
in ( 1 2) :  
( 1 2) 
source lang. 
Pali 
Sanskrit + Pali 
Pali + Sanskrit 
W" "fO?fJW 
fi��' <P: puggalika + paccaya> 
a;cp� <Skr: mina + P: rasi> 
qah.'<H\ <P: gu�a + Skr: srI> 
pron. and gloss 
pou?galikg.pji?sf 'private property' 
meiNJaoi 'Pisces' 
gOuN.8aje 'characteristics' 
Where English words were recognisable from their rendition in Myanmar, I omitted the 
English words, so the entry for G::y'y'}o� b6piN 'ball(point) pen' is simply K!!gelschreiber 
m 4 G::y'y'}o� <E>. 
These hybrids are the product of centuries of use by Myanmar scholars. The problem 
was not so much a lack of etymological research but rather the amount of space that would 
be occupied if all relevant etymological information were to be included. Therefore, I 
decided to transcribe words derived from PaIi, Sanskrit, Mon and Chinese, but to include 
only abbreviated source information for words from other languages such as Hindi, Malay 
The experience of writing the first German-Myanmar Dictionary 3 1 7  
and Thai. Myanmar words behind or before a Pali, Sanskrit, Mon or Chinese word are not 
marked, as in ( 1 3). 
( 1 3) 
K!!belj au m 1 od 6 Ichth GOO?�cl: <E-> (Gadus morrhua) [kg.Jja 'cod.fish'] 
Laterit m <_[e]s, _e> Geol OOG§ <Mon: (Y.)oo�> [gawuN.mje 'laterite', lit: 'cod.earth'] 
K!!li Eig Hind CY.Y.)� <Skr: kali>, CY.Y.)�;�O)�: [kall.na7.8ami 'Kali.spirit.daughter' Kali] 
9 Final remarks 
There are, of course, many problems involved in Dictionary compilation, and many things 
tro consider in order to benefit the students learning these languages. In this paper only 
some of these issues have been discussed. Although the GMD contains more than 60,000 
headwords, approximately 2,000 collocations and some whole sentences where necessary, 
it is still possible to find new words and word-combinations every day in newspapers and 
books. Myanmar is a language with a long, interesting history and a rich literature. 
Moreover, like many languages in the world, Myanmar has changed rapidly in recent 
decades and continues to change apace. There will surely be gaps in the coverage of the 
GMD and perhaps some users will not find the word or phrase they are looking for. Allow 
me to quote a word of consolation from the great poet Johann Wolfgang von Goethe who 
made the following confession: 
' Such a work . . .  is really never fmished. 
We have to accept it as such, 
when we have done our best to it, 
as far as time and circumstances would  allow us.' 
(Klatt et a1. 1 9 10:vii) 
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